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Appendix 1. Ethics approval 
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Appendix 2. Participant recruitment documents used by the local collaborators consisted of 
project information sheet, and consent sheet each prepared in English and 
Bahasa Indonesia versions. 
[UQ Letterhead] [Local Partner Institution Letterhead] 
 
Lembar Informasi Peserta 
Participant Information Sheet 
 
Selamat pagi/siang/sore/malam, 
Good morning/day/evening/night, 
 
Kami dari Institut Pertanian Bogor (IPB) dan The University of Queensland (UQ) ingin mengumpulkan 
informasi tentang keadaan sosial, ekonomi, dan lingkungan dari Masyarakat Selayar. 
We are from Institut Pertanian Bogor and The University of Queensland would like to collect 
information of the social-economic and environmental condition from Selayar people. 
 
Survey yang kami lakukan adalah bagian dari penelitian yang bejudul: Kajian [manfaat/jasa] 
terumbu karang dan ekosistem pesisir-laut lainya. 
Our survey is part of a project titled: Capturing Coral Reef and Related Ecosystem Services (CCRES). 
 
Ada [jumlah] orang yang bekerja dalam penelitian ini, yaitu: [nama], [nama], [nama], [nama], 
[nama]. 
Currently we have [number] surveyors working, which are: [name], [name], [name] 
 
Penelitan ini mencoba melihat bagaimana masyarakat pesisir mengambil manfaat dari ekosistem 
seperti terumbu karang, bakau dan padang lamun secara berkelanjutan. 
The Capturing Coral Reef and Related Ecosystem Services (CCRES) project will demonstrate how 
coastal communities in developing countries can sustainably capture the benefits of ecosystem 
services provided by coral reefs, mangroves and seagrass beds. 
 
Penelitian ini mencoba melihat hubungan antara nilai ekologis dari sehatnya ekosistem terumbu 
karang, lamun atau bakau; dengan nilai ekonomis dan potensi pasar dari jasa/produk yang didapat 
dari ekosistem tersebut. Penelitian ini akan mencoba melihat peluang bisnis alternatif, atau baru, 
yang mampu menghasilkan keuntungan ekonomi sekaligus melindungi atau memperbaiki 
jasa/produk ekosistem yang dimanfaatkan. Hasil dari penelitian ini nantinya akan disampaikan 
kepada pihak-pihak terlibat dalam perencanaan dan pengambilan keputusan di daerah [Lokasi 
Studi]. 
CCRES will demonstrate the relationship between the ecological value of healthy coral reef, seagrass 
and mangrove ecosystems and the economic value and market potential of their ecosystem 
services. The project will assess the potential for new and alternative business to protect or enhance 
ecosystem services whilst generating profits. CCRES will also promote the uptake of project results 
into local planning and decision-making frameworks. 
 
Ada tiga kelompok kegiatan penelitian yang kami lakukan yang masing-masing memiliki tujuan 
khusus: 
• Komponen 1: Menghitung nilai dan peluang pasar dari jasa/produk ekosistem terumbu 
karang dan bakau. 
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• Komponen 2:  Mengembangkan kegiatan ekonomi lokal yang kuat, yang mampu 
memanfaatkan sekaligus melestarikan jasa/produk dari ekosistem yang dimanfaatkan. 
• Komponen 3: Penjangkauan, dukungan dalam pengambilan keputusan, dan pembelajaran 
untuk masyarakat. 
CCRES will achieve its aims through three integrated components: 
• Component 1: Quantifying the value and market potential of coral reef and mangrove 
ecosystem services 
• Component 2: Generating robust local economies that capture and sustain marine 
ecosystem services 
• Component 3: Outreach, decision support and regional learning 
 
Survey ini adalah bagian dari kegiatan penelitian Komponen 2 yang mencoba mengembangkan 
kegiatan ekonomi lokal yang kuat dimana menguntungkan secara ekonomi sekaligus mampu 
melindungi atau memperbaiki produk/jasa yang didapat dari ekosistem terumbu karang dan bakau. 
 
Survey ini ingin melihat apa saja peluang-peluang untuk mengatasi masalah-masalah lingkungan 
contohnya seperti: penurunan jumlah tangkapan ikan, berkurangnya luasan hutan bakau, dan 
pencemaran tanah dan air di pesisir; melalui penyesuaian aktifitas bisnis yang sudah berjalan, atau 
dari pengembangan bisnis baru. 
This survey is part of the Component 2 research activity, which aims to create robust local 
economies that protect or enhance coral reef and mangrove ecosystem services whilst generating 
profits. 
 
It will identify opportunities where modifications to existing business or the introduction of new 
businesses can help to alleviate problems such as fish catch decline, mangrove loss and water 
pollution. Value chain analysis and market analysis will be used to assess the feasibility and 
profitability of new business opportunities [not translated]. 
 
Untuk mencapai tujuan ini, kami perlu melakukan survey untuk mengumpulkan data dan informasi 
dari masyarakat Selayar. 
To achieve these aims, the CCRES project needs do conduct surveys collect data and information 
from the members of the community.  
 
[1] [untuk wawancara dan FGD]: Penelitian ini akan melakukan diskusi kelompok terfokus dan 
wawancara dengan Masyarakat. Tiap pertemuan diskusi kelompok terfokus atau wawancara akan 
membutuhkan waktu 2 hingga 3 jam dan Bapak/Ibu kemungkinan akan diundang sebanyak 3 kali 
pertemuan selama kegiatan kami penelitian di [Lokasi Studi] (rentang waktu kegiatan kami 4 
tahun). 
 
Kegiatan diskusi kelompok terfokus atau dalam wawancara yang Bapak/Ibu ikuti tidak 
membahayakan. Namun, ada kemungkinan peserta diskusi atau peserta wawancara akan 
membicarakan aktifitas yang tergolong melanggar hukum (misalnya, penangkapan hewan ilegal). 
Dalam kegiatan diskusi kelompok terfokus atau wawancara nanti, kami tidak akan meminta 
Bapak/Ibu untuk memaparkan aktifitas ilegal atau nama orang yang terlibat dalam aktifitas ilegal. 
[1] [for interview and FGD]: The project is conducting focus group discussions and interviews to do 
this. Each focus group discussion or interview session will be 2 to 3 hours in duration and you may 
be invited to take part in up to 3 sessions during the course of the project (over a 4 year period).   
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Your involvement in focus group discussions or interviews poses minimal risk to you, however it is 
likely that illegal activity will be discussed by people within a focus group if it is relevant to the 
discussion topic (illegal fishing for example). During the conduct of a focus group discussion or 
interview we will not require you to disclose illegal activity or to name people involved in illegal 
activity. 
 
[2] [untuk wawancara dengan kuesioner]: Untuk mencapai tujuan tersebut, penelitian ini akan 
melakukan wawancara menggunakan kuesioner. Terkait ini, kami mengajak Bapak/Ibu untuk 
mengikuti wawancara untuk menjawab pertanyaan dalam form kuesioner. 
 
Jika Bapak/Ibu mau mengikuti wawancara, Bapak/Ibu akan diminta untuk memberi jawaban 
berdasarkan pengalaman hidup di [Lokasi Studi] dari pendapat atau pernyataan diri Bapak/Ibu 
sendiri. Secara umum, pertanyaan akan berhubungan dengan keadaan lingkungan, ekonomi rumah 
tangga, serta pengalaman atau pendapat pribadi. 
 
Sebelum menjawab pertanyaan, kami meminta Bapak/Ibu untuk membaca instruksi terlebih dahulu 
agar tidak salah. Survei ini akan meminta waktu Bapak/Ibu selama 15 hingga 30 menit, dan 
Bapak/Ibu bisa memilih tempat wawancara yang dirasa nyaman. 
 
Dalam form kuesioner tidak ada jawab yang benar atau salah. Kami mengharapkan Bapak/Ibu 
untuk memberikan jawaban tanpa meminta bantuan dari orang lain. Bapak/Ibu diperbolehkan tidak 
menjawab pertanyaan yang dirasa memberatkan jika dijawab. 
[2] [for questionnaire-guided interview]: The project is conducting questionnaire-guided interviews 
to this. Therefore we are inviting you to participate by giving your answers in the questionnaire 
form. 
 
If you choose to participate, you will be asked to answer questions based on you own opinion or 
argument from your living experiences in Selayar. Some of them related to environmental condition, 
household economy, and personal opinion. 
 
Before you answer the question we would like you to read the instructions first to avoid any mistake. 
The survey will spend approximately 15 to 30 minutes of your time and you may choose any location 
that you feel convenient for you. 
 
For this questionnaire there are no correct or false answers. We are expecting you to give answers 
without asking help from any other person. You are allowed to skip any question that you do not 
want to answer.  
 
Untuk melindungi privasi Bapak/Ibu, dalam penelitian ini: 
To protect your privacy, the CCRES project will use the following measures: 
 
Kami TIDAK akan:  
a. Menambahkan nama Bapak/Ibu dalam daftar hadir diskusi kelompok terfokus, atau daftar 
hadir wawancara, kecuali Bapak/Ibu memberikan ijin di lembar [konsen/persetujuan]. 
b. Menggunakan rekaman suara kecuali Bapak/Ibu memberikan ijin di lembar 
[konsen/persetujuan]. 
c. Memberitahukan keterlibatan Bapak/Ibu dalam diskusi kelompok atau wawancara kepada 
orang lain yang bukan anggota tim peneliti. 
We will NOT: 
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a. Add your name to the attendance list of a focus group discussion or interview unless you 
give us permission to do so on the attached consent form. 
b. Use audio recording unless you give us permission to do so on the attached consent form. 
c. Disclose your involvement in a focus group or interview to people outside of the CCRES 
project team. 
 
Kami AKAN:  
a. Menyimpan hasil-hasil dari diskusi kelompok terfokus atau wawancara di dalam tempat 
yang terkunci dan di dalam komputer yang terlindungi kata sandi. 
b. Menghapus rekaman-rekaman suara yang diambil saat diskusi kelompok terfokus atau 
wawancara saat rangkaian kegiatan penelitian sudah selesai. 
c. Menghilangkan segala informasi yang dapat digunakan untuk mengidentifikasi Bapak/Ibu 
dalam segala bentuk laporan hasil penelitian kami. 
We WILL: 
a. Store the results of focus group discussions or interviews securely at a locked premises and 
on password protected computers. 
b. Destroy any audio recordings taken at a focus group discussion or interview once the project 
has concluded. 
c. Remove any information that could be used to identify a person before we report any project 
results. 
 
Partisipasi Bapak/Ibu dalam wawancara atau diskusi kelompok terfokus sifatnya sukarela dan 
Bapak/Ibu diperkenankan untuk berhenti tanpa adanya prasangka buruk kami dan tanpa dikenakan 
sangsi apapun. Jika Bapak/Ibu berhenti ditengah wawancara, maka kami akan hapus hasil 
wawancara tersbut. Jika Bapak/Ibu berhenti ditengah diskusi kelompok terfokus, maka kami akan 
hapus nama Bapak/Ibu dari catatan kehadiran diskusi. 
Your participation in a focus group discussion or interview is voluntary and you may withdraw your 
involvement at any time without prejudice. If you decide to withdraw and you participated in a 
personal interview then we will destroy the results of that interview. If you decide to withdraw and 
you participated in a focus group discussion then we will remove your name form the attendance 
record of that discussion. 
 
Pihak-pihak yang akan menerima manfaaat dari pertisipasi Bapak/Ibu dalam survey ini, antara lain: 
a. Lembaga pemerintah di tingkat lokal dan propinsi yang berperan dalam perencanaan dan 
pengelolaan sumber daya alam pesisir. 
b. Pelaku bisnis dan masyarakat lokal yang menerima manfaat dari pembaikan aktifitas bisnis 
dan peluang mata pencaharian, serta dari pembaikan perencanaan dan pengelolaan sumber 
daya alam pesisir.  
The people that will benefit from your participation in the CCRES project will be: 
a. Provincial and local government agencies responsible for planning and the management of 
coastal resources. 
b. Local businesses and communities who may benefit from improved business practices and 
livelihood opportunities, as well as improved planning and management of coastal 
resources. 
 
Jika Bapak/Ibu ada pertanyaan terkait dengan partisipasi dalam penelitian ini, silahkan hubungi: 
If you have any questions regarding your participation in the CCRES project please contact: 
(1) [Local team leader name] at [Name of local institution] on: 
Phone: +62  
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Mobile: +62  
Email:  
(2) [Project leader name] at the University of Queensland on: 
Phone:  
Mobile:  
Email:  
 
Tim penelitan CCRES mengucapkan TERIMA KASIH atas partisipasi Bapak/Ibu dalam penelitian ini. 
Bapak/Ibu bisa dapatkan berita perkembangan proyek penelitian CCRES di situs www.ccres.net atau 
di www.facebook.com/ccresnet. 
The CCRES project team would like to thank you for your participation in the CCRES project. You can 
keep up to date with what is happening in the CCRES project by visiting the project website 
www.ccres.net or by visiting CCRES on facebook at www.facebook.com/ccresnet. 
 
Penelitian ini mematuhi garis-garis pedomen proses peninjauan etika di The University of 
Queensland (UQ) dan National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research. Bapak/Ibu 
diperkenankan untuk membicarakan partisipasi Bapak/Ibu dalam penelitian ini dengan anggota tim 
CCRES (lihat atas untuk detail kontak Bapak Nama peneliti Indonesia, Ibu Melanie King). Jika 
Bapak/Ibu ingin berbicara dengan pihak UQ yang tidak terlibat dalam penelitian ini, Bapak/Ibu bisa 
menghubungi Ethics Coordinator di +61 7 3365 3924 atau email m.tse@research.uq.edu.au. 
This study adheres to the Guidelines of the ethical review process of The University of Queensland 
and the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research. Whilst you are free to discuss 
your participation in this study with project staff (see contact details for Indonesian research team 
member and Melanie King above), if you would like to speak to an officer of the University not 
involved in the study, you may contact the Ethics Coordinator on +61 7 3365 3924 or email [email] 
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[UQ Letterhead] [Local Partner Institution Letterhead] 
 
CCRES Project Consent Form 
Lembar persetujuan UNTUK PENELITIAN [CCRES] 
 
Focus Group and Interview Participants 
Partisipan diskusi kelompok terfokus dan/atau wawancara 
 
I am an adult at or over the age of 18. I have read, or have had read to me, the CCRES participant 
information sheet. I have understood the information contained within the CCRES participant 
information sheet and consent to my participation in a focus group discussion or interview. In 
addition, I consent to the following: 
Saya adalah orang dewasa yang berusia 18 tahun atau lebih. Saya telah membaca, atau telah 
dibacakan, lembar informasi untuk partisipan penelitian [CCRES]. Saya telah memahami informasi 
yang tercantum di dalam lembar informasi partisipan penelitian [CCRES] dan menyetujui 
keterlibatan saya di dalam diskusi kelompok terfokus dan/atau wawancara. Saya juga memberi 
persetujuan untuk: 
a. To have my name recorded as attending the focus group discussion or interview (having 
your name recorded will allow us to invite you to subsequent focus group discussions). 
Please note: If you consent to you name being recorded then this information will be 
accessible by researchers based at the University of Queensland, Australia, however it will 
not be disclosed to any other party. 
Please tick YES or NO below: 
□ YES. My name is: 
□ NO 
a.  Dicatatnya nama saya sebagai peserta yang hadir dalam diskusi kelompok terfokus atau 
wawancara. 
(Mohon diingat: Catatan nama Bapak/Ibu juga akan kami gunakan dalam undangan untuk 
menghadiri diskusi kelompok terfokus selanjutnya. Jika Bapak/Ibu setuju, nama yang 
dicatat akan bisa dilihat oleh peneliti lain di the University of Queensland (UQ), Australia, 
namun tidak akan diberitahu ke pihak lain selain UQ). 
Mohon beri tanda X pada pilihan YA atau TIDAK, di bawah ini: 
□ YA. Nama saya adalah: 
□ TIDAK 
b. To have my voice recorded on an audio recording device during the conduct of the focus 
group discussion or interview. 
Please tick YES or NO below: 
□ YES 
□ NO 
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b.  Direkamnya suara saya menggunakan alat perekam suara selama pelaksanaan diskusi 
kelompok terfokus dan/atau wawancara. 
Mohon beri tanda X pada pilihan YA atau TIDAK, di bawah ini: 
□ YA. Nama saya adalah:  
□ TIDAK 
c. To have my image and voice recorded on a video recording device during the conduct of 
the focus group discussion or interview. 
Please tick YES or NO below: 
□ YES 
□ NO 
c.  Direkamnya gambar dan suara saya menggunakan alat perekam vidio selama pelaksanaan 
diskusi kelompok terfokus dan/atau wawancara. 
Mohon beri tanda X pada pilihan YA atau TIDAK, di bawah ini: 
□ YA. Nama saya adalah: 
□ TIDAK 
Please sign below to indicate your consent. 
Signature: 
If you would like to receive the CCRES project newsletter, please record your email address here: 
Mohon beri tanda tangan Bapak/Ibu di bawah ini sebagai tanda persetujuan. 
Tanda tangan: 
 
Mohon tuliskan email Bapak/Ibu jika ingin menerima newsletter kegiatan penelitian 
[CCRES]. 
Email: 
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Appendix 3. Facilitator’s script used in the problem scoping FGDs 
Context: Problem scoping focus group meeting 
Purpose:  1. To develop the understanding about the livelihood activity at a specific location 
    2. To identify focal problem(s) 
    3. To identify stakeholders associated to the focal problem(s).  
Status:   Working script 
Primary Nature of Group Task:  Convergent, Evaluative 
Time: Preparation time:15 minutes 
   Time required during session: 90 minutes 
   Follow-up time:15 minutes 
Materials needed:  1. Flip charts & Rolls of flip chart papers 
       2. Project information sheet, Participant consent sheet 
       3. One-page description of the CCRES project or an abbreviated version of the 
CCRES Keynote presentation 
       4. Example of rich picture, list of priority problem, stakeholder diagram 
       5. Voice recorder, Power supply, Projection screen, Digital camera, Extension 
wires 
       6. Refreshments 
Inputs: None 
Outputs: 1. One rich picture depicting the condition of the primary livelihood activities of the 
village 
    2. One list of priority problems related to the livelihoods 
    3. One bull’s eye diagram  
Roles: 1. Facilitator 
   2. Recorder/Documenter 
   3. Runner 
Steps: 
A. Pre Focus Group Preparation 
i. Make sure invites and participant information sheets have been sent to participating 
stakeholders  
ii. Managing participant expectations: Highlight that the activity is educational and 
empowering both to the researcher and the participant as part of an initial information 
gathering to support the process of building tools to support better decision making in 
Selayar 
 
B. Actual Focus Group 
 1. Focus group introduction:  to provide context for the focus group 
i. Facilitator welcomes stakeholders and asks stakeholders to individually introduce 
themselves;  
ii. Facilitator introduces the team (who are the facilitators, recorder, runner etc.)  
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iii. Facilitator explains the project information sheet (may have to read out the project 
information sheet if there are stakeholders that have difficulty reading) and emphasises 
that participation in a focus group is voluntary and that the results of the focus group will 
be remain strictly confidentiality (the project information sheet should be attached to the 
front of the attendance/registration folder passed around to stakeholders) 
iv. Facilitator provides a brief explanation of what the CCRES project is about and why we 
are engaging local stakeholders (use a one page description of the CCRES project or an 
abbreviated version of the CCRES Keynote presentation to assist with this) 
v. Facilitator explains the ethical rights of stakeholders (use the CCRES Keynote presentation 
to assist with this)  
vi. Facilitator explains the purpose of the focus group, the focus group schedule and the 
expected outputs of the focus group (use the focus group activity schedule poster to 
assist with this). Remember that the purpose is to review updates that have been made 
to the original rich picture produced in the first focus group discussion. These updates 
have been made based on additional information obtained by the core modelling team 
(such as the results of other focus group discussions and the findings of other studies that 
have been conducted)  
vii. Facilitator asks stakeholders for permission to use voice and/or video recording  
viii. Facilitator provides a brief overview of the focus group purpose 
 
 
 2. Livelihood environment:   to inform the scope of the livelihood and establish focus of the 
meeting 
i. Facilitator asks stakeholder for their willingness to tell a story about the livelihoods in 
their desa by drawing a map and draw/write any related information directly in the map 
ii. Facilitator asks stakeholders to appoint one or several people to help drawing the map 
(or, the drawers) 
iii. Facilitator asks stakeholders to discuss and draw a map that includes, at least, the village 
perimeters, coastal perimeters, dwellings, and areas where the livelihood activities are 
taking place 
iv. Facilitator informs participant that they can add more information as they want, and they 
can stop at any time they feel necessary 
 
 3. Livelihood activities: to identify key activities  
i. Facilitator asks stakeholder to discuss about the types of income generating activities that 
are occurring within the area boundary in the map 
ii. Facilitator asks stakeholder to put marks or annotations (draw or write) in the map of the 
places where the activities are usually taking place (Recorder can help participants) 
iii. Facilitator informs participant that they can add more information as they want, and they 
can stop at any time they feel necessary 
 
 4. Livelihood resources: to identify key resources 
i. Facilitator asks stakeholder to discuss about the types of natural resources that are 
associated to the key livelihood activities 
ii. Facilitator asks stakeholder to put marks or annotations (draw or write) in the map of the 
places where the resources are located or are usually found (Recorder can help 
participants) 
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iii. Facilitator informs stakeholders that they can add more information as they want, and 
they can stop at any time they feel necessary 
 
 5. Livelihood problems:  to identify problems 
i. Problem exploration: Facilitator selects one livelihood activity and asks stakeholder 
about main/important/major problems that they experienced in the last five to ten years, 
related to each of the activity. NOTE: Draw examples of behaviour-over-time trends to 
help define changes 
ii. Facilitator rephrase the problem in one sentence/statement and asks stakeholders 
whether the sentence reflects the problem that they perceive 
iii. Recorder notes the problem statements in the notebook and/or marks/writes it in a 
separate manila paper or in the map 
iv. Repeat the steps for the rest of the activities, and then for the resources that are not yet 
explored. 
v. Problem prioritization: Recorder or facilitator shows the list of problems populated from 
the previous step. 
vi. (If the problems are more than five): Facilitator asks stakeholders to discuss and choose 
three (up to five) of the identified problems that they think is the most important (urgent, 
critical) for them 
vii. Facilitator asks stakeholders to give ranks to the problems starting from the problem with 
the highest priority to the lowest. (Or mark it directly in the map using numbers that 
indicate the priority level) 
viii. Runner prepares the bull’s eye diagram template 
 
 6. Problem stakeholders:  to identify stakeholders linked to the problems 
i. Facilitator asks stakeholders to focus on the first problem in the list. 
ii. Facilitator asks stakeholders about the persons, parties, or stakeholders that are affecting 
the problem. NOTE: Use the ‘who’ question; Use keywords such as: responsible for, 
source of, the problem. 
iii. Recorder or facilitator notes the identified stakeholder type in the bull’s eye diagram 
iv. Facilitator informs stakeholders that they can continue to give answers if there are more 
different/unique stakeholders, and they can stop at any time they feel necessary 
v. Facilitator repeats the same steps, however, to identify the persons, parties, or 
stakeholders that are affected by the problem. NOTE: Use the ‘who’ question; Use 
keywords such as: impacted by, influenced by, from the problem 
vi. Facilitator informs stakeholders that they can continue to give answers if there are more 
different/unique stakeholders, and they can stop at any time they feel necessary 
vii. Facilitator repeats this set of steps for the next problem in the list. 
viii. Runner checks remaining time 
 
C. Post Focus Group 
1. Recorder/Documenter collects the rich picture, the problem list, and the bull’s eye diagram. 
2. Recorder/Documenter takes photo of all the visual material produced in the meeting. 
3. Recorder makes a backup of any photos, video recordings, voice recordings or type notes 
taken during the focus group. 
 
Evaluation Criteria:  1. A rich picture developed by the participants that illustrates their 
livelihood conditions. 
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        2. A list of problems defined by the participants 
        3. A bull’s eye diagram of the stakeholders related to the problem, based 
on the knowledge of the participants 
Authors: CSS 
References: None 
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Appendix 4. Facilitator’s script used in the first round of problem mapping FGDs 
Script for Stakeholder Focus Group One – Rich Picture Development 
 
Context: First stakeholder focus group meeting 
Purpose: Develop a rich picture based around a specific problem 
Status: Working script 
Primary Nature of Group Task: Convergent 
Time: 2 to 3 hours 
Materials: 
Essential: 
1. iPad (charged) 
2. SESAMME App 
3. Pico Projector (charged) and/or LCD Projector 
4. Refreshments 
5. Pen and paper or a laptop for the Recorder 
6. Manila paper and colour pens for manual Rich Picture building as a backup 
7. Focus group activity schedule poster (to be posted on the wall at the beginning of a focus 
group) 
8. Metacards 
9. Internet dongle or cell phone to allow connection to the internet via the cell phone 
network 
10. Triple P survey forms 
Desirable: 
1. Power Supply 
2. Projection Screen 
3. Voice Recorder 
4. Video Recorder 
5. Digital Camera 
Inputs:  None – this is the first focus group 
Outputs: Rich Picture for a problem 
 
Roles: 
1. Facilitator (at least 2 people that can co-facilitate the focus group) 
2. iPad driver 
3. Recorder/Documenter 
4. Runner 
Steps: 
A. Pre Focus Group Preparation 
1. Core modelling team familiarise themselves with the problem that the focus group will 
address for the villages that they will visit (use existing environmental and socio-economic 
data to do this) 
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2. Make a focus group activity schedule poster on Manila paper that includes each activity 
that will be conducted within the focus group, the duration of each activity and the 
facilitator for each activity 
3. Practices the focus group meeting before conducting the actual focus groups 
4. iPad driver: check and update maps within SESAMME (includes zooming into fine detail 
within the area that the focus group will focus on) and/or software online (e.g. iOS 
updates) before running a focus group, check the status of the iPad and projector (i.e., 
brightness and contrast of the projector, power of the devices). Bring portable WI-FI device 
(such as internet dongle) in case the maps need updating. 
5. Have backup materials and a backup focus group plan in case the iPad, projector or 
SESAMME fail (prepare visual materials) 
6. Make sure invites and participant information sheets have been sent to stakeholders 
B. Actual Focus Group 
1. Focus group introduction: to provide context for the focus group 
a. Facilitator welcomes stakeholders and asks stakeholders to individually introduce 
themselves 
b. Facilitator introduces the core modelling team (who are the facilitators, recorder, 
iPad driver, runner etc.) 
c. Facilitator explains the project information sheet (may have to read out the project 
information sheet if there are stakeholders that have difficulty reading) and 
emphasises that participation in a focus group is voluntary and that the results of 
the focus group will be remain strictly confidentiality (the project information sheet 
should be attached to the front of the attendance/registration folder passed 
around to stakeholders) 
d. Facilitator explains what the CCRES project is about and why we are engaging local 
stakeholders (use the Keynote presentation translated into the local language to 
assist with this) 
e. Facilitator explains the ethical rights of stakeholders (use the Keynote presentation 
translated into the local language to assist with this) 
f. Facilitator explains the purpose of the focus group, the focus group schedule and 
the expected outputs of the focus group (use the focus group activity schedule 
poster to assist with this) 
g. Facilitator asks stakeholders for permission to use voice and/or video recording 
h. Facilitator explains that an iPad app called SESAMME will be used in the focus group 
i. Facilitator provides a brief overview of the focus group topic (as a slideshow or on 
Manila paper) using existing information available for the study area/village such as 
fish catch trends, malnutrition rates, water pollution statistics or mangrove loss 
trends 
j. iPad driver opens SESAMME and logs in ‘Offline’ using the same ‘user name’ for 
each focus group. iPad driver then completes the focus group information page in 
SESAMME while the Facilitator is introducing the focus group or before the focus 
group commences  
2. Problem: provides the focus of the meeting 
a. Recorder turns on voice and/or video recording if permitted 
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b. Facilitator describes the problem that the focus group will explore (such as loss of 
mangroves, or decline in fish catch, or decline in water quality, food insecurity) if 
this wasn’t already done in the focus group introduction 
c. Facilitator asks stakeholders to comment on the problem description and clarify any 
questions that stakeholders may have 
 
EXAMPLE FOCUS QUESTION: Based on previous information, we have determined 
that an important problem in your v illage is “x” (x is the problem that will be 
discussed in the focus group, such a food insecurity, fish catch decline, mangrove 
loss, water pollution). Do you agree that “x” is a problem that you experience here? 
 
3. Activities: mapping resource use activities of the stakeholders (such as fishing, farming, 
harvesting timber, hotel development, dumping of waste, etc.) 
a. iPad driver opens a blank map in SESAMME in the Activity menu, and turns on 
satellite view so that landmarks are visible (if poor responsiveness then revert to 
plain map view) 
b. Facilitator asks stakeholders to look at and validate the map shown in SESAMME 
and identifying landmarks and other points of references 
c. Facilitator asks stakeholders to identify the activities that influence the problem 
and where they are located (these can include exploitative activities such as fishing 
or mangrove cutting, or conservation activities such policing of no take zones or 
replanting of mangroves) 
d. iPad driver adds the activities to the map using the appropriate icons 
e. Facilitator recaps and validates the mapped activities that influence the problem 
with stakeholders 
f. iPad driver takes a photo of the iPad screen (using the iPad screen capture) 
4. Resources: mapping resources (such as fish, mangroves, seagrass, coral reefs, water 
sources, farm land, tourist attractions, etc). 
a. iPad driver switches to Resources menu and leaves satellite view on so that 
landmarks are visible 
b. Facilitator selects one activity and asks stakeholders to identify resources affected 
by that activity and the location of these 
c. iPad driver adds the resources to the map using the appropriate icons 
d. Facilitator asks stakeholders to rate the current amount/condition of the resources 
using traffic lights (green = good, orange = moderate, red = poor) 
e. iPad driver sets the traffic light condition for each resource location using the ‘state’ 
function in SESAMME 
f. Repeat steps b to e for all activities until stakeholders are satisfied that the 
resources affected by each activity have been mapped and their current 
amount/condition rated 
g. Facilitator recaps and validates the mapped resources with stakeholders 
h. iPad driver takes a photo of the iPad screen (using the iPad screen capture) 
5. Trends in activities and resources: past, expected future and desired future trends in 
activities and resources 
a. iPad driver switches to the Trends menu, turns off satellite view and uses plain map 
view  
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b. Trends in activities 
i. iPad driver goes to Trends menu and hides all icons except for activities 
using the green button in right-side menu 
ii. Facilitator selects one activity and asks stakeholders to identify a trend that 
best matches the past trend (for the last 5 to 10 years) in the amount of that 
activity 
iii. iPad driver adds the appropriate past trend icon to that activity 
iv. Facilitator asks stakeholders to identify a trend that best matches the 
expected future trend (for the next 5 to 10 years) in the amount of that 
activity 
v. iPad driver adds the appropriate future trend icon to that activity 
vi. Facilitator asks stakeholders to identify a trend that best matches the 
desired future trend (for the next 5 to 10 years) in the amount of that 
activity 
vii. iPad driver adds the appropriate desired future trend icon to that activity 
viii. Repeat steps ii to vii for all activities 
ix. Facilitator recaps and validates the trends with stakeholders 
x. iPad driver takes a photo of the iPad screen (using the iPad screen capture) 
c. Trends in resources 
i. iPad driver goes to Trends menu and hides all icons except for resources 
using the green button in right-side menu 
ii. Facilitator selects one resource and asks stakeholders to identify a trend 
that best matches the past trend (for the last 5 to 10 years) in the condition 
or amount of that resource 
iii. iPad driver adds the appropriate past trend icon to that resource 
iv. Facilitator asks stakeholders to identify a trend that best matches the 
expected future trend (for the next 5 to 10 years) in the condition or 
amount of that resource 
v. iPad driver adds the appropriate future trend icon to that resource 
vi. Facilitator asks stakeholders to identify a trend that best matches the 
desired future trend (for the next 5 to 10 years) in the condition or amount 
of that resource 
vii. iPad driver adds the appropriate desired future trend icon to that resource 
viii. Repeat steps ii to vii for all resources 
ix. Facilitator recaps and validates the trends with stakeholders 
x. iPad driver takes a photo of the iPad screen (using the iPad screen capture) 
6. Pressures influencing past trends in activities and resources: mapping pressures affecting 
past trends in activities and resources (such as population growth, tourism growth, 
economic or financial pressures, pollution, climate change, etc.) 
a. iPad driver selects the Pressures menu and turns on satellite view so that landmarks 
are visible 
b. Pressures affecting past trends in activities 
i. iPad driver hides all icons except for activities using the green button in 
right-side menu 
ii. Facilitator selects one activity and asks stakeholders if any pressures have 
influenced the past trend in that activity 
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iii. If the answer is yes, the Facilitator asks stakeholders to identify those 
pressures and also asks stakeholders if the pressures are local or external 
iv. If a pressure is a local pressure, Facilitator asks stakeholders where the 
pressure is located  
v. iPad driver adds the pressure to the map using the appropriate icon 
vi. If a pressure is external, iPad driver adds the pressure to the map using the 
appropriate icon and sets it as an exogenous pressure 
vii. Repeat steps ii to vi for all activities until stakeholders are satisfied that all 
pressures influencing past trends in activities have been mapped 
viii. Facilitator recaps and validates the mapped pressures with stakeholders 
ix. iPad driver takes a photo of the iPad screen (using the iPad screen capture) 
c. Pressures affecting past trends in resources 
i. iPad driver hides all icons except for resources using the green button in 
right-side menu 
ii. Facilitator selects one resource and asks stakeholders if any pressures have 
influenced the past trend in that resource 
iii. If the answer is yes, the Facilitator asks stakeholders to identify those 
pressures and also asks stakeholders if the pressures are local or external 
iv. If a pressure is a local pressure, Facilitator asks stakeholders where the 
pressure is located  
v. iPad driver adds the pressure to the map using the appropriate icon 
vi. If a pressure is external, iPad driver adds the pressure to the map using the 
appropriate icon and sets it as an exogenous pressure 
vii. Repeat steps ii to vi for all resources until stakeholders are satisfied that all 
pressures influencing past trends in resources have been mapped 
viii. Facilitator recaps and validates the mapped pressures with stakeholders 
ix. iPad driver takes a photo of the iPad screen (using the iPad screen capture) 
7. Trends in pressures: past, expected future and desired future trends in pressures 
a. iPad driver selects the Trends menu, turns off satellite view and uses plain map 
view 
b. iPad driver hides all icons except for pressures using the green button in the right-
side menu 
c. Facilitator selects one pressure and asks stakeholders to identify a trend that best 
matches the past trend (for the last 5 to 10 years) in the amount of that pressure 
d. iPad driver adds the appropriate past trend icon to that pressure 
e. Facilitator asks stakeholders to identify a trend that best matches the expected 
future trend (for the next 5 to 10 years) in the amount of that pressure 
f. iPad driver adds the appropriate future trend icon to that pressure 
g. Facilitator asks stakeholders to identify a trend that best matches the desired 
future trend (for the next 5 to 10 years) in the amount of that pressure 
h. iPad driver adds the appropriate desired future trend icon to that pressure 
i. Repeat steps c to h for all pressures 
j. Facilitator recaps and validates the trends with stakeholders 
k. iPad driver takes a photo of the iPad screen (using the iPad screen capture) 
8. Interactions: mapping direct interactions between resources, activities and pressures (The 
interactions highlighted in yellow are priority interactions, so if the focus group is going 
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over time then the identification of interactions can be limited to these priority 
interactions): 
a. iPad driver selects the Interactions menu, turns off satellite view and uses plain 
map view 
b. Direct interactions between resources and resources (for example, the 
amount/condition of coral reefs may influence the amount/condition of fish): 
i. iPad driver goes to the Interactions menu and hides all icons except for 
resources using the green buttons in the right-side menu (i.e. toggles off 
Activities, Pressures, Trends and Decisions) 
ii. Facilitator selects one resource and asks stakeholders if the 
amount/condition of this resource directly affects the amount/condition of 
any other resources (for example, does the amount/condition of coral reefs 
affect the amount of fish) 
iii. If the answer is yes, the iPad driver adds arrows (Arcs) from the resource to 
the affected resources 
iv. Facilitator then explains interaction polarity to stakeholders using visual aids 
such as metacards to show what “+” and “-“ mean (plus means cause and 
affect move in the same direction; minus means cause and effect move in 
opposite directions) 
v. Facilitator asks stakeholders to assign a polarity for each interaction that has 
been added and the reason for assigning each polarity 
vi. iPad driver adds these polarities along with a short description for why a 
particular polarity was assigned to each interaction 
vii. Repeat steps ii to vi for all resources until stakeholders are satisfied that all 
direct interactions between resources have been identified 
viii. Facilitator recaps and validates the interactions with stakeholders 
ix. iPad driver takes a photo of the iPad screen (using the iPad screen capture) 
c. Direct interactions between activities and resources (for example, fishing activity 
may affect the amount of fish): 
i. iPad driver hides all icons except for resources and activities (i.e. toggles off 
Pressures, Trends and Decisions) 
ii. Facilitator selects one activity and asks stakeholders if this activity directly 
affects the amount/condition of any resources (for example, does the 
amount of fishing affect the amount of fish) – note that resources can be 
distinguished from activities by using the State button (but only if resources 
have previously been assigned a state) 
iii. If the answer is yes, the iPad driver adds arrows (Arcs) from the activity to 
the affected resources 
iv. Facilitator then asks stakeholders if the amount/condition of any of the 
resources directly affects the activity (for example, does the amount of fish 
affect the amount of fishing) 
v. If the answer is yes, the iPad driver adds arrows (Arcs) from the resources to 
the affected activity 
vi. Facilitator then explains interaction polarity to stakeholders using visual aids 
such as metacards to show what “+” and “-“ mean (plus means cause and 
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affect move in the same direction; minus means cause and effect move in 
opposite directions) 
vii. Facilitator asks stakeholders to assign a polarity for each interaction that has 
been added and the reason for assigning each polarity  
viii. iPad driver adds these polarities along with a short description for why a 
particular polarity was assigned to each interaction 
ix. Repeat steps ii to viii for all activities until stakeholders are satisfied that all 
direct interactions between activities and resources have been identified 
x. Facilitator recaps and validates the interactions with stakeholders 
xi. iPad driver takes a photo of the iPad screen (using the iPad screen capture) 
d. Direct interactions between activities and pressures (for example, population 
growth may affect the amount for fishing activity, or household debt/poverty may 
affect the amount of fishing activity): 
i. iPad driver hides all icons except for activities and pressures (i.e. toggles off 
Resources, Trends and Decisions) 
ii. Facilitator selects one pressure and asks stakeholders if this pressure 
directly affects any activities (for example, does population affect the 
amount of fishing) 
iii. If the answer is yes, the iPad driver adds arrows (Arcs) from the pressure to 
the affected activities 
iv. Facilitator then asks stakeholders if any activities directly affects the 
pressure (for example, does the amount of fishing affect population) 
v. If the answer is yes, the iPad driver adds arrows (Arcs) from the activities to 
the affected pressure 
vi. Facilitator then explains interaction polarity to stakeholders using visual aids 
such as metacards to show what “+” and “-“ mean (plus means cause and 
affect move in the same direction; minus means cause and effect move in 
opposite directions) 
vii. Facilitator asks stakeholders to assign a polarity for each interaction that has 
been added and the reason for assigning each polarity  
viii. iPad driver adds these polarities along with a short description for why a 
particular polarity was assigned to each interaction 
ix. Repeat steps ii to viii for all pressures until stakeholders are satisfied that all 
direct interactions between pressures and activities have been identified 
x. Facilitator recaps and validates the interactions with stakeholders 
xi. iPad driver takes a photo of the iPad screen (using the iPad screen capture) 
e. Direct interactions between pressures and resources (for example, climate change 
or pollution may affect the amount/condition of coral reefs): 
i. iPad driver hides all icons except for pressures and resources (i.e. toggles off 
Activities, Trends and Decisions) 
ii. Facilitator selects one pressure and asks stakeholders if this pressure 
directly affects any resources (for example, does pollution affect the 
amount/condition of coral reefs) 
iii. If the answer is yes, the iPad driver adds arrows (Arcs) from the pressure to 
the affected resources 
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iv. Facilitator then asks stakeholders if the amount/condition of any resources 
directly affects the pressure (for example, does the amount/condition of 
coral reefs affect the amount of pollution) 
v. If the answer is yes, the iPad driver adds arrows (Arcs) from the resources to 
the affected pressure 
vi. Facilitator then explains interaction polarity to stakeholders using visual aids 
such as metacards to show what “+” and “-“ mean (plus means cause and 
affect move in the same direction; minus means cause and effect move in 
opposite directions) 
vii. Facilitator asks stakeholders to assign a polarity for each interaction that has 
been added and the reason for assigning each polarity 
viii. iPad driver adds these polarities along with a short description for why a 
particular polarity was assigned to each interaction 
ix. Repeat steps ii to viii for all pressures until stakeholders are satisfied that all 
direct interactions between pressures and resources have been identified 
x. Facilitator recaps and validates the interactions with stakeholders 
xi. iPad driver takes a photo of the iPad screen (using the iPad screen capture) 
f. Direct interactions between activities and activities (for example, the amount of 
farming may affect the amount of fishing): 
i. iPad driver goes to the interactions menu and hides all icons except for 
activities (i.e. toggles off Resources, Pressures, Trends and Decisions) 
ii. Facilitator selects one activity and asks stakeholders if the amount of this 
activity directly affects the amount of any other activities (for example, does 
the amount of farming affect the amount of fishing) 
iii. If the answer is yes, the iPad driver adds arrows from the activity to the 
affected activities 
iv. Facilitator then explains interaction polarity to stakeholders using visual aids 
such as metacards to show what “+” and “-“ mean (plus means cause and 
affect move in the same direction; minus means cause and effect move in 
opposite directions) 
v. Facilitator asks stakeholders to assign a polarity for each interaction that has 
been added and the reason for assigning each polarity 
vi. iPad driver adds these polarities along with a short description for why a 
particular polarity was assigned to each interaction 
vii. Repeat steps ii to vi for all activities until stakeholders are satisfied that all 
direct interactions between activities have been identified 
viii. Facilitator recaps and validates the interactions with stakeholders 
ix. iPad driver takes a photo of the iPad screen (using the iPad screen capture) 
g. Direct interactions between pressures and pressures (for example, population 
growth may affect the amount of pollution): 
i. iPad driver goes to the interactions menu and hides all icons except for 
pressures (i.e. toggles off Resources, Activities, Trends and Decisions) 
ii. Facilitator selects one pressure and asks stakeholders if the amount of this 
pressure directly affects the amount of any other pressures (for example, 
does the population affect the amount of pollution) 
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iii. If the answer is yes, the iPad driver adds arrows from the pressure to the 
affected pressures 
iv. Facilitator then explains interaction polarity to stakeholders using visual aids 
such as metacards to show what “+” and “-“ mean (plus means cause and 
affect move in the same direction; minus means cause and effect move in 
opposite directions) 
v. Facilitator asks stakeholders to assign a polarity for each interaction that has 
been added and the reason for assigning each polarity 
vi. iPad driver adds these polarities along with a short description for why a 
particular polarity was assigned to each interaction 
vii. Repeat steps ii to vi for all pressures until stakeholders are satisfied that all 
direct interactions between pressures have been identified 
viii. Facilitator recaps and validates the interactions with stakeholders 
ix. iPad driver takes a photo of the iPad screen (using the iPad screen capture) 
9. Decisions: what decisions or changes could stakeholders make to address problematic 
trends in resources? 
a. iPad driver turns off satellite view and uses plain map view 
b. iPad driver goes to Interactions menu and hides all icons except for resources 
c. Facilitator asks stakeholders to identify those past resource trends that they are 
worried about and takes note of these 
d. iPad driver then selects the Decisions menu 
e. Facilitator selects one problematic trend identified by stakeholders and asks them 
what decisions they could make to address this trend and what activities or 
pressures would these decisions directly affect 
f. If any decisions are identified the iPad driver adds and names decision icons to 
represent these decisions and adds arrows from them to the appropriate activities 
and pressures that they affect 
g. Facilitator then explains interaction polarity to stakeholders using visual aids such 
as metacards to show what “+” and “-“ mean (plus means cause and affect move in 
the same direction; minus means cause and effect move in opposite directions) 
h. Facilitator asks stakeholders to assign a polarity for each interaction that has been 
added and the reason for assigning each polarity  
i. iPad driver adds these polarities along with a short description for why a particular 
polarity was assigned to each interaction 
j. Repeat steps e to i for all problematic trends 
k. Facilitator recaps and validates the decisions with stakeholders 
l. iPad driver takes a photo of the iPad screen (using the iPad screen capture) 
C. Post Focus Group 
1. iPad driver uploads the map produced in SESAMME to the cloud. If the cloud is unavailable, 
then save the map to your iPad and upload to it to the cloud at the earliest opportunity. 
2. iPad driver makes a backup of any photos of the iPad screen taken during the focus group. 
If you go into your iPad settings, then iCloud, then Photos, you can turn on “iCould photo 
library” and “Upload to My Photo Stream”. This will automatically upload any photos that 
you take on your iPad to your iCould account. If you have a PC, you can install iCould for 
Windows and download photos from your iCould account to your PC. 
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3. Recorder makes a backup of any video recordings, voice recordings or typed notes taken 
during the focus group 
Evaluation Criteria: A rich picture that accurately represents stakeholder knowledge about the 
problem 
 
Authors: RGR and CSS 
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Appendix 5. Facilitator’s script used in round two of problem mapping FGDs  
Script for Stakeholder Focus Group Two – Rich Picture Review 
 
Context: Second stakeholder focus group meeting 
Purpose: To review an updated rich picture for a specific problem and location 
Status: Working script 
Primary Nature of Group Task: Convergent 
Time: A morning or afternoon (3 hours) 
Materials: 
 
Essential: 
1. iPad (charged) 
2. SESAMME App 
3. Pico Projector (charged) and LCD Projector 
4. Refreshments 
5. Pen and paper or a laptop for the Recorder 
6. Laser pointer 
7. Internet dongle or cell phone to allow connection to the internet via the cell phone 
network 
8. Presentation to introduce the FGD 
9. Power Supply 
10. Projection Screen 
11. Voice Recorder 
12. Digital Camera 
13. Extension cord 
14. Power board 
15. Participant attendance list 
16. Envelopes and money for participant transport 
17. Backup drive 
 
Inputs: 
1. The original Rich Picture developed by the stakeholder group for a specific problem at a 
specific location 
2. An updated Rich Picture developed by the core modelling team for the same specific 
problem at the same location 
Outputs: Revised Rich Picture for a problem at a specific location 
Roles: 
1. Facilitator (at least 2 people that can co-facilitate the focus group) 
2. iPad driver 
3. Recorder/Documenter 
4. Runner 
Steps: 
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A. Pre Focus Group Preparation 
1. Core modelling team have the original rich picture developed in the first focus group for 
the problem and location 
2. Core modelling team have prepared an updated rich picture (using edit mode in 
SESAMME) to compare with the original rich picture. Ensure that you save the updated rich 
picture as a separate file so that the original rich picture file remains unchanged 
3. Core modelling team have prepared a poster that summarises the important feedback 
loops in the system so that it easy to explain to stakeholders. Alternatively the core 
modelling team prepare a feedback loop diagram in Vensim so it can be projected 
4. Core modelling team have practiced the focus group meeting before conducting the actual 
focus groups and developed a clear understanding of the roles and responsibilities of each 
team member 
5. iPad driver has checked and updated maps within SESAMME (includes zooming into fine 
detail within the area that the focus group will focus on) and/or software online (e.g. iOS 
updates) before running a focus group, checked the status of the iPad and projector (i.e., 
brightness and contrast of the projector, power of the devices). Bring portable WI-FI device 
(such as internet dongle) in case the maps need updating 
6. Have backup materials and a backup focus group plan in case the iPad, projector or 
SESAMME fail (prepare visual materials) 
7. Make sure invites have been sent to stakeholders 
Other important points for focus group preparation: 
1. Groups of people who didn’t participate in the first focus group can attend as observers 
2. Remember that the purpose of this focus group is to review updates that have been made 
to original rich picture produced in the first focus group discussion. These updates have 
been made based on additional information obtained by the modelling team (such as the 
results of other focus group discussions and the findings of other studies that have been 
conducted). So make sure that you focus the attention of stakeholders on edits and 
changes that you have made to the updated rich picture. Don’t try to review the entire 
model again; use highlight within SESAMME to draw the attention of stakeholders to the 
changes that you have made in the updated rich picture and discuss these changes: when 
discussing the updated rich picture, show the original rich picture first (you can toggle to 
original to do this) to remind stakeholder of what they did, then go into highlight to show 
the changes that have been made; you can record an explanation for each change in 
SESAMME to remind you of why changes were made and you can discuss the reasons for 
changes with stakeholders 
3. Add feedback loops to your updated rich picture before you conduct a focus group 
discussion (reinforcing and balancing loop icons are available on the interactions page). 
You can also prepare a poster that summarises the important feedback loops in the system 
so that it easy to explain to stakeholders. Alternatively you can prepare your feedback loop 
diagram in Vensim. You can then edit the feedback loops in your poster on in your Vensim 
file with your stakeholders as they suggest changes. 
4. Relate decisions to intervention points within the loops of your feedback loop diagram 
5. Managing participant expectations: highlight the process as educational and empowering 
and that we are working towards building tools to support better decision making 
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6. Use the FGD script is a guide: if it is better to discuss Resources before Activities then that’s 
OK. 
B. Actual Focus Group 
1. Focus group introduction: to provide context for the focus group 
a. Facilitator welcomes stakeholders and asks stakeholders to individually introduce 
themselves 
b. Facilitator introduces the core modelling team (who is the facilitator, recorder, iPad 
driver, runner etc.) 
c. Facilitator provides a brief reminder of what the CCRES project is and what was 
done in the first FGD (an abbreviated version of the CCRES presentation to assist 
with this) 
d. Facilitator explains the purpose of the focus group and the expected outputs of the 
focus group. Remember that the purpose is to review updates that have been made 
to the original rich picture produced in the first focus group discussion. These 
updates have been made based on additional information obtained by the core 
modelling team (such as the results of other focus group discussions and the 
findings of other studies that have been conducted) 
e. Facilitator asks stakeholders for permission to use voice and/or video recording 
f. Facilitator explains that an iPad app called SESAMME will be used in the focus group 
g. iPad driver opens SESAMME and logs in ‘Offline’ using the same ‘user name’ for 
each focus group. iPad driver then completes the focus group information page in 
SESAMME while the Facilitator is introducing the focus group or before the focus 
group commences 
h. iPad driver loads the updated rich picture and switches on edit mode 
2. Review Problem: provides the focus of the meeting 
a. Recorder turns on voice and/or video recording if permitted 
b. Facilitator describes the problem that was explored in the first focus group (i.e. loss 
of mangroves, decline in fish catch, decline in water quality or food insecurity) if 
this wasn’t already done in the focus group introduction 
c. iPad driver switches to original to show what was developed in the first focus group 
d. Facilitator provides a brief overview of the original rich picture to remind 
stakeholders of what they did (highlighting the key activities, resources and 
pressures) 
e. Facilitator explains that the aim of this focus group is to compare the original rich 
picture with an alternative rich picture that has been updated using information 
and ideas collected form several focus groups that looked at the same problem but 
in different locations 
f. Facilitator explains that changes made in the alternative rich picture may be 
modifications to activities, resources, pressures, decisions, trends, links or link 
polarities. Changes may also include the addition of feedback loops that weren’t in 
the original rich picture. 
g. Facilitator explains that the original rich picture will be compared with the 
alternative rich picture by comparing differences in activities, resources, pressures, 
decisions, trends, links and link polarities. During the comparison the Facilitator will 
explain why changes were made and stakeholders will have the opportunity to 
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comment on the changes and suggest further changes. These further changes will 
be added to the alternative rich picture. 
3. Review Activities: 
a. iPad driver switches to highlight and hides all icons except for activities 
b. iPad driver hides arcs and trends 
c. The activities that have been modified from the original rich picture will be 
highlighted to indicate additions, deletions, name changes or changes in trends  
d. Facilitator explains any modifications to activities that have been made and why 
these changes were made (use the notes boxes in SESAMME to show descriptions 
for why changes were made) 
e. Facilitator asks stakeholders if they wish to comment on any of the changes that 
have been made 
f. iPad driver and Recorder record any changes that stakeholders wish to make and 
why these changes are necessary (this can be done in highlight) 
g. iPad driver displays trends 
h. Facilitator explains any modifications to activity trends that have been made and 
why these changes were made (use the notes boxes in SESAMME to show 
descriptions for why changes were made) 
i. Facilitator asks stakeholders if they wish to comment on any of the changes that 
have been made 
j. iPad driver and Recorder record any changes that stakeholders wish to make and 
why these changes are necessary (this can be done in highlight) 
k. iPad driver switches to edit to show stakeholders what the updated rich picture 
now looks like 
l. iPad driver takes a photo of the iPad screen (using the iPad screen capture) 
4. Review Resources:  
a. iPad driver switches to highlight and hides all icons except for resources 
b. iPad driver hides arcs and trends 
c. The resources that have been modified from the original rich picture will be 
highlighted to indicate additions, deletions, name changes, changes in trends or 
changes in state 
d. Facilitator explains any modifications to resources that have been made and why 
these changes were made (use the notes boxes in SESAMME to show descriptions 
for why changes were made) 
e. Facilitator asks stakeholders if they wish to comment on any of the changes that 
have been made 
f. iPad driver and Recorder record any changes that stakeholders wish to make and 
why these changes are necessary (this can be done in highlight) 
g. iPad driver displays trends and states 
h. Facilitator explains any modifications to resource trends and states that have been 
made and why these changes were made (use the notes boxes in SESAMME to 
show descriptions for why changes were made) 
i. Facilitator asks stakeholders if they wish to comment on any of the changes that 
have been made 
j. iPad driver and Recorder record any changes that stakeholders wish to make and 
why these changes are necessary (this can be done in highlight) 
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k. iPad driver switches to edit to show stakeholders what the updated rich picture 
now looks like 
l. iPad driver takes a photo of the iPad screen (using the iPad screen capture) 
5. Review Pressures: 
a. iPad driver switches to highlight and hides all icons except for pressures 
b. iPad driver hides arcs and trends 
c. The pressures that have been modified from the original rich picture will be 
highlighted to indicate additions, deletions, name changes or changes in trends 
d. Facilitator explains any modifications to pressures that have been made and why 
these changes were made (use the notes boxes in SESAMME to show descriptions 
for why changes were made) 
e. Facilitator asks stakeholders if they wish to comment on any of the changes that 
have been made 
f. iPad driver and Recorder record any changes that stakeholders wish to make and 
why these changes are necessary (this can be done in highlight) 
g. iPad driver displays trends 
h. Facilitator explains any modifications to pressure trends that have been made and 
why these changes were made (use the notes boxes in SESAMME to show 
descriptions for why changes were made) 
i. Facilitator asks stakeholders if they wish to comment on any of the changes that 
have been made 
j. iPad driver and Recorder record any changes that stakeholders wish to make and 
why these changes are necessary (this can be done in highlight) 
k. iPad driver switches to edit to show stakeholders what the updated rich picture 
now looks like 
l. iPad driver takes a photo of the iPad screen (using the iPad screen capture) 
6. Review Interactions: 
a. iPad driver selects the Interactions menu, turns off satellite view and uses plain 
map view 
b. Direct interactions between resources and resources: 
i. iPad driver switches to highlight and hides all icons except for resources (i.e. 
toggles off Activities, Pressures, Trends and Decisions) 
ii. The interactions that have been modified from the original rich picture will 
be highlighted to indicate additions, deletions or polarity changes 
iii. Facilitator explains any modifications to interactions that have been made 
and why these changes were made (use the notes boxes in SESAMME to 
show descriptions for why changes were made) 
iv. Facilitator asks stakeholders if they wish to comment on any of the changes 
that have been made 
v. iPad driver and Recorder record any changes that stakeholders wish to 
make and why these changes are necessary (this can be done in highlight) 
vi. iPad driver switches to edit to show stakeholders what the updated rich 
picture now looks like 
vii. iPad driver takes a photo of the iPad screen (using the iPad screen capture) 
c. Direct interactions between activities and resources: 
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i. iPad driver switches to highlight and hides all icons except for resources and 
activities (i.e. toggles off Pressures, Trends and Decisions) 
ii. The interactions that have been modified from the original rich picture will 
be highlighted to indicate additions, deletions or polarity changes 
iii. Facilitator explains any modifications to interactions that have been made 
and why these changes were made (use the notes boxes in SESAMME to 
show descriptions for why changes were made) 
iv. Facilitator asks stakeholders if they wish to comment on any of the changes 
that have been made 
v. iPad driver and Recorder record any changes that stakeholders wish to 
make and why these changes are necessary (this can be done in highlight) 
vi. iPad driver switches to edit to show stakeholders what the updated rich 
picture now looks like 
vii. iPad driver takes a photo of the iPad screen (using the iPad screen capture) 
d. Direct interactions between activities and pressures: 
i. iPad driver switches to highlight and hides all icons except for activities and 
pressures (i.e. toggles off Resources, Trends and Decisions) 
ii. The interactions that have been modified from the original rich picture will 
be highlighted to indicate additions, deletions or polarity changes 
iii. Facilitator explains any modifications to interactions that have been made 
and why these changes were made (use the notes boxes in SESAMME to 
show descriptions for why changes were made) 
iv. Facilitator asks stakeholders if they wish to comment on any of the changes 
that have been made 
v. iPad driver and Recorder record any changes that stakeholders wish to 
make and why these changes are necessary (this can be done in highlight) 
vi. iPad driver switches to edit to show stakeholders what the updated rich 
picture now looks like 
vii. iPad driver takes a photo of the iPad screen (using the iPad screen capture) 
e. Direct interactions between pressures and resources: 
i. iPad driver switches to highlight and hides all icons except for pressures and 
resources (i.e. toggles off Activities, Trends and Decisions) 
ii. The interactions that have been modified from the original rich picture will 
be highlighted to indicate additions, deletions or polarity changes 
iii. Facilitator explains any modifications to interactions that have been made 
and why these changes were made (use the notes boxes in SESAMME to 
show descriptions for why changes were made) 
iv. Facilitator asks stakeholders if they wish to comment on any of the changes 
that have been made 
v. iPad driver and Recorder record any changes that stakeholders wish to 
make and why these changes are necessary (this can be done in highlight) 
vi. iPad driver switches to edit to show stakeholders what the updated rich 
picture now looks like 
vii. iPad driver takes a photo of the iPad screen (using the iPad screen capture) 
f. Direct interactions between activities and activities: 
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i. iPad driver switches to highlight and hides all icons except for activities (i.e. 
toggles off Resources, Pressures, Trends and Decisions) 
ii. The interactions that have been modified from the original rich picture will 
be highlighted to indicate additions, deletions or polarity changes 
iii. Facilitator explains any modifications to interactions that have been made 
and why these changes were made (use the notes boxes in SESAMME to 
show descriptions for why changes were made) 
iv. Facilitator asks stakeholders if they wish to comment on any of the changes 
that have been made 
v. iPad driver and Recorder record any changes that stakeholders wish to 
make and why these changes are necessary (this can be done in highlight) 
vi. iPad driver switches to edit to show stakeholders what the updated rich 
picture now looks like 
vii. iPad driver takes a photo of the iPad screen (using the iPad screen capture) 
g. Direct interactions between pressures and pressures: 
i. iPad driver switches to highlight and hides all icons except for pressures (i.e. 
toggles off Resources, Activities, Trends and Decisions) 
ii. The interactions that have been modified from the original rich picture will 
be highlighted to indicate additions, deletions or polarity changes 
iii. Facilitator explains any modifications to interactions that have been made 
and why these changes were made (use the notes boxes in SESAMME to 
show descriptions for why changes were made) 
iv. Facilitator asks stakeholders if they wish to comment on any of the changes 
that have been made 
v. iPad driver and Recorder record any changes that stakeholders wish to 
make and why these changes are necessary (this can be done in highlight) 
vi. iPad driver switches to edit to show stakeholders what the updated rich 
picture now looks like 
vii. iPad driver takes a photo of the iPad screen (using the iPad screen capture) 
7. Review Feedback Loops: 
a. To review the feedback loops in the system, the Facilitator can refer to either a 
feedback loop poster or project a feedback loop diagram on the screen using 
Vensim. The feedback loops can also be labelled in SESAMME, however explaining 
the feedback loops in SESAMME may be more difficult if the SESAMME map 
contains many icons. 
b. Before explaining the feedback loop diagram, the Facilitator explains that the 
behaviour of systems are controlled by two types of feedback loop: reinforcing and 
balancing. Facilitator then explains that reinforcing loops act to accelerate change 
over time while balancing loops act to counteract or slow change over time. 
c. Review reinforcing loops: 
i. Facilitator explains what a reinforcing loop is (if a variable in the loop 
increases and you follow the loop around, that variable will increase again; 
OR if a variable in the loop decreases and you follow the loop around, that 
variable will decrease again. A reinforcing loop has NO negative polarities 
OR and EVEN number of negative polarities.) 
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ii. Facilitator follows one reinforcing loop around with stakeholders, explaining 
the increase and decrease in variables as the loop is followed 
iii. Facilitator asks stakeholders if they understand the loop and wish to 
comment on the loop 
iv. iPad driver and Recorder record any further changes to the loop that 
stakeholders wish to make and why these changes are necessary 
v. Facilitator moves to the next reinforcing loop 
vi. iPad driver takes a photo of or saves the updated feedback loop diagram if 
changes have been made 
d. Balancing loops: 
i. Facilitator explains what a balancing loop is (if a variable in the loop 
increases and you follow the loop around, that variable will decrease again; 
OR if a variable in the loop decreases and you follow the loop around, that 
variable will increase again. A balancing loop has and ODD number of 
negative polarities.) 
ii. Facilitator follows one balancing loop around with stakeholders, explaining 
the increase and decrease in variables as the loop is followed 
iii. Facilitator asks stakeholders if they understand the loop and wish to 
comment on the loop 
iv. iPad driver and Recorder record any further changes to the loop that 
stakeholders wish to make and why these changes are necessary 
v. Facilitator moves to the next balancing loop 
vi. iPad driver takes a photo of or saves the updated feedback loop diagram if 
changes have been made 
8. Review Decisions: 
a. Interactions between Decisions and Activities 
i. Facilitator shows CLD with decisions directly affecting activities added 
ii. Facilitator identifies those decisions that were captured from the first FGD 
and those new decisions that have been added 
iii. Facilitator explains the influence of these decisions through the system 
iv. Facilitator asks stakeholders if they wish to comment on any decisions or 
make changes 
v. Recorder records any changes that stakeholders wish to make and why 
these changes are necessary 
b. Interactions between Decisions and Resources 
i. Facilitator shows CLD with decisions directly affecting resources added 
ii. Facilitator identifies those decisions that were captured from the first FGD 
and those new decisions that have been added 
iii. Facilitator explains the influence of these decisions through the system 
iv. Facilitator asks stakeholders if they wish to comment on any decisions or 
make changes 
v. Recorder records any changes that stakeholders wish to make and why 
these changes are necessary 
c. Interactions between Decisions and Pressures 
i. Facilitator shows CLD with decisions directly affecting pressures added 
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ii. Facilitator identifies those decisions that were captured from the first FGD 
and those new decisions that have been added 
iii. Facilitator explains the influence of these decisions through the system 
iv. Facilitator asks stakeholders if they wish to comment on any decisions or 
make changes 
v. Recorder records any changes that stakeholders wish to make and why 
these changes are necessary 
C. Post Focus Group 
1. iPad driver uploads the updated map produced in SESAMME to the cloud. If the cloud is 
unavailable then save the map to your iPad and upload it to the cloud at the earliest 
opportunity. 
2. iPad driver makes a backup of any photos of the iPad screen taken during the focus group. 
If you go into your iPad settings, then iCloud, then Photos, you can turn on “iCloud photo 
library” and “Upload to My Photo Stream”. This will automatically upload any photos that 
you take on your iPad to your iCloud account. If you have a PC, you can install iCloud for 
Windows and download photos from your iCloud account to your PC. 
3. Recorder makes a backup of any video recordings, voice recordings or typed notes taken 
during the focus group 
Evaluation Criteria: A revised rich picture that accurately represents stakeholder feedback 
Authors: RGR and CSS 
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Appendix 6. The SESAMME iPad application 
The detailed description of the SESAMME iPad application can be found in: 
 
Richards, R., Smith, C, Setianto, N.A. (2016). SESAMME: An iPad application for participatory 
systems modelling. System Dynamics Conference, Delft. Proceedings of the 34th International 
Conference of the System Dynamics Society, Delft, Netherlands -- July 17-21, 2016 
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Appendix 7. Participant data extracted from the problem scoping FGD attendance lists  
FGD 
no. 
FGD date 
Kecamantan 
(Sub-district) 
Desa 
(Village) 
represented 
Main 
occupation/activity 
Sex 
Participant 
no. 
FGD 1 10/08/2015 Benteng Benteng 
Selatan 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 1 
FGD 1 10/08/2015 Benteng Benteng 
Selatan 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 2 
FGD 1 10/08/2015 Benteng Benteng 
Selatan 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 3 
FGD 1 10/08/2015 Benteng Benteng 
Selatan 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 4 
FGD 1 10/08/2015 Benteng Benteng 
Selatan 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 5 
FGD 1 10/08/2015 Benteng Benteng 
Selatan 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 6 
FGD 1 10/08/2015 Benteng Benteng 
Selatan 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 7 
FGD 1 10/08/2015 Benteng Benteng 
Selatan 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 8 
FGD 1 10/08/2015 Benteng Benteng 
Selatan 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 9 
FGD 1 10/08/2015 Benteng Benteng 
Selatan 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 10 
FGD 1 10/08/2015 Benteng Benteng 
Selatan 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 11 
FGD 1 10/08/2015 Benteng Benteng 
Selatan 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 12 
FGD 1 10/08/2015 Benteng Benteng 
Selatan 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 13 
FGD 2 11/08/2015 Buki Mekar Indah Nelayan / Fisher Male 14 
FGD 2 11/08/2015 Buki Mekar Indah Wiraswasta / 
Freelance 
Male 15 
FGD 2 11/08/2015 Buki Mekar Indah Nelayan / Fisher Male 16 
FGD 2 11/08/2015 Buki Mekar Indah Nelayan / Fisher Male 17 
FGD 2 11/08/2015 Buki Mekar Indah Nelayan / Fisher Male 18 
FGD 2 11/08/2015 Buki Mekar Indah Kelompok 
perempuan / 
Women's group 
Female 19 
FGD 2 11/08/2015 Buki Mekar Indah Kelompok 
perempuan / 
Women's group 
Female 20 
FGD 2 11/08/2015 Buki Mekar Indah Nelayan / Fisher Male 21 
FGD 2 11/08/2015 Buki Mekar Indah Village staff Male 22 
FGD 2 11/08/2015 Buki Mekar Indah Nelayan / Fisher Male 23 
FGD 3 10/08/2015 Bontomatene Bungaiya, 
Barat 
Lambongan 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 24 
FGD 3 10/08/2015 Bontomatene Bungaiya, 
Barat 
Lambongan 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 25 
FGD 3 10/08/2015 Bontomatene Bungaiya, 
Barat 
Lambongan 
Village staff Male 26 
FGD 3 10/08/2015 Bontomatene Bungaiya, 
Barat 
Lambongan 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 27 
FGD 3 10/08/2015 Bontomatene Bungaiya, 
Barat 
Lambongan 
Village staff Male 28 
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FGD 
no. 
FGD date 
Kecamantan 
(Sub-district) 
Desa 
(Village) 
represented 
Main 
occupation/activity 
Sex 
Participant 
no. 
FGD 3 10/08/2015 Bontomatene Bungaiya, 
Barat 
Lambongan 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 29 
FGD 3 10/08/2015 Bontomatene Bungaiya, 
Barat 
Lambongan 
Kelompok 
perempuan / 
Women's group 
Female 30 
FGD 3 10/08/2015 Bontomatene Bungaiya, 
Barat 
Lambongan 
Kelompok 
perempuan / 
Women's group 
Female 31 
FGD 3 10/08/2015 Bontomatene Bungaiya, 
Barat 
Lambongan 
Kelompok 
perempuan / 
Women's group 
Female 32 
FGD 3 10/08/2015 Bontomatene Bungaiya, 
Barat 
Lambongan 
Kelompok 
perempuan / 
Women's group 
Female 33 
FGD 3 10/08/2015 Bontomatene Bungaiya, 
Barat 
Lambongan 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 34 
FGD 3 10/08/2015 Bontomatene Bungaiya, 
Barat 
Lambongan 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 35 
FGD 3 10/08/2015 Bontomatene Bungaiya, 
Barat 
Lambongan 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 36 
FGD 3 10/08/2015 Bontomatene Bungaiya, 
Barat 
Lambongan 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 37 
FGD 3 10/08/2015 Bontomatene Bungaiya, 
Barat 
Lambongan 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 38 
FGD 3 10/08/2015 Bontomatene Bungaiya, 
Barat 
Lambongan 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 39 
FGD 4 11/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontosunggu Village staff Male 40 
FGD 4 11/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontosunggu Nelayan / Fisher Male 41 
FGD 4 11/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontosunggu Nelayan / Fisher Male 42 
FGD 4 11/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontosunggu Nelayan / Fisher Male 43 
FGD 4 11/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontosunggu Village staff Male 44 
FGD 4 11/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontosunggu Village staff Male 45 
FGD 4 11/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontosunggu Village staff Male 46 
FGD 4 11/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontosunggu Nelayan / Fisher Male 47 
FGD 4 11/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontosunggu Nelayan / Fisher Male 48 
FGD 4 11/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontosunggu Nelayan / Fisher Male 49 
FGD 4 11/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontosunggu Nelayan / Fisher Male 50 
FGD 4 11/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontosunggu Nelayan / Fisher Male 51 
FGD 4 11/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontosunggu Nelayan / Fisher Male 52 
FGD 4 11/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontosunggu Nelayan / Fisher Male 53 
FGD 5 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Harapan-
Dodaiya 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 54 
FGD 5 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Harapan-
Dodaiya 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 55 
FGD 5 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Harapan-
Dodaiya 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 56 
FGD 5 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Harapan-
Dodaiya 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 57 
FGD 5 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Harapan-
Dodaiya 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 58 
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FGD 
no. 
FGD date 
Kecamantan 
(Sub-district) 
Desa 
(Village) 
represented 
Main 
occupation/activity 
Sex 
Participant 
no. 
FGD 5 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Harapan-
Dodaiya 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 59 
FGD 5 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Harapan-
Dodaiya 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 60 
FGD 5 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Harapan-
Dodaiya 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 61 
FGD 5 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Harapan-
Dodaiya 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 62 
FGD 5 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Harapan-
Dodaiya 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 63 
FGD 5 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Harapan-
Dodaiya 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 64 
FGD 5 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Harapan-
Dodaiya 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 65 
FGD 5 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Harapan-
Dodaiya 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 66 
FGD 5 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Harapan-
Dodaiya 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 67 
FGD 5 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Harapan-
Dodaiya 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 68 
FGD 6 12/08/2015 Bontoharu Kahu-kahu Village staff Male 69 
FGD 6 12/08/2015 Bontoharu Kahu-kahu Village staff Male 70 
FGD 6 12/08/2015 Bontoharu Kahu-kahu Village staff Male 71 
FGD 6 12/08/2015 Bontoharu Kahu-kahu Nelayan / Fisher Male 72 
FGD 6 12/08/2015 Bontoharu Kahu-kahu Nelayan / Fisher Male 73 
FGD 6 12/08/2015 Bontoharu Kahu-kahu Nelayan / Fisher Male 74 
FGD 6 12/08/2015 Bontoharu Kahu-kahu Village staff Male 75 
FGD 6 12/08/2015 Bontoharu Kahu-kahu Village staff Male 76 
FGD 6 12/08/2015 Bontoharu Kahu-kahu Village staff Male 77 
FGD 6 12/08/2015 Bontoharu Kahu-kahu Nelayan / Fisher Male 78 
FGD 7 12/08/2015 Bontomanai Parak Nelayan / Fisher Male 79 
FGD 7 12/08/2015 Bontomanai Parak Village staff Male 80 
FGD 7 12/08/2015 Bontomanai Parak Nelayan / Fisher Male 81 
FGD 7 12/08/2015 Bontomanai Parak Nelayan / Fisher Male 82 
FGD 7 12/08/2015 Bontomanai Parak Village staff Female 83 
FGD 7 12/08/2015 Bontomanai Parak Nelayan / Fisher Male 84 
FGD 7 12/08/2015 Bontomanai Parak Village staff Male 85 
FGD 7 12/08/2015 Bontomanai Parak Village staff Female 86 
FGD 7 12/08/2015 Bontomanai Parak Village staff Female 87 
FGD 7 12/08/2015 Bontomanai Parak Village staff Male 88 
FGD 7 12/08/2015 Bontomanai Parak Village staff Female 89 
FGD 7 12/08/2015 Bontomanai Parak Village staff Female 90 
FGD 8 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontolebang Village staff Male 91 
FGD 8 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontolebang Village staff Male 92 
FGD 8 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontolebang Village staff Male 93 
FGD 8 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontolebang Kelompok 
perempuan / 
Women's group 
Female 94 
FGD 8 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontolebang Village staff Male 95 
FGD 8 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontolebang Village staff Male 96 
FGD 8 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontolebang Village staff Male 97 
FGD 8 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontolebang Village staff Male 98 
FGD 8 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontolebang Village staff Male 99 
FGD 8 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontolebang Village staff Male 100 
FGD 8 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontolebang Tokoh masyarakat / 
Public figure 
Male 101 
FGD 8 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontolebang Tokoh masyarakat / 
Public figure 
Male 102 
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FGD 
no. 
FGD date 
Kecamantan 
(Sub-district) 
Desa 
(Village) 
represented 
Main 
occupation/activity 
Sex 
Participant 
no. 
FGD 8 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontolebang Tokoh masyarakat / 
Public figure 
Male 103 
FGD 8 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontolebang Village staff Male 104 
FGD 8 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontolebang Tokoh masyarakat / 
Public figure 
Male 105 
FGD 8 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontolebang Tokoh masyarakat / 
Public figure 
Male 106 
FGD 9 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontoborusu Usaha rumah tangga 
/ Household 
business 
Female 107 
FGD 9 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontoborusu Usaha rumah tangga 
/ Household 
business 
Female 108 
FGD 9 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontoborusu Usaha rumah tangga 
/ Household 
business 
Female 109 
FGD 9 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontoborusu Village staff Female 110 
FGD 9 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontoborusu Village staff Male 111 
FGD 9 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontoborusu Not recorded Male 112 
FGD 9 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontoborusu Not recorded Male 113 
FGD 9 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontoborusu Not recorded Male 114 
FGD 9 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontoborusu Not recorded Male 115 
FGD 9 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontoborusu Village staff Male 116 
FGD 10 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Patikarya Not recorded Male 117 
FGD 10 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Patikarya Not recorded Male 118 
FGD 10 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Patikarya Not recorded Male 119 
FGD 10 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Patikarya Not recorded Male 120 
FGD 10 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Patikarya Not recorded Male 121 
FGD 10 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Patikarya Not recorded Male 122 
FGD 10 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Patikarya Not recorded Male 123 
FGD 10 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Patikarya Not recorded Male 124 
FGD 10 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Patikarya Not recorded Male 125 
FGD 10 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Patikarya Not recorded Male 126 
FGD 10 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Patikarya Not recorded Male 127 
FGD 10 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Patikarya Not recorded Female 128 
FGD 10 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Patikarya Not recorded Female 129 
FGD 10 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Patikarya Not recorded Male 130 
FGD 10 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Patikarya Not recorded Male 131 
FGD 11 13/08/2015 Bontomanai Barugaiya Not recorded Male 132 
FGD 11 13/08/2015 Bontomanai Barugaiya Not recorded Male 133 
FGD 11 13/08/2015 Bontomanai Barugaiya Not recorded Male 134 
FGD 11 13/08/2015 Bontomanai Barugaiya Not recorded Male 135 
FGD 11 13/08/2015 Bontomanai Barugaiya Not recorded Male 136 
FGD 11 13/08/2015 Bontomanai Barugaiya Not recorded Male 137 
FGD 11 13/08/2015 Bontomanai Barugaiya Not recorded Male 138 
FGD 11 13/08/2015 Bontomanai Barugaiya Not recorded Male 139 
FGD 11 13/08/2015 Bontomanai Barugaiya Not recorded Male 140 
FGD 11 13/08/2015 Bontomanai Barugaiya Not recorded Male 141 
FGD 11 13/08/2015 Bontomanai Barugaiya Not recorded Male 142 
FGD 11 13/08/2015 Bontomanai Barugaiya Not recorded Male 143 
FGD 11 13/08/2015 Bontomanai Barugaiya Not recorded Male 144 
FGD 11 13/08/2015 Bontomanai Barugaiya Not recorded Male 145 
FGD 11 13/08/2015 Bontomanai Barugaiya Not recorded Female 146 
FGD 12 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontoborusu Not recorded Male 147 
FGD 12 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontoborusu Not recorded Male 148 
FGD 12 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontoborusu Not recorded Male 149 
FGD 12 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontoborusu Not recorded Male 150 
FGD 12 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontoborusu Not recorded Male 151 
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FGD 
no. 
FGD date 
Kecamantan 
(Sub-district) 
Desa 
(Village) 
represented 
Main 
occupation/activity 
Sex 
Participant 
no. 
FGD 12 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontoborusu Not recorded Female 152 
FGD 12 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontoborusu Not recorded Female 153 
FGD 12 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontoborusu Not recorded Female 154 
FGD 12 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontoborusu Not recorded Female 155 
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Appendix 8. Participant data extracted from the round one problem mapping FGD attendance 
lists 
FGD round & 
no. 
FGD date 
Desa (Village) 
represented 
P
a
rt
ic
ip
a
n
t 
g
ro
u
p
 
Main occupation/activity Sex 
Participant 
no. 
FGD1-1 27/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 1 
FGD1-1 27/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 2 
FGD1-1 27/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 3 
FGD1-1 27/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 4 
FGD1-1 27/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Female 5 
FGD1-1 27/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Female 6 
FGD1-1 27/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Female 7 
FGD1-1 27/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Female 8 
FGD1-1 27/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Female 9 
FGD1-1 27/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 Pedagang ikan / Fish trader Female 10 
FGD1-1 27/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Female 11 
FGD1-1 27/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 Pedagang ikan / Fish trader Female 12 
FGD1-1 27/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Female 13 
FGD1-2 28/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 2 Village staff Male 14 
FGD1-2 28/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 15 
FGD1-2 28/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 16 
FGD1-2 28/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 17 
FGD1-2 28/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 2 Village staff Female 18 
FGD1-2 28/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 2 Village staff Female 19 
FGD1-2 28/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 2 Village staff Female 20 
FGD1-2 28/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 2 Village staff Female 21 
FGD1-2 28/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 2 Village staff Female 22 
FGD1-2 28/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 2 Village staff Female 23 
FGD1-2 28/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 2 Village staff Female 24 
FGD1-2 28/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 2 Village staff Male 25 
FGD1-2 28/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 2 Tokoh masyarakat / 
Community figure 
Male 26 
FGD1-2 28/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 2 Village staff Male 27 
FGD1-2 28/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 2 Village staff Male 28 
FGD1-2 28/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 2 Village staff Male 29 
FGD1-2 28/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 30 
FGD1-2 28/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 2 Village staff Male 31 
FGD1-2 28/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 32 
FGD1-2 28/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 2 Village staff Male 33 
FGD1-2 28/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 34 
FGD1-2 28/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 35 
FGD1-2 28/09/2015 Kahu-kahu 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 36 
FGD1-3 29/09/2015 Bontoborusu 1 Istri nelayan / Fishermen's 
wife 
Female 37 
FGD1-3 29/09/2015 Bontoborusu 1 Istri nelayan / Fishermen's 
wife 
Female 38 
FGD1-3 29/09/2015 Bontoborusu 1 Istri nelayan / Fishermen's 
wife 
Female 39 
FGD1-3 29/09/2015 Bontoborusu 1 Istri nelayan / Fishermen's 
wife 
Female 40 
FGD1-3 29/09/2015 Bontoborusu 1 Village staff Female 41 
FGD1-3 29/09/2015 Bontoborusu 1 Village staff Female 42 
FGD1-3 29/09/2015 Bontoborusu 1 Village staff Female 43 
FGD1-3 29/09/2015 Bontoborusu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 44 
FGD1-3 29/09/2015 Bontoborusu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 45 
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FGD1-3 29/09/2015 Bontoborusu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 46 
FGD1-3 29/09/2015 Bontoborusu 1 Village staff Male 47 
FGD1-3 29/09/2015 Bontoborusu 1 Village staff Male 48 
FGD1-3 29/09/2015 Bontoborusu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 49 
FGD1-3 29/09/2015 Bontoborusu 1 Village staff Female 50 
FGD1-4 30/09/2015 Bontoborusu 2 Village staff Male 51 
FGD1-4 30/09/2015 Bontoborusu 2 Village staff Male 52 
FGD1-4 30/09/2015 Bontoborusu 2 Village staff Male 53 
FGD1-4 30/09/2015 Bontoborusu 2 Village staff Male 54 
FGD1-4 30/09/2015 Bontoborusu 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 55 
FGD1-4 30/09/2015 Bontoborusu 2 Village staff Male 56 
FGD1-4 30/09/2015 Bontoborusu 2 Village staff Male 57 
FGD1-4 30/09/2015 Bontoborusu 2 Village staff Female 58 
FGD1-4 30/09/2015 Bontoborusu 2 Village staff Female 59 
FGD1-4 30/09/2015 Bontoborusu 2 Village staff Female 60 
FGD1-4 30/09/2015 Bontoborusu 2 Village staff Female 61 
FGD1-4 30/09/2015 Bontoborusu 2 Village staff Female 62 
FGD1-4 30/09/2015 Bontoborusu 2 Village staff Female 63 
FGD1-4 30/09/2015 Bontoborusu 2 Village staff Female 64 
FGD1-4 30/09/2015 Bontoborusu 2 Village staff Female 65 
FGD1-5 1/10/2015 Bungaiya 1 Village staff Male 66 
FGD1-5 1/10/2015 Bungaiya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 67 
FGD1-5 1/10/2015 Bungaiya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 68 
FGD1-5 1/10/2015 Bungaiya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 69 
FGD1-5 1/10/2015 Bungaiya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 70 
FGD1-5 1/10/2015 Bungaiya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 71 
FGD1-5 1/10/2015 Bungaiya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 72 
FGD1-5 1/10/2015 Bungaiya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 73 
FGD1-5 1/10/2015 Bungaiya 1 Usaha rumah tangga / 
Household business 
Female 74 
FGD1-5 1/10/2015 Bungaiya 1 Usaha rumah tangga / 
Household business 
Female 75 
FGD1-5 1/10/2015 Bungaiya 1 Usaha rumah tangga / 
Household business 
Female 76 
FGD1-5 1/10/2015 Bungaiya 1 Usaha rumah tangga / 
Household business 
Female 77 
FGD1-5 1/10/2015 Bungaiya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 78 
FGD1-5 1/10/2015 Bungaiya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 79 
FGD1-5 1/10/2015 Bungaiya 1 Usaha rumah tangga / 
Household business 
Female 80 
FGD1-5 1/10/2015 Bungaiya 1 Usaha rumah tangga / 
Household business 
Female 81 
FGD1-6 2/10/2015 Bungaiya  2 Village staff Male 82 
FGD1-6 2/10/2015 Bungaiya  2 Tokoh masyarakat / 
Community figure 
Male 83 
FGD1-6 2/10/2015 Bungaiya  2 Tokoh masyarakat / 
Community figure 
Male 84 
FGD1-6 2/10/2015 Bungaiya  2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 85 
FGD1-6 2/10/2015 Bungaiya  2 Tokoh masyarakat / 
Community figure 
Male 86 
FGD1-6 2/10/2015 Bungaiya  2 Tokoh masyarakat / 
Community figure 
Male 87 
FGD1-6 2/10/2015 Bungaiya  2 Tokoh masyarakat / 
Community figure 
Male 88 
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FGD1-6 2/10/2015 Bungaiya  2 Village staff Male 89 
FGD1-6 2/10/2015 Bungaiya  2 Village staff Female 90 
FGD1-6 2/10/2015 Bungaiya  2 Village staff Female 91 
FGD1-6 2/10/2015 Bungaiya  2 Village staff Female 92 
FGD1-6 2/10/2015 Bungaiya  2 Village staff Female 93 
FGD1-6 2/10/2015 Bungaiya  2 Village staff Male 94 
FGD1-7 11/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 1 Istri nelayan / Fishermen's 
wife 
Female 95 
FGD1-7 11/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 1 Village staff Female 96 
FGD1-7 11/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 1 Usaha rumah tangga / 
Household business 
Female 97 
FGD1-7 11/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 1 Usaha rumah tangga / 
Household business 
Female 98 
FGD1-7 11/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 1 Usaha rumah tangga / 
Household business 
Female 99 
FGD1-7 11/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 100 
FGD1-7 11/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 1 Pedagang / Fish trader Male 101 
FGD1-7 11/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 102 
FGD1-7 11/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 103 
FGD1-7 11/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 104 
FGD1-7 11/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 105 
FGD1-7 11/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 1 Tukang kayu / Carpenter Male 106 
FGD1-7 11/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 1 Village staff Male 107 
FGD1-8 12/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 2 Village staff Male 108 
FGD1-8 12/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 2 Village staff Male 109 
FGD1-8 12/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 2 Village staff Male 110 
FGD1-8 12/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 111 
FGD1-8 12/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 2 Tokoh masyarakat / 
Community figure 
Male 112 
FGD1-8 12/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 2 Village staff Female 113 
FGD1-8 12/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 2 Village staff Female 114 
FGD1-8 12/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 2 Village staff Female 115 
FGD1-8 12/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 2 Tokoh masyarakat / 
Community figure 
Male 116 
FGD1-8 12/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 2 Village staff Female 117 
FGD1-8 12/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 2 Village staff Female 118 
FGD1-8 12/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 2 Village staff Male 119 
FGD1-8 12/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 2 Village staff Male 120 
FGD1-8 12/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 2 Village staff Male 121 
FGD1-8 12/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 2 Tokoh masyarakat / 
Community figure 
Male 122 
FGD1-8 12/10/2015 Barat Lambongan 2 Village staff Male 123 
FGD1-9 13/10/2015 Patikarya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 124 
FGD1-9 13/10/2015 Patikarya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 125 
FGD1-9 13/10/2015 Patikarya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 126 
FGD1-9 13/10/2015 Patikarya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 127 
FGD1-9 13/10/2015 Patikarya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 128 
FGD1-9 13/10/2015 Patikarya 1 Pedagang / Fish trader Female 129 
FGD1-9 13/10/2015 Patikarya 1 Village staff Female 130 
FGD1-9 13/10/2015 Patikarya 1 Usaha rumah tangga / 
Household business 
Female 131 
FGD1-9 13/10/2015 Patikarya 1 Pedagang / Fish trader Female 132 
FGD1-9 13/10/2015 Patikarya 1 Pedagang / Fish trader Female 133 
FGD1-9 13/10/2015 Patikarya 1 Village staff Female 134 
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FGD1-9 13/10/2015 Patikarya 1 Village staff Female 135 
FGD1-9 13/10/2015 Patikarya 1 Village staff Female 136 
FGD1-9 13/10/2015 Patikarya 1 Village staff Female 137 
FGD1-9 13/10/2015 Patikarya 1 Village staff Female 138 
FGD1-9 13/10/2015 Patikarya 1 Pedagang / Fish trader Female 139 
FGD1-9 13/10/2015 Patikarya 1 Village staff Female 140 
FGD1-9 13/10/2015 Patikarya 1 Village staff Female 141 
FGD1-9 13/10/2015 Patikarya 1 Village staff Female 142 
FGD1-9 13/10/2015 Patikarya 1 Village staff Male 143 
FGD1-9 13/10/2015 Patikarya 1 Pedagang / Fish trader Male 144 
FGD1-10 14/10/2015 Patikarya 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 145 
FGD1-10 14/10/2015 Patikarya 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 146 
FGD1-10 14/10/2015 Patikarya 2 Swasta / Freelance Male 147 
FGD1-10 14/10/2015 Patikarya 2 Village staff ~ 148 
FGD1-10 14/10/2015 Patikarya 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 149 
FGD1-10 14/10/2015 Patikarya 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 150 
FGD1-10 14/10/2015 Patikarya 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 151 
FGD1-10 14/10/2015 Patikarya 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 152 
FGD1-10 14/10/2015 Patikarya 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 153 
FGD1-10 14/10/2015 Patikarya 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 154 
FGD1-10 14/10/2015 Patikarya 2 Village staff Female 155 
FGD1-10 14/10/2015 Patikarya 2 Village staff Female 156 
FGD1-10 14/10/2015 Patikarya 2 Village staff Female 157 
FGD1-10 14/10/2015 Patikarya 2 Village staff Female 158 
FGD1-10 14/10/2015 Patikarya 2 Village staff Female 159 
FGD1-10 14/10/2015 Patikarya 2 Village staff Female 160 
FGD1-10 14/10/2015 Patikarya 2 Village staff Female 161 
FGD1-10 14/10/2015 Patikarya 2 Village staff Female 162 
FGD1-10 14/10/2015 Patikarya 2 Pedagang / Fish trader Female 163 
FGD1-10 14/10/2015 Patikarya 2 Village staff Female 164 
FGD1-10 14/10/2015 Patikarya 2 Pedagang / Fish trader Male 165 
FGD1-10 14/10/2015 Patikarya 2 Village staff Female 166 
FGD1-11 15/10/2015 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 167 
FGD1-11 15/10/2015 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 168 
FGD1-11 15/10/2015 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 169 
FGD1-11 15/10/2015 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 170 
FGD1-11 15/10/2015 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 171 
FGD1-11 15/10/2015 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 172 
FGD1-11 15/10/2015 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 173 
FGD1-11 15/10/2015 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 174 
FGD1-11 15/10/2015 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 175 
FGD1-11 15/10/2015 Bontosunggu 1 Istri nelayan / Fishermen's 
wife 
Female 176 
FGD1-11 15/10/2015 Bontosunggu 1 Istri nelayan / Fishermen's 
wife 
Female 177 
FGD1-11 15/10/2015 Bontosunggu 1 Istri nelayan / Fishermen's 
wife 
Female 178 
FGD1-11 15/10/2015 Bontosunggu 1 Istri nelayan / Fishermen's 
wife 
Female 179 
FGD1-11 15/10/2015 Bontosunggu 1 Istri nelayan / Fishermen's 
wife 
Female 180 
FGD1-11 15/10/2015 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 181 
FGD1-11 15/10/2015 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 182 
FGD1-11 15/10/2015 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 183 
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NON-FGD 16/10/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 
(cyanide 
fishers) 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 184 
NON-FGD 16/10/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 
(cyanide 
fishers) 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 185 
NON-FGD 16/10/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 
(cyanide 
fishers) 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 186 
NON-FGD 16/10/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 
(cyanide 
fishers) 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 187 
NON-FGD 16/10/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 
(cyanide 
fishers) 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 188 
NON-FGD 16/10/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 
(cyanide 
fishers) 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 189 
NON-FGD 16/10/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 
(cyanide 
fishers) 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 190 
NON-FGD 16/10/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 
(cyanide 
fishers) 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 191 
NON-FGD 16/10/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 
(cyanide 
fishers) 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 192 
NON-FGD 16/10/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 
(cyanide 
fishers) 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 193 
NON-FGD 16/10/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 
(cyanide 
fishers) 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 194 
NON-FGD 16/10/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 
(cyanide 
fishers) 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 195 
NON-FGD 16/10/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 
(cyanide 
fishers) 
Nelayan / Fisher Male 196 
NON-FGD 16/10/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 
(cyanide 
fishers) 
Istri nelayan / Fishermen's 
wife 
Female 197 
NON-FGD 16/10/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 
(cyanide 
fishers) 
Istri nelayan / Fishermen's 
wife 
Female 198 
NON-FGD 16/10/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 
(cyanide 
fishers) 
Istri nelayan / Fishermen's 
wife 
Female 199 
NON-FGD 16/10/2015 Kahu-kahu 1 
(cyanide 
fishers) 
Istri nelayan / Fishermen's 
wife 
Female 200 
FGD1-12 17/10/2015 Barugaiya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 201 
FGD1-12 17/10/2015 Barugaiya 1 Village staff Male 202 
FGD1-12 17/10/2015 Barugaiya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 203 
FGD1-12 17/10/2015 Barugaiya 1 Village staff Male 204 
FGD1-12 17/10/2015 Barugaiya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 205 
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FGD1-12 17/10/2015 Barugaiya 1 Pedagang / Fish trader Female 206 
FGD1-12 17/10/2015 Barugaiya 1 Istri nelayan / Fishermen's 
wife 
Female 207 
FGD1-12 17/10/2015 Barugaiya 1 Istri nelayan / Fishermen's 
wife 
Female 208 
FGD1-12 17/10/2015 Barugaiya 1 Istri nelayan / Fishermen's 
wife 
Female 209 
FGD1-12 17/10/2015 Barugaiya 1 Istri nelayan / Fishermen's 
wife 
Female 210 
FGD1-12 17/10/2015 Barugaiya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 211 
FGD1-12 17/10/2015 Barugaiya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 212 
FGD1-12 17/10/2015 Barugaiya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 213 
FGD1-12 17/10/2015 Barugaiya 1 Pedagang / Fish trader Female 214 
FGD1-12 17/10/2015 Barugaiya 1 Istri nelayan / Fishermen's 
wife 
Female 215 
NON-FGD 18/10/2015 Benteng Selatan 1 (fish 
vendors) 
Pedagang / Fish trader Male 216 
NON-FGD 18/10/2015 Benteng Selatan 1 (fish 
vendors) 
Pedagang / Fish trader Male 217 
NON-FGD 18/10/2015 Benteng Selatan 1 (fish 
vendors) 
Pedagang / Fish trader Male 218 
NON-FGD 18/10/2015 Benteng Selatan 1 (fish 
vendors) 
Pedagang / Fish trader Male 219 
NON-FGD 18/10/2015 Benteng Selatan 1 (fish 
vendors) 
Pedagang / Fish trader Male 220 
NON-FGD 18/10/2015 Benteng Selatan 1 (fish 
vendors) 
Pedagang / Fish trader Male 221 
NON-FGD 18/10/2015 Benteng Selatan 1 (fish 
vendors) 
Pedagang / Fish trader Male 222 
NON-FGD 18/10/2015 Benteng Selatan 1 (fish 
vendors) 
Pedagang / Fish trader Male 223 
NON-FGD 18/10/2015 Benteng Selatan 1 (fish 
vendors) 
Pedagang / Fish trader Male 224 
NON-FGD 18/10/2015 Benteng Selatan 1 (fish 
vendors) 
Pedagang / Fish trader Male 225 
NON-FGD 18/10/2015 Benteng Selatan 1 (fish 
vendors) 
Pedagang / Fish trader Male 226 
NON-FGD 18/10/2015 Benteng Selatan 1 (fish 
vendors) 
Pedagang / Fish trader Male 227 
NON-FGD 18/10/2015 Benteng Selatan 1 (fish 
vendors) 
Pedagang / Fish trader Male 228 
NON-FGD 18/10/2015 Benteng Selatan 1 (fish 
vendors) 
Pedagang / Fish trader Male 229 
NON-FGD 18/10/2015 Benteng Selatan 1 (fish 
vendors) 
Pedagang / Fish trader Male 230 
NON-FGD 18/10/2015 Benteng Selatan 1 (fish 
vendors) 
Pedagang / Fish trader Male 231 
FGD1-13 19/10/2015 Barugaiya 2 Village staff Male 232 
FGD1-13 19/10/2015 Barugaiya 2 Tokoh masyarakat / 
Community figure 
Male 233 
FGD1-13 19/10/2015 Barugaiya 2 Village staff Male 234 
FGD1-13 19/10/2015 Barugaiya 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 235 
FGD1-13 19/10/2015 Barugaiya 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 236 
FGD1-13 19/10/2015 Barugaiya 2 Village staff Female 237 
FGD1-13 19/10/2015 Barugaiya 2 Village staff Female 238 
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FGD1-13 19/10/2015 Barugaiya 2 Village staff Male 239 
FGD1-13 19/10/2015 Barugaiya 2 Tokoh masyarakat / 
Community figure 
Male 240 
FGD1-13 19/10/2015 Barugaiya 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 241 
FGD1-13 19/10/2015 Barugaiya 2 Village staff Male 242 
FGD1-13 19/10/2015 Barugaiya 2 Village staff Male 243 
FGD1-13 19/10/2015 Barugaiya 2 Village staff Male 244 
FGD1-13 19/10/2015 Barugaiya 2 Village staff Male 245 
FGD1-13 19/10/2015 Barugaiya 2 Tokoh masyarakat / 
Community figure 
Male 246 
FGD1-13 19/10/2015 Barugaiya 2 Village staff Female 247 
FGD1-14 20/10/2015 Benteng Utara 2 Petani / Crop farmer Male 248 
FGD1-14 20/10/2015 Benteng Utara 2 Swasta / Freelance Male 249 
FGD1-14 20/10/2015 Benteng Utara 2 Pensioner / Ex-fisher Male 250 
FGD1-14 20/10/2015 Benteng Utara 2 Pensioner / Ex-fisher Male 251 
FGD1-14 20/10/2015 Benteng Utara 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 252 
FGD1-14 20/10/2015 Benteng Utara 2 Village staff Male 253 
FGD1-14 20/10/2015 Benteng Utara 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 254 
FGD1-14 20/10/2015 Benteng Utara 2 Village staff Male 255 
FGD1-14 20/10/2015 Benteng Utara 2 Village staff Male 256 
FGD1-14 20/10/2015 Benteng Utara 2 Village staff Male 257 
FGD1-14 20/10/2015 Benteng Utara 2 Village staff Male 258 
FGD1-15 21/10/2015 Benteng Utara 1 Village staff Male 259 
FGD1-15 21/10/2015 Benteng Utara 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 260 
FGD1-15 21/10/2015 Benteng Utara 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 261 
FGD1-15 21/10/2015 Benteng Utara 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 262 
FGD1-15 21/10/2015 Benteng Utara 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 263 
FGD1-15 21/10/2015 Benteng Utara 1 Pedagang / Fish trader Male 264 
FGD1-15 21/10/2015 Benteng Utara 1 Swasta / Freelance Male 265 
FGD1-15 21/10/2015 Benteng Utara 1 Pedagang / Fish trader Female 266 
FGD1-15 21/10/2015 Benteng Utara 1 Pedagang / Fish trader Female 267 
FGD1-15 21/10/2015 Benteng Utara 1 Village staff Male 268 
FGD1-15 21/10/2015 Benteng Utara 1 Village staff Male 269 
FGD1-15 21/10/2015 Benteng Utara 1 Swasta / Freelance Female 270 
FGD1-15 21/10/2015 Benteng Utara 1 Usaha rumah tangga / 
Household business 
Female 271 
FGD1-15 21/10/2015 Benteng Utara 1 Village staff Female 272 
FGD1-15 21/10/2015 Benteng Utara 1 Village staff Female 273 
FGD1-15 21/10/2015 Benteng Utara 1 Village staff Female 274 
FGD1-15 21/10/2015 Benteng Utara 1 Village staff Female 275 
FGD1-15 21/10/2015 Benteng Utara 1 Village staff Female 276 
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FGD2-1 24/01/2016 Barat Lambongan 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 1 
FGD2-1 24/01/2016 Barat Lambongan 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 2 
FGD2-1 24/01/2016 Barat Lambongan 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 3 
FGD2-1 24/01/2016 Barat Lambongan 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 4 
FGD2-1 24/01/2016 Barat Lambongan 1 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Female 5 
FGD2-1 24/01/2016 Barat Lambongan 1 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Female 6 
FGD2-1 24/01/2016 Barat Lambongan 1 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Female 7 
FGD2-1 24/01/2016 Barat Lambongan 1 Nelayan / Fisher Female 8 
FGD2-1 24/01/2016 Barat Lambongan 1 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Female 9 
FGD2-1 24/01/2016 Barat Lambongan 1 Pedagang ikan / Fish trader Female 10 
FGD2-1 24/01/2016 Barat Lambongan 1 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Female 11 
FGD2-1 24/01/2016 Barat Lambongan 1 Pedagang ikan / Fish trader Female 12 
FGD2-1 24/01/2016 Barat Lambongan 1 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Female 13 
FGD2-2 25/01/2016 Barat Lambongan 2 Village staff Male 14 
FGD2-2 25/01/2016 Barat Lambongan 2 Tokoh masyarakat / Public 
figure 
Male 15 
FGD2-2 25/01/2016 Barat Lambongan 2 Tokoh masyarakat / Public 
figure 
Male 16 
FGD2-2 25/01/2016 Barat Lambongan 2 Village staff Male 17 
FGD2-2 25/01/2016 Barat Lambongan 2 Tokoh masyarakat / Public 
figure 
Male 18 
FGD2-2 25/01/2016 Barat Lambongan 2 Village staff Male 19 
FGD2-2 25/01/2016 Barat Lambongan 2 Village staff Female 20 
FGD2-2 25/01/2016 Barat Lambongan 2 Tokoh masyarakat / Public 
figure 
Male 21 
FGD2-2 25/01/2016 Barat Lambongan 2 Tokoh masyarakat / Public 
figure 
Male 22 
FGD2-2 25/01/2016 Barat Lambongan 2 Tokoh masyarakat / Public 
figure 
Male 23 
FGD2-2 25/01/2016 Barat Lambongan 2 Tokoh masyarakat / Public 
figure 
Male 24 
FGD2-2 25/01/2016 Barat Lambongan 2 Village staff Female 25 
FGD2-3 26/01/2016 Bungaiya 1 Village staff Male 26 
FGD2-3 26/01/2016 Bungaiya 1 Village staff Male 27 
FGD2-3 26/01/2016 Bungaiya 1 Tokoh masyarakat / Public 
figure 
Male 28 
FGD2-3 26/01/2016 Bungaiya 1 Village staff Male 29 
FGD2-3 26/01/2016 Bungaiya 1 Tokoh masyarakat / Public 
figure 
Male 30 
FGD2-3 26/01/2016 Bungaiya 1 Village staff Female 31 
FGD2-3 26/01/2016 Bungaiya 1 Village staff Female 32 
FGD2-3 26/01/2016 Bungaiya 1 Tokoh masyarakat / Public 
figure 
Male 33 
FGD2-3 26/01/2016 Bungaiya 1 Village staff Male 34 
FGD2-3 26/01/2016 Bungaiya 1 Tokoh masyarakat / Public 
figure 
Male 35 
FGD2-3 26/01/2016 Bungaiya 1 Tokoh masyarakat / Public 
figure 
Male 36 
FGD2-3 26/01/2016 Bungaiya 1 Village staff Male 37 
FGD2-3 26/01/2016 Bungaiya 1 Tokoh masyarakat / Public 
figure 
Female 38 
FGD2-4 27/01/2016 Bungaiya 2 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Female 39 
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Participant 
no. 
FGD2-4 27/01/2016 Bungaiya 2 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Female 40 
FGD2-4 27/01/2016 Bungaiya 2 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Female 41 
FGD2-4 27/01/2016 Bungaiya 2 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Female 42 
FGD2-4 27/01/2016 Bungaiya 2 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Female 43 
FGD2-4 27/01/2016 Bungaiya 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 44 
FGD2-4 27/01/2016 Bungaiya 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 45 
FGD2-4 27/01/2016 Bungaiya 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 46 
FGD2-4 27/01/2016 Bungaiya 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 47 
FGD2-4 27/01/2016 Bungaiya 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 48 
FGD2-4 27/01/2016 Bungaiya 2 Pedagang ikan / Fish trader Male 49 
FGD2-4 27/01/2016 Bungaiya 2 Village staff Female 50 
FGD2-4 27/01/2016 Bungaiya 2 Village staff Female 51 
FGD2-4 27/01/2016 Bungaiya 2 Village staff Female 52 
FGD2-4 27/01/2016 Bungaiya 2 Village staff Female 53 
FGD2-4 27/01/2016 Bungaiya 2 Village staff Male 54 
FGD2-5 28/01/2016 Patikarya 1 Village staff Male 55 
FGD2-5 28/01/2016 Patikarya 1 Pedagang ikan / Fish trader Male 56 
FGD2-5 28/01/2016 Patikarya 1   Male 57 
FGD2-5 28/01/2016 Patikarya 1 Usaha rumah tangga / 
Household business 
Female 58 
FGD2-5 28/01/2016 Patikarya 1 Usaha rumah tangga / 
Household business 
Female 59 
FGD2-5 28/01/2016 Patikarya 1 Usaha rumah tangga / 
Household business 
Female 60 
FGD2-5 28/01/2016 Patikarya 1 Usaha rumah tangga / 
Household business 
Female 61 
FGD2-5 28/01/2016 Patikarya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 62 
FGD2-5 28/01/2016 Patikarya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 63 
FGD2-5 28/01/2016 Patikarya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 64 
FGD2-5 28/01/2016 Patikarya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 65 
FGD2-5 28/01/2016 Patikarya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 66 
FGD2-5 28/01/2016 Patikarya 1 Pedagang ikan / Fish trader Male 67 
FGD2-5 28/01/2016 Patikarya 1 Village staff Male 68 
FGD2-6 29/01/2016 Patikarya 2 Village staff Male 69 
FGD2-6 29/01/2016 Patikarya 2 Village staff Male 70 
FGD2-6 29/01/2016 Patikarya 2 Village staff Male 71 
FGD2-6 29/01/2016 Patikarya 2 Village staff Male 72 
FGD2-6 29/01/2016 Patikarya 2 Village staff Male 73 
FGD2-6 29/01/2016 Patikarya 2 Village staff Male 74 
FGD2-6 29/01/2016 Patikarya 2 Tokoh masyarakat / Public 
figure 
Male 75 
FGD2-6 29/01/2016 Patikarya 2 Tokoh masyarakat / Public 
figure 
Male 76 
FGD2-6 29/01/2016 Patikarya 2 Tokoh masyarakat / Public 
figure 
Male 77 
FGD2-6 29/01/2016 Patikarya 2 Tokoh masyarakat / Public 
figure 
Male 78 
FGD2-6 29/01/2016 Patikarya 2 Village staff Female 79 
FGD2-6 29/01/2016 Patikarya 2 Village staff Female 80 
FGD2-6 29/01/2016 Patikarya 2 Village staff Female 81 
FGD2-6 29/01/2016 Patikarya 2 Village staff Female 82 
FGD2-7 23/02/2016 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 83 
FGD2-7 23/02/2016 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 84 
FGD2-7 23/02/2016 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 85 
FGD2-7 23/02/2016 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 86 
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FGD2-7 23/02/2016 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 87 
FGD2-7 23/02/2016 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 88 
FGD2-7 23/02/2016 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 89 
FGD2-7 23/02/2016 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 90 
FGD2-7 23/02/2016 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 91 
FGD2-7 23/02/2016 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 92 
FGD2-7 23/02/2016 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 93 
FGD2-7 23/02/2016 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 94 
FGD2-7 23/02/2016 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 95 
FGD2-7 23/02/2016 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 96 
FGD2-7 23/02/2016 Bontosunggu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 97 
FGD2-8 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 98 
FGD2-8 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 99 
FGD2-8 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 100 
FGD2-8 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 101 
FGD2-8 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 102 
FGD2-8 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 103 
FGD2-8 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 2 Pedagang ikan / Fish trader Male 104 
FGD2-8 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 2 Pedagang ikan / Fish trader Male 105 
FGD2-8 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 2 Pedagang ikan / Fish trader Male 106 
FGD2-8 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 2 Usaha rumah tangga / 
Household business 
Female 107 
FGD2-8 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 2 Usaha rumah tangga / 
Household business 
Female 108 
FGD2-8 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 2 Usaha rumah tangga / 
Household business 
Female 109 
FGD2-8 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 2 Usaha rumah tangga / 
Household business 
Female 110 
FGD2-8 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 2 Usaha rumah tangga / 
Household business 
Female 111 
FGD2-8 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 2 Usaha rumah tangga / 
Household business 
Female 112 
FGD2-9 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 1 Tokoh masyarakat / Public 
figure 
Male 113 
FGD2-9 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 114 
FGD2-9 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 115 
FGD2-9 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 116 
FGD2-9 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 1 Village staff Female 117 
FGD2-9 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 1 Village staff Female 118 
FGD2-9 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 1 Village staff Female 119 
FGD2-9 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 1 Village staff Male 120 
FGD2-9 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 121 
FGD2-9 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 1 Village staff Male 122 
FGD2-9 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 1 Village staff Male 123 
FGD2-9 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 1 Village staff Male 124 
FGD2-9 24/02/2016 Kahu-kahu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 125 
FGD2-10 2/02/2016 Bontoborusu 1 Village staff Male 126 
FGD2-10 2/02/2016 Bontoborusu 1 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Female 127 
FGD2-10 2/02/2016 Bontoborusu 1 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Female 128 
FGD2-10 2/02/2016 Bontoborusu 1 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Female 129 
FGD2-10 2/02/2016 Bontoborusu 1 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Female 130 
FGD2-10 2/02/2016 Bontoborusu 1 Tokoh masyarakat / Public 
figure 
Male 131 
FGD2-10 2/02/2016 Bontoborusu 1 Village staff Female 132 
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FGD2-10 2/02/2016 Bontoborusu 1 Usaha rumah tangga / 
Household business 
Female 133 
FGD2-10 2/02/2016 Bontoborusu 1 Village staff Female 134 
FGD2-10 2/02/2016 Bontoborusu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 135 
FGD2-10 2/02/2016 Bontoborusu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 136 
FGD2-10 2/02/2016 Bontoborusu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 137 
FGD2-10 2/02/2016 Bontoborusu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 138 
FGD2-10 2/02/2016 Bontoborusu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 139 
FGD2-10 2/02/2016 Bontoborusu 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 140 
FGD2-10 2/02/2016 Bontoborusu 1 Village staff Female 141 
FGD2-11 25/02/2016 Bontoborusu 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 142 
FGD2-11 25/02/2016 Bontoborusu 2 Village staff Male 143 
FGD2-11 25/02/2016 Bontoborusu 2 Village staff Male 144 
FGD2-11 25/02/2016 Bontoborusu 2 Village staff Female 145 
FGD2-11 25/02/2016 Bontoborusu 2 Village staff Male 146 
FGD2-11 25/02/2016 Bontoborusu 2 Village staff Male 147 
FGD2-11 25/02/2016 Bontoborusu 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 148 
FGD2-11 25/02/2016 Bontoborusu 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 149 
FGD2-11 25/02/2016 Bontoborusu 2 Village staff Female 150 
FGD2-11 25/02/2016 Bontoborusu 2 Village staff Female 151 
FGD2-12 26/02/2016 Barugaiya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 152 
FGD2-12 26/02/2016 Barugaiya 1 Pedagang ikan / Fish trader Female 153 
FGD2-12 26/02/2016 Barugaiya 1 Usaha rumah tangga / 
Household business 
Female 154 
FGD2-12 26/02/2016 Barugaiya 1 Pedagang ikan / Fish trader Female 155 
FGD2-12 26/02/2016 Barugaiya 1 Pedagang ikan / Fish trader Female 156 
FGD2-12 26/02/2016 Barugaiya 1 Usaha rumah tangga / 
Household business 
Female 157 
FGD2-12 26/02/2016 Barugaiya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 158 
FGD2-12 26/02/2016 Barugaiya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 159 
FGD2-12 26/02/2016 Barugaiya 1 Usaha rumah tangga / 
Household business 
Female 160 
FGD2-12 26/02/2016 Barugaiya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 161 
FGD2-12 26/02/2016 Barugaiya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 162 
FGD2-12 26/02/2016 Barugaiya 1 Usaha rumah tangga / 
Household business 
Female 163 
FGD2-12 26/02/2016 Barugaiya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 164 
FGD2-12 26/02/2016 Barugaiya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 165 
FGD2-12 26/02/2016 Barugaiya 1 Village staff Male 166 
FGD2-12 26/02/2016 Barugaiya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 167 
FGD2-12 26/02/2016 Barugaiya 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 168 
FGD2-12 26/02/2016 Barugaiya 1 Village staff Male 169 
FGD2-13 26/02/2016 Benteng Utara 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 170 
FGD2-13 26/02/2016 Benteng Utara 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 171 
FGD2-13 26/02/2016 Benteng Utara 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 172 
FGD2-13 26/02/2016 Benteng Utara 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 173 
FGD2-13 26/02/2016 Benteng Utara 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 174 
FGD2-13 26/02/2016 Benteng Utara 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 175 
FGD2-13 26/02/2016 Benteng Utara 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 176 
FGD2-13 26/02/2016 Benteng Utara 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 177 
FGD2-13 26/02/2016 Benteng Utara 1 Pedagang ikan / Fish trader Male 178 
FGD2-13 26/02/2016 Benteng Utara 1 Pedagang ikan / Fish trader Male 179 
FGD2-13 26/02/2016 Benteng Utara 1 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Male 180 
FGD2-13 26/02/2016 Benteng Utara 1 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Male 181 
FGD2-13 26/02/2016 Benteng Utara 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 182 
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FGD2-13 26/02/2016 Benteng Utara 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 183 
FGD2-13 26/02/2016 Benteng Utara 1 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Male 184 
FGD2-13 26/02/2016 Benteng Utara 1 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Male 185 
FGD2-13 26/02/2016 Benteng Utara 1 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Male 186 
FGD2-13 26/02/2016 Benteng Utara 1 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Male 187 
FGD2-13 26/02/2016 Benteng Utara 1 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Male 188 
FGD2-13 26/02/2016 Benteng Utara 1 Istri nelayan / Fisher's wife Male 189 
FGD2-13 26/02/2016 Benteng Utara 1 Nelayan / Fisher Male 190 
FGD2-14 27/02/2016 Benteng Utara 2 Village staff Male 191 
FGD2-14 27/02/2016 Benteng Utara 2 Village staff Male 192 
FGD2-14 27/02/2016 Benteng Utara 2 Village staff Male 193 
FGD2-14 27/02/2016 Benteng Utara 2 Village staff Male 194 
FGD2-14 27/02/2016 Benteng Utara 2 Village staff Male 195 
FGD2-14 27/02/2016 Benteng Utara 2 Village staff Male 196 
FGD2-14 27/02/2016 Benteng Utara 2 Village staff Female 197 
FGD2-14 27/02/2016 Benteng Utara 2 Village staff Female 198 
FGD2-14 27/02/2016 Benteng Utara 2 Village staff Female 199 
FGD2-14 27/02/2016 Benteng Utara 2 Village staff Female 200 
FGD2-14 27/02/2016 Benteng Utara 2 Masyarakat / Village 
resident 
Female 201 
FGD2-14 27/02/2016 Benteng Utara 2 Village staff Female 202 
FGD2-14 27/02/2016 Benteng Utara 2 Tokoh masyarakat / Public 
figure 
Male 203 
FGD2-14 27/02/2016 Benteng Utara 2 Wiraswasta / Freelance Male 204 
FGD2-14 27/02/2016 Benteng Utara 2 Masyarakat / Village 
resident 
Male 205 
FGD2-14 27/02/2016 Benteng Utara 2 Masyarakat / Village 
resident 
Male 206 
FGD2-14 27/02/2016 Benteng Utara 2 Village staff Male 207 
FGD2-14 27/02/2016 Benteng Utara 2 Village staff Male 208 
FGD2-14 27/02/2016 Benteng Utara 2 Village staff Female 209 
FGD2-14 27/02/2016 Benteng Utara 2 Village staff Female 210 
FGD2-14 27/02/2016 Benteng Utara 2 Wiraswasta / Freelance Male 211 
FGD2-14 27/02/2016 Benteng Utara 2 Wiraswasta / Freelance Female 212 
FGD2-14 27/02/2016 Benteng Utara 2 Nelayan / Fisher Male 213 
FGD2-14 27/02/2016 Benteng Utara 2 Village staff Male 214 
FGD2-14 27/02/2016 Benteng Utara 2 Village staff Male 215 
FGD2-15 28/02/2016 Barugaiya 2 Village staff Male 216 
FGD2-15 28/02/2016 Barugaiya 2 Village staff Male 217 
FGD2-15 28/02/2016 Barugaiya 2 Village staff Male 218 
FGD2-15 28/02/2016 Barugaiya 2 Tokoh masyarakat / Public 
figure 
Male 219 
FGD2-15 28/02/2016 Barugaiya 2 Tokoh masyarakat / Public 
figure 
Female 220 
FGD2-15 28/02/2016 Barugaiya 2 Tokoh masyarakat / Public 
figure 
Female 221 
FGD2-15 28/02/2016 Barugaiya 2 Village staff Female 222 
FGD2-15 28/02/2016 Barugaiya 2 Village staff Male 223 
FGD2-15 28/02/2016 Barugaiya 2 Village staff Male 224 
FGD2-15 28/02/2016 Barugaiya 2 Village staff Male 225 
FGD2-15 28/02/2016 Barugaiya 2 Tokoh masyarakat / Public 
figure 
Male 226 
FGD2-15 28/02/2016 Barugaiya 2 Village staff Male 227 
FGD2-15 28/02/2016 Barugaiya 2 Village staff Female 228 
FGD2-15 28/02/2016 Barugaiya 2 Village staff Male 229 
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FGD2-15 28/02/2016 Barugaiya 2 Village staff Male 230 
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Appendix 10. Visual materials developed in the problem scoping FGDs and the extracted 
information 
Table 1. Visual materials developed in the problem scoping FGDs. Note: 1 = Rich picture about the 
village livelihood, 2 = List of problems related to the livelihood from the most important; 3 = Bulls 
eye diagram of stakeholders related to the problems.  
FGD no. FGD date 
Kecamantan 
(Sub-district) 
Desa (Village) 
represented 
FGD 1 10/08/2015 Benteng Benteng Selatan 
 
(1) 
 
(2) 
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FGD no. FGD date 
Kecamantan 
(Sub-district) 
Desa (Village) 
represented 
(3) 
FGD 2 10/08/2015 Bontomatene Bungaiya 
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FGD no. FGD date 
Kecamantan 
(Sub-district) 
Desa (Village) 
represented 
(1) 
 
(2) 
 
(3) 
FGD 2 10/08/2015 Bontomatene Barat Lambongan 
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FGD no. FGD date 
Kecamantan 
(Sub-district) 
Desa (Village) 
represented 
 
(1) 
 
(3) 
 
FGD 3 11/08/2015 Buki Mekar Indah 
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FGD no. FGD date 
Kecamantan 
(Sub-district) 
Desa (Village) 
represented 
(1) 
 
(2) 
 
(3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
FGD 4 11/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontosunggu 
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FGD no. FGD date 
Kecamantan 
(Sub-district) 
Desa (Village) 
represented 
 
(1) 
 
(1) 
 
(2) 
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FGD no. FGD date 
Kecamantan 
(Sub-district) 
Desa (Village) 
represented 
(3)  
FGD 5 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Harapan-Dodaiya 
 
(1) 
 
(3)  
FGD 6 11/08/2015 Bontosikuyu Patikarya 
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FGD no. FGD date 
Kecamantan 
(Sub-district) 
Desa (Village) 
represented 
(1) 
 
(2) 
 
(3) 
FGD 7 12/08/2015 Bontoharu Kahu-kahu 
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FGD no. FGD date 
Kecamantan 
(Sub-district) 
Desa (Village) 
represented 
(1) 
 
(1) 
 
(2) 
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FGD no. FGD date 
Kecamantan 
(Sub-district) 
Desa (Village) 
represented 
(3)  
FGD 8 12/08/2015 Bontomanai Parak 
 
(1) 
 
(2) 
FGD 9 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontolebang 
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FGD no. FGD date 
Kecamantan 
(Sub-district) 
Desa (Village) 
represented 
(1) 
 
(1) 
 
(2)  
FGD 10 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontoborusu 
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FGD no. FGD date 
Kecamantan 
(Sub-district) 
Desa (Village) 
represented 
(1) 
(2) 
(3)  
FGD 11 13/08/2015 Bontomanai Barugaiya 
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FGD no. FGD date 
Kecamantan 
(Sub-district) 
Desa (Village) 
represented 
(1) 
(2) 
(1&2) 
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FGD no. FGD date 
Kecamantan 
(Sub-district) 
Desa (Village) 
represented 
(2) 
 
(3)  
FGD 12 13/08/2015 Bontoharu Bontoborusu 
 
(1) 
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FGD no. FGD date 
Kecamantan 
(Sub-district) 
Desa (Village) 
represented 
 
(2) 
 
(3)  
 
Table 2. Information related to livelihood activities extracted from the rich pictures (Photos marked 
with number 1, in Appendix 10) and discussion notes. (Note: Black table cells refers to unidentified 
information). 
 
FGD 
no. 
Desa Primary livelihood 
activity 
Primary activity 
trend in the past 
Facilitators' notes Non-primary 
livelihood 
activities 
1 Bungaiya Traditional Fishing 
Seaweed Farming 
Gradually 
increasing 
Mainly due to the 
migration of fisher 
Conducts independent 
marine surveillance 
Plantation/Crop 
Farming 
Tourism 
2 Barat 
Lambongan 
Traditional Fishing 
Seaweed Farming 
Increasing As much as our effort 
allows 
Conducts independent 
marine surveillance 
Plantation/Crop 
Farming 
Fish Product 
Processing 
3 Mekar Indah Traditional Fishing Gradually 
increasing 
Mainly due to the 
migration of fisher 
Conducts independent 
marine surveillance 
Fish Product 
Processing 
Plantation/Crop 
Farming 
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FGD 
no. 
Desa Primary livelihood 
activity 
Primary activity 
trend in the past 
Facilitators' notes Non-primary 
livelihood 
activities 
4 Barugaiya Traditional Fishing 
 
Conducts independent 
marine surveillance 
Livestock 
Plantation/Crop 
Farming 
Tourism (“Turtle 
village”) 
Coconut 
Processing 
5 Parak Traditional Fishing 
 
  Livestock 
Plantation/Crop 
Farming 
Sand Mining 
Marine 
Surveillance 
6 Benteng 
Utara 
Traditional Fishing Increasing As much as our effort 
allows 
Conducts independent 
marine surveillance 
  
7 Bontolebang Traditional Fishing 
Fish Farming 
Increasing Mainly due to the 
migration of fisher 
Conducts independent 
marine surveillance 
Plantation/Crop 
Farming 
8 Kahu-kahu Traditional Fishing Increasing Mainly due to the 
increase of the village 
population 
Coconut 
Processing 
Tourism 
Marine 
Surveillance 
9 Bontoborusu Traditional Fishing 
 
  Plantation/Crop 
Farming 
Tourism 
10 Bontosunggu Traditional Fishing 
Mobile Lift Net 
Fishing 
Fixed Lift Net 
Fishing 
 
  Fish Farming 
Salt Production 
11 Dodaiya Traditional Fishing 
 
Fishing becomes 
primary since the '90s 
  
12 Patikarya Traditional Fishing Increasing Conducts independent 
marine surveillance 
Plantation/Crop 
Farming 
Tourism 
 
Table 3. Information related to livelihood resources extracted from the rich pictures (Photos 
marked with number 1, in Appendix 10) and discussion notes. < = only to a small number of 
households. 
 
FGD 
no. 
Desa Resources 
associated with 
primary livelihood 
activity 
Resource trend in 
the past 
Facilitators' 
notes 
Resources 
associated with 
non-primary 
livelihood activity 
1 Bungaiya Reef Fish 
Coral Reef 
Seaweed 
Declining fish catch 
Improving reef 
(recently) 
Due to blast 
fishing 
Due to protection 
Livestock 
Crops < 
2 Barat 
Lambongan 
Reef Fish 
Coral Reef 
Seaweed 
Seagrass 
Declining fish catch 
Declining reef 
condition 
Due to fishing by 
fishers outside of 
the village, 
storms, and trash 
Cattle < 
Crops < 
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FGD 
no. 
Desa Resources 
associated with 
primary livelihood 
activity 
Resource trend in 
the past 
Facilitators' 
notes 
Resources 
associated with 
non-primary 
livelihood activity 
3 Mekar Indah Reef Fish 
Coral Reef 
Seaweed 
Declining fish catch 
Improving reef 
condition 
Due to dolphin 
Due to protection 
Coconut Processing 
Cashew 
Limestone 
4 Barugaiya Reef Fish 
Coral Reef 
Declining fish catch 
Declining reef 
condition 
Due to fishing by 
fishers outside of 
the village, with a 
bigger vessel. 
Due to cyanide 
fishing 
Mangrove < 
Sea Turtle < 
Coconut Processing 
Corn 
Chocolate 
Orange 
Peanut 
Cattle 
Coconut Processing 
Husk 
Catfish Pond < 
5 Parak Reef Fish 
Coral Reef 
Improving fish 
catch 
Improving reef 
condition 
Due to lesser 
cyanide fishing 
part and recent 
government 
intervention 
program to 
cyanide fishing 
Sand 
Cattle 
Chicken 
Coconut Processing 
Orange 
Cashew 
River 
6 Benteng 
Utara 
Reef Fish 
Pelagic Fish < 
Coral Reef 
Sea Turtle 
Declining fish catch 
Declining fish catch 
Due to reduced 
control of cyanide 
fishers, non-
Selayar fishers, 
and weather 
disturbance to 
fishing 
Sea turtle (For 
nursery activity in the 
neighbouring village) 
7 Bontolebang Reef Fish 
Pelagic Fish 
Benthic Fish 
Crustaceans 
Shell Fish 
Coral Reef 
Seaweed 
Declining fish catch 
Varying catch level 
 
 
 
Declining reef 
condition 
Gradual decline 
Pelagic catch 
depends on 
[competition] 
with external 
fishers with a 
larger vessel. 
Reef condition 
worsen as reef 
location further 
from the coast due 
to uncontrolled 
blast fishing 
Mangrove 
Coconut Processing 
Cashew 
Corn 
Cassava 
Forest (Protected) 
8 Kahu-kahu Reef Fish 
Coral Reef 
Declining fish catch 
Declining reef 
condition 
Fish catch 
reduced when 
there are external 
fishers 
Reef declined due 
to cyanide fishing 
Mangrove 
White Sandy Beach 
Cashew 
Coconut Processing 
Shrimp Paste 
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FGD 
no. 
Desa Resources 
associated with 
primary livelihood 
activity 
Resource trend in 
the past 
Facilitators' 
notes 
Resources 
associated with 
non-primary 
livelihood activity 
9 Bontoborusu Reef Fish 
Coral Reef 
Seaweed 
Declining fish catch 
Declining reef 
condition 
Fish catch 
declined due to 
cyanide fishing 
and external 
fishers 
Reef recently 
improved due to 
government 
intervention to 
cyanide fishing 
Bamboo 
Cashew 
Coconut Processing 
Corn < 
Ground Water 
10 Bontosunggu Fish 
Coral Reef 
Swimming Crab 
(Mangrove) 
Increasing fish 
catch 
Due to the 
number of mobile 
floating lift-
net/fish pen 
operating 
Swimming Crab 
(Farmed) 
Milkfish (Farmed) 
Shrimp (Farmed) 
Mangrove 
11 Dodaiya Pelagic Fish 
Reef Fish 
Coral Reef 
Swimming Crab 
Seaweed 
Decreasing fish 
catch 
Decreasing fish 
catch 
Improving reef 
condition 
Decreasing crab 
catch 
Fish catch 
perceived as 
declining as it has 
been more 
difficult to catch 
Reef improved 
due to lesser 
cyanide fishing 
Corn < 
Livestock < 
12 Patikarya Reef Fish 
Pelagic Fish 
Coral Reef 
Decreasing fish 
catch 
Decreasing fish 
catch 
Improving reef 
condition 
Reef improved 
due to lesser 
cyanide fishing 
Beach (Tourism) < 
Cashew 
Coconut Processing 
 
Table 4. Problems identified in each FGD ranked from the highest perceived importance extracted 
from the lists (Photos marked with number 2, in Appendix 10). 
 
FGD 
no. 
Desa 
Perceived main problems listed from the highest importance 
Problems in Bahasa Indonesia Problems in English 
1 Bungaiya 1. Dampak dari peningkatan bius dan 
bom 
2. Kemampuan tangkap terbatas 
(tradisional) 
3. Tangkapan ikan menurun 
4. Permodalan industri rumah tangga 
5. Pemasaran keluar Selayar 
1. [Undesirable] impact of cyanide and 
blast fishing 
1. Limited catch ability (traditional 
fishers) 
2. Declining fish catch 
3. [Lack of] cash capital for household 
industry 
4. Market fish out of Selayar  
2 Barat 
Lambongan 
1. Penggunaan bius (dari akar 
tanaman, membunuh ikan dan 
merusak karang) 
2. Kerusakan terumbu karang 
3. Keterbatasan modal untuk mendukung 
penghasilan alternatif  
4. Hasil tangkapan ikan menurun 
5. Stok ikan menurun 
6. Fluktuasi harga ikan tidak menentu 
1. Poison use [in fishing] (from tuba 
plant root, kills fish and damages 
reef) 
2. Coral reef degradation 
3. Lack of cash capital to support 
alternative income generation 
4. Declining fish catch 
5. Declining wild fish stock 
6. Uncertain and fluctuating fish price 
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FGD 
no. 
Desa 
Perceived main problems listed from the highest importance 
Problems in Bahasa Indonesia Problems in English 
3 Mekar Indah 1. Kurangnya air bersih 
2. Ombak besar, tidak ada tempat 
berlabuh kapal 
3. Adanya lumba-lumba yang 
mengganggu purse sein 
4. Keterbatasan alat tangkap (tradisional) 
5. Belum ada alat tangkap tuna 
6. Belum ada tempat pengolahan ikan 
7. Susah memperoleh kayu untuk kapal 
1. Lack of clean water 
2. Boat sheltering area during bad weather 
3. Presence of dolphins that disrupts purse 
sein fishers 
4. Limitation in fishing gear (traditional) 
5. Fish processing facility 
6. Difficulty of supplying wood for boat 
building 
4 Barugaiya 1. Tangkapan ikan menurun (karena 
banyaknya kapal besar masuk, 
bagang, dan tidak dimilikinya kapal 
patroli) 
2. Banyaknya limbah kelapa (sabut) yang 
tidak terolah 
3. Masih adanya pembiusan (merusak 
karang) 
4. Adanya konflik lahan dengan peternak 
sapi 
1. Declining fish catch (due to fisher 
from outside the village in bigger boats, 
and mobile lift-net boats, and no boat 
for patrolling [village fishing ground]) 
2. Plenty of coconut by-products (husks) 
that were not utilised/processed 
3. Cyanide fishing is still ongoing 
(damages the reefs) 
4. Land use conflicts between cattle 
farmers 
5 Parak 1. Kurangnya air bersih 
2. Redahnya produktivitas usaha tani 
3. Keterbatasan alat tangkap 
1. Lack of clean water 
2. Low productivity of agriculture-based 
income generation 
3. Limitation in fishing gear  
6 Benteng 
Utara 
1. Hasil tangkapan menurun 
2. Tidak adanya penyimpanan ikan 
3. Masih adanya pembiusan dan 
pengeboman 
4. Harga hasil laut yang tidak stabil 
5. Keterbatasan keterampilan masyarakat  
6. Harus lebih sering melaut (terkait 
no.1) 
7. Keterbatasan modal 
1. Declining fish catch 
2. Fish storage facility 
3. Cyanide and blast fishing still operate 
4. Unstable fish sale price 
5. Community member having limited 
skills and knowledge  
6. Has to fish more often [than in the 
past] (in relation to no. 1) 
7. Limited cash capital 
7 Bontolebang 1. Keterbatasan air bersih 
2. Keterbatasan listrik 
3. Banyaknya nelayan luar yang 
masuk 
4. Harga ikan tangkap/budidaya rendah 
5. Pemasaran ikan budidaya lebih sulit 
6. Terbatasnya kemampuan SDM 
perkebunan 
1. Lack of clean water 
2. Limited electricity 
3. Fishers from outside village 
operating 
4. Low fish sale price 
5. Difficulties in marketing farmed fish 
6. Limited skills/ability of human resource 
in agricultural activity 
8 Kahu-kahu 1. Kurang air bersih 
2. Banyaknya pembiusan 
3. Masuknya kapal pukat menurunkan 
tangkapan nelayan lokal  
4. Konflik antara KKLD dengan 
kebutuhan ekonomi masyarakat 
5. Banyaknya pemanah ikan bersaing 
dengan nelayan lokal 
1. Lack of clean water 
2. Rampant cyanide fishing 
3. External purse seine boats operating 
that reduces the catch of village fishers 
4. Conflict between district marine 
conservation area and village economic 
needs 
5.  Village spear-fisher (hookah) 
competing with village traditional 
fishers 
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FGD 
no. 
Desa 
Perceived main problems listed from the highest importance 
Problems in Bahasa Indonesia Problems in English 
9 Bontoborusu 1. Banyaknya pembiusan ikan 
2. Sulitnya mengawasi kedatangan 
nelayan luar 
3. Keterbatasan kemampuan alat tangkap 
4. Minimnya pengolahan hasil laut 
5. Minimnya kemampuan mengolah hasil 
kebun jambu mete 
6. Minimnya keterampilan perajin bambu 
7. Tidak adanya kelembagaan 
pengelolaan wisata 
8. Tidak adanya akses jalan darat dari 
timur ke barat 
1. Rampant cyanide fishing 
2. Difficulty in monitoring fisher from 
outside of the village 
3. Limitation in fishing gear catch 
capacity 
4. Lack of fish processing 
5. Lack of skills to process cashew 
6. Lack of skills of bamboo crafters 
7.  organizational platform to manage 
tourism activity 
8.  road access that connects between east 
coast and west coast main road. 
10 Bontosunggu 1. Banyaknya aktivitas nelayan pukat 
dari luar 
2. Tidak adanya pelelangan ikan untuk 
nelayan bagang 
3. Banyaknya penyakit bintik merah pada 
udang (tambak) 
4. Tidak lancarnya penyaluran air bersih 
5. Keterbatasan pemasaran produk olahan 
(abon, kue, kerupuk) 
6. Banyaknya transaksi di laut (tidak 
melalui selayar) 
1. Many purse-seine fishing boats from 
other areas operating [in the village 
fishing grounds] 
2. Fish market place for trading catches 
from the mobile lift-net fishers  
3. Red spot plaguing farmed shrimp 
4. Limited access to fresh water 
5. Limitation on marketing processed food 
products (fish floss, cakes, crackers) 
6. More fish being traded at sea (not 
through local market in Selayar) 
11 Dodaiya 1. Keterbatasan modal dan pengetahuan 
untuk melakukan budidaya karamba 
1. Limited cash capital and 
skills/knowledge to run fish raising 
activity.  
12 Patikarya 1. Ombak semakin besar 
2. Banyaknya pembiusan 
3. Tidak adanya organisasi nelayan 
(keengganan untuk berkelompok) 
4. Rusaknya perahu pengawasan DPL 
5. Banyaknya bagang yang semakin 
mendekat ke pantai 
6. Kurangnya tempat pembuangan akhir 
dan toilet 
7. Keterbatasan alat tangkap 
8. Kesulitan pemasaran hasil tangkapan 
1. [More] bigger waves. 
2. Rampant cyanide fishing 
3. The absence of organizational platform 
of fishers (reluctant to make group) 
4. The defective boat used for monitoring 
marine protected area 
5. More mobile lift-net fisher [from 
another area] operating closer to the 
shore 
6. Lack of garbage disposal area/centre 
and toilets 
7. Limited fishing gear 
8. The difficulty of marketing caught fish 
 
Table 5. Information related to the stakeholders associated with the problems that were previously 
listed by participants, extracted from the bull’s eye diagrams. 
 
F
G
D
 
D
e
s
a
 
P
ro
b
le
m
 Stakeholders influencing the problem Stakeholders influenced by the problem 
Directly Indirectly Directly Indirectly 
1 
B
u
n
g
a
iy
a
 
1 Fishermen from 
outside 
  Plantation/Crop 
Farming 
Local government 
Fishermen using 
poison/bomb 
  Fishermen 
household 
Seafood 
buyer/consumer 
    Villagers   
2 Fisheries Office Local government Fishermen Fishermen 
Fishermen Bank   Villagers 
  Local NGO     
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F
G
D
 
D
e
s
a
 
P
ro
b
le
m
 Stakeholders influencing the problem Stakeholders influenced by the problem 
Directly Indirectly Directly Indirectly 
3 Fishermen from 
outside 
  Fishermen Local government 
Fishermen using 
poison/bomb 
  Local government Villagers / Household 
Fishermen using a 
bigger vessel 
  Villagers / 
Household 
Seafood 
buyer/consumer 
4     Traditional Fishers   
    Villagers / Household   
5     Fishermen   
    Local government   
2 
B
a
ra
t 
L
em
b
o
n
g
a
n
 
1 Fishermen from 
outside (cyanide) 
Fishermen from 
outside (cyanide) 
Villagers / 
Household 
  
COREMAP Local (village) 
government 
Local fishermen   
2 Fishermen from 
outside (cyanide) 
Fishermen from 
outside (cyanide) 
Villagers / 
Household 
  
COREMAP Local (village) 
government 
Local fishermen   
3 Fishermen from 
outside (cyanide) 
Fishermen from 
outside (cyanide) 
Villagers / Household   
COREMAP Local (village) 
government 
Local fishermen   
4 Fishermen from 
outside (cyanide) 
Fishermen from 
outside (cyanide) 
Villagers / 
Household 
  
COREMAP Local (village) 
government 
Local fishermen   
5 Fishermen from 
outside (cyanide) 
Fishermen from 
outside (cyanide) 
Villagers / 
Household 
  
COREMAP Local (village) 
government 
Local fishermen   
6 Fishermen from 
outside (cyanide) 
Fishermen from 
outside (cyanide) 
Villagers / Household   
COREMAP Local (village) 
government 
Local fishermen   
3 
M
ek
ar
 I
n
d
ah
 
1 Local government   Villagers   
    Fish product 
processor 
  
2 Government   Fishermen Local consumers 
Local government   Villagers (Unreadable 
handwriting) 
3     Fishermen   
4 
B
a
ru
g
a
iy
a
 
1 Fishermen from 
outside 
Local government Seafood 
buyer/consumer 
Villagers / Household 
Fishermen using 
the floating 
fishing hut 
  Villagers / 
Household 
  
Fishermen using 
poison/bomb 
  Local fishermen   
2 Copra processors Local government Villagers Tourists 
      Villagers 
3 Fishermen from 
outside 
Poison suppliers Seafood 
buyer/consumer 
Villagers / Household 
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F
G
D
 
D
e
s
a
 
P
ro
b
le
m
 Stakeholders influencing the problem Stakeholders influenced by the problem 
Directly Indirectly Directly Indirectly 
Fishermen using 
the floating 
fishing hut 
  Villagers / 
Household 
  
Fishermen using 
poison/bomb 
  Local fishermen   
5 
P
ar
ak
 
1 Local government   Villagers   
2         
3 Fisheries Office Local government Fishermen Fishermen 
Fishermen Bank   Villagers 
  Local NGO     
6 
B
en
te
n
g
 U
ta
ra
 
1 Villagers / 
Household 
  Local fishermen Local fishermen 
    Villagers / 
Household 
Seafood 
buyer/consumer 
2   Capital owner Fishermen Fishermen household 
    Local government   
3 Fishermen using 
poison/bomb 
  Local fishermen   
Fishermen from 
outside 
  Fishermen   
4 Traders   Fishermen household   
Fish market       
5   Fisheries Office Fishermen   
    Fishermen household   
    Local government   
6 Fishermen 
household 
  Fishermen   
    Fishermen household   
7 Bank   Fishermen   
Investors   Fishermen household   
7 
B
o
n
to
l
eb
an
g
 1 Local government   Villagers   
2 ~ 6         
8 
K
a
h
u
-k
a
h
u
 
1 Local government   Villagers Tourists 
Villagers   Fishermen (Unreadable 
handwriting) 
2 Fishermen using 
poison/bomb 
Poison or bomb 
suppliers 
Villagers / 
Household 
Villagers / Household 
Villagers / 
Household 
Local government Local fishermen   
Local government   Local community   
Marine police 
patrol 
      
Fishermen from 
outside 
Local government Villagers / 
Household 
Seafood 
buyer/consumer 
Fishermen using a 
bigger vessel 
  Local fishermen   
Marine police 
patrol 
  Local community (Unreadable 
handwriting) 
Villagers / 
Household 
      
Fisheries Office       
4, 5         
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F
G
D
 
D
e
s
a
 
P
ro
b
le
m
 Stakeholders influencing the problem Stakeholders influenced by the problem 
Directly Indirectly Directly Indirectly 
9 
B
o
n
to
b
o
ru
su
 
1 Fishermen from 
outside 
The local/village 
community 
Fishermen Local government 
Fishermen using 
poison/bomb 
  Villagers   
The local/village 
community 
    (Unreadable 
handwriting) 
Local government 
(Fisheries Office) 
      
2 Fishermen from 
outside 
The local/village 
community 
Fishermen Local government 
Fishermen using 
poison/bomb 
  Villagers   
The local/village 
community 
      
Local government 
(Fisheries Office) 
      
3 Fishermen from 
outside 
The local/village 
community 
    
Fishermen       
Local government 
(Fisheries Office) 
      
Surveillance group   Plantation/Crop 
Farming 
  
4 ~ 6         
10 
B
o
n
to
su
n
g
g
u
 
1 Fishermen from 
outside 
Fishermen Fishermen Local government 
  Marine police 
patrol 
Fisherman 
neighbour 
Fisherman neighbour 
2 Local government   Consumers Fuel traders 
    Fishermen   
    Middlemen   
3     Prawn culture 
fishermen 
Consumers 
    Prawn traders   
    Prawn guard   
4 ~ 6         
11 
D
o
d
a
iy
a 
1 Local government   Fishermen Local government 
      Fishermen household 
      Consumers 
12 
P
a
ti
k
a
ry
a
 
1     Fishermen Tourists 
    Villagers Consumers 
2 Fishermen using 
poison/bomb 
Seafood 
buyer/consumer 
Local fishermen   
  Local government Local community   
3 Local government Local government Fishermen   
4 Local government   Fishermen Local government 
COREMAP   Villagers   
    Tourists   
5 Fishermen from 
outside (using 
bigger vessels) 
Local government Local fishermen Local government 
Mobile lift-net / 
fish-pen fishers 
  Local community   
6 ~ 8         
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Appendix 11. SESAMME maps developed from each of the problem mapping FGDs 
Each of the SESAMME maps presented below are produced in the second round of the problem 
mapping FGDs of the associated village. The SESAMME maps that selectively display a particular 
graphical element group can be obtained by email request to the author. 
 
1. Final SESAMME map from Round Two FGD in Kahu-kahu by Participant Group 1 
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2. Final SESAMME map from Round Two FGD in Kahu-kahu by Participant Group 2 
 
 
3. Final SESAMME map from Round Two FGD in Bontoborusu by Participant Group 1 
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4. Final SESAMME map from Round Two FGD in Bontoborusu by Participant Group 2 
 
 
5. Final SESAMME map from Round Two FGD in Bungaiya by Participant Group 1 
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6. Final SESAMME map from Round Two FGD in Bungaiya by Participant Group 2 
 
 
7. Final SESAMME map from Round Two FGD in Barat Lambongan by Participant Group 1 
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8. Final SESAMME map from Round Two FGD in Barat Lambongan by Participant Group 2 
 
 
9. Final SESAMME map from Round Two FGD in Patikarya by Participant Group 1 
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10. Final SESAMME map from Round Two FGD in Patikarya by Participant Group 2 
 
 
11. Final SESAMME map from Round Twos in Bontosunggu by Participant Group 1 
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12. Final SESAMME map from Round Two FGD in Barugaiya by Participant Group 1 
 
 
13. Final SESAMME map from Round Two FGD in Barugaiya by Participant Group 2 
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14. Final SESAMME map from Round Two FGD in Benteng Utara by Participant Group 1 
 
 
15. Final SESAMME map from Round Two FGD in Benteng Utara by Participant Group 2 
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Appendix 12. Mental information about the system extracted from the SESAMME maps 
Table 1. Variables related to the topic problem 
 
Note: The Variable are English versions of the icon names recorded in the SESAMME maps 
during the FGDs that has been corrected into formal Bahasa Indonesia  
Count of FGDs where 
variable recorded 
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Resources 38 10   48   
Coral 14 1   15 100% 
Fish 15     15 100% 
Seagrass 7 8   15 100% 
Seaweed 2     2 13% 
      
Activities 57 18 5 70   
Bomb fishing 11 3 1 13 93% 
Compressor fishing 6 6   12 80% 
Destructive fishing practice 2   2 0 13% 
External fishing encroachment 
(Larger vessel) 
7 6 2 11 87% 
Poison fishing 13 1   14 93% 
Poison root fishing 1 1   2 13% 
Recreational fishing 1     1 7% 
Seaweed farming 1     1 7% 
Squid fishing (mercury light) 2 1   3 20% 
Traditional fishing 15     15 100% 
      
Pressures 116 105 37 184   
Advance bomb fishing 1     1 7% 
Alternative livelihood 14 1   15 100% 
Apprehension of destructive fisher 2   2 0 13% 
Awareness of local community 2   2 0 13% 
Bomb accident casualty 1   1 0 7% 
Bomb fish collector 6 8   14 93% 
Bomb supplier 9 6   15 100% 
Communication equipment/tool 1   1 0 7% 
Community-based surveillance 3     3 20% 
Compressor supplier 1   1 0 7% 
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Education level 5 10   15 100% 
Feasibility of fishing 1     1 7% 
Fish catch 7 8   15 100% 
Fish demand (non-domestic) 2   2 0 13% 
Fish farming 1   1 0 7% 
Fish price 10 5   15 100% 
Fish resource outside selayar 3   3 0 20% 
Fishing gear assets 1   1 0 7% 
Fishing gear/method diversity 1   1 0 7% 
Fishing knowledge/skills 2   2 0 13% 
Government regulation of 
compression fishing 
2   2 0 13% 
Government regulation/rule 1     1 7% 
Household economic needs 2 1 3 0 20% 
Income 7 8 2 13 100% 
Introduction of new fishing 
gear/method 
1   1 0 7% 
Law enforcement 9 6   15 100% 
Local buyer/market 4   4 0 27% 
Marine pollution 2     2 13% 
Marine protected area 1     1 7% 
Misallocation of fishing gear aid 1     1 7% 
Pelagic fish resources 2     2 13% 
Poison fish collector 2 13   15 100% 
Poison supplier   14   14 93% 
Population level 8 6   14 93% 
Recreational fishing 1   1 0 7% 
Seasonal garbage 1   1 0 7% 
Seasonal oil pollution 1   1 0 7% 
Storm/undesirable weather 8 6   14 93% 
Surveillance/police patrol 8 4 1 11 80% 
Water quality 1     1 7% 
Weather Season (Predictability) 6 9 4 11 100% 
      
Decisions 71 132 4 199   
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Alt. livelihood development 
(Community-appropriate) 
3     3 20% 
Assurance of delivery of 
aid/development support 
1     1 7% 
Community awareness raise (of 
unsustainable activity) 
3     3 20% 
Community-based surveillance group 2     2 13% 
Community's surveillance capacity 4 9   13 87% 
Coral farming 2     2 13% 
Coral reef rehabilitation 12     12 80% 
Coral reef rehabilitation capacity 
building 
1     1 7% 
Fish aggregating device 1     1 7% 
Fish farming 2     2 13% 
Fish farming equipment (Pen)   9 1 8 60% 
Fish processing (preservation) 1     1 7% 
Fish processing capacity building 1 14   15 100% 
Fish seed supplier 1 9   10 67% 
Fish/product export/marketing 
support 
3 1   4 27% 
Fish/product market 1     1 7% 
Fishing gear selectivity 1     1 7% 
Fishing knowledge and skill 
development 
2 13   15 100% 
Garbage and waste management 1     1 7% 
Household-scale industry 2 12 1 13 93% 
Law enforcement 4     4 27% 
Local seagrass conservation 2     2 13% 
Marine zonings / protected areas 7 6   13 87% 
Market development 1     1 7% 
Product export (External sales)   8   8 53% 
Product marketing 1 5   6 40% 
Regulation of capture fishing activity 2     2 13% 
Seagrass rehabilitation   1   1 7% 
Seaweed farming 1     1 7% 
Surveillance as profession 1     1 7% 
Surveillance authority 1 15   15 100% 
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Surveillance equipment 3 12   15 100% 
Surveillance funding   1   1 7% 
Surveillance skills   15   15 100% 
Sustainable practices of existing 
fishing method (i.e., poison root) 
1   1 0 7% 
Tourism development 1     1 7% 
Tourism physical assets 1     1 7% 
Village cooperative/enterprise 1   1 0 7% 
Village regulation for waste 
management 
2     2 13% 
Grand Total 282 265 46 593 
 
 
Table 2. The state of the identified resource variables 
 
N/A = Mental information is not recorded/available 
Variable 
group: 
Variable 
name 
Count of FGDs where the perceived resource 
state is identified (No revision in Round 2) 
State category 
that was 
dominantly 
recorded from all 
round 2 FGDs 
Green Red Yellow N/A  Total FGDs that 
recorded 
Resources: 10 5 32 1 48 Yellow 
Coral 2 1 12   15 Yellow 
Fish 1 2 12   15 Yellow 
Seagrass 6 2 7   15 Yellow, Green 
Seaweed 1   1   2 Yellow, green 
 
  
3
8
0
 
Table 3a. The trends of the identified variables after the round two problem mapping FGD 
 
Note: -- = Same/unchanging, --\ = Stable followed with sharp decline, / = Gradually increasing, \ = Gradually decreasing, /-- = Sharp increase 
followed then levelling off, L = Sharp decline then levelling off, N/A = Trend not recorded or not identified 
 
 Count of round two FGDs where participants justified the trend 
  Past trend Estimated future trend Desired future trend 
Variable Group 
Variable name 
-- --\ / \ L N/A 
G
ra
n
d
 
T
o
ta
l 
-- --\ / \ N/A 
G
ra
n
d
 
T
o
ta
l 
-- --\ / /-- \ L N/A 
G
ra
n
d
 
T
o
ta
l 
Resources 7 1 3 36   1 48 20   6 21 1 48     47       1 48 
Coral 1 1   13     15 1   4 10   15     15         15 
Fish     2 13     15 7     8   15     15         15 
Seagrass 5     10     15 10   2 3   15     15         15 
Seaweed 1   1       2 2         2     2         2 
Small fish           1 1         1 1             1 1 
Activities 4 7 41 25 1 2 80 15   41 22 2 80 3   4   51 20 2 80 
Bomb fishing   1   13   1 15       14 1 15 1       2 11 1 15 
Compressor fishing   5 3 4     12     10 2   12         11 1   12 
Destructive fishing 
practice 
2           2 1     1   2           2   2 
External fishing 
encroachment 
(Larger vessel) 
2   10 3     15 2   11 2   15         13 2   15 
Poison fishing   1 11 2     14 11   2 1   14         10 4   14 
Poison root fishing       1   1 2 1       1 2         1   1 2 
Recreational fishing     1       1     1     1     1         1 
Seaweed farming         1   1       1   1     1         1 
Squid fishing 
(mercury light) 
    2 1     3     3     3     1   2     3 
Traditional fishing     14 1     15     14 1   15 2   1   12     15 
Pressures 71 5 129 48   5 258 96 5 111 41 5 258 6 1 159 4 80 1 6 258 
Advance bomb 
fishing 
    1       1     1     1           1   1 
Alternative livelihood     15       15     15     15     15         15 
Apprehension of 
destructive fisher 
      2     2       2   2     2         2 
  
3
8
1
 
 Count of round two FGDs where participants justified the trend 
  Past trend Estimated future trend Desired future trend 
Variable Group 
Variable name 
-- --\ / \ L N/A 
G
ra
n
d
 
T
o
ta
l 
-- --\ / \ N/A 
G
ra
n
d
 
T
o
ta
l 
-- --\ / /-- \ L N/A 
G
ra
n
d
 
T
o
ta
l 
Awareness of local 
community 
      2     2       2   2         2     2 
Bomb accident 
casualty 
      1     1       1   1         1     1 
Bomb fish collector 14           14 1   3 10   14         14     14 
Bomb supplier 13   1 1     15 14     1   15         15     15 
Communication 
equipment/tool 
    1       1     1     1     1         1 
Community-based 
surveillance 
    3       3 3         3     3         3 
Compressor supplier     1       1     1     1         1     1 
Education level     15       15     15     15     15         15 
Feasibility of fishing 1           1 1         1 1             1 
Fish catch     5 10     15     5 10   15     15         15 
Fish demand (non-
domestic) 
    2       2     2     2     2         2 
Fish farming 1           1 1         1     1         1 
Fish price   2 13       15   2 13     15 1   12 2       15 
Fish resource outside 
selayar 
      3     3       3   3     3         3 
Fishing gear assets     1       1     1     1     1         1 
Fishing gear/method 
diversity 
    1       1     1     1     1         1 
Fishing 
knowledge/skills 
1   2       3 2   1     3     3         3 
Government 
regulation of 
compression fishing 
1 1         2   1   1   2   1 1         2 
Government 
regulation/rule 
    1       1     1     1     1         1 
Household economic 
needs 
    4     1 5     4   1 5 1   3       1 5 
Income 1 2 14       17 2 2 13     17     13 2 1   1 17 
Introduction of new 
fishing gear/method 
    1       1 1         1 1             1 
  
3
8
2
 
 Count of round two FGDs where participants justified the trend 
  Past trend Estimated future trend Desired future trend 
Variable Group 
Variable name 
-- --\ / \ L N/A 
G
ra
n
d
 
T
o
ta
l 
-- --\ / \ N/A 
G
ra
n
d
 
T
o
ta
l 
-- --\ / /-- \ L N/A 
G
ra
n
d
 
T
o
ta
l 
Law enforcement 3   3 9     15 13     2   15     15         15 
Local buyer/market 4   1       5 1   2 2   5     4   1     5 
Marine pollution 2           2 2         2         2     2 
Marine protected 
area 
    1       1     1     1     1         1 
Misallocation of 
fishing gear aid 
    1       1     1     1         1     1 
Pelagic fish 
resources 
    1 1     2       2   2     2         2 
Poison fish collector 15           15 14   1     15         15     15 
Poison supplier 1   13       14 3   11     14 1       13     14 
Population level     14       14     14     14 1   13         14 
Recreational fishing 1   1       2     1 1   2         2     2 
Seasonal garbage     1       1     1     1         1     1 
Seasonal oil pollution 1           1 1         1         1     1 
Storm/undesirable 
weather 
8   3     3 14 11       3 14 1       10   3 14 
Surveillance/police 
patrol 
2   9 2     13 9   2 2   13     13         13 
Water quality       1     1       1   1     1         1 
Weather Season 
(Predictability) 
2     16   1 19 17     1 1 19     18       1 19 
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Table 3b. The type of variable trends that has the highest count of FGD where the trend is 
recorded. 
 
Trend code Trend description 
-- Same/unchanging 
--\ Stable followed with sharp 
decline 
/ Gradually increasing 
\ Gradually decreasing 
/-- Sharp increase then levelling off 
L Sharp decline then levelling off 
N/A Trend not recorded or not 
identified 
 
 
  Past trend Estimated 
future trend 
Desired future 
trend 
Variable Group 
Variable name 
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Resources             
Coral Yes \ No \ Yes / 
Fish Yes \ No \ Yes / 
Seagrass No \ No -- Yes / 
Seaweed No -- No -- No / 
Small fish No N/A No N/A No N/A 
Activities             
Bomb fishing Yes \ Yes \ Yes L 
Compressor fishing No --\ No / Yes \ 
Destructive fishing practice No -- No -- No L 
External fishing encroachment 
(Larger vessel) 
No / Yes / Yes \ 
Poison fishing Yes / Yes -- No \ 
Poison root fishing No \ No -- No \ 
Recreational fishing No / No / No / 
Seaweed farming No L No \ No / 
Squid fishing (mercury light) No / No / No \ 
Traditional fishing Yes / Yes / Yes \ 
Pressures             
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  Past trend Estimated 
future trend 
Desired future 
trend 
Variable Group 
Variable name 
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Advance bomb fishing No / No / No L 
Alternative livelihood Yes / Yes / Yes / 
Apprehension of destructive 
fisher 
No \ No \ No / 
Awareness of local community No \ No \ No \ 
Bomb accident casualty No \ No \ No \ 
Bomb fish collector Yes -- No \ Yes \ 
Bomb supplier Yes -- Yes -- Yes \ 
Communication equipment/tool No / No / No / 
Community-based surveillance No / No -- No / 
Compressor supplier No / No / No \ 
Education level Yes / Yes / Yes / 
Feasibility of fishing No -- No -- No -- 
Fish catch No \ No \ Yes / 
Fish demand (non-domestic) No / No / No / 
Fish farming No -- No -- No / 
Fish price Yes / Yes / Yes / 
Fish resource outside selayar No \ No \ No / 
Fishing gear assets No / No / No / 
Fishing gear/method diversity No / No / No / 
Fishing knowledge/skills No / No -- No / 
Government regulation of 
compression fishing 
No -- No --\ No --\ 
Government regulation/rule No / No / No / 
Household economic needs No / No / No / 
Income Yes / Yes / Yes / 
Introduction of new fishing 
gear/method 
No / No -- No -- 
Law enforcement No \ Yes -- Yes / 
Local buyer/market No -- No / No / 
Marine pollution No -- No -- No \ 
Marine protected area No / No / No / 
Misallocation of fishing gear aid No / No / No \ 
Pelagic fish resources No / No \ No / 
Poison fish collector Yes -- Yes -- Yes \ 
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Desired future 
trend 
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Poison supplier Yes / Yes / Yes \ 
Population level Yes / Yes / Yes / 
Recreational fishing No -- No / No \ 
Seasonal garbage No / No / No \ 
Seasonal oil pollution No -- No -- No \ 
Storm/undesirable weather No -- Yes -- No \ 
Surveillance/police patrol No / No -- Yes / 
Water quality No \ No \ No / 
Weather Season (Predictability) Yes \ Yes -- Yes / 
 
Table 3c. Number of types of trends recorded for each variable after Round 2 FGDs 
 
  Past trend Estimated 
future trend 
Desired future 
trend 
Variable Group 
Variable name 
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Resources       
Coral 3 Yes 3 Yes 1   
Fish 2 Yes 2 Yes 1   
Seagrass 2 Yes 3 Yes 1   
Seaweed 2 Yes 1   1   
Activities             
Bomb fishing 2 Yes 1   3 Yes 
Compressor fishing 3 Yes 2 Yes 2 Yes 
Destructive fishing practice 1   2 Yes 1   
External fishing encroachment 
(Larger vessel) 
3 Yes 3 Yes 2 Yes 
Poison fishing 3 Yes 3 Yes 2 Yes 
Poison root fishing 1   1   1   
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Recreational fishing 1   1   1   
Seaweed farming 1   1   1   
Squid fishing (mercury light) 2 Yes 1   2 Yes 
Traditional fishing 2 Yes 2 Yes 3 Yes 
Pressures             
Advance bomb fishing 1   1   1   
Alternative livelihood 1   1   1   
Apprehension of destructive 
fisher 
1   1   1   
Awareness of local community 1   1   1   
Bomb accident casualty 1   1   1   
Bomb fish collector 1   3 Yes 1   
Bomb supplier 3 Yes 2 Yes 1   
Communication equipment/tool 1   1   1   
Community-based surveillance 1   1   1   
Compressor supplier 1   1   1   
Education level 1   1   1   
Feasibility of fishing 1   1   1   
Fish catch 2 Yes 2 Yes 1   
Fish demand (non-domestic) 1   1   1   
Fish farming 1   1   1   
Fish price 2 Yes 2 Yes 3 Yes 
Fish resource outside selayar 1   1   1   
Fishing gear assets 1   1   1   
Fishing gear/method diversity 1   1   1   
Fishing knowledge/skills 2 Yes 2 Yes 1   
Government regulation of 
compression fishing 
2 Yes 2 Yes 2 Yes 
Government regulation/rule 1   1   1   
Household economic needs 1   1   2 Yes 
Income 3 Yes 3 Yes 3 Yes 
Introduction of new fishing 
gear/method 
1   1   1   
Law enforcement 3 Yes 2 Yes 1   
Local buyer/market 2 Yes 3 Yes 2 Yes 
Marine pollution 1   1   1   
Marine protected area 1   1   1   
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Misallocation of fishing gear aid 1   1   1   
Pelagic fish resources 2 Yes 1   1   
Poison fish collector 1   2 Yes 1   
Poison supplier 2 Yes 2 Yes 1   
Population level 1   1   2 Yes 
Recreational fishing 2 Yes 2 Yes 1   
Seasonal garbage 1   1   1   
Seasonal oil pollution 1   1   1   
Storm/undesirable weather 2 Yes 1   2 Yes 
Surveillance/police patrol 3 Yes 3 Yes 1   
Water quality 1   1   1   
Weather Season (Predictability) 2 Yes 2 Yes 1   
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Table 4a. Extracted interactions between Resource variables. 
 
Code description for Table 4a and other tables that follows after it. 
 
Code Description 
Source of information 
 Colored cell Data from round one FGDs 
 Cell without color Data from round two FGDs 
Direction of influence 
 Direction of influence from variable A to variable B 
 Direction of influence from variable B to variable A 
Polarity 
+ OR ++ Positive polarity 
- OR -- Negative polarity 
Feedback loop 
R Reinforcing loop 
B Balancing loop 
[ + , + ] [ The polarity for the influence from variable A (in bold) to variable B, 
The polarity from variable B to variable A ] 
FGD location and participant group 
Abbreviations BLAM = Barat Lambongan, BIYA = Bungaiya, PATI = Patikarya, BTSU 
= Bontosunggu, KAHU = Kahu-kahu, BTBO = Bontoborusu, BGAI = 
Barugaiya, BTUT = Benteng Utara, G1 = Participant group 1, G2 = 
Participant group 2 
 
Variable A 
Variable B 
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P
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P
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P
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G
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S
U
_
G
1
 
B
T
S
U
_
G
1
 
K
A
H
U
_
G
1
 
K
A
H
U
_
G
1
 
Coral                                 
Fish N/A ++ + ++ + ++ + ++ + ++ + ++ + ++ + ++ 
Fish                                 
Coral N/A ++ N/A ++ N/A ++ N/A ++ + ++ + ++ + ++ + ++ 
Seagrass             N/A ++ + ++ + ++ N/A ++ N/A ++ 
Seaweed         - N/A                     
Seagrass                                 
Fish N/A ++ + ++ N/A ++ N/A ++ + ++ + ++ N/A ++ N/A ++ 
Seaweed                                 
Fish             N/A ++                 
 
Variable A 
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G
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T
_
G
2
 
B
T
U
T
_
G
2
 
Coral                             
Fish + ++ + ++ + ++ + ++ + ++ + ++ + ++ 
Fish                             
Coral + ++ N/A ++ + ++ N/A ++ + ++ + ++ + ++ 
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Variable B 
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Table 4b. Count of FGDs where interaction between Resource variables identified.  
 
 
 Count of FGDs where interaction is 
recorded 
% of FGDs where interaction 
is recorded (n=15) 
Variable A  
Variable B 
+ - Total 
Interaction 
+ - 
Coral 
Fish 13 15 0 0 13 15 87% 100% 0% 0% 
Seagrass 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Seaweed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Small fish 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Fish 
Coral 8 15 0 0 8 15 53% 100% 0% 0% 
Seagrass 5 12 0 0 5 12 33% 80% 0% 0% 
Seaweed 0 0 1 0 1 0 0% 0% 7% 0% 
Small fish 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Seagrass 
Coral 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Fish 7 13 0 0 7 13 47% 87% 0% 0% 
Seaweed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Small fish 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Seaweed 
Coral 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Fish 0 1 0 0 0 1 0% 7% 0% 0% 
Seagrass 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Small fish 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Small fish 
Coral 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Fish 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Seagrass 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Small fish 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
 
Table 5a. Extracted interactions between Resource and Activity variables. 
 
Note: Table legend can be found in Table 4a.  
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Table 5b. Count of FGDs where interaction between Resource and Activity variables 
identified. 
 
 Count of FGDs where interaction is 
recorded 
% of FGDs where interaction is 
recorded (n=15) 
Variable 
A  
Variable 
B 
+ - Total 
Interaction 
+ - 
Bomb fishing 
Coral 0 0 11 14 11 14 0% 0% 73% 93% 
Fish 0 0 11 13 11 13 0% 0% 73% 87% 
Seagras
s 
0 0 0 1 0 1 0% 0% 0% 7% 
Seawee
d 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Small 
fish 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Compressor fishing 
Coral 0 0 2 3 2 3 0% 0% 13% 20% 
Fish 0 0 7 12 7 12 0% 0% 47% 80% 
Seagras
s 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Seawee
d 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Small 
fish 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Destructive fishing practice 
Coral 0 0 1 1 1 1 0% 0% 7% 7% 
Fish 0 0 1 1 1 1 0% 0% 7% 7% 
Seagras
s 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Seawee
d 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
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 Count of FGDs where interaction is 
recorded 
% of FGDs where interaction is 
recorded (n=15) 
Variable 
A  
Variable 
B 
+ - Total 
Interaction 
+ - 
Small 
fish 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
External fishing encroachment 
Coral 0 0 3 2 3 2 0% 0% 20% 13% 
Fish 0 0 9 14 9 14 0% 0% 60% 93% 
Seagras
s 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Seawee
d 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Small 
fish 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Poison fishing 
Coral 0 0 14 15 14 15 0% 0% 93% 100% 
Fish 0 0 14 15 14 15 0% 0% 93% 100% 
Seagras
s 
0 0 6 15 6 15 0% 0% 40% 100% 
Seawee
d 
0 0 1 1 1 1 0% 0% 7% 7% 
Small 
fish 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Poison root fishing 
Coral 0 0 2 3 2 3 0% 0% 13% 20% 
Fish 0 0 1 0 1 0 0% 0% 7% 0% 
Recreational fishing 
Coral 0 0 1 1 1 1 0% 0% 7% 7% 
Fish 0 0 1 1 1 1 0% 0% 7% 7% 
Seagras
s 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Seawee
d 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Small 
fish 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Seaweed farming 
Coral 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Fish 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Seagras
s 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Seawee
d 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Small 
fish 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Squid fishing (mercury light) 
Coral 0 0 0 1 0 1 0% 0% 0% 7% 
Fish 0 0 1 2 1 2 0% 0% 7% 13% 
Seagras
s 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Seawee
d 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Small 
fish 
0 0 0 1 0 1 0% 0% 0% 7% 
Traditional fishing 
Coral 0 0 1 1 1 1 0% 0% 7% 7% 
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 Count of FGDs where interaction is 
recorded 
% of FGDs where interaction is 
recorded (n=15) 
Variable 
A  
Variable 
B 
+ - Total 
Interaction 
+ - 
Fish 0 0 14 15 14 15 0% 0% 93% 100% 
Seagras
s 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Seawee
d 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Small 
fish 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Trap fishing (Sero) 
Coral 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Fish 0 0 1 0 1 0 0% 0% 7% 0% 
Seagras
s 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Seawee
d 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Small 
fish 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 
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Table 6a. Extracted interactions between Pressure and Activity variables. 
 
Note: Table legend can be found in Table 4a.  
 
Variable A 1-BLAM_G2 2-BLAM_G2 3-BIYA_G1 4-BIYA_G2 5-PATI_G1 6-PATI_G2 7-BTSU_G1 8-KAHU_G1 
Variable B                                 
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Variable A 1-BLAM_G2 2-BLAM_G2 3-BIYA_G1 4-BIYA_G2 5-PATI_G1 6-PATI_G2 7-BTSU_G1 8-KAHU_G1 
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Variable A 1-BLAM_G2 2-BLAM_G2 3-BIYA_G1 4-BIYA_G2 5-PATI_G1 6-PATI_G2 7-BTSU_G1 8-KAHU_G1 
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Table 6b. Count of FGDs where interaction between Pressure and Activity variables identified. 
 
 Count of FGDs where interaction is recorded % of FGDs where interaction is recorded 
Variable A One-way interaction Feedback loop 
Total 
interaction 
Total 
loop 
One-way interaction Feedback loop 
Variable B + - R B   + - R B 
Advance bomb fishing                     
Bomb fishing 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0% 0% 0% 0% 7% 7% 0% 0% 
Alternative livelihood                     
Bomb fishing 0 0 2 6 0 0 0 0 2 6 0 0 0% 0% 13% 40% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Compressor fishing 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0% 0% 7% 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
  
4
1
4
 
 Count of FGDs where interaction is recorded % of FGDs where interaction is recorded 
Variable A One-way interaction Feedback loop 
Total 
interaction 
Total 
loop 
One-way interaction Feedback loop 
Variable B + - R B   + - R B 
Poison fishing 0 0 4 8 0 0 0 0 4 8 0 0 0% 0% 27% 53% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Poison root fishing 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0% 0% 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Traditional fishing 0 0 9 8 0 0 0 0 9 8 0 0 0% 0% 60% 53% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Apprehension of destructive 
fisher 
                    
Bomb fishing 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 13% 0% 
Poison fishing 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 13% 0% 
Awareness of local 
community 
                    
Bomb fishing 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 13% 0% 0% 0% 
Poison fishing 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 13% 0% 0% 0% 
Bomb accident casualty                     
Bomb fishing 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 7% 0% 
Bomb fish collector                     
Bomb fishing 0 0 0 0 4 16 0 0 0 0 4 16 0% 0% 0% 0% 27% 107% 0% 0% 
Poison fishing 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 4 1 0% 0% 0% 0% 27% 7% 0% 0% 
Bomb supplier                     
Bomb fishing 2 0 0 0 4 15 0 0 2 0 4 15 13% 0% 0% 0% 27% 100% 0% 0% 
Poison fishing 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 7% 0% 0% 0% 
Community-based 
surveillance 
                    
Bomb fishing 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 0% 0% 0% 7% 0% 0% 13% 0% 
External fishing 
encroachment 
0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 1 2 1 0% 0% 0% 7% 0% 0% 13% 7% 
Poison fishing 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 1 2 1 0% 0% 0% 7% 0% 0% 13% 7% 
Compressor supplier                     
Compressor fishing 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
  
4
1
5
 
 Count of FGDs where interaction is recorded % of FGDs where interaction is recorded 
Variable A One-way interaction Feedback loop 
Total 
interaction 
Total 
loop 
One-way interaction Feedback loop 
Variable B + - R B   + - R B 
Education level                     
Squid fishing (mercury light) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0% 0% 0% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Traditional fishing 0 0 2 12 0 0 0 0 2 12 0 0 0% 0% 13% 80% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Feasibility of fishing                     
Bomb fishing 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Poison fishing 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Fish catch                     
Bomb fishing 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Compressor fishing 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 7% 27% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
External fishing 
encroachment 
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 7% 7% 0% 0% 7% 7% 7% 7% 
Squid fishing (mercury light) 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Traditional fishing 4 10 0 0 2 3 1 1 4 10 3 4 27% 67% 0% 0% 13% 20% 7% 7% 
Fish demand (non-domestic) +  -  R  B      +  -  R  B  
Poison fishing 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 13% 0% 0% 0% 
Fish price                     
Bomb fishing 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Compressor fishing 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 13% 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
External fishing 
encroachment 
1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 7% 0% 13% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Poison fishing 6 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 10 0 0 40% 67% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Poison root fishing 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Squid fishing (mercury light) 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Traditional fishing 6 8 0 0 0 0 3 2 6 8 3 2 40% 53% 0% 0% 0% 0% 20% 13% 
Fish resource outside 
Selayar 
                    
Bomb fishing 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
  
4
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 Count of FGDs where interaction is recorded % of FGDs where interaction is recorded 
Variable A One-way interaction Feedback loop 
Total 
interaction 
Total 
loop 
One-way interaction Feedback loop 
Variable B + - R B   + - R B 
Traditional fishing 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0% 0% 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Fishing gear assets                     
Compressor fishing 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Traditional fishing 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Fishing gear/method 
diversity 
                    
Bomb fishing 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Traditional fishing 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Fishing knowledge/skills                     
Compressor fishing 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
External fishing 
encroachment 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Poison fishing 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Poison root fishing 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Traditional fishing 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Government regulation/rule                     
Bomb fishing 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0% 0% 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Compressor fishing 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0% 0% 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
External fishing 
encroachment 
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0% 0% 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Poison fishing 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0% 0% 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Household economic needs                     
Bomb fishing 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Compressor fishing 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Poison fishing 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Recreational fishing 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0% 0% 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Traditional fishing 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 13% 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
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 Count of FGDs where interaction is recorded % of FGDs where interaction is recorded 
Variable A One-way interaction Feedback loop 
Total 
interaction 
Total 
loop 
One-way interaction Feedback loop 
Variable B + - R B   + - R B 
Income                     
Bomb fishing 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0% 0% 20% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Compressor fishing 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 0% 20% 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
External fishing 
encroachment 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Poison fishing 1 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 0 7% 7% 20% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Poison root fishing 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Squid fishing (mercury light) 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0% 0% 0% 0% 7% 7% 0% 0% 
Traditional fishing 5 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 6 5 0 0 33% 27% 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Law enforcement                     
Bomb fishing 0 0 6 7 1 0 0 0 6 7 1 0 0% 0% 40% 47% 7% 0% 0% 0% 
Compressor fishing 0 0 3 2 1 0 0 0 3 2 1 0 0% 0% 20% 13% 7% 0% 0% 0% 
External fishing 
encroachment 
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0% 0% 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Poison fishing 0 0 8 6 0 0 0 0 8 6 0 0 0% 0% 53% 40% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Local buyer/market                     
Compressor fishing 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 7% 0% 0% 0% 
External fishing 
encroachment 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Poison fishing 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 7% 0% 0% 0% 
Poison root fishing 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Traditional fishing 1 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 1 3 0 7% 7% 0% 0% 20% 0% 0% 0% 
Marine protected area                     
Bomb fishing 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0% 0% 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
External fishing 
encroachment 
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0% 0% 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Poison fishing 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0% 0% 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
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 Count of FGDs where interaction is recorded % of FGDs where interaction is recorded 
Variable A One-way interaction Feedback loop 
Total 
interaction 
Total 
loop 
One-way interaction Feedback loop 
Variable B + - R B   + - R B 
Misallocation of fishing gear 
aid 
                    
Traditional fishing 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Pelagic fish resources                     
External fishing 
encroachment 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 13% 13% 
Poison fish collector                     
Bomb fishing 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Poison fishing 2 0 0 0 0 14 0 0 2 0 0 14 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 93% 0% 0% 
Poison root fishing 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 7% 0% 0% 
Poison supplier                     
Poison fishing 0 0 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 0 0 14 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 93% 0% 0% 
Poison root fishing 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 7% 0% 0% 
Population level                     
Bomb fishing 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0% 0% 0% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Compressor fishing 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0% 0% 0% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
External fishing 
encroachment 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0% 0% 0% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Poison root fishing 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0% 0% 0% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Recreational fishing 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Squid fishing (mercury light) 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Traditional fishing 5 13 1 1 0 0 0 0 6 14 0 0 33% 87% 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Recreational fishing                     
Traditional fishing 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Storm/undesirable weather                     
Bomb fishing 0 0 5 13 0 0 0 0 5 13 0 0 0% 0% 33% 87% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Compressor fishing 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0% 0% 0% 33% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
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 Count of FGDs where interaction is recorded % of FGDs where interaction is recorded 
Variable A One-way interaction Feedback loop 
Total 
interaction 
Total 
loop 
One-way interaction Feedback loop 
Variable B + - R B   + - R B 
Destructive fishing practice 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0% 0% 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
External fishing 
encroachment 
0 2 4 9 0 0 0 0 4 11 0 0 0% 13% 27% 60% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Poison fishing 0 0 5 10 0 0 0 0 5 10 0 0 0% 0% 33% 67% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Recreational fishing 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0% 0% 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Squid fishing (mercury light) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0% 0% 0% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Traditional fishing 0 0 4 13 0 0 0 0 4 13 0 0 0% 0% 27% 87% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Surveillance/police patrol                     
Bomb fishing 0 0 4 9 0 0 3 3 4 9 3 3 0% 0% 27% 60% 0% 0% 20% 20% 
Compressor fishing 0 0 4 7 0 0 1 0 4 7 1 0 0% 0% 27% 47% 0% 0% 7% 0% 
External fishing 
encroachment 
0 0 6 8 0 0 1 5 6 8 1 5 0% 0% 40% 53% 0% 0% 7% 33% 
Poison fishing 0 0 7 9 0 0 2 3 7 9 2 3 0% 0% 47% 60% 0% 0% 13% 20% 
Poison root fishing 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0% 0% 0% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Squid fishing (mercury light) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0% 0% 0% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Traditional fishing 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0% 0% 0% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Water quality                     
Seaweed farming 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Weather Season 
(Predictability) 
                    
Bomb fishing 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Compressor fishing 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7% 0% 0% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
External fishing 
encroachment 
2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 13% 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Poison fishing 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 13% 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Poison root fishing 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Squid fishing (mercury light) 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
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 Count of FGDs where interaction is recorded % of FGDs where interaction is recorded 
Variable A One-way interaction Feedback loop 
Total 
interaction 
Total 
loop 
One-way interaction Feedback loop 
Variable B + - R B   + - R B 
Traditional fishing 4 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 14 0 0 27% 93% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Trap fishing (Sero) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
 
Table 7a. Extracted interactions between Resource and Pressure variables. 
 
Variable A 1-BLAM_G1 2-BLAM_G2 3-BIYA_G1 4-BIYA_G2 5-PATI_G1 6-PATI_G2 7-BTSU_G1 8-KAHU_G1 
Variable B                                 
Coral                                 
Awareness of 
local community 
                            +
 
N
/A
 
  
Storm/undesir
able weather 
      - --
   - --
                     
Surveillance/p
olice patrol 
              
N
/A
 
+
+
 
                
Weather 
Season 
(Predictability) 
          +
 
N
/A
 
      - 
N
/A
 
            
Fish                                 
Fish catch +
 
N
/A
 
                              
Surveillance/ 
police patrol 
              
N
/A
 
+
+
 
                
Weather 
Season 
(Predictability) 
  +
 
N
/A
 
      +
 
N
/A
 
                    
Seagrass                                 
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Variable A 1-BLAM_G1 2-BLAM_G2 3-BIYA_G1 4-BIYA_G2 5-PATI_G1 6-PATI_G2 7-BTSU_G1 8-KAHU_G1 
Variable B                                 
Weather 
Season 
(Predictability) 
                  - 
N
/A
 
            
Seaweed                                 
Storm/undesir
able weather 
          - --
                     
Weather 
Season 
(Predictability) 
          +
 
N
/A
 
                    
 
Variable A 9-KAHU_G2 10-BTBO_G1 11-BTBO_G2 12-BGAI_G1 13-BGAI_G2 14-BTUT_G1 15-BTUT_G2 
Variable B                             
Coral 
                            
Awareness of 
local community 
+
 
N
/A
 
                          
Marine pollution       -
 
--
   - --
                 
Storm/undesira
ble weather 
      - --
   - --
               - --
 
Water quality                     
R
[+
,+
] 
R
'[
+
,+
] 
      
Fish 
                            
Marine pollution       -
 
--
   - --
                 
Water quality                       +
 
+
+
 
    
Seagrass 
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Variable A 9-KAHU_G2 10-BTBO_G1 11-BTBO_G2 12-BGAI_G1 13-BGAI_G2 14-BTUT_G1 15-BTUT_G2 
Variable B                             
Water quality                     
R
[+
,+
] 
R
'[
+
,+
] 
      
Weather 
Season 
(Predictability) 
              +
 
+
+
 
            
 
 
Table 7b. Count of FGDs where interaction between Resource and Pressure variables identified. 
 
 Count of FGDs where interaction is recorded % of FGDs where interaction is recorded 
Variable A One-way 
interaction 
Feedback 
loop 
Total 
interaction 
Total 
loop 
One-way 
interaction 
Feedback loop 
Variable B + - R B     + - R B 
Coral             
Awareness of local community 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Marine pollution 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0% 0% 13% 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Storm/undesirable weather 0 0 5 5 0 0 0 0 5 5 0 0 0% 0% 33% 33% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Surveillance/police patrol 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Water quality 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0% 0% 0% 0% 7% 7% 0% 0% 
Weather Season (Predictability) 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 7% 0% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Fish             
Fish catch 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Marine pollution 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0% 0% 13% 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Surveillance/police patrol 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Water quality 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Weather Season (Predictability) 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Seagrass             
Water quality 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0% 0% 0% 0% 7% 7% 0% 0% 
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Weather Season (Predictability) 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 7% 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Seaweed             
Storm/undesirable weather 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0% 0% 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Weather Season (Predictability) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
 
Table 8a. Extracted interactions between Activity variables identified. 
 
Variable A 1-BLAM_G1 2-BLAM_G2 3-BIYA_G1 4-BIYA_G2 5-PATI_G1 6-PATI_G2 7-BTSU_G1 8-KAHU_G1 
Variable B                                 
Bomb fishing 
                                
Compressor 
fishing 
            - 
N
/A
 
                  
Poison fishing 
                                
Compressor 
fishing 
            - 
N
/A
 
                  
Traditional 
fishing 
                                
Bomb fishing 
N
/A
 
--
   
N
/A
 
--
   - --
   - --
           
N
/A
 
--
       
Compressor 
fishing 
- --
       
N
/A
 
--
   - --
   - 
N
/A
 
  - 
N
/A
 
  
N
/A
 
--
       
External 
fishing 
encroachment 
N
/A
 
--
       
N
/A
 
--
   - --
           
N
/A
 
--
       
Poison 
fishing N
/A
 
--
           - --
   - --
   - 
N
/A
 
  
N
/A
 
--
       
Poison root 
fishing 
    
N
/A
 
--
   - --
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Variable A 9-KAHU_G2 10-BTBO_G1 11-BTBO_G2 12-BGAI_G1 13-BGAI_G2 14-BTUT_G1 15-BTUT_G2 
Variable B                             
Traditional 
fishing 
                            
Bomb fishing             - --   - --           
Compressor 
fishing 
                        N/A --   
External 
fishing 
encroachment 
    N/A --   N/A --   - --   - --       N/A --   
Poison 
fishing 
            - --   - --       N/A --   
 
Table 8b. Count of FGDs where interaction between Activity variables identified. 
 
 Count of FGDs where interaction is recorded % of FGDs where interaction is recorded 
Variable A 
One-way 
interaction 
Feedback 
loop 
Total 
interaction 
Total 
loop 
One-way 
interaction 
Feedback 
loop 
Variable B + - R B   + - B B 
Bomb fishing                     
Compressor fishing 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0% 0% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Poison fishing                     
Compressor fishing 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0% 0% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Traditional fishing                     
Bomb fishing 0 0 4 7 0 0 0 0 4 7 0 0 0% 0% 27% 47% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Compressor fishing 0 0 4 5 0 0 0 0 4 5 0 0 0% 0% 27% 33% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
External fishing 
encroachment 
0 0 3 9 0 0 0 0 3 9 0 0 0% 0% 20% 60% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Poison fishing 0 0 5 7 0 0 0 0 5 7 0 0 0% 0% 33% 47% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Poison root fishing 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0% 0% 7% 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
 
Table 9a. Extracted interactions between Pressure variables identified. 
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Variable A 1-BLAM_G1 2-BLAM_G2 3-BIYA_G1 4-BIYA_G2 5-PATI_G1 6-PATI_G2 7-BTSU_G1 8-KAHU_G1 
Variable B                                 
Law 
enforcement 
                                
Surveillance/p
olice patrol N
/A
 
+
+
 
    
N
/A
 
+
+
 
    
N
/A
 
+
+
 
    +
 
+
+
 
    +
 
+
+
 
    
N
/A
 
+
+
 
    
N
/A
 
+
+
 
    
N
/A
 
+
+
 
    
Community-
based 
surveillance 
                                                                
Bomb 
supplier 
                        - 
N
/A
 
                            - 
N
/A
 
    
Bomb fish 
collector 
                                                                
Population 
level 
                                                                
Advance 
bomb fishing 
                                                                
Bomb fish 
collector 
                                
Advance 
bomb fishing 
                                                                
Fish price 
                                
Income N
/A
 
+
+
 
    
N
/A
 
+
+
 
    
N
/A
 
+
+
 
    
N
/A
 
+
+
 
    
N
/A
 
+
+
 
    +
 
+
+
 
    
N
/A
 
+
+
 
    
N
/A
 
+
+
 
    
Fish catch  
   
N
/A
 
--
 
    
N
/A
 
--
 
    
N
/A
 
--
 
    
N
/A
 
--
 
    
N
/A
 
--
 
    +
 
+
+
 
    - --
 
    
N
/A
 
--
 
Local 
buyer/market 
                                
R
[+
,+
] 
N
/A
 
  
N
/A
 
B
[-
,+
] 
N
/A
 
  
N
/A
 
                
Education 
level 
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Variable A 1-BLAM_G1 2-BLAM_G2 3-BIYA_G1 4-BIYA_G2 5-PATI_G1 6-PATI_G2 7-BTSU_G1 8-KAHU_G1 
Variable B                                 
Household 
economic needs 
        +
 
N
/A
 
                                                    
Fish catch 
                                
Household 
economic needs 
        +
 
N
/A
 
                                                    
Alternative 
livelihood 
                                                                
Income 
                                
Alternative 
livelihood 
    
N
/A
 
+
+
 
    
N
/A
 
+
+
 
    
N
/A
 
+
+
 
    +
 
+
+
 
    
N
/A
 
+
+
 
    +
 
+
+
 
R
[+
,+
] 
R
'[
+
,+
] 
        
N
/A
 
+
+
 
Education 
level N
/A
 
+
+
 
    
N
/A
 
+
+
 
    
N
/A
 
+
+
 
    
N
/A
 
+
+
 
    
N
/A
 
+
+
 
    
N
/A
 
+
+
 
    +
 
+
+
 
    
N
/A
 
+
+
 
    
Population 
level 
                                                +
 
+
+
 
            
Community-
based 
surveillance 
                                                                
Fish catch  
                                                               
Household 
economic needs 
                                                                
Alternative 
livelihood 
                                
Education 
level 
        +
 
N
/A
 
            +
 
N
/A
 
        
N
/A
 
+
+
 
    
N
/A
 
+
+
 
                
Communicati
on 
equipment/tool 
                            +
 
N
/A
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Variable A 1-BLAM_G1 2-BLAM_G2 3-BIYA_G1 4-BIYA_G2 5-PATI_G1 6-PATI_G2 7-BTSU_G1 8-KAHU_G1 
Variable B                                 
Fishing 
knowledge/skil
ls 
                                
Fish farming +
 
N
/A
 
                                                            
Fish catch  
                                                               
Surveillance/p
olice patrol 
                                
Communicati
on 
equipment/tool 
                            +
 
N
/A
 
                                
Storm/undesir
able weather 
            
N
/A
 
--
 
                                                
Police partrol 
                                
Surveillance  
                       +
 
N
/A
 
                                    
Communicati
on 
equipment/tool 
                            +
 
N
/A
 
                                
Weather 
Season 
(Predictability) 
                                
Income +
 
N
/A
 
                                                            
Fish catch +
 
N
/A
 
                                                            
Seasonal 
garbage 
        - 
N
/A
 
                                                    
Population 
level 
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Variable A 1-BLAM_G1 2-BLAM_G2 3-BIYA_G1 4-BIYA_G2 5-PATI_G1 6-PATI_G2 7-BTSU_G1 8-KAHU_G1 
Variable B                                 
Local 
buyer/market 
                                +
 
N
/A
 
                            
Household 
economic needs 
                                +
 
N
/A
 
                            
Marine 
pollution 
                                                                
Government 
regulation/rule 
                                
Surveillance/p
olice patrol 
                                                +
 
+
+
 
            
Fishing 
gear/method 
diversity 
                                
Fish catch  
                                               +
 
N
/A
 
            
Apprehension 
of destructive 
fisher 
                                
Awareness of 
local community 
                                                +
 
+
+
 
    - N
/
A
 
    
 
Variable A 9-KAHU_G2 10-BTBO_G1 11-BTBO_G2 12-BGAI_G1 13-BGAI_G2 14-BTUT_G1 15-BTUT_G2 
Variable B                             
Law enforcement 
                            
Surveillance/polic
e patrol N
/A
 
+
+
 
  
N
/A
 
+
+
 
  
N
/A
 
+
+
 
          
R
[+
,+
] 
+
+
 
 
N
/A
 
R
[+
,+
] 
+
+
 
 
N
/A
 
Community-
based surveillance 
            
N
/A
 
+
+
 
  
N
/A
 
+
+
 
          
Bomb supplier -
 
N
/A
 
  - 
N
/A
 
  - 
N
/A
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Variable A 9-KAHU_G2 10-BTBO_G1 11-BTBO_G2 12-BGAI_G1 13-BGAI_G2 14-BTUT_G1 15-BTUT_G2 
Variable B                             
Bomb fish 
collector 
    - 
N
/A
 
  - 
N
/A
 
                  
Population level                   +
 
N
/A
 
        
Advance bomb 
fishing 
                    
R
[+
,+
] 
N
/A
 
 
N
/A
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Table 9b. Count of FGDs where interaction between Pressure variables identified. 
 
 Count of FGDs where interaction is recorded % of FGDs where interaction is recorded 
Variable A 
One-way 
interaction 
Feedback 
loop 
Total 
interaction 
Total 
loop 
One-way 
interaction 
Feedback 
loop 
Variable B + - R B   + - R B 
Law enforcement                     
Surveillance/police 
patrol 
2 13 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 13 2 0 13% 87% 0% 0% 13% 0% 0% 0% 
Community-based 
surveillance 
0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0% 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
  
4
3
1
 
 Count of FGDs where interaction is recorded % of FGDs where interaction is recorded 
Variable A 
One-way 
interaction 
Feedback 
loop 
Total 
interaction 
Total 
loop 
One-way 
interaction 
Feedback 
loop 
Variable B + - R B   + - R B 
Bomb supplier 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0% 0% 33% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Bomb fish collector 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0% 0% 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Population level 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Advance bomb 
fishing 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 7% 0% 0% 0% 
Bomb fish collector                     
Advance bomb 
fishing 
0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 20% 0% 0% 0% 
Fish price                     
Income 3 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 15 0 0 20% 
100
% 
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Fish catch 1 1 5 14 0 0 0 0 6 15 0 0 7% 7% 33% 93% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Local buyer/market 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 7% 0% 7% 0% 
Education level                     
Household economic 
needs 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Fish catch                     
Household economic 
needs 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Alternative livelihood 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Income                     
Alternative livelihood 6 13 0 0 1 1 0 0 6 13 1 1 40% 87% 0% 0% 7% 7% 0% 0% 
  
4
3
2
 
 Count of FGDs where interaction is recorded % of FGDs where interaction is recorded 
Variable A 
One-way 
interaction 
Feedback 
loop 
Total 
interaction 
Total 
loop 
One-way 
interaction 
Feedback 
loop 
Variable B + - R B   + - R B 
Education level 2 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 15 0 0 13% 
100
% 
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Population level 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 1 2 0 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 13% 0% 
Community-based 
surveillance 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Fish catch 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 20% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Household economic 
needs 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Alternative 
livelihood 
                    
Education level 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 13% 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Communication 
equipment/tool 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Fishing 
knowledge/skills 
                    
Fish farming 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Fish catch 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7% 0% 0% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Surveillance/police 
patrol 
                    
Communication 
equipment/tool 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Storm/undesirable 
weather 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0% 0% 0% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Police patrol                     
  
4
3
3
 
 Count of FGDs where interaction is recorded % of FGDs where interaction is recorded 
Variable A 
One-way 
interaction 
Feedback 
loop 
Total 
interaction 
Total 
loop 
One-way 
interaction 
Feedback 
loop 
Variable B + - R B   + - R B 
Surveillance 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Communication 
equipment/tool 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Weather season 
(predictability) 
                    
Income 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Fish catch 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Seasonal garbage 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0% 0% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Population level                     
Local buyer/market 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Household economic 
needs 
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 13% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Marine pollution 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 13% 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Government 
regulation/rule 
                    
Surveillance/police 
patrol 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Fishing 
gear/method diversity 
                    
Fish catch 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Apprehension of 
destructive fisher 
                    
  
4
3
4
 
 Count of FGDs where interaction is recorded % of FGDs where interaction is recorded 
Variable A 
One-way 
interaction 
Feedback 
loop 
Total 
interaction 
Total 
loop 
One-way 
interaction 
Feedback 
loop 
Variable B + - R B   + - R B 
Awareness of local 
community 
1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 7% 7% 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
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Table 10. Merging and/or omission of variables extracted from all Round 1 FGDs. 
 
Variable 
Group 
Variable names populated 
from all Round 1 FGDs 
Treatment to variables (i.e., 
omission and/or merging 
with a new/another 
variable) 
Final list of variables after 
merging and omissions 
1Resources Fish   Coral 
1Resources Coral   Fish 
1Resources Seagrass   Seagrass 
1Resources Clam   Seaweed 
1Resources Giant clam (Omitted due to no 
association to topic 
problem or no interaction 
identified) 
  
1Resources Lobster   
1Resources Octopus   
1Resources Sea cucumber   
1Resources Seaweed     
2Activities Artisanal capture fishing   Bomb fishing 
2Activities Cyanide fishing   Compressor fishing 
2Activities Fish bombing   Destructive fishing practice 
2Activities External fishers operation 
using medium-sized fishing 
vessel  
  External fishing 
encroachment 
2Activities Compressor fishing   Poison fishing 
2Activities Bagang  Squid fishing Poison root fishing 
2Activities Tuba (Root-poison fishing)   Recreational fishing 
2Activities Hobby fishers   Seaweed farming 
2Activities Seaweed farming   Squid fishing 
2Activities Trap Fishing   Traditional fishing 
2Activities Semi-Permanent Fish 
Farming 
(Omitted due to no 
association to topic 
problem or no interaction 
identified) 
  
2Activities Destructive Fishing Practice Bomb fishing   
2Activities Marine Area Protection (Moved to Decisions group)   
3Pressures Large external fishing vessel (Moved to Activities group) Advance bomb fishing 
3Pressures Damaging fishing method 
skills 
Advanced bomb fishing Alternative livelihood 
3Pressures Non-fishing alternative 
livelihood 
Alternative livelihood Apprehension of 
destructive fisher 
3Pressures Non-fishing livelihood Alternative livelihood Awareness of local 
community 
3Pressures Arrests Apprehension of 
destructive fisher 
Bomb accident casualty 
3Pressures Diversity of fishing methods Availability of destructive 
fishing method 
Bomb fish collector 
3Pressures Awareness of 
consequences 
Awareness of local 
community 
Bomb supplier 
3Pressures Bomb casualty Bomb accident casualty Communication 
equipment/tool 
3Pressures Collector of 
bombed/poisoned fish 
Bomb/poison fish collector Community-based 
surveillance 
3Pressures Bomb/poison supplier Bomb/poison supplier Compressor supplier 
3Pressures Communication equipments Communication 
equipment/tool 
Education level 
3Pressures Community-based 
surveillance 
Community-based 
surveillance 
Feasibility of fishing 
3Pressures Gear supplier Compressor supplier Fish catch 
3Pressures Education Education level Fish demand (non-
domestic) 
3Pressures Catch method efficiency Feasibility of fishing Fish farming 
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Variable 
Group 
Variable names populated 
from all Round 1 FGDs 
Treatment to variables (i.e., 
omission and/or merging 
with a new/another 
variable) 
Final list of variables after 
merging and omissions 
3Pressures Fish catch Fish catch Fish price 
3Pressures Fish buyer from outside 
selayar 
Fish demand 
Non-domestic market 
Fish resource outside 
selayar 
3Pressures Aquaculture Fish farming Fishing gear assets 
3Pressures Fish sale price Fish price Fishing gear/method 
diversity 
3Pressures Fish condition outside 
Selayar 
Fish resources outside 
selayar 
Fishing knowledge/skills 
3Pressures Livelihood capital Fishing gear assets Government regulation of 
compression fishing 
3Pressures Fishing gear provision policy Fishing gear/method 
diversity 
Government regulation/rule 
3Pressures Fishing skills Fishing knowledge/skills Household economic 
needs 
3Pressures Compressor use ban Government regulation of 
compression fishing 
Income 
3Pressures Regulation (Government) Government regulation/rule Introduction of new fishing 
gear/method 
3Pressures Household needs Household economic 
needs 
Law enforcement 
3Pressures Economy Income Local buyer/market 
3Pressures Household income Income Marine pollution 
3Pressures New/improvement of fishing 
skills 
Introduction of new fishing 
gear/method 
Marine protected area 
3Pressures Law enforcement Law enforcement Misallocation of fishing 
gear aid 
3Pressures Fish buyer Local buyer 
local market 
Pelagic fish resources 
3Pressures Ocean pollution Marine pollution Poison fish collector 
3Pressures Marine zoning Marine protected area Poison supplier 
3Pressures Malprovision of 
gear/equipment support 
Misallocation of fishing 
gear aid 
Population level 
3Pressures Local fish stock potentiaity Pelagic fish resources Recreational fishing 
3Pressures Police patrol Police patrol Seasonal garbage 
3Pressures Surveillance Police patrol Seasonal oil pollution 
3Pressures Population Population level Storm/undesirable weather 
3Pressures Village Population Population level Surveillance/police patrol 
3Pressures Fishing as hobby/recreation Recreational fishing Water quality 
3Pressures Seasonal garbage Seasonal garbage Weather Season 
(Predictability) 
3Pressures Seasonal Vessel Oil 
Pollution 
Seasonal oil pollution   
3Pressures Storm Storm/undesirable weather   
3Pressures Water quality Water quality   
3Pressures Water flow  (Omitted due to no 
association to topic 
problem or no interaction 
identified) 
  
3Pressures Climate Weather season   
3Pressures Desirable fishing season Weather season   
3Pressures Global warming Weather season   
3Pressures Weather quality Weather season   
4Decisions Coral rehabilitation   Alternative livelihood 
development 
4Decisions Product marketing   Assurance of delivery of 
aid/development support 
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Variable 
Group 
Variable names populated 
from all Round 1 FGDs 
Treatment to variables (i.e., 
omission and/or merging 
with a new/another 
variable) 
Final list of variables after 
merging and omissions 
4Decisions Law enforcement   Community awareness 
raise 
4Decisions Aquaculture Fish farming Community-based 
surveillance group 
4Decisions Community-managed 
zoning to control external 
fishers operating in 
protected reefs 
  Community's surveillance 
capacity 
4Decisions Surveillance equipments 
and utilities 
  Coral farming 
4Decisions Alternative income 
generating activity 
  Coral reef rehabilitation 
4Decisions Community empowerment 
(knowledge and skills) 
  Coral reef rehabilitation 
capacity building 
4Decisions Community-based 
surveillance group 
  Fish aggregating device 
4Decisions Community-managed 
zoning to control external 
fishers operating 
  Fish farming 
4Decisions Employed/professional 
surveillance staff 
  Fish farming equipments 
(Pen) 
4Decisions Surveillance capacity 
improvement 
  Fish processing 
(preservation) 
4Decisions Marine zoning   Fish processing capacity 
building 
4Decisions Access to new buyer/market   Fish seed supplier 
4Decisions Aquaculture semi-
permanent 
  Fish/product 
export/marketing support 
4Decisions Awareness raising related to 
garbage and waste 
  Fish/product market 
4Decisions Capacity building on 
surveillance 
  Fishing gear selectivity 
4Decisions Coral aquaculture   Fishing knowledge and skill 
development 
4Decisions Domestic garbage and 
waste management 
  Garbage and waste 
management 
4Decisions Ecosystem conservation by 
the community 
  Household-scale industry 
4Decisions Fish aggregating device   Law enforcement 
4Decisions Fish aquaculture Fish farming Local seagrass 
conservation 
4Decisions Fish processing 
(preservation) 
  Marine zonings / protected 
areas 
4Decisions Fish seed supplier   Market development 
4Decisions Fish-based product 
processing capacity building 
  Product export (External 
sales) 
4Decisions Fishing knowledge and skills 
empowerment 
Fishing knowledge and skill 
development 
Product marketing 
4Decisions Fishing knowledge and skills 
empowerment of existing 
fishers 
Fishing knowledge and skill 
development 
Regulation of capture 
fishing activity 
4Decisions Home industry Household-scale industry Seagrass rehabilitation 
4Decisions Home industry development Household-scale industry Seaweed farming 
4Decisions Human and infrastructural 
development for tourism-
related livelihood 
  Surveillance as profession 
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Variable 
Group 
Variable names populated 
from all Round 1 FGDs 
Treatment to variables (i.e., 
omission and/or merging 
with a new/another 
variable) 
Final list of variables after 
merging and omissions 
4Decisions Law enforcement and 
surveillance 
  Surveillance authority 
4Decisions Law/regulation to support 
community surveillance 
legitimacy 
  Surveillance equipments 
4Decisions Marine zone markers   Surveillance funding 
4Decisions Monitoring of 
equipment/infreastructurel 
aid delivery to the 
appropriate/relevant 
responded 
  Surveillance skills 
4Decisions New fisher recruitment and 
training 
  Sustainable practicesof 
existing fishing method 
4Decisions Non-reef-damaging catch 
method  
  Tourism development 
4Decisions Regulation of external 
fishing vessel and 
compressor 
  Tourism physical assets 
4Decisions Seaweed aquaculture   Village 
cooperative/enterprise 
4Decisions Seaweed rehabilitation   Village regulation for waste 
management 
4Decisions Selectivity of traditional 
fishing gear 
    
4Decisions Surveillance regulation     
4Decisions Sustainable fishing 
operation 
management/regulation 
Sustainable practices of 
existing fishing method 
  
4Decisions Sustainable practicesof 
existing fishing method 
Sustainable practices of 
existing fishing method 
  
4Decisions Tourism skills, assistance, 
and empowrement 
    
4Decisions Training and assistance     
4Decisions Village 
cooperative/enterprise 
    
4Decisions Village decree for waste 
management 
    
4Decisions Zoning to exclude external 
fisher 
Marine zonings / protected 
areas 
  
4Decisions Zoning to exclude external 
fishers 
Marine zonings / protected 
areas 
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Table 11. Participants’ comments related to livelihood flexibility based on impromptu written notes 
taken during the facilitation of problem mapping FGDs. 
 
FGD 
round 
Date Location 
Desirability/possibility 
for fisher to stop or 
suspend fishing, to do 
another non-fishing 
work 
Factors that may attract fisher to 
choose or do the non-fishing work 
2 23/02/
2016 
Bontosunggu Desirable, but only to 
suspend 
Safety/health 
    
Profitability 
    
Spare time 
2 24/02/
2016 
Kahu-kahu Desirable, but only to 
suspend 
Adoptability 
    
Profitability 
    
Safety/health 
2 25/02/
2016 
Bontoborusu Desirable, but only to 
suspend 
Less risk in financial loss and 
health/safety 
    
Profit comparable to fishing 
    
Doable / Willing to learn if difficult 
2 26/02/
2016 
Benteng Utara Possible to suspend 
 
2 27/02/
2016 
Benteng Utara Possible to suspend Lesser risk in health and time compared 
to fishing 
    
Financial return comparable to fishing 
2 28/02/
2016 
Barugaiya Possible to suspend Fisher or household member have spare 
time that can be used for work 
 
Table 12. Participants’ comments related to the variables recorded in the SESAMME maps based 
on impromptu written notes taken during the facilitation of problem mapping FGDs. 
 
FGD 
round 
Date 
Village 
participant/ 
Respondent 
Other information related to the topic 
problem? 
Related 
variables 
2 23/02/
2016 
Bontosunggu A cold storage/freezer was installed in 2014 
and we found that at that time fish price are 
relatively stable 
Fish price 
2 24/02/
2016 
Kahu-kahu Infringement promotes village initiative to 
survey the fishing ground. 
Surveillance 
      Effectiveness of community based surveillance 
is reduced by the (1) uncertainty of the legality 
of the village activity, and (2) offenders that 
backed up by authorities or other party. 
Surveillance 
      High school graduates that has a financial 
capacity to emigrate tend to pursue higher 
education or find job outside Selayar 
Emigration 
      Traditional boat fishing range ± 200m Fishing effort 
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FGD 
round 
Date 
Village 
participant/ 
Respondent 
Other information related to the topic 
problem? 
Related 
variables 
      Jolor boat fishing range is ± 2 mile Fishing effort 
2 25/02/
2016 
Bontoborusu Blast fishing peaked in 2007 Fishing past trend 
      Distrust to the government authority due to 
collusion between law enforcers and another 
party 
Pressure: 
Collusion/ 
corruption 
      Village labor force are in fishery due to low 
job option 
Fisher 
      Alternative job may reduce, but not stop 
destructive fishing 
Fishing effort 
      Trader can differ between fish caught 
with/without using bomb. Commonly bombed 
fish: Rumah-rumah, Suliri, Ekor kuning. Sale 
unit: Bunch. Taken out of Selayar. 
Fish  
      Commonly poisoned fish: Sunu, Kerapu, 
Kerapu tikus. Sale unit: Individual fish. Taken 
out of Selayar. 
Fish 
      Cashew sought as a potential raw resource for 
non-fishing income generating activity 
Non-fishing job 
2 26/02/
2016 
Benteng Utara How can we make fish caught last longer in 
land? 
Decision: Fish 
value 
      Fish packaging & processing alongside to 
marketing 
Decision: Fish 
value 
      Shrimp paste redevelopment Decision: Non-
fishing job 
      Fishing groups has been formed, but past 
government support such as in capacity 
building/training, and equipment aid has been 
misallocated 
Decision: 
Misallocation of 
aid 
      Fisher's income target is influenced by the 
inflation (of living costs), loss they need to 
recover (from previous fishing trips), pay debt 
Financial goal 
      Rentenir ('shark loan') interest can go from 
100-200% of the loan collateral. Village 
cooperative 15 ~ 20%/day. Local banks 
depend on collateral asset value. 
Loan 
arrangements 
2 27/02/
2016 
Benteng Utara Immigrating fishers in the village sometimes 
bring destructive fishing habit 
Immigration 
      To reduce destructive fishing, villagers feel 
they need a formally managed group and some 
kind of legal assurance to improve existing 
village surveillance. This need to be combined 
with awareness raise, plus solving the 
condition of reducing income and fish resource 
in situation of increasing living needs/costs 
Decision: 
Destructive 
fishing 
      Existing fish based products are fish floss 
(abon ikan) and dried fish (salted and 
unsalted). Could be improved through better 
packaging, processing, alongside to marketing. 
Decision: Fish 
product 
      Fishers from Bulukimba, Binjai, Bantaeng, 
Jeneponto are also coming to and fish in 
Selayar area 
Fisher: External 
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FGD 
round 
Date 
Village 
participant/ 
Respondent 
Other information related to the topic 
problem? 
Related 
variables 
      We, the community, are largely open to 
changes and willing to be trained 
Decision: Social 
capital 
2 28/02/
2016 
Barugaiya Cyanide fishers operate at night. Using lighting 
sourced fro the surface, or an underwater torch. 
Bomb can now be detonated from the surface. 
Destructive 
fishing 
      Most of the children of fishing parents are not 
expecting to work in fishing like their parents 
after graduating high school. Parents would 
say "Don't be like me" 
Fishing: 
Desirability 
      A financial 'crisis' condition usually occur 
during stormy seasons, or when fish price is 
low (possibly during oversupply). 
Financial crisis 
      Fisher rely mostly on emergency fund / 
savings and cash loan from family/relatives 
Financial strategy 
2 29/02/
2016 
Open 
interview with 
Pak AJ & Pak 
AP in Selayar 
Fisheries 
Office 
Research activity like this (A. Jamarong was 
referring to FGDs), when village or sub-district 
government staff involved, can help the 
development or improvement of  RPTK (an 
acronym referring to village or sub-district 
level reef management plan) 
Implication of the 
fieldwork activity 
      Village needs varies from one to another. The 
capacity of community member of villages 
also varies from one to another. 
Decision: Social 
capital 
      There is actually a customary rule called 
'Ongko', which has more or less a similar 
function to a marine protected area 
Decision: 
Traditional rules: 
Ongko 
      Ongko area itself being targeted by destructive 
fisher 
Decision: 
Traditional rules: 
Ongko 
      Reinforcing loop: Protective attitude/Ongko -
++-> Access to fishing ground -++-> Fish 
resource harvested -++-> Resource ownership 
-++-> Protective attitude/Ongko (See diagram) 
Decision: 
Traditional rules: 
Ongko 
      Balancing loop: Ongko -++-> Resistance from 
other stakeholders -(--)-> Measures/effort to 
formalise Ongko -(--)-> Ongko (See diagram) 
Decision: 
Traditional rules: 
Ongko 
      How can we have the Ongko value intergrated 
to, or reflected in local natural resource 
regulation? 
Decision: 
Traditional rules: 
Ongko 
      If people are aware [understand] about ongko, 
and ongko becomes part of the village 
regulation then we can get a good commitment 
[from community members] for participation 
and assign different zoning of village waters 
that reflects different needs (See diagram) 
Decision: 
Traditional rules: 
Ongko 
      One of the key to achieve this is to deal 
directly with community members that are 
resisting [for such inititative] 
Decision: Social 
capital 
      We also need to find the right influentional 
person to ensure better engagement 
Decision: Social 
capital 
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FGD 
round 
Date 
Village 
participant/ 
Respondent 
Other information related to the topic 
problem? 
Related 
variables 
1 19/10/
2015 
Open 
interview with 
Pak DT & 
'bagang' 
(mobile fish 
pen) fisher 
Average cost of bagang boat: IDR 150,000,000 
Average harvest value per ooperation: 30-
40.000.000 
Sales profit sharing: 50:50 between Owner and 
All crews 
Average minimum profit: IDR9.000.000 
Target commodity: Squid & Bycatch fish 
(shallow dwelling) 
During operation crew gets additional harvest 
by handline fishing 
Two fishing gear in one boat: (1) bagang/fish 
pen, (2) crew's handline. 
Bagang fishing 
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Appendix 13. Versions of CLD 1 developed using data from the round one of the problem 
mapping FGDs 
Diagram 1A.  Detailed version of CLD 1 (Continued to Diagram 1B in the next page), which 
includes interactions between variables that has the highest percentage of occurrence in all FGDs 
(n=15, number in brackets). 
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•  
Diagram 1B.  Detailed version of CLD 1 (connected to Diagram 1A in the previous page) 
  
4
4
5
 
Diagram 2. Simplified version of CLD 1 
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Appendix 14. The detailed version of CLD 2 developed using data from the round two of the 
problem mapping FGDs 
Diagram 1A. Detailed version of CLD 2 (Connected to Diagram 1B in the next page) 
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•  
Diagram 1B. Detailed version of CLD 2 (connected to Diagram 1A in the previous page) 
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Appendix 15. Question route form used during the supplementary interview survey 
1. English version 
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2. Bahasa Indonesia version 
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Appendix 16. Extracted information from the supplementary interview survey 
Extracts of information from the native interviewer’s written retell of responses to the questions in the route form, and from selective transcript of 
respondent’s answer in the voice record of the interviews. Table headings in bold represents question topics. Words or sentences inside quotation 
marks are the written retelling in Bahasa Indonesia of respondent’s answers spoken in Selayaran language. Blank cells indicate either that the 
respondent is not willing to provide answer, or the answer does not provide information that is substantial to the topic due to technical reasons that 
prohibit further probing by the interviewer. 
Inter- 
view no. 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 
Interview 
date 
Village Sub-village Age 
Year 
Married 
Household 
size 
Number 
of 
children 
Type of 
fishing boat 
Type of 
fishing gear 
Dependence on 
fishing 
1 2016/09/19  Barat 
Lambongan 
Barat 
Lambongan 
54 1990 3 3 Outboard 
engine 
Traditional 
net 
Traditional 
spear gun 
As main income 
generating 
activity 
2 2016/09/19  Barat 
Lambongan 
Boneria 40 1991 6 4 Wooden 
sampan 
boat 
Outboard 
engine 
Traditional 
net 
Traditional 
spear gun 
Handline 
As main income 
generating 
activity 
3 2016/09/19  Barat 
Lambongan 
Boneria 42 1997 4 2 Fiberglass 
sampan 
boat 
Outboard 
engine 
Traditional 
handline 
Traditional 
speargun 
As main income 
generating 
activity 
4 2016/09/19  Barat 
Lambongan 
Panaikang 39 1998 4 2 Fiberglass 
sampan 
boat 
Outboard 
engine 
Traditional 
handline 
Traditional 
speargun 
As main income 
generating 
activity 
5 2016/09/20 Bungaiya Bonelohe Not 1996 5 3 Fiberglass 
sampan 
boat 
Outboard 
engine 
Floating and 
bottom 
gillnet 
As main income 
generating 
activity 
   
 
4
5
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Inter- 
view no. 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 
Interview 
date 
Village Sub-village Age 
Year 
Married 
Household 
size 
Number 
of 
children 
Type of 
fishing boat 
Type of 
fishing gear 
Dependence on 
fishing 
6 2016/09/20 Bungaiya Sariahang 63 2004 1 2     As main income 
generating 
activity 
7 2016/09/20 Bungaiya Toru 60 2008 4 2 Wooden 
sampan 
boat 
Outboard 
engine 
Traditional 
net 
as main income 
generating 
activity 
8 2016/09/21 Mekar Indah Alasa 45       Wooden 
sampan 
boat 
Outboard 
engine 
Traditional 
net 
Traditional 
spear gun 
As main income 
generating 
activity 
9 2016/09/21 Mekar Indah Bansiang 61 1953 7 3     As main income 
generating 
activity 
10 2016/09/21 Mekar Indah Saburangia 61       Wooden 
sampan 
boat 
Outboard 
engine 
Traditional 
net 
Traditional 
purse seine 
net 
As main income 
generating 
activity 
11 2016/09/22 Barugaiya Barugaiya 53 1991 3 5 Fiberglass 
sampan 
boat 
Outboard 
engine 
Traditional 
net 
Traditional 
handline 
As main income 
generating 
activity 
12 2016/09/22 Barugaiya Ujung Bori 37 1998 5 3 Bagang 
(mobile 
floating net) 
Traditional 
lift net 
Traditional 
handline 
As main income 
generating 
activity 
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Inter- 
view no. 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 
Interview 
date 
Village Sub-village Age 
Year 
Married 
Household 
size 
Number 
of 
children 
Type of 
fishing boat 
Type of 
fishing gear 
Dependence on 
fishing 
13 2016/09/23 Parak Boneapara 39 1984 4 2 Wooden 
sampan 
boat 
Outboard 
engine 
Traditional 
net 
Traditional 
handline 
As main income 
generating 
activity 
14 2016/09/23 Parak Parak Utara 40 1992 2 2 Wooden 
sampan 
boat 
Outboard 
engine 
Traditional 
net 
Traditional 
handline 
As main income 
generating 
activity 
15 2016/09/24 Benteng Benteng 
Utara 
60 1999 2 4 Wooden 
sampan 
boat 
Outboard 
engine 
Handline As main income 
generating 
activity 
16 2016/09/25 Bontoborusu Dongkalang 41 2006 7 3 Bagang 
(mobile 
floating net) 
Traditional 
lift net  
As main income 
generating 
activity 
17 2016/09/25 Bontoborusu Manarai 50 1984 5 5 Wooden 
sampan 
boat 
Outboard 
engine 
Traditional 
bottom net 
As main income 
generating 
activity 
18 2016/09/25 Bontoborusu Paoiya 37       Wooden 
sampan 
boat 
Outboard 
engine 
Traditional 
handline 
Traditional 
net 
As main income 
generating 
activity 
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1   
S
e
lf
-e
m
p
lo
y
e
d
 -
 S
m
a
ll 
k
io
s
k
 NO "Penuhi kebutuhan 
dasar keluarga." 
"Penuhi kebutuhan 
tambahan keluarga." 
"Agar bisa punya 
tabungan." 
"Jika ada modal untuk 
bisa saya memulai 
usaha lain saya akan 
lebih memilih 
membuka kios mini." 
 
To fulfil household 
basic needs. To fulfil 
household 
supplementary needs. 
To be able to have 
savings. If cash 
capital is available, I 
will be able to start 
another business 
[and] I would prefer 
running a small kiosk. 
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2 Self-
employed: 
Goat 
farming 
Rock 
collector 
  YES "Penuhi kebutuhan 
dasar keluarga." 
"Penuhi kebutuhan 
tambahan keluarga." 
"Agar bisa punya 
tabungan." 
"Agar bisa membayar 
hutang." 
 
To fulfil household 
basic needs. To fulfil 
household 
supplementary needs. 
To be able to have 
savings. To be able to 
pay loan. 
"Tidak mampu 
menyekolahkan 
anak." 
"Tidak bisa untuk 
membayar arisan." 
 
Schooling needs: I 
would not be able 
to provide 
schooling needs for 
my children. 
Loan 
payment/savings: I 
would not be able 
to pay fees for 
arisan (a form of 
microfinance 
involving rotating 
savings by am 
informal credit 
association such as 
community groups) 
"Harus lebih giat 
mencari nafkah di 
laut." 
 
Basic household 
needs: [As long as 
I] can keep on 
working hard in the 
sea 
Y
E
S
 
N
O
 "Hanya pada keadaan 
laut kurang 
memungkinkan saya 
harus mencari pekerjaan 
tambahan lainnya.] 
 
When the weather and 
sea condition is 
undesirable, I have to go 
with an alternative job. 
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3 Self-
employed: 
Construction 
worker 
Crop 
farming 
  YES "Penuhi kebutuhan 
dasar keluarga." 
"Penuhi kebutuhan 
tambahan keluarga." 
"Agar bisa punya 
tabungan." 
 
To fulfil household 
basic needs. To fulfil 
household 
supplementary needs. 
To be able to have 
savings.  
"[Tabungan] sebab 
pendapatan dari 
hasi llaut tidak 
menentu/kurang.." 
"… sebab 
pekerjaan nelayan 
[hanya] untuk 
pemenuhan 
kebutuhan sehari-
hari." 
 
Savings: Because 
income from fishing 
is uncertain and 
insufficient. 
Household 
supplementary 
needs: Because 
income from fishing 
could only fulfil 
basic needs. 
"[Kebutuhan 
wajib]… sebab 
paling kurang hasil 
yang diperoleh dari 
menangkap ikan 
bisa ada yang 
dijual untuk 
kebutuhan sehari-
hari." 
 
Household basic 
needs: Because, at 
least, the profit 
from fish sales can 
cover the 
household basic 
needs. 
Y
E
S
 
N
O
 "[Sebab alasan 
kesehatan/keselamatan]
… pada saat cuaca di 
laut sangat buruk 
sehingga tidak 
memungkinkan untuk 
melaut." 
 
When the weather is so 
bad that it preventing me 
to go fishing. 
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4 Employment
: 
Construction 
worker 
  YES "Penuhi kebutuhan 
dasar keluarga." 
"[Melaut] … urang 
mencukupi kebutuhan 
ekonomi keluarga." 
 
To fulfil household 
basic needs. 
[Income] from fishing 
is not enough to fulfil 
household basic 
needs. 
"[Kebutuhan dasar] 
sebab pendapatan 
dari hasil laut 
sangat kurang 
pada saat ini." 
 
Household basic 
needs: Because 
fishing income from 
the catch is very 
low at this time. 
"[Kebutuhan 
dasar]... Sebab 
paling tidak ada 
hasil pas-pasan 
untuk sekali melaut 
dan bisa kemudian 
untuk dimakan 
untuk kebutuhan 
keluarga." 
 
Household basic 
needs: [From 
fishing], at least, 
there will always be 
a catch that can be 
sold or consume for 
the household. 
Y
E
S
 
N
O
 "[Sebab alasan 
kesehatan/keselamatan]
… hanya pada keadaan 
laut yang tidak 
mendukung." 
 
Safety/health: When the 
sea condition does not 
support  fishing. 
   
 
4
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5 Self-
employed: 
Catlle 
farming 
  YES "Penuhi kebutuhan 
dasar keluarga." 
"Penuhi kebutuhan 
tambahan keluarga." 
"Agar bisa punya 
tabungan." 
 
To fulfil household 
basic needs. To fulfil 
household 
supplementary needs. 
To be able to have 
savings.  
"[Untuk menabung] 
pendapatan dari 
laut kadang kurang 
dan tidak cukup." 
"[Untuk kebutuhan 
tambahan] 
pendapatan dari 
hasil laut kurang 
stabil." 
 
Savings: Sometime 
the in come from 
fishing is low or not 
enough. 
Household 
supplementary 
needs: Fishing 
income is not 
steady/stable. 
"[Kebutuhan 
dasar]… sebab 
penghasilan di laut 
minimal bisa 
mendapat 
keuntungan 50 ribu 
sekali melaut." 
"[Kebutuhan 
tambahan]… sebab 
paling tidak ada 
saat-saat tertentu 
hasil tangkapan 
melebihi dari yang 
diperkirakan 
sebelumnya." 
 
Household basic 
needs: Because 
one fishing trip can 
at least give IDR 
50.000 of profit." 
Household 
supplementary 
needs: Because 
there are times 
where the fish 
harvest is above 
the target. 
N
O
 
N
O
 "[Memilih bekerja lebih 
banyak melaut]… 
[sebab hanya] apabila 
keadaan tidak 
memungkinkan untuk 
melaut harus mencari 
alternatif lain di 
pekerjaan 
sampingan/tambahan." 
 
Allocate more time in 
fishing: Only when the 
weather and sea 
condition is not feasible 
for fishing [I] would have 
to do an alternative job. 
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6 Self-
employed: 
Goat 
farming 
  YES "Penuhi kebutuhan 
dasar keluarga." 
"Penuhi kebutuhan 
tambahan keluarga." 
"Agar bisa punya 
tabungan / simpanan 
uang." 
"Pendapatan yang 
lebih stabil daripada 
nelayan." 
"Pendapatan yang 
lebih menguntungkan 
daripada nelayan." 
 
To fulfil basic and 
supplementary 
household needs. To 
be able to have 
savings. Income 
stream more stable 
than fishing. Higher 
income than fishing. 
"[Kebutuhan 
tambahan]… sebab 
pendapatan dari 
melaut sangat kecil 
atau kurang 
menunjang untuk 
biaya tambahan." 
"[Hutang] tidak 
memungkinkan 
untuk bisa 
membayar hutang-
hutang." 
 
Household 
supplementary 
needs: Because 
fishing income is 
too low or not 
enough to cover 
the supplementary 
household costs. 
Loan/credit: 
Because I would 
not be able to 
repay the loan. 
"Paling tidak melaut 
bisa mendapat 
hasil untuk biaya 
kebutuhan hidup 
sehari-hari." 
 
Household basic 
needs: At least, the 
harvest from fishing 
trip can help cover 
daily household 
needs. 
Y
E
S
 
N
O
 "Kerja sebagai nelayan 
membutuhkan tenaga 
yang cukup kuat, sebab 
butuh banyak waktu di 
laut dari pada pekerjaan 
sampingan saya." 
 
Work efficiency: Working 
as fisher requires more 
energy and strength, 
because it takes a lot of 
time in the ocean, 
compared to my 
supplementary work. 
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7 Self-
employed: 
Catlle 
farming 
  YES "Penuhi kebutuhan 
tambahan keluarga." 
"Agar bisa punya 
tabungan." 
"Pendapatan yang 
lebih stabil ." 
"Pekerjaan 
sampingan jauh lebih 
aman dan ringan." 
 
To fulfil basic and 
supplementary 
household needs. To 
be able to have 
savings. Income 
stream more stable 
than fishing. The 
supplementary work 
is far more safe and 
easier than fishing. 
"[Tabungan] sebab 
semata-mata untuk 
memenuhi 
kebutuhan 
ekonomi/sehari-hari 
untuk keluarga." 
 
Saving: Because 
the fishing job is 
only ablt to fulfil 
daily household 
basic needs. 
"[Kebutuhan dasar] 
sebab mencari 
hasil laut untuk 
saat-saat in itidak 
bisa diandalkan 
untuk kebutuhan 
tambahan keluarga 
[dengan] alasan 
kurang hasil yang 
diperoleh dari laut. 
Karena mungkin 
dugaan banyaknya 
kasus seperti 
penangkapan 
ilegal, pembius dan 
lain sebagainya, 
yang bisa merusak 
wilayah laut yang 
selama ini produktif 
untuk mendapatkan 
hasil tangkapan." 
 
Household basic 
needs: Because 
the harvest from 
fishing from fishing 
is not reliable these 
days to fulfil 
supplementary 
needs, because the 
fishing 
income/catch is not 
sufficient. 
Y
E
S
 
Y
E
S
 "Lebih banyak 
penghasilan dari 
beternak sapi daripada 
nelayan jika 
dibandingkan." 
"Jika keadaan 
memungkinkan, maka 
saya akan lebih memilih 
peternak sapi dari pada 
nelayan karena selain 
alasan kuranya 
pendapatan juga karena 
faktor usia/fisik." 
 
Profit: The income from 
cattle farming is 
relatively higher than 
going fishing. 
Health: If the condition 
allows, than I would 
rather work as a cattle 
farmer than as a 
fishermen, because, 
other than the lower 
income from fishing, but 
also due to my age or 
physical condition. 
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8   
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 YES "Penuhi kebutuhan 
dasar keluarga." 
"Penuhi kebutuhan 
tambahan keluarga." 
"Agar bisa punya 
tabungan." 
 
To fulfil household 
basic needs. To fulfil 
household 
supplementary needs. 
To be able to have 
savings.  
  "[Kebutuhan dasar] 
karena belum ada 
pekerjaan 
tambahan, jadi 
saya tetap harus 
lebih giat sebagai 
nelayan." 
"Selain itu, [dengan 
melaut] harus 
menunjang 
kebutuhan 
tambahan juga." 
"[Tabungan] 
selama ini ada 
walaupun sedikit 
dan hanya dari 
pendapatan melaut 
saja." 
 
Respondent is able 
to cover household 
basic and 
supplementary 
needs, and have 
saving from fishing 
only. However the 
regular savings 
were considered as 
low relative to what 
the respondent is 
expected.  
Y
E
S
 
N
O
 "Harus bisa membagi 
waktu antara pekerjaan 
di darat dan profesi saya 
sebagai nelayan." 
 
Availability of working 
time that can be 
allocated for non-fishing 
work: Because it is just a 
matter of being able to 
manage the working 
time between work in 
land and in sea. 
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9 Crop 
farming - 
cassava 
  YES "Penuhi kebutuhan 
dasar keluarga." 
"Penuhi kebutuhan 
tambahan keluarga." 
 
To fulfil basic and 
supplementary 
household needs. 
Household 
supplementary 
needs (Inferred 
answer based on 
Q16 answer). 
"[Kebutuhan dasar] 
dengan bekerja 
lebih giat lagi untuk 
meningkatkan mutu 
penghasilan dari 
laut." 
 
Household basic 
needs: By working 
harder than usual 
in the sea to 
increase fish 
harvest or income. 
N
O
 
N
O
 "Melaut sudah menjadi 
profesi dan penunjang 
utama kehidupan 
keluarga sehari-hari." 
 
Socio-cultural: Being a 
fishermen is my 
profession and it is the 
main activity that 
support my family's daily 
needs. 
10   
S
e
lf
-e
m
p
lo
y
e
d
 -
 C
ro
p
 
fa
rm
in
g
   "Jika usaha sudah 
jalan hasilnya [nanti] 
untuk tambahan 
keluarga saya." 
 
Household 
supplementary needs: 
If I can do this work, 
then I will use the 
income for 
supplementary needs. 
  Household basic 
needs 
N
O
 
N
O
 "Lebih banyak 
penghasilan ketika saya 
melaut." 
 
Profitability of fishing 
over supplementary 
work. I (think that) I 
relatively get more 
income from fishing 
(compared to the 
additional work). 
   
 
4
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11 Cattle 
farming 
Crop 
farming 
Carpentry 
  YES "Penuhi kebutuhan 
dasar keluarga." 
"Penuhi kebutuhan 
tambahan keluarga." 
"Agar bisa punya 
tabungan." 
"Agar bisa membayar 
hutang." 
 
To fulfil household 
basic needs. To fulfil 
household 
supplementary needs. 
To be able to have 
savings. To be able to 
pay loan 
"[Kebutuhan 
tambahan] sebab 
walaupun bisa, tapi 
terkadang harus 
mencari alternatif 
lain untuk 
tambahan 
kebutuhan 
keluarga." 
"[Tabungan] sebab 
saya tidak yakin 
bisa menabung 
hanya dari hasil 
melaut saja." 
"[Hutang] Hasil 
lautpun saat ini 
sudah sangat 
kurang, jelas [tidak 
bisa] jika tidak ada 
kerjaan 
sampungan." 
 
Supplementary 
needs: In most 
times, I have to rely 
on the additional 
work to fulfil 
supplementary 
needs. 
Savings: I am not 
sure that I would be 
able to have 
savings if I only do 
fishing. 
Loan payment: It is 
obvious for me that, 
given that 
"(Sebagai) nelayan 
harus bisa penuhi 
kebutuhan pokok 
keluarga." 
 
Household basic 
needs: As a 
fishermen (at least) 
I have to be able to 
fulful my family's 
basic needs. 
Y
E
S
 
Y
E
S
 "[Keuangan] lebih 
dominan penghasilan di 
dara dari pada hasil di 
laut untuk saat kondisi 
melaut seperti saat ini." 
"[Resiko 
kesehatan/keselamatan] 
menurut saya pekerjaan 
sebagai pelaut lebih 
berisiko dari pekerjaan 
di darat." 
"… sebab alasan resiko 
bekerja dan pengalaman 
di laut yang lebih... saya 
akan memilih berhenti 
melaut jika ada tersedia 
modal usaha lain selain 
melaut." 
 
Profitability of non-
fishing: The results 
(profit) that I received 
from non-fishing work in 
the land are relatively 
higer than fishing, 
especially at these 
times. 
Lower risk of non-
fishing: Working in the 
sea is far more riskier 
thatn working in the 
land. 
Preference to non-
fishing work: GIve by 
these reasons, I would 
prefer to work only in the 
land if there are 
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harvest/income 
from the sea far 
lesser (than usual), 
I would not be able 
if there is no 
additional work. 
capitals/assets available 
for non-fishing work. 
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12 Carpenter 
Engine 
technician 
  YES "Penuhi kebutuhan 
tambahan keluarga." 
"Agar bisa punya 
tabungan." 
"Pendapatan yang 
lebih stabil ." 
"Cuaca buruk sangat 
tidak memungkinkan 
untuk beraktifitas di 
laut." 
"Rendahnya nilai/hasil 
tangkapan pada 
musim-musim 
tertentu, [namun] 
butuh biaya 
operational lebih 
banyak." 
 
To fulfil household 
supplementary needs. 
To be able to save. 
To have a more 
stable income stream. 
To have a financial 
safety net when the 
bad weather prevents 
fishing or during low 
fish catch or fish price 
deflation. 
"[Kebutuhan 
tambahan] sebab 
melaut hanya bisa 
menutupi 
kebutuhan pokok 
keluarga saja." 
 
Household 
supplementary 
needs: Because 
fishing could only 
cover the basic 
needs. 
"Kebutuhan dasar 
keluarga." 
 
Household basic 
needs. 
N
O
 
N
O
 "Melaut sudah menjadi 
rutinitas dan selain itu 
juga sudah menjadi 
bagian dari hobi saya 
untuk bersahabat 
dengan laut." 
 
Keep working more in 
fishing: Because fishing 
is already part of my 
routine as well as  part 
of my hobb y of making 
friend with the sea. 
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13 Crop 
farming 
Wood tree 
grower 
Brick 
moulder 
    "Penuhi kebutuhan 
tambahan keluarga." 
"Agar bisa punya 
tabungan." 
 
To fulfil household 
supplementary needs. 
To be able to have 
savings. 
"Pekerjaan sebagai 
nelayan 
pendapatanya 
sangat minim atau 
kurang." 
"Hasil tangkapan 
ikan dari laut hanya 
untuk penuhi 
kebutuhan dasar 
keluarga." 
 
Household 
supplementary 
needs & savings: 
Because income 
form fishing is very 
low that it could 
only support 
household basic 
needs. 
"Kebutuhan hidup 
atau kebutuhan 
makan sehari-hari 
bisa diperoleh dari 
hasil melaut saja." 
 
Household basic 
needs: Daily needs 
and daily food 
needs can be 
fulfilled from 
fishing. 
Y
E
S
 
Y
E
S
 "Lebih banyak hasil di 
darat, jika keadaan 
memungkinkan dan ada 
modal usaha." 
Jika keadaan 
memungkinkan pasti 
saya akan lebih untuk 
memilih berhenti melaut 
karena alasan 
penghasilan di laut 
sangat kurang." 
 
Profitability: If condition 
allows and there is cash 
capital, it is possible that 
I can get more income 
from the land-based 
work... and I would 
choose to stop fishing.   
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14 Chicken 
farming 
Comestibles 
distributor 
(by spouse)  
K
io
s
k
 b
u
s
in
e
s
s
 
T
ru
c
k
 d
ri
v
e
r YES "Penuhi kebutuhan 
dasar keluarga." 
"Penuhi kebutuhan 
tambahan keluarga." 
"Agar bisa punya 
tabungan." 
 
To fulfil household 
basic needs. To fulfil 
household 
supplementary needs. 
To be able to have 
savings.  
None "[Kebutuhan dasar] 
setelah tidak bisa 
lagi  jadi supir 
mobil, maka saya 
harus fokus dan 
giat mencari hasil 
dari laut." 
"[Kebutuhan 
tambahan] ini 
sudah menjadi 
kegiatan rutin saya 
setiap harinya." 
"[Menabung] 
walaupun 
penghasilan tidak 
menentu tapi 
terkadan gada hasil 
lebih bisa saya 
dapat peroleh." 
 
Basic needs: If I am 
not working in the 
supplementary 
work, then I have to 
work harder in 
fishing (to fulfil 
basic needs). 
Supplementary 
needs: This has 
been a routine 
activity (for income)  
for me to do these 
jobs. 
Savings: Although 
the income is not 
stable, there is 
always an income 
Y
E
S
 
Y
E
S
 "Jika seandainya 
tersedia modal untuk 
membuka usaha, maka 
saya hanya butuh 
membuat usaha 
membuka kios mini, 
tempat jualan yang bisa 
memenuhi segala 
kebutuhan keluarga." 
 
Lucrativeness of non-
fishing/opportunity:  If 
there is cas capital that 
can supprt me to start a 
business, than I would 
begin a mini kiosk 
business that sells 
common household 
goods and supplies. 
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surplus that I can 
get (for saving). 
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15 Boat builder 
Carpenter 
Construction 
worker 
  YES "Penuhi kebutuhan 
tambahan keluarga." 
"Agar bisa punya 
tabungan." 
"Agar bisa membayar 
hutang." 
"Pendapatan yang 
lebih stabil daripada 
Nelayan." 
"Pendapatan yang 
lebih menguntungkan 
daripada Nelayan." 
"Faktor kondisi fisik 
sudah kurang 
memungkinkan lagi 
untuk bekerja di laut 
(Nelayan)." 
"Saya belum punya 
perahu milik sendiri, 
perahu pinjaman dari 
orang lain untuk 
kegiatan memancing." 
 
To fulfil household 
supplementary need. 
To be able to have 
savings. To be able to 
pay/repay loan. To be 
able to have a more 
stable income stream 
and more profitable 
than fishing. 
Health: My physical 
condition is no longer 
support working in the 
sea. 
Asset ownership: I do 
"[Kebutuhan 
tambahan] sebab 
mancing di laut 
saat ini  kadang 
hanya untuk 
kebutuhan sehari-
hari saja." 
"[Menabung] sebab 
dengan modal 
pinjaman perahu ini 
kadang tidak ada 
lebihan." 
"[Membayar 
hutang] sebab 
melaut sudah 
kurang produktif 
sebab umur, dan 
pendapatan di laut 
saat ini sangat 
tidak 
memungkinkan dan 
tidak menentu." 
 
Supplementary 
needs: Fishing can 
only cover daily 
basic needs. 
Savings: There is 
no cash left for 
saving because I 
have to pay boat 
rent. 
Loan repayment: 
My fishing activity 
is not as productive 
as before because 
of my age, and 
"[Kebutuhan dasar] 
sebab paling tidak 
sekali saya 
memancing bisa 
untuk memenuhi 
kebutuhan keluarga 
untuk dimakan 
saja." 
 
Basic needs: 
Fishing could only 
cover the 
household basic 
needs such as for 
consumption. 
Y
E
S
 
Y
E
S
 "Lebih banyak 
penghasilan dari tukang 
kayu jika permintaan 
banyak atau lancar." 
"Faktor keselamatan 
saat di laut ketika umur 
sudah tua tidak bisa 
diandalkan lagi." 
"Usia sudah semakin 
tua, fisik sudah 
berkurang tidak 
memungkinkan lagi 
untuk lebih banyak 
aktifitas sehari-hari di 
laut." 
 
Lucrativeness: I can get 
more income from 
carpentry during high job 
order. 
Risk averse: Due to 
safety reasons when my 
age (fitness) does not 
allow regular fishing trips 
(compared to the past). 
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not have m own 
fishing boat, I still rent 
my boat from other 
person for fishing. 
these days 
income/harvest 
from fishing is not 
stable and too low 
to cover these 
costs. 
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16   
C
ro
p
 f
a
rm
in
g
 NO "Membantu keluarga 
saat ada waktu luang 
untuk pekerjaan di 
kebun." 
 
Social/family reason: 
To help the work of 
relatives when there 
is a spare time to 
work in the crop farm. 
    
Y
E
S
 
N
O
 "Untuk saat ini hasil dair 
melaut lebih dominan 
dari kegiatan lain di 
darat." 
"Pengetahuan saya 
hanya untuk sebagai 
nelayan dan pekerjaan 
lain belum ada 
keterampilan." 
 
Skills/knowledge 
reasons: A this time I 
can only do fishing, and 
I do not have other 
skills/experience for 
another job. 
Profit/income reason: At 
this time I am relying my 
income only from 
fishing. 
 
The respondent does 
not want to spend more 
effort on other job other 
than fishing. Unless that 
there is another 
skills/experience that he 
can do to  do 
supplementary work. 
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18 Tree/wood 
cutter 
  YES "Penuhi kebutuhan 
dasar." "Penuhi 
kebutuhan 
tambahan.""Agar bisa 
punya 
tabungan.""Pendapat
an yang lebih stabil 
dari pada nelayan." 
 
To fulfil: Household 
basic and 
supplementary needs. 
To be able to have 
savings. 
To have a more 
stable/predictable 
income stream. 
"Melaut biasanya 
mendapatkan hasil 
dalam 1 hari. Tiga 
hari kemudian tidak 
ada hasil." 
"Menabung hanya 
bisa mengandalkan 
dari pekerjaan 
tambahan saya." 
"Penghasilan saya 
saat ini lebih di 
dominasi dari 
pekerja gergaji 
mesin." 
 
Supplementary 
needs: Usualy in 
the first day I could 
get a catch, but 
then no (saleable) 
catch in the next 
three days. 
Savings: I can only 
save if I do 
supplementary 
work. 
Profitability/lucrativ
eness: At these 
time, the income 
stream from wood 
cutting is higher 
(than fishing). 
Household basic 
needs Y
E
S
 
Y
E
S
 "I cannot abandon my 
alternative job (because 
income)." 
"And fihsing has been a 
passion/hobby." 
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  Q20 Q21 Q22 Q23 Q24 Q25 
In
te
rv
ie
w
 n
o
. 
Reason for not 
engaging/not wanting 
to engage in the 
additional job 
Involvement of 
household members in 
the additional job 
The factors that enable 
the respondent to do 
the additional job 
The factors that 
prevent the 
respondent from doing 
the additional job 
Factors perceived to 
be the most 
essential/critical to 
enable the respondent 
to run the job 
Reason for choosing the job 
1     "Tambahan 
[pendapatan untuk] 
pemenuhan 
[kebutuhan] 
keluarga." 
 
Profitability Additional 
income to fulfil 
household needs. 
    "Jika seandainya sudah ada 
sampingan (tambahan) 
(buka kios mini) saya akan 
lebih bekerja untuk usaha 
ini." 
"Selain alasan penghasilan 
juga resiko kurang." 
 
Profit reason: Respondent 
perceives that running a 
small kiosk would provide a 
reasonable income and, 
thus, he can spend more 
effort for the job. 
Low risk: Running a kiosk is  
also a less-riskier job 
compared to fishing. 
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  Q20 Q21 Q22 Q23 Q24 Q25 
In
te
rv
ie
w
 n
o
. 
Reason for not 
engaging/not wanting 
to engage in the 
additional job 
Involvement of 
household members in 
the additional job 
The factors that enable 
the respondent to do 
the additional job 
The factors that 
prevent the 
respondent from doing 
the additional job 
Factors perceived to 
be the most 
essential/critical to 
enable the respondent 
to run the job 
Reason for choosing the job 
2   Not involved 
 
"Anak sekolah dan 
sebagian juga sudah 
tidak tinggal di rumah" 
 
Some of my children is 
attending school and 
some already work 
outside the island. 
"Saya punya 
pengalaman kerja jadi 
peternak dan pencari 
materal batu sudah 
lama." 
"Selain dari melaut 
saya harus punya 
keterampilan lainnya 
di darat." 
"Tambah ekonomi 
keluarga… sebagian 
untuk membayar 
pinjaman atau hutang 
dari bank." 
 
Learnable: I have the 
experience working as 
livestock farmer and 
rock gatherer for 
construction from past 
work. 
Economically 
lucrative: I got 
additional income 
from relatives that can 
be used to repay 
credit to the bank. 
  "[Saat] pendapatan 
hasil lebih besar saat 
waktu tertentu dan 
saat tidak bisa melaut 
karena cuaca buruk." 
 
Profitability and bad 
weather season: The 
respondent perceives 
that higher revenue, 
at certain times, from 
additional job, 
combined with bad 
weather preventing 
fishing. 
"Bisa dapatkan hasil yang 
lebih untuk tambahan 
ekonomi keluarga." 
"Punya kemampuan/skill 
untuk melakukan pekerjaan 
ini." 
"Resiko semakin kecil dan 
bisa dikatakan tidak ada 
resiko 
keselamatan/kesehatan." 
 
Profit reason: Being able to 
provide additional income 
to the household. 
Skills reason: Possessing 
the skills/capacibility to do 
the job. 
Low-risk reason: Health and 
safety risk that are 
considerably smaller (than 
fishing) or not any.  
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3   Not involved 
 
"Saya melakukan 
pekerjaan sampingan 
ini sebagai kuli 
bangunan dan 
berkebun." 
 
Respondent stresses 
that he is the only 
person in the 
household that can do 
type of the additional 
job.  
"Saya yakin bisa 
mengerjakan 
pekerjaan ini." 
"Saya sudah biasa 
melakukan aktifitas 
ini." 
"… untuk bisa 
mendapatkan biaya 
tmabahan keluarga." 
 
Learnable & 
economically 
lucrative: Respondent 
has the confidence 
and has been regularly 
conducting the 
activity, and is being 
motivated by the need 
to fulfil household 
supplementary needs. 
    "Saya punya keterampilan 
khusus, [sehingga] 
pekerjaan lebih ringan 
dikerjakan." 
 
Skills: Respondent thinks 
that the has specific skills 
(in doing the 
supplementary work) so 
that it makes the work 
relatively easier than 
fishing. 
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Reason for choosing the job 
4   Not involved 
 
"Pekerjaan tambahan 
saya hanya sebagai 
kuli banugan saja." 
 
Respopndent stresses 
that only the 
respndent himself in 
the household that 
can work as 
construction labor. 
"Saya sudah 
berpengalaman dalam 
hal (pekerjaan) ini." 
"Saya masih bisa 
mengandalkan 
kemampuan dan 
tenaga saya." 
 
Learnable: I have the 
experience in the job. I 
have the skills and the 
physical ability to to 
the job. 
  "Pengalaman saya 
sudah bisa dipercaya 
(oleh atasan)." 
"Tenaga masih 
memungkinkan untuk 
pekerjaan sebagai kuli 
bangunan." 
 
The person hiring me 
give me the trust to do 
the job based on my 
experience. 
My current physical 
capacity still allows 
me to work as 
construction labor. 
"Tidak ada pilihan 
pekerjaan lain yang lebih 
produktif dan bisa 
menghasilkan selain dari 
pekerjaan saya ini." 
 
Job availability: I do not 
have any other option of 
[additonal] job, where I can 
be productive and can 
generat income, other than 
being a construction labor. 
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5   Not involved 
 
"Sebab tidak 
memerlukan bantuan 
tenaga lain." 
 
Because the type of 
work does not requre 
additional labor. 
"Saya bisa 
mempelajari 
pekerjaan ini sebab 
ada pengalaman." 
"Selain tidak 
memerlukan tenaga, 
juga tidak berisiko." 
"Ada lahan 
peternakan tersedia 
yang bisa saya 
manfaatkan." 
 
Learnable: I have the 
experience, wher I  
was able to learn the 
job. 
Feasible and low risk: 
The work is effortless, 
and there is no risk." 
  "Pekerjaan  yang 
sudah menjadi 
warisan dan harta 
titipan dari orang tua." 
"Lahan peternakan 
lebih baik saya 
manfaatkan daripada 
tidak dipergunakan." 
 
Cultural/tradition: I 
was trusted by my 
parents to continue 
the job and make use 
of the farm land." 
physical/natural asset: 
It is better to make 
use of the farm land 
than abandoning it. 
"[Keuangan] … sebab 
keuntungan lebih besar 
dari hasil 1 ekor penjualan 
ternak sapi (dibanding 
melaut)." 
"Ternak sapi adalah satu-
satunya pilihan lain yang 
paling memungkinkan 
untuk mendapatkan 
keuntungan lebih besar 
dari pada melaut." 
 
Profitability: Because the 
profit I get from selling 
cattle is higher than from 
fishing. 
Job availability & 
profitability: Cattle farming 
was considered as the only 
possible alternative job 
that can give higher profit 
than fishing. 
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6   Not involved. 
 
"Bercerai dengan istri 
sebab ditinggalkan 
istri. Saya hidup / 
tinggal sendiri di 
rumah." 
 
Because there is only 
me in the household 
after I divorced with 
my wife. 
"Saya harus punya 
pekerjaan sampingan 
yang lebih produktif." 
"Saya punya 
pengalaman." 
"Ada lahan tersedia 
untuk kandang dan 
lahan ternak." 
 
Productive job 
compared to fishing: I 
have to have a more 
productive work 
[compared to fishing. 
Experience: I have the 
experience to do this. 
physical/natural asset: 
There is a land 
available for goat pen 
and grazing field. 
  "Ada lahan 
peternakan saya yang 
sudah siap untuk di 
manfaatkan." 
 
physical/natural asset: 
I can use a land area 
that is ready to use for 
goat farming. 
"Lebih banyak hasil yang 
diperolah dari[pada] hasil 
melaut." 
"Menjual satu ekor 
kambing sudah bisa 
menunjang kehidupan atau 
kebutuhan sehari-hari 
selama satu bulan ke 
depan, meskipun istirahat 
untuk memancing ikan." 
 
Productivity: There is more  
benefits (profit) compared 
to fishing. By selling one 
goat, the household daily 
needs can be covered for 
about one month, with 
having a break from fishing. 
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7   Not involved 
 
"Sebab menurut saya 
pekerjaan ini tidak 
begitu membutuhkan 
atau menguras banyak 
tenaga." 
 
This job (cattle 
farming) does not 
require a lot of 
physical effort or have 
to be done by several 
people. 
"Saya memulai 
pekerjaan ini jauh 
sejak lama dan saya 
paham pekerjaan ini." 
"Ada lahan 
peternakan saya 
sudah tersedia." 
 
Experience: I have 
been working on 
cattle farming for a 
long time and I know 
very well how to do it. 
physical/natural asset: 
There is a land 
available for cattle 
farming for me. 
  "Lahan yang sudah 
tersedia lebih baik 
saya manfaatkan 
untuk pekerjaan ini." 
 
Physical/natural asset: 
It is better for me to 
make use of the land 
(for cattle farming). 
"Hasil dari penjualan satu 
ekor sapi bisa menunjang 
kebutuhan tambahan 
keluarga." 
"Penghasilan jauh lebih 
cepat meningkat dan 
berkembang [dibanding 
dengan melaut]." 
 
Profitability: The income 
from the sale of one cattle 
can support the 
supplementary needs of my 
family. 
The income (from cattle 
farming) gain can be higher 
(than fishing). 
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8   Not involved 
 
"Sebab anak sekolah." 
 
Because my children 
have to go to school. 
"Seandainya ada 
modal usaha saya 
akan bisa menambah 
usaha seperti 
beternak." 
"Saya pernah 
memelihara ternak 
milik orang lain." 
 
Financial asset: If cash 
capital is available that 
I can have an 
additional job such as 
livestcok farming. 
Experience: I have 
experience in the past 
working managing 
other person's cattle. 
  "Pernah ada 
pengalaman." 
 
Past experience 
"Mungkin dengan beternak 
sapi saya bisa dapatkan 
hasil (pendapatan) yang 
lebih besar." 
"Tidak ada resiko pekerjaan 
yang bisa mengancam 
keselaman." 
 
Profitability: Maybe if I do 
cattle farming I can get 
more income [than fishing]. 
Risk: [In cattle farming], 
there is no safety risk. 
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9   Not involved 
 
"Anggota keluarga 
punya kegiatan atau 
kesibukan pekerjaan 
masing-masing." 
 
Household members 
working in another job 
already. 
"Tersedianya lahan 
kebun milik saya 
untuk dimanfaatkan." 
"Sejak dulu saya  
sebagai nelayan sudah 
menekuni kegiatan 
sampingan ini." 
 
physical/natural asset: 
I owned a patch of 
land that I can use (for 
crop farming). 
Experience: 
Throughout my fishing 
career, I have been 
doing cassava farming 
as a supplementary 
work  in the land that I 
owned myself. 
  "[Pengalaman dan 
aset] sebab saya 
sudah lama 
melakukanya serta … 
tersedianya lahan" 
"[Aset] ada 
penghasilan tambahan 
dari berkebun ini." 
 
Experience, asset, and 
profitability: The 
respondent thinks that 
given that he owned 
the cassava farming 
land area himself, he 
can get a (relatively 
better) supplementary 
income. Plus, give that 
he has done it for 
years. 
"Selain tidak beresiko saya 
punya kebiasaan dan 
keahlian untuk bidang 
usaha perkebunan ini." 
 
Low risk and feasibility: 
Because there is no risk and 
I am accustomised and 
skilled on crop farming. 
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10     "Lahan tersedia 
sekitar kurang lebih 1 
hektar." 
"Istri/anak-anak saya 
pasti bisa mendukung 
membantu pekerjaan 
saya." 
"Pada istirahat melaut 
harus ada pekerjaan 
tambahan." 
 
physical/natural asset: 
There is a land area of 
about one hectare 
that I can use. 
Social asset: My wife 
and childre would be 
able to help my work. 
Financial reason: 
During times when I 
am not going to sea, I 
need an additional 
income. 
  "Ada anggota keluarga 
yang selalu siap 
membantu aktifitas 
saya." 
 
Social asset: I have 
family members that 
would we ready to 
help my work. 
"Sebab kurangnya resiko 
pekerjaan dan tidak 
membutuhkan banyak 
modal." 
 
Low risk of health and 
safety and  financially: 
Because the working 
(health) risk is low, and the 
cash capital needed is also 
low. 
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11   Not involved 
 
"Semua pekerjaan 
sampingan selama ini 
selalu saya kerjakan 
sendiri.æ 
 
All of the 
supplementary job 
that I am doing is 
always done by 
myself. 
"Saya bisa 
mempelajari 
pekerjaan ini dari kuli 
dan akhirnya saya 
punya pengalaman di 
bidang pertukangan." 
"Saya memiliki 
keterampilan dari 
pengalaman (kerja)." 
"Tersedianya  lahan 
untuk usaha kebun 
dan ternak." 
 
Learnable & past 
experience: I can learn 
this job, since I begin 
as a 'kuli' (informal 
construction worker) 
until know I can do 
carpentry.  
physical/natural asset: 
There is a land area 
that I can use for crop 
farming and livestock 
farming. 
  "Hanya mengandalkan 
pengalaman dan bisa 
menjamin suksesnya 
kegiatan saya." 
"Keterampilan saya di 
bidang pertukangan 
kayu." 
"Tersedia lahan usaha 
untuk menana 
tanaman jangka 
panjang dan pendek." 
 
Having past working 
experience. 
Having the skills 
needed 
The availability of 
physical/natural asset. 
"Lebih banyak penghasilan 
di darat atau melalui 
berkebun." 
"Tidak membutuhkan lebih 
banyak tenaga 
(dibandingkan melaut)." 
"Jenis pekerjaan tersebut 
sudah tekuni sejak lama.' 
"Keterampilan saya." 
"Alasan resiko di laut lebih 
banyak sehingga saya harus 
bisa memulai usaha lain di 
darat selain melaut." 
 
Profitability of non-fishing: I 
can income  from land-
based jobs relatively higher 
than fishing." 
Feasibility/efficiency: The 
[supplementary] work does 
not requre more effort 
than fishing. 
Suitability: I have the skills 
[required]. 
RIsk aversion: The working 
risk during fishing is far 
higher than these 
[supplementary] work. 
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12   Not involved "Sudah sejak lama 
saya menggeluti 
bidang pekerjaan ini." 
"Ada pengalaman." 
"Ada teman bukan 
keluarga tapi selalu 
siap membantu saya." 
 
Experience: I have 
been doing this for a 
long time. I have the 
experience. 
Social asset: I have a 
working partner that 
always ready to help 
me. 
  "Hanya mengandalkan 
pengalaman saja." 
 
I just rely on my 
working experience. 
"Untuk tambahan 
kebutuhan hidup sehari-
hari untuk keluarga." 
"Saya punya pengalaman 
yang cukup lama." 
 
Profitability: It can give 
additional income to 
support daily household 
needs. 
Learnability: I have the 
skilss from past experience. 
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13   Not involved 
 
"Anak-anak saya 
masih sekolah dan 
pekerjaan saya tidak 
membutuhkan banyak 
tenaga dan bisa 
dilakukan sendiri." 
 
My children are 
school-age and the 
work does not require 
lots of labor and I can 
do it myself. 
"Ada kebun dan 
ternak yang bisa saya 
buat tambah usaha." 
"Sebagai tukang batu 
saya punya 
keterampilan khusus." 
 
Physical/natural asset: 
I have the land that I 
can use for crop 
farming and livestock 
that I can raise. 
Skills: I have the 
particular skills that I 
required to 
mould/make bricks." 
Physical asset: I can 
get the raw materials 
to make the bricks by 
taking or buy the 
sand. 
  "Ada lahan 
perkebunan yang bisa 
saya kelola untuk 
tanaman jangka 
panjang." 
"Bisa saya mudah 
dapatkan bahan baku 
denga model sedikit." 
 
The physical/natural 
asset: I have the crop 
farming area that I can 
use. 
I can easily get raw 
materials will a 
relatively minimal 
cash capital. 
"Pekerjaan sampingan saya 
biasanya jauh lebih berhasil 
dari melaut." 
"Saya hanya bisa ahli di 
bidang usaha ini." 
Selain alasan penghasilan 
juga resiko kurang jika 
melakuan aktifitas ini." 
"Ada bibit tersedia di kokasi 
untuk tanaman jangka 
panjang." 
 
Profitability: Usually, from 
my supplementary works, I 
can get more income than 
fishing. 
Risk averse: The risk is 
lower compared to fishing. 
Physical/natural asset: The 
seeds from my long-term 
crops are available locally. 
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14   No involvement in 
respondent own job. 
However, other 
household member is 
working. 
 
"Sebab tidak 
memerlukan bantuan 
tenaga lain. Istri saya 
kebetulan menjual 
dagangan ke pasar-
pasar." 
 
Because the type of 
work (that I do) does 
not requre additional 
labor. At the same 
time, my wife is 
working distributing 
foods/goods to local 
market 
"Saya bisa 
mempelajari 
pekerjaan ini (supir 
truk)" 
"Saya memiliki 
keahlian (menyupir)  
sebab pengalaman 
kerja sebelumnya." 
 
Learnability: I could 
learn how to do it 
(truck driving) and my 
skill develops from my 
working experience. 
  "Sebelum terjadi 
kecelakaan, saya bisa 
diterima karena alasan 
pengalaman kerja 
saya." 
 
Past working 
experience: I got 
employed because my 
past working 
experience. 
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15   Not involved 
 
"Anak-anak sudah 
berkeluarga sudah 
punya tanggungan dan 
aktifitas masing-
masing." 
 
My children are all 
married, and have 
their own familty to 
take care of, and their 
own job/work. 
"Sudah sejak 20  tahun 
terakhir saya bekerja 
sebagai tukang 
perahu." 
"Saya bermodalkan 
pengalaman saya 
dalam bidang 
pekerjaan ini." 
"Ada banyak bahan 
baku yang bisa saya 
dapat kemudian untuk 
dibangun jadi perahu." 
"Pekerjaan sebagai 
tukang perahu ini saya 
selalu kerjakan sendiri, 
membuat perahu kecil 
untuk mesin 
katinting." 
 
Past working 
experience: I have 
been working is a boat 
builder (carpenter) in 
the last 20 years. I rely 
on my own experience 
(self learning, 
trial/error) to run this 
work. 
Physical/natural asset: 
I can find the raw 
materials locally to 
build the boat. 
  
  "Saya mengandalkan 
pengalaman saja." 
 
Self-
learning/experience: I 
rely on my own 
experience.  
"Lebih dominan 
penghasilan jadi tukang 
perahu dari pekerjaan 
nelayan." 
Ada bakat yang 
memungkinkan pekerjaan 
ini." 
"Umur sudah tua saya lebih 
memilih banyak bekerja di 
darat." 
"Untuk menambah 
penghasilan keluarga di 
rumah. Cari modal untuk 
bisa kemudia membuka 
usaha lain selain jadi 
tukang perahu." 
 
Profitability: The 
respondent thinks that the 
income from 
carpentry/boat building is 
becoming more profitable 
than fishing. Particularly for 
fulfilling supplementary 
household needs. 
Talent: He also sees that 
there is talent that allows 
him to do this job. 
Health/fitness: Due to age 
and fitness, he prefers 
more on land-based 
activity. 
Plans of business 
development: Respondendt 
is planning on getting cash 
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capital to improve his 
carpenty/boat building 
business. 
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16       "Saat ini saya 
terkendala waktu, 
kesempatan terlalu 
sedikit untuk 
melakukan aktiitas 
lain. Sebab operasi 
bagan perahu 
memerlukan waktu 
yang lama, berangkat 
siang hari dan kembali 
pada pagi hari, waktu 
istirahat sangat 
sedikit." 
 
Availability of working 
time: At this stage, 
time is my constraint. I 
have less time to do 
other work because 
squid fishing is already 
take most of my time. 
I have little spare 
working time. 
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Reason for not 
engaging/not wanting 
to engage in the 
additional job 
Involvement of 
household members in 
the additional job 
The factors that enable 
the respondent to do 
the additional job 
The factors that 
prevent the 
respondent from doing 
the additional job 
Factors perceived to 
be the most 
essential/critical to 
enable the respondent 
to run the job 
Reason for choosing the job 
17 "Saya tidak banyak 
tahu tentang 
pekerjaan lain di 
darat." 
"Kondisi keadaan 
lokasi saya hanya 
berpotensi untuk 
penghasilan di laut. 
Tidak ada yang bisa 
saya kerjakan selain 
profesi saya sebagai 
nelayan." 
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Reason for not 
engaging/not wanting 
to engage in the 
additional job 
Involvement of 
household members in 
the additional job 
The factors that enable 
the respondent to do 
the additional job 
The factors that 
prevent the 
respondent from doing 
the additional job 
Factors perceived to 
be the most 
essential/critical to 
enable the respondent 
to run the job 
Reason for choosing the job 
18   "Keluarga teman 
tetangga." 
 
"Bekerja sebagai 
pemotong kayu 
dengan mesin ini 
harus ada yang 
membantu, minimal 
satu orang, tidak bisa 
dikerjakan sendirian." 
 
Relatives, neighbours, 
friends. 
 
The supplementary 
work needs to be 
done by two person at 
least. 
"Pekerjaan ini sudah 
saya kerjakan sejak 10 
tahun terakhir." 
"Saya ahli dan 
dipercaya (oleh 
pelanggan) karena 
sudah ada 
pengalaman." 
"Keluarga dan teman 
selalu siap membantu 
saya." 
"Saya juga bisa 
mendapatkan bahan 
baku dari hasil 
memotong kayu atau 
pohon untuk 
keperluan lain jika ada 
sisa." 
 
Experience: I have 
been working on this 
job for about ten 
years. 
Skills and trust: I have 
the skills, which makes 
me being trusted (by 
the customers). 
Social capital: I have 
relatives and friends 
  "Pekerjaan saya sudah 
saya geluti sejak 
kurang lebih 10 tahun 
lalu." 
"Pekerjaan ini sudah 
menjadi kebiasaan 
saya terutama saat 
penghasilan dari laut 
kurang." 
"Ada orang atau 
keluarga yang siap 
membantu." 
 
Experience: Ten years 
of experience. 
Profitability: Income 
buffer during bad 
fishing season 
Labor support: From 
friends or relatives. 
"Hasil yang sedikit lebih 
besar dari melaut, biasanya 
dapat kerjaan tiga kali 
dalam sebulan." 
"Saya (telah) bisa pelajari 
pekerjaan ini." 
"Kurangnya modal untuk 
membangun usaha lain 
selain tukang gergaji mesin 
ini." 
 
Profitability: The income 
from this job can be slightly 
higher than fishing.  
Stable income stream: I can 
have, in average, three job 
orders in a month. 
Learnability: I have been 
able to learn this job. 
Financial feasibility: My 
cash capital is limited so 
that I can only start this 
wood cutting job. 
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engaging/not wanting 
to engage in the 
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Involvement of 
household members in 
the additional job 
The factors that enable 
the respondent to do 
the additional job 
The factors that 
prevent the 
respondent from doing 
the additional job 
Factors perceived to 
be the most 
essential/critical to 
enable the respondent 
to run the job 
Reason for choosing the job 
that always ready to 
help me do the job. 
Physical asset: I can 
have wood scraps that 
I can make use of for 
other work. 
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Loan 
frequency 
Reason for taking a loan Reason for not taking a loan Creditors/Lenders 
1 NO NO     "Tidak mau dipermalukan hanya karena 
menghutang dari orang lain atau pihak 
lainnya." 
"Tidak yakin akan bisa melunasi 
pinjaman hutang." 
 
Socio-cultural: Respondent do not want 
to be shamed by other people because 
of owning a money to someone. 
Risk aversion: Respondent does not sure 
whether he would be able to clear the 
loan if he took a loan. 
  
2 YES   Once a year "Kebutuhan operasional Nelayan 
termasuk untuk menyediakan bahan 
bakar dan peralatan perlengkapan 
lain-lain-nya." 
"Membayar biaya sekolah anak-
anak." 
 
To cover fishing operational needs 
such as fuel and other 
supplies/equipments. 
To pay schooling needs of my 
children. 
  Bank - Bank Rakyat 
Indonesia (BRI) 
Cooperatives 
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Loan 
frequency 
Reason for taking a loan Reason for not taking a loan Creditors/Lenders 
3 YES   Once every 
two year 
"Saya biasanya melakukan pinjaman 
dalam bentuk uang untuk kebutuhan 
tambahan keluarga saya." 
 
I usually took cash loan to cover 
supplementary household needs. 
  Relatives - Siblings, 
cousins, and other 
relative. 
4 YES   Once every 
two year 
"… untuk [memenuhi] kebutuhan atau 
keperluan tambahan keluarga saya." 
 
To fulfil additional household needs. 
  Relatives - Siblings, 
extended family 
members. 
5 NO YES     "[Keuangan] … sebab kondisi keuangan 
masih bisa memenuhi kebutuhan dasar 
dan tambahan keluarga." 
"[Mungkin akan meminjam] hanya di saat 
kondisi mendadak (darurat) dan tidak 
ada pilihan lain selain meminjam." 
"[Namun] belum ada kebutuhan 
mendesak sampai saat ini, saya tidak 
akan menerima (mengambil) pinjaman 
selagi masih terpenuhi kebutuhan 
ekonomi keluarga." 
 
Financial sufficiency: The household 
income condition is still capable to fulfil 
both basic and supplementary household 
needs. Loan taking may be taken in 
future only in financial emergency and 
there is no alternative source of funds - 
however, this has not yet occured. 
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Loan 
frequency 
Reason for taking a loan Reason for not taking a loan Creditors/Lenders 
6 YES   Once a year "Kebutuhan atau biaya sekolah anak." 
"Kebutuhan renovasi rumah." 
 
Schooling: To cover children's 
schooling needs. 
Housing: To cover house renovation 
costs. 
  Bank - Bank Rakyat 
Indonesia (BRI) 
7 NO NO     "Saya bisa mengandalkan hasil dari 
peternakan saya selain dari profesi saya 
sebagai nelayan tradisional." 
 
Financial sufficiency from fishing and 
cattle farming: [So far] I can rely on the 
income from cattle farming and traditional 
fishing. 
  
8 NO YES   "Saat keuangan bermasalah." 
 
In case of the household is in deficit. 
"Saya mengandalkan penghasilan saya 
hanya sebagai nelayan untuk tidak 
menerima pinjaman." 
"Tidak mau ada beban atau hutang 
dalam keluarga tidak yakin akan bisa 
melunasi  hutang-hutang kemudian." 
 
Financial sufficiency: So far I can rely on 
fishing as for my financial needs  so that I 
don't have to take loans. 
Risk averse: I don't want to add the 
burden in my family because of debt and 
I am not sure if I would be able to clear 
the debt." 
Relatives 
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Loan 
frequency 
Reason for taking a loan Reason for not taking a loan Creditors/Lenders 
9 NO NO     "Tidak mau ada beban pinjaman dari 
pihak manapun. Tidak yakin misalnya 
saat waktu/masa pengembalian 
angsuran atau pelunasan hutang." 
 
Risk averse: I don't to have the debt 
burden from any lender. I am not sure 
whether (I could pay the repayment) 
during the repayment due date.  
  
10 YES   Once a year 
 
"Saat 
keadaan 
mendesak 
tidak ada 
pilihan." 
 
Only when 
there is no 
other option 
(other than 
taking a 
loan). 
"Untuk keperluan biaya sekolah anak-
anak." 
 
Schooling: For my children's schooling 
costs. 
  Bank 
 
"Sebab bisa dengan 
mudah mengakses 
pinjaman uang." 
 
Because I find it easy 
to obtain the loan. 
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Loan 
frequency 
Reason for taking a loan Reason for not taking a loan Creditors/Lenders 
11 YES   Once a year "[Pemenuhan kebutuhan dasar] sebab 
kadang hasil dari satu jenis usaha 
saja tidak akan mencukupi." 
"[Pemenuhan kebutuhan barang 
tahan lama] seperti membeli barang 
atau keperluan atau alat-alat rumah 
tangga." 
"Untuk biaya menyekolahkan anak, 
[khususnya] disaat kurang atau tidak 
ada penghasilan." 
 
To fulfil basic needs: Because 
sometime the income from one typr of 
work is not enough. 
To fulfil durable goods: To buy 
household equipments or goods. 
To cover schooling costs: Particulary 
when the income is not sufficient or 
there is no income. 
  Programme - PNPM 
Desa 
12 YES   Once a year "Untuk perbaikan kerusakan perahu 
atau bagang." 
 
Fishing operational needs: To fix 
damage on my fishing boat. 
  Bank - Bank Rakyat 
Indonesia (BRI) 
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Loan 
frequency 
Reason for taking a loan Reason for not taking a loan Creditors/Lenders 
13 YES   Once a year "Untuk tambahan modal usaha seperti 
peralatan, percetakan, biaya 
operasional, dan lain-lain." 
 
Work tool/equipment/utility/operational 
costs 
  "…dana bergulir 
desa" 
 
Village revolving fund 
14 YES   Once a year "Biasanya saya mengambil pinjaman 
uang untuk keperluan atau biaya 
operasional… di laut atau untuk 
menambal alat tangkap." 
"Pinjama saya lakukan pada saat 
tidak ada lagi pekerjaan 
tambahan/sampingan." 
 
Fishing operational and 
gears/supplies needs: Usually I use 
the loan to cover fishing operational 
needs or to fix fishing gears. 
Job insecurity: I took loan when there 
is no additional income from other 
work. 
  Programme - PNPM 
Desa 
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Loan 
frequency 
Reason for taking a loan Reason for not taking a loan Creditors/Lenders 
15 YES   Once a year "Kadang sama sekali tidak ada hasil 
dari laut untuk penuhi kebutuhan 
keluarga." 
"Kebutuhan peralatan tukang kayu." 
"Sebagian untuk membeli obat-obatan 
dan alat rumah tangga lainnya." 
"Menerima pinjaman lain biasa saya 
lakukan untuk menutupi pinjaman lain, 
karena penghasilan tidak lagi 
menentu/pekerjaan tidak tetap." 
 
Fulfil basic needs: Fishing income 
sometimes no longer be able to fulfil 
basic family needs. 
Buy household goods: To buy 
medicines and household 
equipments. 
Buy supplies and equipments in 
supplementary job: To cover 
carpentry needs. 
Cover existing debt: Particularly when 
the income stream is very low and 
unstable. 
  Bank - Bank Rakyat 
Indonesia (BRI) 
Cooperatives 
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Loan 
frequency 
Reason for taking a loan Reason for not taking a loan Creditors/Lenders 
16 YES   Each fishing 
trip. 
Almost in a 
regular 
basis. 
"Bukan dalam bentuk uang tapi dalam 
bentuk barang (bahan bakar)." 
 
Asset loan/borrowing: I was not 
borrowing money, but borrowing 
goods, which is fuel (fishing 
operation). 
  Friend 
17 NO NO     "Paling tidak dari hasil laut yang saya 
kerjakan ini bisa nuntuk memenuhi 
kebutuhan keluarga sehari-hari." 
"Saya sepertinya tidak bisa 
mengandalkan penghasilan saya 
sebagai nelayan untuk melunasi hutang 
[jika ada]." 
"Saya tidak mau ada pinjaman dari pihak 
manapun." 
 
Sufficieny: From my current job as a 
fishermen, I can have enough income to 
cover regular houshold needs. 
Risk averse: I am not sure whether I 
would be able to repay any loan give with 
my current income state. 
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Loan 
frequency 
Reason for taking a loan Reason for not taking a loan Creditors/Lenders 
18 NO NO     "Saya tidak bisa melakukan pinjaman 
dalam bentuk apapun dengan alasan 
tidak ada persetujuan atau kesepakatan 
dengan istri dan keluarga." 
 
Social/family: I never take loans because 
my wife and relatives are against loan 
taking. 
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The credit arrangement(s), and the 
perceived fairness of the credit 
arrangement 
Source of funding, 
income allocation for 
loan repayment 
Forms of 
collateral, and the 
penalty for 
outstanding debt 
Financial management 
in case of overdue or 
owing loan repayment 
Coping strategy to address 
debt or overdue repayment 
owing 
2 "Total pinjaman saya senilai 30 Juta, 
bunga per bulan sebesar 150 ribu, 
harus membayar 10 juta dalam waktu 
setahun." 
"… angsuran dilakukan setiap sebulan, 
selama tiga tahun." 
"[Termasuk] adil [sebab] bunga rendah, 
pengembalian pembayaran melalui 
rekening, tidak harus mendatangi pihak 
bank untuk mengansur pinjaman." 
 
Respondent provided example from his 
recent loan from BRI: My loan principal 
was IDR 30 million, the monthly interest 
rate is IDR 150.000, the repayment 
period is three years, [therefore] there 
should be IDR 10 million that I have to 
amortize each year. 
 
Respondent considered that the credit 
arrangement is fair given the interest 
rate that is low, and practicability of 
loan repayment through direct debit 
from account and [therefore] there is no 
need of coming to the branch office. 
"Uang dari total 
pendapatan dari 
semua pekerjaan di 
rumah." 
 
From the total income 
from all household 
income generating 
activity. 
"Sertifikat tanah… 
Sangsi jaminan 
tersebut disita 
pihak bank." 
 
Respondent used 
his land 
title/certificate as a 
collatoral, which 
can be confiscated 
by the bank. 
  "Melakukan pekerjaan 
tambahan lebih giat dari 
biasanya agar tetap bisa 
membayar cicilan per 
bulannya" 
"Intinya semua pekerjaan 
selain dari melaut harus 
dioptimalkan untuk 
mendapatkan hasil lebih 
maksimal." 
 
Respondent would spend 
more effort in the 
supplementary job to 
achieve the desired income; 
instead of managing cash 
flow. 
Respondent would work 
harder than usual, both in 
fishing and alternative job, 
in order to be able to 
achieve the desired income. 
3 "Pinjaman dari keluarga sendiri tidak 
menuntut saya untuk mengembalikan 
dalam jangka waktu tertentu." 
 
Taking cash loan from family 
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The credit arrangement(s), and the 
perceived fairness of the credit 
arrangement 
Source of funding, 
income allocation for 
loan repayment 
Forms of 
collateral, and the 
penalty for 
outstanding debt 
Financial management 
in case of overdue or 
owing loan repayment 
Coping strategy to address 
debt or overdue repayment 
owing 
members/relatives does not require me 
to clear the loan on a specific 
period/time frame. 
4 "Tidak ada waktu yang ditetapkan untuk 
melunasi hutang." 
 
[By lending from my relatives] there is 
no due date to repay my loan. 
        
6 "[Ada bunga] dengan kisaran bunga 
0.4% dari pinjaman tergantung dari 
lama angsuran [yang] saya sepakati. 
"[Angsuranya] setiap bulan." 
"Adil, karena selain bisa mencicil lebih 
lama, bunga[nya] juga termasuk 
lumayan rendah." 
 
Interest: The interest rate is 0.4% of the 
collateral, depending on the repaymen 
period that I choose. The repayment  is 
monthly. 
Fair: It is fair because the total 
repayment period is considerably long 
and the interest rate is low. 
"Uang dari total 
pendapatan dari 
semua pekerjaan di 
rumah." 
 
From the total income 
from all household 
income generating 
activity. 
"[Jaminan} saya 
motor kendaraan 
roda dua." 
"Peminjam 
menyita barang 
jaminan." 
 
Collateral: 
Motorbike. 
Penalty: 
Confiscation by 
bank. 
  "Selama proses angsuran 
belum pernah ada 
tunggakan dan cicilan tetap 
lancar sampai lunas." 
 
The respondent, so far, 
always being able to do the 
repayment without any 
overdue. 
10 "Pembayaran angsuran dilakukan 
dalam satu kali perbulanya." 
"Adil karena untuk pengembalian tidak 
terlalu besar bunga yang akan 
dikembalikan. 
 
Repayment frequency: Monthly. 
"Uang dari 
pendapatan sebagai 
nelayan saja." 
 
Using only the 
income from fishing. 
"… Rumah dan 
sertifikat tanah… 
Sangsinya bank 
harus menyita 
barang jaminan." 
 
Collateral: House 
  "Saya harus mengambil 
pinjaman dari pihak 
keluarga sendiri." 
 
Taking another loan: I 
would take another loan 
from my relatives. 
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The credit arrangement(s), and the 
perceived fairness of the credit 
arrangement 
Source of funding, 
income allocation for 
loan repayment 
Forms of 
collateral, and the 
penalty for 
outstanding debt 
Financial management 
in case of overdue or 
owing loan repayment 
Coping strategy to address 
debt or overdue repayment 
owing 
Fair, because the interest rate is 
considerably low. 
and land 
titile/certificate. 
Penalty: 
Confiscation by 
bank. 
11 "Tetap ada bunga dari total pinjaman 
uang tersebut sekitar 2%." 
"Cicilan dilakukan sekali dalam 
sebulan." 
 
Interest rate: %2 of the loan principal. 
Repayment frequency: Monthly 
"Uang dari total 
pendapatan dari 
semua pekerjaan di 
rumah." 
 
From the total income 
from all household 
income generating 
activity. 
"Dalam pinjaman 
ini tidak ada 
jaminan sebagai 
perjanjian 
peminjaman." 
 
No collateral 
"Gunakan pendapatan 
untuk penuhi 
kebutuhan dasar/rutin, 
lalu gunakan SEMUA 
uang tersisa untuk 
pembayaran hutang." 
"Gunakan pendapatan 
untuk penuhi 
kebutuhan dasar/rutin, 
lalu gunakan 
SEBAGIAN uang 
tersisa untuk 
pembayaran hutang." 
"Mengandalkan 
kemampuan (bantuan) 
keluarga atau anak." 
 
Use all or some of 
remaining cash from 
income (savings), after 
spending it for 
household basic needs. 
Get financial support 
"Melaut lebih giat dari 
biasanya hingga saya bisa 
menutupi pinjaman sesuai 
dengan tenggat waktu yang 
ditetapkan." 
"Melakukan pekerjaan 
tambahan lebih giat dari 
biasanya agar  bisa 
meningkatkan penghasilan 
lagi." 
"Menjual sebagian aset 
keluarga misalnya hewan 
ternak, kambing, dan lain-
lain." 
"Saya tidak pernah dapat 
bantuan (pelunasan hutang) 
dari pihak manapun keciali 
keluarga dekat." 
 
Increase fishing effort to 
reach the desired income. 
Increase supplementary 
work effort to reach income 
level above what is regular. 
Sell familiy assets such as 
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The credit arrangement(s), and the 
perceived fairness of the credit 
arrangement 
Source of funding, 
income allocation for 
loan repayment 
Forms of 
collateral, and the 
penalty for 
outstanding debt 
Financial management 
in case of overdue or 
owing loan repayment 
Coping strategy to address 
debt or overdue repayment 
owing 
from relatives or 
children. 
livestocks. 
Obtain financial help from 
close family 
members/relatives. 
12 "Ada bunga dalam perjanjian hutang, 
sebesar 0.4% dari total pinjaman." 
"Cicilan per bulan dan termasuk adil 
sebab [bunganya] rendah." 
 
Interest rate: 0.4% of the loan principal. 
Repayment frequency: Monthly 
Considered fair: Because the interest 
rate is low. 
"Uang dari 
pendapatan sebagai 
nelayan saja." 
 
Using only the 
income from fishing. 
"Sertifikat tanah… 
Sangsi jaminan 
tersebut disita 
pihak bank." 
 
Respondent used 
his land 
title/certificate as a 
collatoral, which 
can be confiscated 
by the bank. 
"Meskipun hasil dari 
bagan saya tidak bisa 
memenuhi pembayaran 
cicilan hutang, saya 
bisa mengandalkan dari 
hasil jenis pekerjaan  
lain saya sebagai 
tukang katu dan teknisi 
mesin." 
 
Total income of all 
work: Respondent uses 
total income from 
fishing and 
supplementary work to 
fulfil household needs 
as well as loan 
repayment.  
So far the respondent 
can use additonal 
income from 
supplementary work for 
loan repayment, in case 
income from fishing is 
not enough. 
"Saya harus bisa 
mengandalkan seluruh hasil 
dari semua jenis pekerjaan 
saya selain nelayan." 
 
So far the total income 
always enables the 
respondent to not owing 
any repayment. 
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The credit arrangement(s), and the 
perceived fairness of the credit 
arrangement 
Source of funding, 
income allocation for 
loan repayment 
Forms of 
collateral, and the 
penalty for 
outstanding debt 
Financial management 
in case of overdue or 
owing loan repayment 
Coping strategy to address 
debt or overdue repayment 
owing 
13 "Ketetapan bunga berkisar 0.1% dari 
total pinjaman." 
"Pembayaran / pelunasan hutang 
dilakuan satu kali dalam sebulan." 
 
Interest rate: 0.1% of the loan principal. 
Repayment frequency: Monthly 
  
"Uang dari total 
pendapatan dari 
semua pekerjaan di 
rumah." 
"Uang hasil penjualan 
kambing dalam 
kondisi terdesak." 
 
From the total income 
from all household 
income generating 
activity. 
Asset sales profit: 
From the sales of my 
goat, iin urgent 
situation. 
No collateral, and 
no penalty 
"Gunakan seluruh hasil 
dari usaha sebagai 
nelayan dan pekerjaan 
tambahan." 
 
I would use all of the 
available income from 
fishing and 
supplementary work to 
cover the 
owing/overdue loan 
repayment cost. 
"Uang hasil penjualan 
kambing dalam kondisi 
terdesak." 
 
Asset sales profit: From the 
sales of my goat, iin urgent 
situation. 
14 "Ada bunga sekitar 0.1% dari total 
pinjaman." 
 
Interest rate: 0.1% of the loan principal. 
  
"Uang dari 
pendapatan sebagai 
nelayan saja." 
 
Using only the 
income from fishing. 
"Tidak ada 
jaminan dan tidak 
ada sangsi." 
 
There is no 
collateral and no 
penalty. 
  "Harus bisa mendapatkan 
hasil yang lebih dari usaha 
melaut." 
"Ada usaha lain dari Istri 
saya yang bisa membantu 
untuk melunasi pinjaman 
sebagai usaha kecil-kecilan 
berjualan bahan pokok di 
pasar." 
 
Increase fishing effort: I 
have to (fish more) to get 
higher harvest/income from 
fishing. 
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The credit arrangement(s), and the 
perceived fairness of the credit 
arrangement 
Source of funding, 
income allocation for 
loan repayment 
Forms of 
collateral, and the 
penalty for 
outstanding debt 
Financial management 
in case of overdue or 
owing loan repayment 
Coping strategy to address 
debt or overdue repayment 
owing 
Obtain income support from 
householf member: There is 
another source of income 
form my Wife that would be 
able to add costs for loan 
repayment form small-scale 
comestible trading in local 
market. 
15 "Jasa dari pihak bank BRI, karena dari 
jumlah pinjaman ada kesepakatan 
membayar dan bungan tetap yang 
rendah." 
"Dari pihak bank atau koperasi tetap 
ada bunga yang ditetapkan, kurang 
lebih rata-rata 0.4% dari total 
pinjaman." 
"Pembayaran ... sekali dalam sebulan, 
dengan maksimal tiga tahun 
pengangsuran." 
"Sangat adil karena menurut saya 
bunga tersebut tidak terlalu besar untuk 
pengembalian/pembayaran." 
 
Loan service from bank is the best 
option because there is an clear 
repayment agreement and low interest 
rate. The interest rate is 0.4% with 
repayment period 3 years maximum. 
The respondent considered the bank 
credit arrangement as fair. 
"Uang dari total 
pendapatan dari 
semua pekerjaan di 
rumah." 
"Uang dari pinjaman 
lain." 
"Uang bantuan 
keluarga/anggota 
masyarakat lain." 
"Terkadang saya 
harus bergantung 
dari anak saya untuk 
membantu mengatasi 
masalah hutang-
hutang ini 
 
From the total income 
from all household 
income generating 
activity. 
From other loan 
"Ada jaminan. Dan 
akan disita." 
"Jika menunggak 
ada potongan 
tersendiri." 
"Jaminan yang 
saya berikan 
berupa rumah 
saya dan 
peralatan tukang 
saya." 
 
The collaterals are 
house 
title/certificate and 
the carpentry 
equipments. 
The penalty is 
confiscation by the 
bank. 
The penalty for 
"Saya harus mencari 
alternatif lain untuk bisa 
membayar seluruh 
beban hutang, intinya 
harus mendapatkan 
uang." 
 
I would do any 
measures (from the 
sources of funds) 
available to obtain cast 
needed to fulfil the loan 
repayment cost. 
"Saya melakukan pekerjaan 
tambahan lebih giat dari 
biasanya. Selain jadi tukang 
perahu, kadang saya harus 
mencari buah kelapa yang 
hanyut untuk kemudian 
dijual untuk keperluan 
pelunasan hutang." 
 
Increase supplementary 
work effort: I have to work in 
other income generating 
activity other that carpentry, 
for example I often have to 
look for drifting coconuts to 
collect and sell. 
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The credit arrangement(s), and the 
perceived fairness of the credit 
arrangement 
Source of funding, 
income allocation for 
loan repayment 
Forms of 
collateral, and the 
penalty for 
outstanding debt 
Financial management 
in case of overdue or 
owing loan repayment 
Coping strategy to address 
debt or overdue repayment 
owing 
From financial 
support of relatives 
late payment is an 
amount of fine. 
16 "Pembayaran hutang dilakukan pada 
saat kembali dari beroperasi dari laut. 
Waktu pengembalian dalam hal ini tidak 
ditentukan." 
"Sangat adil karena pada saat tidak 
bisa melunasi pembayaran ada 
kebijakan dari pemberi pinjaman untuk 
tidak ada sanksi. 
 
Payment made after fising trip finishes. 
No loan payment due date as it is 
negotiable. 
No penalty for overdue. 
"Uang dari 
pendapatan sebagai 
nelayan saja." 
 
Using only the 
income from fishing. 
No collateral, and 
no penalty 
  "Sejauh ini saya bisa 
mendapatkan penghasilan 
yanglebih banyak untuk 
bisa bayar pinjaman barang 
tersebut." 
"Biasanya proses pinjaman 
ini dilakukan pada saat 
sebelum operasi dan 
hasilnya untuk membayar 
sebagian hutang kemudian 
meminjam kembali dan 
seterusnya." 
 
So far, I have always be 
able to return the fuel loan. 
Repayment made from by 
firstly deducting the amount 
of fish sales revenue, to 
repay fuel loan. This has 
been done in a regular 
basis. 
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Past experience in 
household deficit 
Strategy to monitor the 
household financial 
condition 
Ability to 
foresee a 
household 
deficit 
Situations signalling 
that household deficit 
or financial problem is 
drawing nearer 
Strategy to cope with 
the ongoing household 
deficit or financial 
problem 
Strategy to mitigate 
upcoming household 
deficit or financial 
problem 
1 NO   ABLE "Perubahan hasil 
tangkapan[ikan] dan 
kondisi cuaca buruk di 
laut." 
 
Change in fish catch 
Weather conditions 
undesirable to fishing. 
  "Harus lebih giat lagi 
melaut walaupun arus 
melewati keadaan cuaca 
yang kurang baik" 
 
Respondent would 
increase their fishing effort 
including when the 
weather is undesirable for 
fishing. 
2 YES   ABLE "Perubahan hasil 
tangkapan ikan [sebab] 
pengaruh keadaan 
kondisi laut/cuaca tidak 
stabil." 
 
Changes in fish catch due 
to ustable weather 
condition. 
"Melaut lebih giat lagi" 
 
Respondent would work 
in the sea harder than 
usual. 
"Mencari pekerjaan 
tambahan lainnya" 
 
Respondent would try to 
find/work on an 
alternative job. 
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Past experience in 
household deficit 
Strategy to monitor the 
household financial 
condition 
Ability to 
foresee a 
household 
deficit 
Situations signalling 
that household deficit 
or financial problem is 
drawing nearer 
Strategy to cope with 
the ongoing household 
deficit or financial 
problem 
Strategy to mitigate 
upcoming household 
deficit or financial 
problem 
4 YES   ABLE "Perubahan pendapatan 
rutin" 
"Perubahan hasil tangkap 
ikan" 
 
Changes in the household 
regular income stream. 
Changes in fish harvest. 
"Ambil pinjaman dari 
saudara." 
"Melaut lebih giat lagi." 
 
Respondent would 
wtake another loan 
form his relatives, or 
work in the sea harder 
than usual. 
"Ambil pinjaman dari 
saudara." 
"Melaut lebih giat lagi." 
"Mencari pekerjaan lain." 
 
Respondent would take 
another loan form his 
relatives. 
To work in the sea harder 
than usual. 
To find/do another 
work/job. 
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Past experience in 
household deficit 
Strategy to monitor the 
household financial 
condition 
Ability to 
foresee a 
household 
deficit 
Situations signalling 
that household deficit 
or financial problem is 
drawing nearer 
Strategy to cope with 
the ongoing household 
deficit or financial 
problem 
Strategy to mitigate 
upcoming household 
deficit or financial 
problem 
5 YES   No   "Kadang penghasilan di 
laut hasilnya pas-pasan 
untuk kebutuhan sehari-
hari dan tidak ada untuk 
tambahan keluarga." 
"Jual sebagian ternak 
sapi" 
 
The only deficit that the 
respondent had 
experienced is when the 
fishing income is lower 
than usual so that it can 
only fulfil basic needs. 
 
However if this occurs, 
the respondent can sell 
some of his cattle to 
cover household needs. 
  
6 NO "Uang hasil dari semua 
jenis pekerjaan hanya 
ditabung atau disimpan 
di rumah saya." 
 
In-house cash storage: I 
keep the cash of the 
income of all the job I do 
in my house. 
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Past experience in 
household deficit 
Strategy to monitor the 
household financial 
condition 
Ability to 
foresee a 
household 
deficit 
Situations signalling 
that household deficit 
or financial problem is 
drawing nearer 
Strategy to cope with 
the ongoing household 
deficit or financial 
problem 
Strategy to mitigate 
upcoming household 
deficit or financial 
problem 
7 NO   ABLE "Perubahan pendapatan 
rutin." 
"Perubahan hasil 
tangkapan ikan karena 
ketika musim barat 
kegiatan di laut otomatis 
akan berkurang dan lebih 
banyak menghabiskan 
waktu sebagai peternak 
sapi." 
 
Changes in regular total 
income stream. 
Changes in fish catch, 
especially during western 
monsoon that can reduce 
fishing trips and 
therefore [I will] spend 
more time as cattle 
farmer. 
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Past experience in 
household deficit 
Strategy to monitor the 
household financial 
condition 
Ability to 
foresee a 
household 
deficit 
Situations signalling 
that household deficit 
or financial problem is 
drawing nearer 
Strategy to cope with 
the ongoing household 
deficit or financial 
problem 
Strategy to mitigate 
upcoming household 
deficit or financial 
problem 
8 YES       "Tidak ada pilihan lain 
selain harus lebih giat 
dan berusaha untuk 
mendapat hasil yang 
maksimal dari laut." 
 
"Ambil pinjaman uang 
lainnya dari sanak 
saudara saya." 
 
Increase fishing effort: 
There is no other choice 
usually other than work 
harder than usual in the 
sea to get the desired 
target (harvest or 
income). 
Take loan: To take loan 
from my relatives. 
  
9 NO   ABLE "Alasan saat faktor 
cuaca" 
"Ketika sakit" 
 
Weather: During certain 
weather conditions 
Health: When I am sick. 
"Saya tidak bisa 
menjelaskan in karena 
belum pernah 
mengalami kondisi 
tersebut." 
 
: I cannot explain this 
because I never had 
experienced it 
(household deficit). 
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Past experience in 
household deficit 
Strategy to monitor the 
household financial 
condition 
Ability to 
foresee a 
household 
deficit 
Situations signalling 
that household deficit 
or financial problem is 
drawing nearer 
Strategy to cope with 
the ongoing household 
deficit or financial 
problem 
Strategy to mitigate 
upcoming household 
deficit or financial 
problem 
10 YES   ABLE "Saat kondisi cuaca 
buruk." 
 
Weather: When the 
weather condition is bad. 
"Ambil pinjaman dari 
saudara." 
"Melaut lebih giat lagi." 
 
Respondent would 
wtake another loan 
form his relatives, or 
work in the sea harder 
than usual. 
"Menabung sebagai 
persiapan sebelum cuaca 
buruk yang tidak 
memungkinkan untuk 
melaut." 
 
Saving: I save some money 
as a preparation befor bad 
weathers that would 
prevent fishing trips. 
11 YES "Seperti pada biasanya, 
urusan keuangan saya 
serahkan sepenuhnya 
kepada istri saya." 
 
Assistance from family 
member (wife): As most 
fisher do, I delegate 
financial matters to my 
wife. 
    [1]"Menjual aset 
keluarga seperti hasil 
kebun atau ternak." 
[2]"Melaut lebih giat 
lagi."  
[3]"Ambil pinjaman 
uang lainnya dari 
keluarga." 
 
Sell family asset such as 
crop harvest or 
livestock. 
Increase fishing effort. 
Obtain another loan 
from relatives. 
"Harus bisa menabung dari 
hasil melaut." 
 
Regularly allocate saving 
from fishing income. 
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Past experience in 
household deficit 
Strategy to monitor the 
household financial 
condition 
Ability to 
foresee a 
household 
deficit 
Situations signalling 
that household deficit 
or financial problem is 
drawing nearer 
Strategy to cope with 
the ongoing household 
deficit or financial 
problem 
Strategy to mitigate 
upcoming household 
deficit or financial 
problem 
12 NO   ABLE "Tanda-tanda pada saat 
musim cuaca buruk, akan 
sangat berpengaruh pada 
hasil tangkapan saya." 
 
Weather and change in 
fish catch: During bad 
weather season, [usually] 
it will would affect my 
fish harvest. 
  "Melaut lebih giat lagi" 
"Harus ada tabungan dari 
pekerjaan tambahan" 
 
Respondent would work in 
the sea harder than usual 
and make savings from the 
income of supplementary 
work. 
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Past experience in 
household deficit 
Strategy to monitor the 
household financial 
condition 
Ability to 
foresee a 
household 
deficit 
Situations signalling 
that household deficit 
or financial problem is 
drawing nearer 
Strategy to cope with 
the ongoing household 
deficit or financial 
problem 
Strategy to mitigate 
upcoming household 
deficit or financial 
problem 
14 NO   ABLE "Perubahan musim cuaca 
di laut. Musim barat." 
 
Weather conditions: 
Weather season change 
such as during western 
monsoon. 
  "Melaut lebih giat lagi" 
"Pada saat kondisi cuaca 
sudah diperkirakan akan 
tiba jauh hari sebelumnya, 
maka hasil dari melaut 
sudah dipersiapkan untuk 
memasuki keadaan cuaca 
ini dan [supaya] bisa 
menutupi kebutuhan dasar 
dan tambahan keluarga 
selama musim barat." 
 
Respondent would work in 
the sea harder than usual. 
Savings: When there is 
signs of bad weather 
season approaching, I have 
allocate (an amount of 
funds) from the fishing 
income, so that it can 
cover the basic and 
additional costs during 
western monsoon. 
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Past experience in 
household deficit 
Strategy to monitor the 
household financial 
condition 
Ability to 
foresee a 
household 
deficit 
Situations signalling 
that household deficit 
or financial problem is 
drawing nearer 
Strategy to cope with 
the ongoing household 
deficit or financial 
problem 
Strategy to mitigate 
upcoming household 
deficit or financial 
problem 
15 ABLE       "Harus ada pinjaman 
lagi." 
"Dalam keadaan 
mendesak harus bisa 
melakukan segala cara 
apapun saya harus 
menempuh selain itu 
harus ada sedikit 
tabungan dan simpanan 
makanan untuk 
persiapan kekurangan 
itu." 
 
Get another loan: I 
would have to get 
another loan. 
Manage expenditures 
and food consumption 
by savings and food 
storing: Another way is 
to have savings and 
store some foods during 
those conditions (when 
there is a debt owing 
that needs to be paid). 
Manage expenditures and 
food consumption by 
savings and food storing: 
Another way is to have 
savings and store some 
foods during those 
conditions (when there is a 
debt owing that needs to 
be paid). 
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Past experience in 
household deficit 
Strategy to monitor the 
household financial 
condition 
Ability to 
foresee a 
household 
deficit 
Situations signalling 
that household deficit 
or financial problem is 
drawing nearer 
Strategy to cope with 
the ongoing household 
deficit or financial 
problem 
Strategy to mitigate 
upcoming household 
deficit or financial 
problem 
16 YES       "Harus bisa mencari 
nafkah di laut lebih giat 
lagi dan terkadang pada 
saat kondisi cuaca buruk 
di musim barat, perahu 
saya harus beroperasi di 
luar wilayah saya." 
 
Intensify fishing effort: I 
would have to work in 
bagan boat harder in the 
sea even during bad 
weather conditions that 
requires me to operate 
beyond my fishing 
ground. 
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Past experience in 
household deficit 
Strategy to monitor the 
household financial 
condition 
Ability to 
foresee a 
household 
deficit 
Situations signalling 
that household deficit 
or financial problem is 
drawing nearer 
Strategy to cope with 
the ongoing household 
deficit or financial 
problem 
Strategy to mitigate 
upcoming household 
deficit or financial 
problem 
17 YES "Menyesuaikan 
pengeluarkan makanan" 
"Menyesuaikan 
pengeluaran non-
makanan dan belanja 
anak-anak." 
"Melaut lebih giat lagi, 
dan harus bisa lebih 
profesional lagi untuk 
mencari nafkah 
tambahan untuk biaya 
tambahan selain dari 
kebutuhan tambahan 
keluarga/anak di 
rumah." 
 
Adjust food 
consumption. 
Adjust non-food 
consumption and 
children expenses. 
Intensify fishing effort: I 
have to work in the sea 
harder, to get more 
results/income if I need 
to cover supplementary 
household needs. 
      "Pada saat mengetahui 
akan mengalami defisit 
maka saya harus bisa 
mengelola sedikit 
(pendapatan) untuk 
tabungan untuk keperluan 
di masa-masa itu hingga 
diperkirakan bisa melaut 
lagi ketika cuaca 
memungkinkan." 
"Menyesuaikan 
pengeluaran makanan dan 
non-makanan.æ 
 
To have savings and adjust 
expenses for food and 
non-food consumables: 
When there is indications 
that I will experience 
deficit then I will save 
some money and adjust 
expenses so that I can 
cover living costs during 
the hard period until the 
weather allows me to go 
to sea again. I would adjust 
household expenses for 
food and non-food 
consumables. 
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Past experience in 
household deficit 
Strategy to monitor the 
household financial 
condition 
Ability to 
foresee a 
household 
deficit 
Situations signalling 
that household deficit 
or financial problem is 
drawing nearer 
Strategy to cope with 
the ongoing household 
deficit or financial 
problem 
Strategy to mitigate 
upcoming household 
deficit or financial 
problem 
18 YES "Jika ada tambahan 
uang dari hasil maka 
sedikit demi sedikit 
langsung dimasukkan ke 
bank untuk di tabung." 
 
Bank savings: For every 
income that I got, I put a 
bit of it to the bank for 
savings. 
ABLE "Perubahan pendapatan 
rutin, kurang 
mendapatkan hasil." 
"Perubahan hasil 
tangkapan ikan, sebab 
pengaruh cuaca buruk." 
"Laut yang tidak lagi 
memungkinkan untuk 
mencari hasil di laut." 
 
Changes in income 
stream: When the 
income (total) is lower 
(than usual or expected). 
Changes in fish catch: 
Because of bad weather. 
The sea can no longer to 
provide (a desirable) 
harvest (of fish). 
"Menyesuaikan 
pengeluaran non-
makanan dan belanja 
anak." 
"Melaut lebih giat lagi." 
"Hasil tabungan dari 
pekerjaan tambahan 
bisa menutupi saat 
kurang kebutuhan 
tambahan atau dasar 
keluarga." 
 
Adjust non-food 
consumables and 
children expenses. 
Intensify fishing work. 
Savings the income from 
supplementary work: I 
would save all the 
income I get from wood 
cutting, if any. 
"Menyesuaikan 
pengeluaran makanan… 
non-makanan… belanja 
keluarga." 
"Melaut lebih giat lagi 
dengan mengatur waktu 
bekerja di laut." 
"Jauh hari sebelum 
memasuki masa-masa 
defisit sudah ada tabungan 
atau simpanan untuk 
memenuhi kebutuhan 
kemudian." 
 
Adjust houshold 
expenditures: O would 
adjust their household 
expenditures for food 
consumption and non-food 
consumption. 
Intensify fishing work: I 
would also adjust his time 
spent in the sea (to fish 
harder). 
Saving: Ahead before the 
crisis period, I would have 
an amount of savings to 
cover the household basic 
and supplementary needs. 
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Appendix 17. Results of the secondary analysis of the Bio-LEWIE household survey dataset 
Table A. Sample size of different household groups (n) categorized based on the types of income generating activity (IGA) in the households. (HH = 
Household) 
No Topic 
Variable code assigned by A. 
Lindsay for the summary 
statistics of the BioLewie 
household survey dataset 
Secondary analysis 
information requested by 
S.A.K Taruc 
Unit All HH Non-fishing 
HH 
Households 
not relying to 
fishing for 
income 
Fishing HH 
Households 
relying to 
fishing for 
income 
1 Sample 
size 
NumberHousehold Total sample of HH HH 487.00 335.00 152.00 
2 Sample 
size 
NumberHousehold_FishOnly Total sample of HH relying to 
fishing only 
HH 64.00 0.00 0.00 
3 Sample 
size 
NumberHousehold_Ag&Enterprise
Only 
Total sample of HH relying to 
agriculture, rural enterprise 
HH 165.00 0.00 0.00 
4 Sample 
size 
NumberHousehold_WageOnly Total sample of HH relying to 
wage employment 
HH 39.00 0.00 0.00 
5 Sample 
size 
NumberHousehold_Fish_&_Ag&En
terpriseOnly 
Total sample of HH relying to 
fishing, agriculture, rural 
enterprise 
HH 47.00 0.00 0.00 
6 Sample 
size 
NumberHousehold_Fish_&_WageO
nly 
Total sample of HH relying to 
fishing, wage employment 
HH 19.00 0.00 0.00 
7 Sample 
size 
NumberHousehold_Wage_&_Ag&
EnterpriseOnly 
Total sample of HH relying to 
wage employment, agriculture, 
rural enterprise 
HH 47.00 0.00 0.00 
8 Sample 
size 
NumberHousehold_Fish_&_Ag_&_
Wage_&_Ag 
Total sample of HH relying to 
fishing, agriculture, rural 
enterprise, wage employment 
HH 22.00 0.00 0.00 
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Table A (Continued). Sample size of different household groups (n) categorized based on the types of income generating activity (IGA) in the 
households. (HH = Household). Blank cells indicate information is not derivable from the pre-existing dataset. 
No Topic 
Secondary analysis information 
requested by S.A.K Taruc 
HH 1: operating 
nearshore with 
small enginge 
Households with 
50% of fishing trips 
in nearshore area 
with smalll engine 
(≤10 HP) 
HH 2: operating 
nearshore with 
large engine 
Households with 
50% of fishing trips 
in nearshore area 
with large engine 
(>10 HP) 
HH 3: operating 
offshore with 
small enginge 
Households with 
50% of fishing trips 
in offshore area 
with small engine 
HH 4: operating 
offshore with 
large engine 
Households with 
50% of fishing trips 
in offshore area 
with large engine 
1 Sample size Total sample of HH 104.00 14.00 29.00 5.00 
2 Sample size Total sample of HH relying to 
fishing only 
39.00 8.00 14.00 3.00 
3 Sample size Total sample of HH relying to 
agriculture, rural enterprise 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
4 Sample size Total sample of HH relying to wage 
employment 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5 Sample size Total sample of HH relying to 
fishing, agriculture, rural enterprise 
35.00 4.00 8.00 0.00 
6 Sample size Total sample of HH relying to 
fishing, wage employment 
12.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 
7 Sample size Total sample of HH relying to wage 
employment, agriculture, rural 
enterprise 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
8 Sample size Total sample of HH relying to 
fishing, agriculture, rural enterprise, 
wage employment 
18.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 
   
 
5
2
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Table B. Average values of model parameter variables derived from the pre-existing BioLewie Household survey datasets conducted by Amanda 
Lindsay based on the sample size (n) of each household group in Table A. Blank cells indicate information is not derivable from the pre-existing 
dataset. (HH = Household, IGA = Income generating activity). 
No 
Topic related to 
the stock-flow 
model sectors 
Variable code 
assigned by A. 
Lindsay for the 
summary statistics of 
the BioLewie 
household survey 
dataset 
Secondary analysis 
information requested by 
S.A.K Taruc for model 
parameterization 
Unit All HH 
Non-fishing 
HH 
Households 
not relying to 
fishing for 
income 
Fishing HH 
Households 
relying to 
fishing for 
income 
1 Household 
composition 
HouseholdSize Number of HH member person / HH 4.01 3.91 4.22 
2 Household 
composition 
NumberMinors Number of minor age 
member per HH 
person / HH 1.37 1.23 1.68 
3 Household 
composition 
AverageAgeMinors Age of minor HH member years / person 
/ HH 
6.28 6.21 6.42 
4 Household 
composition 
AverageAgeAdult Age of adult HH member years / person 
/ HH 
49.32 49.34 49.27 
5 Household 
composition 
AverageFishermenPer
HH 
Number of fishermen per 
HH 
person / HH 0.34 0.00 1.09 
6 HH. Costs of 
living 
NonFishFoodExpendit
ureYear 
Non-fish food expenditure IDR / year / 
HH 
5,636,018.2
2 
6,257,044.84 4,267,308.26 
7 HH. Costs of 
living 
FishFoodExpenditureY
ear 
Fish food expenditure IDR / year / 
HH 
2,115,151.6
1 
2,489,150.75 1,290,877.19 
8 HH. Costs of 
living 
DurableGoodExpendit
ureYear 
Durable goods expenditure IDR / year / 
HH 
920,211.70 910,289.85 942,078.95 
9 HH. Costs of 
living 
AllSchoolExpenditure
Year 
Schooling expenditure IDR / year / 
HH 
1,865,500.0
0 
1,491,316.42 2,690,180.92 
10 HH. Costs of 
living 
HigherEducationExpen
ditureYear 
Higher education 
expenditure 
IDR / year / 
HH 
708,385.01 436,734.33 1,307,088.82 
11 HH. Costs of 
living 
TotalExpenditureYear Total expenditure IDR / year / 
HH 
30,336,592.
98 
29,550,308.37 32,069,522.87 
12 HH fish 
consumption 
AverageTotalKGCons
umedPerWeekFish 
Total consumption of fish kgs / week / 
HH 
3.02 2.69 3.75 
   
 
5
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No 
Topic related to 
the stock-flow 
model sectors 
Variable code 
assigned by A. 
Lindsay for the 
summary statistics of 
the BioLewie 
household survey 
dataset 
Secondary analysis 
information requested by 
S.A.K Taruc for model 
parameterization 
Unit All HH 
Non-fishing 
HH 
Households 
not relying to 
fishing for 
income 
Fishing HH 
Households 
relying to 
fishing for 
income 
13 HH fish 
consumption 
AverageOwnKGConsu
medPerWeekFish 
Total consumption of fish 
from own catch 
kgs / week / 
HH 
0.89 0.31 2.17 
14 HH fish 
consumption 
AverageTotalKGCons
umedPerWeekPred 
Total consumption of 
predatory fish 
kgs / week / 
HH 
1.54 1.29 2.07 
15 HH fish 
consumption 
AverageOwnKGConsu
medPerWeekPred 
Total consumption of 
predatory fish of own catch 
kgs / week / 
HH 
0.51 0.19 1.23 
16 HH fish 
consumption 
AverageTotalKGCons
umedPerWeekHerb 
Total consumption of 
herbivorous fish 
kgs / week / 
HH 
0.81 0.53 1.42 
17 HH fish 
consumption 
AverageOwnKGConsu
medPerWeekHerb 
Total consumption of 
herbivorous fish of own 
catch 
kgs / week / 
HH 
0.32 0.06 0.90 
18 HH fish 
consumption 
AverageTotalKGCons
umedPerWeekFast 
Total consumption of 
pelagic/fast-growing fish 
kgs / week / 
HH 
0.61 0.78 0.23 
19 HH fish 
consumption 
AverageOwnKGConsu
medPerWeekFast 
Total consumption of 
pelagic/fast-growing  fish 
of own catch 
kgs / week / 
HH 
0.02 0.03 0.02 
20 HH fish 
consumption 
AverageTotalKGCons
umedPerWeekShel 
Total consumption of 
shellfish/invertebrates 
kgs / week / 
HH 
0.02 0.01 0.02 
21 HH fish 
consumption 
AverageOwnKGConsu
medPerWeekShel 
Total consumption of 
shellfish/invertebrates of 
own catch 
kgs / week / 
HH 
0.01 0.01 0.01 
22 Boat-related BoatEngineSize Boat engine size HP 16.95 0.00 0.00 
23 Boat-related BoatIntitalValue Value of boat IDR 53,334,419.
64 
0.00 0.00 
24 Boat-related BoatIntitalValueNoEn
gine 
Value of boat without 
engine 
IDR 1,883,333.3
3 
0.00 0.00 
   
 
5
3
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No 
Topic related to 
the stock-flow 
model sectors 
Variable code 
assigned by A. 
Lindsay for the 
summary statistics of 
the BioLewie 
household survey 
dataset 
Secondary analysis 
information requested by 
S.A.K Taruc for model 
parameterization 
Unit All HH 
Non-fishing 
HH 
Households 
not relying to 
fishing for 
income 
Fishing HH 
Households 
relying to 
fishing for 
income 
25 Boat-related BoatIntitalValueEngin
e 
Value of boat with engine IDR 64,519,438.
41 
0.00 0.00 
26 Boat-related BoatReplacementYear
s 
Lifetime of boat years 8.39 0.00 0.00 
27 Boat-related BoatReplacementYear
sNoEngine 
Lifetime of boat without 
engine 
years 6.07 0.00 0.00 
28 Boat-related BoatReplacementYear
sEngine 
Lifetime of boat with 
engine 
years 8.83 0.00 0.00 
29 Boat-related BoatAverageTripsTyp
esYear 
Number of trips types per 
boat 
trip types 192.00 0.00 0.00 
30 Boat-related BoatAverageMaintanc
eHoursPerTrip 
Time spent for 
maintenance 
hours / trip 1.28 0.00 0.00 
31 Boat-related BoatAverageMaintanc
eRpPerTrip 
Costs of maintenance IDR / trip 92,598.79 0.00 0.00 
32 Boat-related BoatAverageHousehol
dFisherPerTrip 
Number of household 
member in the same boat 
person / boat / 
trip 
1.06 0.00 0.00 
33 Boat-related BoatAverageFisherme
nPerTrip 
Number of fishing crew in 
a boat 
person / boat / 
trip 
3.47 0.00 0.00 
34 Boat-related UnusedBoats Unused boats recorded in 
the survey 
boats 16.00 0.00 0.00 
35 Boat-related UnusedBoatsNoEngine Unused boats without 
engine recorded in the 
survey 
boats 8.00 0.00 0.00 
36 Boat-related UnusedBoatsEngine Unused boats with engine 
recorded in the survey 
boats 8.00 0.00 0.00 
37 Boat-related UsedBoats Used boats recorded in the 
survey 
boats 152.00 0.00 0.00 
   
 
5
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No 
Topic related to 
the stock-flow 
model sectors 
Variable code 
assigned by A. 
Lindsay for the 
summary statistics of 
the BioLewie 
household survey 
dataset 
Secondary analysis 
information requested by 
S.A.K Taruc for model 
parameterization 
Unit All HH 
Non-fishing 
HH 
Households 
not relying to 
fishing for 
income 
Fishing HH 
Households 
relying to 
fishing for 
income 
38 Boat-related UsedBoatsNoEngine Used boats without engine 
recorded in the survey 
boats 22.00 0.00 0.00 
39 Boat-related UsedBoatsEngine Used boats with engine 
recorded in the survey 
boats 130.00 0.00 0.00 
40 Fishing effort Average Trips Per 
Week (by Household) 
Fishing trips by all fisher in 
household 
trips / week / 
HH 
0.00 0.00 7.80 
41 Fishing effort Average Trips Per 
Week (by Trip) 
Fishing trips per fisher in 
the household 
trip / week / 
fisher 
0.00 0.00 3.42 
42 Fishing effort MaxFishHoursPerWee
kPerPerson 
Maximum hours for fishing 
per person (All habitat) 
hours / week / 
person 
0.00 0.00 149.54 
43 Fishing effort MaxSGHoursPerWeek
PerPerson 
Maximum hours for fishing 
per person (Seagrass) 
hours / week / 
person 
0.00 0.00 64.50 
44 Fishing effort MaxCRHoursPerWeek
PerPerson 
Maximum hours for fishing 
per person (Coral reef) 
hours / week / 
person 
0.00 0.00 149.54 
45 Fishing effort MaxPLHoursPerWeek
PerPerson 
Maximum hours for fishing 
per person (Pelagic) 
hours / week / 
person 
0.00 0.00 84.00 
46 Fishing effort MaxMGHoursPerWee
kPerPerson 
Maximum hours for fishing 
per person (Mangrove) 
hours / week / 
person 
0.00 0.00 13.85 
47 Fishing effort AvgFishHoursPerWee
kPerPerson 
Average hours for fishing 
per person (All habitat) 
hours / week / 
person 
0.00 0.00 30.00 
48 Fishing effort AvgSGHoursPerWeek
PerPerson 
Average hours for fishing 
per person (Seagrass) 
hours / week / 
person 
0.00 0.00 5.00 
49 Fishing effort AvgCRHoursPerWeek
PerPerson 
Average hours for fishing 
per person (Coral reef) 
hours / week / 
person 
0.00 0.00 19.74 
50 Fishing effort AvgPLHoursPerWeek
PerPerson 
Average hours for fishing 
per person (Pelagic) 
hours / week / 
person 
0.00 0.00 5.16 
   
 
5
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No 
Topic related to 
the stock-flow 
model sectors 
Variable code 
assigned by A. 
Lindsay for the 
summary statistics of 
the BioLewie 
household survey 
dataset 
Secondary analysis 
information requested by 
S.A.K Taruc for model 
parameterization 
Unit All HH 
Non-fishing 
HH 
Households 
not relying to 
fishing for 
income 
Fishing HH 
Households 
relying to 
fishing for 
income 
51 Fishing effort AvgMGHoursPerWee
kPerPerson 
Average hours for fishing 
per person (Mangrove) 
hours / week / 
person 
0.00 0.00 0.09 
52 Fish catch KGWeekPredAll Catch of predatory fish (All 
habitat) 
kgs / week 0.00 0.00 399.22 
53 Fish catch KGWeekHerbAll Catch of herbivorous fish 
(All habitat) 
kgs / week 0.00 0.00 49.66 
54 Fish catch KGWeekFastAll Catch of fast growing fish 
(All habitat) 
kgs / week 0.00 0.00 0.31 
55 Fish catch KGWeekShelAll Catch of invertebrate fish 
(All habitat) 
kgs / week 0.00 0.00 399.22 
56 Fish catch KGWeekPredSG Catch of predatory fish 
(Seagrass) 
kgs / week 0.00 0.00 3.81 
57 Fish catch KGWeekHerbSG Catch of herbivorous fish 
(Seagrass) 
kgs / week 0.00 0.00 6.74 
58 Fish catch KGWeekFastSG Catch of fast growing fish 
(Seagrass) 
kgs / week 0.00 0.00 0.06 
59 Fish catch KGWeekShelSG Catch of invertebrate fish 
(Seagrass) 
kgs / week 0.00 0.00 3.81 
60 Fish catch KGWeekPredCR Catch of predatory fish 
(Coral reef) 
kgs / week 0.00 0.00 35.99 
61 Fish catch KGWeekHerbCR Catch of herbivorous fish 
(Coral reef) 
kgs / week 0.00 0.00 42.61 
62 Fish catch KGWeekFastCR Catch of fast growing fish 
(Coral reef) 
kgs / week 0.00 0.00 0.25 
63 Fish catch KGWeekShelCR Catch of invertebrate fish 
(Coral reef) 
kgs / week 0.00 0.00 35.99 
   
 
5
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No 
Topic related to 
the stock-flow 
model sectors 
Variable code 
assigned by A. 
Lindsay for the 
summary statistics of 
the BioLewie 
household survey 
dataset 
Secondary analysis 
information requested by 
S.A.K Taruc for model 
parameterization 
Unit All HH 
Non-fishing 
HH 
Households 
not relying to 
fishing for 
income 
Fishing HH 
Households 
relying to 
fishing for 
income 
64 Fish catch KGWeekPredPL Catch of predatory fish 
(Pelagic) 
kgs / week 0.00 0.00 359.42 
65 Fish catch KGWeekHerbPL Catch of herbivorous fish 
(Pelagic) 
kgs / week 0.00 0.00 0.23 
66 Fish catch KGWeekFastPL Catch of fast growing fish 
(Pelagic) 
kgs / week 0.00 0.00 0.00 
67 Fish catch KGWeekShelPL Catch of invertebrate fish 
(Pelagic) 
kgs / week 0.00 0.00 359.42 
68 Fish catch KGWeekPredMG Catch of predatory fish 
(Mangrove) 
kgs / week 0.00 0.00 0.00 
69 Fish catch KGWeekHerbMG Catch of herbivorous fish 
(Mangrove) 
kgs / week 0.00 0.00 0.08 
70 Fish catch KGWeekFastMG Catch of fast growing fish 
(Mangrove) 
kgs / week 0.00 0.00 0.00 
71 Fish catch KGWeekShelMG Catch of invertebrate fish 
(Mangrove) 
kgs / week 0.00 0.00 0.00 
72 Fish price FishPricePerKGAll Fish price (All types) IDR / kg 51,215.84 0.00 0.00 
73 Fish price FishPricePerKGAllDry Fish price (All types) dry IDR / kg 44,171.36 0.00 0.00 
74 Fish price FishPricePerKGAllWe
t 
Fish price (All types) wet IDR / kg 60,489.90 0.00 0.00 
75 Fish price FishPricePerKGPred Fish price (Predatory) IDR / kg 67,843.41 0.00 0.00 
76 Fish price FishPricePerKGPredD
ry 
Fish price (Predatory) dry IDR / kg 53,030.37 0.00 0.00 
77 Fish price FishPricePerKGPredW
et 
Fish price (Predatory) wet IDR / kg 88,976.67 0.00 0.00 
78 Fish price FishPricePerKGHerb Fish price (Herbivorous) IDR / kg 19,945.99 0.00 0.00 
   
 
5
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No 
Topic related to 
the stock-flow 
model sectors 
Variable code 
assigned by A. 
Lindsay for the 
summary statistics of 
the BioLewie 
household survey 
dataset 
Secondary analysis 
information requested by 
S.A.K Taruc for model 
parameterization 
Unit All HH 
Non-fishing 
HH 
Households 
not relying to 
fishing for 
income 
Fishing HH 
Households 
relying to 
fishing for 
income 
79 Fish price FishPricePerKGHerbD
ry 
Fish price (Herbivorous) 
dry 
IDR / kg 21,429.94 0.00 0.00 
80 Fish price FishPricePerKGHerb
Wet 
Fish price (Herbivorous) 
wet 
IDR / kg 18,153.85 0.00 0.00 
81 Fish price FishPricePerKGFast Fish price (Fast-growing) IDR / kg 19,400.00 0.00 0.00 
82 Fish price FishPricePerKGFastDr
y 
Fish price (Fast-growing) 
dry 
IDR / kg 20,000.00 0.00 0.00 
83 Fish price FishPricePerKGFastW
et 
Fish price (Fast-growing) 
wet 
IDR / kg 18,500.00 0.00 0.00 
84 Fish price FishPricePerKGShel Fish price (Invertebrates) IDR / kg 171,222.22 0.00 0.00 
85 Fish price FishPricePerKGShelDr
y 
Fish price (Invertebrates) 
dry 
IDR / kg 174,142.86 0.00 0.00 
86 Fish price FishPricePerKGShelW
et 
Fish price (Invertebrates) 
wet 
IDR / kg 168,076.92 0.00 0.00 
87 Fish demand PercentOfHarvestSoldI
nSelayar_AllFish 
Fraction of fish sold locally 
(All types) 
dimensionless 
/ week 
0.00 0.00 72.14 
88 Fish demand PercentOfHarvestSold
OutOfSelayar_AllFish 
Fraction of fish sold out of 
Selayar (All types) 
dimensionless 
/ week 
0.00 0.00 13.67 
89 Fish demand PercentOfHarvestSoldI
nSelayar_Pred 
Fraction of fish sold locally 
(Predatory) 
dimensionless 
/ week 
0.00 0.00 72.07 
90 Fish demand PercentOfHarvestSold
OutSelayar_Pred 
Fraction of fish sold out of 
Selayar (Predatory) 
dimensionless 
/ week 
0.00 0.00 15.56 
91 Fish demand PercentOfHarvestSoldI
nSelayar_Herb 
Fraction of fish sold locally 
(Herbivorous) 
dimensionless 
/ week 
0.00 0.00 89.43 
92 Fish demand PercentOfHarvestSold
OutSelayar_Herb 
Fraction of fish sold out of 
Selayar (Herbivorous) 
dimensionless 
/ week 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
   
 
5
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No 
Topic related to 
the stock-flow 
model sectors 
Variable code 
assigned by A. 
Lindsay for the 
summary statistics of 
the BioLewie 
household survey 
dataset 
Secondary analysis 
information requested by 
S.A.K Taruc for model 
parameterization 
Unit All HH 
Non-fishing 
HH 
Households 
not relying to 
fishing for 
income 
Fishing HH 
Households 
relying to 
fishing for 
income 
93 Fish demand PercentOfHarvestSoldI
nSelayar_Fast 
Fraction of fish sold locally 
(Fast-growing) 
dimensionless 
/ week 
0.00 0.00 90.98 
94 Fish demand PercentOfHarvestSold
OutSelayar_Fast 
Fraction of fish sold out of 
Selayar (Fast-growing) 
dimensionless 
/ week 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
95 Fish demand PercentOfHarvestSoldI
nSelayar_Shel 
Fraction of fish sold locally 
(Invertebrates) 
dimensionless 
/ week 
0.00 0.00 96.79 
96 Fish demand PercentOfHarvestSold
OutSelayar_Shel 
Fraction of fish sold out of 
Selayar (Invertebrates) 
dimensionless 
/ week 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
97 Costs of fishing Average Payments to 
Co Fishermen Rp Per 
Week Fisher 
Costs of co-fisher / fishing 
crew per person 
IDR / week / 
person 
0.00 0.00 722,561.53 
98 Costs of fishing Fraction of Total Rev 
to Co-Fishermen 
Fraction of revenue to 
fishing crew 
dimensionless 0.00 0.00 47.94 
99 Costs of fishing Average Input Cost Per 
Trip In Rp 
(Fuel,bait,fees) 
Input costs for fishing 
operation (Fuel, bait, fees) 
IDR / trip 0.00 0.00 255,927.61 
10
0 
Fish price TraderFishPricePerKG
All_DrySeason 
Fish price (All types) in dry 
season 
IDR / kg 33,985.98 0.00 0.00 
10
1 
Fish price TraderFishPricePerKG
All_WetSeason 
Fish price (All types) in 
wet season 
IDR / kg 38,334.95 0.00 0.00 
10
2 
Fish price TraderFishPricePerKG
Pred_DrySeason 
Fish price (Predatory) in 
dry season 
IDR / kg 39,547.83 0.00 0.00 
10
3 
Fish price TraderFishPricePerKG
Pred_WetSeason 
Fish price (Predatory) in 
wet season 
IDR / kg 46,078.26 0.00 0.00 
10
4 
Fish price TraderFishPricePerKG
Herb_DrySeason 
Fish price (Herbivorous) in 
dry season 
IDR / kg 20,384.62 0.00 0.00 
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No 
Topic related to 
the stock-flow 
model sectors 
Variable code 
assigned by A. 
Lindsay for the 
summary statistics of 
the BioLewie 
household survey 
dataset 
Secondary analysis 
information requested by 
S.A.K Taruc for model 
parameterization 
Unit All HH 
Non-fishing 
HH 
Households 
not relying to 
fishing for 
income 
Fishing HH 
Households 
relying to 
fishing for 
income 
10
5 
Fish price TraderFishPricePerKG
Herb_WetSeason 
Fish price (Herbivorous) in 
wet season 
IDR / kg 21,080.00 0.00 0.00 
10
6 
Fish price TraderFishPricePerKG
Fast_DrySeason 
Fish price (Fast-growing) 
in dry season 
IDR / kg 21,744.19 0.00 0.00 
10
7 
Fish price TraderFishPricePerKG
Fast_WetSeason 
Fish price (Fast-growing) 
in wet season 
IDR / kg 23,081.08 0.00 0.00 
10
8 
Fish price TraderFishPricePerKG
Shel_DrySeason 
Fish price (Invertebrates) in 
dry season 
IDR / kg 240,000.00 0.00 0.00 
10
9 
Fish price TraderFishPricePerKG
Shel_WetSeason 
Fish price (Invertebrates) in 
wet season 
IDR / kg 223,333.33 0.00 0.00 
11
0 
HH loan 
arrangement 
Interest Rate Per 
Payment 
Pd_HouseholdLender 
Interest rate (Household 
lender) per repayment 
percentage / 
payment 
0.04 0.00 0.00 
11
1 
HH loan 
arrangement 
Interest Rate Per 
Payment 
Pd_InformalLender 
Interest rate (Informal 
lender) per repayment 
percentage / 
payment 
0.01 0.00 0.00 
11
2 
HH loan 
arrangement 
Interest Rate Per 
Payment 
Pd_FormalLender 
Interest rate (Formal 
lender) per repayment 
percentage / 
payment 
0.02 0.00 0.00 
11
3 
HH loan 
arrangement 
LoanTermInMonth_H
ouseholdLender 
Loan term period 
(Household lender) 
months / term 10.62 0.00 0.00 
11
4 
HH loan 
arrangement 
LoanTermInMonth_Inf
ormalLender 
Loan term period (Informal 
lender) 
months / term 6.42 0.00 0.00 
11
5 
HH loan 
arrangement 
LoanTermInMonth_Fo
rmalLender 
Loan term period (Formal 
lender) 
months / term 36.88 0.00 0.00 
   
 
5
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No 
Topic related to 
the stock-flow 
model sectors 
Variable code 
assigned by A. 
Lindsay for the 
summary statistics of 
the BioLewie 
household survey 
dataset 
Secondary analysis 
information requested by 
S.A.K Taruc for model 
parameterization 
Unit All HH 
Non-fishing 
HH 
Households 
not relying to 
fishing for 
income 
Fishing HH 
Households 
relying to 
fishing for 
income 
11
6 
HH loan 
arrangement 
LoanNumPayments_H
ouseholdLender 
Number of payments 
within the loan term 
Household lender) 
payments / 
term 
10.86 0.00 0.00 
11
7 
HH loan 
arrangement 
LoanNumPayments_In
formalLender 
Number of payments 
within the loan term 
(Informal lender) 
payments / 
term 
8.88 0.00 0.00 
11
8 
HH loan 
arrangement 
LoanNumPayments_F
ormalLender 
Number of payments 
within the loan term 
(Formal lender) 
payments / 
term 
37.76 0.00 0.00 
11
9 
Non-fishing IGA NonFishing Capital 
Costs Per Household 
Per Year 
(Livestock,Equipment,
etc.) 
Non-fishing capital costs IDR / year 6,145,422.9
9 
7,519,675.18 3,116,643.49 
12
0 
Non-fishing IGA NonFishing Input Cost 
Per Household Per 
Year 
(Seed,Fertilizer,etc.) 
Inon-fishing input costs IDR / year 1,049,986.6
5 
1,414,980.60 245,559.21 
12
1 
Non-fishing IGA NonFishing Revenue 
per Household Per 
Year 
Revenue of non-fishing IDR / year 78,639,239.
65 
61,997,233.09 115,317,346.22 
12
2 
Non-fishing IGA NonFishing Labor 
Total Hours Per 
Household Per Year 
Non-fishing labor hours 
(Total)  
hours / year / 
HH 
838.93 1,063.08 344.92 
12
3 
Non-fishing IGA NonFishing Hired 
Labor Hours Per 
Household Per Year 
Non-fishing labor hours 
(Hired) 
hours / year / 
HH 
116.02 144.70 52.82 
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No 
Topic related to 
the stock-flow 
model sectors 
Variable code 
assigned by A. 
Lindsay for the 
summary statistics of 
the BioLewie 
household survey 
dataset 
Secondary analysis 
information requested by 
S.A.K Taruc for model 
parameterization 
Unit All HH 
Non-fishing 
HH 
Households 
not relying to 
fishing for 
income 
Fishing HH 
Households 
relying to 
fishing for 
income 
12
4 
Non-fishing IGA NonFishing Family 
Labor Hours Per 
Household Per Year 
Non-fishing labor hours 
(Household member) 
hours / year / 
HH 
722.91 918.38 292.11 
12
5 
Non-fishing IGA NonFishing Average 
Wage Rate Per Hour 
Non-fishing labor wage IDR / kg / 
hour 
8,130.45 0.00 0.00 
12
6 
Non-fishing IGA Average Price Per Kg 
NonFishing Production 
Non-fishing product price IDR / kg 0.00 0.00 0.00 
   
 
5
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Table B (Continued).  Average values of model parameter variables derived from the pre-existing BioLewie Household survey datasets 
conducted by Amanda Lindsay based on the sample size (n) of each household group in Table A. Blank cells indicate information is not derivable 
from the pre-existing dataset. (HH = Household, IGA = Income generating activity). Some rows containing  no value across all household group are 
intentionally omitted to save page space.  
No 
Topic 
related to 
the stock-
flow 
model 
sectors 
Secondary analysis 
information 
requested by S.A.K 
Taruc for model 
parameterization 
HH 1: 
operating 
nearshore 
with small 
enginge 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
nearshore area 
with smalll 
engine (≤10 
HP) 
HH 2: 
operating 
nearshore 
with large 
engine 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
nearshore area 
with large 
engine (>10 
HP) 
HH 3: 
operating 
offshore with 
small enginge 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
offshore area 
with small 
engine 
HH 4: 
operating 
offshore with 
large engine 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
offshore area 
with large 
engine 
S
m
a
ll
 b
o
a
ts
 
B
o
a
ts
 w
it
h
o
u
t 
o
r 
w
it
h
 e
n
g
in
e
 ≤
 
1
0
 H
P
 
L
a
rg
e
 b
o
a
ts
 
B
o
a
ts
 w
it
h
 e
n
g
in
e
 >
 1
0
 H
P
 
1 Household 
compositi
on 
Number of HH 
member 
4.10 5.00 4.28 4.40 0.00 0.00 
2 Household 
compositi
on 
Number of minor age 
member per HH 
1.56 2.71 1.72 1.20 0.00 0.00 
3 Household 
compositi
on 
Age of minor HH 
member 
6.13 8.14 6.84 5.13 0.00 0.00 
4 Household 
compositi
on 
Age of adult HH 
member 
53.41 50.14 37.08 31.46 0.00 0.00 
5 Household 
compositi
on 
Number of fishermen 
per HH 
1.08 1.21 1.10 1.00 0.00 0.00 
6 HH. Costs 
of living 
Non-fish food 
expenditure 
3,689,031.39 3,956,548.14 6,284,169.54 5,467,800.00 0.00 0.00 
7 HH. Costs 
of living 
Fish food expenditure 810,083.33 1,903,571.43 2,408,436.78 3,094,000.00 0.00 0.00 
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No 
Topic 
related to 
the stock-
flow 
model 
sectors 
Secondary analysis 
information 
requested by S.A.K 
Taruc for model 
parameterization 
HH 1: 
operating 
nearshore 
with small 
enginge 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
nearshore area 
with smalll 
engine (≤10 
HP) 
HH 2: 
operating 
nearshore 
with large 
engine 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
nearshore area 
with large 
engine (>10 
HP) 
HH 3: 
operating 
offshore with 
small enginge 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
offshore area 
with small 
engine 
HH 4: 
operating 
offshore with 
large engine 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
offshore area 
with large 
engine 
S
m
a
ll
 b
o
a
ts
 
B
o
a
ts
 w
it
h
o
u
t 
o
r 
w
it
h
 e
n
g
in
e
 ≤
 
1
0
 H
P
 
L
a
rg
e
 b
o
a
ts
 
B
o
a
ts
 w
it
h
 e
n
g
in
e
 >
 1
0
 H
P
 
8 HH. Costs 
of living 
Durable goods 
expenditure 
629,173.08 2,264,642.86 1,396,448.28 1,112,000.00 0.00 0.00 
9 HH. Costs 
of living 
Schooling expenditure 2,762,908.65 2,282,068.97 0.00 2,706,000.00 0.00 0.00 
10 HH. Costs 
of living 
Higher education 
expenditure 
1,649,120.19 69,928.57 552,413.79 2,034,000.00 0.00 0.00 
11 HH. Costs 
of living 
Total expenditure 30,363,961.17 43,802,528.57 31,674,693.60 36,982,800.00 0.00 0.00 
12 HH fish 
consumpti
on 
Total consumption of 
fish 
3.71 3.91 3.81 3.80 0.00 0.00 
13 HH fish 
consumpti
on 
Total consumption of 
fish from own catch 
2.07 2.14 2.60 1.80 0.00 0.00 
14 HH fish 
consumpti
on 
Total consumption of 
predatory fish 
1.85 2.27 2.57 3.20 0.00 0.00 
15 HH fish 
consumpti
on 
Total consumption of 
predatory fish of own 
catch 
1.06 1.05 1.84 1.80 0.00 0.00 
16 HH fish 
consumpti
on 
Total consumption of 
herbivorous fish 
1.59 1.48 0.96 0.40 0.00 0.00 
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No 
Topic 
related to 
the stock-
flow 
model 
sectors 
Secondary analysis 
information 
requested by S.A.K 
Taruc for model 
parameterization 
HH 1: 
operating 
nearshore 
with small 
enginge 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
nearshore area 
with smalll 
engine (≤10 
HP) 
HH 2: 
operating 
nearshore 
with large 
engine 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
nearshore area 
with large 
engine (>10 
HP) 
HH 3: 
operating 
offshore with 
small enginge 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
offshore area 
with small 
engine 
HH 4: 
operating 
offshore with 
large engine 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
offshore area 
with large 
engine 
S
m
a
ll
 b
o
a
ts
 
B
o
a
ts
 w
it
h
o
u
t 
o
r 
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it
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h
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n
g
in
e
 >
 1
0
 H
P
 
17 HH fish 
consumpti
on 
Total consumption of 
herbivorous fish of 
own catch 
0.99 1.05 0.69 0.00 0.00 0.00 
18 HH fish 
consumpti
on 
Total consumption of 
pelagic/fast-growing 
fish 
0.25 0.16 0.18 0.20 0.00 0.00 
19 HH fish 
consumpti
on 
Total consumption of 
pelagic/fast-growing  
fish of own catch 
0.02 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
20 HH fish 
consumpti
on 
Total consumption of 
shellfish/invertebrates 
0.00 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 
21 HH fish 
consumpti
on 
Total consumption of 
shellfish/invertebrates 
of own catch 
0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 
22 Boat-
related 
Boat engine size 13.04 37.00 16.71 27.43 4.64 48.66 
23 Boat-
related 
Value of boat 22,718,514.56 56,202,222.22 127,317,442.86 157,432,142.86 19,014,607.
44 
141,689,680
.85 
25 Boat-
related 
Value of boat with 
engine 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 24,662,280.
22 
141,689,680
.85 
26 Boat-
related 
Lifetime of boat 7.33 12.22 8.89 11.29 7.05 11.70 
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No 
Topic 
related to 
the stock-
flow 
model 
sectors 
Secondary analysis 
information 
requested by S.A.K 
Taruc for model 
parameterization 
HH 1: 
operating 
nearshore 
with small 
enginge 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
nearshore area 
with smalll 
engine (≤10 
HP) 
HH 2: 
operating 
nearshore 
with large 
engine 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
nearshore area 
with large 
engine (>10 
HP) 
HH 3: 
operating 
offshore with 
small enginge 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
offshore area 
with small 
engine 
HH 4: 
operating 
offshore with 
large engine 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
offshore area 
with large 
engine 
S
m
a
ll
 b
o
a
ts
 
B
o
a
ts
 w
it
h
o
u
t 
o
r 
w
it
h
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n
g
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e
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0
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a
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h
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n
g
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e
 >
 1
0
 H
P
 
27 Boat-
related 
Lifetime of boat 
without engine 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.07   
28 Boat-
related 
Lifetime of boat with 
engine 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.36 0.00 
29 Boat-
related 
Number of trips types 
per boat 
172.14 125.67 238.80 119.14 227.94 103.77 
30 Boat-
related 
Time spent for 
maintenance 
0.73 5.69 0.67 0.95 0.58 2.99 
31 Boat-
related 
Costs of maintenance 28,576.00 373,270.08 108,991.47 218,165.91 12,467.69 289,284.22 
32 Boat-
related 
Number of household 
member in the same 
boat 
1.02 1.24 1.07 1.00 1.04 1.10 
33 Boat-
related 
Number of fishing 
crew in a boat 
2.62 4.62 4.83 6.08 2.00 7.10 
34 Boat-
related 
Unused boats recorded 
in the survey 
8.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 13.00 3.00 
35 Boat-
related 
Unused boats without 
engine recorded in the 
survey 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.00 0.00 
36 Boat-
related 
Unused boats with 
engine recorded in the 
survey 
79.00 8.00 31.00 1.00 5.00 3.00 
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No 
Topic 
related to 
the stock-
flow 
model 
sectors 
Secondary analysis 
information 
requested by S.A.K 
Taruc for model 
parameterization 
HH 1: 
operating 
nearshore 
with small 
enginge 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
nearshore area 
with smalll 
engine (≤10 
HP) 
HH 2: 
operating 
nearshore 
with large 
engine 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
nearshore area 
with large 
engine (>10 
HP) 
HH 3: 
operating 
offshore with 
small enginge 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
offshore area 
with small 
engine 
HH 4: 
operating 
offshore with 
large engine 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
offshore area 
with large 
engine 
S
m
a
ll
 b
o
a
ts
 
B
o
a
ts
 w
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h
o
u
t 
o
r 
w
it
h
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n
g
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1
0
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L
a
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e
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a
ts
 w
it
h
 e
n
g
in
e
 >
 1
0
 H
P
 
37 Boat-
related 
Used boats recorded in 
the survey 
95.00 17.00 34.00 6.00 108.00 44.00 
38 Boat-
related 
Used boats without 
engine recorded in the 
survey 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 22.00 0.00 
39 Boat-
related 
Used boats with 
engine recorded in the 
survey 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 86.00 44.00 
40 Fishing 
effort 
Fishing trips by all 
fisher in household 
7.45 6.92 9.73 6.42 0.00 0.00 
41 Fishing 
effort 
Fishing trips per fisher 
in the household 
3.30 3.13 4.09 2.67 0.00 0.00 
42 Fishing 
effort 
Maximum hours for 
fishing per person (All 
habitat) 
149.54 112.15 84.00 23.54 0.00 0.00 
43 Fishing 
effort 
Maximum hours for 
fishing per person 
(Seagrass) 
64.50 17.08 24.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 
44 Fishing 
effort 
Maximum hours for 
fishing per person 
(Coral reef) 
149.54 112.15 24.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 
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No 
Topic 
related to 
the stock-
flow 
model 
sectors 
Secondary analysis 
information 
requested by S.A.K 
Taruc for model 
parameterization 
HH 1: 
operating 
nearshore 
with small 
enginge 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
nearshore area 
with smalll 
engine (≤10 
HP) 
HH 2: 
operating 
nearshore 
with large 
engine 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
nearshore area 
with large 
engine (>10 
HP) 
HH 3: 
operating 
offshore with 
small enginge 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
offshore area 
with small 
engine 
HH 4: 
operating 
offshore with 
large engine 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
offshore area 
with large 
engine 
S
m
a
ll
 b
o
a
ts
 
B
o
a
ts
 w
it
h
o
u
t 
o
r 
w
it
h
 e
n
g
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e
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1
0
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a
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e
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h
 e
n
g
in
e
 >
 1
0
 H
P
 
45 Fishing 
effort 
Maximum hours for 
fishing per person 
(Pelagic) 
6.46 0.00 84.00 22.38 0.00 0.00 
46 Fishing 
effort 
Maximum hours for 
fishing per person 
(Mangrove) 
13.85 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
47 Fishing 
effort 
Average hours for 
fishing per person (All 
habitat) 
27.15 48.26 33.59 17.26 0.00 0.00 
48 Fishing 
effort 
Average hours for 
fishing per person 
(Seagrass) 
6.03 2.21 3.51 0.00 0.00 0.00 
49 Fishing 
effort 
Average hours for 
fishing per person 
(Coral reef) 
20.91 46.05 5.68 3.14 0.00 0.00 
50 Fishing 
effort 
Average hours for 
fishing per person 
(Pelagic) 
0.06 0.00 24.39 14.12 0.00 0.00 
51 Fishing 
effort 
Average hours for 
fishing per person 
(Mangrove) 
0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
52 Fish catch Catch of predatory 
fish (All habitat) 
45.57 72.78 1,549.88 1,995.28 0.00 0.00 
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No 
Topic 
related to 
the stock-
flow 
model 
sectors 
Secondary analysis 
information 
requested by S.A.K 
Taruc for model 
parameterization 
HH 1: 
operating 
nearshore 
with small 
enginge 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
nearshore area 
with smalll 
engine (≤10 
HP) 
HH 2: 
operating 
nearshore 
with large 
engine 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
nearshore area 
with large 
engine (>10 
HP) 
HH 3: 
operating 
offshore with 
small enginge 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
offshore area 
with small 
engine 
HH 4: 
operating 
offshore with 
large engine 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
offshore area 
with large 
engine 
S
m
a
ll
 b
o
a
ts
 
B
o
a
ts
 w
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h
o
u
t 
o
r 
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h
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h
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n
g
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e
 >
 1
0
 H
P
 
53 Fish catch Catch of herbivorous 
fish (All habitat) 
56.88 100.79 7.64 0.00 0.00 0.00 
54 Fish catch Catch of fast growing 
fish (All habitat) 
0.42 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 
55 Fish catch Catch of invertebrate 
fish (All habitat) 
1.51 2.60 1.59 0.00 0.00 0.00 
56 Fish catch Catch of predatory 
fish (Seagrass) 
4.70 1.09 2.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 
57 Fish catch Catch of herbivorous 
fish (Seagrass) 
7.99 2.88 5.26 0.00 0.00 0.00 
58 Fish catch Catch of fast growing 
fish (Seagrass) 
0.07 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 
59 Fish catch Catch of invertebrate 
fish (Seagrass) 
0.66 0.00 1.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 
60 Fish catch Catch of predatory 
fish (Coral reef) 
40.73 71.69 5.81 12.51 0.00 0.00 
61 Fish catch Catch of herbivorous 
fish (Coral reef) 
48.63 97.91 1.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 
62 Fish catch Catch of fast growing 
fish (Coral reef) 
0.35 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 
63 Fish catch Catch of invertebrate 
fish (Coral reef) 
0.79 2.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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No 
Topic 
related to 
the stock-
flow 
model 
sectors 
Secondary analysis 
information 
requested by S.A.K 
Taruc for model 
parameterization 
HH 1: 
operating 
nearshore 
with small 
enginge 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
nearshore area 
with smalll 
engine (≤10 
HP) 
HH 2: 
operating 
nearshore 
with large 
engine 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
nearshore area 
with large 
engine (>10 
HP) 
HH 3: 
operating 
offshore with 
small enginge 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
offshore area 
with small 
engine 
HH 4: 
operating 
offshore with 
large engine 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
offshore area 
with large 
engine 
S
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 b
o
a
ts
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g
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e
 >
 1
0
 H
P
 
64 Fish catch Catch of predatory 
fish (Pelagic) 
0.14 0.00 1,541.46 1,982.77 0.00 0.00 
65 Fish catch Catch of herbivorous 
fish (Pelagic) 
0.14 0.00 0.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 
67 Fish catch Catch of invertebrate 
fish (Pelagic) 
0.00 0.00 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 
69 Fish catch Catch of herbivorous 
fish (Mangrove) 
0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
70 Fish catch Catch of fast growing 
fish (Mangrove) 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
71 Fish catch Catch of invertebrate 
fish (Mangrove) 
0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
87 Fish 
demand 
Fraction of fish sold 
locally (All types) 
90.41 92.25 80.95 6.36 0.00 0.00 
88 Fish 
demand 
Fraction of fish sold 
out of Selayar (All 
types) 
0.00 0.00 10.33 47.79 0.00 0.00 
89 Fish 
demand 
Fraction of fish sold 
locally (Predatory) 
88.49 94.40 84.42 6.37 0.00 0.00 
90 Fish 
demand 
Fraction of fish sold 
out of Selayar 
(Predatory) 
0.00 0.00 10.40 47.81 0.00 0.00 
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No 
Topic 
related to 
the stock-
flow 
model 
sectors 
Secondary analysis 
information 
requested by S.A.K 
Taruc for model 
parameterization 
HH 1: 
operating 
nearshore 
with small 
enginge 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
nearshore area 
with smalll 
engine (≤10 
HP) 
HH 2: 
operating 
nearshore 
with large 
engine 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
nearshore area 
with large 
engine (>10 
HP) 
HH 3: 
operating 
offshore with 
small enginge 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
offshore area 
with small 
engine 
HH 4: 
operating 
offshore with 
large engine 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
offshore area 
with large 
engine 
S
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 1
0
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91 Fish 
demand 
Fraction of fish sold 
locally (Herbivorous) 
89.80 89.16 81.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 
92 Fish 
demand 
Fraction of fish sold 
out of Selayar 
(Herbivorous) 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
93 Fish 
demand 
Fraction of fish sold 
locally (Fast-growing) 
91.56 0.00 80.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
95 Fish 
demand 
Fraction of fish sold 
locally (Invertebrates) 
95.63 100.00 98.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 
97 Costs of 
fishing 
Costs of co-fisher / 
fishing crew per 
person 
347,686.71 856,307.69 1,360,398.36 511,322.22 0.00 0.00 
98 Costs of 
fishing 
Fraction of revenue to 
fishing crew 
45.49 45.00 53.05 55.00 0.00 0.00 
99 Costs of 
fishing 
Input costs for fishing 
operation (Fuel, bait, 
fees) 
207,283.48 895,283.33 134,554.35 263,458.33 0.00 0.00 
119 Non-
fishing 
IGA 
Non-fishing capital 
costs 
3,877,669.23 1,565,714.29 1,294,214.13 2,200,000.00 0.00 0.00 
120 Non-
fishing 
IGA 
Inon-fishing input 
costs 
227,596.15 0.00 470,862.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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No 
Topic 
related to 
the stock-
flow 
model 
sectors 
Secondary analysis 
information 
requested by S.A.K 
Taruc for model 
parameterization 
HH 1: 
operating 
nearshore 
with small 
enginge 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
nearshore area 
with smalll 
engine (≤10 
HP) 
HH 2: 
operating 
nearshore 
with large 
engine 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
nearshore area 
with large 
engine (>10 
HP) 
HH 3: 
operating 
offshore with 
small enginge 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
offshore area 
with small 
engine 
HH 4: 
operating 
offshore with 
large engine 
Households 
with 50% of 
fishing trips in 
offshore area 
with large 
engine 
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121 Non-
fishing 
IGA 
Revenue of non-
fishing 
168,169,842.56 594,857.14 1,001,551.72 240,000.00 0.00 0.00 
122 Non-
fishing 
IGA 
Non-fishing labor 
hours (Total)  
361.27 5.14 509.79 0.00 0.00 0.00 
123 Non-
fishing 
IGA 
Non-fishing labor 
hours (Hired) 
70.73 0.00 23.17 0.00 0.00 0.00 
124 Non-
fishing 
IGA 
Non-fishing labor 
hours (Household 
member) 
290.54 5.14 486.62 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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Appendix 18. The stock-and-flow diagram represented in the Stella® software 
The SFDs are the version represented in the Stella® software. The Stella® equations 
embedded in each of the SFD building blocks are listed in Appendix 19 to Appendix 26, which 
contains equations in the converters, flows, stocks, graphical converter; input values of the initial 
stocks, constant converters, switches, and calibrators; in the respective order. In these appendices, 
equations are presented in the form of Stella® input syntax that follows the online software manual 
published by ISEE systems (https://www.iseesystems.com/help). Names of array dimensions or 
dimension element in the model descriptions refer to the description in section 6.1.3 in the thesis 
body. 
Sector 1: Seagrass and mangrove fish habitat condition 
Referring to the detailed SFD (segment 1-A, 1-B, and 1-C; Figure 1-1, Figure 1-2, Figure 1-3) 
the current 1 mangrove condition is represented by mangrove area, large mangrove individual, and 
small mangrove individual stocks (hereafter, texts in italics refers to the variable names in the 
model structures, which is either in the SFD or CLD). The current seagrass condition is represented 
by the above ground seagrass biomass and above ground seagrass (AGS) area stocks. Furthermore, 
AGS is negatively influenced by the loss of seagrass area (outflow) resulted from the impact of by 
destructive fishing. The rate (i.e., weekly, and hereafter) of impact is a function of total active 
cyanide fishing boats, the area of habitat damage per boat per hour, hours of fishing spent in 
seagrass area. The change in the CC of the seagrass/mangrove habitat is represented by the 
fractional adjustment of the normal2 (i.e., pristine level) CC. The fractional adjustment is modelled 
using a graphical function3 (or, graphical converters) that generates dimensionless multiplier value 
based (as output) based on the ratio-based change (current to normal) in the seagrass/mangrove 
conditions (as input). The graphical function is used to represent a dimensionless multiplier effect 
that reflects the positive/negative influence of a variable to another is henceforth referred as 
‘dimensionless multiplier’. CC of seagrass is arrayed under the fish class dimension. 
 
 
                                                 
1   The word ‘current’ refers to the condition or level at a point in time in the simulation. 
2   The word ‘normal’ refers to the condition or level at the beginning of the simulation. 
3   A graphical function displays a relationship between an input (which itself can be an algebraic 
relationship) and an output. In the software, it is represented by the graphical converter icon  showed as a 
circle with a wave line inside it. More: https://www.iseesystems.com/resources/help/v1-6/default.htm#03-
BuildingModels/Defining_graphical_functions.htm#kanchor536 
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Figure 1-1. Segment 1-A 
 
 
Figure 1-2. Segment 1-B 
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Figure 1-3. Segment 1-C 
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Sector 2: Coral reef fish habitat condition 
Segment 2-A (Figure 1-4) models the reef condition index (stock) influenced by the change in 
the total suspended solids (TSS) (i.e., water pollution level) in the water column (bi-flow), and the 
reef grazing index by adult and juvenile reef fish (bi-flows). For the base case, TSS is set to be 
constant to reflect very-low water pollution over the simulation period. Segment 2-B (Figure 1-5) 
models the positive influence (using dimensionless multiplier ) of the of the ratio-based change 
(current to normal) in the stock of the adult/juvenile herbivorous fish in the reef habitat, on the reef 
condition index under normal grazing. Segment 2-C (Figure 1-6) estimates the total reef area 
damaged by destructive fishing based on the number of blast and cyanide fishing boats, the fraction 
of week used for blast/cyanide fishing, the number of blasts/poison shots per week, the fraction of 
mortality per blast/shot, the reef/seagrass area impacted per blast/shot, the delay until reef/seagrass 
morality after poison shot, and the current hours of fishing spent by destructive boats on reef 
habitat. Segment 2-D models (Figure 1-7) the change of living substrate area (stock) into the reef 
rubble area (stock) due to the total reef area damaged by destructive fishing (outflow). Segment 2-
E (Figure 1-8) estimates the CC for fish of coral reef habitat as a product of the current living 
substrate area, rubble area, and reef condition index (stocks). The ratio-based change (current to 
normal) in these stocks positively influences (using dimensionless multipliers) the change in the CC 
for fish from the pristine reef area and rubble area. CC of coral reef was arrayed similarly to the 
seagrass. 
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Figure 1-4.  Segment 2-A 
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Figure 1-5. Segment 2-B 
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Figure 1-6. Segment 2-C 
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Figure 1-7. Segment 2-D 
 
 
Figure 1-8. Segment 2-E 
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Sector 3: Fish population 
This sector (six SFD segments in Figure 1-9 to Figure 1-14) models fish population using two 
stocks of size-based fish age groups of ‘juvenile’ and ‘adult’. Each stock is arrayed by the fish class 
and fish habitat variable dimension. The juvenile fish stock is modelled as a product of the number 
of juvenile fish recruits (as inflows); and the number of juvenile spill-overs, of juveniles maturing 
to the adult group in the habitat, of juveniles moving to another habitat type (as outflows). The adult 
fish stock is a product of the juveniles maturing to adult group in the habitat and the adult recruits 
from juveniles in another habitat (as inflows); and the deaths, the spill-overs, the immigration and 
emigration of adult fish, the fish caught by the traditional, blast, poison, and offshore/squid fishing 
groups (as outflows). The weekly juvenile recruits of each adult fish group are estimated based on 
the fixed fraction of adult stock that are reproductive in each fish habitat, the fixed number of 
offsprings spawned by the adults, the current juvenile fish carrying capacity of each habitat 
(JFCCH), and the slope value of the survival curve. The slope value is used in the Beverton-Holt 
equation (Beverton & Holt 1993) to calculate the density-dependent recruitment, which also reflects 
juvenile fish natural mortality. The equation is represented as: 
𝑗𝑢𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠
𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑎𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑡 𝑓𝑖𝑠ℎ 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘
(
𝑗𝑢𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠
𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑎𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑡 𝑓𝑖𝑠ℎ 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘
𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗𝑢𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑖𝑠ℎ
𝑜𝑓𝑡ℎ𝑒 ℎ𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 
) + (
1
𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒
)
 
  
 JFCCH is measured based on the average fish weight per individual fish class and the current 
total carrying capacity of all habitats (coral reef, mangrove, seagrass, pelagic) (Top-left, Figure 1-
9). For the base case, the emigration of adult fish outflow is not used as it is optimistically assumed 
that fish spill-over outflows also include emigrating fish. Spill-over are the net export of fish from 
the habitat when the total number of fish in the habitat (i.e., in the stock and the net flow4) exceeds 
the CC for fish of the habitat (Bottom-centre and right, Figure 1-12, Figure 1-14). 
                                                 
4 Net flow is the change in value of stock. It is expressed mathematically for any time interval as: Net Flow = 
Total inflows – Total outflows. 
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Figure 1-9. Top left 
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Figure 1-10. Bottom left 
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Figure 1-11. Top centre 
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Figure 1-12. Bottom centre 
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Figure 1-13. Top right 
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Figure 1-14. Bottom right 
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Figure 1-15. The additional structures for the alternative base case model 
Sector 4: Fishing boat 
Referring to segment 4-A (Figure 1-16), fishing boat is modelled using two stocks of the 
occupied (i.e., used for fishing) and the unoccupied fishing boat. Occupied boat is influenced by the 
inflow of boat purchase. Both stocks are influenced by the outflow of boat decommission (i.e., 
boats has lifespan), and bi-flows of boat occupation and boat abandonment between the two stocks. 
Boat occupation and abandonment rates are a function of the ratio of the required to the available 
boats. Boat requirement (i.e., boat demand) is a product of the total number of fishers, average crew 
per boat, and boat motors. Occupied boats reflect boats that are currently operable for fishing and 
the fishing crews (fisher) whom each are assumed to be the main source of income to one or several 
fishing households. 
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Segment 4-B (Figure 1-17) models fishing boat in two groups of the motorised and non-
motorized boat that defines the boat motor array dimension. The number of motorised occupied 
boats is modelled based on the motors installed in operating boats (MIOB) stock. MIOB is 
influenced by the outflow of the loss of used motors (i.e., due to lifespan) and scrapped motors (i.e., 
when the occupied-motorised boat is reduced/abandoned). MIOB is linked to the motors not in use 
(MNIU) stock due to the bi-flow of the exchange between motor installation in and removal from 
boats. MNIU is also influenced by the inflow of motor purchase, and the outflow of the loss of the 
unused motors (e.g., due to its lifespan), Demand for new motors is represented by the number of 
motors required to fulfil the proportion of motorised boats among all occupied boats. All stocks in 
this sector are arrayed by fishery groups. 
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Figure 1-16. Segment 4-A 
 
 
 
Figure 1-17. Segment 4-B 
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Sector 5: Fish catch 
Fish catch is estimated from the total mass of the fish from each fish class that are being 
caught by all fishing boats of each fishery group, in each fish habitat (i.e., fishing ground) (Figure 
1-18). Hence, the fish class, fishery group, and fish habitat array dimensions are applied. For the 
base case, the model conservatively assumed that only adult fish is being caught. Segment 5-A 
(Figure 1-18) models the fish catch as a product of the number of boats operating, the hours of 
fishing activity, the average fish weight per individual adult fish, the normal catch per unit of effort 
(CPUE) of the boats, and the positive influence (using dimensionless multiplier) of fish density 
change to the current CPUE. Converters in segment 5-B (Figure 1-19) re-estimates the individual 
fish catch from the fish population sector as a mass-based total catch (as an input in the fish supply 
and fishing profit sector) and to ‘re-array’ the fish catch variables(as input in other sectors). 
Here and henceforth, the term ‘re-array’ means using the value of some or all the elements of 
an arrayed variable as input into another variable. For example, calculating the total catch of the 
traditional fishery group would require summing all the catch values of all elements under the ‘fish 
class’ and ‘fish habitat’ dimension, but only from the ‘traditional fishers’ dimension element. Thus, 
a converter is prepared specifically for this ‘re-arraying’ purpose to used recall only catch value of 
the ‘traditional fisher’ array element (of the ‘fishery group’ dimension) from another sector, and 
then summing the catch values from all elements that falls in the ‘fish class’ and ‘fish habitat’ 
dimensions. 
For the base case, normal CPUEs were estimated individually for the motorised and non-
motorized fishing boats, of each fishery group, in each fishing ground based on the reanalysis of 
Bio-LEWIE household survey dataset in Selayar (or, henceforth, ‘Bio-LEWIE Selayar’). 
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Figure 1-18. Segment 5-A 
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Figure 1-19. Segment 5-B 
 
Sector 6: Fish supply 
As shown in Figure 1-20, fish supply is modelled using two stocks of the total mass of fish 
landed in Selayar island (i.e., for sales purpose) and the total unsold fish, which is arrayed by the 
fish class dimension. The landed fish is influenced by the inflow of fish supplied by the fishers (i.e., 
for Selayar markets/buyers) and the outflow of fish demanded by the local community (i.e., fish 
being sold weekly), and the out flow of unsold fish (i.e., when the supply for the particular week is 
higher than demand). The fish supply rate is a product of the total catch mass of each fish class 
from all fishery group and fish habitat, and the fixed proportion of the fish catch that the fisher 
designates to be sold in Selayar using the domestic fish price rate (see sector 7). 
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Figure 1-20. SFD of sector 6 
 
Sector 7: Fish demand and fish price 
Part A of the SFD in Figure 1-21 estimates the fish consumption rate of the households that 
are not engaging in fishing, based on the average fish consumption per household, the average 
number of household members, and the total population of non-fishers. The consumption rate 
assumption generalises that the fish consumption of non-fishing households predominantly 
influences the change in domestic fish price. In part B, the converters estimate current fish demand 
(CFD) based on the average fish consumption per household and the multiplier effect (using 
dimensionless multiplier) of the change in the ratio of current fish price to the normal level. In part 
C, CFD is then juxtaposed against fish supply in a ratio, in which the change in the fish supply-
demand ratio has a multiplier effect on the current fish price. Both of these multiplier effects reflect 
the price-supply-demand relationship based on proxy condition from El Nido, Palawan Island, 
Philippines. The multiplier effects were represented using graphical converters based on data points 
derived from the re-analysis of Bio-LEWIE dataset from El Nido by RR. 
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In part D, fish price is modelled using an information stock linked to a bi-flow. The bi-flow 
represents the rate of information change for the current fish price that is adjusted by the change in 
fish supply-demand ratio (part C) and limited by a hypothetical fish price cap. The price limit is set 
at level proportionally higher than the normal price. All variables in the SFD segments are arrayed 
by fish class dimension. 
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Figure 1-21. SFD of sector 7 
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Sector 8: Profit of fishing 
The sector represents the household fishing outputs variable by estimating the revenue from 
fishing (RoF), the total costs of fishing (TCF), the of share of profit for one fishing breadwinner 
(PFB), and the actual profit of the crew/household after profit-sharing adjustment (PFC) (segment 
A, B, C, D respectively; Figure 1-22, Figure 1-23, Figure 1-24). In segment 8-A, the RoF per boat 
are derived from the current domestic price of fish, the total fish mass for domestic both 
consumption and export, the fixed export price of fish, and the total motorised and un-motorised 
boats operating. 
In segment 8-B, the TCF is a product of the total fixed costs (TFx), total operational cost 
(TOC), and the additional costs due to the annual inflation rate (RAI). TFx was set as zero for the 
base case conservatively assuming that is reflected in the TOC. TOC is a product of the cost of 
fishing crew maintenance, boat and gear maintenance, fuel consumption, and destructive fishing 
gear supplies (for the destructive fishing group only) – at the normal fishing effort; and the 
multiplier effect value of fishing effort (MEFE) changes to these costs. The MEFE value changes 
proportionally to the change in the ratio of the current level fishing effort (i.e., weekly hours spent 
for fishing trip) to the normal level. For the base case, (RAI) was modelled as a fractional linear 
increase at an optimistically-assumed fixed rate similar to the annual national inflation rate of 
Indonesia in 2016. 
Segment 8-C estimates PFB on the average number of crew per boat, households represented 
per boat crew; the RoF per boat, and the TCF per boat. However, for the base case, the profit that a 
crew can bring home (PFC) can be different from the PFB as it was assumed that the profit sharing 
of a boat with the boat-owner operating (i.e., owner becoming crew) and a boat without the owner 
operating is different. These two conditional rules were set as two calculation scenarios of profit 
sharing (as in part 1 & 2 in segment 8-D) that are applied differently to each fishery group; and boat 
types (as in segment 8-E, using switch converters) to estimate the actual fishing profit per 
household. The fishery group and boat motor array dimensions5 are applied for RoF, TCF, PFB, 
and PFC variables. 
                                                 
5 Sectors and variables representing the household-related variables (connected by blue arrows, CLD 3) 
models six types of fishing households of each that are assumed to be predominantly relying to a type of 
boat (with and without motor) and attached to a fishery group (Traditional, Destructive, and 
Squid/Pelagic) and therefore, is arrayed by the ‘fishery group’ and ‘boat motor’ dimensions (six array 
element permutations). 
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Figure 1-22. Segment 8-A 
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Figure 1-23. Segment 8-B 
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Figure 1-24. Segment 8-C, D, and E 
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Sector 9: Effort for fishing 
Segment 9-B (no. 5, Figure 1-26) models the fishing effort hours per boat stock, which 
reflects the average weekly total labour hours allocated by each fisher (i.e., boat) in each fish habitat 
for fishing. Fishing effort is assumed to be limited by the maximum weekly labour hours of the 
fisher. The stock a product of the allocation of fishing effort in each habitat (AFEH) that is 
influenced (using dimensionless multipliers) negatively by (1) weather hazard in reducing fishing 
effort; positively by (2) fishing profit goal fulfilment, and positively by (3) comparative profit 
between fishing and non-fishing livelihood activity in the household. 
Part A of Segment 9-A (Figure 1-25) estimates the normal level of fishing effort (NFE) based 
on the maximum weekly labour hours of the fishers, the normal fishing effort when the required 
crew is fulfilled, and the positive effect (using dimensionless multipliers) of labour fulfilment 
(ELF). The modelled fishing effort reflects an average or generic behaviour of a fisher community 
instead of individuals. To represent this, the ELF graphical input applies a reduction effect to the 
fishing effort when as the ratio of fisher supply to demand falls below one (i.e., less boat operating, 
less collective fishing effort). Part 1 of Segment 9-A estimates the input for ELF, which is the ratio 
of the available fisher supply (i.e., fisher in the community) to the required fisher (i.e., total crew 
positions in the community). The multiplier effect of ELF applies only if the total fisher is larger 
than zero; otherwise ELF would set fishing effort to zero. NFE and ELF are arrayed by the fishery 
group and boat motor dimension. 
For the base case, the model generalises that each fishing boat allocates their fishing effort 
differently for each fish habitat (i.e., fishing ground) in proportion to the fish catch and revenue 
gained from each habitat. Thus, part 3 of Segment 9-A models the allocation of fishing effort for 
each habitat at the normal level, by weighing each habitat’s fishing revenue rate (FRRH) at the 
normal level against the total of all habitat. As in part 2 of Segment 9-A, both the normal and 
current level of FRRH is estimated as a product of the CPUE and the fish price per mass unit. The 
switch converter in part 5 of segment 9-B (Figure 1-26) allows the modeller to assign an ad-hoc 
input value for the normal AFEH that however, not used in the base case simulation. 
Segment 9-C (Figure 1-27) estimates the current AFEH based on the normal AFEH that is 
assumed to be adjusted in proportion to the change in the revenue rate of the particular habitat 
relative to the normal level. For example, if the current revenue rate from seagrass habitat is 10% 
lower from the normal level, then the current AFEH is the 10% reduction of the normal AFEH. 
Thus, the stock and flows and AFEH converters are arrayed by fishery group, boat motor, and fish 
habitat dimension. 
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Figure 1-25. Segment 9-A 
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Figure 1-26. Segment 9-B 
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Figure 1-27. Segment 9-C 
 
Sector 10: Effort for non-fishing (by fishers) 
This sector is one of the proxy sectors for labour hours available for non-fishing work 
variable in CLD 3 together with sector 11. SFD in Figure 1-28 models fisher’s effort for non-fishing 
using the non-fishing effort stock that is dependent to the fisher’s remaining labour hours after the 
uptake of the maximum labour hours for fishing (or, the normal non-fishing effort [NNFE]) that is 
adjusted by two multiplier effect value. The adjustments to NFEF is influenced by the change in (1) 
the effort ratio of the fishing to non-fishing and (2) the profit ratio of the fishing to non-fishing. The 
influences assumed that fishers might allocate more working time for non-fishing if (1) they spend 
less in fishing and (2) if the non-fishing work is more lucrative than fishing to partly reflect the 
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attractability of fishing over non-fishing work variable. The sector is arrayed by the fishery group 
and boat motor dimension. 
 
 
Figure 1-28. SFD of sector 10 
 
Sector 11: Effort for non-fishing work (by non-fishers) 
The sector also represents the labour hours available for non-fishing work the exogenous 
influence of labour support within and outside the household. Part A and B of Segment 11-A 
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(Figure 1-29) estimates the additional effort for the non-fishing work in the household based on the 
available labour hours sourced from (1) the non-breadwinner fisher (LHa) and (2) non-fisher 
working-age member of the fisher’s household (LHb); and – as in Part C, Segment 11-A (Figure 1-
29) – from (3) the community mainly of the unemployed fisher (LHc) and (4) the unemployed non-
fisher working-age population (LHd). 
LHa is estimated based on the average additional fisher in the household, and the current non-
fishing effort of fishers. For the base case, a switch converter is used to apply the assumption that 
the LHa can work in a separate time outside the usual working period of fishing otherwise effort 
from LHa is zero. LHb is derived from the average number of non-fishing household member and 
labour hours that they can support. LHc is estimated by from the ratio of occupied boats to required 
boats (i.e., as a proxy for a fraction of the unemployed fisher), the total fisher in the community and 
the maximum labour hours of the unemployed fisher. LHd is estimated based on the fixed fraction 
of unemployed female and male population, the total female and male population, the maximum 
labour hours of the unemployed population. 
The model also assumes that each fishing household (FH) has a 'limit' in their ability to 
outsource/hire labour hours from the community (LHc plus LHd). The limit is applied to reflect the 
boundary of social interaction of each FH, which are restricted to a particular social network of their 
fishing groups (i.e., village-based). In part D of segment 11-B (Figure 1-30), the portion of the 
labour hours in the community that can be outsourced by each FH (PLA) is negatively influenced 
by the number of the FH (of each fishery and motor group). The number of FH is an estimated 
based on the number of operating boats (of each fishery & motor group) and the average household 
breadwinner per boat (of each fishery & motor group). Thus, if the operating boat increases, the FH 
increases, and therefore, PLA reduces. This sector is arrayed by the fishery group and boat motor 
dimension. 
Part 2 (A, B, C) of segment 11-B (Figure 1-30) models a conditional rule that checks whether 
the current total additional non-fishing effort from within household (from NFEF in Sector 10], 
LHa, and LHb in this sector) household member is below required labour hours for the non-fishing 
work. If so, additional non-fishing effort from the community (from LHc and LHd) would then be 
allocated. 
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Figure 1-29. Segment 11-A 
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Figure 1-30. Segment 11-B 
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Sector 12: Household costs of living 
This sector partly represents the total costs of living (financial burden) state variable that is 
assumed to be internally determined by the desired costs of living that also reflects the regional 
costs of living variable. Another internal determinant of the financial burden state variable is the 
costs of loan repayment – as an output estimated separately in sector 21, the deficit level that needs 
to be offseted in sector 14. Fishing costs are not modelled as a direct input to costs of living and 
instead, it is reflected in the estimation of profit of fishing in sector 8. The SFD in Figure 1-31, 
models the actual (or, the necessary but still realistic) costs of living (ACL) as a stock that is a 
product of the normal desired costs of living (NCL, based on the ‘want’) adjusted by the positive 
effect of the annual inflation rate (RAI) and the negative effect of the deficit level (EDF). The ACL 
may not be fulfilled completely using the household savings as it will be weighed with the other 
financial burdens (e.g., loan repayment, deficit offset) in the household savings sector. 
For the base case, the positive influence of RAI was modelled using the similar value as in 
sector 8 using a linear trend generator built into the software. The negative influence of EDF is 
represented by a multiplier effect value generated by a graphical input converter. Two NCL input 
options are prepared in the SFD to allows the modeler to select input value based on the provincial 
minimum wage of South Sulawesi (or any ad-hoc value, part A of Figure 1-31) or based on Bio-
LEWIE Selayar (in part B). The latter was used for the base case simulation and is estimated based 
on the average costs of durable goods, non-food consumption, food consumption, and schooling; 
and the number of non-school-age and school-age member of the fishing household respondents in 
2016 in Selayar. 
The positive effect of the increase of household savings level to the increase of NCL (e.g., 
more net income, more ‘wants’; related: loop B6 of CLD 3) is not dynamically modelled due to 
lack of proxy socio-cultural information of the local fishing household behaviour. However, for the 
base case simulation, the NCL value applied was twice the average costs of living identified from 
the Bio-LEWIE Selayar to allow a liberal assumption that the normal level is above poverty level 
relative to the provincial minimum wage of South Sulawesi. The stock is arrayed by the fishery 
group and boat motor dimensions that also defines the household grouping in the model. 
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Figure 1-31. SFD of sector 12 
 
Sector 13: Household net income (savings) 
This sector directly represents the household savings, total costs of living (financial burden) 
the costs of living fulfilled (state of living), total household income state variables, which are also 
assumed as a proxy for the gross income of the fishing community variable. The sector also 
represents, however partly, the household needs fulfilled by fishing [and also by] non-fishing 
variables, however, without modelling its direct influence on ’the attractability of fishing over non-
fishing work’ (loop R9, R14) that instead, is determined by the profit of fishing and non-fishing 
(more in Segment 18-A). 
Household savings are represented by a stock (Figure 1-33) that also resembles the 
household’s net income and disposable income. The stock level is dependent on the rate of 
household income addition (as an inflow) and the rate of five different usages of savings to fulfil 
five spending types that define the state of living (as outflows: Figure 1-34, Figure 1-35). The 
inflow is a product of the weekly profit (or, ‘income’) that the household receives from fishing and, 
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if applied, from non-fishing. Thus, the normal level of household savings stock is the inflow rate at 
the beginning of the simulation. For the base case, non-fishing income is liberally assumed to be 
non-existent since the Bio-LEWIE Selayar reanalysis showed that the average output (i.e., profit) of 
the supplementary income generating activity (IGA) that the fishing household is dependent on is 
very low compared to output from fishing and some are not generating profit (see NonFishing Input 
Cost Per Household Per Year  and NonFishing Revenue per Household Per Year variable). The low 
output IGA condition also reflects the exogenous factor of the limited access or entitlement to cash 
capital, raw material & land area that negatively influence the factors enabling non-fishing work 
identified in CLD 3.  
The first three spending outflows (Figure 1-34) represents the weekly savings amount that the 
household can allocate to fulfil three main costs allocations that define the financial burden, which 
includes the current desired costs of living (sector 12), the costs of loan repayment (sector 21), and 
the costs for offsetting the current deficit (i.e., emergency cash). The last two spending outflows 
(Figure 1-35) represents the weekly savings amount that can be allocated to fulfil two main non-
urgent needs allocations, which are operational costs of non-fishing work and costs for tertiary 
education of a household member (as input to sector 15). The sector is arrayed similarly to sector 
12. 
Conditional rules are applied to these outflows. First, the model assumes that financial burden 
receives a higher priority, which means the allocation of savings is estimated initially for the first 
three spending and the last two spending would then be fulfilled using the remaining savings. This 
assumption is based on the decision flowchart (Figure 1-32) developed using information 
triangulated from the supplementary interview results. A fixed minimum fraction of savings 
allocation is applied assuming that there is always an amount of money allocated by the household 
for basic needs although it is inferior goods. Secondly, the fraction of savings allocated for each of 
the three financial burden outflows is weighed based on the ratio between the amount of each of the 
three costs allocations (e.g., Part E.2, segment 13-C, Figure 1-38). Third, the fraction of remaining 
savings allocated for each of the non-urgent needs is weighed based on the ratio between the 
amount of each of the two non-urgent needs allocations (Part D.2, segment 13-B, Figure 1-37). 
Fourth, savings allocation for non-urgent needs spending can only be made if there are remaining 
savings (Part D.1, segment 13-A, Figure 1-36). Converters in part F of segment 13-C (Figure 1-38) 
are switch arrangement to select the savings allocation calculation scenario between two or three 
financial burdens weighting (Part D.2, segment 13-B, Figure 1-37; Part E.2, segment 13-C, Figure 
1-38; respectively). The base case simulation uses the latter calculation scenario. 
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Figure 1-32. Decision flowchart 
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Figure 1-33. Top left 
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Figure 1-34. Top right 
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Figure 1-35. Bottom right and  
BOTTOM RIGHT 
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Figure 1-36. Segment 13-A 
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Figure 1-37. Segment 13-B 
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Figure 1-38. Segment 13-C 
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Figure 1-39. Segment 14-D 
Sector 14: Household deficit level 
This sector represents the relationship between household savings and desired costs of living 
variable in CLD 3 about the state of the deficit in the household. Based on the decision flowchart 
(Figure 1-32), the model assumes that deficit situation can negatively affect the desired costs of 
living level, which reflects household’s decision to reduce the wants and needs (see sector 12) and 
re-allocate spending (see sector 13) when coping with deficit situation. Referring to Figure 1-40, the 
SFD models deficit state using the unrecovered deficit stock as a product of the weekly rate of 
deficit addition (as an inflow, part A) and the rate of deficit offset using the allocated savings and 
the cash from the loan (outflow in part B and C, respectively). Part A models the weekly ‘episode’ 
of deficit based on the gap between the actual costs of living (sector 12) and actual savings 
allocated to cover the costs of living (1st outflow, sector 13.) Conditional rules are applied to the 
outflows based on the decision flowchart. First, the deficits should be initially offsetted using the 
allocated savings. Secondly,a loan is taken if there is still an amount of unrecovered deficit. The 
sector is arrayed by the same dimension as in sector 13. 
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Figure 1-40. SFD of sector 14 
 
Sector 15: Household tertiary education capacity 
This sector represents the household tertiary education capacity (HEC) as an intermediary 
factor in the positive influence of household savings to emigration of young labour in the fishing 
households. In the SFD (Figure 1-41), HEC is represented by a stock that measures the period of 
time (weeks) that the households spent to finance one labour age household member (e.g., the 
breadwinner fisher or the other working-age member) to migrate out of Selayar for the purpose of 
higher education but also including working in a non-fishing job. Part A of the SFD models a 
weekly check if the savings allocation for tertiary education (sector 13) fulfils the required weekly 
costs of tertiary education (CTE). CTE is a product of normal weekly costs and the additional costs 
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due to inflation at the same rate as the previous sectors. Part B is a model that counts the number of 
weeks that CTE is fulfilled (WEF) and part C for weeks that CTE is not fulfilled (WEnF). For the 
base case, a limit for the number of unfulfilled weeks is applied that resets WEF if the limit is 
attained. The reset assumes that migration is discontinued if the household cannot support the 
financing for a certain period. In part D, a fixed value of the desired period of education/migration 
(DPE) is applied and then compared with the WEF value as a ratio. The ratio has used an input for 
three graphical converters to generate multiplier effect values that (1) negatively influence th rates 
of fisher entry and (2) positively for fisher exits; and (2) positively influence the rates of fisher 
emigration in the human population sector 0). The value of DPE is hypothetically assumed to 
represent to the aforementioned rates at the normal level. 
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Figure 1-41. SFD of sector 15 
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Sector 16: Population of human 
This sector represents the immigration and population and the fishing activity of households 
state variable. As shown in the six SFD segments (Figure 1-42 to 6-45), the human population is 
modelled by five age-based groups of children (one stock); young, mid-age, older (twelve stocks) 
and retiree (one stock). The twelve stocks represent the labour force (i.e., working-age population) 
based on the permutation of the three age groups, by two occupational groups (fisher and non-
fisher) by two sex groups (females and males). The children and retiree stock each are arrayed by 
the sex dimension. The six fisher stocks (three age-group by two sex group permutation) are arrayed 
by the fishery group dimension. For the base case simulation, the model assumes that female fisher 
in Selayar is very low and thus, the female fisher stocks were excluded. 
All population stocks are influenced by the rate of deaths (RoD, as outflows) and the rate of 
migration (RoM, as bi-flows). The RoD is estimated as a fraction value of the population that is 
pessimistically assumed to be fixed throughout the simulation. The RoM bi-flows is a product of 
the rate of immigration (RoIm, as inflow) and emigration (RoEm, as outflow). For the base case, 
both RoIm and RoEm are both parameterised using the estimated fractional value of the population, 
instead of individual value. However, in the bi-flows equation, the RoIm parameter value is treated 
as a whole value; which was set to reflect a conservative assumption that emigration is higher due 
to the tendency underreporting of emigration (i.e., seasonal work, fishing trips outside Selayar) 
compared to immigration.  
Children stock is influenced by the rate of birth (ROB) based on the number of reproducing 
females and the ratio of female to male births. The progression of one age-group stock to the next 
older age-group stock is individually represented by an outflow that ‘drains’ a fraction of the 
younger age group with a proportion of with the exception to the retiree stock that uses the time 
until the average age of death (i.e., life expectancy) as the denominator. For each age-group in the 
labour force, the movement of labour between the fisher and non-fisher population is represented by 
flows of the rate of fisher entry (i.e., non-fisher working in the fishery) and of fisher exits (i.e., 
fisher no longer working in the fishery). 
For the fisher stocks, RoIm and RoEm are adjusted by the multiplier value from the effect of 
household education capacity (SFD in part E, Figure 1-48; from sector 15). A bi-flow reflects the 
movement of fisher between fishery group to regulates the flow of fisher between fishery group 
array element of the stock in accordance to the fisher movement modelled in sector 17. The SFD in 
part A, B, C, D, F, and G of segment 16-A (Figure 1-48) are designated to re-array the rate of fisher 
movement from sector 17, re-array the rate of fisher migration and to sector 17, sum the total fisher 
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population, sum the domestic population, set the normal value of the population stocks, and to 
check whether the population sex group is enabled; in the respective order. 
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Figure 1-42. Bottom left  
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Figure 1-43. Bottom centre  
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Figure 1-44. Bottom right  
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Figure 1-45. Top left 
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Figure 1-46. Top centre  
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Figure 1-47. Top right  
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Figure 1-48. Segment 16-A 
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Sector 17: Fishery groups 
This sector represents the fishing activity of households and local fishing activity state 
variables, which also represented using other sectors as mentioned in sector 4. This state variable 
was represented using three fisher categories, which include: 
 
 
 
The categories were represented in the fishery group array dimension  and accordingly, the 
SFD in Figure 1-49 and Figure 1-50 models the number of fisher in each three main fishery groups 
each represented as a stock). These categories were also used to guide the estimation of the model 
parameters (Appendix 24) such as when aggregating data from pre-existing datasets (Bio-LEWIE 
household survey dataset). 
Fishers in each group are assumed to be able to move from one group to another, which was 
linked by bi-flows that represent the rate of fisher movement. The normal level of the stock and the 
fisher conserved in the flow chain are similar to the number of fishers conserved in the human 
population model (sector 16). Accordingly, each fishery group stock is arrayed by sex and labour 
age dimensions.  The stock is thus also influenced by the rate of fisher entries (inflow), of fisher 
exits (outflow), of deaths (outflow), of movement between age group including of retiring fisher 
(bi-flow), and of migration (bi-flows). For this,  converters in part B, C, D, E of segment 17-A 
(Figure 1-51); and part B of segment 16-A (Figure 1-48)  set the rate values of these flows, in the 
respective order, by re-arraying the rate values from sector 16.      
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Figure 1-49. Left  
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Figure 1-50. Right 
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Figure 1-51. Segment 17-A  
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Sector 18: Adjusted inter-fishery movement and fisher entries and exits 
This sector represents the adjustment of the local fishing activity (LFA) – including the 
fishing activity of households and destructive fishing effort variable in CLD 3. The proxies of LFA 
represented in this sector includes the rates of fisher movement from one fishery group to another 
(RFM) and the rates of fisher entry and exit (RFE, RFX, respectively) – estimated in segment 18-A 
(Figure 1-52) and 18-B (Figure 1-53), respectively. 
RFM is estimated for each direction of movement between the two groups (i.e., for the current 
RFM for fisher from group A to B, and from B to A); and is measured as a product of the normal 
level RMF that is adjusted by two multiplier effect values. The first effect represents the influence 
of the community-based surveillance at local level part of the social-political factors discouraging 
external fishing and destructive fishing (or, surveillance effort) to destructive fishing effort. This 
effect is estimated in sector 19 (part F of segment 19-C, Figure 1-53). The second effect represents 
the influence of attractability of fishing over non-fishing to LFA as in CLD 3. The attractability is 
gauged by the ratio of the average profit gained per fisher between two fishery groups. RFM is 
arrayed only by the fishery group dimension assuming the rate value are similar all labour-age and 
sex groups types.  
Segment 18-B (Figure 1-53) models the current RFE and  RFX as the product of the normal 
RFE (AFEX) adjusted by values of multiplier effects that are measured by the change in 
surveillance effort and fisher employment demand (part F and E, segment 19-C, Figure 1-56; 
respectively), profit of fishing and non-fishing work (part D, segment 19-B, Figure 1-55), and 
household tertiary education capacity (sector 15). 
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Figure 1-52. Segment 18-A  
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Figure 1-53. Segment 18-B  
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Sector 19: Determinants of fisher entries & exits and fishing effort 
This sector estimates the multiplier effect values that adjust the effort in fishing and non-
fishing work (AFEH as in sector 9 and NNFE as in sector 10, respectively) using the SFD in 
segment 19-A, (Figure 1-54); and those that adjust the rate of fisher entry to and exit from fishery 
(RFE and RFX, respectively, as in sector 18) using the SFD in segment 19-B (Figure 1-55) and 19-
C (Figure 1-56). 
 The SFDs in part A, B, and C of segment 19-A estimate the effect values for the influence of 
weather disturbance (EWD), of fishing income profitability relative to its ability to fulfil costs of 
living (EFCL), and of comparative profitability of fishing and non-fishing (CPFN), respectively; for 
the adjustment of AFEH and NNFE. EWD represents the weather disturbance to fishing operation 
occurring during the wet season to reflect the exogenous influence of weather-related hazards as 
part of risks and uncertainty in fishing; and of weather unpredictability to local fishing activity and 
therefore, indirectly to the fishing output variable. The effect value EWD is represented as the 
fraction of fishing effort reduction. The fraction is selected randomly from a range between the 
minimum and maximum effort reduction. The effect is applied at a particular period of time by 
using the COUNTER built-in to simulate the annual cycle of the wet season, which uses a graphical 
input to simulate a bell-shaped trend of the weather disturbance intensity that peaks in the middle of 
the period in the last 6-month period of each year (i.e., the wet season). The EFCL effect value is 
derived from the ratio of the current profit of fishing per household to the current costs of living. 
CPSN effect value is derived from the ratio of the current profit of fishing per household to the 
current profit of non-fishing per household.  
 In segment 19-B, SFD in part D estimates the effect values for the influence of EFCL and 
CPFN for the adjustment of RFE and RFX using the similar approach as in segment 19-A that 
however, using per person profit estimation instead of the household to represent individual labour 
movement. Part E and F in segment 19-C estimates the influence of the change in employment 
demand in fishing (EMD) and the surveillance effort (ESE), respectively; for the adjustment of RFE 
and RFX. The EMD effect value is derived from the ratio of the current to the normal fisher supply-
demand ratio. Fisher supply is represented by the total number of fishers, and the demand is based 
on the total operable boats. The multiplier effect value of ESE is based on the ratio current to the 
normal surveillance effort. Surveillance effort is modelled using the similar unit as fishing effort 
that however, for the base case simulation is not enabled. 
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Figure 1-54. Part A, B, C in segment 19-A  
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Figure 1-55. Part D, in segment 19-B 
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Figure 1-56. Part E, F in segment 19-C 
E.	Effects	of	employment
opportunity	on	entries	&	exits
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Sector 20: Household loan and debt 
This sector represents the debt/loan taking state variable; the loan repayment variable, and the 
exogenous variables affecting these variables – all that is related to loop R-12 in CLD 3. The SFD 
in part E of segment 20-A (Figure 1-57) represents debt using the remaining loan/unpaid debt stock 
that is being influenced by the rate of debt addition (inflow), and of debt reduction (outflow) that 
accumulates the paid debt stock level. Figure 1-60 
Referring to Figure 1-57, part A in segment 20-A (Figure 1-57) randomly selects the lender 
type (i.e., the lender dimension elements). The random selection liberally assumes that each fishing 
household (FH) group can go to a different lender if a loan is taken in the current week. Each lender 
relates to a particular the credit arrangement regulated in part B. The model records the unpaid debt 
to each lender type and thus, the stock is arrayed by the fishery group and boat motor group – to 
represent the FH groups; and by the lender type dimensions.  Part B applies the appropriate credit 
arrangement variables (i.e., the interest rate per payment, number of payments within the term, loan 
term period, a time point when term starts and ends, time distance between the repayments) based 
on the loan principal taken and the randomly selected lender type of the current week. Part C 
models the allowable loan principal by applying a limit to the loan principal based on the total of 
current collateral asset value (part H.3-4, Figure 1-58) and average total income (sector 13). Part D 
measures the desired loan principal based on the current unrecovered deficit (sector14). In part E, 
debt addition is represented by the value of the loan package (No. 3, segment 20-C, Figure 1-59) 
and the actual spending for loan repayment (sector 13). Part F estimates the expected loan 
repayment costs (ELRC) for the current week, which is based on the average6 repayment costs at 
the scheduled time, the average weeks between the repayment schedule (part 5 and 4 of segment 
20-C, respectively), and the repayment shortfall of the previous week (part 8 of segment 20-D, 
Figure 1-60). Part G of segment 20-B (Figure 1-57) estimates the actual/payable debt burden 
imposed at the current week (PDB). PDB is imposed in the condition of that there is an allocated 
saving for costs of living, which assumes that the households’ average weekly spending cannot be 
solely for loan repayment. PDB is the sum of the remaining/unpaid debt and the total repayment 
cost of this week of all lender. The imposed PDB can be fulfilled partially or entirely (thus, debt is 
cleared) depending on the current allocated savings (i.e., loan repayment outflow rate in sector 13). 
 
                                                 
6 Since the model does not simulate the repayment progress of each episodes of loan taking from each lender 
type, some variables particularly of those that describe the credit arrangements (part B) are estimated 
based on the average (arithmetic mean) of all the values of the loan taking episodes from the start to 
current simulation time. 
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Figure 1-57. Segment 20-A  
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Figure 1-58. Segment 20-B  
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Figure 1-59. Segment 20-C 
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Figure 1-60. Segment 20-D 
Referring to Figure 1-58, part H models the value of the collateral asset (CAV) owned by the 
household (as a stock, part H.3 & 4). The base case liberally assumes that there is a one-time CAV 
that is added at the beginning of the simulation period (inflow, part H.3). CAV is reduced (outflow, 
part H.4) for the amount of repayment shortfall at the scheduled week (LRS) and of the outstanding 
debt at the end of term (POD); and/or of the remaining deficit (from second spending outflow, 
sector 14). For the base case, CAV is assumed to be equal to the average value of a type of fishing 
boat owned by the FH group. Part H.2 checks whether the current week is the end of term and there 
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is outstanding debt for the particular lender; and then applies the estimated LRS amount (from part 
7.a, segment 20-D) if the conditions are met. Part H.1 checks whether the repayment shortfall 
occurrence limit is attained and the amount of POD for the current week; and then applies the 
estimated CAV reduction (from part 7.b, segment 20-D) if the conditions are met.  
SFDs in segment 20-C and 20-D (Figure 1-59 & Figure 1-60, respectively) are mainly used to 
calculate the averaging of the variables that represent credit arrangement status of all loan taken 
until the current week, by each FH group with each lender type. Some variables are inputs to 
models in segment 20-A and 20-B. In Segment 20-C (Figure 1-59), part 1 counts the occurrence of 
loan taking (OLT) of each FH group (by fishery group and boat motor dimension) from each lender 
group (by lender type dimension) using the ‘count loan taken’ stock. The stock monitors OLT from 
the beginning of simulation until the current point of time and represents the number of sets for the 
denominator in those above averaging of variables. Part 2 checks the week number when the first 
loan is taken (TFL). Part 3 calculates the loan package value (LPV) if a loan is taken at the current 
point of time. LPV is based on the equation: the total repayment cost of the loan (TRC) *  number 
of payment within the term. TRC includes the portion of the loan principal and the interest rate 
from the portion. Part 4 averages the time distance between the repayment schedule (TDR) and the 
loan term period (LTP), in the unit of weeks. Part 5 checks if there is a loan taken in the current 
week and the associated lender type and, if the conditions are met, the current TRC is added to re-
estimate the average TRC (ATRC). Part 6.2 (part 6.1 is not used) checks whether the current week 
is the end of a loan term. For this, a COUNTER built-in is used to simulate a time cycle that has an 
ending time based on the average LTP (part 4) and TFL for the start time. Each count, the counter 
adds one positive value to the stock (using bi-flow) that will reset to zero if it reaches the value of 
the average LTP and indicates the end of loan term. 
In segment 20-D (Figure 1-60), part 7.a calculates the repayment shortfall in each week (to 
H.2), which is when the allocated spending for loan repayment is lower than the ELRC (from part 
F). The loan repayment spending allocated to each lender is weighted based on the proportion of 
each ELRC. Part 7.b estimates the CAV value reduction due to POD (from H.1) indirectly using 
multiplier effect based on the ratio of existing debt to current CAV. The allocation of CAV to each 
lender’s outstanding debt compensation is weighed based on the proportion of the debt to each 
lender. Part 8.a counts the occurrence of repayment shortfall (based on 7.a) and checks whether the 
repayment shortfall count limit is attained, which uses a stock that functions similar to part 1 and 
logical check as to part 6.2. For the base case, the credit arrangement of some lender type would 
allow several shortfall occurrences before penalizing lender in the form of CAV reduction (in part 
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F). Part 8.b is an information stock that updates the level of LRS for the current week (based on 
7.a), which would allow only the LRS of the current week is applied to reduce CAV (in part F). 
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Appendix 19. Stella® equations contained in the converters 
Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
1. Additional non-fishing unit from additional non-fishing effort 
This sector is not used/removed 
2 Adjusted inter-fishery movement & fisher entry and exits 
adjusted entry rate after effect of education by sex & age & 
fishery[Sex, Labor Age, Fishery Group] 
1/week adjusted_entry_rate_for_education_motorized_boat[Fishery_Group,Sex,Labor_Age] + 
adjusted_entry_rate_for_education_unmotorized_boat[Sex,Labor_Age,Fishery_Group] 
adjusted entry rate for education motorized boat[Fishery 
Group, Sex, Labor Age] 
1/week IF switch_on:off_fishery_group[Fishery_Group,EN] > 0 
THEN adjusted_whole_entry_rate_into_fishery[Fishery_Group,Sex,Labor_Age] * 
ratio_motorized_:_all_boats[Fishery_Group] * 
effect_of_education_capacity_on_fishery_entry_rate[Sex,Labor_Age,Fishery_Group,EN]  
ELSE 0 
adjusted entry rate for education unmotorized boat[Sex, 
Labor Age, Fishery Group] 
1/week IF switch_on:off_fishery_group[Fishery_Group,NEN] > 0 
THEN adjusted_whole_entry_rate_into_fishery[Fishery_Group,Sex,Labor_Age] * (1 - 
ratio_motorized_:_all_boats[Fishery_Group]) * 
effect_of_education_capacity_on_fishery_entry_rate[Sex,Labor_Age,Fishery_Group,NEN]  
ELSE 0 
adjusted exit rate after effect of education by sex & age & 
fishery[Sex, Labor Age, Fishery Group] 
1/week adjusted_exit_rate_for_education_motorized_boat[Sex,Labor_Age,Fishery_Group] + 
adjusted_exit_rate_for_education_unmotorized_boat[Sex,Labor_Age,Fishery_Group] 
adjusted exit rate for education motorized boat[Sex, Labor 
Age, Fishery Group] 
1/week IF switch_on:off_fishery_group[Fishery_Group,EN] = 1 
THEN adjusted_whole_exit_rate_from_fishery[Fishery_Group,Sex,Labor_Age] * 
ratio_motorized_:_all_boats[Fishery_Group] * 
effect_of_education_capacity_on_fishery_exit_rate[Sex,Labor_Age,Fishery_Group,EN]  
ELSE 0 
adjusted exit rate for education unmotorized boat[Sex, 
Labor Age, Fishery Group] 
1/week IF switch_on:off_fishery_group[Fishery_Group,NEN] = 1 
THEN adjusted_whole_exit_rate_from_fishery[Fishery_Group,Sex,Labor_Age]* (1 - 
ratio_motorized_:_all_boats[Fishery_Group]) * 
effect_of_education_capacity_on_fishery_exit_rate[Sex,Labor_Age,Fishery_Group,NEN]  
ELSE 0 
adjusted fractional shift rate destructive to squid[Sex, 
Labor Age] 
Dimension- 
less 
MAX(0, normal_shift_rate_destructive_to_squid[Sex,Labor_Age] * 
effect_of_fishing_revenue_destructive_to_squid[Sex,Labor_Age] * 
effect_of_surveillance_ratio_change_on_destructive_shift_to_squid[Sex,Labor_Age] ) 
adjusted fractional shift rate destructive to traditional[Sex, 
Labor Age] 
Dimension- 
less 
MAX(0, normal_shift_rate_destructive_to_traditional[Sex,Labor_Age] * 
effect_of_fishing_revenue_destructive_to_traditional[Sex,Labor_Age] * 
effect_of_surveillance_ratio_change_on_destructive_to_traditional[Sex,Labor_Age] ) 
adjusted fractional shift rate squid to destructive[Sex, 
Labor Age] 
Dimension- 
less 
MAX(0, normal_shift_rate_squid_to_destructive[Sex,Labor_Age] * 
effect_of_fishing_revenue_squid_to_destructive[Sex,Labor_Age] * 
effect_of_surveillance_ratio_change_on_squid_to_destructive[Sex,Labor_Age] ) 
adjusted fractional shift rate squid to traditional[Sex, Labor 
Age] 
Dimension- 
less 
MAX(0, normal_shift_rate_squid_to_ttraditional[Sex,Labor_Age] * 
effect_of_fishing_revenue_squid_to_traditional[Sex,Labor_Age] ) 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
adjusted fractional shift rate traditional to destructive[Sex, 
Labor Age] 
Dimension- 
less 
MAX(0, normal_shift_rate_traditional_to_destructive[Sex,Labor_Age] * 
effect_of_fishing_revenue_traditional_to_destructive[Sex,Labor_Age] * 
effect_of_surveillance_ratio_change_on_traditional_to_destructive[Sex,Labor_Age] ) 
adjusted fractional shift rate traditional to squid[Sex, Labor 
Age] 
Dimension- 
less 
MAX(0, normal_shift_rate_traditional_to_squid[Sex,Labor_Age] * 
effect_of_fishing_revenue_traditional_to_squid[Sex,Labor_Age] ) 
adjusted whole entry rate into fishery[Fishery Group, Sex, 
Labor Age] 
Per Week normal_whole_entry_rate_to_fishery[Labor_Age,Sex] * 
total_effects_of_surveillance:employment:_fishing:nonfishing_on_entry[Fishery_Group] 
adjusted whole exit rate from fishery[Fishery Group, Sex, 
Labor Age] 
Per Week normal_whole_exit_rate_from_fishery[Sex,Labor_Age] * 
total_effects_of_surveillance:employment:_fishing:nonfishing_on_exit[Fishery_Group] 
normal whole entry rate to fishery[YN, ML] Per Week normal_whole_entry_rate_to_fishing_male[YN] 
ratio destructive : squid revenue[Sex, Labor Age] Dimension- 
less 
IF profit_of_fishing_per_person_by_fishery_group[SF] > 0 
THEN profit_of_fishing_per_person_by_fishery_group[DS] / 
profit_of_fishing_per_person_by_fishery_group[SF] 
ELSE 2 
ratio traditional : destructive revenue[Sex, Labor Age] Dimension- 
less 
IF profit_of_fishing_per_person_by_fishery_group[DS] > 0 
THEN profit_of_fishing_per_person_by_fishery_group[TR] / 
profit_of_fishing_per_person_by_fishery_group[DS] 
ELSE 2  
ratio traditional : squid revenue[Sex, Labor Age] Dimension- 
less 
IF profit_of_fishing_per_person_by_fishery_group[SF] > 0 
THEN profit_of_fishing_per_person_by_fishery_group[TR] / 
profit_of_fishing_per_person_by_fishery_group[SF] 
ELSE 2  
total effects of surveillance:employment: fishing:nonfishing 
on entry[Fishery Group] 
Dimension- 
less 
effect_of_surveillance_effort_on_entry_rate_to_destructive * 
effect_of_fishing_income_on_entry_rate * effect_of_non_fishing_income_on_entry_rate 
* effect_of_employment_demand_on_enry_rate_to_fishing 
total effects of surveillance:employment: fishing:nonfishing 
on exit[Fishery Group] 
Dimension- 
less 
effect_of_surveillance_effort_on_exit_rate_from_destructive * 
effect_of_fishing_income_on_exit_rate * effect_of_non_fishing_income_on_exit_rate * 
effect_of_employment_demand_on_exit_rate_from_fishing 
3. Determinants of fisher entries & exits and fishing effort 
#1 current desired costs of living max value based[Fishery 
Group] 
IDR/person MAX(ACTUAL_COSTS_OF_LIVING[Fishery_Group,*])/ person_represented_per_household 
#3 initial profit of fishing[Fishery Group] IDR/person INIT(profit_of_fishing_per_person_by_fishery_group[Fishery_Group]) 
effect of weather hazard on fishing effort reduction[Fishery 
Group, Habitat Type, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
switch_between_dry_to_wet_season * random_effort_reduction_in_wet_season 
expected fishing income per person[Fishery Group] IDR/Person IF switch_select_expected_fishing_income = 1 
THEN "#1_current_desired_costs_of_living_max_value_based"  
ELSE IF switch_select_expected_fishing_income = 2 
THEN "#2_ad_hoc_fixed_value_of_expected_fishing_income"  
ELSE  "#3_initial_profit_of_fishing" 
gap desired:actual surveillance effort[Fishery Group] Hours desired_surveillance_effort - SURVEILLANCE_EFFORT  
gap normal ratio actual:required fisher[Fishery Group] Dimension- 
less 
normal_ratio_actual:required_fisher - equal_ratio_of_one_actual:required_fishers 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
normal ratio actual:required fisher[Fishery Group] Dimension- 
less 
INIT(ratio_supply:demand_fisher_by_fishery) 
profit of fishing per person by fishery group[Fishery Group] IDR Per 
Person 
(IF switch_select_mean:max_based_boat_group_profit_aggregation = 1 
THEN MAX(0, 
MEAN(profit_of_fishing_per_household_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group,*]) )  
ELSE MAX(0, MAX(profit_of_fishing_per_household_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group,*]) 
)  ) / person_represented_per_household 
profit of nonfishing per person by fishery group[Fishery 
Group] 
IDR Per 
Person 
IF switch_select_biolewie:modeller_nonfishing_profit_scenario = 1 
THEN (IF switch_select_mean:max_based_boat_group_profit_aggregation = 1 
THEN MAX(0, MEAN(profit_of_nonfishing_unit_per_labor_biolewie[Fishery_Group,*]) )  
ELSE MAX(0, MAX(profit_of_nonfishing_unit_per_labor_biolewie[Fishery_Group,*]) ) )  
ELSE (IF switch_select_mean:max_based_boat_group_profit_aggregation = 1 
THEN MAX(0, 
MEAN(profit_of_nonfishing_per_labor_modeller's_scenario[Fishery_Group,*]) )  
ELSE MAX(0, MAX(profit_of_nonfishing_per_labor_modeller's_scenario[Fishery_Group,*]) 
) ) 
random effort reduction in wet season Dimension- 
less 
 RANDOM( min_effort_reduction_in_wet_season, max_effort_reduction_in_wet_season, 7) 
ratio actual:desired fishing profit[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
people IF switch_on:off_effect_of_fishing_profit_goal_fulfillment = 1 AND 
expected_fishing_income_per_person[Fishery_Group] > 0 
THEN profit_of_fishing_per_household_by_fishery_&_motor / 
expected_fishing_income_per_person[Fishery_Group] 
ELSE 1  
ratio actual:normal surveillance effort[Fishery Group] Dimension- 
less 
IF normal_surveillance_effort > 0 
THEN SURVEILLANCE_EFFORT / normal_surveillance_effort 
ELSE 1  
ratio fishing:nonfishing profit[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] Dimension- 
less 
IF profit_of_nonfishing_unit_per_household_by_fishery_&_motor > 0 
THEN profit_of_fishing_per_household_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] / 
profit_of_nonfishing_unit_per_household_by_fishery_&_motor 
ELSE IF profit_of_nonfishing_unit_per_household_by_fishery_&_motor = 0 
THEN 1 ELSE 0 
ratio supply:demand fisher by fishery[Fishery Group] Dimension- 
less 
IF required_total_fisher_by_fishery_only >= 0 AND 
total_fishers_of_all_age_group_by_fishery >= 0 
THEN total_fishers_of_all_age_group_by_fishery / 
required_total_fisher_by_fishery_only 
ELSE IF required_total_fisher_by_fishery_only <= 0 
THEN 1 
ELSE 1 
required fisher per motor group by fishery & motor[TR, 
EN] 
People MOTORS_INSTALLED_IN_OPERATING_BOATS[TR] * 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[TR, EN] 
required fisher per motor group by fishery & motor[TR, 
NEN] 
People  ( OCCUPIED_BOATS[TR] - MOTORS_INSTALLED_IN_OPERATING_BOATS[TR])  * 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[TR, NEN] 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
required fisher per motor group by fishery & motor[DS, 
EN] 
People MOTORS_INSTALLED_IN_OPERATING_BOATS[DS] * 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[DS, EN] 
required fisher per motor group by fishery & motor[DS, 
NEN] 
People  ( OCCUPIED_BOATS[DS] - MOTORS_INSTALLED_IN_OPERATING_BOATS[DS])  * 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[DS, NEN] 
required fisher per motor group by fishery & motor[SF, EN] People MOTORS_INSTALLED_IN_OPERATING_BOATS[SF] * 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[SF, EN] 
required fisher per motor group by fishery & motor[SF, 
NEN] 
People  ( OCCUPIED_BOATS[SF] - MOTORS_INSTALLED_IN_OPERATING_BOATS[SF])  * 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[SF, NEN] 
required total fisher by fishery only[TR] People ( (MOTORS_INSTALLED_IN_OPERATING_BOATS[TR] * 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[TR, EN]) + (IF OCCUPIED_BOATS[TR] 
* average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[TR, NEN] > 0 
THEN ( OCCUPIED_BOATS[TR] * average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[TR, 
NEN] ) - ( MOTORS_INSTALLED_IN_OPERATING_BOATS[TR] * 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[TR, EN] ) 
ELSE 0 ) ) 
required total fisher by fishery only[DS] People ( ( MOTORS_INSTALLED_IN_OPERATING_BOATS[DS] * 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[DS, EN] ) + (IF OCCUPIED_BOATS[DS] 
* average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[DS, NEN] > 0 
THEN ( OCCUPIED_BOATS[DS] * average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[DS, 
NEN] ) - ( MOTORS_INSTALLED_IN_OPERATING_BOATS[DS] * 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[DS, EN] ) 
ELSE 0 ) ) 
required total fisher by fishery only[SF] People ( (MOTORS_INSTALLED_IN_OPERATING_BOATS[SF] * 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[SF, EN]) + (IF 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[SF, NEN] > 0 
THEN (OCCUPIED_BOATS[SF] * average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[SF, 
NEN]) - (MOTORS_INSTALLED_IN_OPERATING_BOATS[SF] * 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[SF, EN]) 
ELSE 0)  )  
4. Effort for fishing (fisher's) 
actual available fisher per motor group by fishery & 
motor[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
People IF SUM(required_fisher_per_motor_group_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group, *]) > 0 
THEN total_fishers_of_all_age_group_by_fishery[Fishery_Group] * 
(required_fisher_per_motor_group_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor] / 
SUM(required_fisher_per_motor_group_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group, *]) ) 
ELSE 0 
actual average fish revenue by fishery & fish & 
habitat[Fishery Group, Fish Class, Habitat Type] 
IDR/boat/ho
ur 
adjusted_CPUE_mass_based_by_fishery_&_fish_&_habitat[Fishery_Group, Fish_Class, 
Habitat_Type] * FISH_PRICE_PER_MASS_UNIT[Fish_Class]  
actual average fish revenue by fishery & habitat[Fishery 
Group, Habitat Type] 
IDR/boat/ho
ur 
SUM(actual_average_fish_revenue_by_fishery_&_fish_&_habitat[Fishery_Group, *, 
Habitat_Type]) 
adjusted fishing effort for fishing profitability 
change[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Habitat Type] 
Hours IF switch_on:off_effect_fishing_profitability_fishing_effort > 0 
THEN adjusted_fishing_effort_for_weather_hazard * 
effect_of_fishing_profit_goal_fulfillment_on_fishing_effort[Fishery_Group, 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
Boat_Motor] 
ELSE adjusted_fishing_effort_for_weather_hazard 
adjusted fishing effort for labor availability by fishery & 
motor[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours IF switch_on:off_effect_labor_fulfillment_on_fishing_effort = 1 
THEN 
(MIN(normal_fishing_effort_when_crew_requirement_fulfilled_by_fishery_&_motor[Fisher
y_Group,Boat_Motor], max_labor_hours_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor])  
* effect_of_labor_fulfillment_on_fishing_effort[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor]) * 
switch_on:off_fishery_group[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor]  
ELSE  
MIN(normal_fishing_effort_when_crew_requirement_fulfilled_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery
_Group,Boat_Motor], max_labor_hours_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor]) * 
switch_on:off_fishery_group[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] 
adjusted fishing effort for max effort per habitat[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor, Habitat Type] 
Hours MIN(adjusted_fishing_effort_for_nonfishing_profit_change[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,Ha
bitat_Type], max_fishing_effort_per_habitat[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,Habitat_Type]) 
adjusted fishing effort for nonfishing profit change[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor, Habitat Type] 
Hours adjusted_fishing_effort_for_fishing_profitability_change * 
effect_of_fishing:non_fishing_profit_on_fishing_effort[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor] * 
switch_on:off_effect_nonfishing_profit_on_fishing_effort 
adjusted fishing effort for revenue change per habitat by 
fishery & Motor & habitat[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, 
Habitat Type] 
Hours IF switch_select_st:rr_version_of_revenue_adjusted_fishing_effort = 1 
THEN current_effort_allocation_per_habitat_adjusted_for_revenue_change_&_capped 
ELSE current_effort_allocation_per_habitat_RR_version 
adjusted fishing effort for weather hazard[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor, Habitat Type] 
Hours adjusted_fishing_effort_for_revenue_change_per_habitat_by_fishery_&_Motor_&_habitat 
* (1 - (effect_of_weather_hazard_on_fishing_effort_reduction[Fishery_Group, 
Habitat_Type, Boat_Motor] * switch_on:off_effect_weather_hazard_on_fishing_effort) ) 
check difference memory based effort with the unallocated 
fishing effort[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours SUM(normal_fishing_effort_per_habitat_memory_based_by_fishery_&_motor_&_habitat[Fish
ery_Group,Boat_Motor,*]) - 
adjusted_fishing_effort_for_labor_availability_by_fishery_&_motor 
check difference revenue based effort with the unallocated 
fishing effort[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours SUM(normal_fishing_effort_per_habitat_revenue_based_by_fishery_&_motor_&_habitat[Fis
hery_Group,Boat_Motor,*]) - 
adjusted_fishing_effort_for_labor_availability_by_fishery_&_motor 
check if total fishing effort higher than max[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF 
current_total_fishing_effort_from_all_habitat_revenue_change_adjusted[Fishery_Group,
Boat_Motor] >= 
max_total_fishing_effort_for_the_week_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] 
THEN 1  
ELSE 0  
current effort allocation per habitat adjusted for revenue 
change & capped[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Habitat 
Type] 
Hours current_fishing_effort_for_seagrass/reef/pelagic/mangrove/seagrass_adjusted_for_avai
lable_effort[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Habitat Type] 
current effort allocation per habitat effect one 
adjusted[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Habitat Type] 
Hours adjusted_fishing_effort_for_labor_availability_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group,Boat
_Motor] * 
effect_of_fishing_revenue_of_habitat_on_fishing_effort[Fishery_Group,Habitat_Type] 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
current effort allocation per habitat effect two 
adjusted[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Habitat Type] 
Hours current_effort_allocation_per_habitat_effect_one_adjusted 
*substitute_effect_of_fishing_revenue_of_habitat_on_fishing_effort[Fishery_Group,Hab
itat_Type] 
current effort allocation per habitat RR version[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor, Habitat Type] 
Hours current_effort_allocation_per_habitat_effect_two_adjusted 
current fishing effort by fishery & habitat & motor[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor, Habitat Type] 
Hours FISHING_EFFORT_HOURS_PER_BOAT 
current fishing effort for mangrove adjusted for available 
effort[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours IF check_if_total_fishing_effort_higher_than_max = 1 
THEN current_fishing_effort_for_mangrove_revenue_change_adjusted / 
current_total_fishing_effort_from_all_habitat_revenue_change_adjusted[Fishery_Group,
Boat_Motor] * 
max_total_fishing_effort_for_the_week_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] 
ELSE current_fishing_effort_for_mangrove_revenue_change_adjusted 
current fishing effort for mangrove revenue change 
adjusted[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours normal_effort_allocation_by_fishery_&_motor_&_habitat[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,MN] * 
(1+fractional_adjustement_relative_to_revenue_change_by_fishery_&_habitat[Fishery_Gr
oup,MN]) 
current fishing effort for pelagic adjusted for available 
effort[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours IF check_if_total_fishing_effort_higher_than_max = 1 
THEN current_fishing_effort_for_pelagic_revenue_change_adjusted / 
current_total_fishing_effort_from_all_habitat_revenue_change_adjusted[Fishery_Group,
Boat_Motor] * 
max_total_fishing_effort_for_the_week_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] 
ELSE current_fishing_effort_for_pelagic_revenue_change_adjusted 
current fishing effort for pelagic revenue change 
adjusted[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours normal_effort_allocation_by_fishery_&_motor_&_habitat[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,PG] * 
(1+fractional_adjustement_relative_to_revenue_change_by_fishery_&_habitat[Fishery_Gr
oup,PG]) 
current fishing effort for reef adjusted for available 
effort[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours IF check_if_total_fishing_effort_higher_than_max = 1 
THEN current_fishing_effort_for_reef_revenue_change_adjusted / 
current_total_fishing_effort_from_all_habitat_revenue_change_adjusted[Fishery_Group,
Boat_Motor] * 
max_total_fishing_effort_for_the_week_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] 
ELSE current_fishing_effort_for_reef_revenue_change_adjusted 
current fishing effort for reef revenue change 
adjusted[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours normal_effort_allocation_by_fishery_&_motor_&_habitat[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,RF] * 
(1+fractional_adjustement_relative_to_revenue_change_by_fishery_&_habitat[Fishery_Gr
oup,RF]) 
current fishing effort for seagrass adjusted for available 
effort[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours IF check_if_total_fishing_effort_higher_than_max = 1 
THEN current_fishing_effort_for_seagrass_revenue_change_adjusted / 
current_total_fishing_effort_from_all_habitat_revenue_change_adjusted[Fishery_Group,
Boat_Motor] * 
max_total_fishing_effort_for_the_week_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] 
ELSE current_fishing_effort_for_seagrass_revenue_change_adjusted  
current fishing effort for seagrass revenue change 
adjusted[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours normal_effort_allocation_by_fishery_&_motor_&_habitat[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,SG] * 
(1 + 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
fractional_adjustement_relative_to_revenue_change_by_fishery_&_habitat[Fishery_Group
,SG]) 
current total fishing effort from all habitat revenue change 
adjusted[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours current_fishing_effort_for_seagrass_revenue_change_adjusted[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor
] + 
current_fishing_effort_for_reef_revenue_change_adjusted[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] + 
current_fishing_effort_for_pelagic_revenue_change_adjusted[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] 
+ 
current_fishing_effort_for_mangrove_revenue_change_adjusted[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor
] 
difference actual:normal avg fishing revenue by fishery & 
habitat[Fishery Group, Habitat Type] 
IDR/boat/ho
ur 
(actual_average_fish_revenue_by_fishery_&_habitat - 
normal_average_fish_revenue_by_fishery_&_habitat)  
fishing effort hours by fishery & boat[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
Hours SUM(FISHING_EFFORT_HOURS_PER_BOAT[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,*]) 
fractional adjustement relative to revenue change by 
fishery & habitat[Fishery Group, Habitat Type] 
Dimension- 
less 
fractional_revenue_change_relative_to_the_normal_revenue_in_each_habitat 
fractional revenue change relative to the normal revenue 
in each habitat[Fishery Group, Habitat Type] 
Dimension- 
less 
difference_actual:normal_avg_fishing_revenue_by_fishery_&_habitat 
/normal_average_fish_revenue_by_fishery_&_habitat 
gap fishing hours[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Habitat 
Type] 
Hours (adjusted_fishing_effort_for_max_effort_per_habitat - FISHING_EFFORT_HOURS_PER_BOAT) 
max fishing effort per habitat[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, 
Habitat Type] 
Hours max_labor_hours_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] * 
proportion_of_habitat_effort_against_the_total_of_all_habitat 
max total fishing effort for the week by fishery & 
motor[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours IF switch_select_max:normal_based_fishing_effort_capping = 1 
THEN max_labor_hours_by_fishery_&_motor 
ELSE normal_fishing_effort_when_crew_requirement_fulfilled_by_fishery_&_motor 
normal average fish revenue by fishery & fish & 
habitat[Fishery Group, Fish Class, Habitat Type] 
IDR/boat/ho
ur 
normal_CPUE_mass_based_selayar 
* normal_fish_price_local_calibrated[Fish_Class]  
normal average fish revenue by fishery & habitat[Fishery 
Group, Habitat Type] 
IDR/boat/ho
ur 
SUM(normal_average_fish_revenue_by_fishery_&_fish_&_habitat[Fishery_Group, *, 
Habitat_Type]) 
normal effort allocation by fishery & motor & 
habitat[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Habitat Type] 
Hours IF switch_select_revenue:memory_based_fishng_effort_allocation = 1 
THEN normal_fishing_effort_per_habitat_revenue_based_by_fishery_&_motor_&_habitat 
ELSE IF switch_select_revenue:memory_based_fishng_effort_allocation = 0 
THEN 
normal_fishing_effort_per_habitat_memory_based_by_fishery_&_motor_&_habitat[Fishery_
Group,Boat_Motor,Habitat_Type]  
ELSE 
normal_fishing_effort_per_habitat_memory_based_by_fishery_&_motor_&_habitat[Fishery_
Group,Boat_Motor,Habitat_Type] 
normal fishing effort for mangrove revenue based by 
fishery & motor[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours adjusted_fishing_effort_for_labor_availability_by_fishery_&_motor * 
normal_fraction_of_fishing_effort_for_mangrove_by_fishery[Fishery_Group] 
normal fishing effort for pelagic revenue based by fishery 
& motor[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours adjusted_fishing_effort_for_labor_availability_by_fishery_&_motor * 
normal_fraction_of_fishing_effort_for_pelagic_by_fishery[Fishery_Group] 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
normal fishing effort for reef revenue based by fishery & 
motor[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours adjusted_fishing_effort_for_labor_availability_by_fishery_&_motor * 
normal_fraction_of_fishing_effort_for_reef_by_fishery[Fishery_Group] 
normal fishing effort for seagrass revenue based by fishery 
& motor[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours adjusted_fishing_effort_for_labor_availability_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group,Boat
_Motor] * normal_fraction_of_fishing_effort_for_seagrass_by_fishery[Fishery_Group] 
normal fishing effort per habitat memory based by fishery 
& motor & habitat[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Habitat 
Type] 
Hours adjusted_fishing_effort_for_labor_availability_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group,Boat
_Motor] * 
normal_fraction_of_fishing_effort_for_each_habitat_by_fishery_&_habitat[Fishery_Grou
p,Habitat_Type] 
normal fishing effort per habitat revenue based by fishery 
& motor & habitat[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Habitat 
Type] 
Hours normal_fishing_effort_for_seagrass/reef/pelagic/mangrove_revenue_based_by_fishery_&_
motor[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Habitat Type] 
normal fraction of fishing effort for 
mangrove/pelagic/reef/seagrass by fishery[Fishery Group] 
Dimension- 
less 
normal_fraction_of_the_total_revenue_for_mangrove/pelagic/reef/seagrass_by_fishery 
normal fraction of the total revenue for 
mangrove/pelagic/reef/seagrass by fishery[Fishery Group] 
Dimension- 
less 
normal_average_fish_revenue_by_fishery_&_habitat[Fishery_Group,MN/PG/RFSG] / 
total_revenue_rates_from_all_habitas_by_fishery[Fishery_Group] 
proportion of habitat effort against the total of all 
habitat[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Habitat Type] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF 
SUM(adjusted_fishing_effort_for_nonfishing_profit_change[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,*]
) > 0 
THEN 
adjusted_fishing_effort_for_nonfishing_profit_change[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,Habita
t_Type] / 
SUM(adjusted_fishing_effort_for_nonfishing_profit_change[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,*]
) 
ELSE 0 
ratio actual:normal fish revenue rate per habitat[Fishery 
Group, Habitat Type] 
Dimension- 
less 
actual_average_fish_revenue_by_fishery_&_habitat[Fishery_Group, Habitat_Type] / 
MAX(normal_average_fish_revenue_by_fishery_&_habitat[Fishery_Group, Habitat_Type], 
0) 
total revenue rates from all habitas by fishery[Fishery 
Group] 
IDR/boat/ho
ur 
SUM(normal_average_fish_revenue_by_fishery_&_habitat[Fishery_Group,*]) 
5. Effort for non-fishing (fisher's) 
adjusted nonfishing effort for fishing effort[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
Hours normal_nonfishing_effort_from_unused_total_weekly_labor_hours_by_fishery_&_motor * 
effect_of_fishing_effort_change_on_nonfishing_effort * 
switch_on:off_effect_of_fishing_effort_change_on_nonfishing_effort 
adjusted nonfishing effort for fishing:nonfishing 
profit[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours IF switch_on:off_effect_of_comparative_profit_on_nonfihsing_effort > 0 
THEN adjusted_nonfishing_effort_for_fishing_effort * 
effect_of_fishing:nonfishing_profit_on_nonfishing_effort 
ELSE adjusted_nonfishing_effort_for_fishing_effort 
current nonfishing effort or fishers remaining labor 
hours[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours NONFISHING_EFFORT 
Gap unused working time[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] Hours adjusted_nonfishing_effort_for_fishing:nonfishing_profit 
- NONFISHING_EFFORT 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
normal nonfishing effort from unused total weekly labor 
hours by fishery & motor[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours (max_labor_hours_by_fishery_&_motor) - 
normal_fishing_effort_when_crew_requirement_fulfilled_by_fishery_&_motor 
ratio actual:normal fishing effort[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
SUM(current_fishing_effort_by_fishery_&_habitat_&_motor[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,*]) 
/ normal_fishing_effort_when_crew_requirement_fulfilled_by_fishery_&_motor 
6. Effort for non-fishing (from non-fishers) 
actual fisher demand based on boat demand Boats SUM(required_boats_by_fishery[*]) 
actual fisher employed based on available boats Boats SUM(OCCUPIED_BOATS) 
actual nonfishing labor hours from community by fishery & 
motor[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours nonfishing_labor_hours_in_the_community * 
proportion_of_labor_hour_accessible_to_household_by_fishery_&_motor * 
proportion_of_labor_hour_accessible_to_household_by_fishery_&_motor 
actual nonfishing labor hours from household members by 
fishery & motor[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours ( additional_labor_hours_from_additional_fisher_hh_member + 
additional_labor_hours_from_non_fisher_member_non_fisher_hh_member ) * 
switch_on:off_extra_labor_hours_from_household_member 
actual total labor hours for nonfishing per household fisher 
& motor specific[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours current_nonfishing_effort_OR_fishers_remaining_labor_hours + 
actual_nonfishing_labor_hours_from_household_members_by_fishery_&_motor 
additional labor hours from additional fisher hh 
member[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours  switch_select_asynchronous_operation_of_additional_fisher_in_hh * 
average_additional_fisher_per_household * 
nonfishing_effort_of_households_by_hishery_&_motor 
additional labor hours from household and community by 
fishery & motor[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours ( actual_nonfishing_labor_hours_from_household_members_by_fishery_&_motor + 
actual_nonfishing_labor_hours_from_community_by_fishery_&_motor ) 
additional labor hours from non fisher member non fisher 
hh member[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours average_non_fisher_member_per_fishing_household * 
average_labor_hours_per_nonfisher_household_member 
adjusted total labor hours for nonfishing after outsource by 
fisher & motor[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours actual_total_labor_hours_for_nonfishing_per_household_fisher_&_motor_specific + 
(required_labor_hours_taken_form_community * switch_on:off_nonfishing_labor_hiring) 
available nonfishing labor hours from unemployed fisher Hours ( unemployed_fisher_in_the_community * average_max_labor_hours_per_unemployed_fisher 
) * switch_on:off_extra_labor_hours_from_unemployed_fisher  
available nonfishing labor hours from unemployed non 
fishers 
Hours ( unemployed_labor_in_the_community * 
average_max_labor_hours_of_unemployed_non_fisher ) * 
"switch_on:off_extra_labor_hours_from_unemployed_non-fisher"  
average households per boat by fishery & motor[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less/boat 
average_breadwinner_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor 
boats by fishery & motor[TR, EN] Boats OCCUPIED_BOATS[TR] * ratio_motorized_:_all_boats[TR] 
boats by fishery & motor[TR, NEN] Boats OCCUPIED_BOATS[TR] * (1 - ratio_motorized_:_all_boats[TR]) 
boats by fishery & motor[DS, EN] Boats OCCUPIED_BOATS[DS] * ratio_motorized_:_all_boats[DS] 
boats by fishery & motor[DS, NEN] Boats OCCUPIED_BOATS[DS] * (1 - ratio_motorized_:_all_boats[DS]) 
boats by fishery & motor[SF, EN] Boats OCCUPIED_BOATS[SF] * ratio_motorized_:_all_boats[SF] 
boats by fishery & motor[SF, NEN] Boats OCCUPIED_BOATS[SF] * (1 - ratio_motorized_:_all_boats[SF]) 
current fishing households based on breadwinner and 
boat[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
boats_by_fishery_&_motor * average_households_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor 
fraction of unemployed fisher Dimension- 
less 
IF actual_fisher_demand_based_on_boat_demand > 0 
THEN 1 - MIN(1, (actual_fisher_employed_based_on_available_boats / 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
actual_fisher_demand_based_on_boat_demand) ) 
ELSE 0 
gap between required:actual labor hours from 
communty[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours IF actual_total_labor_hours_for_nonfishing_per_household_fisher_&_motor_specific < 
required_total_labor_hours_for_nonfishing 
THEN required_total_labor_hours_for_nonfishing -
actual_total_labor_hours_for_nonfishing_per_household_fisher_&_motor_specific  
ELSE 0 
initial fishing household based on fisher per boat[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
INIT(current_fishing_households_based_on_breadwinner_and_boat) 
nonfishing effort of households by hishery & motor[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours NONFISHING_EFFORT 
nonfishing labor hours in the community Hours available_nonfishing_labor_hours_from_unemployed_fisher + 
available_nonfishing_labor_hours_from_unemployed_non_fishers 
normal proportion of community labor hours outsourced by 
household[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF SUM(initial_fishing_household_based_on_fisher_per_boat[*,*]) > 0 
THEN initial_fishing_household_based_on_fisher_per_boat[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] / 
SUM(initial_fishing_household_based_on_fisher_per_boat[*,*])  
ELSE 1  
proportion of labor hour accessible to household by fishery 
& motor[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF switch_on:off_effect_of_household_density_on_outsource_capacity = 1 
THEN normal_proportion_of_community_labor_hours_outsourced_by_household * 
effect_of_household_change_on_labor_oursource[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] 
ELSE normal_proportion_of_community_labor_hours_outsourced_by_household 
required labor hours taken form community[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
Hours IF gap_between_required:actual_labor_hours_from_communty > 0 
THEN gap_between_required:actual_labor_hours_from_communty 
ELSE 0 
required total labor hours for nonfishing hour IF switch_on:off_nonfishing_job_profit = 1 
THEN adjusted_normal_nonfishing_effort_for_requirement_adjustment 
ELSE 0 
total fisher in the community People SUM(total_fishers_of_all_age_group_by_fishery[*]) 
unemployed fisher in the community People total_fisher_in_the_community * fraction_of_unemployed_fisher 
unemployed labor in the community People unemployed_non_fisher_males + unemployed_non_fisher_females 
unemployed non fisher females People (FEMALE_NONFISHER_YOUNG+FEMALE_NONFISHER_MID_AGE+FEMALE_NONFISHER_OLDER) * 
fixed_proportion_of_unemployed_females 
unemployed non fisher males People (MALE_NONFISHER_YOUNG+MALE_NONFISHER_MID_AGE+MALE_NONFISHER_OLDER) * 
fixed_proportion_of_unemployed_males 
7. Fish catch 
adjusted CPUE abundance based by fishery & fish & 
habitat[Fishery Group, Fish Class, Habitat Type] 
Individual 
Fishs/(boat*
Hours) 
adjusted_CPUE_mass_based_by_fishery_&_fish_&_habitat[Fishery_Group, Fish_Class, 
Habitat_Type] / average_fish_weight_per_individual_adult[Fish_Class]  
adjusted CPUE mass based by fishery & fish & 
habitat[Fishery Group, Fish Class, Habitat Type] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
IF switch_on:off_effect_of_fish_density_on_CPUE > 0 
THEN normal_CPUE_mass_based * effect_of_fish_density_change_on_CPUE 
ELSE normal_CPUE_mass_based 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
catch abundance per boat motorized[Fishery Group, Fish 
Class, Habitat Type] 
Individual 
Fish Per 
Boat 
adjusted_CPUE_abundance_based_by_fishery_&_fish_&_habitat[Fishery_Group, Fish_Class, 
Habitat_Type] * FISHING_EFFORT_HOURS_PER_BOAT[Fishery_Group,EN,Habitat_Type]  
catch abundance per boat non motorized[Fishery Group, 
Fish Class, Habitat Type] 
Individual 
Fish Per 
Boat 
adjusted_CPUE_abundance_based_by_fishery_&_fish_&_habitat[Fishery_Group, Fish_Class, 
Habitat_Type] * FISHING_EFFORT_HOURS_PER_BOAT[Fishery_Group,NEN,Habitat_Type]  
destructive fishing catch abundance rate by fish & 
habitat[Fish Class, Habitat Type] 
Individual 
Fish 
total_catch_abundance_from_all_motorized_boats_by_fishery_&_fish_&_habitat[DS, 
Fish_Class, Habitat_Type]+ 
total_catch_abundance_from_all_non_motorized_boats_by_fishery_&_fish_&_habitat[DS, 
Fish_Class, Habitat_Type] 
motorized boats[Fishery Group] Boats IF switch_on:off_fishery_group[Fishery_Group,EN] = 1 
THEN OCCUPIED_BOATS * ratio_motorized_:_all_boats 
ELSE 0 
non motorized boats[Fishery Group] Boats IF switch_on:off_fishery_group[Fishery_Group,NEN] = 1 
THEN OCCUPIED_BOATS * (1 - ratio_motorized_:_all_boats) 
ELSE 0 
normal CPUE mass based[Fishery Group, Fish Class, 
Habitat Type] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
(IF switch_select_Selayar:ElNido_normal_CPUE = 1 
THEN normal_CPUE_mass_based_selayar 
ELSE normal_CPUE_mass_based_elnido ) * 
calibrator_for_normal_CPUE_DS_only[Fishery_Group] * calibrator_for_normal_CPUE 
ratio of current:normal fish stocks[Fishery Group, Fish 
Class, Habitat Type] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF normal_adult_fish_stock[Fish_Class,Habitat_Type] > 0 
THEN ( ADULT_FISH_STOCK[Fish_Class,Habitat_Type] / 
normal_adult_fish_stock[Fish_Class,Habitat_Type] ) 
ELSE 0 
squid fishing catch abundance rate by fish & habitat[Fish 
Class, Habitat Type] 
Individual 
Fish 
total_catch_abundance_from_all_motorized_boats_by_fishery_&_fish_&_habitat[SF, 
Fish_Class, Habitat_Type]+ 
total_catch_abundance_from_all_non_motorized_boats_by_fishery_&_fish_&_habitat[SF, 
Fish_Class, Habitat_Type] 
sum of fish catch by fishery all motor & species & 
habitat[Fishery Group] 
Individual 
Fishs 
SUM(total_catch_abundance_from_all_motorized_boats_by_fishery_&_fish_&_habitat[Fishe
ry_Group,*,*]) + 
SUM(total_catch_abundance_from_all_non_motorized_boats_by_fishery_&_fish_&_habitat[F
ishery_Group,*,*]) 
sum of fish catch motorized by fishery & all habitat[Fishery 
Group, Fish Class] 
Individual 
Fishs 
SUM(total_catch_abundance_from_all_motorized_boats_by_fishery_&_fish_&_habitat[Fishe
ry_Group,Fish_Class,*]) 
sum of fish catch unmotorized by fishery & all 
habitat[Fishery Group, Fish Class] 
Individual 
Fishs 
SUM(total_catch_abundance_from_all_non_motorized_boats_by_fishery_&_fish_&_habitat[F
ishery_Group,Fish_Class,*]) 
total catch abundance all boat & habitat type by fishery & 
fish class[Fishery Group, Fish Class] 
Individual 
Fish 
SUM(total_catch_abundance_from_all_motorized_boats_by_fishery_&_fish_&_habitat[Fishe
ry_Group, Fish_Class, *]) + 
SUM(total_catch_abundance_from_all_non_motorized_boats_by_fishery_&_fish_&_habitat[F
ishery_Group, Fish_Class, *]) 
total catch abundance all habitat by fishery & fish class & 
motor[Fishery Group, Fish Class, Boat Motor] 
Individual 
Fish 
SUM(total_catch_abundance_from_all_motorized_boats_by_fishery_&_fish_&_habitat[FIshe
ry Group, Fish Class, *]) 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
total catch abundance from all motorized boats by fishery 
& fish & habitat[Fishery Group, Fish Class, Habitat Type] 
Individual 
Fish 
catch_abundance_per_boat_motorized[Fishery_Group, Fish_Class, Habitat_Type] * 
motorized_boats[Fishery_Group] 
total catch abundance from all non motorized boats by 
fishery & fish & habitat[Fishery Group, Fish Class, Habitat 
Type] 
Individual 
Fish 
catch_abundance_per_boat_non_motorized[Fishery_Group, Fish_Class, Habitat_Type] 
*non_motorized_boats[Fishery_Group] 
total catch mass by fishery & fish class[Fishery Group, 
Fish Class] 
Kilograms total_catch_abundance_all_boat_&_habitat_type_by_fishery_&_fish_class * 
average_fish_weight_per_individual_adult[Fish_Class]  
total catch mass by fishery & fish class & motor[Fishery 
Group, Fish Class, Boat Motor] 
Kilograms total_catch_abundance_all_habitat_by_fishery_&_fish_class_&_motor * 
average_fish_weight_per_individual_adult[Fish_Class]  
traditional fishing catch abundance rate by fish & 
habitat[Fish Class, Habitat Type] 
Individual 
Fish 
total_catch_abundance_from_all_motorized_boats_by_fishery_&_fish_&_habitat[TR, 
Fish_Class, Habitat_Type] + 
total_catch_abundance_from_all_non_motorized_boats_by_fishery_&_fish_&_habitat[TR, 
Fish_Class, Habitat_Type] 
8. Fish demand & price 
adjusted fish demand for price[Fish Class] Kilograms 
Per Week 
IF switch_on:off_effect_of_price_change_on_demand = 1 
THEN MAX(variable_representing_fish_demand,  
min_fish_demand_near_zero) 
/ delay_in_fish_demand_adjustment 
* MAX(effect_of_actual:normal_fish_price_on_fish_demand,  
min_multiplier_effect_near_zero) 
ELSE MAX(variable_representing_fish_demand,  
min_fish_demand_near_zero) 
/ delay_in_fish_demand_adjustment 
adjusted fish demand for substitute[Fish Class] Kilograms 
Per Week 
MAX(1e-12, adjusted_fish_demand_for_price[Fish_Class] * 
effect_of_price_of_substitute_to_price_demand_elasticity)  
adjusted fish price for price cap[Fish Class] IDR Per 
Kilogram 
IF switch_on:off_fish_price_capping > 0 
THEN MIN( adjusted_fish_price_for_supply:demand[Fish_Class], 
price_cap_on_fish_price_proportional[Fish_Class]) 
ELSE adjusted_fish_price_for_supply:demand 
adjusted fish price for supply:demand[Fish Class] IDR Per 
Kilogram 
IF switch_on:off_effect_of_supply_demand_on_price = 1 
THEN current_fish_price_this_week * 
MAX(effect_of_actual_supply:demand_on_fish_price, 0) 
ELSE current_fish_price_this_week 
current fish price this week[Fish Class] IDR Per 
Kilogram 
FISH_PRICE_PER_MASS_UNIT  
denominator for normal fish price proportion IDR/kg SUM(normal_fish_price_local_BioLewie[*]) 
effect of linear trend on fish consumption Dimension- 
less 
IF switch_on:off_local_fish_demand_linear_trend = 1 
THEN RAMP(slope_constant_for_demand_trend_generator, (year_demand_trend_started * 
52) ) /delay_in_trend_change  
ELSE 1 
gap cap adjusted:current fish price[Fish Class] IDR Per 
Kilogram 
adjusted_fish_price_for_price_cap - FISH_PRICE_PER_MASS_UNIT  
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
gap initial supply:demand[Fish Class] Kilograms 
Per Week 
initial_adjusted_fish_supply_to_domestic - initial_adjusted_fish_demand 
initial adjusted fish demand[Fish Class] Kilograms 
Per Week 
INIT(adjusted_fish_demand_for_substitute) 
initial adjusted fish supply to domestic[Fish Class] Kilograms 
Per Week 
INIT(actual_fish_supply_to_domestic) 
non fishing household fish consumption[Fish Class] Kilograms non_fishing_households * average_household_fish_consumption_by_fish * 
calibrator_for_local_fish_consumption 
non fishing households Households total_non_fisher_population / average_people_per_non_fishing_household 
normal fish price local calibrated[Fish Class] IDR/kg IF switch_select_biolewie:adjusted_normal_fish_price = 1 
THEN normal_fish_price_local_BioLewie * calibrator_for_normal_fish_price_local 
ELSE normal_fish_price_local_adjusted * calibrator_for_normal_fish_price_local 
numerator for normal fish price proportion[Fish Class] IDR/kg normal_fish_price_local_BioLewie 
price cap on fish price proportional[Fish Class] IDR Per 
Kilogram 
normal_fish_price_local_calibrated * proportion_of_local_fish_price_as_price_cap 
proportion of normal fish price[Fish Class] Dimension- 
less 
numerator_for_normal_fish_price_proportion / 
denominator_for_normal_fish_price_proportion 
ratio actual supply:demand for fish[Fish Class] Dimension- 
less 
IF adjusted_fish_demand_for_substitute > 0 
THEN actual_fish_supply_to_domestic / 
adjusted_fish_demand_for_substitute 
ELSE 1 
ratio actual:normal fish price[Fish Class] Dimension- 
less 
current_fish_price_this_week / normal_fish_price_local_calibrated 
ratio initial supply:demand fish[Fish Class] Dimension- 
less 
initial_adjusted_fish_supply_to_domestic / MAX(1e-3, initial_adjusted_fish_demand) 
total non fisher population people non_fisher_labor_age_population + SUM(RETIRED_FEMALES_AND_MALES[*]) 
variable representing fish demand[Fish Class] Kilograms non_fishing_household_fish_consumption 
9. Fish population 
adult CC by weight[Fish Class, Habitat Type] Kilograms seagrass_CC_for_adult_fish[Fish Class] 
adult CC in abundance fish & habitat[Fish Class, Habitat 
Type] 
Individual 
Fish 
adult_CC_by_weight / average_fish_weight_per_individual_adult[Fish_Class]  
blast fishing catch abundance rate by fish & habitat[Fish 
Class, Habitat Type] 
Individual 
Fish 
( destructive_fishing_catch_abundance_rate_by_fish_&_habitat * 
(fraction_of_boats_as_blast_fishers[EN]) ) + ( 
destructive_fishing_catch_abundance_rate_by_fish_&_habitat * 
(fraction_of_boats_as_blast_fishers[NEN]) )  
counter for annual seasonality Weeks COUNTER(STARTTIME , STARTTIME + 52 ) 
cyanide fishing catch abundance rate by fish & 
habitat[Fish Class, Habitat Type] 
Individual 
Fish 
( destructive_fishing_catch_abundance_rate_by_fish_&_habitat * (1 - 
fraction_of_boats_as_blast_fishers[EN]) ) + ( 
destructive_fishing_catch_abundance_rate_by_fish_&_habitat * (1 - 
fraction_of_boats_as_blast_fishers[NEN]) )  
density dependent recruitmen delay adjusted[Fish Class, 
Habitat Type] 
Individual 
Fish/Week 
density_dependent_recruitment_beverton_holt_equation / 
weekly_juvenile_recruitment_delay[Fish_Class]  
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
density dependent recruitment beverton holt equation[Fish 
Class, Habitat Type] 
Individual 
Fish 
IF juvenile_candidates_from_reproductive_adult_stock <= 
juvenile_CC_in_abundance_by_fish_&_habitat 
THEN juvenile_candidates_from_reproductive_adult_stock / ( 
(juvenile_candidates_from_reproductive_adult_stock / 
juvenile_CC_in_abundance_by_fish_&_habitat) + (1 / 
slope_value_for_survival_curve_by_fish_&_habitat) ) 
ELSE juvenile_candidates_from_reproductive_adult_stock / ( 
(juvenile_candidates_from_reproductive_adult_stock / 
juvenile_candidates_from_reproductive_adult_stock) + (1 / 
slope_value_for_survival_curve_by_fish_&_habitat) ) 
juvenile candidates from reproductive adult stock[Fish 
Class, Habitat Type] 
Individual 
Fish 
reproductive_adult_stock_spawning_in_each_habitat * 
offsprings_spawned_per_adults[Fish_Class] 
juvenile CC by weight[Fish Class, Habitat Type] Kilograms seagrass_CC_for_juvenile_fish[Fish Class]  
juvenile CC in abundance by fish & habitat[Fish Class, 
Habitat Type] 
Individual 
Fish 
IF average_fish_weight_per_individual_juvenile_fish[Fish_Class] > 0 
THEN juvenile_CC_by_weight[Fish_Class, Habitat_Type] / 
average_fish_weight_per_individual_juvenile_fish[Fish_Class] 
ELSE 1  
net flow adult fish stock[Fish Class, Habitat Type] Individual 
Fishs/week 
adult_recruits_from_other_habitats + maturing_juveniles_in_each_habitat - 
total_catch_adult_fish - adult_mortality_natural 
net flow juvenile fish stock[Fish Class, Habitat Type] Individual 
Fishs/week 
juvenile_recruits - (maturing_juveniles_in_each_habitat + 
juvenile_recruits_to_other_habitats) 
normal adult fish stock[Fish Class, Habitat Type] Individual 
Fish 
INIT(adult_CC_in_abundance_fish_&_habitat) 
normal juvenile fish stock[Fish Class, Habitat Type] Individual 
Fish 
INIT(juvenile_CC_in_abundance_by_fish_&_habitat) 
reproductive adult fish stock[Fish Class, Habitat Type] Individual 
Fish 
ADULT_FISH_STOCK * proportion_of_reproductive_adult_stock 
reproductive adult stock spawning in each habitat[Fish 
Class, Habitat Type] 
Individual 
Fish 
SUM(reproductive_adult_fish_stock[Fish Class,*]) * 
proportion_of_reproductive_adult_in_each_habitat[Fish_Class, Habitat_Type]  
sum of adult fish all habitat[Fish Class] Individual 
Fishs 
SUM(ADULT_FISH_STOCK[Fish_Class, *]) 
sum of juvenile fish all habitat[Fish Class] Individual 
Fishs 
SUM(JUVENILE_FISH_STOCK[Fish_Class, *]) 
total catch adult fish[Fish Class, Habitat Type] Individual 
Fish/Week 
bomb_catch_abundance+ traditional_catch_abundance+ poison_catch_abundance+ 
squid_catch_abundance  
weekly adult mortality rate fractional[Fish Class, Habitat 
Type] 
Per Week yearly_adult_mortality_rate_fractional / weeks_in_a_year  
weekly juvenile maturation rate fractional[Fish Class, 
Habitat Type] 
Weeks yearly_juvenile_maturation_rate_fractional * weeks_in_a_year 
Converters and switches for the alternative base case model in the fish population sector 
Switch on:off outflow external catch[Fish Class, Habitat 
Type] 
Dimensionl
ess 
0 {1 = ON, 0 = OFF} 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
catch abundance all boats in all habitat by fish class [Fish 
Class, Habitat Type] 
Fish 
Individual 
/Week 
SUM(total_catch_abundance_from_all_motorized_boats_by_fishery_&_fish_&_habitat[*,Fis
h_Class,Habitat_Type]) + 
SUM(total_catch_abundance_from_all_non_motorized_boats_by_fishery_&_fish_&_habitat[*
,Fish_Class,Habitat_Type]) 
Normal external fishing  catch abundance by fish class RF 
& PG [Fish Class, Habitat Type] 
Fish 
Individual 
/Week 
For SG and MN: 0 
For RF and PG: 
INIT(catch_abundance_all_boats_in_all_habitat_by_fish_class[HR/PR/SQ,RF/MN]) 
fraction of effect of weather hazard [Fish Class, Habitat 
Type] 
Dimensionl
ess 
0.5 
effect of weather hazard on external fishing extraction 
[Fish Class, Habitat Type] 
Dimensionl
ess 
MEAN(effect_of_weather_hazard_on_fishing_effort_reduction[TR,Habitat_Type,*]) * 
fraction_of_effect_of_weather_hazard 
adjusted external fishing catch abundance by fish class RF 
& PG [Fish Class, Habitat Type] 
Fish 
Individual 
/Week 
IF switch_on:off_effect_weather_to_external_fishing = 1 
THEN normal_external_fishing_catch_abundance_by_fish_class_RF_&_PG *  
(1 - effect_of_weather_hazard_on_external_fishing_extraction) 
ELSE normal_external_fishing_catch_abundance_by_fish_class_RF_&_PG 
switch on:off effect weather to external fishing[Fish Class, 
Habitat Type] 
Dimensionl
ess 
1 {1 = ON, 0 = OFF} 
10. Fish supply 
fish catch allocated to domestic[HR] Kilograms ( (total_catch_mass_by_fishery_&_fish_class[TR, HR] * 
proportion_supply_to_domestic_OR_local_market[TR, HR] ) + 
(total_catch_mass_by_fishery_&_fish_class[DS, HR] * 
proportion_supply_to_domestic_OR_local_market[DS, HR] ) + 
(total_catch_mass_by_fishery_&_fish_class[SF, HR] * 
proportion_supply_to_domestic_OR_local_market[SF, HR] ) ) 
fish catch allocated to domestic[PR] Kilograms ( (total_catch_mass_by_fishery_&_fish_class[TR, PR] * 
proportion_supply_to_domestic_OR_local_market[TR, PR] ) + 
(total_catch_mass_by_fishery_&_fish_class[DS, PR] * 
proportion_supply_to_domestic_OR_local_market[DS, PR] ) + 
(total_catch_mass_by_fishery_&_fish_class[SF, PR] * 
proportion_supply_to_domestic_OR_local_market[SF, PR] ) ) 
fish catch allocated to domestic[SQ] Kilograms ( (total_catch_mass_by_fishery_&_fish_class[TR, SQ] * 
proportion_supply_to_domestic_OR_local_market[TR, SQ] ) + 
(total_catch_mass_by_fishery_&_fish_class[DS, SQ] * 
proportion_supply_to_domestic_OR_local_market[DS, SQ] ) + 
(total_catch_mass_by_fishery_&_fish_class[SF, SQ] * 
proportion_supply_to_domestic_OR_local_market[SF, SQ] ) ) 
11. Fishery groups 
entry rate destructive/squid fishery/traditional fishery[Sex, 
Age Group] 
People Per 
Week 
enters_male/female_fisher_young/mid_age/older[Fishery Group] 
exit rate destructive/squid fishery/traditional fishery[Sex, 
Age Group] 
People Per 
Week 
exits_ male/female_fisher_young/mid_age/older[Fishery Group] 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
fisher deaths[Sex, Fishery Group, Age Group] People/Wee
k 
deaths_male/female_fisher_young/mid_age/older[Fishery Group] 
movement rate between age groups[Fishery Group, Sex, 
Age Group] 
People Per 
Week 
- young_to_mid_age_male_fisher[Fishery Group]  
movement rate between age groups[Fishery Group, Sex, 
Age Group] 
People Per 
Week 
young_to_mid_age_male_fisher[Fishery Group] - mid_age_to_older_male_fisher[Fishery 
Group]  
movement rate between age groups[Fishery Group, Sex, 
Age Group] 
People Per 
Week 
mid_age_to_older_male_fisher[Fishery Group] - older_to_retiring_male_fisher[TR 
Fishery Group 
total fishers of all age group by fishery[TR] People SUM(TRADITIONAL_FISHER[*, *]) 
total fishers of all age group by fishery[DS] People SUM(DESTRUCTIVE_FISHER[*, *]) 
total fishers of all age group by fishery[SF] People SUM(SQUID:PELAGIC_FISHER[*, *]) 
12. Fishing boats 
addition of occupied boats[Fishery Group] Boats/Week boat_purchase + boats_occupied 
check need:not needed unused boats[Fishery Group] Boats IF gap_required:current_boats > 0 AND UNOCCUPIED_BOATS >= gap_required:current_boats 
THEN gap_required:current_boats  
ELSE IF gap_required:current_boats > 0 AND UNOCCUPIED_BOATS < 
gap_required:current_boats 
THEN UNOCCUPIED_BOATS  
ELSE 0 
check on:off fishery group[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] Dimension- 
less 
IF normal_ratio_motorized:all_boats[Fihshery_Group] > 0 OR 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor] > 0 
THEN 1  
ELSE 0  
decommissioned motorized boats[Fishery Group] Boats/Week used_boats_decommissioned * ratio_motorized_:_all_boats 
gap boat demand:unused boat as boat to be 
purchased[Fishery Group] 
Boats IF gap_required:current_boats >= 0 AND check_need:not_needed_unused_boats >= 0 
THEN gap_required:current_boats - check_need:not_needed_unused_boats 
ELSE 0 
gap of actual:required motors to be fulfilled[Fishery Group] Boats/Week  required_motors_to_fulfill_proportion_of_motorized_boats_among_all_boats -  
motors_used_this_week - loss_of_used_motors  
gap required:current boats[Fishery Group] Boats (required_boats_by_fishery - OCCUPIED_BOATS)  
initial motors installed in operating boats[Fishery Group] Boats normal_ratio_motorized:all_boats * OCCUPIED_BOATS 
initial occupied boats by fishery[TR] Boats  ( ( (total_fishers_of_all_age_group_by_fishery[TR] / 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[TR, EN]) * 
normal_ratio_motorized:all_boats[TR]) ) + ( 
(total_fishers_of_all_age_group_by_fishery[TR]/ 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[TR, NEN]* (1-
normal_ratio_motorized:all_boats[TR]) ) ) 
initial occupied boats by fishery[DS] Boats ( ( total_fishers_of_all_age_group_by_fishery[DS]/ 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[DS, EN]* 
normal_ratio_motorized:all_boats[DS]) ) + 
((total_fishers_of_all_age_group_by_fishery[DS]/ 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[DS, NEN]* (1-
normal_ratio_motorized:all_boats[DS]) ) ) 
initial occupied boats by fishery[SF] Boats IF (average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[SF,NEN] > 0 OR 
normal_ratio_motorized:all_boats[SF] < 1) 
THEN ( total_fishers_of_all_age_group_by_fishery[SF] / 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[SF, EN] * 
normal_ratio_motorized:all_boats[SF] ) + ( 
total_fishers_of_all_age_group_by_fishery[SF] / 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[SF, NEN] * (1-
normal_ratio_motorized:all_boats[SF]) )   
ELSE (total_fishers_of_all_age_group_by_fishery[SF] / 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[SF, EN]) 
motors used this week[Fishery Group] Boats/Week MOTORS_INSTALLED_IN_OPERATING_BOATS / delay_in_checking_motor_status 
net boats in the flows not operating[Fishery Group] Boats/Week addition_of_occupied_boats - reduction_of_occupied_boats 
occupied boats stock this week[Fishery Group] Boats/Week OCCUPIED_BOATS / delay_in_checking_boat_status 
ratio motorized : all boats[Fishery Group] Dimension- 
less 
IF OCCUPIED_BOATS > 0 
THEN MOTORS_INSTALLED_IN_OPERATING_BOATS[Fishery_Group] / OCCUPIED_BOATS 
ELSE 0 
reduction of occupied boats[Fishery Group] Boats/Week used_boats_decommissioned + boats_abandoned 
required boats by fishery[Fishery Group] Boats (total_fishers_of_all_age_group_by_fishery[TR] * ratio_motorized_:_all_boats[TR] / 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[TR,EN]) + 
(total_fishers_of_all_age_group_by_fishery[TR] * (1-ratio_motorized_:_all_boats[TR]) 
/ average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[TR,NEN]) 
required boats by fishery[DS] Boats (total_fishers_of_all_age_group_by_fishery[DS] * ratio_motorized_:_all_boats[DS] / 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[DS,EN]) + 
(total_fishers_of_all_age_group_by_fishery[DS] * (1-ratio_motorized_:_all_boats[DS]) 
/ average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[DS,NEN]) 
required boats by fishery[SF] Boats (IF average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[SF,EN] > 0 
THEN ( (total_fishers_of_all_age_group_by_fishery[SF] * 
ratio_motorized_:_all_boats[SF] / 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[SF,EN]) ) 
ELSE 0 ) + (IF average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[SF,NEN] > 0 
THEN ( (total_fishers_of_all_age_group_by_fishery[SF] * (1-
ratio_motorized_:_all_boats[SF]) / 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[SF,NEN]) ) 
ELSE 0 ) 
required motors to fulfill proportion of motorized boats 
among all boats[Fishery Group] 
Boats Per 
Week 
 normal_ratio_motorized:all_boats * (occupied_boats_stock_this_week + 
net_boats_in_the_flows_not_operating) 
13. Habitat - coral reefs 
active boats blast fishing by motor[EN] Boats motorized_boats[DS] * fraction_of_boats_as_blast_fishers[EN]  
active boats blast fishing by motor[NEN] Boats non_motorized_boats[DS] * fraction_of_boats_as_blast_fishers[NEN]  
active boats poison fishing by motor[EN] Boats motorized_boats[DS] * (1 - fraction_of_boats_as_blast_fishers[EN])  
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
active boats poison fishing by motor[NEN] Boats non_motorized_boats[DS] * (1 - fraction_of_boats_as_blast_fishers[NEN])  
actual adult herbivorous reef fish Individual 
Fish 
ADULT_FISH_STOCK[HR, RF] 
actual adult reef CC per hectare[Fish Class] Kilograms 
Per Hectare 
normal_adult_CC_per_m2_pristine_reef * effect_of_reef_condition_change_on_adult_CC / 
hectare_in_a_square_meter 
actual blasting frequency per boat[Boat Motor] Incidents 
Per Boat 
frequency_of_blasting_per_boat * 
fraction_of_week_for_blast_fishing_by_motor_per_week[Boat_Motor]  
actual juvenile herbivorous reef fish Individual 
Fish 
JUVENILE_FISH_STOCK[HR, RF] 
actual juvenile reef CC per hectare[Fish Class] Kilograms 
Per Hectare 
normal_juvenile_CC_per_m2_pristine_reef * 
effect_of_reef_condition_change_on_juvenile_CC / hectare_in_a_square_meter 
actual poisoning frequency per boat[Boat Motor] Incidents 
Per Boat 
frequency_of_poisoning_per_boat * 
fraction_of_week_for_poison_fishing_by_motor_per_week[Boat_Motor]  
adjusted reef condition for grazing by adult Dimension- 
less 
(IF switch_on:off_effect_of_grazing_on_reef = 1 
THEN effect_of_grazing_by_adult_on_reef * normal_reef_condition_for_grazing_by_adult 
ELSE normal_reef_condition_for_grazing_by_adult ) 
adjusted reef condition for grazing by juvenile Dimension- 
less 
(IF switch_on:off_effect_of_grazing_on_reef = 1 
THEN normal_reef_condition_for_grazing_by_juvenile * 
effect_of_grazing_by_juvenile_on_reef 
ELSE normal_reef_condition_for_grazing_by_juvenile ) 
adjusted reef condition for TSS Dimension- 
less 
MAX(0, MIN(effect_of_TSS_change_on_reef_condition * 
normal_reef_condition_for_TSS_concentration, max_reef_condition))  
fraction of destructive fishing effort spent on reef habitat all 
destructive boats 
Dimension- 
less 
IF SUM(FISHING_EFFORT_HOURS_PER_BOAT[DS,*,*]) > 0 
THEN SUM(FISHING_EFFORT_HOURS_PER_BOAT[DS,*,RF]) / 
SUM(FISHING_EFFORT_HOURS_PER_BOAT[DS,*,*])  
ELSE 0 
fraction of week for blast fishing by motor per week[Boat 
Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
fraction_of_week_for_destructive_fishing_by_motor[Boat_Motor] * 
fraction_of_boats_as_blast_fishers[Boat_Motor]  
fraction of week for destructive fishing by motor[EN] Dimension- 
less 
SUM(current_fishing_effort_by_fishery_&_habitat_&_motor[DS,EN,*]) / hours_in_a_week  
fraction of week for destructive fishing by motor[NEN] Dimension- 
less 
SUM(current_fishing_effort_by_fishery_&_habitat_&_motor[DS,NEN,*]) / hours_in_a_week  
fraction of week for poison fishing by motor per week[Boat 
Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
fraction_of_week_for_destructive_fishing_by_motor[Boat_Motor] * (1 - 
fraction_of_boats_as_blast_fishers[Boat_Motor])  
frequency of blasting per boat Incidents 
Per Boat 
number_of_blasting_per_hour_per_boat * convert_week_to_hours  
frequency of poisoning per boat Incidents 
Per Boat 
number_of_poisoning_per_hour * convert_week_to_hours  
gap adjusted:actual condition Dimension- 
less 
adjusted_reef_condition_for_TSS - REEF_CONDITION 
gap adjustment by adult herbivores grazing Dimension- 
less 
adjusted_reef_condition_for_grazing_by_adult - REEF_CONDITION 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
gap adjustment by juvenile herbivores grazing Dimension- 
less 
adjusted_reef_condition_for_grazing_by_juvenile - REEF_CONDITION 
habitat damage from poisoning in sq meters per boat[Boat 
Motor] 
Square 
Meters Per 
Boat 
actual_poisoning_frequency_per_boat[Boat_Motor] * 
max_sq_meter_reef_area_impacted_per_poisoning / 
random_fractional_delay_in_mortality_by_poisoning_per_impact_area  
living substrate CC for adult fish[Fish Class] Kilograms actual_adult_reef_CC_per_hectare* LIVING_SUBSTRATE_AREA 
living substrate CC for juvenile fish[Fish Class] Kilograms actual_juvenile_reef_CC_per_hectare* LIVING_SUBSTRATE_AREA 
normal reef living subtrate area calibrated Hectares normal_reef_living_substrate_area * calibrator_for_normal_living_substrate_area 
random fraction of mortality by blasting per impact area Dimension- 
less 
RANDOM (min_fraction_of_mortality_per_blast, max_fraction_of_mortality_per_blast, 9)  
random fractional delay in mortality by poisoning per 
impact area 
Dimension- 
less 
RANDOM(min_weeks_of_delay_until_full_mortality_per_shot, 
max_weeks_of_delay_until_full_mortality_per_shot, 9)  
ratio actual:normal adult herbivores Dimension- 
less 
IF normal_adult_fish_stock[HR,RF] > 0 
THEN actual_adult_herbivorous_reef_fish / normal_adult_fish_stock[HR, RF] 
ELSE 0 
ratio actual:normal juvenile herbivores Dimension- 
less 
IF normal_juvenile_fish_stock[HR,RF] > 0 
THEN actual_juvenile_herbivorous_reef_fish / normal_juvenile_fish_stock[HR, RF] 
ELSE 0 
ratio current:normal TSS Dimension- 
less 
scenario_current_TSS_concentration/normal_TSS_concentration 
ratio current:pristine reef condition Dimension- 
less 
REEF_CONDITION/pristine_reef_condition  
reef CC for adult fish[Fish Class] Kilograms living_substrate_CC_for_adult_fish+ rubble_CC_for_adult_fish  
reef CC for juvenile fish[Fish Class] Kilograms living_substrate_CC_for_juvenile_fish+ rubble_CC_for_juvenile_fish 
reef damage from blasting in sq meters per boat[Boat 
Motor] 
Square 
Meters Per 
Boat 
actual_blasting_frequency_per_boat[Boat_Motor] * 
average_sq_meter_reef_area_impacted_per_blasting * 
random_fraction_of_mortality_by_blasting_per_impact_area  
rubble CC for adult fish[Fish Class] Kilograms normal_adult_CC_per_m2_of_rubble * RUBBLE_AREA / hectare_in_a_square_meter 
rubble CC for juvenile fish[Fish Class] Kilograms normal_juvenile_CC_per_m2_of_rubble * RUBBLE_AREA / hectare_in_a_square_meter 
scenario current TSS concentration Grams/Cubi
c Meter 
(normal_TSS_concentration * scenario_trend_of_TSS_concentration) 
total reef damage from blasting by all destructive boat Square 
Meters 
( ( active_boats_blast_fishing_by_motor[EN] * 
reef_damage_from_blasting_in_sq_meters_per_boat[EN] ) + ( 
active_boats_blast_fishing_by_motor[NEN] * 
reef_damage_from_blasting_in_sq_meters_per_boat[NEN] ) ) * 
fraction_of_destructive_fishing_effort_spent_on_reef_habitat_all_destructive_boats  
total reef damage from destructive fishing in hectares Hectares ( total_reef_damage_from_blasting_by_all_destructive_boat + 
total_reef_damage_from_poisoning_by_all_destructive_boat) * 
hectare_in_a_square_meter  
total reef damage from poisoning by all destructive boat Square 
Meters 
( ( active_boats_poison_fishing_by_motor[EN] * 
habitat_damage_from_poisoning_in_sq_meters_per_boat[EN] ) + ( 
active_boats_poison_fishing_by_motor[NEN] * 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
habitat_damage_from_poisoning_in_sq_meters_per_boat[NEN] ) ) * (1-
fraction_of_destructive_fishing_effort_spent_on_reef_habitat_all_destructive_boats)  
14. Habitat - seagrass & mangrove 
actual adult CC per m2 of above ground biomass[Fish 
Class] 
Kilograms 
Per Square 
Meter 
pristine_adult_CC_per_m2_of_above_ground_biomass* 
effect_of_seagrass_biomass_change_on_adult_CC * (1/10000)  
actual juvenile CC per m2 of above ground biomass[Fish 
Class] 
Kilograms 
Per Square 
Meter 
pristine_juvenile_CC_per_m2_of_above_ground_biomass* 
effect_of_seagrass_biomass_change_on_juvenile_CC * (1/10000)  
actual mangrove biomass density Cubic 
Meters Per 
Hectare 
IF MANGROVE_AREA > 0 
THEN ( (SMALL_MANGROVE_INDIVIDUAL * normal_mangrove_biomass_per_individual[SM]) + 
(LARGE_MANGROVE_INDIVIDUAL * normal_mangrove_biomass_per_individual[LG]) ) / 
MANGROVE_AREA 
ELSE 0  
adjusted adult CC per hectare mangrove[Fish Class] Kilograms 
Per Hectare 
pristine_adult_CC_per_hectare_mangrove* 
effect_of_mangrove_biomass_change_on_adult_CC  
adjusted juvenile CC per hectare mangrove[Fish Class] Kilograms 
Per Hectare 
pristine_juvenile_CC_per_hectare_mangrove* 
effect_of_mangrove_density_change_on_juvenile_CC  
fraction of destructive fishing effort spent on seagrass Dimension- 
less 
IF SUM(FISHING_EFFORT_HOURS_PER_BOAT[DS,*,*]) > 0 
THEN SUM(FISHING_EFFORT_HOURS_PER_BOAT[DS,*,SG]) / 
SUM(FISHING_EFFORT_HOURS_PER_BOAT[DS,*,*])  
ELSE 0 
mangrove CC for adult fish[Fish Class] Kilograms adjusted_adult_CC_per_hectare_mangrove* MANGROVE_AREA  
mangrove CC for juvenile fish[Fish Class] Kilograms adjusted_juvenile_CC_per_hectare_mangrove* MANGROVE_AREA  
normal above ground seagrass area calibrated Hectares normal_above_ground_seagrass_area * calibrator_for_normal_above_ground_seagrass_area 
ratio actual:pristine mangrove biomass density Dimension- 
less 
actual_mangrove_biomass_density/pristine_mangrove_biomass_density  
ratio current:pristine seagrass biomass Dimension- 
less 
ABOVE_GROUND_SEAGRASS_BIOMASS/pristine_above_ground_seagrass_biomass 
seagrass CC for adult fish[Fish Class] Kilograms actual_adult_CC_per_m2_of_above_ground_biomass / hectare_in_a_square_meter * 
ABOVE_GROUND_SEAGRASS_AREA  
seagrass CC for juvenile fish[Fish Class] Kilograms actual_juvenile_CC_per_m2_of_above_ground_biomass* ABOVE_GROUND_SEAGRASS_AREA / 
hectare_in_a_square_meter  
total habitat damage from all cyanide fishing per week Square 
Meters 
 ( active_boats_poison_fishing_by_motor[EN] * 
habitat_damage_from_poisoning_in_sq_meters_per_boat[EN] ) + ( 
active_boats_poison_fishing_by_motor[NEN] * 
habitat_damage_from_poisoning_in_sq_meters_per_boat[NEN] ) 
15. Household costs of living 
adjusted costs of living for deficit[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
IDR IF switch_on:off_effect_of_deficit_on_costs_of_living =1 
THEN adjusted_costs_of_living_for_inflation * 
MAX(effect_of_deficit_on_costs_of_living, 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
minimum_fraction_of_costs_of_living_after_adjustment) 
ELSE adjusted_costs_of_living_for_inflation 
adjusted costs of living for inflation[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
IDR IF switch_on:off_fishery_group > 0  
THEN normal_desired_costs_of_living_calibrated * (1 + 
inflation_rate_of_costs_of_living) 
ELSE 0 
average household size[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] People average_non_school_age_member + average_school_age_member  
costs of durable goods per week[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
IDR costs_of_durable_goods_per_year / 52  
gap costs of living[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] IDR Per 
Week 
( adjusted_costs_of_living_for_deficit - ACTUAL_COSTS_OF_LIVING ) / 
delay_in_change_in_costs_of_living 
inflation rate of costs of living Dimension- 
less 
 switch_on:off_inflation * RAMP( slope_of_annual_inflation_linear_trend, 0) 
/delay_in_inflation_annually 
normal desired costs of living[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] IDR ( total_household_consumption_costs + costs_of_durable_goods_per_week + 
schooling_costs ) 
normal desired costs of living calibrated[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
IDR (IF switch_select_biolewie:provincial_desired_costs_of_living = 1 
THEN normal_desired_costs_of_living * calibrator_for_normal_desired_costs_of_living 
ELSE provincial_minimum_household_income_per_week * 
calibrator_for_normal_desired_costs_of_living ) * 
switch_on:off_normal_costs_of_living 
provincial minimum household income per week[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR average_non_school_age_member * provincial_minimum_wage_south_sulawesi_2016 / 52  
ratio remaining deficit: actual living costs[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF adjusted_costs_of_living_for_inflation > 0 
THEN UNRECOVERED_DEFICIT/ adjusted_costs_of_living_for_inflation 
ELSE 1 
schooling costs[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] IDR normal_schooling_costs_per_member * average_school_age_member 
total household consumption costs[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
IDR (non_food_consumption_costs_per_person + food_consumption_costs_per_person) * 
average_household_size 
16. Household deficit level 
current deficit[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] IDR Per 
Week 
(IF ACTUAL_COSTS_OF_LIVING > savings_allocated_for_costs_of_living 
THEN ACTUAL_COSTS_OF_LIVING - savings_allocated_for_costs_of_living  
ELSE 0 )/time_period_for_deficit_addition_check 
desired deficit recovered using savings current 
week[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR UNRECOVERED_DEFICIT 
remaining deficit after offset using loan[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
IDR IF actual_deficit_offset_using_loan > 0 
THEN UNRECOVERED_DEFICIT 
ELSE UNRECOVERED_DEFICIT 
remaining deficit after offset using savings[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
IDR IF actual_deficit_offset_using_savings > 0 
THEN UNRECOVERED_DEFICIT 
ELSE UNRECOVERED_DEFICIT 
17. Household loan and debt 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
actual debt burden for the week[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
IDR Per 
Week 
IF check_yes:no_normal_costs_of_living_fulfilled >= 1 AND 
savings_allocated_for_loan_repayment_for_this_week >= total_debt_burden_for_this_week 
THEN total_debt_burden_for_this_week  
ELSE savings_allocated_for_loan_repayment_for_this_week 
additional repayment from shortfall of previous 
repayment[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Lender Type] 
IDR Per 
Week 
IF 
check_yes:no_if_shortfall_count_limit_is_attained[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,Lender_Typ
e] >= 1 
THEN 0  
ELSE previous_weeks_repayment_shortfall 
average loan term from all loan packages[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor, Informal Flex/Formal Flex/Informal Pred] 
Weeks (IF COUNT_OF_LOAN_TAKEN[Fishery Group,Boat 
Motor,Informal_Flex/Formal_Flex/Informal_Pred] > 0 
THEN SUM_OF_LOAN_TERMS_OF_ALL_LOANS[Fishery Group,Boat 
Motor,Informal_Flex/Formal_Flex/Informal_Pred]  / 
COUNT_OF_LOAN_TAKEN[Fishery Group,Boat Motor,Informal_Flex/Formal_Flex/Informal_Pred] 
ELSE 0 ) 
average repayment cost at the scheduled time[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor, Informal Flex/Formal Flex/Informal 
Pred] 
IDR (IF COUNT_OF_LOAN_TAKEN[Fishery Group,Boat 
Motor,Informal_Flex/Formal_Flex/Informal_Pred] > 0 
THEN SUM_OF_REPAYMENT_COST_OF_ALL_LOANS[Fishery Group,Boat 
Motor,Informal_Flex/Formal_Flex/Informal_Pred] / 
COUNT_OF_LOAN_TAKEN[Fishery Group,Boat Motor,Informal_Flex/Formal_Flex/Informal_Pred] 
ELSE 0 ) 
average repayment cost for this week of all loans by 
lender type[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Lender Type] 
IDR Per 
Week 
IF average_weeks_between_payment_schedule[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,Lender_Type] > 0 
THEN ( 
average_repayment_cost_at_the_scheduled_time[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,Lender_Type] / 
average_weeks_between_payment_schedule[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,Lender_Type] ) + 
additional_repayment_from_shortfall_of_previous_repayment[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,Le
nder_Type] 
ELSE 0  
average weeks between payment schedule[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor, Informal Flex/Formal Flex/Informal 
Pred] 
Weeks (IF COUNT_OF_LOAN_TAKEN[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Informal Flex/Formal Flex/Informal Pred]> 0 
THEN SUM_OF_WEEKS_BETWEEN_PAYMENTS[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Informal Flex/Formal Flex/Informal 
Pred] 
/ COUNT_OF_LOAN_TAKEN[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Informal Flex/Formal Flex/Informal Pred] 
ELSE 0 ) 
check if total proportion unpaid debt is one[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
SUM(new_weighted_proportion_of_each_debt_by_fisher&motor&lender[Fishery_Group,Boat_Mo
tor,*]) 
check yes:no current week is repayment due[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor, Lender Type] 
Weeks IF TOTAL_WEEKS_COUNTED_TO_CHECK_REPAYMENT_DUE_TIME >= 
average_weeks_between_payment_schedule 
THEN 1  
ELSE 0  
check yes:no if current week is end of term[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor, Lender Type] 
Weeks IF TOTAL_WEEKS_COUNTER_TO_CHECK_END_OF_LOAN_TERM >= 
average_loan_term_from_all_loan_packages 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
THEN 1  
ELSE 0  
check yes:no if shortfall count limit is attained[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor, Lender Type] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF COUNT_OF_REPAYMENT_SHORTFALL[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,Lender_Type] > 0 
THEN (IF COUNT_OF_REPAYMENT_SHORTFALL[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,Lender_Type] >= 
limit_to_shortfall_count_per_lender[Lender_Type] 
THEN 1  
ELSE 0 )  
ELSE 0 
check yes:no normal costs of living fulfilled[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF ratio_allocated:required_costs_of_living >= 1 
THEN 1 
ELSE 0 
collateral reduction to pay outstanding debt at this 
week[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Lender Type] 
IDR Per 
Week 
max_collateral_reduction_per_lender * 
effect_of_ratio_of_collateral_value:debt_on_the_reduction_of_collateral_value / 
delay_in_collateral_asset_value_check 
collateral value reduction due to repayment shortfall from 
all lender[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR Per 
Week 
SUM(collateral_value_reduction_due_to_shortfall_in_repayment_per_lender[Fishery_Group
,Boat_Motor,*]) 
collateral value reduction due to shortfall in repayment 
per lender[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Lender Type] 
IDR Per 
Week 
(IF REMAINING_LOAN_OR_UNPAID_DEBT > 0 
THEN (IF check_yes:no_if_shortfall_count_limit_is_attained = 1 
THEN shortfall_in_repayment_for_this_week[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,Lender_Type] 
ELSE 0 ) 
ELSE 0 ) * 
scenario_on:off_penalty_for_repayment_shortfall_by_lender_type[Lender_Type] 
collateral value reduction on every end of loan term from 
all lender[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR Per 
Week 
SUM(collateral_value_reduction_on_every_end_of_loan_term_per_lender[Fishery_Group,Boa
t_Motor,*]) 
collateral value reduction on every end of loan term per 
lender[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Lender Type] 
IDR Per 
Week 
 (IF REMAINING_LOAN_OR_UNPAID_DEBT > 0 
THEN (IF 
check_yes:no_if_current_week_is_end_of_term[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,Lender_Type] = 1 
THEN 
collateral_reduction_to_pay_outstanding_debt_at_this_week[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,Le
nder_Type]  
ELSE 0 ) 
ELSE 0 ) * scenario_on:off_penalty_for_outstanding_debt_by_lender_type[Lender_Type] 
collateral value reduction to offset remaining deficit after 
offset using loan[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR/Week IF scenario_on:off_collateral_asset_reduction_unrecovered_deficit_after_loan > 0 
THEN remaining_deficit_after_offset_using_loan / delay_in_evaluating_collateral_asset 
ELSE 0 
costs of loan package from the lender of the 
week[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR Per 
Week 
repayment_cost_per_payment_schedule_for_the_lender_of_the_week[Fishery_Group,Boat_Mot
or] * number_of_payments_within_the_term_of_the_package_lender_specific 
count of repayment shortfall occurence[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor, Lender Type] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF shortfall_in_repayment_for_this_week > 0 
THEN 1 
ELSE 0 
counter for three weeks cycle weeks COUNTER(1, 3) 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
counter loan term end cycle[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, 
Lender Type] 
Weeks IF TIME_OF_FIRST_LOAN_PACKAGE_TAKEN > 0 OR (( COUNT_OF_LOAN_TAKEN >= 1 AND 
TIME_OF_FIRST_LOAN_PACKAGE_TAKEN = 0 )) 
THEN COUNTER(0 , average_loan_term_from_all_loan_packages ) 
ELSE 0 
counter repayment billing cycle by lender type[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor, Lender Type] 
Weeks IF TIME_OF_FIRST_LOAN_PACKAGE_TAKEN[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,Lender_Type] > 0 OR (( 
COUNT_OF_LOAN_TAKEN[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,Lender_Type] >= 1 AND 
TIME_OF_FIRST_LOAN_PACKAGE_TAKEN[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,Lender_Type] = 0 )) 
THEN COUNTER(0 , 
average_weeks_between_payment_schedule[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,Lender_Type] ) 
ELSE 0 
current time Weeks TIME 
desired loan based on deficit by fishery & motor[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR Per 
Week 
remaining_deficit_after_offset_using_savings[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] / 
delay_in_decision_to_take_loan 
expected weekly loan repayment of all lender[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR Per 
Week 
SUM(expected_weekly_loan_repayment_per_lender[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,*]) 
expected weekly loan repayment per lender[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor, Lender Type] 
IDR Per 
Week 
IF REMAINING_LOAN_OR_UNPAID_DEBT[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,Lender_Type] > 0 
THEN 
average_repayment_cost_for_this_week_of_all_loans_by_lender_type[Fishery_Group,Boat_M
otor,Lender_Type] 
ELSE 0  
fraction of income as loan limit of the selected 
lender[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF selected_lender_type_for_this_loan_package_this_week = 1 
THEN fraction_of_income_as_loan_limit_per_lender_type[Informal_Flex] 
ELSE IF selected_lender_type_for_this_loan_package_this_week = 2 
THEN fraction_of_income_as_loan_limit_per_lender_type[Informal_Pred] 
ELSE IF selected_lender_type_for_this_loan_package_this_week = 3 
THEN fraction_of_income_as_loan_limit_per_lender_type[Formal_Flex]  
ELSE fraction_of_income_as_loan_limit_per_lender_type[Informal_Flex] 
gap expected:actual repayment made by 
household&lender[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Lender 
Type] 
IDR Per 
Week 
IF SUM(expected_weekly_loan_repayment_per_lender[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,*]) > 
second_spending_for_loan_repayment[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor]  
THEN ( SUM(expected_weekly_loan_repayment_per_lender[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,*]) - 
second_spending_for_loan_repayment[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] )  * 
weighted_proportion_of_each_repayment_per_lender[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,Lender_Type
]  
ELSE 0 
gap repayment shortfall[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, 
Lender Type] 
IDR Per 
Week 
shortfall_in_repayment_for_this_week - (PREVIOUS_WEEK_REPAYMENT_SHORTFALL / 
time_period_for_evaluating_debt_&_loan) 
household collateral asset value per lender[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor, Lender Type] 
IDR new_weighted_proportion_of_each_debt_by_fisher&motor&lender[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,
Lender_Type] * HOUSEHOLD_COLLATERAL_ASSET_VALUE[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] 
interest per payment schedule[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
IDR Per 
Week 
loan_principal_portion_per_payment_schedule + 
(switch_on:off_interest_rate_per_payment_time * 
loan_interest_rate_per_payment_for_the_package_lender_specific * 
loan_principal_portion_per_payment_schedule) 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
loan interest rate per payment for the package lender 
specific[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF selected_lender_type_for_this_loan_package_this_week = 1 
THEN loan_interest_rate_per_payment_per_lender_type[Informal_Flex] 
ELSE IF selected_lender_type_for_this_loan_package_this_week = 2 
THEN loan_interest_rate_per_payment_per_lender_type[Informal_Pred] 
ELSE IF selected_lender_type_for_this_loan_package_this_week = 3 
THEN loan_interest_rate_per_payment_per_lender_type[Formal_Flex] 
ELSE 0 
loan principal portion per payment schedule[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR Per 
Week 
loan_principal_taken_this_week_per_household_type[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] / 
(number_of_payments_within_the_term_of_the_package_lender_specific) 
loan principal taken this week per household type[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR Per 
Week 
IF desired_loan_based_on_deficit_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] > 0 AND 
maximum_loan_principal_per_household > 0 
THEN MIN (desired_loan_based_on_deficit_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor], 
maximum_loan_principal_per_household[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor])  
ELSE IF desired_loan_based_on_deficit_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] > 
0 AND maximum_loan_principal_per_household <= 0 
THEN desired_loan_based_on_deficit_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor]   
ELSE 0 
loan term in weeks of the package lender specific 
[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Weeks (IF selected_lender_type_for_this_loan_package_this_week = 1 
THEN loan_term_in_weeks_per_lender_type[Informal_Flex] 
ELSE IF selected_lender_type_for_this_loan_package_this_week = 2 
THEN loan_term_in_weeks_per_lender_type[Informal_Pred] 
ELSE IF selected_lender_type_for_this_loan_package_this_week = 3 
THEN loan_term_in_weeks_per_lender_type[Formal_Flex] 
ELSE 0 ) 
max collateral reduction per lender[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor, Lender Type] 
IDR household_collateral_asset_value_per_lender 
maximum loan principal per household[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
IDR Per 
Week 
switch_on:off_maximum_loan_principal * ( 
(average_household_income_per_week[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] * 
fraction_of_income_as_loan_limit_of_the_selected_lender) + 
(HOUSEHOLD_COLLATERAL_ASSET_VALUE[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] / 
delay_in_evaluating_collateral_asset) )  
new weighted proportion of each debt by 
fisher&motor&lender[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Lender 
Type] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF total_unpaid_debt_by_fishery&motor[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] > 0 
THEN REMAINING_LOAN_OR_UNPAID_DEBT[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,Lender_Type] / 
total_unpaid_debt_by_fishery&motor[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] 
ELSE 0 
number of payments within the term of the package 
lender specific [Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF selected_lender_type_for_this_loan_package_this_week = 1 
THEN number_of_payments_within_the_term_per_lender_type[Informal_Flex] 
ELSE IF selected_lender_type_for_this_loan_package_this_week = 2 
THEN number_of_payments_within_the_term_per_lender_type[Informal_Pred] 
ELSE IF selected_lender_type_for_this_loan_package_this_week = 3 
THEN number_of_payments_within_the_term_per_lender_type[Formal_Flex] 
ELSE 0 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
previous weeks repayment shortfall[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor, Lender Type] 
IDR Per 
Week 
PREVIOUS_WEEK_REPAYMENT_SHORTFALL[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,Lender_Type] / 
time_period_for_evaluating_debt_&_loan 
ratio collateral:debt value[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, 
Lender Type] 
Dimension- 
less 
household_collateral_asset_value_per_lender / MAX(1e-21, 
REMAINING_LOAN_OR_UNPAID_DEBT ) 
remaining loan or unpaid debt of all lender[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR Per 
Week 
SUM(REMAINING_LOAN_OR_UNPAID_DEBT[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,*]) / 
time_period_for_evaluating_debt_&_loan 
repayment cost per payment schedule for the lender of 
the week[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR Per 
Week 
loan_principal_portion_per_payment_schedule + interest_per_payment_schedule 
reset if true repayment is due[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, 
Lender Type] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF check_yes:no_current_week_is_repayment_due = 1 
THEN 100 * TOTAL_WEEKS_COUNTED_TO_CHECK_REPAYMENT_DUE_TIME  
ELSE 0 
reset if true end of term is due[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor, Lender Type] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF check_yes:no_if_current_week_is_end_of_term = 1 
THEN 100 * TOTAL_WEEKS_COUNTER_TO_CHECK_END_OF_LOAN_TERM 
ELSE 0 
reset value if shortfall count limit attained[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor, Lender Type] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF check_yes:no_if_shortfall_count_limit_is_attained >= 1 
THEN COUNT_OF_REPAYMENT_SHORTFALL * 1000  
ELSE 0 
savings allocated for loan repayment for this 
week[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR Per 
Week 
savings_allocated_for_loan_repayment / time_period_for_evaluating_debt_&_loan 
selected lender type for this loan package this 
week[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF switch_select_fixed:random:consecutive_lender_scenario_application = 1  
THEN switch_select_lender_type 
ELSE IF switch_select_fixed:random:consecutive_lender_scenario_application = 2 
THEN ROUND ( RANDOM(1, 3) )   
  
ELSE IF switch_select_fixed:random:consecutive_lender_scenario_application = 3 
THEN ( IF counter_for_three_weeks_cycle = 1 
THEN 1 
ELSE IF counter_for_three_weeks_cycle = 2 
THEN 2 
ELSE 3) 
ELSE 1   
shortfall in repayment for this week[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor, Lender Type] 
IDR Per 
Week 
gap_expected:actual_repayment_made_by_household&lender[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,Lende
r_Type] 
time point term ends for current loan[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
Weeks time_point_term_starts_for_current_loan[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] + 
loan_term_in_weeks_of_the_package_lender_specific  
time point term starts for current loan[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
Weeks IF loan_principal_taken_this_week_per_household_type > 0 
THEN current_time 
ELSE 0 
total debt burden for this week[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
IDR Per 
Week 
expected_weekly_loan_repayment_of_all_lender + 
remaining_loan_OR_unpaid_debt_of_all_lender 
total unpaid debt by fishery&motor[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
IDR SUM(REMAINING_LOAN_OR_UNPAID_DEBT[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,*]) 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
weeks between payments time lender specific[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
Weeks loan_term_in_weeks_of_the_package_lender_specific / 
number_of_payments_within_the_term_of_the_package_lender_specific  
weighted proportion of each repayment per 
lender[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Informal Flex/Formal 
Flex/Informal Pred] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF SUM(expected_weekly_loan_repayment_per_lender[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,*]) > 0 
THEN expected_weekly_loan_repayment_per_lender[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor, 
Formal_Flex/Informal_Flex/Informmal_Pred] / 
SUM(expected_weekly_loan_repayment_per_lender[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,*]) 
ELSE 0 
18. Household net income 
actual spending for costs of living[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
IDR Per 
Week 
(IF savings_allocated_for_costs_of_living >= ACTUAL_COSTS_OF_LIVING 
THEN ACTUAL_COSTS_OF_LIVING 
ELSE savings_allocated_for_costs_of_living ) / 
time_period_for_savings_check_first_spending_adjustment_for_living_cost 
actual spending for higher education costs[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
IDR Per 
Week 
IF 
remaining_savings_allocated_for_tertiary_education_costs/time_period_for_savings_che
ck_fifth_spending_adjustment_in_higher_education >= 
adjusted_required_costs_of_tertiary_education 
THEN adjusted_required_costs_of_tertiary_education 
ELSE remaining_savings_allocated_for_tertiary_education_costs / 
time_period_for_savings_check_fifth_spending_adjustment_in_higher_education 
actual spending for loan repayment[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
IDR Per 
Week 
(IF savings_allocated_for_loan_repayment / 
time_period_for_savings_check_second_spending_adjustment_for_loan_repayment >= 
actual_debt_burden_for_the_week 
THEN actual_debt_burden_for_the_week 
ELSE savings_allocated_for_loan_repayment / 
time_period_for_savings_check_second_spending_adjustment_for_loan_repayment ) 
actual spending for nonfishing overheads[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
IDR Per 
Week 
(IF remaining_savings_allocated_for_nonfishing_overhead / 
time_period_for_savings_check_fourth_spending_adjustment_for_nonfishing >= 
required_nonfishing_costs_for_all_units 
THEN required_nonfishing_costs_for_all_units 
ELSE remaining_savings_allocated_for_nonfishing_overhead / 
time_period_for_savings_check_fourth_spending_adjustment_for_nonfishing ) 
actual spending to offset deficit[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
IDR Per 
Week 
(IF savings_allocated_for_deficit_offset >= 
desired_deficit_recovered_using_savings_current_week 
THEN desired_deficit_recovered_using_savings_current_week 
ELSE savings_allocated_for_deficit_offset ) / 
time_period_for_savings_check_third_spending_adjustment_for_deficit_offset 
additional net income 
from reallocated 
fifth spending[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR Per 
Week 
fifth_spending_for_higher_education_costs 
* effects_of_interruption_and_financial_burden_on_education_spending 
adjusted proportion of nonfishing costs allocation[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
normal_proportion_of_nonfishing_costs_when_tertiary_education_costs_is_0 * 
effect_of_ratio_nonfishing:tertiary_edu_on_savings_allocation 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
average household income per week[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
IDR Per 
Week 
IF current_time > 0 
THEN TOTAL_HOUSEHOLD_INCOME_RECEIVED[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] / current_time 
ELSE 0 
check if any spendings for financial obligations has been 
made[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF (first_spending_for_costs_of_living OR second_spending_for_loan_repayment OR 
third_spending_for_deficit_offset) > 0 
THEN 1  
ELSE switch_on:off_spending_4_&_5_dependence_to_spending_1_2_3  
check total proportion should be 1[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
savings_fraction_for_costs_of_living + savings_fraction_for_loan_repayment + 
savings_fraction_for_deficit_offset 
check yes:no any spending for financial obligation is 
made[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF (first_spending_for_costs_of_living OR second_spending_for_loan_repayment ) > 0 
THEN 1  
ELSE IF (first_spending_for_costs_of_living AND second_spending_for_loan_repayment ) 
= 0 
THEN 0  
ELSE 0 
costs of living priority level max adjusted[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
( IF ratio_costs_of_living:_all_financial_burden > 0 AND 
total_other_than_costs_of_living > 0 
THEN ratio_costs_of_living:_all_financial_burden  
ELSE IF ratio_costs_of_living:_all_financial_burden > 0 AND 
total_other_than_costs_of_living <= 0 
THEN max_priority_level_when_other_financial_burden_is_zero[Cost_of_Living]  
ELSE 0 ) 
costs of living priority level min adjusted[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted >= 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Cost_of_Living] AND 
debt_priority_level_max_adjusted < 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Debt_Clearing] AND 
deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted >= 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Deficit_Offset] 
THEN  costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted - ( 
(min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Debt_Clearing] - 
debt_priority_level_max_adjusted) * costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted / 
(IF 
(costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted+deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted) > 
0 
THEN 
(costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted+deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted) 
ELSE 1) )  
ELSE IF costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted >= 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Cost_of_Living] AND 
debt_priority_level_max_adjusted >= 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Debt_Clearing] AND 
deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted < 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Deficit_Offset]   
THEN costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted - ( 
(min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Deficit_Offset] - 
deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted) * costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted / 
(IF (costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted+debt_priority_level_max_adjusted) > 
0 
THEN (costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted+debt_priority_level_max_adjusted) 
ELSE 1) )  
ELSE IF costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted >= 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Cost_of_Living] AND 
debt_priority_level_max_adjusted < 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Debt_Clearing] AND 
deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted < 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Deficit_Offset]   
THEN costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted - ( 
(min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Debt_Clearing] - 
debt_priority_level_max_adjusted) + 
(min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Deficit_Offset] - 
deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted) )   
ELSE IF costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted >= 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Cost_of_Living] AND 
debt_priority_level_max_adjusted >= 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Debt_Clearing] AND 
deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted >= 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Deficit_Offset]   
THEN costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted  
ELSE IF costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted < 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Cost_of_Living]   
THEN min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Cost_of_Living]    
ELSE 0 
debt priority level max adjusted[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
( IF ratio_debt:_all_financial_burden > 0 AND total_other_than_debt > 0 
THEN ratio_debt:_all_financial_burden  
ELSE IF ratio_debt:_all_financial_burden > 0 AND total_other_than_debt <= 0 
THEN max_priority_level_when_other_financial_burden_is_zero[Debt_Clearing]  
ELSE 0 ) 
debt priority level min adjusted[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] Dimension- 
less 
IF debt_priority_level_max_adjusted >= 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Debt_Clearing] AND 
costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted < 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Cost_of_Living] AND 
deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted >= 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Deficit_Offset] 
THEN  debt_priority_level_max_adjusted - ( 
(min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Cost_of_Living] - 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted) * debt_priority_level_max_adjusted / 
(IF (debt_priority_level_max_adjusted + deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted) > 0 
THEN (debt_priority_level_max_adjusted + deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted) 
ELSE 1) )  
ELSE IF debt_priority_level_max_adjusted >= 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Debt_Clearing] AND 
costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted >= 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Cost_of_Living] AND 
deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted < 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Deficit_Offset]   
THEN debt_priority_level_max_adjusted - ( 
(min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Deficit_Offset] - 
deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted) * debt_priority_level_max_adjusted / (IF 
(debt_priority_level_max_adjusted + costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted) > 0 
THEN (debt_priority_level_max_adjusted + 
costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted) 
ELSE 1) )  
ELSE IF debt_priority_level_max_adjusted >= 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Debt_Clearing] AND 
costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted < 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Cost_of_Living] AND 
deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted < 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Deficit_Offset]   
THEN debt_priority_level_max_adjusted - ( 
(min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Cost_of_Living] - 
costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted) + 
(min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Deficit_Offset] - 
deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted) )   
ELSE IF debt_priority_level_max_adjusted >= 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Debt_Clearing] AND 
costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted >= 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Cost_of_Living] AND 
deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted >= 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Deficit_Offset]   
THEN debt_priority_level_max_adjusted  
ELSE IF debt_priority_level_max_adjusted < 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Debt_Clearing]   
THEN min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Debt_Clearing]    
ELSE 0 
deficit priority level max adjusted[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
( IF ratio_deficit:_all_financial_burden > 0 AND total_other_than_deficit > 0 
THEN ratio_deficit:_all_financial_burden  
ELSE IF ratio_deficit:_all_financial_burden > 0 AND total_other_than_deficit <= 0 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
THEN max_priority_level_when_other_financial_burden_is_zero[Deficit_Offset]  
ELSE 0 ) 
deficit priority level min adjusted[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted >= 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Deficit_Offset] AND 
costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted < 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Cost_of_Living] AND 
debt_priority_level_max_adjusted >= 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Debt_Clearing] 
THEN  deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted - ( 
(min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Cost_of_Living] - 
costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted) * deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted / 
(IF (deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted+debt_priority_level_max_adjusted) > 0 
THEN (deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted+debt_priority_level_max_adjusted) 
ELSE 1) )  
ELSE IF deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted >= 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Deficit_Offset] AND 
costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted >= 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Cost_of_Living] AND 
debt_priority_level_max_adjusted < 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Debt_Clearing]   
THEN deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted - ( 
(min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Debt_Clearing] - 
debt_priority_level_max_adjusted) * deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted / (IF 
(deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted+costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted) > 
0 
THEN 
(deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted+costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted) 
ELSE 1) )  
ELSE IF deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted >= 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Deficit_Offset] AND 
costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted < 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Cost_of_Living] AND 
debt_priority_level_max_adjusted < 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Debt_Clearing]   
THEN deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted - ( 
(min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Cost_of_Living] - 
costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted) + 
(min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Debt_Clearing] - 
debt_priority_level_max_adjusted) )   
ELSE IF deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted >= 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Deficit_Offset] AND 
costs_of_living_priority_level_max_adjusted >= 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Cost_of_Living] AND 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
debt_priority_level_max_adjusted >= 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Debt_Clearing]   
THEN deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted  
ELSE IF deficit_priority_level_max_adjusted < 
min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Deficit_Offset]   
THEN min_priority_level_by_financial_burden[Deficit_Offset]    
ELSE 0 
initial net income of households per week by fishery & 
motor[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR adjusted_costs_of_living_for_inflation * 
calibrator_for_initial_savings_of_households 
max min adjusted proportion of nonfishing costs 
allocation[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
MIN( 
MAX(adjusted_proportion_of_nonfishing_costs_allocation[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor], 
min_proportion_of_nonfishing_costs_allocation), 
max_proportion_of_nonfishing_costs_allocation) 
profit of nonfishing unit per household by fishery & 
motor[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR IF switch_on:off_nonfishing_job_profit = 1 
THEN profit_of_nonfishing_unit_per_household_biolewie 
ELSE 0 
proportion of allocation for costs of living max 
adjusted[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
MIN(proportion_of_costs_of_living_allocation_debt_effect_adjusted[Fishery_Group,Boat
_Motor], max_proportion_of_costs_of_living_allocation_per_household) 
proportion of allocation for costs of living min 
adjusted[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF switch_on:off_fishery_group > 0 
THEN MAX( 
proportion_of_allocation_for_costs_of_living_max_adjusted[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor], 
min_proportion_of_costs_of_living_allocation_when_there_too_much_debt) 
ELSE 1 
proportion of costs of living allocation debt effect 
adjusted[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
normal_proportion_of_costs_of_living_allocation_when_there_is_no_debt * 
effect_of_debt_to_the_allocation_for_costs_of_living 
proportion of savings for nonfishing costs[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
max_min_adjusted_proportion_of_nonfishing_costs_allocation 
ratio allocated:required costs of living[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF switch_on:off_fishery_group >=1 AND ACTUAL_COSTS_OF_LIVING > 0 
THEN savings_allocated_for_costs_of_living / ACTUAL_COSTS_OF_LIVING 
ELSE 0 
ratio costs of living: all financial burden[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF total_all_financial_burden > 0 
THEN ACTUAL_COSTS_OF_LIVING / total_all_financial_burden 
ELSE 0 
ratio costs of living: debt[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] Dimension- 
less 
ACTUAL_COSTS_OF_LIVING / MAX(1e-21, total_debt_by_fishery_&_boat) 
ratio debt: all financial burden[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] Dimension- 
less 
IF total_all_financial_burden > 0 
THEN SUM(REMAINING_LOAN_OR_UNPAID_DEBT[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,*]) / 
total_all_financial_burden 
ELSE 0 
ratio deficit: all financial burden[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF total_all_financial_burden > 0 
THEN UNRECOVERED_DEFICIT / total_all_financial_burden 
ELSE 0 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
ratio required nonfishing costs: tertiary education 
costs[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF adjusted_required_costs_of_tertiary_education > 0 
THEN required_nonfishing_costs_for_all_units[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] / 
adjusted_required_costs_of_tertiary_education  
ELSE 2  
remaining savings allocated for nonfishing 
overhead[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR check_if_any_spendings_for_financial_obligations_has_been_made * 
proportion_of_savings_for_nonfishing_costs * NET_INCOME_OR_SAVINGS 
remaining savings allocated for tertiary education 
costs[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR check_if_any_spendings_for_financial_obligations_has_been_made * (IF 
switch_flexible:strict_effect_of_the_ratio_nonfishing:tertiary_edu_costs_on_savings_
allocation = 1  
THEN NET_INCOME_OR_SAVINGS * proportion_of_savings_for_tertiary_education_costs  
ELSE  NET_INCOME_OR_SAVINGS )   
required nonfishing costs for all units[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
IDR/Week switch_on:off_nonfishing_job_by_household_type * (IF 
switch_select_biolewie:modeller_nonfishing_profit_scenario 
THEN normal_total_nonfishing_costs_biolewie_per_week / 
time_period_for_savings_check_fourth_spending_adjustment_for_nonfishing 
ELSE required_overhead_costs_for_one_nonfishing_unit + 
required_overhead_costs_for_additional_nonfishing_unit ) 
savings allocated for costs of living[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
IDR NET_INCOME_OR_SAVINGS * savings_fraction_for_costs_of_living 
savings allocated for deficit offset[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
IDR NET_INCOME_OR_SAVINGS * savings_fraction_for_deficit_offset 
savings allocated for loan repayment[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
IDR NET_INCOME_OR_SAVINGS * savings_fraction_for_loan_repayment 
savings fraction for costs of living[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
DImensionl
ess 
IF switch_select_scenario_one:two_savings_prioritization = 1 
THEN savings_proportion_for_costs_of_living_scenario_one 
ELSE  savings_proportion_for_costs_of_living_scenario_two 
savings fraction for deficit offset[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF switch_select_scenario_one:two_savings_prioritization = 1 
THEN savings_proportion_for_deficit_offset_scenario_one 
ELSE  savings_proportion_for_deficit_offset_scenario_two 
savings fraction for loan repayment[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF switch_select_scenario_one:two_savings_prioritization = 1 
THEN savings_proportion_for_loan_repayment_scenario_one 
ELSE  savings_proportion_for_loan_repayment_scenario_two 
savings proportion for costs of living scenario one[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
proportion_of_allocation_for_costs_of_living_min_adjusted[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor]  
savings proportion for costs of living scenario two[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
DImensionl
ess 
costs_of_living_priority_level_min_adjusted  
savings proportion for deficit offset scenario one[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF check_yes:no_any_spending_for_financial_obligation_is_made = 1 
THEN proportion_of_remaining_savings_for_deficit_offset_scenario_one 
ELSE 0 
savings proportion for deficit offset scenario two[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
deficit_priority_level_min_adjusted 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
savings proportion for loan repayment scenario 
one[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
MAX( 1 - 
proportion_of_allocation_for_costs_of_living_min_adjusted[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] 
, 0) 
savings proportion for loan repayment scenario 
two[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
DImensionl
ess 
debt_priority_level_min_adjusted 
total all financial burden[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] IDR ACTUAL_COSTS_OF_LIVING[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] + 
SUM(REMAINING_LOAN_OR_UNPAID_DEBT[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,*]) + 
UNRECOVERED_DEFICIT[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] 
total debt by fishery & boat[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] IDR SUM(REMAINING_LOAN_OR_UNPAID_DEBT[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,*]) 
total other than costs of living[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] IDR SUM(REMAINING_LOAN_OR_UNPAID_DEBT[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor, *]) + 
UNRECOVERED_DEFICIT[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] 
total other than debt[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] IDR ACTUAL_COSTS_OF_LIVING[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] + 
UNRECOVERED_DEFICIT[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] 
total other than deficit[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] IDR SUM(REMAINING_LOAN_OR_UNPAID_DEBT[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,*]) + 
ACTUAL_COSTS_OF_LIVING[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] 
19. Household tertiary education capacity 
actual total weeks of edu costs fulfilled[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
Week 
Counts 
TOTAL_COUNT_WEEKS_OF_FULFILLED_EDU_COST 
adjusted required costs of tertiary education IDR Per 
Week 
average_weekly_costs_of_higher_education * (1+ inflation_rate_of_costs_of_living) 
check yes:no max unfulfilled weeks reached[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
Week 
Counts 
IF TOTAL_COUNT_WEEKS_OF_UNFULFILLED_EDU_COST >= 
max_unfulfilled_weeks_to_discontinue_higer_ed 
THEN 1 
ELSE 0  
count if weekly edu costs fulfilled : unfulfilled[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
Week 
Counts 
IF ratio_actual:required_higher_education_costs >= 
min_required_proportion_of_education_costs_to_fulfil 
THEN 1  
ELSE 0 
ratio actual:required edu costs fulfilled by fishery & 
motor[Sex, Labor Age, Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF required_weeks_of_edu_costs_fulfilled > 0 
THEN actual_total_weeks_of_edu_costs_fulfilled[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor] / 
required_weeks_of_edu_costs_fulfilled 
ELSE 1 
ratio actual:required higher education costs[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF adjusted_required_costs_of_tertiary_education > 0 
THEN fifth_spending_for_higher_education_costs[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] / 
adjusted_required_costs_of_tertiary_education  
ELSE IF adjusted_required_costs_of_tertiary_education = 0 
THEN 1 
ELSE 0 
required weeks of edu costs fulfilled Week 
Counts 
average_desired_tertiary_edu_years * week_counts_in_a_year 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
reset if max interrupted weeks reached for weeks 
fulfilled[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Week 
Counts 
IF check_yes:no_max_unfulfilled_weeks_reached >= 1 
THEN TOTAL_COUNT_WEEKS_OF_FULFILLED_EDU_COST * 100  
ELSE 0  
reset if max interrupted weeks reached for weeks 
unfulfilled[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Week 
Counts 
IF check_yes:no_max_unfulfilled_weeks_reached >=1 
THEN TOTAL_COUNT_WEEKS_OF_UNFULFILLED_EDU_COST * 10  
ELSE 0 
20. Population of human 
check if fisher group exist[Sex, Labor Age] Dimension- 
less 
IF SUM(normal_fishers_male[*,Labor_Age]) > 0 
THEN 1 
ELSE 0 
domestic female population People CHILDREN[FM]+ FEMALE_NONFISHER_YOUNG + FEMALE_NONFISHER_MID_AGE + 
FEMALE_NONFISHER_OLDER + SUM(FEMALE_FISHER_YOUNG[*]) + SUM(FEMALE_FISHER_MID_AGE[*]) 
+ SUM(FEMALE_FISHER_OLDER[*]) + RETIRED_FEMALES_AND_MALES[FM] 
domestic male population People CHILDREN[ML]+ MALE_NONFISHER_YOUNG+ SUM(MALE_FISHER_YOUNG[*])+ 
MALE_NONFISHER_MID_AGE+ SUM(MALE_FISHER_MID_AGE[*])+ MALE_NONFISHER_OLDER+ 
SUM(MALE_FISHER_OLDER[*])+ RETIRED_FEMALES_AND_MALES[ML] 
fractional adjustment of emigration rate by sex & age & 
fishery[Sex, Labor Age, Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
effect_of_education_capacity_on_emigration_rate 
migration rates all fisher[Fishery Group, Sex, Labor Age] People/Wee
k 
migration_fisher_male_young/midage/older[Fishery_Group] 
non fisher labor age population person FEMALE_NONFISHER_YOUNG + FEMALE_NONFISHER_MID_AGE + FEMALE_NONFISHER_OLDER + 
MALE_NONFISHER_MID_AGE + MALE_NONFISHER_YOUNG + MALE_NONFISHER_OLDER 
sum of fisher population person SUM(FEMALE_FISHER_MID_AGE[*]) + SUM(FEMALE_FISHER_OLDER[*]) + 
SUM(FEMALE_FISHER_YOUNG[*]) + SUM(MALE_FISHER_MID_AGE[*]) + 
SUM(MALE_FISHER_OLDER[*]) + SUM(MALE_FISHER_YOUNG[*]) 
total domestic population People domestic_female_population+domestic_male_population 
total female fisher current week from population sector People SUM(FEMALE_FISHER_YOUNG[*]) + SUM(FEMALE_FISHER_MID_AGE[*]) + 
SUM(FEMALE_FISHER_OLDER[*]) { SUM(RETIRED_FEMALE_FISHER_POPULATION_SECTOR[*]) 
total flow switching older/mid age/young fisher between 
fishery[TR/DS/SF, ML/FM] 
People/Wee
k 
squid_to_traditional_fisher[ML/FM, OL/MD/YN] –  
traditional_to_destructive_fisher[ML/FM, OL/MD/YN] 
 
destructive_to_squid_fisher[ML/FM, OL/MD/YN] –  
squid_to_traditional_fisher[ML/FM, OL/MD/YN] 
 
traditional_to_destructive_fisher[ML/FM, OL/MD/YN] –  
destructive_to_squid_fisher[ML/FM, OL/MD/YN]  
total male fisher current week from population sector People SUM(MALE_FISHER_YOUNG[*]) + SUM(MALE_FISHER_MID_AGE[*]) + SUM(MALE_FISHER_OLDER[*]) 
{+ SUM(RETIRED_MALE_FISHER_POPULATION_SECTOR[*]) 
21. Profit of fishing 
average breadwinner per boat by fishery & motor[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less/boat 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor * 
household_represented_per_boat_crew 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
costs of destructive supplies by fishery & motor[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR/Boat unit_usage_destructive_supplies_per_hour[Fishery_Group] * 
unit_price_destructive_supplies * normal_fishing_effort_by_fishery_&_motor 
costs of destructive supplies calibrated[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
IDR/Boat costs_of_destructive_supplies_by_fishery_&_motor * 
calibrator_for_costs_of_destructive_supplies[Fishery_Group] 
costs of fishing per boat per week by fishery & 
motor[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR/Boat ( total_operational_costs_of_fishing_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor]+ 
total_fixed_costs_of_fishing_per_boat_&_week[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor] ) * (1 + 
trend_generator_for_fishing_costs_inflation)  
costs of fuel at normal effort by fishery & motor[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR/Boat (normal_effort_allocation_by_fishery_&_motor_&_habitat[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor SG] 
* price_of_fuel_per_hour_effort_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Grouop, SG, Boat_Motor]) 
+ (normal_effort_allocation_by_fishery_&_motor_&_habitat[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor 
RF]* price_of_fuel_per_hour_effort_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group, RF, 
Boat_Motor]) + (normal_effort_allocation_by_fishery_&_motor_&_habitat[Fishery_Group, 
Boat_Motor PG]* price_of_fuel_per_hour_effort_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group, PG, 
Boat_Motor]) + (normal_effort_allocation_by_fishery_&_motor_&_habitat[Fishery_Group, 
Boat_Motor MN]* price_of_fuel_per_hour_effort_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group, MN, 
Boat_Motor]) 
costs of gear & boat maintenance calibrated[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR/Boat costs_of_gear_&_boat_maintenance_at_normal_effort_by_fishery_&_motor * 
calibrator_for_costs_of_gear_&_boat_maintenance 
costs of labor by fishery & motor[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
IDR/Boat costs_of_labor_per_crew_by_fishery_&_motor * 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor * 
calibrator_for_costs_of_fishing_labor 
export fish price proportional calibrated[Fish Class, 
Fishery Group] 
IDR Per 
Kilogram 
normal_fish_price_local_calibrated[Fish_Class] * 
calibrator_for_export_fish_price[Fish_Class] 
fish mass for market supply domestic[Fishery Group, Fish 
Class, Boat Motor] 
Kilograms total_catch_mass_by_fishery_&_fish_class_&_motor[Fishery_Group, Fish_Class, 
Boat_Motor]* proportion_supply_to_domestic_OR_local_market[Fishery_Group, 
Fish_Class]  
fish mass for market supply non domestic[Fishery Group, 
Fish Class, Boat Motor] 
Kilograms total_catch_mass_by_fishery_&_fish_class_&_motor[Fishery_Group, Fish_Class, 
Boat_Motor] * (1 - proportion_supply_to_domestic_OR_local_market[Fishery_Group, 
Fish_Class])  
fishing revenue domestic[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] IDR  ( ( fish_mass_for_market_supply_domestic[Fishery_Group, HR, Boat_Motor] * 
FISH_PRICE_PER_MASS_UNIT[HR])+ ( fish_mass_for_market_supply_domestic[Fishery_Group, 
PR, Boat_Motor] * FISH_PRICE_PER_MASS_UNIT[PR])+ ( 
fish_mass_for_market_supply_domestic[Fishery_Group, SQ, Boat_Motor] * 
FISH_PRICE_PER_MASS_UNIT[SQ]) )  
fishing revenue from all market by fishery & motor[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR ( fishing_revenue_domestic + fishing_revenue_non_domestic ) 
fishing revenue non domestic[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] IDR (fish_mass_for_market_supply_non_domestic[Fishery_Group, HR, Boat_Motor] * 
export_fish_price_proportional_calibrated[HR,Fishery_Group] )+ 
(fish_mass_for_market_supply_non_domestic[Fishery_Group, PR, Boat_Motor] * 
export_fish_price_proportional_calibrated[PR,Fishery_Group] )+ 
(fish_mass_for_market_supply_non_domestic[Fishery_Group, SQ, Boat_Motor] * 
export_fish_price_proportional_calibrated[SQ,Fishery_Group])  
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
fishing revenue per boat by fishery & motor[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
IDR/Boat IF motorized_boats[Fishery_Group] > 0 
THEN fishing_revenue_from_all_market_by_fishery_&_motor Fishery Group, Boat Motor] / 
motorized_boats[Fishery Group] 
ELSE 0  
fishing revenue per boat per week by fishery[Fishery 
Group] 
IDR/Boat SUM(fishing_revenue_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group,*])  
normal fishing effort by fishery & motor[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
Hours SUM(normal_effort_allocation_by_fishery_&_motor_&_habitat[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,*
]) 
profit of fishing breadwinner share by fishery & 
motor[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR IF average_breadwinner_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor > 0 
THEN profit_of_fishing_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor / 
average_breadwinner_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor 
ELSE 0 
profit of fishing of boat owner not as an operator[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR*People
/Boat 
profit_of_fishing_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor * 
fraction_fishing_profit_to_owner_not_as_operator 
profit of fishing per boat by fishery & motor[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
IDR/Boat MAX(0, fishing_revenue_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor - 
costs_of_fishing_per_boat_per_week_by_fishery_&_motor)  
profit of fishing per household by fishery & motor[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR IF switch_select_profit_sharing_calculation_for_fishery_crew_by_fishery_&_motor = 1 
THEN profit_of_owner_of_owner_operated_boat 
ELSE IF switch_select_profit_sharing_calculation_for_fishery_crew_by_fishery_&_motor 
= 2 
THEN profit_of_one_crew_of_owner_operated_boat 
ELSE profit_of_one_crew_of_not_owner_operated_boat 
profit of fishing to all crew of not owner operated boat per 
household[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR*People
/Boat 
profit_of_fishing_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] * (1 - 
fraction_fishing_profit_to_owner_not_as_operator) 
profit of fishing to one owner as operator per boat[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR profit_of_fishing_breadwinner_share_by_fishery_&_motor * 
proportion_of_fishing_profit_of_one_owner_as_operator  
profit of one crew of not owner operated boat[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR IF average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor > 0 
THEN profit_of_fishing_to_all_crew_of_not_owner_operated_boat_per_household / 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor 
ELSE 0  
profit of one crew of owner operated boat[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
IDR IF average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor > 1 
THEN profit_of_fishing_breadwinner_share_by_fishery_&_motor * ( 
average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor - share_proportion_of_one_owner - 
share_proportion_of_one_crew) / (average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor + 
share_proportion_of_one_owner)   
ELSE profit_of_fishing_breadwinner_share_by_fishery_&_motor * 
share_proportion_of_one_crew/ share_proportion_of_one_owner 
profit of owner of owner operated boat[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
IDR profit_of_fishing_to_one_owner_as_operator_per_boat  
proportion of fishing profit of one owner as 
operator[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor > 1 
THEN  (share_proportion_of_one_owner + share_proportion_of_one_crew) /  
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
(share_proportion_of_one_owner + average_fishing_crews_per_boat_by_fishery_&_motor) 
ELSE share_proportion_of_one_crew / share_proportion_of_one_owner 
ratio current:normal fishing effort by fishery & motor & 
habitat[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF normal_fishing_effort_by_fishery_&_motor > 0 
THEN 
SUM(current_fishing_effort_by_fishery_&_habitat_&_motor[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,*]) 
/ normal_fishing_effort_by_fishery_&_motor 
ELSE 0 
total fixed costs of fishing per boat & week[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
IDR/Boat fixed_costs_for_:purppose_A:_per_boat + fixed_costs_for_:purpose_B:_per_boat 
total operational costs of fishing by fishery & motor[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR/Boat  ( costs_of_labor_by_fishery_&_motor + costs_of_gear_&_boat_maintenance_calibrated + 
costs_of_destructive_supplies_calibrated + 
costs_of_fuel_at_normal_effort_by_fishery_&_motor ) * 
effect_of_normal_fishing_effort_change_on_operational_costs 
trend generator for fishing costs inflation Dimension- 
less 
 ( RAMP( rate_of_inflation_of_fishing_cost_as_slope_value, 0) / 
delay_in_inflation_annually ) * switch_on:off_inflation_on_fishing_costs 
22. Profit of non-fishing - BioLewie-based 
adjusted profit of nonfishing for actual labor 
capacity[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR adjusted_profit_of_nonfishing_for_actual_operational_budget * 
effect_of_labor_hours_fulfillment_on_nonfishing_profit_biolewie 
adjusted profit of nonfishing for actual operational 
budget[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR normal_profit_of_nonfishing_per_household_biolewie * 
effect_of_nonfishing_costs_fulfillment_on_nonfishing_profit_biolewie 
adjusted profit of nonfishing for household 
allocation[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR adjusted_profit_of_nonfishing_for_actual_labor_capacity * 
proportion_of_nonfishing_profit_to_household_member_biolewie * 
linear_increase_nonfishing_profit_introduction 
fractional increase of nonfishing costs due to inflation Dimension- 
less 
switch_on:off_effect_of_inflation_to_nonfishing_costs* RAMP( 
slope_of_annual_inflation_linear_trend,  0) / delay_in_inflation_of_nonfishing_costs 
gap current:previous nonfishing profit biolewie[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR adjusted_profit_of_nonfishing_for_household_allocation - NONFISHING_PROFIT_BIOLEWIE 
linear increase nonfishing profit introduction Dimension- 
less 
STEP( (IF RAMP( proportion_of_nonfishing_profit_delivered_per_week , 
week_nonfishing_profit_introduced) <= max_proportion_of_nonfishing_profit_introduced 
THEN RAMP( proportion_of_nonfishing_profit_delivered_per_week , 
week_nonfishing_profit_introduced)  
ELSE 1 ) , week_nonfishing_profit_introduced) 
normal nonfishing capital costs per week IDR normal_nonfishing_capital_costs_per_year / 52 
normal nonfishing input costs per week IDR normal_nonfishing_input_costs_per_year / 52 
normal nonfishing revenue per week IDR normal_nonfishing_revenue_per_year / 52 
normal profit of nonfishing per household biolewie IDR MAX(0,  (normal_nonfishing_revenue_per_week - 
normal_total_nonfishing_costs_biolewie_per_week) ) 
normal total nonfishing costs biolewie per week IDR (normal_nonfishing_capital_costs_per_week + normal_nonfishing_input_costs_per_week ) 
* (1+ fractional_increase_of_nonfishing_costs_due_to_inflation) 
normal total nonfishing effort per week hour normal_total_nonfishing_effort_per_year / 52 
normal total nonfishing effort per year hour normal_nonfishing_labor_hours_from_hired_labor_per_year + 
normal_nonfishing_labor_hours_by_all_hh_members_per_year 
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Equations contained in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
profit of nonfishing unit per household biolewie[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR IF switch_on:off_nonfishing_job_by_household_type = 1 
THEN NONFISHING_PROFIT_BIOLEWIE 
ELSE 0 
profit of nonfishing unit per labor biolewie[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
IDR/person profit_of_nonfishing_unit_per_household_biolewie / average_non_school_age_member 
proportion of nonfishing profit to household member 
biolewie 
Dimension- 
less 
normal_nonfishing_labor_hours_by_all_hh_members_per_year / 
(normal_nonfishing_labor_hours_from_hired_labor_per_year + 
normal_nonfishing_labor_hours_by_all_hh_members_per_year) 
ratio actual:normal nonfishing effort biolewie[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
MIN(adjusted_total_labor_hours_for_nonfishing_after_outsource_by_fisher_&_motor / 
normal_total_nonfishing_effort_per_week , 
max_nonfishing_labor_hour_fulfillment_relative_to_normal) 
ratio actual:required spending for nonfishing costs[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
IF remaining_savings_allocated_for_nonfishing_overhead > 0 AND 
normal_total_nonfishing_costs_biolewie_per_week > 0 
THEN MIN(remaining_savings_allocated_for_nonfishing_overhead / 
normal_total_nonfishing_costs_biolewie_per_week, 
max_nonfishing_cost_fulfillment_relative_to_normal) 
ELSE IF (remaining_savings_allocated_for_nonfishing_overhead = 0 AND 
normal_total_nonfishing_costs_biolewie_per_week > 0) 
THEN 0 
ELSE 1 
week nonfishing profit introduced Weeks year_nonfishing_unit_introduced * weeks_in_a_year 
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Appendix 20. Stella® equations contained in the flows 
Equations contained in the flows grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
1. Additional non-fishing unit from additional non-fishing effort 
This sector is not used/removed 
2 Adjusted inter-fishery movement & fisher entry and exits 
Sector does not contain flow. 
3. Determinants of fisher entries & exits and fishing effort 
change in survellience effort[Fishery 
Group] 
Hours Per 
Week 
gap_desired:actual_surveillance_effort / delay_changing_surveillence_effort  
4. Effort for fishing (fisher's) 
change in fishing effort[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor, Habitat Type] 
Hours Per 
Week 
gap_fishing_hours / delay_in_adjusting_livleihood_effort 
5. Effort for non-fishing (fisher's) 
Change of unused working 
time[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours Per 
Week 
Gap_unused_working_time /delay_in_adjusting_livleihood_effort 
6. Effort for non-fishing (from non-fishers) 
Sector does not contain flow. 
7. Fish catch 
Sector does not contain flow. 
8. Fish demand & price 
change in price[Fish Class] IDR Per 
Kilogram 
/Week 
gap_cap_adjusted:current_fish_price / delay_in_fish_price_adjustment 
9. Fish population 
maturing juveniles in each 
habitat[Fish Class, Habitat Type] 
Individual Fish 
/Week 
JUVENILE_FISH_STOCK[Fish_Class,Habitat_Type] * 
proportion_of_juveniles_of_a_fish_class_in_each_habitats[Fish_Class,Habitat_Type] / 
weekly_juvenile_maturation_rate_fractional[Fish_Class,Habitat_Type]  
adult recruits from other habitats[Fish 
Class, Habitat Type] 
Individual Fish 
/Week 
 ( (JUVENILE_FISH_STOCK[Fish_Class, RF] / weekly_juvenile_maturation_rate_fractional[Fish_Class, 
RF]) + (JUVENILE_FISH_STOCK[Fish_Class, PG] / 
weekly_juvenile_maturation_rate_fractional[Fish_Class, PG]) + (JUVENILE_FISH_STOCK[Fish_Class, 
MN] / weekly_juvenile_maturation_rate_fractional[Fish_Class, MN]) )  * 
proportion_of_juveniles_of_a_fish_class_in_each_habitats[Fish_Class, SG / RF/ PG/ MN]  
fish immigration[Fish Class, Habitat 
Type] 
Individual Fish 
/Week 
max_rate_of_fish_immigration_whole * effect_of_seasonality_on_whole_fish_immigration  
adult mortality natural[Fish Class, 
Habitat Type] 
Individual Fish 
/Week 
ADULT_FISH_STOCK * weekly_adult_mortality_rate_fractional {see file: sfm phd r15 basecase1 | v2 
RR revision 
squid catch abundance[Fish Class, 
Habitat Type] 
Individual Fish 
/Week 
squid_fishing_catch_abundance_rate_by_fish_&_habitat / delay_in_adult_fish_stock_catch  
poison catch abundance[Fish Class, 
Habitat Type] 
Individual Fish 
/Week 
cyanide_fishing_catch_abundance_rate_by_fish_&_habitat / delay_in_adult_fish_stock_catch   
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Equations contained in the flows grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
fish emigration[Fish Class, Habitat 
Type] 
Individual Fish 
/Week 
ADULT_FISH_STOCK[Fish_Class, Habitat_Type] * 
effect_of_seasonality_on_fractional_fish_emigration[Fish_Class, Habitat_Type]  
traditional catch abundance[Fish 
Class, Habitat Type] 
Individual Fish 
/Week 
traditional_fishing_catch_abundance_rate_by_fish_&_habitat / delay_in_adult_fish_stock_catch  
bomb catch abundance[Fish Class, 
Habitat Type] 
Individual Fish 
/Week 
blast_fishing_catch_abundance_rate_by_fish_&_habitat / delay_in_adult_fish_stock_catch   
external catch abundance[Fish Class, 
Habitat Type]  
Individual Fish 
/Week 
IF switch_on:off_outflow_external_catch = 1 
AND adjusted_external_fishing_catch_abundance_by_fish_class_RF_&_PG > 0 
 
THEN ( IF (ADULT_FISH_STOCK / DT) >= 
(adjusted_external_fishing_catch_abundance_by_fish_class_RF_&_PG/DT) 
THEN adjusted_external_fishing_catch_abundance_by_fish_class_RF_&_PG/DT 
ELSE ADULT_FISH_STOCK / DT ) 
 
ELSE 0 
spillover of adult fish[Fish Class, 
Habitat Type] 
Individual Fish 
/Week 
( (ADULT_FISH_STOCK - adult_CC_in_abundance_fish_&_habitat) /DT ) + net_flow_adult_fish_stock 
juvenile recruits[Fish Class, Habitat 
Type] 
Individual Fish 
/Week 
density_dependent_recruitmen_delay_adjusted 
maturing juveniles in each 
habitat[Fish Class, Habitat Type] 
Individual Fish 
/Week 
JUVENILE_FISH_STOCK[Fish_Class,Habitat_Type] * 
proportion_of_juveniles_of_a_fish_class_in_each_habitats[Fish_Class,Habitat_Type] / 
weekly_juvenile_maturation_rate_fractional[Fish_Class,Habitat_Type]  
juvenile recruits to other habitats[Fish 
Class, Habitat Type] 
Individual Fish 
/Week 
 JUVENILE_FISH_STOCK[Fish_Class,Habitat_Type] * (1 - 
proportion_of_juveniles_of_a_fish_class_in_each_habitats[Fish_Class,Habitat_Type]) / 
weekly_juvenile_maturation_rate_fractional  
spillover of juvenile fish[Fish Class, 
Habitat Type] 
Individual Fish 
/Week 
((JUVENILE_FISH_STOCK - juvenile_CC_in_abundance_by_fish_&_habitat) / 
delays_in_fish_stock_adjustment_for_spillover ) + net_flow_juvenile_fish_stock {see file: sfm phd 
r15 basecase1 | v2 RR revision 
adult mortality natural[Fish Class, 
Habitat Type] 
Individual Fish 
/Week 
ADULT_FISH_STOCK [Fish Class, Habitat Type] * weekly_adult_mortality_rate_fractional [Fish Class, Habitat 
Type]  
fish emigration[Fish Class, Habitat 
Type] 
Individual Fish 
/Week 
ADULT_FISH_STOCK[Fish_Class, Habitat_Type] * 
effect_of_seasonality_on_fractional_fish_emigration[Fish_Class, Habitat_Type]  
spillover of adult fish[Fish Class, 
Habitat Type] 
Individual Fish 
/Week 
( (ADULT_FISH_STOCK[Fish_Class, Habitat_Type] - adult_CC_in_abundance_fish_&_habitat[Fish_Class, 
Habitat_Type]) /DT ) + net_flow_adult_fish_stock[Fish_Class, Habitat_Type] 
bomb catch abundance[Fish Class, 
Habitat Type] 
Individual Fish 
/Week 
blast_fishing_catch_abundance_rate_by_fish_&_habitat[Fish_Class, Habitat_Type] / 
delay_in_adult_fish_stock_catch[Fish_Class, Habitat_Type]  
juvenile recruits to other habitats[Fish 
Class, Habitat Type] 
Individual Fish 
/Week 
 JUVENILE_FISH_STOCK[Fish_Class,Habitat_Type] * (1 - 
proportion_of_juveniles_of_a_fish_class_in_each_habitats[Fish_Class,Habitat_Type]) / 
weekly_juvenile_maturation_rate_fractional  
spillover of juvenile fish[Fish Class, 
Habitat Type] 
Individual Fish 
/Week 
((JUVENILE_FISH_STOCK[Fish_Class,Habitat_Type] - 
juvenile_CC_in_abundance_by_fish_&_habitat[Fish_Class,Habitat_Type]) / 
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Equations contained in the flows grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
delays_in_fish_stock_adjustment_for_spillover[Fish_Class,Habitat_Type] ) + 
net_flow_juvenile_fish_stock[Fish_Class,Habitat_Type] 
poison catch abundance[Fish Class, 
Habitat Type] 
Individual Fish 
/Week 
cyanide_fishing_catch_abundance_rate_by_fish_&_habitat / delay_in_adult_fish_stock_catch   
squid catch abundance[Fish Class, 
Habitat Type] 
Individual Fish 
/Week 
squid_fishing_catch_abundance_rate_by_fish_&_habitat / delay_in_adult_fish_stock_catch  
traditional catch abundance[Fish 
Class, Habitat Type] 
Individual Fish 
/Week 
traditional_fishing_catch_abundance_rate_by_fish_&_habitat / delay_in_adult_fish_stock_catch  
10. Fish supply 
actual fish supply to domestic[Fish 
Class] 
Kilograms Per 
Week 
MAX(1e-12, fish_catch_allocated_to_domestic / time_period_for_supplying_fish_to_domestic) 
actual fish demand from 
domestic[Fish Class] 
Kilograms Per 
Week 
MIN( actual_fish_supply_to_domestic[Fish_Class], adjusted_fish_demand_for_substitute[Fish_Class] 
) 
current unsold fish[Fish Class] Kilograms Per 
Week 
IF (actual_fish_supply_to_domestic[Fish_Class] > actual_fish_demand_from_domestic[Fish_Class]) 
THEN (actual_fish_supply_to_domestic[Fish_Class] - actual_fish_demand_from_domestic[Fish_Class]) 
ELSE 0  
current unsold fish[Fish Class] Kilograms Per 
Week 
IF (actual_fish_supply_to_domestic[Fish_Class] > actual_fish_demand_from_domestic[Fish_Class]) 
THEN (actual_fish_supply_to_domestic[Fish_Class] - actual_fish_demand_from_domestic[Fish_Class]) 
ELSE 0  
11. Fishery groups 
entries to destructive fishery[Sex, 
Labor Age] 
People Per 
Week 
entry_rate_destructive 
traditional to destructive fisher[Sex, 
Labor Age] 
People Per 
Week 
IF check_if_fisher_group_exist > 0 
THEN ( adjusted_fractional_shift_rate_traditional_to_destructive * TRADITIONAL_FISHER / 
delay_in_fishing_group_shift_rate_adjustment[DS] ) - ( 
adjusted_fractional_shift_rate_destructive_to_traditional * DESTRUCTIVE_FISHER / 
delay_in_fishing_group_shift_rate_adjustment[TR]) 
ELSE 0 
movement between age group and 
retiring destructive[Sex, Labor Age] 
People Per 
Week 
movement_rate_between_age_groups[DS, Sex, Labor_Age] 
migrating 
destructive/squid/traditional[Sex,Labo
r Age] 
People Per 
Week 
migration_rates_all_fisher[DS/SF/TR, Sex, Labor_Age] 
deaths 
destructive/squid/traditional[Sex,Labo
r Age] 
People Per 
Week 
fisher_deaths[DS/SF/TR, Sex, Labor_Age] 
destructive to squid fisher[Sex, Labor 
Age] 
People Per 
Week 
IF check_if_fisher_group_exist > 0 
THEN (adjusted_fractional_shift_rate_destructive_to_squid * DESTRUCTIVE_FISHER / 
delay_in_fishing_group_shift_rate_adjustment[SF]) - 
(adjusted_fractional_shift_rate_squid_to_destructive * SQUID:PELAGIC_FISHER / 
delay_in_fishing_group_shift_rate_adjustment[DS]) 
ELSE 0 
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Equations contained in the flows grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
entries to squid fishery[Sex, Labor 
Age] 
People Per 
Week 
entry_rate_squid_fishery 
destructive to squid fisher[Sex, Labor 
Age] 
People Per 
Week 
IF check_if_fisher_group_exist > 0 
THEN (adjusted_fractional_shift_rate_destructive_to_squid * DESTRUCTIVE_FISHER / 
delay_in_fishing_group_shift_rate_adjustment[SF]) - 
(adjusted_fractional_shift_rate_squid_to_destructive * SQUID:PELAGIC_FISHER / 
delay_in_fishing_group_shift_rate_adjustment[DS]) 
ELSE 0 
exits from squid/destructive/traditional 
fisher[Sex, Labor Age] 
People Per 
Week 
exit_rate_squid_fishery/destructive/traditional_fishery 
squid to traditional fisher[Sex, Labor 
Age] 
People Per 
Week 
IF check_if_fisher_group_exist > 0 
THEN (adjusted_fractional_shift_rate_squid_to_traditional * SQUID:PELAGIC_FISHER / 
delay_in_fishing_group_shift_rate_adjustment[TR]) - 
(adjusted_fractional_shift_rate_traditional_to_squid * TRADITIONAL_FISHER / 
delay_in_fishing_group_shift_rate_adjustment[SF]) 
ELSE 0 
movement between age group and 
retiring 
destructive/squid/traditional[Sex,Labo
r Age] 
People Per 
Week 
movement_rate_between_age_groups[DS/SF/TR, Sex, Labor_Age] 
squid to traditional fisher[Sex, Labor 
Age] 
People Per 
Week 
IF check_if_fisher_group_exist > 0 
THEN (adjusted_fractional_shift_rate_squid_to_traditional * SQUID:PELAGIC_FISHER / 
delay_in_fishing_group_shift_rate_adjustment[TR]) - 
(adjusted_fractional_shift_rate_traditional_to_squid * TRADITIONAL_FISHER / 
delay_in_fishing_group_shift_rate_adjustment[SF]) 
ELSE 0 
movement between age groups and 
retiring traditional[Sex, Labor Age] 
People Per 
Week 
movement_rate_between_age_groups[TR, Sex, Labor_Age] 
entries to traditional fishery[Sex, 
Labor Age] 
People Per 
Week 
entry_rate_traditional_fishery 
traditional to destructive fisher[Sex, 
Labor Age] 
People Per 
Week 
IF check_if_fisher_group_exist > 0 
THEN ( adjusted_fractional_shift_rate_traditional_to_destructive * TRADITIONAL_FISHER / 
delay_in_fishing_group_shift_rate_adjustment[DS] ) - ( 
adjusted_fractional_shift_rate_destructive_to_traditional * DESTRUCTIVE_FISHER / 
delay_in_fishing_group_shift_rate_adjustment[TR]) 
ELSE 0 
exits from traditional fishery[Sex, 
Labor Age] 
People Per 
Week 
exit_rate_traditional_fishery 
12. Fishing boats 
boat price inflation[Fishery Group] IDR Per Boat 
/Week 
FISHING_BOAT_PRICE * inflation_rate_of_boat_price / delay_in_boat_price_inflation 
loss of used motors[Fishery Group] Boats 
/Week 
MOTORS_INSTALLED_IN_OPERATING_BOATS[Fishery_Group] / motor_lifespan[Fishery_Group] 
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Equations contained in the flows grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
unused motors due to boat 
scrapped[Fishery Group] 
Boats 
/Week 
decommissioned_motorized_boats 
motors purchased[Fishery Group] Boats 
/Week 
(IF gap_of_actual:required_motors_to_be_fulfilled[Fishery Group] > 0 
THEN MAX((gap_of_actual:required_motors_to_be_fulfilled[Fishery Group] - (MOTORS_NOT_IN_USE[Fishery 
Group]/delay_in_motor_purchase)), 0) 
ELSE 0 ) * switch_on:off_flow_motor_purchase 
loss of unused motors[Fishery Group] Boats 
/Week 
MOTORS_NOT_IN_USE /motor_lifespan  
change in existing motor 
usage[Fishery Group] 
Boats 
/Week 
IF gap_of_actual:required_motors_to_be_fulfilled[Fishery Group]> 0 
THEN MIN(gap_of_actual:required_motors_to_be_fulfilled[Fishery Group],  ( (MOTORS_NOT_IN_USE[Fishery 
Group]/delay_in_motor_usage_adjustment) + motors_purchased[Fishery Group]) ) 
ELSE gap_of_actual:required_motors_to_be_fulfilled[Fishery Group] 
boats occupied[Fishery Group] Boats 
/Week 
check_need:not_needed_unused_boats / delay_in_boat_occupation 
boat purchase[Fishery Group] Boats 
/Week 
gap_boat_demand:unused_boat_as_boat_to_be_purchased/ delay_in_boat_procurement * 
switch_on:off_flow_boat_purchase  
used boats decommissioned[Fishery 
Group] 
Boats 
/Week 
OCCUPIED_BOATS / lifespan_of_boat 
boats abandoned[Fishery Group] Boats 
/Week 
 MAX(0, -1 * gap_required:current_boats[Fishery_Group]) / delay_in_boat_abandoning 
loss of unused motors[Fishery Group] Boats 
/Week 
MOTORS_NOT_IN_USE /motor_lifespan  
loss of used motors[Fishery Group] Boats 
/Week 
MOTORS_INSTALLED_IN_OPERATING_BOATS[Fishery_Group] / motor_lifespan[Fishery_Group] 
unused boats decommisioned[Fishery 
Group] 
Boats 
/Week 
UNOCCUPIED_BOATS / lifespan_of_boat 
used boats decommissioned[Fishery 
Group] 
Boats 
/Week 
OCCUPIED_BOATS / lifespan_of_boat 
boats abandoned[Fishery Group] Boats 
/Week 
 MAX(0, -1 * gap_required:current_boats[Fishery_Group]) / delay_in_boat_abandoning 
unused boats decommisioned[Fishery 
Group] 
Boats 
/Week 
UNOCCUPIED_BOATS / lifespan_of_boat 
boats occupied[Fishery Group] Boats 
/Week 
check_need:not_needed_unused_boats / delay_in_boat_occupation 
13. Habitat - coral reefs 
conversion of living reef to rubble Hectares 
/Week 
total_reef_damage_from_destructive_fishing_in_hectares / time_period_for_reef_conversion * 
calibrator_for_conversion_of_reef_to_rubble  
change of reef condition due to TSS Dimensionles
s 
/Week 
gap_adjusted:actual_condition / delay_to_change_reef_cond_for_effects_of_TSS 
change of reef condition due to 
juvenile fish grazing 
Dimensionles
s 
/Week 
gap_adjustment_by_juvenile_herbivores_grazing / delay_in_juvenile_grazing_effect_on_reef 
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Equations contained in the flows grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
change of reef condition due to adult 
fish grazing 
Dimensionles
s 
/Week 
gap_adjustment_by_adult_herbivores_grazing / delay_in_adult_grazing_effect_on_reef 
14. Habitat - seagrass & mangrove 
loss of seagreass area in hectare Hectares 
/Week 
total_habitat_damage_from_all_cyanide_fishing_per_week * 
fraction_of_destructive_fishing_effort_spent_on_seagrass * hectare_in_a_square_meter / 
delay_in_seagrass_loss 
15. Household costs of living 
change in costs of living[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR Per Week gap_costs_of_living * switch_flow_on:off_change_in_costs_of_living 
change in costs of living[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR Per Week gap_costs_of_living * switch_flow_on:off_change_in_costs_of_living 
16. Household deficit level 
actual deficit offset using loan[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR Per Week loan_principal_taken_this_week_per_household_type * 
switch_on:off_outflow_deficit_offset_using_loan 
actual deficit offset using 
savings[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR Per Week third_spending_for_deficit_offset * switch_on:off_outflow_deficit_offset_using_savings 
deficit addition[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
IDR 
/Week 
(IF switch_on:off_fishery_group = 1 
THEN switch_on:off_inflow_deficit_addition * current_deficit 
ELSE 0 ) 
actual deficit offset using 
savings[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR Per Week third_spending_for_deficit_offset * switch_on:off_outflow_deficit_offset_using_savings 
actual deficit offset using loan[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR Per Week loan_principal_taken_this_week_per_household_type * 
switch_on:off_outflow_deficit_offset_using_loan 
17. Household loan and debt 
count one if there is a loan taken & 
assignerd to the selected 
lender[TR/DS/SF, EN/NEN, Informal 
Flex/Informal Pred/Formal Flex] 
Dimensionles
s 
/Week 
IF loan_principal_taken_this_week_per_household_type[TR/DS/SF, EN/NEN] > 0 
AND selected_lender_type_for_this_loan_package_this_week[TR/DS/SF, EN/NEN] = 1/2/3 {Set for 
Informal Flex/Informal Pred/Formal Flex} 
THEN 1 
ELSE 0 
add count for shortfall 
occurence[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor, Lender Type] 
Dimensionles
s 
/Week 
( count_of_repayment_shortfall_occurence - reset_value_if_shortfall_count_limit_attained ) / 
time_period_for_evaluating_debt_&_loan 
rate of collateral asset value 
addition[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR 
/Week 
(IF switch_on:off_fishery_group[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] =1 
THEN(IF average_period_of_asset_addition_per_household_type[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] > 0 
THEN average_value_of_collateral_asset_per_addition_per_household_type / 
average_period_of_asset_addition_per_household_type 
ELSE 0 ) 
ELSE 0 ) 
rate of reduction of collateral asset 
value[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR 
/Week 
collateral_value_reduction_on_every_end_of_loan_term_from_all_lender + 
collateral_value_reduction_due_to_repayment_shortfall_from_all_lender + 
collateral_value_reduction_to_offset_remaining_deficit_after_offset_using_loan 
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Equations contained in the flows grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
adjustment in additional 
repayment[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor, Lender Type] 
IDR 
/Week 
gap_repayment_shortfall 
debt addition for the selected 
lender[TR/DS/SF, EN/NEN, Informal 
Flex/Informal Pred/Formal Flex] 
IDR 
/Week 
switch_on:off_inflow_debt_addition *(IF 
costs_of_loan_package_from_the_lender_of_the_week[TR/DS/SF, EN/NEN]> 0 
AND selected_lender_type_for_this_loan_package_this_week[TR/DS/SF, EN/NEN] = 1/2/3 {Set for 
Informal Flex/Informal Pred/Formal Flex} 
THEN costs_of_loan_package_from_the_lender_of_the_week[TR/DS/SF, EN/NEN] 
ELSE 0) 
reduction of debt per week[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor, Lender Type] 
IDR Per Week IF SUM(REMAINING_LOAN_OR_UNPAID_DEBT[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,*]) > 0 
THEN second_spending_for_loan_repayment[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] * ( 
REMAINING_LOAN_OR_UNPAID_DEBT[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,Lender_Type] / 
SUM(REMAINING_LOAN_OR_UNPAID_DEBT[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,*]) ) 
ELSE 0  
add loan term period[TR/DS/SF, 
EN/NEN, Informal Flex/Informal 
Pred/Formal Flex] 
Dimensionles
s 
(IF loan_principal_taken_this_week_per_household_type[TR/DS/SF, EN/NEN]> 0 
AND selected_lender_type_for_this_loan_package_this_week = 1/2/3 {Set for Informal Flex/Informal 
Pred/Formal Flex} 
THEN loan_term_in_weeks_of_the_package_lender_specific 
ELSE 0 ) / time_period_for_evaluating_debt_&_loan 
add loan repayment amount each 
time loan taken[TR/DS/SF, EN/NEN, 
Informal Flex/Informal Pred/Formal 
Flex] 
IDR 
/Week 
IF loan_principal_taken_this_week_per_household_type[TR/DS/SF, EN/NEN]> 0 
AND selected_lender_type_for_this_loan_package_this_week[TR/DS/SF, EN/NEN]= 1/2/3 {Set for 
Informal Flex/Informal Pred/Formal Flex} 
THEN repayment_cost_per_payment_schedule_for_the_lender_of_the_week[TR/DS/SF, EN/NEN] 
ELSE 0 
add repayment cycle 
period[TR/DS/SF, EN/NEN, Informal 
Flex/Informal Pred/Formal Flex] 
Dimensionles
s 
IF loan_principal_taken_this_week_per_household_type[TR/DS/SF, EN/NEN] > 0 
AND selected_lender_type_for_this_loan_package_this_week[TR/DS/SF, EN/NEN] = 1/2/3 {Set for 
Informal Flex/Informal Pred/Formal Flex} 
THEN weeks_between_payments_time_lender_specific[TR/DS/SF, EN/NEN] / 
time_period_for_evaluating_debt_&_loan 
ELSE 0 
record time point of first loan 
taken[TR/DS/SF, EN/NEN, Informal 
Flex/Informal Pred/Formal Flex] 
Dimensionles
s 
( IF PREVIOUS(COUNT_OF_LOAN_TAKEN[TR/DS/SF, EN/NEN, Informal Flex/Informal Pred/Formal Flex], 0) = 0 
AND COUNT_OF_LOAN_TAKEN[TR/DS/SF, EN/NEN, Informal Flex/Informal Pred/Formal Flex] = 1 
THEN TIME 
ELSE 0 ) / time_period_for_evaluating_debt_&_loan 
rate of reduction of collateral asset 
value[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR 
/Week 
collateral_value_reduction_on_every_end_of_loan_term_from_all_lender + 
collateral_value_reduction_due_to_repayment_shortfall_from_all_lender + 
collateral_value_reduction_to_offset_remaining_deficit_after_offset_using_loan 
reduction of debt per week[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor, Lender Type] 
IDR Per Week IF SUM(REMAINING_LOAN_OR_UNPAID_DEBT[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,*]) > 0 
THEN second_spending_for_loan_repayment[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] * ( 
REMAINING_LOAN_OR_UNPAID_DEBT[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,Lender_Type] / 
SUM(REMAINING_LOAN_OR_UNPAID_DEBT[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor,*]) ) 
ELSE 0  
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Equations contained in the flows grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
adjustment to weeks counting for 
repayment cycle[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor, Lender Type] 
Dimensionles
s 
(counter_repayment_billing_cycle_by_lender_type - switch_for_reset_if_true_repayment_is_due ) 
/time_period_for_evaluating_debt_&_loan 
adjustment to weeks counting for loan 
term cycle[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, 
Lender Type] 
Dimensionles
s 
(counter_loan_term_end_cycle - switch_for_reset_if_ture_end_of_term_is_due ) / 
time_period_for_evaluating_debt_&_loan 
18. Household net income 
third spending for deficit offset[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR Per Week switch_on:off_outflow_savings_for_deficit_offset * actual_spending_to_offset_deficit 
fifth spending for higher education 
costs[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR Per Week IF switch_on:off_budget_reallocation_when_education_fund_is_interrupted = 1 
THEN actual_spending_for_higher_education_costs 
* switch_on:off_outflow_savings_for_higher_education 
* MAX((1 - effects_of_interruption_and_financial_burden_on_education_spending),  
0) 
ELSE actual_spending_for_higher_education_costs * 
switch_on:off_outflow_savings_for_higher_education 
first spending for costs of 
living[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR Per Week switch_on:off_outflow_savings_for_cost_of_living * actual_spending_for_costs_of_living 
fourth spending for nonfishing 
overheads[[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
IDR Per Week switch_on:off_nonfishing_job_by_household_type * 
switch_on:off_outflow_savings_for_nonfishing_overheads * actual_spending_for_nonfishing_overheads 
household income addition[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR Per Week ( ( profit_of_fishing_per_household_by_fishery_&_motor  
/ delay_in_household_savings_addition ) 
+ ( profit_of_nonfishing_unit_per_household_by_fishery_&_motor 
/ delay_in_household_savings_addition ) 
) * switch_on:off_inflow_household_income_addition 
+ additional_net_income_from_reallocated_fifth_spending 
second spending for loan 
repayment[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
IDR Per Week switch_on:off_outflow_savings_for_loan_repayment * actual_spending_for_loan_repayment 
third spending for deficit offset[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR Per Week switch_on:off_outflow_savings_for_deficit_offset * actual_spending_to_offset_deficit 
fourth spending for nonfishing 
overheads[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
IDR Per Week switch_on:off_nonfishing_job_by_household_type * 
switch_on:off_outflow_savings_for_nonfishing_overheads * actual_spending_for_nonfishing_overheads 
fifth spending for higher education 
costs[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR Per Week switch_on:off_outflow_savings_for_higher_education * actual_spending_for_higher_education_costs 
first spending for costs of 
living[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR Per Week switch_on:off_outflow_savings_for_cost_of_living * actual_spending_for_costs_of_living 
add household income[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR 
/Week 
household_income_addition 
19. Household tertiary education capacity 
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Equations contained in the flows grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
change in total weeks fulfilled edu 
cost[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Week Counts 
/Weeks 
IF count_if_weekly_edu_costs_fulfilled_:_unfulfilled >= 1 
THEN (1 - reset_if_max_interrupted_weeks_reached_for_weeks_fulfilled ) / 
time_period_of_tertiary_educaiton_costs_fulfillment_check 
ELSE ( 0 - reset_if_max_interrupted_weeks_reached_for_weeks_fulfilled ) / 
time_period_of_tertiary_educaiton_costs_fulfillment_check 
change in total weeks unfulfilled edu 
cost[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Week Counts 
/Weeks 
IF count_if_weekly_edu_costs_fulfilled_:_unfulfilled < 1 
THEN (1 - reset_if_max_interrupted_weeks_reached_for_weeks_unfulfilled ) / 
time_period_of_tertiary_educaiton_costs_fulfillment_check 
ELSE ( 0 - reset_if_max_interrupted_weeks_reached_for_weeks_unfulfilled ) / 
time_period_of_tertiary_educaiton_costs_fulfillment_check 
20. Population of human 
births[ML] People 
/Week 
FEMALE_NONFISHER_MID_AGE * birth_rate_reproducing_female_whole * (1-
proportion_of_births_that_are_female) * switch_on:off_child_births 
births[FM] People 
/Week 
FEMALE_NONFISHER_MID_AGE * birth_rate_reproducing_female_whole * 
proportion_of_births_that_are_female * switch_on:off_child_births 
migration of chlid[Sex] People 
/Week 
immigration_rate_child_whole - (CHILDREN * emigration_rate_child_fractional)  
child to young male nonfisher[ML] People 
/Week 
CHILDREN[ML] / age_at_which_children_enter_working_population_fractional[ML] 
child to young male nonfisher[FM] People 
/Week 
0 
child deaths[Sex] People 
/Week 
CHILDREN * child_death_rate  
female children to working age 
females[ML] 
People 
/Week 
0 
female children to working age 
females[FM] 
People 
/Week 
CHILDREN[FM] /age_at_which_children_enter_working_population_fractional[FM] 
young to mid age female 
fisher[Fishery Group] 
People 
/Week 
FEMALE_FISHER_YOUNG / time_for_female_young_to_reach_mid_age 
switching female fisher mid 
age[Fishery Group] 
People 
/Week 
total_flow_switching_mid_age_fisher_between_fishery[Fishery_Group, FM] * 
switch_on:off_flows_entry_exit_female_fisher 
migration fisher male/female 
young/mid age/older[Fishery Group] 
People 
/Week 
( immigration_rate_male/female_young/mid_age/older_whole 
-  ( MALE/FEMALE_FISHER_YOUNG/MID_AGE/OLDER[Fishery_Group] 
* emigration_rate_ male/female_young/mid_age/older_fractional 
* fractional_adjustment_of_emigration_rate_by_sex_&_age_&_fishery[ML/FM,YN/MDOL,Fishery_Group,EN] 
* ratio_motorized_:_all_boats[Fishery_Group] ) -  ( FEMALE_FISHER_MID_AGE[Fishery_Group] * 
emigration_rate_female_mid_age_fractional * 
fractional_adjustment_of_emigration_rate_by_sex_&_age_&_fishery[ML/FM,YN/MDOL,Fishery_Group,NEN] 
* (1 - ratio_motorized_:_all_boats[Fishery_Group] ) ) ) * switch_on:off_migration  
exits male/female fisher young/mid 
age/older[Fishery Group] 
People 
/Week 
MALE/FEMALE_FISHER_YOUNG/MID_AGE/OLDER * 
adjusted_exit_rate_after_effect_of_education_by_sex_&_age_&_fishery[ML/FM,YN/MD/OL,Fishery_Group] 
* switch_on:off_flows_entry_exit_female_fisher {switch for female fisher only] 
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Equations contained in the flows grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
mid age to older female fisher[Fishery 
Group] 
People 
/Week 
FEMALE_FISHER_MID_AGE / time_for_female_mid_age_to_reach_older 
mid age to older female fisher[Fishery 
Group] 
People 
/Week 
FEMALE_FISHER_MID_AGE / time_for_female_mid_age_to_reach_older 
switching female fisher older[Fishery 
Group] 
People 
/Week 
total_flow_switching_older_fisher_between_fishery[Fishery_Group, FM] * 
switch_on:off_flows_entry_exit_female_fisher 
older to retiring female fisher[Fishery 
Group] 
People 
/Week 
FEMALE_FISHER_OLDER[Fishery_Group] / time_for_female_older_to_retire * 
switch_on:off_flow_retirement_in_population_sector 
switching female fisher young[Fishery 
Group] 
People 
/Week 
total_flow_switching_young_fisher_between_fishery[Fishery_Group, FM] * 
switch_on:off_flows_entry_exit_female_fisher 
young to mid age female 
fisher[Fishery Group] 
People 
/Week 
FEMALE_FISHER_YOUNG / time_for_female_young_to_reach_mid_age 
young to mid age female nonfisher People 
/Week 
FEMALE_NONFISHER_YOUNG/time_for_female_young_to_reach_mid_age 
mid age to older female nonfisher People 
/Week 
FEMALE_NONFISHER_MID_AGE/time_for_female_mid_age_to_reach_older 
mid age to older female nonfisher People 
/Week 
FEMALE_NONFISHER_MID_AGE/time_for_female_mid_age_to_reach_older 
older to retired female nonfisher[ML] People 
/Week 
0 
older to retired female nonfisher[FM] People 
/Week 
FEMALE_NONFISHER_OLDER/time_for_female_older_to_retire 
female children to working age 
females[ML] 
People 
/Week 
0 
female children to working age 
females[FM] 
People 
/Week 
CHILDREN[FM] /age_at_which_children_enter_working_population_fractional[FM] 
young to mid age female nonfisher People 
/Week 
FEMALE_NONFISHER_YOUNG/time_for_female_young_to_reach_mid_age 
young to mid age male fisher[Fishery 
Group] 
People 
/Week 
MALE_FISHER_YOUNG/time_for_male_young_to_reach_mid_age 
switching male fisher mid age[Fishery 
Group] 
People 
/Week 
total_flow_switching_mid_age_fisher_between_fishery[Fishery_Group, ML] 
mid age to older male fisher[Fishery 
Group] 
People 
/Week 
MALE_FISHER_MID_AGE/time_for_male_mid_age_to_reach_older 
exits male fisher mid age[Fishery 
Group] 
People 
/Week 
MALE_FISHER_MID_AGE * 
adjusted_exit_rate_after_effect_of_education_by_sex_&_age_&_fishery[ML,MD,Fishery_Group] 
mid age to older male fisher[Fishery 
Group] 
People 
/Week 
MALE_FISHER_MID_AGE/time_for_male_mid_age_to_reach_older 
switching male fisher older[Fishery 
Group] 
People 
/Week 
total_flow_switching_older_fisher_between_fishery[Fishery_Group, ML] 
older to retiring male fisher[Fishery 
Group] 
People 
/Week 
MALE_FISHER_OLDER[Fishery_Group] / time_for_male_older_to_retire * 
switch_on:off_flow_retirement_in_population_sector 
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Equations contained in the flows grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
switching male fisher young[Fishery 
Group] 
People 
/Week 
total_flow_switching_young_fisher_between_fishery[Fishery_Group, ML] 
young to mid age male fisher[Fishery 
Group] 
People 
/Week 
MALE_FISHER_YOUNG/time_for_male_young_to_reach_mid_age 
young to mid age male nonfisher People 
/Week 
 MALE_NONFISHER_YOUNG / time_for_male_young_to_reach_mid_age 
mid age to older male nonfisher People 
/Week 
MALE_NONFISHER_MID_AGE/time_for_male_mid_age_to_reach_older 
mid age to older male nonfisher People 
/Week 
MALE_NONFISHER_MID_AGE/time_for_male_mid_age_to_reach_older 
older to retiring male nonfisher[ML] People 
/Week 
MALE_NONFISHER_OLDER/time_for_male_older_to_retire 
older to retiring male nonfisher[FM] People 
/Week 
0 
child to young male nonfisher[ML] People 
/Week 
CHILDREN[ML] / age_at_which_children_enter_working_population_fractional[ML] 
child to young male nonfisher[FM] People 
/Week 
0 
young to mid age male nonfisher People 
/Week 
 MALE_NONFISHER_YOUNG / time_for_male_young_to_reach_mid_age 
enters male/female fisher young/mid 
age/older[TR/DS/SF] 
People 
/Week 
MALE/FEMALE_NONFISHER_YOUNG/MID_AGE/OLDER * 
adjusted_entry_rate_after_effect_of_education_by_sex_&_age_&_fishery[ML/FM,YN/MD/OL,Fishery_Group
] 
older to retiring female fisher[Fishery 
Group] 
People 
/Week 
FEMALE_FISHER_OLDER[Fishery_Group] / time_for_female_older_to_retire * 
switch_on:off_flow_retirement_in_population_sector 
older to retired female nonfisher[ML] People 
/Week 
0 
older to retired female nonfisher[FM] People 
/Week 
FEMALE_NONFISHER_OLDER/time_for_female_older_to_retire 
migration retiree[Sex] People 
/Week 
( immigration_rate_retiree_whole[Sex] - (RETIRED_FEMALES_AND_MALES[Sex] * 
emigration_rate_retiree[Sex]) ) * switch_on:off_migration  
older to retiring male nonfisher[ML] People 
/Week 
MALE_NONFISHER_OLDER/time_for_male_older_to_retire 
older to retiring male nonfisher[FM] People 
/Week 
0 
older to retiring female nonfisher 
:mirror: flow[ML] 
People 
/Week 
0 
older to retiring female nonfisher 
:mirror: flow[FM] 
People 
/Week 
SUM(older_to_retiring_female_fisher[*]) 
older to retiring male nonfisher 
:mirror: flow[ML] 
People 
/Week 
SUM(older_to_retiring_male_fisher[*]) 
older to retiring male nonfisher 
:mirror: flow[FM] 
People 
/Week 
0 
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Equations contained in the flows grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 
Variable name Units Stella® equation 
deaths retiree females:males[Sex] People 
/Week 
RETIRED_FEMALES_AND_MALES / time_from_retirement_to_death 
older to retiring male fisher[Fishery 
Group] 
People 
/Week 
MALE_FISHER_OLDER[Fishery_Group] / time_for_male_older_to_retire * 
switch_on:off_flow_retirement_in_population_sector 
deaths retired male fisher[Fishery 
Group] 
People 
/Week 
RETIRED_MALE_FISHER_POPULATION_SECTOR / time_from_retirement_to_death[ML] 
child deaths[Sex] People 
/Week 
CHILDREN * child_death_rate  
deaths male/female fisher young/mid 
age/older[Fishery Group] 
People 
/Week 
MALE/FEMALE_FISHER_YOUNG/MID_AGE/OLDER[Fishery_Group] 
* death_rate male/female_young/mid_age/older _fractional  
deaths male/female young/mid 
age/older 
People 
/Week 
MALE/FEMALE_NONFISHER_YOUNG/MID_AGE/OLDER * death_rate_male/female_young/mid_age/older_fractional 
deaths retiree females:males[Sex] People 
/Week 
RETIRED_FEMALES_AND_MALES / time_from_retirement_to_death 
migration of chlid[Sex] People 
/Week 
immigration_rate_child_whole - (CHILDREN * emigration_rate_child_fractional)  
migration fisher male/female 
young/mid age/older[TR/DS/SF] 
People 
/Week 
( immigration_rate_male/female_young/mid_age/older_whole -  ( 
MALE/FEMALE_FISHER_YOUNG/MID_AGE/OLDER[Fishery_Group] * 
emigration_rate_male/female_young/mid_age/older_fractional * 
fractional_adjustment_of_emigration_rate_by_sex_&_age_&_fishery[ML/FM,YN/MD/OL,Fishery_Group,EN] 
* ratio_motorized_:_all_boats[Fishery_Group] ) -  ( 
MALE/FEMALE_FISHER_YOUNG/MID_AGE/OLDER[Fishery_Group] 
* emigration_rate_ male/female_young/mid_age/older_fractional * 
fractional_adjustment_of_emigration_rate_by_sex_&_age_&_fishery[ML/FM,YN/MD/OL,Fishery_Group,NEN] 
* (1 - ratio_motorized_:_all_boats[Fishery_Group] ) ) ) * switch_on:off_migration  
migration male/female young/mid 
age/older 
People 
/Week 
( immigration_rate_male/female_young/mid_age/older_whole -  
(MALE/FEMALE_NONFISHER_YOUNG/MID_AGE/OLDER * 
emigration_rate_male/female_young/mid_age/older_fractional) ) * switch_on:off_migration 
migration retiree[Sex] People 
/Week 
(immigration_rate_retiree_whole[Sex] - (RETIRED_FEMALES_AND_MALES[Sex] * 
emigration_rate_retiree[Sex]) ) * switch_on:off_migration  
21. Profit of fishing 
Sector does not contain flow. 
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Appendix 21. Stella® equations contained in the stocks 
.The Stella® equation described below represents the differential equations used by the software calculate the level of the stock variable at a point of time (t) with a 
calculation (i.e., simulation) interval of the delta time (dt). The equations contained in the stocks are grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Texts inside 
square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. The Stella® equation is translated as follow, for example: STOCK(t) = STOCK(t-dt) 
+ (inflow rate-outflow rate) * dt  
expresses: STOCK(t) at time t is computed from the STOCK(d -  dt) at previous time (t - dt) and the inflow rate, outflow rate are over the dime dt. The solution 
interval is dt. 
 
Variable name Stella® equation 
1. Additional non-fishing unit from additional non-fishing effort 
This sector is not used/removed 
2 Adjusted inter-fishery movement & fisher entry and exits 
Sector does not contain stock. 
3. Determinants of fisher entries & exits and fishing effort 
SURVEILLANCE EFFORT[Fishery Group](t) SURVEILLANCE_EFFORT[Fishery_Group](t - dt) + (change_in_survellience_effort[Fishery_Group]) * dt 
4. Effort for fishing (fisher's) 
FISHING EFFORT HOURS PER BOAT[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor, Habitat Type](t) 
FISHING_EFFORT_HOURS_PER_BOAT[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor, Habitat_Type](t - dt) + 
(change_in_fishing_effort[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor, Habitat_Type]) * dt 
5. Effort for non-fishing (fisher's) 
NONFISHING EFFORT[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor](t) 
NONFISHING_EFFORT[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor](t - dt) + (Change_of_unused_working_time[Fishery_Group, 
Boat_Motor]) * dt 
6. Effort for non-fishing (from non-fishers) 
Sector does not contain stock. 
7. Fish catch 
Sector does not contain stock. 
8. Fish demand & price 
FISH PRICE PER MASS UNIT[Fish Class](t) FISH_PRICE_PER_MASS_UNIT[Fish_Class](t - dt) + (change_in_price[Fish_Class]) * dt 
PRICE OF SUBSTITUTE(t) PRICE_OF_SUBSTITUTE(t - dt) 
9. Fish population 
ADULT FISH STOCK[Fish Class, Habitat Type](t) ADULT_FISH_STOCK[Fish_Class, Habitat_Type](t - dt) + (maturing_juveniles_in_each_habitat[Fish_Class, 
Habitat_Type] + adult_recruits_from_other_habitats[Fish_Class, Habitat_Type] + 
fish_immigration[Fish_Class, Habitat_Type] - adult_mortality_natural[Fish_Class, Habitat_Type] - 
squid_catch_abundance[Fish_Class, Habitat_Type] - poison_catch_abundance[Fish_Class, Habitat_Type] - 
fish_emigration[Fish_Class, Habitat_Type] - traditional_catch_abundance[Fish_Class, Habitat_Type] - 
bomb_catch_abundance[Fish_Class, Habitat_Type] - spillover_of_adult_fish[Fish_Class, Habitat_Type]) 
* dt 
JUVENILE FISH STOCK[Fish Class, Habitat 
Type](t) 
JUVENILE_FISH_STOCK[Fish_Class, Habitat_Type](t - dt) + (juvenile_recruits[Fish_Class, Habitat_Type] 
- maturing_juveniles_in_each_habitat[Fish_Class, Habitat_Type] - 
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Variable name Stella® equation 
juvenile_recruits_to_other_habitats[Fish_Class, Habitat_Type] - 
spillover_of_juvenile_fish[Fish_Class, Habitat_Type]) * dt 
10. Fish supply 
FISH LANDED[Fish Class](t) FISH_LANDED[Fish_Class](t - dt) + (actual_fish_supply_to_domestic[Fish_Class] - 
actual_fish_demand_from_domestic[Fish_Class] - current_unsold_fish[Fish_Class]) * dt 
UNSOLD FISH[Fish Class](t) UNSOLD_FISH[Fish_Class](t - dt) + (current_unsold_fish[Fish_Class]) * dt 
11. Fishery groups 
DESTRUCTIVE FISHER[ML, YN](t) DESTRUCTIVE_FISHER[ML, YN](t - dt) + (entries_to_destructive_fishery[ML, YN] + 
traditional_to_destructive_fisher[ML, YN] + movement_between_age_group_and_retiring_destructive[ML, 
YN] + migrating_destructive[ML, YN] - deaths_destructive_fisher[ML, YN] - 
exits_from_destructive_fishery[ML, YN] - destructive_to_squid_fisher[ML, YN]) * dt 
DESTRUCTIVE FISHER[ML, MD](t) DESTRUCTIVE_FISHER[ML, MD](t - dt) + (entries_to_destructive_fishery[ML, MD] + 
traditional_to_destructive_fisher[ML, MD] + movement_between_age_group_and_retiring_destructive[ML, 
MD] + migrating_destructive[ML, MD] - deaths_destructive_fisher[ML, MD] - 
exits_from_destructive_fishery[ML, MD] - destructive_to_squid_fisher[ML, MD]) * dt 
DESTRUCTIVE FISHER[ML, OL](t) DESTRUCTIVE_FISHER[ML, OL](t - dt) + (entries_to_destructive_fishery[ML, OL] + 
traditional_to_destructive_fisher[ML, OL] + movement_between_age_group_and_retiring_destructive[ML, 
OL] + migrating_destructive[ML, OL] - deaths_destructive_fisher[ML, OL] - 
exits_from_destructive_fishery[ML, OL] - destructive_to_squid_fisher[ML, OL]) * dt 
DESTRUCTIVE FISHER[FM, YN](t) DESTRUCTIVE_FISHER[FM, YN](t - dt) + (entries_to_destructive_fishery[FM, YN] + 
traditional_to_destructive_fisher[FM, YN] + movement_between_age_group_and_retiring_destructive[FM, 
YN] + migrating_destructive[FM, YN] - deaths_destructive_fisher[FM, YN] - 
exits_from_destructive_fishery[FM, YN] - destructive_to_squid_fisher[FM, YN]) * dt 
DESTRUCTIVE FISHER[FM, MD](t) DESTRUCTIVE_FISHER[FM, MD](t - dt) + (entries_to_destructive_fishery[FM, MD] + 
traditional_to_destructive_fisher[FM, MD] + movement_between_age_group_and_retiring_destructive[FM, 
MD] + migrating_destructive[FM, MD] - deaths_destructive_fisher[FM, MD] - 
exits_from_destructive_fishery[FM, MD] - destructive_to_squid_fisher[FM, MD]) * dt 
DESTRUCTIVE FISHER[FM, OL](t) DESTRUCTIVE_FISHER[FM, OL](t - dt) + (entries_to_destructive_fishery[FM, OL] + 
traditional_to_destructive_fisher[FM, OL] + movement_between_age_group_and_retiring_destructive[FM, 
OL] + migrating_destructive[FM, OL] - deaths_destructive_fisher[FM, OL] - 
exits_from_destructive_fishery[FM, OL] - destructive_to_squid_fisher[FM, OL]) * dt 
SQUID:PELAGIC FISHER[ML, YN](t) SQUID:PELAGIC_FISHER[ML, YN](t - dt) + (entries_to_squid_fishery[ML, YN] + 
movement_between_age_group_and_retiring_squid[ML, YN] + migrating_squid[ML, YN] + 
destructive_to_squid_fisher[ML, YN] - exits_from_squid_fisher[ML, YN] - 
squid_to_traditional_fisher[ML, YN] - deaths_squid_fisher[ML, YN]) * dt 
SQUID:PELAGIC FISHER[ML, MD](t) SQUID:PELAGIC_FISHER[ML, MD](t - dt) + (entries_to_squid_fishery[ML, MD] + 
movement_between_age_group_and_retiring_squid[ML, MD] + migrating_squid[ML, MD] + 
destructive_to_squid_fisher[ML, MD] - exits_from_squid_fisher[ML, MD] - 
squid_to_traditional_fisher[ML, MD] - deaths_squid_fisher[ML, MD]) * dt 
SQUID:PELAGIC FISHER[ML, OL](t) SQUID:PELAGIC_FISHER[ML, OL](t - dt) + (entries_to_squid_fishery[ML, OL] + 
movement_between_age_group_and_retiring_squid[ML, OL] + migrating_squid[ML, OL] + 
destructive_to_squid_fisher[ML, OL] - exits_from_squid_fisher[ML, OL] - 
squid_to_traditional_fisher[ML, OL] - deaths_squid_fisher[ML, OL]) * dt 
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Variable name Stella® equation 
SQUID:PELAGIC FISHER[FM, YN](t) SQUID:PELAGIC_FISHER[FM, YN](t - dt) + (entries_to_squid_fishery[FM, YN] + 
movement_between_age_group_and_retiring_squid[FM, YN] + migrating_squid[FM, YN] + 
destructive_to_squid_fisher[FM, YN] - exits_from_squid_fisher[FM, YN] - 
squid_to_traditional_fisher[FM, YN] - deaths_squid_fisher[FM, YN]) * dt 
SQUID:PELAGIC FISHER[FM, MD](t) SQUID:PELAGIC_FISHER[FM, MD](t - dt) + (entries_to_squid_fishery[FM, MD] + 
movement_between_age_group_and_retiring_squid[FM, MD] + migrating_squid[FM, MD] + 
destructive_to_squid_fisher[FM, MD] - exits_from_squid_fisher[FM, MD] - 
squid_to_traditional_fisher[FM, MD] - deaths_squid_fisher[FM, MD]) * dt 
SQUID:PELAGIC FISHER[FM, OL](t) SQUID:PELAGIC_FISHER[FM, OL](t - dt) + (entries_to_squid_fishery[FM, OL] + 
movement_between_age_group_and_retiring_squid[FM, OL] + migrating_squid[FM, OL] + 
destructive_to_squid_fisher[FM, OL] - exits_from_squid_fisher[FM, OL] - 
squid_to_traditional_fisher[FM, OL] - deaths_squid_fisher[FM, OL]) * dt 
TRADITIONAL FISHER[ML, YN](t) TRADITIONAL_FISHER[ML, YN](t - dt) + (squid_to_traditional_fisher[ML, YN] + 
migrating_traditional[ML, YN] + movement_between_age_groups_and_retiring_traditional[ML, YN] + 
entries_to_traditional_fishery[ML, YN] - traditional_to_destructive_fisher[ML, YN] - 
exits_from_traditional_fishery[ML, YN] - deaths_traditional_fisher[ML, YN]) * dt 
TRADITIONAL FISHER[ML, MD](t) TRADITIONAL_FISHER[ML, MD](t - dt) + (squid_to_traditional_fisher[ML, MD] + 
migrating_traditional[ML, MD] + movement_between_age_groups_and_retiring_traditional[ML, MD] + 
entries_to_traditional_fishery[ML, MD] - traditional_to_destructive_fisher[ML, MD] - 
exits_from_traditional_fishery[ML, MD] - deaths_traditional_fisher[ML, MD]) * dt 
TRADITIONAL FISHER[ML, OL](t) TRADITIONAL_FISHER[ML, OL](t - dt) + (squid_to_traditional_fisher[ML, OL] + 
migrating_traditional[ML, OL] + movement_between_age_groups_and_retiring_traditional[ML, OL] + 
entries_to_traditional_fishery[ML, OL] - traditional_to_destructive_fisher[ML, OL] - 
exits_from_traditional_fishery[ML, OL] - deaths_traditional_fisher[ML, OL]) * dt 
TRADITIONAL FISHER[FM, YN](t) TRADITIONAL_FISHER[FM, YN](t - dt) + (squid_to_traditional_fisher[FM, YN] + 
migrating_traditional[FM, YN] + movement_between_age_groups_and_retiring_traditional[FM, YN] + 
entries_to_traditional_fishery[FM, YN] - traditional_to_destructive_fisher[FM, YN] - 
exits_from_traditional_fishery[FM, YN] - deaths_traditional_fisher[FM, YN]) * dt 
TRADITIONAL FISHER[FM, MD](t) TRADITIONAL_FISHER[FM, MD](t - dt) + (squid_to_traditional_fisher[FM, MD] + 
migrating_traditional[FM, MD] + movement_between_age_groups_and_retiring_traditional[FM, MD] + 
entries_to_traditional_fishery[FM, MD] - traditional_to_destructive_fisher[FM, MD] - 
exits_from_traditional_fishery[FM, MD] - deaths_traditional_fisher[FM, MD]) * dt 
TRADITIONAL FISHER[FM, OL](t) TRADITIONAL_FISHER[FM, OL](t - dt) + (squid_to_traditional_fisher[FM, OL] + 
migrating_traditional[FM, OL] + movement_between_age_groups_and_retiring_traditional[FM, OL] + 
entries_to_traditional_fishery[FM, OL] - traditional_to_destructive_fisher[FM, OL] - 
exits_from_traditional_fishery[FM, OL] - deaths_traditional_fisher[FM, OL]) * dt 
12. Fishing boats 
MOTORS INSTALLED IN OPERATING 
BOATS[Fishery Group](t) 
MOTORS_INSTALLED_IN_OPERATING_BOATS[Fishery_Group](t - dt) + 
(change_in_existing_motor_usage[Fishery_Group] - loss_of_used_motors[Fishery_Group] - 
unused_motors_due_to_boat_scrapped[Fishery_Group]) * dt 
MOTORS NOT IN USE[Fishery Group](t) MOTORS_NOT_IN_USE[Fishery_Group](t - dt) + (unused_motors_due_to_boat_scrapped[Fishery_Group] + 
motors_purchased[Fishery_Group] - loss_of_unused_motors[Fishery_Group] - 
change_in_existing_motor_usage[Fishery_Group]) * dt 
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Variable name Stella® equation 
OCCUPIED BOATS[Fishery Group](t) OCCUPIED_BOATS[Fishery_Group](t - dt) + (boats_occupied[Fishery_Group] + 
boat_purchase[Fishery_Group] - used_boats_decommissioned[Fishery_Group] - 
boats_abandoned[Fishery_Group]) * dt 
UNOCCUPIED BOATS[Fishery Group](t) UNOCCUPIED_BOATS[Fishery_Group](t - dt) + (boats_abandoned[Fishery_Group] - 
unused_boats_decommisioned[Fishery_Group] - boats_occupied[Fishery_Group]) * dt 
FISHING BOAT PRICE[TR](t) FISHING_BOAT_PRICE[TR](t - dt) + (boat_price_inflation[TR]) * dt 
FISHING BOAT PRICE[DS](t) FISHING_BOAT_PRICE[DS](t - dt) + (boat_price_inflation[DS]) * dt 
FISHING BOAT PRICE[SF](t) FISHING_BOAT_PRICE[SF](t - dt) + (boat_price_inflation[SF]) * dt 
13. Habitat - coral reefs 
LIVING SUBSTRATE AREA(t) LIVING_SUBSTRATE_AREA(t - dt) + ( - conversion_of_living_reef_to_rubble) * dt 
REEF CONDITION(t) REEF_CONDITION(t - dt) + (change_of_reef_condition_due_to_TSS + 
change_of_reef_condition_due_to_juvenile_fish_grazing + 
change_of_reef_condition_due_to_adult_fish_grazing) * dt 
RUBBLE AREA(t) RUBBLE_AREA(t - dt) + (conversion_of_living_reef_to_rubble) * dt 
14. Habitat - seagrass & mangrove 
ABOVE GROUND SEAGRASS AREA(t) ABOVE_GROUND_SEAGRASS_AREA(t - dt) + ( - loss_of_seagreass_area_in_hectare) * dt 
ABOVE GROUND SEAGRASS BIOMASS(t) ABOVE_GROUND_SEAGRASS_BIOMASS(t - dt) 
LARGE MANGROVE INDIVIDUAL(t) LARGE_MANGROVE_INDIVIDUAL(t - dt) 
MANGROVE AREA(t) MANGROVE_AREA(t - dt) 
SMALL MANGROVE INDIVIDUAL(t) SMALL_MANGROVE_INDIVIDUAL(t - dt) 
15. Household costs of living 
ACTUAL COSTS OF LIVING[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor](t) 
ACTUAL_COSTS_OF_LIVING[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor](t - dt) + 
(change_in_costs_of_living[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor]) * dt 
16. Household deficit level 
UNRECOVERED DEFICIT[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor](t) 
UNRECOVERED_DEFICIT[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor](t - dt) + (deficit_addition[Fishery_Group, 
Boat_Motor] - actual_deficit_offset_using_savings[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor] - 
actual_deficit_offset_using_loan[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor]) * dt 
17. Household loan and debt 
COUNT OF LOAN TAKEN[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor, Lender Type](t) 
COUNT_OF_LOAN_TAKEN[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor, Lender_Type](t - dt) + 
(count_one_if_there_is_a_loan_taken_&_assignerd_to_the_selected_lender[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor, 
Lender_Type]) * dt 
COUNT OF REPAYMENT SHORTFALL[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor, Lender Type](t) 
COUNT_OF_REPAYMENT_SHORTFALL[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor, Lender_Type](t - dt) + 
(add_count_for_shortfall_occurence[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor, Lender_Type]) * dt 
HOUSEHOLD COLLATERAL ASSET 
VALUE[Fishery Group, Boat Motor](t) 
HOUSEHOLD_COLLATERAL_ASSET_VALUE[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor](t - dt) + 
(rate_of_collateral_asset_value_addition[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor] - 
rate_of_reduction_of_collateral_asset_value[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor]) * dt 
PREVIOUS WEEK REPAYMENT 
SHORTFALL[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Lender 
Type](t) 
PREVIOUS_WEEK_REPAYMENT_SHORTFALL[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor, Lender_Type](t - dt) + 
(adjustment_in_additional_repayment[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor, Lender_Type]) * dt 
REMAINING LOAN OR UNPAID DEBT[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor, Lender Type](t) 
REMAINING_LOAN_OR_UNPAID_DEBT[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor, Lender_Type](t - dt) + 
(debt_addition_for_the_selected_lender[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor, Lender_Type] - 
reduction_of_debt_per_week[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor, Lender_Type]) * dt 
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Variable name Stella® equation 
SUM OF LOAN TERMS OF ALL LOANS[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor, Lender Type](t) 
SUM_OF_LOAN_TERMS_OF_ALL_LOANS[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor, Lender_Type](t - dt) + 
(add_loan_term_period[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor, Lender_Type]) * dt 
SUM OF REPAYMENT COST OF ALL 
LOANS[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Lender Type](t) 
SUM_OF_REPAYMENT_COST_OF_ALL_LOANS[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor, Lender_Type](t - dt) + 
(add_loan_repayment_amount_each_time_loan_taken[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor, Lender_Type]) * dt 
SUM OF WEEKS BETWEEN PAYMENTS[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor, Lender Type](t) 
SUM_OF_WEEKS_BETWEEN_PAYMENTS[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor, Lender_Type](t - dt) + 
(add_repayment_cycle_period[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor, Lender_Type]) * dt 
TIME OF FIRST LOAN PACKAGE TAKEN[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor, Lender Type](t) 
TIME_OF_FIRST_LOAN_PACKAGE_TAKEN[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor, Lender_Type](t - dt) + 
(record_time_point_of_first_loan_taken[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor, Lender_Type]) * dt 
TOTAL PAID DEBT[Lender Type](t) TOTAL_PAID_DEBT[Lender_Type](t - dt) + (reduction_of_debt_per_week[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor, 
Lender_Type]) * dt 
TOTAL WEEKS COUNTED TO CHECK 
REPAYMENT DUE TIME[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor, Lender Type](t) 
TOTAL_WEEKS_COUNTED_TO_CHECK_REPAYMENT_DUE_TIME[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor, Lender_Type](t - dt) + 
(adjustment_to_weeks_counting_for_repayment_cycle[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor, Lender_Type]) * dt 
TOTAL WEEKS COUNTER TO CHECK END OF 
LOAN TERM[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Lender 
Type](t) 
TOTAL_WEEKS_COUNTER_TO_CHECK_END_OF_LOAN_TERM[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor, Lender_Type](t - dt) + 
(adjustment_to_weeks_counting_for_loan_term_cycle[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor, Lender_Type]) * dt 
18. Household net income 
NET INCOME OR SAVINGS[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor](t) 
NET_INCOME_OR_SAVINGS[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor](t - dt) + (household_income_addition[Fishery_Group, 
Boat_Motor] - second_spending_for_loan_repayment[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor] - 
third_spending_for_deficit_offset[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor] - 
fourth_spending_for_nonfishing_overheads[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor] - 
fifth_spending_for_higher_education_costs[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor] - 
first_spending_for_costs_of_living[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor]) * dt 
TOTAL HOUSEHOLD INCOME RECEIVED[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor](t) 
TOTAL_HOUSEHOLD_INCOME_RECEIVED[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor](t - dt) + 
(add_household_income[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor]) * dt 
19. Household tertiary education capacity 
TOTAL COUNT WEEKS OF FULFILLED EDU 
COST[Fishery Group, Boat Motor](t) 
TOTAL_COUNT_WEEKS_OF_FULFILLED_EDU_COST[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor](t - dt) + 
(change_in_total_weeks_fulfilled_edu_cost[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor]) * dt 
TOTAL COUNT WEEKS OF UNFULFILLED EDU 
COST[Fishery Group, Boat Motor](t) 
TOTAL_COUNT_WEEKS_OF_UNFULFILLED_EDU_COST[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor](t - dt) + 
(change_in_total_weeks_unfulfilled_edu_cost[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor]) * dt 
20. Population of human 
CHILDREN[ML](t) CHILDREN[ML](t - dt) + (births[ML] + migration_of_chlid[ML] - child_to_young_male_nonfisher[ML] - 
child_deaths[ML] - female_children_to_working_age_females[ML]) * dt 
CHILDREN[FM](t) CHILDREN[FM](t - dt) + (births[FM] + migration_of_chlid[FM] - child_to_young_male_nonfisher[FM] - 
child_deaths[FM] - female_children_to_working_age_females[FM]) * dt 
FEMALE FISHER MID AGE[Fishery Group](t) FEMALE_FISHER_MID_AGE[Fishery_Group](t - dt) + (enters_female_fisher_mid_age[Fishery_Group] + 
young_to_mid_age_female_fisher[Fishery_Group] + switching_female_fisher_mid_age[Fishery_Group] + 
migration_fisher_female_midage[Fishery_Group] - exits_female_fisher_mid_age[Fishery_Group] - 
deaths_female_fisher_mid_age[Fishery_Group] - mid_age_to_older_female_fisher[Fishery_Group]) * dt 
FEMALE FISHER OLDER[Fishery Group](t) FEMALE_FISHER_OLDER[Fishery_Group](t - dt) + (enters_female_fisher_older[Fishery_Group] + 
mid_age_to_older_female_fisher[Fishery_Group] + switching_female_fisher_older[Fishery_Group] + 
migration_fisher_female_older[Fishery_Group] - exits_female_fisher_older[Fishery_Group] - 
deaths_female_fisher_older[Fishery_Group] - older_to_retiring_female_fisher[Fishery_Group]) * dt 
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Variable name Stella® equation 
FEMALE FISHER YOUNG[Fishery Group](t) FEMALE_FISHER_YOUNG[Fishery_Group](t - dt) + (enters_female_fisher_young[Fishery_Group] + 
migration_fisher_female_young[Fishery_Group] + switching_female_fisher_young[Fishery_Group] - 
exits_female_fisher_young[Fishery_Group] - deaths_female_fisher_young[Fishery_Group] - 
young_to_mid_age_female_fisher[Fishery_Group]) * dt 
FEMALE NONFISHER MID AGE(t) FEMALE_NONFISHER_MID_AGE(t - dt) + (young_to_mid_age_female_nonfisher + 
exits_female_fisher_mid_age[TR] + exits_female_fisher_mid_age[DS] + exits_female_fisher_mid_age[SF] 
+ migration_female_mid_age - mid_age_to_older_female_nonfisher - enters_female_fisher_mid_age[TR] - 
enters_female_fisher_mid_age[DS] - enters_female_fisher_mid_age[SF] - deaths_female_mid_age) * dt 
FEMALE NONFISHER OLDER(t) FEMALE_NONFISHER_OLDER(t - dt) + (mid_age_to_older_female_nonfisher + exits_female_fisher_older[TR] 
+ exits_female_fisher_older[DS] + exits_female_fisher_older[SF] + migration_female_older - 
older_to_retired_female_nonfisher[ML] - older_to_retired_female_nonfisher[FM] - 
enters_female_fisher_older[TR] - enters_female_fisher_older[DS] - enters_female_fisher_older[SF] - 
deaths_female_older) * dt 
FEMALE NONFISHER YOUNG(t) FEMALE_NONFISHER_YOUNG(t - dt) + (exits_female_fisher_young[TR] + exits_female_fisher_young[DS] + 
exits_female_fisher_young[SF] + female_children_to_working_age_females[ML] + 
female_children_to_working_age_females[FM] + migration_female_young - 
young_to_mid_age_female_nonfisher - enters_female_fisher_young[TR] - enters_female_fisher_young[DS] 
- enters_female_fisher_young[SF] - deaths_female_young) * dt 
MALE FISHER MID AGE[Fishery Group](t) MALE_FISHER_MID_AGE[Fishery_Group](t - dt) + (young_to_mid_age_male_fisher[Fishery_Group] + 
enters_male_fisher_mid_age[Fishery_Group] + switching_male_fisher_mid_age[Fishery_Group] + 
migration_fisher_male_midage[Fishery_Group] - mid_age_to_older_male_fisher[Fishery_Group] - 
exits_male_fisher_mid_age[Fishery_Group] - deaths_male_fisher_mid_age[Fishery_Group]) * dt 
MALE FISHER OLDER[Fishery Group](t) MALE_FISHER_OLDER[Fishery_Group](t - dt) + (mid_age_to_older_male_fisher[Fishery_Group] + 
switching_male_fisher_older[Fishery_Group] + migration_fisher_male_older[Fishery_Group] + 
enters_male_fisher_older[Fishery_Group] - exits_male_fisher_older[Fishery_Group] - 
deaths_male_fisher_older[Fishery_Group] - older_to_retiring_male_fisher[Fishery_Group]) * dt 
MALE FISHER YOUNG[Fishery Group](t) MALE_FISHER_YOUNG[Fishery_Group](t - dt) + (enters_male_fisher_young[Fishery_Group] + 
switching_male_fisher_young[Fishery_Group] + migration_fisher_male_young[Fishery_Group] - 
young_to_mid_age_male_fisher[Fishery_Group] - deaths_male_fisher_young[Fishery_Group] - 
exits_male_fisher_young[Fishery_Group]) * dt 
MALE NONFISHER MID AGE(t) MALE_NONFISHER_MID_AGE(t - dt) + (young_to_mid_age_male_nonfisher + exits_male_fisher_mid_age[TR] + 
exits_male_fisher_mid_age[DS] + exits_male_fisher_mid_age[SF] + migration_male_mid_age - 
mid_age_to_older_male_nonfisher - enters_male_fisher_mid_age[TR] - enters_male_fisher_mid_age[DS] - 
enters_male_fisher_mid_age[SF] - deaths_male_mid_age) * dt 
MALE NONFISHER OLDER(t) MALE_NONFISHER_OLDER(t - dt) + (mid_age_to_older_male_nonfisher + exits_male_fisher_older[TR] + 
exits_male_fisher_older[DS] + exits_male_fisher_older[SF] + migration_male_older - 
enters_male_fisher_older[TR] - enters_male_fisher_older[DS] - enters_male_fisher_older[SF] - 
deaths_male_older - older_to_retiring_male_nonfisher[ML] - older_to_retiring_male_nonfisher[FM]) * 
dt 
MALE NONFISHER YOUNG(t) MALE_NONFISHER_YOUNG(t - dt) + (exits_male_fisher_young[TR] + exits_male_fisher_young[DS] + 
exits_male_fisher_young[SF] + child_to_young_male_nonfisher[ML] + child_to_young_male_nonfisher[FM] 
+ migration_male_young - young_to_mid_age_male_nonfisher - enters_male_fisher_young[TR] - 
enters_male_fisher_young[DS] - enters_male_fisher_young[SF] - deaths_male_young) * dt 
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Variable name Stella® equation 
RETIRED FEMALE FISHER POPULATION 
SECTOR[Fishery Group](t) 
RETIRED_FEMALE_FISHER_POPULATION_SECTOR[Fishery_Group](t - dt) + 
(older_to_retiring_female_fisher[Fishery_Group] - deaths_female_fisher[Fishery_Group]) * dt 
RETIRED FEMALES AND MALES[Sex](t) RETIRED_FEMALES_AND_MALES[Sex](t - dt) + (older_to_retired_female_nonfisher[Sex] + 
migration_retiree[Sex] + older_to_retiring_male_nonfisher[Sex] + 
older_to_retiring_female_nonfisher_:mirror:_flow[Sex] + 
older_to_retiring_male_nonfisher_:mirror:_flow[Sex] - deaths_retiree_females:males[Sex]) * dt 
RETIRED MALE FISHER POPULATION 
SECTOR[Fishery Group](t) 
RETIRED_MALE_FISHER_POPULATION_SECTOR[Fishery_Group](t - dt) + 
(older_to_retiring_male_fisher[Fishery_Group] - deaths_retired_male_fisher[Fishery_Group]) * dt 
21. Profit of fishing 
Sector does not contain stock. 
22. Profit of non-fishing - BioLewie-based 
NONFISHING PROFIT BIOLEWIE[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor](t) 
NONFISHING_PROFIT_BIOLEWIE[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor](t - dt) + ("change_in_non-
fishing_profit_biolewie"[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor]) * dt 
SAVINGS FOR NONFISHING ACTIVITY[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor](t) 
SAVINGS_FOR_NONFISHING_ACTIVITY[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor](t - dt) + 
(addition_of_savings_for_nonfishing_activity[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor] - 
reduction_of_savings_for_nonfishing_activity[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor]) * dt 
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Appendix 22. Stella® equations contained in the graphical converters 
Equations embedded in the graphical input converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. All 
variables are unit-less / dimensionless. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension 
group or array element. Graphical data points are x-axis coordinate in y-axis coordinate in the round 
brackets. Continuous graph type means the curve is a continuous line. Values between given data points are 
interpolated, resulting in as smooth a curve as possible. Values that are off the graph (either at the start of the 
curve or the end of the curve) are held horizontally at the last value, to infinity. Continuous 
extrapolation graph. With a continuous extrapolation graph, the curve is a continuous line. Values between 
given data points are extrapolated, resulting in as smooth a curve as possible. However, values that are off 
the graph (either at the start of the curve or the end of the curve) are extrapolated so that they extend the 
curve linearly based on the last two graphed data points. 
 
Variable name Stella® equation 
  Graphical data points, graph, and graph type. 
1. Additional non-fishing unit from additional non-fishing effort 
This sector is not used/removed 
2 Adjusted inter-fishery movement & fisher entryand exits 
effect of fishing revenue destructive to 
squid[Sex, Labor Age] 
GRAPH( ratio_destructive_:_squid_revenue ) 
  
(0.000, 1.851), (0.200, 1.830), (0.400, 1.766), (0.600, 
1.617), (0.800, 1.362), (1.000, 1.000), (1.200, 0.667), 
(1.400, 0.404), (1.600, 0.234), (1.800, 0.156), (2.000, 
0.121 ) 
 Graph type: Continuous 
extrapolated 
effect of fishing revenue destructive to 
traditional[Sex, Labor Age] 
GRAPH( ratio_traditional_:_destructive_revenue ) 
  
(0.000, 0.121), (0.200, 0.156), (0.400, 0.234), (0.600, 
0.404), (0.800, 0.667), (1.000, 1.000), (1.200, 1.362), 
(1.400, 1.617), (1.600, 1.766), (1.800, 1.830), (2.000, 
1.851 ) 
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Variable name Stella® equation 
  Graphical data points, graph, and graph type. 
 Graph type: Continuous 
extrapolated 
effect of fishing revenue squid to 
destructive[Sex, Labor Age] 
GRAPH( ratio_destructive_:_squid_revenue ) 
  
(0.000, 0.007), (0.200, 0.078), (0.400, 0.149), (0.600, 
0.262), (0.800, 0.525), (1.000, 1.000), (1.200, 1.383), 
(1.400, 1.645), (1.600, 1.809), (1.800, 1.887), (2.000, 
1.915 ) 
 Graph type: Continuous 
extrapolated 
effect of fishing revenue squid to 
traditional[Sex, Labor Age] 
GRAPH( ratio_traditional_:_squid_revenue ) 
  
Similar to: effect of fishing revenue squid to 
destructive[Sex, Labor Age] 
effect of fishing revenue traditional to 
destructive[Sex, Labor Age] 
GRAPH( ratio_traditional_:_destructive_revenue ) 
  
Similar to: effect of fishing revenue destructive to 
squid[Sex, Labor Age] 
effect of fishing revenue traditional to 
squid[Sex, Labor Age] 
GRAPH( ratio_traditional_:_squid_revenue ) 
  
Similar to: effect of fishing revenue destructive to 
squid[Sex, Labor Age] 
3. Determinants of fisher entries & exits 
and fishing effort 
effect of employment demand on enry 
rate to fishing[Fishery Group] 
GRAPH( IF ratio_supply:demand_fisher_by_fishery > 0 
THEN ratio_supply:demand_fisher_by_fishery 
ELSE 1 ) 
  
(0.000, 1.836), (0.200, 1.772), (0.400, 1.667), (0.600, 
1.532), (0.800, 1.306), (1.000, 1.000), (1.200, 0.667), 
(1.400, 0.423), (1.600, 0.252), (1.800, 0.137), (2.000, 
0.064 ) 
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Variable name Stella® equation 
  Graphical data points, graph, and graph type. 
 Graph type: Continuous 
extrapolated 
effect of employment demand on exit 
rate from fishing[Fishery Group] 
IF ratio_supply:demand_fisher_by_fishery > 0 
THEN ratio_supply:demand_fisher_by_fishery 
ELSE 1 
  
(0.000, 0.380), (0.200, 0.445), (0.400, 0.518), (0.600, 
0.628), (0.800, 0.803), (1.000, 1.000), (1.200, 1.161), 
(1.400, 1.248), (1.600, 1.285), (1.800, 1.292), (2.000, 
1.314 ) 
 Graph type: 
Continuous extrapolated 
effect of fishing income on entry 
rate[Fishery Group] 
GRAPH( ( IF expected_fishing_income_per_person > 0 
THEN 
profit_of_fishing_per_person_by_fishery_group/expected_fishi
ng_income_per_person 
ELSE profit_of_fishing_per_person_by_fishery_group ) * 
switch_on:off_effect_of_fishing_profitability_on_enry_exit_r
ate ) 
  
(0.000, 0.000), (0.200, 0.064), (0.400, 0.156), (0.600, 
0.326), (0.800, 0.589), (1.000, 1.000), (1.200, 1.475), 
(1.400, 1.766), (1.600, 1.872), (1.800, 1.901), (2.000, 
1.929 ) 
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Variable name Stella® equation 
  Graphical data points, graph, and graph type. 
 Graph type: Continuous 
extrapolated 
effect of fishing income on exit 
rate[Fishery Group] 
GRAPH( ( IF expected_fishing_income_per_person > 0 
THEN 
profit_of_fishing_per_person_by_fishery_group/expected_fishi
ng_income_per_person 
ELSE profit_of_fishing_per_person_by_fishery_group ) * 
switch_on:off_effect_of_fishing_profitability_on_enry_exit_r
ate ) 
  
(0.000, 1.892), (0.200, 1.865), (0.400, 1.787), (0.600, 
1.695), (0.800, 1.475), (1.000, 1.000), (1.200, 0.457), 
(1.400, 0.270), (1.600, 0.170), (1.800, 0.135), (2.000, 
0.113 ) 
 Graph type: Continuous 
extrapolated 
effect of fishing profit goal fulfillment on 
fishing effort[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
GRAPH( ratio_actual:desired_fishing_profit ) 
  
(0.000, 1.000), (0.05625, 1.000), (0.1125, 1.000), (0.16875, 
1.000), (0.225, 1.000), (0.28125, 1.000), (0.3375, 1.011), 
(0.39375, 1.032), (0.450, 1.069), (0.50625, 1.128), (0.5625, 
1.174), (0.61875, 1.195), (0.675, 1.200), (0.73125, 1.190), 
(0.7875, 1.169), (0.84375, 1.123), (0.900, 1.062), (0.95625, 
1.015), (1.0125, 1.000), (1.06875, 1.000), (1.125, 1.000 ) 
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Variable name Stella® equation 
  Graphical data points, graph, and graph type. 
 Graph type: Continuous 
extrapolated 
effect of fishing:non fishing profit on 
fishing effort[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
GRAPH( ratio_fishing:nonfishing_profit ) 
  
(0.000, 0.100), (0.100, 0.114), (0.200, 0.166), (0.300, 
0.232), (0.400, 0.364), (0.500, 0.534), (0.600, 0.690), 
(0.700, 0.818), (0.800, 0.936), (0.900, 0.977), (1.000, 
1.000), (1.100, 1.000), (1.200, 1.000), (1.300, 1.000), 
(1.400, 1.000), (1.500, 1.000), (1.600, 1.000), (1.700, 
1.000), (1.800, 1.000), (1.900, 1.000), (2.000, 1.000 ) 
 Graph type: Continuous 
extrapolated 
effect of fishing:nonfishing profit on 
nonfishing effort[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
GRAPH( ratio_fishing:nonfishing_profit ) 
  
(0.000, 1.988), (0.100, 1.932), (0.200, 1.858), (0.300, 
1.717), (0.400, 1.458), (0.500, 1.274), (0.600, 1.188), 
(0.700, 1.108), (0.800, 1.065), (0.900, 1.022), (1.000, 
1.000), (1.100, 1.000), (1.200, 1.000), (1.300, 1.000), 
(1.400, 1.000), (1.500, 1.000), (1.600, 1.000), (1.700, 
1.000), (1.800, 1.000), (1.900, 1.000), (2.000, 1.000 ) 
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Variable name Stella® equation 
  Graphical data points, graph, and graph type. 
 Graph type: Continuous 
extrapolated 
effect of non fishing income on entry 
rate[Fishery Group] 
GRAPH( IF profit_of_nonfishing_per_person_by_fishery_group > 
0 
THEN profit_of_fishing_per_person_by_fishery_group / 
profit_of_nonfishing_per_person_by_fishery_group 
ELSE 1 ) 
  
(0.000, 0.113), (0.200, 0.135), (0.400, 0.170), (0.600, 
0.277), (0.800, 0.482), (1.000, 1.000), (1.200, 1.475), 
(1.400, 1.695), (1.600, 1.787), (1.800, 1.865), (2.000, 
1.872 ) 
 Graph type: Continuous 
extrapolated 
effect of non fishing income on exit 
rate[Fishery Group] 
GRAPH( IF profit_of_nonfishing_per_person_by_fishery_group > 
0 
THEN profit_of_fishing_per_person_by_fishery_group/ 
profit_of_nonfishing_per_person_by_fishery_group 
ELSE 2  
  
(0.000, 1.872), (0.200, 1.865), (0.400, 1.787), (0.600, 
1.695), (0.800, 1.475), (1.000, 1.000), (1.200, 0.482), 
(1.400, 0.277), (1.600, 0.170), (1.800, 0.135), (2.000, 
0.133 ) 
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Variable name Stella® equation 
  Graphical data points, graph, and graph type. 
 Graph type: Continuous 
extrapolated 
switch between dry to wet season GRAPH( counter_for_annual_seasonality ) 
  
(1.00, 0.000), (5.72727272727, 0.000), (10.4545454545, 
0.000), (15.1818181818, 0.000), (19.9090909091, 0.000), 
(24.6363636364, 0.090), (29.3636363636, 0.896), 
(34.0909090909, 1.000), (38.8181818182, 1.000), 
(43.5454545455, 0.901), (48.2727272727, 0.099), (53.00, 
0.000 ) 
 Graph type: Continuous 
4. Effort for fishing (fisher's ) 
effect of fishing revenue of habitat on 
fishing effort[Fishery Group, Habitat 
Type] 
GRAPH( 
ratio_actual:normal_fish_revenue_rate_per_habitat[Fishery_Gr
oup, Habitat_Type] ) 
  
(0.000, 0.000), (0.200, 0.035), (0.400, 0.078), (0.600, 
0.177), (0.800, 0.447), (1.000, 1.000), (1.200, 1.390), 
(1.400, 1.617), (1.600, 1.844), (1.800, 1.915), (2.000, 
1.979 ) 
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Variable name Stella® equation 
  Graphical data points, graph, and graph type. 
 Graph type: Continuous 
effect of labor fulfillment on fishing 
effort[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
GRAPH( IF 
required_fisher_per_motor_group_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_G
roup, Boat_Motor] > 0 
THEN 
actual_available_fisher_per_motor_group_by_fishery_&_motor[F
ishery_Group, Boat_Motor] / 
required_fisher_per_motor_group_by_fishery_&_motor[Fishery_G
roup, Boat_Motor] 
ELSE 2 ) 
  
(0.000, 0.000), (0.125, 0.035), (0.250, 0.085), (0.375, 
0.170), (0.500, 0.255), (0.625, 0.390), (0.750, 0.518), 
(0.875, 0.738), (1.000, 1.000), (1.125, 1.000), (1.250, 
1.000), (1.375, 1.000), (1.500, 1.000), (1.625, 1.000), 
(1.750, 1.000), (1.875, 1.000), (2.000, 1.000 ) 
 Graph type: Continuous
   
substitute effect of fishing revenue of 
habitat on fishing effort[Fishery Group, 
Habitat Type] 
GRAPH( 
ratio_actual:normal_fish_revenue_rate_per_habitat[Fishery_Gr
oup, Habitat_Type]) 
  
(0.000, 1.943), (0.200, 1.929), (0.400, 1.865), (0.600, 
1.688), (0.800, 1.411), (1.000, 1.000), (1.200, 0.582), 
(1.400, 0.241), (1.600, 0.099), (1.800, 0.035), (2.000, 
0.028 ) 
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Variable name Stella® equation 
  Graphical data points, graph, and graph type. 
 Graph type: Continuous 
5. Effort for non-fishing (fisher's ) 
effect of fishing effort change on 
nonfishing effort[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
GRAPH( ratio_actual:normal_fishing_effort ) 
  
(0.000, 2.000), (1.000, 1.000), (2.000, 0.000 ) 
 Graph type: Continuous 
6. Effort for non-fishing (from non-fishers ) 
effect of household change on labor 
outsource[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
GRAPH( IF initial_fishing_household_based_on_fisher_per_boat 
> 0 
THEN 
current_fishing_households_based_on_breadwinner_and_boat / 
initial_fishing_household_based_on_fisher_per_boat 
ELSE 1 ) 
  
(0.000, 2.000), (1.000, 1.000), (2.000, 0.000 ) 
 Graph type: Continuous 
7. Fish catch 
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Variable name Stella® equation 
  Graphical data points, graph, and graph type. 
effect of fish density change on 
CPUE[Fishery Group, Fish Class, 
Habitat Type] 
GRAPH( ratio_of_current:normal_fish_stocks ) 
  
(0.000, 0.000), (1.000, 1.000), (2.000, 2.000 ) 
 Graph type: Continuous 
extrapolated 
8. Fish demand & price 
effect of actual supply:demand on fish 
price[Fish Class] 
GRAPH( ratio_actual_supply:demand_for_fish ) 
  
(0.500, 1.5926), (0.600, 1.4006), (0.700, 1.2598), (0.800, 
1.1529), (0.900, 1.0682), (1.000, 1.000), (1.100, 0.9452), 
(1.200, 0.9001), (1.300, 0.8613), (1.400, 0.8274), (1.500, 
0.7998), (1.600, 0.7747), (1.700, 0.752), (1.800, 0.7344), 
(1.900, 0.7168), (2.000, 0.6992 ) 
 Graph type: Continuous 
extrapolated 
effect of actual:normal fish price on fish 
demand[Fish Class] 
GRAPH( ratio_actual:normal_fish_price ) 
  
(0.700, 2.0043), (0.750, 1.7018), (0.800, 1.4819), (0.850, 
1.3152), (0.900, 1.1857), (0.950, 1.083), (1.000, 1.000), 
(1.050, 0.935), (1.100, 0.880), (1.150, 0.8335), (1.200, 
0.7939), (1.250, 0.7599), (1.300, 0.7308), (1.350, 0.7063), 
(1.400, 0.6847), (1.450, 0.6658), (1.500, 0.6492), (1.550, 
0.6346), (1.600, 0.6217), (1.650, 0.6104), (1.700, 0.6004 ) 
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Variable name Stella® equation 
  Graphical data points, graph, and graph type. 
 Graph type: Continuous 
extrapolated 
effect of price of substitute to price 
demand elasticity 
GRAPH( PRICE_OF_SUBSTITUTE/normal_price_of_substitute ) 
  Not applied in the model. 
9. Fish population 
effect of seasonality on fractional fish 
emigration[Fish Class, Habitat Type] 
GRAPH( counter_for_annual_seasonality ) 
  Not applied in the model. 
effect of seasonality on whole fish 
immigration[Fish Class, Habitat Type] 
GRAPH( counter_for_annual_seasonality ) 
  Not applied in the model. 
10. Fish supply 
The sector does not contain graphical input converter. 
11. Fishery groups 
The sector does not contain graphical input converter. 
12. Fishing boats 
The sector does not contain graphical input converter. 
13. Habitat - coral reefs 
effect of grazing by adult on reef GRAPH( ratio_actual:normal_adult_herbivores ) 
  
(0.000, 0.239), (0.200, 0.272), (0.400, 0.326), (0.600, 
0.439), (0.800, 0.693), (1.000, 1.000), (1.200, 1.000), 
(1.400, 1.000), (1.600, 1.000), (1.800, 1.000), (2.000, 
1.000 ) 
 Graph type: Continuous 
effect of grazing by juvenile on reef GRAPH( ratio_actual:normal_juvenile_herbivores ) 
  
(0.000, 0.606), (0.200, 0.649), (0.400, 0.693), (0.600, 
0.745), (0.800, 0.831), (1.000, 1.000), (1.200, 1.000), 
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Variable name Stella® equation 
  Graphical data points, graph, and graph type. 
(1.400, 1.000), (1.600, 1.000), (1.800, 1.000), (2.000, 
1.000 ) 
 Graph type: Continuous 
effect of reef condition change on adult 
CC[Fish Class] 
GRAPH( ratio_current:pristine_reef_condition ) 
  
(0.000, 0.000), (0.100, 0.018), (0.200, 0.049), (0.300, 
0.133), (0.400, 0.280), (0.500, 0.547), (0.600, 0.720), 
(0.700, 0.880), (0.800, 0.947), (0.900, 0.978), (1.000, 
1.000 ) 
 Graph type: Continuous 
effect of reef condition change on 
juvenile CC[Fish Class] 
GRAPH( ratio_current:pristine_reef_condition ) 
  
Similar to: effect of reef condition change on adult CC[Fish 
Class] 
effect of TSS change on reef condition GRAPH( ratio_current:normal_TSS ) 
  
(0.000, 1.000), (0.250, 1.000), (0.500, 1.000), (0.750, 
1.000), (1.000, 1.000), (1.250, 0.870), (1.500, 0.771), 
(1.750, 0.641), (2.000, 0.498), (2.250, 0.390), (2.500, 
0.329), (2.750, 0.290), (3.000, 0.255), (3.250, 0.221), 
(3.500, 0.195), (3.750, 0.177), (4.000, 0.160), (4.250, 
0.139), (4.500, 0.126), (4.750, 0.113), (5.000, 0.104 ) 
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Variable name Stella® equation 
  Graphical data points, graph, and graph type. 
 Graph type: Continuous 
extrapolated 
scenario trend of TSS concentration GRAPH( TIME ) 
  
 Graph type: Continuous 
14. Habitat - seagrass & mangrove 
effect of mangrove biomass change on 
adult CC[Fish Class] 
GRAPH( ratio_actual:pristine_mangrove_biomass_density ) 
  
(0.000, 0.000), (0.100, 0.017), (0.200, 0.061), (0.300, 
0.152), (0.400, 0.309), (0.500, 0.504), (0.600, 0.709), 
(0.700, 0.874), (0.800, 0.948), (0.900, 0.978), (1.000, 
1.000 ) 
 Graph type: Continuous 
effect of mangrove density change on 
juvenile CC[Fish Class] 
GRAPH( ratio_actual:pristine_mangrove_biomass_density ) 
  
Similar to: effect of mangrove biomass change on adult 
CC[Fish Class] 
effect of seagrass biomass change on 
adult CC[Fish Class] 
GRAPH( ratio_current:pristine_seagrass_biomass ) 
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Variable name Stella® equation 
  Graphical data points, graph, and graph type. 
  
(0.000, 0.000), (0.100, 0.018), (0.200, 0.049), (0.300, 
0.133), (0.400, 0.280), (0.500, 0.547), (0.600, 0.720), 
(0.700, 0.880), (0.800, 0.947), (0.900, 0.978), (1.000, 
1.000 ) 
 Graph type: Continuous 
effect of seagrass biomass change on 
juvenile CC[Fish Class] 
GRAPH( ratio_current:pristine_seagrass_biomass ) 
  
Similar to: effect of seagrass biomass change on adult 
CC[Fish Class] 
15. Household costs of living 
effect of deficit on costs of 
living[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
GRAPH( ratio_remaining_deficit:_actual_living_costs ) 
  
(0.000, 1.000), (0.100, 0.982), (0.200, 0.959), (0.300, 
0.923), (0.400, 0.892), (0.500, 0.829), (0.600, 0.779), 
(0.700, 0.716), (0.800, 0.644), (0.900, 0.563), (1.000, 
0.486), (1.100, 0.392), (1.200, 0.306), (1.300, 0.248), 
(1.400, 0.189), (1.500, 0.149), (1.600, 0.108), (1.700, 
0.068), (1.800, 0.041), (1.900, 0.018), (2.000, 0.000 ) 
 Graph type: Continuous 
extrapolated 
16. Household deficit level 
The sector does not contain graphical input converter. 
17. Household loan and debt 
effect of ratio of collateral value:debt on 
the reduction of collateral value[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor, Lender Type] 
GRAPH( ratio_collateral:debt_value ) 
  
(-1.000, 0.000), (0.000, 0.000), (1.000, 1.000), (2.000, 
1.000 ) 
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Variable name Stella® equation 
  Graphical data points, graph, and graph type. 
 Graph type: Continuous 
18. Household net income 
effect of debt level on education 
spending[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
GRAPH( IF total_debt_burden_for_this_week > 0 
THEN adjusted_required_costs_of_tertiary_education / 
MAX(total_debt_burden_for_this_week, 1e-24) 
ELSE 1 ) 
 
(-1.000, 1.000), (-0.500, 1.000), (0.000, 1.000), (0.500, 
0.500), (1.000, 0.000), (1.500, 0.000), (2.000, 0.000) 
 Graph type: 
Continuous extrapolated 
effect of deficit level on education 
spending[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
GRAPH( IF 
desired_deficit_recovered_using_savings_current_week > 0 
THEN adjusted_required_costs_of_tertiary_education / 
MAX(desired_deficit_recovered_using_savings_current_week, 
1e-24) 
ELSE 1) 
 
(-1.000, 1.000), (-0.500, 1.000), (0.000, 1.000), (0.500, 
0.500), (1.000, 0.000), (1.500, 0.000), (2.000, 0.000) 
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Variable name Stella® equation 
  Graphical data points, graph, and graph type. 
 Graph type: 
Continuous extrapolated 
effect of cost fulfillment on education 
spending[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
GRAPH( 
MEAN(ratio_actual:required_edu_costs_fulfilled_by_fishery_&_
motor[*,*,Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor]) ) 
 
(-1.000, 1.000), and(-0.500, 1.000), (0.000, 1.000), (0.500, 
0.500), (1.000, 0.000), (1.500, 0.000), (2.000, 0.000) 
 Graph type: 
Continuous extrapolated 
effects of interruption and financial 
burden on education spending[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
GRAPH( IF 
switch_on:off_budget_reallocation_when_education_fund_is_int
errupted = 1 ) 
THEN effect_of_debt_level_on_education_spending 
* effect_of_deficit_level_on_education_spending 
* effect_of_cost_fulfillment_on_education_spending 
ELSE 0 {no effect} 
 
(-1.000, 0.000), (0.000, 0.000), (1.000, 0.000), (2.000, 
1.000) 
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Variable name Stella® equation 
  Graphical data points, graph, and graph type. 
 Graph type: Continuous 
extrapolated 
effect of debt to the allocation for costs 
of living[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
GRAPH( ratio_costs_of_living:_debt ) 
  
(0.000, 0.000), (1.000, 1.000 ) 
 Graph type: Continuous 
effect of ratio nonfishing:tertiary edu on 
savings allocation[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
GRAPH(  IF 
switch_flexible:strict_effect_of_the_ratio_nonfishing:tertia
ry_edu_costs_on_savings_allocation = 1 
THEN 
ratio_required_nonfishing_costs:_tertiary_education_costs 
ELSE ( IF 
ratio_required_nonfishing_costs:_tertiary_education_costs >= 
1 {THEN all savings is allocated for nonfishing overhead 
costs} 
THEN 1 {Otherwise, all savings is allocated for higher 
education costs} 
ELSE 0 )) 
  
(-1.000, 0.000), (0.000, 0.000), (1.000, 0.500), (2.000, 
1.000) 
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Variable name Stella® equation 
  Graphical data points, graph, and graph type. 
 Graph type: Continuous 
19. Household tertiary education capacity 
effect of education capacity on 
emigration rate[Sex, Labor Age, 
Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
GRAPH( IF 
ratio_actual:required_edu_costs_fulfilled_by_fishery_&_motor 
> 0 
THEN 
ratio_actual:required_edu_costs_fulfilled_by_fishery_&_motor
/ 
delay_in_effect_of_education_capacity_due_to_enrollment_peri
od 
ELSE 1 ) 
  
(0.000, 0.191), (0.200, 0.217), (0.400, 0.243), (0.600, 
0.330), (0.800, 0.583), (1.000, 1.000), (1.200, 1.365), 
(1.400, 1.617), (1.600, 1.783), (1.800, 1.870), (2.000, 
1.904 ) 
 Graph type: Continuous 
extrapolated 
effect of education capacity on fishery 
entry rate[Sex, Labor Age, Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
GRAPH( IF 
ratio_actual:required_edu_costs_fulfilled_by_fishery_&_motor 
> 0 
THEN 
ratio_actual:required_edu_costs_fulfilled_by_fishery_&_motor 
/ 
delay_in_effect_of_education_capacity_due_to_job_transition 
ELSE 1 ) 
  
(0.000, 1.922), (0.200, 1.887), (0.400, 1.791), (0.600, 
1.574), (0.800, 1.304), (1.000, 1.000), (1.200, 0.661), 
(1.400, 0.383), (1.600, 0.226), (1.800, 0.139), (2.000, 
0.113 ) 
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Variable name Stella® equation 
  Graphical data points, graph, and graph type. 
 Graph type: Continuous 
extrapolated 
effect of education capacity on fishery 
exit rate[Sex, Labor Age, Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
GRAPH( IF 
ratio_actual:required_edu_costs_fulfilled_by_fishery_&_motor 
> 0 
THEN 
ratio_actual:required_edu_costs_fulfilled_by_fishery_&_motor 
/ 
delay_in_effect_of_education_capacity_due_to_job_transition 
ELSE 1 ) 
  
Similar to: effect of education capacity on emigration 
rate[Sex, Labor Age, Fishery Group, Boat Motor 
20. Population of human 
The sector does not contain graphical input converter. 
21. Profit of fishing 
effect of normal fishing effort change on 
operational costs[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
GRAPH( 
ratio_current:normal_fishing_effort_by_fishery_&_motor_&_hab
itat ) 
  
(0.000, 0.000), (0.666666666667, 0.000), (1.33333333333, 
1.005), (2.000, 2.000 ) 
 Graph type: Continuous 
extrapolated 
22. Profit of non-fishing - BioLewie-based 
effect of labor hours fulfillment on 
nonfishing profit biolewie[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
GRAPH( IF 
switch_on:off_effect_of_nonfishing_labor_hours_fulfillment_b
iolewie = 1 
THEN ratio_actual:normal_nonfishing_effort_biolewie 
ELSE 1 ) 
  
(-1.000, 0.000), (0.000, 0.000), (1.000, 1.000), (2.000, 
2.000 ) 
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Variable name Stella® equation 
  Graphical data points, graph, and graph type. 
 Graph type: Continuous 
extrapolated 
effect of nonfishing costs fulfillment on 
nonfishing profit biolewie[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
GRAPH( IF 
switch_on:off_effect_of_nonfishing_overheads_fulfillment_bio
lewie = 1 
THEN ratio_actual:required_spending_for_nonfishing_costs 
ELSE 1 ) 
  
Similar to:effect of labor hours fulfillment on nonfishing 
profit biolewie[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
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Appendix 23. Initial input values contained in the stocks 
Equations contained in the stocks grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension 
group or array element. 
Variable name Stella® equation 
1. Additional non-fishing unit from additional non-fishing effort 
This sector is not used/removed 
2 Adjusted inter-fishery movement & fisher entry and exits 
Sector does not contain stock. 
3. Determinants of fisher entries & exits and fishing effort 
INIT SURVEILLANCE EFFORT[Fishery Group] normal_surveillance_effort 
4. Effort for fishing (fisher's) 
INIT FISHING EFFORT HOURS PER BOAT[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Habitat Type] 
normal_effort_allocation_by_fishery_&_motor_&_habitat[Fishery_Group,Boa
t_Motor,Habitat_Type]  
5. Effort for non-fishing (fisher's) 
INIT NONFISHING EFFORT[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
normal_nonfishing_effort_from_unused_total_weekly_labor_hours_by_fisher
y_&_motor    
6. Effort for non-fishing (from non-fishers) 
Sector does not contain stock. 
7. Fish catch 
Sector does not contain stock. 
8. Fish demand & price 
INIT FISH PRICE PER MASS UNIT[Fish Class] normal_fish_price_local_calibrated  
INIT PRICE OF SUBSTITUTE normal_price_of_substitute 
9. Fish population 
INIT ADULT FISH STOCK[Fish Class, Habitat Type] normal_adult_fish_stock 
INIT JUVENILE FISH STOCK[Fish Class, Habitat Type] normal_juvenile_fish_stock 
10. Fish supply 
INIT FISH LANDED[Fish Class] INIT(fish_catch_allocated_to_domestic) 
INIT UNSOLD FISH[Fish Class] 0 
11. Fishery groups 
INIT DESTRUCTIVE FISHER[ML, YN] normal_fishers_male[DS,YN] 
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Equations contained in the stocks grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension 
group or array element. 
Variable name Stella® equation 
INIT DESTRUCTIVE FISHER[ML, MD] normal_fishers_male[DS,MD] 
INIT DESTRUCTIVE FISHER[ML, OL] normal_fishers_male[DS,OL] 
INIT DESTRUCTIVE FISHER[FM, YN] normal_fishers_female[DS,YN] 
INIT DESTRUCTIVE FISHER[FM, MD] normal_fishers_female[DS,MD] 
INIT DESTRUCTIVE FISHER[FM, OL] normal_fishers_female[DS,OL] 
INIT SQUID:PELAGIC FISHER[ML, YN] normal_fishers_male[SF,YN] 
INIT SQUID:PELAGIC FISHER[ML, MD] normal_fishers_male[SF,MD] 
INIT SQUID:PELAGIC FISHER[ML, OL] normal_fishers_male[SF,OL] 
INIT SQUID:PELAGIC FISHER[FM, YN] normal_fishers_female[SF,YN] 
INIT SQUID:PELAGIC FISHER[FM, MD] normal_fishers_female[SF,MD] 
INIT SQUID:PELAGIC FISHER[FM, OL] normal_fishers_female[SF,OL] 
INIT TRADITIONAL FISHER[ML, YN] normal_fishers_male[TR,YN] 
INIT TRADITIONAL FISHER[ML, MD] normal_fishers_male[TR,MD] 
INIT TRADITIONAL FISHER[ML, OL] normal_fishers_male[TR,OL] 
INIT TRADITIONAL FISHER[FM, YN] normal_fishers_female[TR,YN] 
INIT TRADITIONAL FISHER[FM, MD] normal_fishers_female[TR,MD] 
INIT TRADITIONAL FISHER[FM, OL] normal_fishers_female[TR,OL] 
12. Fishing boats 
INIT FISHING BOAT PRICE[TR] 3.90E+07 
INIT FISHING BOAT PRICE[DS] 3.90E+07 
INIT FISHING BOAT PRICE[SF] 1.27E+08 
INIT MOTORS INSTALLED IN OPERATING BOATS[Fishery Group] initial_motors_installed_in_operating_boats 
INIT MOTORS NOT IN USE[Fishery Group] OCCUPIED_BOATS *  (1-normal_ratio_motorized:all_boats) 
INIT OCCUPIED BOATS[Fishery Group] initial_occupied_boats_by_fishery 
INIT UNOCCUPIED BOATS[Fishery Group] initial_unoccupied_boats 
13. Habitat - coral reefs 
INIT LIVING SUBSTRATE AREA normal_reef_living_subtrate_area_calibrated 
INIT REEF CONDITION 
0.3424. The percent of coverage of living coral area (range: 0-100%) was used as the 
proxy for reef health/condition index (range: 0 – 1). The initial index was then using the 
average cover of year 2016 of 34.24% based on the report: Amborappe, R, Husain, 
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Equations contained in the stocks grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension 
group or array element. 
Variable name Stella® equation 
AAA, Yusuf, S, Janwar, Z, Afdal, ARN, Angriawan, F., Mustafa, Andriani, AH 2016, 
Biophysical monitoring of conservation area. COREMAP-CTE, Selayar island District.      
INIT RUBBLE AREA 0  
14. Habitat - seagrass & mangrove 
INIT ABOVE GROUND SEAGRASS AREA normal_above_ground_seagrass_area_calibrated   
INIT ABOVE GROUND SEAGRASS BIOMASS normal_above_ground_seagrass_biomass 
INIT LARGE MANGROVE INDIVIDUAL 12375 
INIT MANGROVE AREA normal_mangrove_area  
INIT SMALL MANGROVE INDIVIDUAL 12375 
15. Household costs of living 
INIT ACTUAL COSTS OF LIVING[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] normal_desired_costs_of_living_calibrated 
16. Household deficit level 
INIT UNRECOVERED DEFICIT[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 0 
17. Household loan and debt 
INIT COUNT OF LOAN TAKEN[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Lender Type] 0   
INIT COUNT OF REPAYMENT SHORTFALL[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Lender Type] 0 
INIT HOUSEHOLD COLLATERAL ASSET VALUE[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IF switch_on:off_fishery_group[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] THEN 
initial_household_collateral_asset_value_per_houshold_type ELSE 0 
INIT PREVIOUS WEEK REPAYMENT SHORTFALL[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, 
Lender Type] 
0 
INIT REMAINING LOAN OR UNPAID DEBT[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Lender Type] 
IF switch_on:off_fishery_group[Fishery_Group,Boat_Motor] 
THEN normal_total_debt 
ELSE 0  
INIT SUM OF LOAN TERMS OF ALL LOANS[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Lender Type] 0 
INIT SUM OF REPAYMENT COST OF ALL LOANS[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Lender 
Type] 
0 
INIT SUM OF WEEKS BETWEEN PAYMENTS[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Lender 
Type] 
0 
INIT TIME OF FIRST LOAN PACKAGE TAKEN[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Lender 
Type] 
0  
INIT TOTAL MASS COLLATERAL ASSET LOSS 0 
INIT TOTAL PAID DEBT[Lender Type] 0  
INIT TOTAL WEEKS COUNTED TO CHECK REPAYMENT DUE TIME[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor, Lender Type] 
0 
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Equations contained in the stocks grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension 
group or array element. 
Variable name Stella® equation 
INIT TOTAL WEEKS COUNTER TO CHECK END OF LOAN TERM[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor, Lender Type] 
0 
18. Household net income 
INIT NET INCOME OR SAVINGS[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
IF switch_on:off_initial_net_income_of_households_per_week =1 
THEN (  IF switch_on:off_fishery_group = 1 
THEN initial_net_income_of_households_per_week_by_fishery_&_motor 
ELSE 0 ) 
ELSE 0 
INIT TOTAL HOUSEHOLD INCOME RECEIVED[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 0 
19. Household tertiary education capacity 
INIT TOTAL COUNT WEEKS OF FULFILLED EDU COST[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 0 
INIT TOTAL COUNT WEEKS OF UNFULFILLED EDU COST[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
0 
20. Population of human 
INIT CHILDREN[ML] normal_child_population[ML] 
INIT CHILDREN[FM] normal_child_population[FM] 
INIT FEMALE FISHER MID AGE[Fishery Group] normal_fishers_female[Fishery_Group,MD] 
INIT FEMALE FISHER OLDER[Fishery Group] normal_fishers_female[Fishery_Group,OL] 
INIT FEMALE FISHER YOUNG[Fishery Group] normal_fishers_female[Fishery_Group,YN] 
INIT FEMALE NONFISHER MID AGE normal_non_fishers[FM,MD] 
INIT FEMALE NONFISHER OLDER normal_non_fishers[FM,OL] 
INIT FEMALE NONFISHER YOUNG normal_non_fishers[FM,YN] 
INIT MALE FISHER MID AGE[Fishery Group] normal_fishers_male[Fishery_Group,MD] 
INIT MALE FISHER OLDER[Fishery Group] normal_fishers_male[Fishery_Group,OL] 
INIT MALE FISHER YOUNG[Fishery Group] normal_fishers_male[Fishery_Group,YN] 
INIT MALE NONFISHER MID AGE normal_non_fishers[ML,MD] 
INIT MALE NONFISHER OLDER normal_non_fishers[ML,OL] 
INIT MALE NONFISHER YOUNG normal_non_fishers[ML,YN] 
INIT RETIRED FEMALE FISHER POPULATION SECTOR[Fishery Group] 0 
INIT RETIRED FEMALES AND MALES[Sex] normal_retired_population[Sex] 
INIT RETIRED MALE FISHER POPULATION SECTOR[Fishery Group] 827.61 
21. Profit of fishing 
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Equations contained in the stocks grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension 
group or array element. 
Variable name Stella® equation 
Sector does not contain stock. 
22. Profit of non-fishing - BioLewie-based 
INIT NONFISHING PROFIT BIOLEWIE[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] adjusted_profit_of_nonfishing_for_household_allocation 
INIT SAVINGS FOR NONFISHING ACTIVITY[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 0 
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Appendix 24. Initial input values contained in the constant converters 
Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
1. Additional non-fishing unit from additional non-fishing effort 
This sector is not used/removed 
2 Adjusted inter-fishery movement & fisher entry and exits 
normal shift rate destructive to squid[Sex, Labor Age] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.05 
The proportion of fishery from the Destructive group moving to 
the Squid/Pelagic group. The normal assumption is 5% of the 
stock per the assigned time unit. 
Modeler's assumption 
normal shift rate destructive to traditional[Sex, Labor 
Age] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.05 
The proportion of fishery from the Destructive group moving to 
the Traditional group. The normal assumption is 5% of the 
stock per the assigned time unit. 
Modeler's assumption 
normal shift rate squid to destructive[Sex, Labor Age] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.01 
The proportion of fishery from the Squid/Pelagic group moving 
to the Destructive group. The normal assumption is 1% of the 
stock per the assigned time unit. 
Modeler's assumption 
normal shift rate squid to ttraditional[Sex, Labor Age] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.05 
The proportion of fishery from the Squid/pelagic group moving 
to the Traditional group. The normal assumption is 5% of the 
stock per the assigned time unit. 
Modeler's assumption 
normal shift rate traditional to destructive[Sex, Labor 
Age] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.01 
The proportion of fishery from the Traditional group moving to 
the Destructive group. The normal assumption is 1% of the 
stock per the assigned time unit. 
Modeler's assumption 
normal shift rate traditional to squid[Sex, Labor Age] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.01 
The proportion of fishery from the Traditional group moving to 
the Squid/Pelagic group. The normal assumption is 1% of the 
stock per the assigned time unit. 
Modeler's assumption 
normal whole entry rate to fishing female[Labor Age] Per Week 0.0193 
The number of female labor force entering fishery sector. The 
normal assumption is one person per year (1/52 weeks).  
Modeler's assumption 
normal whole entry rate to fishing male[Labor Age] Per Week 0.0193 
The number of male labor force entering fishery sector. The 
normal assumption is one person per year (1/52 weeks).  
Modeler's assumption 
normal whole exit rate to fishing female[Labor Age] Per Week 0.0193 
The number of female labor force exiting fishery sector. The 
normal assumption is one person per year (1/52 weeks).  
Modeler's assumption 
normal whole exit rate to fishing male[Labor Age] Per Week 0.0193 
The number of male labor force exiting fishery sector. The 
normal assumption is one person per year (1/52 weeks).  
Modeler's assumption 
3. Determinants of fisher entries & exits and fishing effort 
#2 ad hoc fixed value of expected fishing 
income[Fishery Group] 
IDR/person 100000  
Fixed desired amount of the expected fishing profit/income 
based on 2016 minimum provincial income of South Sulawesi. 
Parameter was not used in the base case simulation. 
The Ministry of Industry, 
Government Regulation No. 
78 of 2006 
delay changing surveillence effort[Fishery Group] Weeks 10  
Delay converter. Parameter was not used in the base case 
simulation. 
Modeler's assumption 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
desired surveillance effort[TR] Hours 0  
Desired surveillance effort for the particular fishery group. 
Parameter was not used in the base case simulation. 
Modeler's assumption 
desired surveillance effort[DS] Hours 0  
Desired surveillance effort for the particular fishery group. 
Parameter was not used in the base case simulation. 
Modeler's assumption 
desired surveillance effort[SF] Hours 0  
Desired surveillance effort for the particular fishery group. 
Parameter was not used in the base case simulation. 
Modeler's assumption 
equal ratio of one actual:required fisher[Fishery 
Group] 
Dimension- 
less 
1 
Equal ratio of the supply to demand of fisher in the beginning 
of the simulation for normalization of initial conditions. 
Parameter was not used in the base case simulation. 
General information 
max effort reduction in wet season 
Dimension- 
less 
0.5 
The highest proportion of fishing effort reduction during stormy 
months. 
Modeler's assumption 
min effort reduction in wet season 
Dimension- 
less 
0 
The lowest proportion of fishing effort reduction during stormy 
months. 
Modeler's assumption 
normal surveillance effort[TR] Hours 0 
Normal surveillance effort for the particular fishery group. 
Parameter was not used in the base case simulation. 
Modeler's assumption 
normal surveillance effort[DS] Hours 0  
Normal surveillance effort for the particular fishery group. 
Parameter was not used in the base case simulation. 
Modeler's assumption 
normal surveillance effort[SF] Hours 0 
Normal surveillance effort for the particular fishery group. 
Parameter was not used in the base case simulation. 
Modeler's assumption 
person represented per household person 1 
The number of household breadwinner that represents one 
household. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
4. Effort for fishing (fisher's) 
delay in adjusting livleihood effort Weeks 1 
Delay in the adjustment of labor hours spent for income 
generating activities 
1 
max labor hours by fishery & motor[TR, EN] Hours 112 
Maximum labor hours spent per week by fisher based on the 
average 'Maximum hours for fishing per person (All habitat)' 
variable, which was set for each dimension as: 
- 112 hours, for [TR,EN] based on the 'household operating in 
nearshore using large engine' respondent group.. 
- 150 hours, for [TR,NEN] based on the 'household operating 
in nearshore using small engine' respondent group. 
- 112 hours, for [DS,EN] based on the 'household operating in 
nearshore using large engine' respondent group. 
- 150 hours, for [DS,NEN] based on the 'household operating 
in nearshore using small engine' respondent group. 
- 112 hours, for [SF,EN] based on the 'household operating in 
nearshore using large engine' respondent group. 
- 150 hours, for [SF,NEN] based on the 'household operating in 
nearshore using small engine' respondent group. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
max labor hours by fishery & motor[TR, NEN] Hours 150 As mentioned above. 
max labor hours by fishery & motor[DS, EN] Hours 112 As mentioned above. 
max labor hours by fishery & motor[DS, NEN] Hours 150 As mentioned above. 
max labor hours by fishery & motor[SF, EN] Hours 112 As mentioned above. 
max labor hours by fishery & motor[SF, NEN] Hours 150 As mentioned above. 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
normal fishing effort when crew requirement fulfilled 
by fishery & motor[TR, EN] 
Hours 48 
Based on the 'Average hours for fishing per person (All 
habitat)' variable of the 'household operating in nearshore 
using large engine' respondent group. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
normal fishing effort when crew requirement fulfilled 
by fishery & motor[TR, NEN] 
Hours 27 
Based on the 'Average hours for fishing per person (All 
habitat)' variable of the 'household operating in nearshore 
using small engine' respondent group. 
As mentioned above. 
normal fishing effort when crew requirement fulfilled 
by fishery & motor[DS, EN] 
Hours 48 
Based on the 'Average hours for fishing per person (All 
habitat)' variable of the 'household operating in nearshore 
using large engine' respondent group. 
As mentioned above. 
normal fishing effort when crew requirement fulfilled 
by fishery & motor[DS, NEN] 
Hours 27 
Based on the 'Average hours for fishing per person (All 
habitat)' variable of the 'household operating in nearshore 
using small engine' respondent group. 
As mentioned above. 
normal fishing effort when crew requirement fulfilled 
by fishery & motor[SF, EN] 
Hours 17 
Based on the 'Average hours for fishing per person (All 
habitat)' variable of the 'household operating in offshore using 
large engine' respondent group. 
As mentioned above. 
normal fishing effort when crew requirement fulfilled 
by fishery & motor[SF, NEN] 
Hours 34 
Based on the 'Average hours for fishing per person (All 
habitat)' variable of the 'household operating in offshore using 
small engine' respondent group. 
As mentioned above. 
normal fraction of fishing effort for each habitat by 
fishery & habitat[TR, SG] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.22201
7673 
Based on the 'Average hours for fishing per person (Seagrass)' 
variable (A) and the 'Average hours for fishing per person (All 
habitat)' (B) of ' the 'household operating in nearshore using 
small engine' respondent group. A = 6.03, B=27.15. Parameter 
value was calculated as A/B. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
normal fraction of fishing effort for each habitat by 
fishery & habitat[TR, RF] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.76988
218 
Based on the 'Average hours for fishing per person (Coral 
Reef)' variable (A) and the 'Average hours for fishing per 
person (All habitat)' (B) of ' the 'household operating in 
nearshore using small engine' respondent group. A = 20.91, 
B=27.15. Parameter value was calculated as A/B. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
normal fraction of fishing effort for each habitat by 
fishery & habitat[TR, PG] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.00220
9131 
Based on the 'Average hours for fishing per person (Pelagic)' 
variable (A) and the 'Average hours for fishing per person (All 
habitat)' (B) of ' the 'household operating in nearshore using 
small engine' respondent group. A = 0.06, B=27.15. Parameter 
value was calculated as A/B. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
normal fraction of fishing effort for each habitat by 
fishery & habitat[TR, MN] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.00515
4639 
Based on the 'Average hours for fishing per person 
(Mangrove)' variable (A) and the 'Average hours for fishing per 
person (All habitat)' (B) of ' the 'household operating in 
nearshore using small engine' respondent group. A = 0.14, 
B=27.15. Parameter value was calculated as A/B. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
normal fraction of fishing effort for each habitat by 
fishery & habitat[DS, SG] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.22209
9448 
Similar to the parameter description of the 'normal fraction of 
fishing effort for each habitat by fishery & habitat [TR, SG]' 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
normal fraction of fishing effort for each habitat by 
fishery & habitat[DS, RF] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.77016
5746 
Similar to the parameter description of the 'normal fraction of 
fishing effort for each habitat by fishery & habitat [TR, RF]' 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
normal fraction of fishing effort for each habitat by 
fishery & habitat[DS, PG] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.00220
9945 
Similar to the parameter description of the 'normal fraction of 
fishing effort for each habitat by fishery & habitat [TR, PG]' 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
normal fraction of fishing effort for each habitat by 
fishery & habitat[DS, MN] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.00515
6538 
Similar to the parameter description of the 'normal fraction of 
fishing effort for each habitat by fishery & habitat [TR, MN]' 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
normal fraction of fishing effort for each habitat by 
fishery & habitat[SF, SG] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.10449
5386 
Based on the 'Average hours for fishing per person (Seagrass)' 
variable (A) and the 'Average hours for fishing per person (All 
habitat)' (B) of ' the 'household operating in offshore using 
small engine' respondent group. A = 3.51, B=33.59. Parameter 
value was calculated as A/B. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
normal fraction of fishing effort for each habitat by 
fishery & habitat[SF, RF] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.16909
7946 
Based on the 'Average hours for fishing per person (Coral 
Reef)' variable (A) and the 'Average hours for fishing per 
person (All habitat)' (B) of ' the 'household operating in offshore 
using small engine' respondent group. A = 5.68, B=33.59. 
Parameter value was calculated as A/B. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
normal fraction of fishing effort for each habitat by 
fishery & habitat[SF, PG] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.72610
8961 
Based on the 'Average hours for fishing per person (Pelagic)' 
variable (A) and the 'Average hours for fishing per person (All 
habitat)' (B) of ' the 'household operating in offshore using 
small engine' respondent group. A = 24.39, B=33.59. 
Parameter value was calculated as A/B. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
normal fraction of fishing effort for each habitat by 
fishery & habitat[SF, MN] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.01 
Based on the 'Average hours for fishing per person 
(Mangrove)' variable (A) and the 'Average hours for fishing per 
person (All habitat)' (B) of ' the 'household operating in offshore 
using small engine' respondent group. A = 0.01, B=33.59. 
Parameter value was calculated as A/B. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
5. Effort for non-fishing (fisher's) 
This sector does not contains input value converters. 
6. Effort for non-fishing (from non-fishers) 
average additional fisher per household[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
.21 
From the re-analysis, member of fishing household that 
engage in fishing activity, in addition to the fishing breadwinner 
appears, was not common in the respondent households. The 
highest 'Number of fishermen per household' was 1.21 from 
the 'household operating nearshore using large engine' 
responden group. Thus, 0.21 was considered as the average 
additional fisher per household. The value  was treated as a 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
Dimension- 
less multiplier for the labor hours available in the household. 
average labor hours per nonfisher household 
member[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Hours/pers
on 
48 
The average labor hours per non-fishing household member 
based on legal limit of weekly working hours.  Thus, the base 
value was set as 8 hours * 6 days per week. 
Act Number 13 of 2003 of 
the Government of 
Indonesia 
average max labor hours of unemployed non fisher 
Hours/Pers
on 
149 
The highest 'Maximum hours for fishing per person (All 
habitat)' was 149 hours. This was assumed that, in the least 
desirable condition, a person may work 149 hours a week. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
average max labor hours per unemployed fisher 
Hours/Pers
on 
149 
The highest 'Maximum hours for fishing per person (All 
habitat)' was 149 hours. This was assumed that, in the least 
desirable condition, a person may work 149 hours a week. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
average non fisher member per fishing 
household[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
People 1  
Number of working-age non-fishing household member based 
on the highest 'Number of HH member' (A) and the 'Number of 
minor age member per HH' (B). Base value was calculated as 
A - B - 1. 1 is the fishing household breadwinner. Thus, 5 - 2.7 
- 1 = 1.3 (~ 1) 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
fixed proportion of unemployed females 
Dimension- 
less 
0.00694
2537753 
Fixed proportion of unemployed females in the female 
population based on 2017 demographic data. Unemployed 
females was 177 (A). Total female population was 25498 (B). 
The proportion was estimated from A / B. 
Kepulauan Selayar 
Regency in Figure 2017 
fixed proportion of unemployed males 
Dimension- 
less 
0.01046
808049 
Fixed proportion of unemployed males in the male population 
based on 2017 demographic data. Unemployed male was 386 
(A). Total male population was 36874 (B). The proportion was 
estimated from A / B. 
Kepulauan Selayar 
Regency in Figure 2017 
7. Fish catch 
average fish weight per individual adult[HR] 
Kilograms 
Per 
Individual 
Fish 
0.50454 
Assumption: Parrotfish was chosen as proxy species for the 
herbivorous fish group. Proxy site: Indo-pacific. Proxy common 
species for consumption: Scarus iseri Proxy average adult 
length based on max length: 35 cm. LWR equation:  W = 
0.01096 × (L^3.02 ). Proxy average adult weight (W, if L is 35): 
504.540 gr. 
Estimation based on 
proxy data from: Fishbase  
( 
http://www.fishbase.org/su
mmary/Scarus-iserti.html) 
average fish weight per individual adult[PR] 
Kilograms 
Per 
Individual 
Fish 
1.437 
Assumption: Grouper fish was chosen as proxy species for the 
predatory fish group. Proxy site: Indo-pacific. Proxy common 
species for consumption: Epinephelus chlorostigma. Proxy 
average adult length based on common length: 50 cm.LWR 
equation: W = 0.01023 × (L^3.03). Proxy average juvenile 
weight (W, if L is 50) =  1437.986 gr 
Estimation based on 
proxy data from: Fishbase  
( 
http://www.fishbase.org/su
mmary/Epinephelus-
chlorostigma.html) 
average fish weight per individual adult[SQ] 
Kilograms 
Per 
0.00117
9 
Assumption: Squid was chosen as proxy species for the fast-
reproducing/pelagic fish group. Proxy site: Indo-pacific. Proxy 
common fast-reproducing pelagic species for consumption: 
Estimation based on 
proxy data from: Karnik, 
N.S. and Chakraborty, 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
Individual 
Fish 
Loligo chinensis.Hypothetical average adult length: 20 cm. 
LWR equation (L. duvauceli): 0.001816 x (L^ 2.1617). Proxy 
average juvenile weight (W, if L is 20) = 1.179gr  
S.K., 2001. Length-weight 
relationship and 
morphometric study on 
the squid Loligo duvauceli 
(d’Orbigny)(Mollusca/Cep
halopoda) off Mumbai 
(Bombay) waters, west 
coast of India. 
normal CPUE mass based elnido[TR, HR, SG] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.173 
Description similar to the 'normal CPUE mass based selayar' 
variable. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data from El Nido 
study site in the Phillipines 
by Russell Richards. 
normal CPUE mass based elnido[TR, HR, RF] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.105 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based elnido[TR, HR, PG] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.013 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based elnido[TR, HR, MN] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.044 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based elnido[TR, PR, SG] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.014 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based elnido[TR, PR, RF] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.115 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based elnido[TR, PR, PG] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.162 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based elnido[TR, PR, MN] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.023 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based elnido[TR, SQ, SG] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.001 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based elnido[TR, SQ, RF] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.22 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based elnido[TR, SQ, PG] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.252 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based elnido[TR, SQ, MN] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based elnido[DS, HR, SG] / [DS, 
HR, RF] / [DS, HR, PG] [DS, HR, MN] ] / [DS, PR, SG] 
 / [DS, PR, RF]  / [DS, PR, PG] / [DS, PR, MN] / [DS, 
SQ, SG] / [DS, SQ, RF] / [DS, SQ, PG] / [DS, SQ, 
MN]] / [SF, HR, SG] / [SF, HR, RF] / [SF, HR, PG] / 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.1 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
[SF, HR, MN] / [SF, PR, SG] / [SF, PR, RF] / [SF, PR, 
PG] 
] / [SF, PR, MN] / [SF, SQ, SG] / [SF, SQ, RF] / [SF, 
SQ, PG] / [SF, SQ, MN] 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[TR, HR, SG] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
1.14142
8571 
Average kilograms of herbivorous fish caught per hour per 
traditional boat in seagrass fishing ground. Based on 
'household operating nearshore with small engine' respondent 
and 'herbivorous' fish catch category 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[TR, HR, RF] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
6.94714
2857 
As above, however, in coral reef fishing ground As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[TR, HR, PG] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.02 As above, however, in pelagic fishing ground As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[TR, HR, MN] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.01571
4286 
As above, however, in mangrove fishing ground As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[TR, PR, SG] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.67142
8571 
Average kilograms of predatory fish caught per hour per 
traditional boat in seagrass fishing ground. Based on 
'household operating nearshore with small engine' respondent' 
and 'predatory' fish catch category 
As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[TR, PR, RF] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
5.81857
1429 
As above, however, in coral reef fishing ground As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[TR, PR, PG] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.02 As above, however, in pelagic fishing ground As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[TR, PR, MN] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.001 
As above, however, in mangrove fishing ground. Value from 
re-analysis for mangrove was zero. However, it was set 0.001 
assuming mangrove may still provide catch in a very low 
amount. 
As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[TR, SQ, SG] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.10428
5714 
Average kilograms of fast-growing/pelagic fish caught per hour 
per traditional boat in seagrass fishing ground. Based on 
'household operating nearshore with small engine' respondent' 
using the combined value of 'fast growing and invertebrate fish' 
catch category 
As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[TR, SQ, RF] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.16285
7143 
As above, however, in coral reef fishing ground As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[TR, SQ, PG] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.001 
As above, however, in pelagic fishing ground. Value from re-
analysis for mangrove was zero. However, it was set 0.001 
assuming pelagic may still provide catch in a very low amount. 
As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[TR, SQ, MN] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.00714
2857 
As above, however, in mangrove fishing ground As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[DS, HR, SG] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.41142
8571 
Average kilograms of herbivorous fish caught per hour per 
destructive boat in seagrass fishing ground. No-data was 
As mentioned above. 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
available for destructive fishing group. Value was set based on 
'household operating nearshore with large engine' respondent 
and 'herbivorous' fish catch category 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[DS, HR, RF] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
13.9871
4286 
As above, however, in coral reef fishing ground As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[DS, HR, PG] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.001 
As above, however, in pelagic fishing ground. A hypothetically 
very low value was set wih similar assumption as 'normal 
CPUE mass based [TR, PR, MN]'  
As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[DS, HR, MN] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.001 
As above, however, in mangrove fishing ground. A 
hypothetically very low value was set wih similar assumption 
as 'normal CPUE mass based [TR, PR, MN]' 
As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[DS, PR, SG] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.15571
4286 
Average kilograms of predatory fish caught per hour per 
destructive boat in seagrass fishing ground. No-data was 
available for destructive fishing group. Value was set based on 
'household operating nearshore with large engine' respondent 
and 'herbivorous' fish catch category 
As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[DS, PR, RF] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
10.2414
2857 
As above, however, in coral reef fishing ground As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[DS, PR, PG] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.001 
As above, however, in pelagic fishing ground. A hypothetically 
very low value was set wih similar assumption as 'normal 
CPUE mass based [TR, PR, MN]'  
As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[DS, PR, MN] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.001 As above, however, in mangrove fishing ground As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[DS, SQ, SG] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.001 
Average kilograms of fast-growing/pelagic fish caught per hour 
per destructive boat in seagrass fishing ground. No-data was 
available for destructive fishing group. Value was set based on 
'household operating nearshore with large engine' respondent 
and using the combined value of 'fast growing and invertebrate 
fish' catch category. 
As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[DS, SQ, RF] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.37142
8571 
As above, however, in coral reef fishing ground As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[DS, SQ, PG] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.001 
As above, however, in pelagic fishing ground. A hypothetically 
very low value was set wih similar assumption as 'normal 
CPUE mass based [TR, PR, MN]' 
As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[DS, SQ, MN] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.001 
As above, however, in mangrove fishing ground. A 
hypothetically very low value was set wih similar assumption 
as 'normal CPUE mass based [TR, PR, MN]' 
As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[SF, HR, SG] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.75142
8571 
Average kilograms of herbivorous fish caught per hour per 
squid/pelagic boat in seagrass fishing ground. Based on 
'household operating offshore with small engine' respondent 
and 'herbivorous' fish catch category 
As mentioned above. 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[SF, HR, RF] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.23857
1429 
As above, however, in coral reef fishing ground As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[SF, HR, PG] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.1 As above, however, in pelagic fishing ground As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[SF, HR, MN] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0 As above, however, in mangrove fishing ground As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[SF, PR, SG] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.37142
8571 
Average kilograms of predatory fish caught per hour per 
squid/pelagic boat in seagrass fishing ground. Based on 
'household operating offshore with small engine' respondent' 
and 'predatory' fish catch category 
As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[SF, PR, RF] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.83 As above, however, in coral reef fishing ground As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[SF, PR, PG] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
220.208
5714 
As above, however, in pelagic fishing ground As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[SF, PR, MN] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0 As above, however, in mangrove fishing ground As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[SF, SQ, SG] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.19142
8571 
Average kilograms of fast-growing/pelagic fish caught per hour 
per squid/pelagic boat in seagrass fishing ground. Based on 
'household operating offshore with small engine' respondent' 
using the combined value of 'fast growing and invertebrate fish' 
catch category 
As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[SF, SQ, RF] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.00571
4286 
As above, however, in coral reef fishing ground As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[SF, SQ, PG] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.04142
8571 
As above, however, in pelagic fishing ground As mentioned above. 
normal CPUE mass based selayar[SF, SQ, MN] 
Kilograms/(
hour*boat) 
0.001 
As above, however, in mangrove fishing ground. A 
hypothetically very low value was set wih similar assumption 
as 'normal CPUE mass based [TR, PR, MN]' 
As mentioned above. 
8. Fish demand & price 
average household fish consumption by fish[HR] 
Kilograms/
Household
s 
.47 
Average fish consumption of the 'non-fishing household' 
respondent category that excludes own catch (bought fish 
only). 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
average household fish consumption by fish[PR] 
Kilograms/
Household
s 
1.1 
Average fish consumption of the 'non-fishing household' 
respondent category that excludes own catch (bought fish 
only). 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
average household fish consumption by fish[SQ] 
Kilograms/
Household
s 
.75 
Average fish consumption of the 'non-fishing household' 
respondent category that excludes own catch (bought fish 
only). 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
average people per non fishing household 
People Per 
Household 
2 
Average number of adult household member per non-fishing 
household 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
delay in fish demand adjustment[Fish Class] week 1  Delay in fish demand adjustment. Modeler's assumption 
delay in fish price adjustment[Fish Class] week 1  Delay in fish price adjustment. Modeler's assumption 
delay in trend change Weeks 52 Annual delay in fish price trend change due to inflation. Modeler's assumption 
min fish demand near zero Kilograms 1e-24  
A near-zero value designated to avoid division by zero in the 
computation 
General information 
min multiplier effect near zero 
Dimensionl
ess 
1e-24    
normal fish price local adjusted[Fish Class] IDR/kg 50000 
Average price of the fish class group. Converter was prepared 
for ad-hoc input purposes. Parameter was not used in the base 
case simulation. 
Modeler's assumption 
normal fish price local BioLewie[HR] IDR/kg 21000 Average price of the herbivorous fish catch group. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
normal fish price local BioLewie[PR] IDR/kg 88000 Average price of the predatory fish catch group. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
normal fish price local BioLewie[SQ] IDR/kg 77000 
Average price of the fast-reproducing/pelagic fish catch group. 
Value was set based on the mid value between the highest 
average of the invertebrate (A) and the fast-reproducing 
species group (B). A = IDR 174,000, B = IDR 20,000. Mid 
value = (A - B) / 2 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
normal price of substitute 
IDR Per 
Fish Mass 
Unit 
10000  
Price of the food commodity that substitute fish for food. 
Parameter was not used in the base case simulation. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
one 
Dimension- 
less 
1 Input used for marking value of one during graphical plotting. General information 
proportion of local fish price as price cap 
Dimension- 
less 
10 The proportion of local fish price that sets fish price capping. Modeler's assumption 
slope constant for demand trend generator 
Dimension- 
less 
0.035 Indonesia annual inflation rate of 2016. General information 
year demand trend started Weeks 0  
Delay in the year when the demand trend is started, if the 
scenario is applied. For the base case simulation, the trend 
starts from the beginning of simulation (0). 
Modeler's assumption 
9. Fish population 
average fish weight per individual juvenile fish[HR] 
Kilograms 
Per 
0.04745 
Assumption: Parrotfish was chosen as proxy species for the 
herbivorous fish group. Proxy site: Indo-pacific. Proxy common 
Estimation based on 
proxy data from: Fishbase 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
Individual 
Fish 
species for consumption: Scarus iseri Average non-maturing 
length as juvenile length: below 16 cm. LWR equation:  W = 
0.01096 × (L^3.02 ). Proxy average juvenile weight (W, if L 
is16): 47.45 gr. 
( 
http://www.fishbase.org/su
mmary/Scarus-iserti.html). 
average fish weight per individual juvenile fish[PR] 
Kilograms 
Per 
Individual 
Fish 
0.12674 
Assumption: Grouper fish was chosen as proxy species for the 
predatory fish group. Proxy site: Indo-pacific. Proxy common 
species for consumption: Epinephelus chlorostigma. Average 
non-maturing length as juvenile length: below 23 cm 
(Fishbase). LWR equation: W = 0.01023 × (L^3.03). Proxy 
average juvenile weight (W, if L is 23) =  126.74gr 
Estimation based on 
proxy data from: Fishbase 
( 
http://www.fishbase.org/su
mmary/Epinephelus-
chlorostigma.html) 
average fish weight per individual juvenile fish[SQ] 
Kilograms 
Per 
Individual 
Fish 
0.00007 
Assumption: Squid was chosen as proxy species for the fast-
reproducing/pelagic fish group. Proxy site: Indo-pacific. Proxy 
common fast-reproducing pelagic species for consumption: 
Loligo chinensis.Recorded juvenille life-stage length: 5.5cm. 
LWR equation (L. duvauceli): 0.001816 x (L^ 2.1617). Proxy 
average juvenile weight (W, if L is 5.5) = 0.07gr  
Estimation based on 
proxy data from: 
Chotiyaputta, C., 1993. 
Survey on diversity and 
distribution of juvenile 
squids in the inner and 
western gulf of Thailand. 
Thai marine fisheries 
research bulletin;  
Karnik, N.S. and 
Chakraborty, S.K., 2001. 
Length-weight relationship 
and morphometric study 
on the squid Loligo 
duvauceli 
(d’Orbigny)(Mollusca/Cep
halopoda) off Mumbai 
(Bombay) waters, west 
coast of India. 
delay in adult fish stock catch week 1 The rate of fish catch in the model is in weekly basis Modeler's assumption 
delays in fish stock adjustment for spillover Weeks DT The rate of fish spillover in the model is in weekly basis Modeler's assumption 
max rate of fish immigration whole[Fish Class, Habitat 
Type] 
Individual 
Fishs/week 
0 
The number of immigrating fish individuals per week for each 
fish class in each habitat type. Parameter was not modelled in 
the base case simulation. 
  
offsprings spawned per adults[HR] 
Dimension- 
less 
1000 For herbivorous and predatory proxy species, each 
reproducing-adult fish represents an average of 1000 
developed fish larvae/fry per week. For fast-
reproducing/pelagic proxy species,  despite having smaller 
average juvenile age-length, it has 1000x higher number of 
represented developed-larvae/fry fish per week. 
Modeler's assumption offsprings spawned per adults[PR] 
Dimension- 
less 
1000 
offsprings spawned per adults[SQ] 
Dimension- 
less 
100000 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
pelagic CC for all fish age class[Fish Class] Kilograms 1000000 
As an optimistic assumption whereby the pelagic habitat can 
sustain up to 1 million kilograms of fish per week for all fish 
class/group (herbivorous, predatory, fast-reproducing/pelagic 
group). The immigration of fish in to each habitat type are 
assumed to be reflected by this parameter. 
Modeler's assumption 
proportion of juveniles in each habitats RR[HR, SG] 
Dimension- 
less 
0 
Unused/inactive parameter input. Parameter description is 
similar to the 'proportion of juveniles of a fish class in each 
habitats' variable, however using data input values from El 
Nido study sites in the Phillipines. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data from El Nido 
study site in the Phillipines 
by Russell Richards. 
proportion of juveniles in each habitats RR[HR, RF] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.75 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of juveniles in each habitats RR[HR, PG] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.25 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of juveniles in each habitats RR[HR, MN] 
Dimension- 
less 
0 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of juveniles in each habitats RR[PR, SG] 
Dimension- 
less 
0 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of juveniles in each habitats RR[PR, RF] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.25 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of juveniles in each habitats RR[PR, PG] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.7 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of juveniles in each habitats RR[PR, MN] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.05 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of juveniles in each habitats RR[SQ, SG] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.1 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of juveniles in each habitats RR[SQ, RF] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.1 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of juveniles in each habitats RR[SQ, PG] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.7 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of juveniles in each habitats RR[SQ, MN] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.1 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of juveniles of a fish class in each 
habitats[HR, SG] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.24 
The proxy herbivorous fish species population spends most of 
the maturation time in the reef, then equally in the seagrass 
and mangrove, and lasty in pelagic habitat. Thus, the ratio for 
Reef:Seagrass:Mangrove:Pelagic = 5 : 2.4 : 2.4 : 0.2; which 
made the proportion for reef, seagrass, mangrove, and pelagic 
of 0.5, 0.24, 0.24, and 0.02 respectively. 
Modeler's assumption 
proportion of juveniles of a fish class in each 
habitats[HR, RF] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.5 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
proportion of juveniles of a fish class in each 
habitats[HR, PG] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.02 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of juveniles of a fish class in each 
habitats[HR, MN] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.24 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of juveniles of a fish class in each 
habitats[PR, SG] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.24 
The proxy predatory fish species population spends most of 
the maturation time in the reef, then equally in the seagrass 
and mangrove, and lasty in pelagic habitat. Thus, the ratio for 
Reef:Seagrass:Mangrove:Pelagic = 5 : 2.4 : 2.4 : 0.2; which 
made the proportion for reef, seagrass, mangrove, and pelagic 
of 0.5, 0.24, 0.24, and 0.02 respectively. 
Modeler's assumption 
proportion of juveniles of a fish class in each 
habitats[PR, RF] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.5 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of juveniles of a fish class in each 
habitats[PR, PG] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.02 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of juveniles of a fish class in each 
habitats[PR, MN] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.24 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of juveniles of a fish class in each 
habitats[SQ, SG] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.1 
The proxy fast-reproducing/pelagic fish species  population 
spends most of the maturation time in the reef, then equally in 
the seagrass and mangrove, and lasty in pelagic habitat. Thus, 
the ratio for Reef:Seagrass:Mangrove:Pelagic = 1 : 1 : 7.5 : 
0.5; which made the proportion for reef, seagrass, mangrove, 
and pelagic of 0.1, 0.1, 0.75, and 0.05 respectively. 
Modeler's assumption 
proportion of juveniles of a fish class in each 
habitats[SQ, RF] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.1 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of juveniles of a fish class in each 
habitats[SQ, PG] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.75 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of juveniles of a fish class in each 
habitats[SQ, MN] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.05 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of reproductive adult in each habitat[HR, 
SG] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.24 
The proportion of reproductive adult herbivorous fish 
population in each habitat, which was assumed to be the same 
as the proportion of juveniles maturing in each habitat (see, 
proportion of juveniles of a fish class in each habitats) 
Modeler's assumption 
proportion of reproductive adult in each habitat[HR, 
RF] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.5 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of reproductive adult in each habitat[HR, 
PG] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.02 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of reproductive adult in each habitat[HR, 
MN] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.24 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of reproductive adult in each habitat[PR, 
SG] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.24 
The proportion of reproductive adult predatory fish population 
in each habitat, which was assumed to be the same as the 
Modeler's assumption 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
proportion of juveniles maturing in each habitat (see, 
proportion of juveniles of a fish class in each habitats) 
proportion of reproductive adult in each habitat[PR, 
RF] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.5 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of reproductive adult in each habitat[PR, 
PG] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.02 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of reproductive adult in each habitat[PR, 
MN] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.24 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of reproductive adult in each habitat[SQ, 
SG] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.1 
The proportion of reproductive adult  fast-reproducing/pelagic 
fish population in each habitat, which was assumed to be the 
same as the proportion of juveniles maturing in each habitat 
(see, proportion of juveniles of a fish class in each habitats) 
Modeler's assumption 
proportion of reproductive adult in each habitat[SQ, 
RF] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.1 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of reproductive adult in each habitat[SQ, 
PG] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.75 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of reproductive adult in each habitat[SQ, 
MN] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.05 As mentioned above. As mentioned above. 
proportion of reproductive adult stock[Fish Class, 
Habitat Type] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.5 
Assumption: 50% of the adult fish population of all fish group 
are at the reproductive stage of life. 
Modeler's assumption 
slope value for survival curve by fish & habitat[Fish 
Class, Habitat Type] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.5 
The slope value for the Beverton-Holt equation that shapes the 
nonlinear survival curve of a fish popoulation (Ricker, 1975). 
The curve represents the survival rate of the juvenile 
candidates spawned by the reproductive adult stock. 
Re-analysis of data from 
El Nido, Phillipines, by 
Russell Richards.  
Ricker, W.E., 1975. 
Computation and 
interpretation of biological 
statistics of fish 
populations. Bulletin of 
Fisheries Research Board 
of Canada, 191, pp.1-382. 
weekly juvenile recruitment delay[HR] Weeks 13 
As an optimistic assumption, the proxy species for herbivorous 
and predatory fish group spawn every month. 
Modeler's assumption 
weekly juvenile recruitment delay[PR] Weeks 13 
As an optimistic assumption, the proxy species for herbivorous 
and predatory fish group spawn every month. 
Modeler's assumption 
weekly juvenile recruitment delay[SQ] Weeks 39 
As an optimistic assumption, the proxy species for fast-
reproducing/ pelagic fish group spawn every three month. 
Modeler's assumption 
weeks in a year 
Weeks/Ye
ar 
52 The number of weeks in a year is rounded to 52 weeks. General information 
yearly adult mortality rate fractional[Fish Class, 
Habitat Type] 
Per Year 0.3 
As an optimistic assumption, 30% of the population of each 
fish group in each habitat die every year due to natural causes 
Modeler's assumption 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
such as disease, competition, cannibalism, old age, predation, 
pollution or any other natural. 
yearly juvenile maturation rate fractional[Fish Class, 
Habitat Type] 
Years 1 
As an optimistic assumption, in natural conditions, all proxy 
species for herbivorous, predatory and fast-
reproducing/pelagic fish group can grow up to the size-length 
of the adult age-group after at least one year. 
Modeler's assumption 
10. Fish supply 
proportion supply to domestic or local market[TR, HR] 
Dimension- 
less 
.8 
The average proportion of Herbivorous fish catched by 
Traditional fisher group sold to buyer in Selayar. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
proportion supply to domestic or local market[TR, PR] 
Dimension- 
less 
.8 
The average proportion of Predatory fish catched by 
Traditional fisher group sold to buyer in Selayar. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
proportion supply to domestic or local market[TR, SQ] 
Dimension- 
less 
.8 
The average proportion of Squid/Fast-reproducing fish catched 
by Traditional fisher group sold to buyer in Selayar. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
proportion supply to domestic or local market[DS, HR] 
Dimension- 
less 
.5 
The average proportion of Herbivorous fish catched by 
Destructive fisher group sold to buyer in Selayar. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
proportion supply to domestic or local market[DS, PR] 
Dimension- 
less 
.5 
The average proportion of Predatory fish catched by 
Destructive fisher group sold to buyer in Selayar. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
proportion supply to domestic or local market[DS, SQ] 
Dimension- 
less 
.5 
The average proportion of Squid/Fast-reproducing fish catched 
by Destructive fisher group sold to buyer in Selayar. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
proportion supply to domestic or local market[SF, HR] 
Dimension- 
less 
.5 
The average proportion of Herbivorous fish catched by 
Squid/Pelagic fisher group sold to buyer in Selayar. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
proportion supply to domestic or local market[SF, PR] 
Dimension- 
less 
.5 
The average proportion of Predatory fish catched by 
Squid/Pelagic fisher group sold to buyer in Selayar. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
proportion supply to domestic or local market[SF, SQ] 
Dimension- 
less 
.5 
The average proportion of Squid/Fast-reproducing fish catched 
by Squid/Pelagic fisher group sold to buyer in Selayar. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
time period for supplying fish to domestic Weeks 1 
Delay in fish landing after catch. Fish landing can occurs as 
immediate as within a week. 
Modeler's assumption 
11. Fishery groups 
delay in fishing group shift rate adjustment[Fishery 
Group] 
Weeks 52/2 
As a pessimistic assumption, delay in the rate of fisher's 
movement between fishery group is two years (2 x 52 weeks) 
for all fishery group. This assumes that accessing a different 
Modeler's assumption 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
fishery group and engaging in different fishing practice is not 
easy would require a fisher to bear not only economic, but also 
physical, social, cultural, and psychological costs both in 
entering and exiting a fishery group. 
12. Fishing boats 
average fishing crews per boat by fishery & motor[TR, 
EN] 
People Per 
Boat 
4.6 
Average fishing crews per boat. Based on respondent category 
'Household operating predominantly nearshore using boat with 
larger engine'. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
average fishing crews per boat by fishery & motor[TR, 
NEN] 
People Per 
Boat 
2.6 
Average fishing crews per boat. Based on respondent category 
'Household operating predominantly nearshore using boat with 
smaller engine'. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
average fishing crews per boat by fishery & motor[DS, 
EN] 
People Per 
Boat 
4.6 
Average fishing crews per boat. Based on respondent category 
'Household operating predominantly nearshore using boat with 
larger engine'. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
average fishing crews per boat by fishery & motor[DS, 
NEN] 
People Per 
Boat 
2.6 
Average fishing crews per boat. Based on respondent category 
'Household operating predominantly nearshore using boat with 
smaller engine'. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
average fishing crews per boat by fishery & motor[SF, 
EN] 
People Per 
Boat 
6 
Average fishing crews per boat. Based on respondent category 
'Household operating predominantly offshore using boat with 
larger engine'. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
average fishing crews per boat by fishery & motor[SF, 
NEN] 
People Per 
Boat 
4.8 
Average fishing crews per boat. Based on respondent category 
'Household operating predominantly offshore using boat with 
smaller engine'. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
delay in boat abandoning Weeks 1 Fisher can abandoned boat as immediate as within a week. Modeler's assumption 
delay in boat occupation Weeks 1 
Fisher can prepare boat for operation as immediate as within a 
week. 
Modeler's assumption 
delay in boat price inflation Weeks 52 
Inflation rate is set for an annual basis. One year is set as 52 
weeks. 
Modeler's assumption 
delay in boat procurement Weeks 52 
Boats can be purchased delivered and built as immediate as 
one year 
Modeler's assumption 
delay in checking boat status Weeks 1 
Delay in obtaining information. Boat availability can be 
acknowledged by fisher as immediate as within a week. 
Modeler's assumption 
delay in checking motor status Weeks 1 
Delay in obtaining information. Boat engine availablity can be 
acknowledged by fisher as immediate as within a week. 
Modeler's assumption 
delay in motor purchase Weeks 26 
Motor can be purchased delivered and built as immediate as 6 
month. 
Modeler's assumption 
delay in motor usage adjustment Weeks 1 Motor can be installed in boats as immediate as within a week. Modeler's assumption 
inflation rate of boat price 
Dimension- 
less 
0.035 Indonesia annual inflation rate of 2016. General information 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
initial unoccupied boats Boats 0 
Initial number of boats that are unoccupied. No recent data 
available on number of unsold fish locally landed by fishers. 
Modeler's assumption 
lifespan of boat[TR] Weeks 4448.08 
Average lifespan of boats in weeks. Based on respondent 
category 'Household operating predominantly nearshore using 
boat with larger engine'. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
lifespan of boat[DS] Weeks 2668.12 
Average lifespan of boats in weeks.Based on respondent 
category 'Household operating predominantly nearshore using 
boat with smaller engine'. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
lifespan of boat[SF] Weeks 4448.08 
Average lifespan of boats in weeks.Based on respondent 
category 'Household operating predominantly nearshore using 
boat with larger engine'. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
motor lifespan[TR] Weeks 2668.12 
Average lifespan of motor (boat engine).Based on respondent 
category 'Household operating predominantly nearshore using 
boat with smaller engine'. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
motor lifespan[DS] Weeks 4109.56 
Average lifespan of motor (boat engine). Based on respondent 
category 'Household operating predominantly offshore using 
boat with larger engine'. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
motor lifespan[SF] Weeks 3235.96 
Average lifespan of motor (boat engine). Based on respondent 
category 'Household operating predominantly offshore using 
boat with smaller engine'. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
normal ratio motorized:all boats[TR] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.8 
Normal proportion of motorized boat of all boats in the 
Traditional group. Based on the ratio of used boat with engine 
to used boats without engine, which was  4:1 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
normal ratio motorized:all boats[DS] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.8 As above however, in the Destructive fishing group. As mentioned above. 
normal ratio motorized:all boats[SF] 
Dimension- 
less 
1 
As above however, in the Squid/Pelagic fishing group. Note: 
Pelagic fishers with boats without engine is set as zero during 
the sensitivity test. 
As mentioned above. 
13. Habitat - coral reefs 
average sq meter reef area impacted per blasting 
Square 
Meters Per 
Incident 
5 
The range of reef area damage due to blast fishing is five to 
ten meters per blast (Fox & Caldwell ,2006) 
Estimated based on proxy 
data from: Fox HE, 
Caldwell RL. 2006. 
Recovery from blast 
fishing on coral reefs: a 
tale of  two 
scales. Ecol Appl. 16 
(5):1631-1635. 
convert week to hours Hours 24 * 7  General information   
delay in adult grazing effect on reef Weeks 1 
As an optimistic assumption, grazing can have an immediate 
effect on reef condition. Justification: Coral start overgrow a 
Estimated based on proxy 
data from: Ikeuchi, E., 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
settlement space less than one week in 'healty' environment. 
Number of coral polyp to fully develop in an substrate area was 
used as proxy of how immediate is a grazed area can facilitat 
coral recovery or growth. Polyp growth rate per week = 
average growth rate / weeks in a year * average polyp size = 
120 / 52 * 1 = 2.3 polyp/week.  Proxy commonly grazed coral 
species found in Selayar: Porites spp. (Ikeuchi, et. Al., 2017). 
Proxy site for Porites spp. lateral growth rate: Banten Bay, 
Indonesia. Average Porites spp. growth rate: 110 - 120 
mm/year. Thus, assumption set as: 120/52 mm/week (Zamani 
& Arman 2016). Proxy site for Porites spp. average colony 
diameter: Great Barrier Reef, Australia. Average Porites spp. 
polyp diameter: 1mm (Darke, W.M., 1991) 
Ohno, Y., Iguchi, A. and 
Nakamura, T., 2017. Non-
bleached colonies of 
massive Porites may 
attract fishes for selective 
grazing during mass 
bleaching events. PeerJ, 
5, p.e3470; 
Zamani, N.P. and Arman, 
A., 2016. The Growth 
Rate of Coral Porites 
Lutea Relating to the El 
Niño Phenomena at 
Tunda Island, Banten 
Bay, Indonesia. Procedia 
Environmental Sciences, 
33, pp.505-511; 
Darke, W.M., 1991. 
Growth and growth form 
of the massive coral, 
Porites (Doctoral 
dissertation, James Cook 
University). 
delay in juvenile grazing effect on reef Weeks 1 See 'delay in adult grazing effect on reef' 
See 'delay in adult grazing 
effect on reef' 
delay to change reef cond for effects of TSS Weeks 1 
As an optimistic assumption, Total Suspended Solids (TSS) 
level change can have an immediate effect on reef condition. 
Justification: Tissue loss can occur in corals covered by 
sediments within 24–36 hours (Phillip et al., 2003) 
Estimated based on proxy 
data from: Philipp E, 
Fabricius K. 
Photophysiological stress 
in scleractinian corals in 
response to short-term 
sedimentation. J Exp Mar 
Biol Ecol. 2003;287:57–
78. 
fraction of boats as blast fishers[Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.2 
Normatively, blast fishing was found to be more 
"unnaceptable" than cyanide fishing (FGD participant 
comments, personal notes). Therefore, the proportion of blast 
fishers was set lower than cyanide fishers. Justification: 
Recent data on the number of boats operating using 
destructive fishing method is not available. 
Modeler's assumption 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
hectare in a square meter 
Hectares 
Per Square 
Meter 
0.0001 General information   
max fraction of mortality per blast 
Dimension- 
less 
0.8 
As a pessimistic assumption, a blast can result in 50-80% 
mortality of the living benthic reef substrate in the blasted area 
(Burke et. al., 2002). 
Estimated based on proxy 
data from: Burke, L, 
Bryant, D, Mcmanus, J & 
Spalding, M 2002, 'Reefs 
at risk', World Resources 
Institute. 
max reef condition 
Dimension- 
less 
1 
The highest index of reef health is represented by the number 
one. 
N/A 
max sq meter reef area impacted per poisoning 
Square 
Meters Per 
Incident 
1 
The maximum reef area impacted per cyanide shot. As a 
pessimistic assumption, fisher would use one bottle of potion 
per targeted fish(es in average. A capture of a fish can impact 
more than 1 square meter of reef area due to the the dying of 
corals from cyanide and by the breaking of corals (Pet & Pet-
Soede, 1999). 
Estimated based on proxy 
data from: Pet, J.S. and 
Pet-Soede, L., 1999. A 
note on cyanide fishing in 
Indonesia. Naturaliste 
Canadien, 100(1), pp.1-
10. 
max weeks of delay until full mortality per shot 
Dimension- 
less 
9 
The highest number of weeks required before a living 
substrate completely die. Deleterious effect of cyanide varies 
across different coral species, whereby the delay until coral 
death ranged from 1 to 9 weeks (Cervino, J. 2003) 
Estimated based on proxy 
data from: Cervino, J 
2003, 'Changes in 
zooxanthellae density, 
morphology, and mitotic 
index in hermatypic corals 
and anemones exposed 
to cyanide', Mar Pollut 
Bull, vol. 46, no. 5, pp. 
573-86. 
min fraction of mortality per blast 
Dimension- 
less 
0.5 See 'max fraction of mortality per blast' 
See 'max fraction of 
mortality per blast' 
min weeks of delay until full mortality per shot 
Dimension- 
less 
1 See 'max weeks of delay until full mortality per shot' 
See 'max weeks of delay 
until full mortality per shot' 
normal adult CC per m2 of rubble[HR] 
Kilograms 
Per Square 
Meter 
0.05866
875 
The normal carrying capacity (CC) for fish of an area of a reef 
rubble.As an optimistic assumption, reef rubble area provides 
about 20-30 % carrying capacity of a reef with high structural 
complexity. Justification: Fish abundance and diversity 
reduced by about two-thirds after the reef collapsed in to a 
formless rubble state (Sano et al. 1987). Proxy site:  Iriomote 
island, Japan. Similarly, based on , fish density was reduced to 
20% of the density of reef area dominated with branching 
corals. 
Estimated based on proxy 
data from: Sano M, 
Shimizu M, Nose Y (1987) 
Long-term effects of 
destruction of hermatypic 
corals by Acanthaster 
planci infestation on reef 
fish communities at 
Iriomote Island, Japan. 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
Marine Ecology Progress 
Series 37:191-199 
Dominici-Arosemena, A. 
and Wolff, M., 2006. Reef 
fish community structure 
in the Tropical Eastern 
Pacific (Panamá): living 
on a relatively stable 
rocky reef environment. 
Helgoland Marine 
Research, 60(4), p.287. 
normal adult CC per m2 of rubble[PR] 
Kilograms 
Per Square 
Meter 
0.01929
375 
See 'normal adult CC per m2 of rubble [HR], below. 
See 'normal adult CC per 
m2 of rubble [HR] 
normal adult CC per m2 of rubble[SQ] 
Kilograms 
Per Square 
Meter 
0.00078
75 
See 'normal adult CC per m2 of rubble [HR], below. 
See 'normal adult CC per 
m2 of rubble [HR] 
normal adult CC per m2 pristine reef[HR] 
Kilograms 
Per Square 
Meter 
0.19556
25 
The normal carrying capacity (CC) for fish of an area of a reef 
under 'pristine' condition. The value was estimated using the 
equation: Fish biomass per sq.m. (A) x proportion of the fish 
class popultion(B) x proportion of fish age group population (C) 
For B: Proportion of herbivorous, predatory, and pelagic/fast 
reproducing fish groups are 0.745, 0.245, and 0.01 
respectively. Justification: Proxy site: Pasi Gusung island, 
Selayar. Fish composition based on trophic group of 
herbivorous and predatory were 75% and 25% (Amborappe et. 
al, 2016). Both group were reduced to allocate a hypothetical 
proportion of pelagic/fast reproducing fish of 1%. 
For A: A 'pristine reef' provides about 0.375 kgs of fish/square 
meter. Justification: After about ~25 years of recovery from 
fishing, a protected reef can supply a typical of ~1500kgs/ha of 
fish biomass (Proxy site: Indian Ocean Reef, McClanahan et. 
al. 2015) (A). The average coral cover in Indian Ocean was 
40% before the 1998 mass bleaching event ('pristine' state) 
(Obura et. al. 2017) (B). A 'pristine' reef is considered as reef 
with 100% of living hard coral cover. Thus, 100% / 40% * 1500 
=  1/0.4*1500 = 3750 kgs/ha.  
For C: Density of adult fish group was slightly higher than 
juveniles with differenceof of up to ~30% (Proxy site: 
Honduras, Jaxion-Harm, et al. 2012). Thus, juvenile:adult 
proportion was assumed as 0.3:0.7. 
Estimated based on proxy 
data from: Amborappe, R, 
Husain, AAA, Yusuf, S, 
Janwar, Z, Afdal, ARN, 
Angriawan, F., Mustafa, 
Andriani, AH 2016, 
Biophysical monitoring of 
conservation area. 
COREMAP-CTE, Selayar 
island District.  
McClanahan, T.R., Maina, 
J.M., Graham, N.A. and 
Jones, K.R., 2016. 
Modeling reef fish 
biomass, recovery 
potential, and 
management priorities in 
the western Indian Ocean. 
PloS one, 11(5), 
p.e0154585. 
David Obura, Mishal 
Gudka, Fouad Abdou 
Rabi, Suraj Bacha Gian, 
Jude Bijoux, Sarah Freed, 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
Jean Maharavo, Jelvas 
Mwaura, Sean Porter, 
Erwan Sola, Julien 
Wickel, Saleh Yahya and 
Said Ahamada (2017) 
Coral reef status report for 
the Western Indian 
Ocean. Global Coral Reef 
Monitoring Network 
(GCRMN)/International 
Coral Reef Initiative 
(ICRI). pp 144. 
Jaxion-Harm, J., 
Saunders, J. and Speight, 
M.R., 2012. Distribution of 
fish in seagrass, 
mangroves and coral 
reefs: life-stage 
dependent habitat use in 
Honduras. Revista de 
Biología Tropical, 60(2), 
pp.683-698. 
normal adult CC per m2 pristine reef[PR] 
Kilograms 
Per Square 
Meter 
0.06431
25 
See 'normal adult CC per m2 of pristine reef [HR]' 
See 'normal adult CC per 
m2 of pristine reef [HR]' 
normal adult CC per m2 pristine reef[SQ] 
Kilograms 
Per Square 
Meter 
0.00262
5 
See 'normal adult CC per m2 of pristine reef [HR]' 
See 'normal adult CC per 
m2 of pristine reef [HR]' 
normal juvenile CC per m2 of rubble[HR] 
Kilograms 
Per Square 
Meter 
0.02514
375 
See 'normal adult CC per m2 of rubble [HR] 
See 'normal adult CC per 
m2 of rubble [HR] 
normal juvenile CC per m2 of rubble[PR] 
Kilograms 
Per Square 
Meter 
0.00826
875 
See 'normal adult CC per m2 of rubble [HR] 
See 'normal adult CC per 
m2 of rubble [HR] 
normal juvenile CC per m2 of rubble[SQ] 
Kilograms 
Per Square 
Meter 
0.00033
75 
See 'normal adult CC per m2 of rubble [HR] 
See 'normal adult CC per 
m2 of rubble [HR] 
normal juvenile CC per m2 pristine reef[HR] 
Kilograms 
Per Square 
Meter 
0.08381
25 
See 'normal adult CC per m2 of pristine reef [HR]' 
See 'normal adult CC per 
m2 of pristine reef [HR]' 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
normal juvenile CC per m2 pristine reef[PR] 
Kilograms 
Per Square 
Meter 
0.02756
25 
See 'normal adult CC per m2 of pristine reef [HR]' 
See 'normal adult CC per 
m2 of pristine reef [HR]' 
normal juvenile CC per m2 pristine reef[SQ] 
Kilograms 
Per Square 
Meter 
0.00112
5 
See 'normal adult CC per m2 of pristine reef [HR]' 
See 'normal adult CC per 
m2 of pristine reef [HR]' 
normal reef condition for grazing by adult 
Dimension- 
less 
0.3424 
The normal reef condition under grazing by adult fish. The 
value set was same as initial reef condition index. Justification: 
The initial value of adult herbivorous reef fish maintains the 
initial index of reef condition. 
See 'INIT REEF 
CONDITION' 
normal reef condition for grazing by juvenile 
Dimension- 
less 
0.3424 
The normal reef condition under grazing by juvenile fish. The 
value set was same as initial reef condition index. Justification: 
The initial value of juvenile herbivorous reef fish maintains the 
initial index of reef condition. 
See 'INIT REEF 
CONDITION' 
normal reef condition for TSS concentration 
Dimension- 
less 
0.3424 
The normal reef condition under initial Total Suspended Solids 
(TSS) concentration. The value set was same as initial reef 
condition index. Justification: The initial value of TSS 
concentration maintains the initial index of reef condition. 
See 'INIT REEF 
CONDITION' 
normal reef living substrate area Hectares 2400 
The estimated area of living substrate dominated coral reef 
area in Selayar distri waters based on the following 
assumptions: Estimated area in the Google Map of Selayar 
island: ~70000 hectares (~700 sq.km.) (A) and of Pasi Gusung 
island: ~2300 (~ 23 sq.km.) (B). A and B was estimated using 
Google Maps Area Calculator Tool by Daftlogic 
(https://www.daftlogic.com/projects-google-maps-area-
calculator-tool.htm). Assuming that the dominat type of coral 
reef is fringing reefs, a hypothetical average span of reef area 
from shore of 500m was set (C). Reef area estimation was 
simplified by calculating the area extending 500m (0.5 kms, the 
reef area) from the edge of a two-dimensional shape (a circle) 
with an area of 723 sq.km (A+B) representing the island area. 
Diameter of the 'island' circle is therefore 2 * √(area/ π) = 2 * 
√(723/3.14159) = 30.341 kms (D). Diameter 'island and reef' 
circle is therefore 30.341 + 0.5 =  30.841 km, which makes an 
area of 747.045 sq.km (E). The reef area = 747.045 - 723 = 
~24 sq.kms or 2400 hectares 
Proxy data / Modeler's 
assumption 
normal TSS concentration 
Grams/Cu
bic Meter 
2 
As an optimistic assumption, the normal TSS concentration is 
2 g/cu.m assuming very low TSS due to offshore reef area, 
isolated and infrequent low dredging activity, and low run offs 
level due to deforestation or agriculture in Selayar. 
Estimated based on proxy 
data from: Erftemeijer, 
P.L., Riegl, B., Hoeksema, 
B.W. and Todd, P.A., 
2012. Environmental 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
Justification: Lowest level of TSS that was reported to have an 
effect to coral is 10 mg/L (g/cu.m.) (Erftemeijer, et. Al. 2012).  
impacts of dredging and 
other sediment 
disturbances on corals: a 
review. Marine pollution 
bulletin, 64(9), pp.1737-
1765. 
number of blasting per hour per boat 
Incidents 
Per Hour 
Per Boat 
2 
As a pessimistic assumption, a 'small-scale' blast fishing per 
boat = 1-2 blasts per hour of operation.  
Estimated based on proxy 
data from: Pet-Soede, L. 
and Erdmann, M.V., 1998. 
Blast fishing in southwest 
Sulawesi, Indonesia. 
Naga, the ICLARM 
Quarterly, 21(2), pp.4-9. 
number of poisoning per hour 
Incidents 
Per Hour 
Per Boat 
2 
As a pessimistic assumption, a 'small-scale' cyanide fishing per 
boat uses 1-2 bottle of cyanide per hour. Justification: Proxy 
site: the Phillipines & Indonesia. Fifty divers could used up to 
1,250 kg of cyanide over 10–20 days (Heffman, 2007). Thus, 
Kgs of cyanide/day/diver = 1250/10/50 = 2.5 (A) . Average 
hours Filipino fisher spent per day was 7 hours (Anticamara & 
Go, 2016) (B). Thus, Kgs of cyanide/hour/diver = a / B = 2.5/7 
= 0.357 kgs/hour (C). Small- and medium-scale operation 
could used an average of two and 15 cyanide 
bottles/day/diver, respectively (Proxy site: Indonesia, Pet & 
Pet-Soede, 1999). Thus, Bottle of cyanide/hour/diver = 15/7 = 
2.14 D). Kgs of cyanide/bottle =  C / D = 0.357 / 2.14 = 0.167. 
Estimated based on proxy 
data from: Helfman, G.S., 
2007. Fish conservation: a 
guide to understanding 
and restoring global 
aquatic biodiversity and 
fishery resources. Island 
Press. 
Anticamara, J.A. and Go, 
K.T., 2016. Spatio-
Temporal Declines in 
Philippine Fisheries and 
its Implications to Coastal 
Municipal Fishers' Catch 
and Income. Frontiers in 
Marine Science, 3, p.21. 
Pet, J.S. and Pet-Soede, 
L., 1999. A note on 
cyanide fishing in 
Indonesia. Naturaliste 
Canadien, 100(1), pp.1-
10. 
pristine reef condition 
Dimension- 
less 
1 
As an optimistic assumptin, 'pristine' is considered as reef 
benthic area dominated by living hard coral cover with very few 
rubble area. Referring to the reef biophysical survey from 
Selayar, 100% of living hard coral cover is considered as a 
'pristine reef condition'. 
Estimated based on proxy 
data from: Report: 
Amborappe, R, Husain, 
AAA, Yusuf, S, Janwar, Z, 
Afdal, ARN, Angriawan, 
F., Mustafa, Andriani, AH 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
2016, Biophysical 
monitoring of conservation 
area. COREMAP-CTE, 
Selayar island District. 
time period for reef conversion Weeks 1 
Delay in the physical and chemical impact of destructive 
fishing method to living benthic subrstrate, which can be as 
immediate as a weekly basis or earlier. 
See 'max fraction of 
mortality per blast' 
14. Habitat - seagrass & mangrove 
delay in seagrass loss Weeks 1 
Delay in the physical and chemical impact of destructive 
fishing method to living seagrass area which can be as 
immediate as a weekly basis or earlier. 
Modeler's assumption 
normal above ground seagrass area Hectares 916.667 
From BioLewie data, the average hour for fishing per person 
per week in mangrove is 5, and seagrass is 0.09. Therefore it 
is assumed that seagrass area is more accessible or available 
for fisher and normal seagrass cover was calculated as: 'effort 
in mangrove’/'effort in seagrass’ * normal mangrove area = 5 / 
0.09 * 16.5 ha = 916.667. JUSTIFICATION: No seagrass area 
cover data available for Selayar. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
normal above ground seagrass biomass 
Nitrogen 
Input Per 
Square 
Meter 
38 
Species with dominant coverage in Selayar: 
Thallassiahempricii (Supriadi & Haris, A (2008)). Total nitrogen 
content of the dominant species: 38±7.4 gN/square meter. 
Estimated based on proxy 
data from: Supriadi & 
Haris, A. 2008. Kondisi 
padang lamun di 
Kabupaten Selayar. 
Torani, Vol. 18, no. 4; 
Stapel, J., Hemminga, 
M.A., Bogert, C.G. and 
Maas, Y.E., 2001. 
Nitrogen (15N) retention 
in small Thalassia 
hemprichii seagrass plots 
in an offshore meadow in 
South Sulawesi, 
Indonesia. Limnology and 
Oceanography, 46(1), 
pp.24-37. 
normal mangrove area Hectares 16.5 
As an optimistic estimation, the normal mangrove area in 
Selayar island is similar to the year of 2009. 
Estimated based on proxy 
data from: Ministry of 
Marine and Fisheries 
Affairs: 
http://kkji.kp3k.kkp.go.id/in
dex.php/basisdata-
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
kawasan-
konservasi/details/1/93 
normal mangrove biomass per individual[SM] 
Cubic 
Meters Per 
Individual 
Mangrove 
0.05218
543 
The normal mangrove biomass per individual small tree based 
on dominant genus in Selayar: Rhizophora sp. From 'small' 
Rhizophora apiculata trees sampled in Sarawak by Chandra et 
al. (2011), the average stand density was 364 trees/ha. (A), 
and stem volume was 3.940 cubic meters/ha (B). Using stem 
volume as a measure of above ground biomass, the biomass 
per individual tree was generalized as  B/A = 3.940 / 100 = 
0.0394 cubic meters/individual trees (C). Assuming about 
24.5% of the biomass in below ground (Gong & Ong (1990)), 
the biomass per individual 'large' tree is therefore C + (C / (1 - 
proportion of below ground biomass) * proportion of below 
ground biomass) = 0.0394  + 0.0394  / (1-0.245) * 0.245) = 
0.409.  
Estimated based on proxy 
data from: Chandra, I.A., 
Seca, G. and Hena, M.A., 
2011. Aboveground 
biomass production of 
Rhizophora apiculata 
Blume in Sarawak 
mangrove forest. 
American Journal of 
Agricultural and Biological 
Science. 
Gong, W.K. and J.E. Ong, 
1990. Plant biomass and 
nutrient flux in a managed 
mangrove forest in 
Malaysia. Estuarine, 
Coastal Shelf Sci., 31: 
519-530. DOI: 
10.1016/0272-
7714(90)90010-O  
normal mangrove biomass per individual[LG] 2 
0.40927
1523 
The normal mangrove biomass per individual large tree based 
on dominant genus in Selayar: Rhizophora sp. From 'big' 
Rhizophora apiculata trees sampled in Sarawak by Chandra et 
al. (2011), the average stand density was 100 trees/ha. (A), 
and stem volume was 30.90 cubic meters/ha (B). Using stem 
volume as a measure of above ground biomass, the biomass 
per individual tree was generalized as  B/A = 30.9 / 100 = 
0.309 cubic meters/individual trees (C). Assuming about 24.5% 
of the biomass in below ground (Gong &  Ong (1990)), the 
biomass per individual 'large' tree is therefore C + (C / (1 - 
proportion of below ground biomass) * proportion of below 
ground biomass) = 0.309 + (0.309 / (1-0.245) * 0.245) = 0.409.  
Estimated based on proxy 
data from: Chandra, I.A., 
Seca, G. and Hena, M.A., 
2011. Aboveground 
biomass production of 
Rhizophora apiculata 
Blume in Sarawak 
mangrove forest. 
American Journal of 
Agricultural and Biological 
Science. 
Gong, W.K. and J.E. Ong, 
1990. Plant biomass and 
nutrient flux in a managed 
mangrove forest in 
Malaysia. Estuarine, 
Coastal Shelf Sci., 31: 
519-530. DOI: 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
10.1016/0272-
7714(90)90010-O  
pristine above ground seagrass biomass 
Nitrogen 
Input Per 
Square 
Meter 
38 
The biomass of seagrass per area unit under 'normal'/initial 
condition, which was assumed to be similar as the pristine 
condition. Species with dominant coverage in Selayar: 
Thallassiahempricii (Supriadi & Haris, A (2008)). Total nitrogen 
content of the dominant species: 38±7.4 gN/square meter. 
Estimated based on proxy 
data from: Supriadi & 
Haris, A. 2008. Kondisi 
padang lamun di 
Kabupaten Selayar. 
Torani, Vol. 18, no. 4 
Stapel, J., Hemminga, 
M.A., Bogert, C.G. and 
Maas, Y.E., 2001. 
Nitrogen (15N) retention 
in small Thalassia 
hemprichii seagrass plots 
in an offshore meadow in 
South Sulawesi, 
Indonesia. Limnology and 
Oceanography, 46(1), 
pp.24-37. 
pristine adult CC per hectare mangrove[HR] 
Kilograms 
Per 
Hectare 
537581.
25 
Kapetsky (1985) estimated that the average yield of fish and 
shellfish in mangrove areas is about 90 kg/ha, with maximum 
yield being up to 225 kg/ha (A). 
Adite et al. (2013) found in a West African mangrove area that 
the proportion of detritivores, planktivores, and herbivores 
(thus, assumed as 'herbivorous' fish) is 88.64% (B); 
intermediate- and top-carnivores (thus, assumed as 'predatory' 
fish) is 11.36%. Predatory is adjusted to 10.36% (C) to provide 
an hypothetical proportion of pelagic fish of 1% (D). Adite et. 
al. (2013) found that the composition of the sampled fish in the 
'adult' life history stage category was 0.97%,  'juvenile/adults' 
was 98.65% and 'juveniles' 0.35%. From this, I generalize the 
proportion of juveniles as: 0.35% + (98.65%/2)[E], and adults 
as: 0.97% + (98.65%/2) [F]. 1 square meter = 0.0001 hectares 
(G). Thus, for herbivorous fish = A * B / G *  F =  = 225 * 0.475 
/ 0.0001 * 0.503; predatory = A * C / G *  F = 225 * 0.475 / 
0.0001 *  0.503; and squid/fast-reproducing = A * D / G *  F  =  
25 * 0.05 / 0.0001 *  0.503 
Estimated based on proxy 
data from: Kapetsky, J.M. 
1985. Mangroves, 
fisheries and aquaculture. 
FAO Fish. Rep. 338. 
Suppl.: 17-36.  
A. Adite, I. ImorouToko 
and A. Gbankoto, "Fish 
Assemblages in the 
Degraded Mangrove 
Ecosystems of the 
Coastal Zone, Benin, 
West Africa: Implications 
for Ecosystem Restoration 
and Resources 
Conservation," Journal of 
Environmental Protection, 
Vol. 4 No. 12, 2013, pp. 
1461-1475. doi: 
10.4236/jep.2013.412168. 
pristine adult CC per hectare mangrove[PR] 
Kilograms 
Per 
Hectare 
537581.
25 
pristine adult CC per hectare mangrove[SQ] 
Kilograms 
Per 
Hectare 
56587.5 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
pristine adult CC per m2 of above ground 
biomass[HR] 
Kilograms 
Per Square 
Meter 
10.9777 
The carrying capacity (CC) for each adult fish class of an area 
of seagrass biomass. Density of fish: Herbivorous: 0.151 
fish/sq.m., predatory: 0.176 fish/sq.m. << Proxy site: Curaçao 
seagrass beds of 2002 data. Proxy juvenile predatory fish 
density: French grunt (carnivorous fish sample group with 
highest density, to represent 'predatory' group) 176 individual 
per 1000 sq. m (therefore, 0.176 fish individual/sq.m.). Proxy 
juvenile herbivorous fish density: Striped parrotfish 
(herbivorous fish sample group with the highest mean density, 
to represent 'herbivorous' group) 151 individual per 1000 sq. m 
(therefore, 0.151 fish individual/sq.m) (Nagelkerken et. al. 
2002) >> 
Weight of fish per individual: Juvenile herbivorous: 0.055 
kgs/ind., Adult herbivorous: 0.485 kgs/ind., Juvenile predatory: 
0.01463 kgs/ind., Adult predatory: 0.727  kgs/ind. <<Proxy fish 
1 (Nagelkerken et. al. 2002): French grunt common length: 16 
cm (length at first maturity), 30 cm(max. recorded adult) 
(FishBase); Length-weight: mean a=0.01349, mean b=3.00 
(FishBase); Since Weight = a X L^b, thus, avg. weight of fish = 
55 gr (juvenile), 485 gr (adult). Proxy fish 2 (Nagelkerken et. al. 
2002): Striped parrotfish common length: 9.6 cm (length as sex 
change, as proxy for juvenile), 35 cm (max. recorded adult);  
Length-weight: mean a=0.0158 mean b=3.02 (FishBase); 
Thus, avg. weight of fish = 14.63 gr (juvenile), 727 gr (adult)>> 
Assumption multiplier: 100 condition is 100 times better in 
pristine/unfisherd condition. 
Estimated based on proxy 
data from: Fish density of 
juvenile & predatory:  I. 
Nagelkerken, C. M. 
Roberts, G. van der 
Velde, M. Dorenbosch, M. 
C. van Riel, E. Cocheret 
de la Morinière, P. H. 
Nienhuis, How important 
are mangroves and 
seagrass beds for coral-
reef fish? The nursery 
hypothesis tested on an 
island scale. Mar. Ecol. 
Prog. Ser. 244, 299–305 
(2002). 
Fish lenght-weight 
relationship: 
http://fishbase.sinica.edu.t
w/popdyn/LWRelationship
List.php?ID=1135&Genus
Name=Haemulon&Specie
sName=flavolineatum&fc=
327 
pristine adult CC per m2 of above ground 
biomass[PR] 
Kilograms 
Per Square 
Meter 
0.8536 
The carrying capacity (CC) for adult predatory fish class of an 
area of seagrass biomass. Density of fish: Herbivorous: 0.151 
fish/sq.m., predatory: 0.176 fish/sq.m. << Proxy site: Curaçao 
seagrass beds of 2002 data. Proxy juvenile predatory fish 
density: French grunt (carnivorous fish sample group with 
highest density, to represent 'predatory' group) 176 individual 
per 1000 sq. m (therefore, 0.176 fish individual/sq.m.). Proxy 
juvenile herbivorous fish density: Striped parrotfish 
(herbivorous fish sample group with the highest mean density, 
to represent 'herbivorous' group) 151 individual per 1000 sq. m 
(therefore, 0.151 fish individual/sq.m) (Nagelkerken et. al. 
2002) >> 
Weight of fish per individual: Juvenile herbivorous: 0.055 
kgs/ind., Adult herbivorous: 0.485 kgs/ind., Juvenile predatory: 
0.01463 kgs/ind., Adult predatory: 0.727  kgs/ind. <<Proxy fish 
Estimated based on proxy 
data from: Fish density of 
juvenile & predatory:  I. 
Nagelkerken, C. M. 
Roberts, G. van der 
Velde, M. Dorenbosch, M. 
C. van Riel, E. Cocheret 
de la Morinière, P. H. 
Nienhuis, How important 
are mangroves and 
seagrass beds for coral-
reef fish? The nursery 
hypothesis tested on an 
island scale. Mar. Ecol. 
Prog. Ser. 244, 299–305 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
1 (Nagelkerken et. al. 2002): French grunt common length: 16 
cm (length at first maturity), 30 cm(max. recorded adult) 
(FishBase); Length-weight: mean a=0.01349, mean b=3.00 
(FishBase); Since Weight = a X L^b, thus, avg. weight of fish = 
55 gr (juvenile), 485 gr (adult). Proxy fish 2 (Nagelkerken et. al. 
2002): Striped parrotfish common length: 9.6 cm (length as sex 
change, as proxy for juvenile), 35 cm (max. recorded adult);  
Length-weight: mean a=0.0158 mean b=3.02 (FishBase); 
Thus, avg. weight of fish = 14.63 gr (juvenile), 727 gr (adult)>> 
Assumption multiplier: 100 condition is 100 times better in 
pristine/unfisherd condition. 
(2002). 
Fish lenght-weight 
relationship: 
http://fishbase.sinica.edu.t
w/popdyn/LWRelationship
List.php?ID=1135&Genus
Name=Haemulon&Specie
sName=flavolineatum&fc=
327 
pristine adult CC per m2 of above ground 
biomass[SQ] 
Kilograms 
Per Square 
Meter 
0.0001 
The carrying capacity (CC) for adult squid/fast-reproducing fish 
class of an area of seagrass biomass. Assumption: Far Lower 
than the predatory fish group. Carrying capacity for pelagic/off-
shore species by seagrass is almost zero. Justification: 
Seagrass is being utilised as a nursery mainly for coral-reef or 
in-shore fish species. Assumption multiplier: 100 condition is 
100 times better in pristine/unfisherd condition. 
Modeler's assumption 
pristine juvenile CC per hectare mangrove[HR] 
Kilograms 
Per 
Hectare 
990718.
2 
The carrying capacity (CC) for each juvenile fish class of an 
area of seagrass biomass. Kapetsky (1985) estimated that the 
average yield of fish and shellfish in mangrove areas is about 
90 kg/ha, with maximum yield being up to 225 kg/ha (A). 
Adite et al. (2013) found in a West African mangrove area that 
the proportion of detritivores, planktivores, and herbivores 
(thus, assumed as 'herbivorous' fish) is 88.64% (B); 
intermediate- and top-carnivores (thus, assumed as 'predatory' 
fish) is 11.36%. Predatory is adjusted to 10.36% (C) to provide 
an hypothetical proportion of pelagic fish of 1% (D). Adite et. 
al. (2013) found that the composition of the sampled fish in the 
'adult' life history stage category was 0.97%,  'juvenile/adults' 
was 98.65% and 'juveniles' 0.35%. From this, I generalize the 
proportion of juveniles as: 0.35% + (98.65%/2)[E], and adults 
as: 0.97% + (98.65%/2) [F]. 1 square meter = 0.0001 hectares 
(G). Thus, for herbivorous fish = A * B / G *  E =  * 0.8864 / 
0.0001 * 0.49675; predatory = A * C / G *  E = 225 * 0.1036 / 
0.0001 *  0.49675; and squid/fast-reproducing = A * D / G *  E  
=  225 * 0.01/ 0.0001 *  0.49675 
Estimated based on proxy 
data from: Kapetsky, J.M. 
1985. Mangroves, 
fisheries and aquaculture. 
FAO Fish. Rep. 338. 
Suppl.: 17-36.  
A. Adite, I. ImorouToko 
and A. Gbankoto, "Fish 
Assemblages in the 
Degraded Mangrove 
Ecosystems of the 
Coastal Zone, Benin, 
West Africa: Implications 
for Ecosystem Restoration 
and Resources 
Conservation," Journal of 
Environmental Protection, 
Vol. 4 No. 12, 2013, pp. 
1461-1475. doi: 
10.4236/jep.2013.412168. 
pristine juvenile CC per hectare mangrove[PR] 
Kilograms 
Per 
Hectare 
115792.
425 
pristine juvenile CC per hectare mangrove[SQ] 
Kilograms 
Per 
Hectare 
11176.8
75 
pristine juvenile CC per m2 of above ground 
biomass[HR] 
Kilograms 
Per Square 
Meter 
0.22091
3 
The carrying capacity (CC) for juvenile predatory fish class of 
an area of seagrass biomass. Density of fish: Herbivorous: 
0.151 fish/sq.m., predatory: 0.176 fish/sq.m. << Proxy site: 
Estimated based on proxy 
data from: Fish density of 
juvenile & predatory:  I. 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
Curaçao seagrass beds of 2002 data. Proxy juvenile predatory 
fish density: French grunt (carnivorous fish sample group with 
highest density, to represent 'predatory' group) 176 individual 
per 1000 sq. m (therefore, 0.176 fish individual/sq.m.). Proxy 
juvenile herbivorous fish density: Striped parrotfish 
(herbivorous fish sample group with the highest mean density, 
to represent 'herbivorous' group) 151 individual per 1000 sq. m 
(therefore, 0.151 fish individual/sq.m) (Nagelkerken et. al. 
2002) >> 
Weight of fish per individual: Juvenile herbivorous: 0.055 
kgs/ind., Adult herbivorous: 0.485 kgs/ind., Juvenile predatory: 
0.01463 kgs/ind., Adult predatory: 0.727  kgs/ind. <<Proxy fish 
1 (Nagelkerken et. al. 2002): French grunt common length: 16 
cm (length at first maturity), 30 cm(max. recorded adult) 
(FishBase); Length-weight: mean a=0.01349, mean b=3.00 
(FishBase); Since Weight = a X L^b, thus, avg. weight of fish = 
55 gr (juvenile), 485 gr (adult). Proxy fish 2 (Nagelkerken et. al. 
2002): Striped parrotfish common length: 9.6 cm (length as sex 
change, as proxy for juvenile), 35 cm (max. recorded adult);  
Length-weight: mean a=0.0158 mean b=3.02 (FishBase); 
Thus, avg. weight of fish = 14.63 gr (juvenile), 727 gr (adult)>> 
Assumption multiplier: 100 condition is 100 times better in 
pristine/unfisherd condition. 
Nagelkerken, C. M. 
Roberts, G. van der 
Velde, M. Dorenbosch, M. 
C. van Riel, E. Cocheret 
de la Morinière, P. H. 
Nienhuis, How important 
are mangroves and 
seagrass beds for coral-
reef fish? The nursery 
hypothesis tested on an 
island scale. Mar. Ecol. 
Prog. Ser. 244, 299–305 
(2002). 
Fish lenght-weight 
relationship: 
http://fishbase.sinica.edu.t
w/popdyn/LWRelationship
List.php?ID=1135&Genus
Name=Haemulon&Specie
sName=flavolineatum&fc=
327 
pristine juvenile CC per m2 of above ground 
biomass[PR] 
Kilograms 
Per Square 
Meter 
0.0968 
The carrying capacity (CC) for juvenile predatory fish class of 
an area of seagrass biomass. Density of fish: Herbivorous: 
0.151 fish/sq.m., predatory: 0.176 fish/sq.m. << Proxy site: 
Curaçao seagrass beds of 2002 data. Proxy juvenile predatory 
fish density: French grunt (carnivorous fish sample group with 
highest density, to represent 'predatory' group) 176 individual 
per 1000 sq. m (therefore, 0.176 fish individual/sq.m.). Proxy 
juvenile herbivorous fish density: Striped parrotfish 
(herbivorous fish sample group with the highest mean density, 
to represent 'herbivorous' group) 151 individual per 1000 sq. m 
(therefore, 0.151 fish individual/sq.m) (Nagelkerken et. al. 
2002) >> 
Weight of fish per individual: Juvenile herbivorous: 0.055 
kgs/ind., Adult herbivorous: 0.485 kgs/ind., Juvenile predatory: 
0.01463 kgs/ind., Adult predatory: 0.727  kgs/ind. <<Proxy fish 
1 (Nagelkerken et. al. 2002): French grunt common length: 16 
cm (length at first maturity), 30 cm(max. recorded adult) 
(FishBase); Length-weight: mean a=0.01349, mean b=3.00 
Estimated based on proxy 
data from: Fish density of 
juvenile & predatory:  I. 
Nagelkerken, C. M. 
Roberts, G. van der 
Velde, M. Dorenbosch, M. 
C. van Riel, E. Cocheret 
de la Morinière, P. H. 
Nienhuis, How important 
are mangroves and 
seagrass beds for coral-
reef fish? The nursery 
hypothesis tested on an 
island scale. Mar. Ecol. 
Prog. Ser. 244, 299–305 
(2002). 
Fish lenght-weight 
relationship: 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
(FishBase); Since Weight = a X L^b, thus, avg. weight of fish = 
55 gr (juvenile), 485 gr (adult). Proxy fish 2 (Nagelkerken et. al. 
2002): Striped parrotfish common length: 9.6 cm (length as sex 
change, as proxy for juvenile), 35 cm (max. recorded adult);  
Length-weight: mean a=0.0158 mean b=3.02 (FishBase); 
Thus, avg. weight of fish = 14.63 gr (juvenile), 727 gr (adult)>> 
Assumption multiplier: 100 condition is 100 times better in 
pristine/unfisherd condition. 
http://fishbase.sinica.edu.t
w/popdyn/LWRelationship
List.php?ID=1135&Genus
Name=Haemulon&Specie
sName=flavolineatum&fc=
327 
pristine juvenile CC per m2 of above ground 
biomass[SQ] 
Kilograms 
Per Square 
Meter 
0.0001 
The carrying capacity (CC) for juvenile squid/fast-reproducing 
fish class of an area of seagrass biomass. Assumption: Far 
Lower than the predatory fish group. Carrying capacity for 
pelagic/off-shore species by seagrass is almost zero. 
Justification: Seagrass is being utilised as a nursery mainly for 
coral-reef or in-shore fish species. Assumption multiplier: 100 
condition is 100 times better in pristine/unfisherd condition. 
Modeler's assumption 
pristine mangrove biomass density 
Cubic 
Meters Per 
Hectare 
2000 
The pristine mangrove biomass density in Selayar was 
optimistically assumed as a high density forest category 
(>1500 trees/Ha) 
Modeler's assumption 
15. Household costs of living   
average non school age member[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
People 2 
Average number of non-school-age household member based 
on the 'Number of HH member' variable (4.22) substracted by 
the  'Number of minor age member per HH' (1.68) from the  
average of all fishing household respondents.  
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
average school age member[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
People 2 
Average number of school-age household member based on 
the  'Number of minor age member per HH' variable that was 
1.68 in average of all fishing household respondents. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
costs of durable goods per year[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
IDR 2264642 
Average costs of durable goods per year based on the highest 
'Durable goods expenditure'of IDR 2,264,642 from the 
'Household operating nearshore with large engine' respondent 
group. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
delay in change in costs of living Weeks 1 
Delay in the change of information. Assumption: Household 
can adjust the desired costs of living within one week period or 
sooner. 
Modeler's assumption 
delay in inflation annually Weeks 52  
Annual in the effect of inflation on costs of living in the unit of 
weeks 
Modeler's assumption 
food consumption costs per person[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
IDR/Perso
n 
39614.7
2384 
Average costs for food consumption by purchase per 
household member based on the highest annual 'Non-fish food 
expenditure' of all the fishing household respondent group (A), 
and annual 'Fish food expenditure' (B) of the 'Household 
operating offshore using smaller engine' respondent group; 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
and 'Number of household member' (C) values. The costs was 
calculated as: (A + B) / C  / 52 weeks 
minimum fraction of costs of living after 
adjustment[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.1 
The minimum proportion of the desired costs of living that 
would still be maintained in deficit situation. Assumption: Costs 
of living cannot be avoided, at least 10% of the desired costs 
of living needs to be fulfilled in situation of extreme deficit. 
Modeler's assumption 
non food consumption costs per person[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR/Perso
n 
0 
The average non-food consumption / regular spendings per 
person. Value for base case simulation was set to zero given 
that recent data on this parameter not available in theBioLewie 
household survey. Yet, zero non-food consumption cost might 
still exhibit  an overestimation as the costs parameter in this 
sector are averages values from BioLewie household survey 
dataset. 
Modeler's assumption 
normal schooling costs per member[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
IDR/Perso
n 
51734.2
3077 
The average weekly schooling costs per school-age household 
member based on the annual 'Schooling expenditure' of all 
fishing household respondents (A). The costs was calculated 
as A / 52. A = IDR 2,690,180 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
provincial minimum wage south sulawesi 2016 
IDR Per 
Person 
2250000 The provincial minimum wage of South Sulawesi for 2016 General information 
slope of annual inflation linear trend 
Dimension- 
less 
0.035 Indonesia annual inflation rate of 2016. General information 
16. Household deficit level 
time period for deficit addition check Weeks 1 
Delay in the change of information. Assumption: Household 
can acknowledge any recent incident of deficit situation within 
one week period or sooner. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
17. Household loan and debt 
average period of asset addition per household 
type[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Weeks 1560 
Average period of collateral asset addition for each household 
group. Base assumption: One-time asset collateral addition 
during the 20-30 year simulated management time frame. 
Thus, for the base case simulation, value is set equal or larger 
than simulation time =  30 year * 52 weeks 
Modeler's assumption 
average value of collateral asset per addition per 
household type[TR, EN] 
IDR 
5620222
2 Average value of collateral asset based on value of boats 
ownded by each fishing household group. 
TR, EN; DS, EN and SF, EN was IDR 56,202,222 based on 
'household operating nearshore with large engine', assuming 
the traditional and destructive fishing groups own their boats. 
TR, NEN; DS, NEN; SF, EN and SF, NEN was IDR 22,718,514 
based on 'household operating nearshore with small engine', 
Modeler's assumption 
average value of collateral asset per addition per 
household type[TR, NEN] 
IDR 
2271851
4 
Modeler's assumption 
average value of collateral asset per addition per 
household type[DS, EN] 
IDR 
5620222
2 
Modeler's assumption 
average value of collateral asset per addition per 
household type[DS, NEN] 
IDR 
2271851
4 
Modeler's assumption 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
average value of collateral asset per addition per 
household type[SF, EN] 
IDR 
2271851
4 
assuming the traditional and destructive fishing groups own at 
least a small boat. 
Modeler's assumption 
average value of collateral asset per addition per 
household type[SF, NEN] 
IDR 
2271851
4 
Modeler's assumption 
delay in collateral asset value check[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor, Lender Type] 
Weeks 1 
Delay in obtaining information. Assumption: Household can 
check their collateral asset value within a one-week period or 
earlier. 
Modeler's assumption 
delay in decision to take loan Weeks 1 
Delay in obtaining information. Assumption: Household can 
decide to take or avoid loan within a one-week period or 
earlier. 
Modeler's assumption 
delay in evaluating collateral asset Weeks 1 
Delay in obtaining information. Assumption: Household can 
check their collateral asset value within a one-week period or 
earlier. 
Modeler's assumption 
fraction of income as loan limit per lender 
type[Informal Flex] 
Dimension- 
less 
1 
The proportion of income that is determined by the lender as a 
limit of the amount of money that can be borrowed. 
Assumption: All lender types cannot lend money above the  
income level of the household/fisher (100%). 
Modeler's assumption 
fraction of income as loan limit per lender 
type[Informal Pred] 
Dimension- 
less 
1 
The proportion of income that is determined by the lender as a 
limit of the amount of money that can be borrowed. 
Assumption: All lender types cannot lend money above the  
income level of the household/fisher (100%). 
Modeler's assumption 
fraction of income as loan limit per lender type[Formal 
Flex] 
Dimension- 
less 
1 
The proportion of income that is determined by the lender as a 
limit of the amount of money that can be borrowed. 
Assumption: All lender types cannot lend money above the  
income level of the household/fisher (100%). 
Modeler's assumption 
initial household collateral asset value per houshold 
type[TR, EN] 
IDR 
5620222
2 Average value of collateral asset based on value of boats 
ownded by each fishing household group. 
TR, EN; DS, EN and SF, EN was IDR 56,202,222 based on 
'household operating nearshore with large engine', assuming 
the traditional and destructive fisher with large engine  own 
their boats. 
TR, NEN; DS, NEN; SF, EN and SF, NEN was IDR 22,718,514 
based on 'household operating nearshore with small engine', 
assuming the traditional and destructive fisher with small/no  
engine, and squid fishers own at least a small boat. 
Modeler's assumption 
initial household collateral asset value per houshold 
type[TR, NEN] 
IDR 
2271851
4 
Modeler's assumption 
initial household collateral asset value per houshold 
type[DS, EN] 
IDR 
5620222
2 
Modeler's assumption 
initial household collateral asset value per houshold 
type[DS, NEN] 
IDR 
2271851
4 
Modeler's assumption 
initial household collateral asset value per houshold 
type[SF, EN] 
IDR 
2271851
4 
Modeler's assumption 
initial household collateral asset value per houshold 
type[SF, NEN] 
IDR 
2271851
4 
Modeler's assumption 
limit to shortfall count per lender[Informal Flex] 
Dimension- 
less 
0 
The maximum number of payment shortfalls that is acceptable 
to the Informal-Flexible lender. 
Modeler's assumption 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
limit to shortfall count per lender[Informal Pred] 
Dimension- 
less 
3 
The maximum number of payment shortfalls that is acceptable 
to the Informal-Predatory lender. 
Modeler's assumption 
limit to shortfall count per lender[Formal Flex] 
Dimension- 
less 
3 
The maximum number of payment shortfalls that is acceptable 
to the Formal-Flexible lender. 
Modeler's assumption 
loan interest rate per payment per lender 
type[Informal Flex] 
Dimension- 
less 
0 
Average loan interet rate per loan payment schedule under 
Informal-Flexible lender arrangement. Unit is fractional, instead 
of percentage. 
Modeler's assumption 
loan interest rate per payment per lender 
type[Informal Pred] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.5 
Average loan interet rate per loan payment schedule under 
Informal-Predatory lender arrangement. Unit is fractional, 
instead of percentage. 
Modeler's assumption 
loan interest rate per payment per lender type[Formal 
Flex] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.02 
Average loan interet rate per loan payment schedule under 
Formal-Flexible lender arrangement. Value set was based on 
the average two-percent payment interest for micro-credit 
loans by Indonesian banks. Unit is fractional, instead of 
percentage. 
Modeler's assumption 
loan term in weeks per lender type[Informal Flex] Weeks 52 
The average loan term period under the Informal-Flex lender 
arrangement. 
Modeler's assumption 
loan term in weeks per lender type[Informal Pred] Weeks 4.333 
The average loan term period under the Informal-Predatory 
lender arrangement. 
Modeler's assumption 
loan term in weeks per lender type[Formal Flex] Weeks 104 
The average loan term period under the  Formal-Flex lender 
arrangement. 
Modeler's assumption 
normal ratio value of collateral value:debt of 
one[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Lender Type] 
Dimension- 
less 
1 
The assumed ratio of value between the collateral value and 
the total existing debt. Assumption: the amount of existing debt 
reflects the value of the amount of existing collateral asset 
value although the value between the two are different.  
Modeler's assumption 
normal total debt[Fishery Group, Boat Motor, Lender 
Type] 
IDR 0 
The amount of existing debt at the beginning of the simulation. 
No recent data available on pre-existing debt of 
fisher/household. Assumption: Zero. 
Modeler's assumption 
number of payments within the term per lender 
type[Informal Flex] 
Dimension- 
less 
12  
The average  number of payment schedules within the loan 
term period for the Informal-Flexible lender arrangement. 
Modeler's assumption 
number of payments within the term per lender 
type[Informal Pred] 
Dimension- 
less 
1  
The average  number of payment schedules within the loan 
term period for the Informal-Predatory lender arrangement. 
Modeler's assumption 
number of payments within the term per lender 
type[Formal Flex] 
Dimension- 
less 
12  
The average  number of payment schedules within the loan 
term period for the Iformal-Predatory lender arrangement. 
Modeler's assumption 
scenario on:off collateral asset reduction unrecovered 
deficit after loan[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
1 
Switch for enabling conditional rule to reduce collateral asset if 
deficit still not recovered after loan taking. 1 = ON, Other than 
1 = OFF. 
Modeler's assumption 
scenario on:off penalty for outstanding debt by lender 
type[Informal Flex] 
Dimension- 
less 
1 
Switch for enabling conditional rule to reduce collateral asset 
as a form of penalty if there is an outstanding debt at the end 
of the loan term. = ON, Other than 1 = OFF. 
Modeler's assumption 
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scenario on:off penalty for outstanding debt by lender 
type[Informal Pred] 
Dimension- 
less 
1 
Switch for enabling conditional rule to reduce collateral asset 
as a form of penalty if there is an outstanding debt at the end 
of the loan term. 1 = ON, Other than 1 = OFF. 
Modeler's assumption 
scenario on:off penalty for outstanding debt by lender 
type[Formal Flex] 
Dimension- 
less 
1 
Switch for enabling conditional rule to reduce collateral asset 
as a form of penalty if there is an outstanding debt at the end 
of the loan term. 1 = ON, Other than 1 = OFF. 
Modeler's assumption 
scenario on:off penalty for repayment shortfall by 
lender type[Informal Flex] 
Dimension- 
less 
1 
Switch for enabling conditional rule to reduce collateral asset 
as a form of penalty if there is repayment shortfallt at the end 
repayment schedule. = ON, Other than 1 = OFF. 
Modeler's assumption 
scenario on:off penalty for repayment shortfall by 
lender type[Informal Pred] 
Dimension- 
less 
1 
Switch for enabling conditional rule to reduce collateral asset 
as a form of penalty if there is repayment shortfallt at the end 
repayment schedule. = ON, Other than 1 = OFF. 
Modeler's assumption 
scenario on:off penalty for repayment shortfall by 
lender type[Formal Flex] 
Dimension- 
less 
1 
Switch for enabling conditional rule to reduce collateral asset 
as a form of penalty if there is repayment shortfallt at the end 
repayment schedule. = ON, Other than 1 = OFF. 
Modeler's assumption 
time period for evaluating debt & loan Weeks 1 
Delay in obtaining information. Assumption: Household can 
assess their loan/debt-related conditions within a one-week 
period or earlier. 
Modeler's assumption 
18. Household net income 
delay in household savings addition Weeks 1 
Delay in the change of information. Assumption: Household 
can acknowledge any recent incident of deficit situation within 
one week period or sooner. 
Modeler's assumption 
max priority level when other financial burden is 
zero[Cost of Living] 
Dimension- 
less 
1 
The prioritization index (lowest to highest: 0 to 1) for costs of 
living  allocation could be up to 1 if other financial burdens are 
zero. 
Modeler's assumption 
max priority level when other financial burden is 
zero[Debt Clearing] 
Dimension- 
less 
1 
The prioritization index (lowest to highest: 0 to 1) for debt 
clearing (loan repayment)  allocation could be up to 1 if other 
financial burdens are zero. 
Modeler's assumption 
max priority level when other financial burden is 
zero[Deficit Offset] 
Dimension- 
less 
1 
The prioritization index (lowest to highest: 0 to 1) for deficit 
offset allocation could be up to 1 if other financial burdens are 
zero. 
Modeler's assumption 
max proportion of costs of living allocation per 
household 
Dimension- 
less 
1 
The allocation of remaining cash/savings for non-fishing 
overhead could be up to 100% if other financial burden are 
zero in total or very low. 
Modeler's assumption 
max proportion of nonfishing costs allocation 
Dimension- 
less 
1 
The allocation of remaining cash/savings for non-fishing 
overhead could be up to 100% if tertiary education costs is 
zero or very low. 
Modeler's assumption 
min priority level by financial burden[Cost of Living] 
Dimension- 
less 
0.5 
Conditional rule for calculation scenario no. 2 of three financial 
burden allocation prioritization. Assumption: Spending 
allocation for cost of living cannot be lower than half of the 
Modeler's assumption 
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remaining cash/savings, regardless the cost of living and/or 
debt is extremely higher. Thus base value was set as 0.5 
(50%) 
min priority level by financial burden[Debt Clearing] 
Dimension- 
less 
0 
Conditional rule for calculation scenario no. 2 of three financial 
burden allocation prioritization. Assumption: Spending 
allocation for debt clearing could be as low as zero, if the cost 
of living and/or deficit is extremely higher. 
Modeler's assumption 
min priority level by financial burden[Deficit Offset] 
Dimension- 
less 
0 
Conditional rule for calculation scenario no. 2 of three financial 
burden allocation prioritization. Assumption: Spending 
allocation for deficit offset could be as low as zero, if the cost 
of living and/or debt is extremely higher. 
Modeler's assumption 
min proportion of costs of living allocation when there 
too much debt 
Dimension- 
less 
0.25 
The minimum proportion of costs of living allocation when debt 
level extremely high. Assumption: A-quarter of the existing 
cash/savings would still be allocated to cover costs of living, 
and the rest would be used for loan repayment and/or for 
deficit offset. Thus, the base value was set as 0.25 (25%)  
Modeler's assumption 
min proportion of nonfishing costs allocation 
Dimension- 
less 
0.1 
The minimum proportion of non-fishing overheads allocation 
when the remaining cash/savings is not sufficient to cover both 
non-fishing overheads and tertiary education costs. 
Assumption: A tenth of the existing cash/savings would still be 
allocated for non-fishing overheads, and the rest would be 
used for tertiary education costs. Thus, the base value was set 
as 0,1 (10%)  
Modeler's assumption 
normal proportion of costs of living allocation when 
there is no debt 
Dimension- 
less 
1  
Conditional rule setting for spending no.1 for costs of living. If 
the existing debt level is zero or disabled. Then the remaining 
savings would be allocated entirely for costs of living. Thus, 
value was set as 1 (100%).  
Modeler's assumption 
normal proportion of nonfishing costs when tertiary 
education costs is 0 
Dimension- 
less 
1 
Conditional rule setting for spending no.4 for non-fishing 
business overheads. If tertiary education costs scenario is 
disabled. Then the remaining savings would be allocated 
entirely for non-fishing business overheads/reinvestment. 
Thus, value was set as 1 (100%).  
Modeler's assumption 
proportion of remaining savings for deficit offset 
scenario one 
Dimension- 
less 
0.95 
The maximum proportion of remaning savings that can be 
spent for deficit offset. The parameter applies under the first 
spending prioritization calculation scenario if selected. 
Parameter is disabled in the base case simulation. 
Modeler's assumption 
proportion of savings for tertiary education 
costs[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less 
1 - 
max_min
_adjust
ed_prop
ortion_
The proportion of savings that can be allocated for tertiary 
education is the remaning savings after spending for non-
fishing activity is made; which is based on the equation:  
1 - 
Modeler's assumption 
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of_nonf
ishing_
costs_a
llocati
on 
max_min_adjusted_proportion_of_nonfishing_costs_al
location 
time period for savings check fifth spending 
adjustment in higher education 
Weeks 1 
Delay in assessing household net income/savings condition to 
adjust allocation of spending for tertiary education costs. 
Assumption: Household can acknowledge any recent change 
of the net income/savings within one week period or sooner. 
Modeler's assumption 
time period for savings check first spending 
adjustment for living cost 
Weeks 1 
Delay in assessing household net income/savings condition to 
adjust allocation of spending for costs of living. Assumption: 
Household can acknowledge any recent change of the net 
income/savings within one week period or sooner. 
Modeler's assumption 
time period for savings check fourth spending 
adjustment for nonfishing 
Weeks 1 
Delay in assessing household net income/savings condition to 
adjust allocation of spending for non-fishing overhead (re-
investment. Assumption: Household can acknowledge any 
recent change of the net income/savings within one week 
period or sooner. 
Modeler's assumption 
time period for savings check second spending 
adjustment for loan repayment 
Weeks 1 
Delay in assessing household net income/savings condition to 
adjust allocation of spending for loan repayment. Assumption: 
Household can acknowledge any recent change of the net 
income/savings within one week period or sooner. 
Modeler's assumption 
time period for savings check third spending 
adjustment for deficit offset 
Weeks 1 
Delay in assessing household net income/savings condition to 
adjust allocation of spending for deficit offset. Assumption: 
Household can acknowledge any recent change of the net 
income/savings within one week period or sooner. 
Modeler's assumption 
19. Household tertiary education capacity 
average desired tertiary edu years Years 3 
Average desired years of tertiary education that requires 
household member emigrate out of Selayar. Assumption: A 
three-year 'diploma' degree. 
Modeler's assumption 
average weekly costs of higher education 
IDR Per 
Week 
5e5 
Average weekly academic cost for tertiary education. 
Assumption: Monthly tertiary education cost of about IDR 
2,000,000 per month. Student is also working part time. 
Modeler's assumption 
delay in effect of education capacity due to enrollment 
period 
Dimension- 
less 
52/2 
Delay in the effect of education capacity due to enrollment 
period. As a pessimistic assumption, the migration triggered by 
the effect is not immediate since higher education enrollement 
is on a six-monthly basis 
Modeler's assumption 
delay in effect of education capacity due to job 
transition 
Dimension- 
less 
52/2 
Delay in the effect of education capacity due to enrollment 
period. As a pessimistic assumption, the migration or change 
of occupation triggered by the effect is not immediate since the 
Modeler's assumption 
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soonest occupational change for primary income source can 
occur after six months. 
max unfulfilled weeks to discontinue higer ed 
Week 
Counts 
12 
The average total consecutive weeks of unfulfilled tertiary 
education cost that discontinue higher education of the batch 
of the member of the fishing household; which therefore, 
triggers immigration (returning to Selayar). Assumption: 3 
months. 
Modeler's assumption 
min required proportion of education costs to fulfil 
Dimension- 
less 
1 
The average minimum proportion of tertiary education costs 
that needs to be fulfilled each week. Assumption: 30% of the 
weekly tertiary education costs have to be fulfilled by the 
fishing household. Assuming the rest may be sourced from 
part time working during emigration. 
Modeler's assumption 
time period of tertiary educaiton costs fulfillment 
check 
Weeks 52/4 
Period of information checking is one week in accordance to 
the weekly time unit of the model. 
Modeler's assumption 
week counts in a year 
Week 
Counts/yea
r 
52 General information Modeler's assumption 
20. Population of human 
age at which children enter working population 
fractional[ML] 
Weeks 780 
Legal minimum age for employment of above 15 years old in 
weeks. 
Act Number 13 of 2003 of 
the Government of 
Indonesia 
age at which children enter working population 
fractional[FM] 
Weeks 780 
Legal minimum age for employment of above 15 years old in 
weeks. 
Act Number 13 of 2003 of 
the Government of 
Indonesia 
birth rate reproducing female whole Per Week 
0.00278
6538 
Births per 1000 persons per year. Base case value was 
calculated by the formula: 144.9 (births) /1000 (people) /52 
(weeks in a year) 
Kepulauan Selayar 
Regency in Figure 2017 
child death rate[ML] Per Week 
0.00019
2308 
Male child deaths per 1000 persons per year. Base case value 
was estimated by the formula: 10 (deaths) /1000 (people) /52 
(weeks in a year) 
As mentioned above. 
child death rate[FM] Per Week 
1.48654
E-05 
Female child deaths per 1000 persons per year. Base case 
value was estimated by the formula:  7.73 (deaths) /1000 
(people) /52 (weeks in a year) 
As mentioned above. 
death rate female mid age fractional Per Week 
0.00019
2308 Female deaths per 1000 persons per year. Base case value 
was estimated by the similar formula as for 'child death rate' 
however, with the number of deaths of: 10 (mid-age female), 9 
(older female), 10 (younger female). 
As mentioned above. 
death rate female older fractional Per Week 
0.00017
3077 
As mentioned above. 
death rate female young fractional Per Week 
0.00019
2308 
As mentioned above. 
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death rate male mid age fractional Per Week 
0.00015
3846 Male deaths per 1000 persons per year. Base case value was 
estimated by the similar formula as for 'child death rate' 
however, with the number of deaths of: 8 (mid-age female), 20 
(older female), 8 (younger female). 
As mentioned above. 
death rate male older fractional Per Week 
0.00038
4615 
As mentioned above. 
death rate male young fractional Per Week 
0.00015
3846 
As mentioned above. 
emigration rate child fractional[Sex] Per Week 
0.00013
9038 
Child emigration rate per 1000 persons per year. Base case 
value for both sex group was estimated by the formula: 5 
(emigrating persons) /1000 (people) /52 (weeks in a year). 
As mentioned above. 
emigration rate female mid age fractional Per Week 
3.65385
E-05 Emigrating females per 1000 persons per year. Base case 
value was estimated by the similar formula as for 'emigration 
rate child fractional' however, with the number of emigrations 
of:  1.9 (mid-age female), 1.1 (older female), 5.8 (younger 
female). 
As mentioned above. 
emigration rate female older fractional Per Week 
2.11538
E-05 
As mentioned above. 
emigration rate female young fractional Per Week 
0.00011
1538 
As mentioned above. 
emigration rate male mid age fractional Per Week 
4.80769
E-05 Emigrating males per 1000 persons per year. Base case value 
was estimated by the similar formula as for 'emigration rate 
child fractional' however, with the number of emigrations of:  
2.5 (mid-age male), 2.5 (older female), 6.4 (younger male). 
As mentioned above. 
emigration rate male older fractional Per Week 
4.80769
E-05 
As mentioned above. 
emigration rate male young fractional Per Week 
0.00012
3077 
As mentioned above. 
emigration rate retiree[ML] Per Week 
4.80769
E-05 
Emigrating retirees per 1000 persons per year. Base case 
value was estimated by the similar formula as for 'emigration 
rate child fractional’ however, with the number of emigrations 
of:  2.5 (males), 1.1 (females). 
As mentioned above. 
emigration rate retiree[FM] Per Week 
2.11538
E-05 
As mentioned above. 
immigration rate child whole[Sex] 
People Per 
Week 
8.26923
E-05 
Child immigration rate per 1000 persons per year. Base case 
value for males was estimated by the formula: 2.5 (immigrating 
persons) /1000 (people) /52 (weeks in a year). Estimation for 
females was using the same formula however, with 
immigrating persons of 1.1. 
As mentioned above. 
immigration rate female mid age whole 
People Per 
Week 
4.80769
E-05 
Immigrating females per 1000 persons per year. Base case 
value was estimated by the similar formula as for 'immigration 
rate child whole' however, with the number of emigrations of:  
2.5 (mid-age female), 3.3 (older female), 3.9 (older females). 
Note: For all immigration rate henceforth, in the equation of the 
'migration' bi-flows, the inflow rate value is treated as a whole 
value instead of a proportion of the stock.  This was set to 
reflect pessimistic assumption given that immigration might be 
lower that what is stated in the statistics reports as it only 
As mentioned above. 
immigration rate female older whole 
People Per 
Week 
6.34615
E-05 
As mentioned above. 
immigration rate female young whole 
People Per 
Week 
0.00007
5 
As mentioned above. 
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records seasonal/short-term immigration instead of 
permanent/long-term. 
immigration rate male mid age whole 
People Per 
Week 
4.80769
E-05 Immigrating males per 1000 persons per year. Base case 
value was estimated by the similar formula as for 'immigration 
rate child whole' however, with the number of emigrations of:  
2.5 (mid-age male), 4.2 (older male), 6.2 (older male).  
As mentioned above. 
immigration rate male older whole 
People Per 
Week 
8.07692
E-05 
As mentioned above. 
immigration rate male young whole 
People/We
ek 
0.00011
9231 
As mentioned above. 
immigration rate retiree whole[ML] 
People Per 
Week 
6.34615
E-05 
Immigrating retirees per 1000 persons per year. Base case 
value was estimated by the similar formula as for 'immigration 
rate child whole' however, with the number of emigrations of:  
6.2 (male), 3.3 (female). 
As mentioned above. 
immigration rate retiree whole[FM] 
People Per 
Week 
4.80769
E-05 
As mentioned above. 
normal child population[ML] People 19549 
Male child population in the beginning of the simulation that 
falls underto the 'child' age-group category based on 2016 
statistics report. 
As mentioned above. 
normal child population[FM] People 18664 
Female child population in the beginning of the simulation that 
falls underto the 'child' age-group category based on 2016 
statistics report. 
As mentioned above. 
normal fishers female[Fishery Group, Labor Age] People 0 
The breadwinners of the fishing households was 
predominantly males. As an optimistic assumption, in the base 
case model, fish resource use is influenced only by male 
fishers and thus, the value set was 0. 
As mentioned above. 
normal fishers male[TR, YN] People 1016 The number of male labor-age population that generate 
income mainly from fishing based on 2016 population data that 
falls under the 'young', 'mid-age', and 'older' labor-age group.  
As mentioned above. 
normal fishers male[TR, MD] People 3731 As mentioned above. 
normal fishers male[TR, OL] People 3464 As mentioned above. 
normal fishers male[DS, YN] People 1016 The hypothetical number of male labor-age population that 
generate income mainly from destructive fishing. No data was 
available at the time of study to estimate the recent number of 
destructive fishers. As an optimistic/overestimated assumption, 
for the base case simulation, the value was set equal to the TR 
group. This assumes that any traditional fishers can perform 
destructive fishing given that surveillance was perceived by the 
FGD participants to be low. 
Modeler's assumption 
normal fishers male[DS, MD] People 3731 Modeler's assumption 
normal fishers male[DS, OL] People 3464 Modeler's assumption 
normal fishers male[SF, YN] People 1016 The hypothetical number of male labor-age population that 
generate income mainly from squid/pelagic fishing. No data 
was available at the time of study to estimate the recent 
number of squid/pelagic fishers. As an 
optimistic/overestimated assumption, for the base case 
simulation, the value was set equal to the TR group. This 
Modeler's assumption 
normal fishers male[SF, MD] People 3731 Modeler's assumption 
normal fishers male[SF, OL] People 3464 Modeler's assumption 
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assumes that squid/pelagic fishers reflects the activity of 
mobile fish pen (bagang) boats, as well as fishers from the 
neighbouring island and the external/non-Selayar boats using 
larger boats. 
normal non fishers[ML, YN] People 3821 The number of male labor-age population that generate 
income from non-fishing sector based on 2016 population data 
that falls under the 'young', 'mid-age', and 'older' labor-age 
group. 
Kepulauan Selayar 
Regency in Figure 2017 
normal non fishers[ML, MD] People 14037 
normal non fishers[ML, OL] People 13031 
normal non fishers[FM, YN] People 4631 The number of female labor-age population that generate 
income from non-fishing sector based on 2016 population data 
that falls under the 'young', 'mid-age', and 'older' labor-age 
group. 
As mentioned above. 
normal non fishers[FM, MD] People 19775 As mentioned above. 
normal non fishers[FM, OL] People 19039 As mentioned above. 
normal retired population[ML] People 3941 The number of population based on 2016 population data that 
falls under the 'retiree' age group. 
As mentioned above. 
normal retired population[FM] People 5500 As mentioned above. 
proportion of births that are female 
Dimension- 
less 
0.52 The proportion of female births based on births data of 2016. As mentioned above. 
time for female mid age to reach older Weeks 1040 
The gap of the years between the 'mid-age' (>20 - 40 years 
old) and 'older' (>40 - 65 years old) labor-age category, which 
is 20 years (1040 weeks). 
Act Number 13 of 2003 of 
the Government of 
Indonesia 
time for female older to retire Weeks 1300 
The gap of the years between the 'older' labor-age (>40 - 60 
years old) and 'retiree' age (>65 years old) category, which is 
25 years (1300 weeks). 
As mentioned above. 
time for female young to reach mid age Weeks 260 
The gap of the years between the 'young' (>15 - 20 year s old) 
and 'mid-age' (>20 - 40 years old) labor-age category, which is 
5 years (260 weeks). 
As mentioned above. 
time for male mid age to reach older Weeks 1040 
The gap of the years between the 'mid-age' and 'older' labor-
age category, which is 20 years (1040 weeks). 
As mentioned above. 
time for male older to retire Weeks 1300 
The gap of the years between the 'older' labor-age and 'retiree' 
age category, which is 25 years (1300 weeks). 
As mentioned above. 
time for male young to reach mid age Weeks 260 
The gap of the years between the 'young' and 'mid-age' labor-
age category, which is 5 years (260 weeks). 
As mentioned above. 
time from retirement to death[ML] Weeks 156 
The gap of the years between the 'retiree' (>65 years old) and 
the average life expectancy of the male population of 2016 (68 
years), which is 3 years (260 weeks). 
Kepulauan Selayar 
Regency in Figure 2017 
time from retirement to death[FM] Weeks 364 
The gap of the years between the 'retiree' (>65 years old) and 
the average life expectancy of the male population of 2016 (72 
years), which is 7 years (260 weeks). 
As mentioned above. 
21. Profit of fishing 
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costs of gear & boat maintenance at normal effort by 
fishery & motor[TR, EN] 
IDR/Boat 
897283.
6538 
Costs of gear and boat maintenance at normal unit of fishing 
effort estimated based on the following information: Proxy 
household respondent group for TR,EN: Household operating 
nearshore with large engine; Costs of maintenance per trip  = 
IDR 373.270 (A); Number of trips per year = 125 (B); Weeks in 
a year = 52 (C); 'Normal' effort  = 'Average hours for fishing per 
week' = 48 (D); Cost of maintenance per boat per week at the 
normal fishing effort level = A * B * / C; Unit: IDR/Boat/Week 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
costs of gear & boat maintenance at normal effort by 
fishery & motor[TR, NEN] 
IDR/Boat 
94520.6
1538 
Similar description as the previous, however: Proxy household 
respondent group for TR, NEN: Household operating 
nearshore with small engine; Costs of maintenance per trip  = 
IDR 28.576 (A); Number of trips per year = 172 (B); Weeks in a 
year = 52 (C); 'Normal' effort  = 'Average hours for fishing per 
week' = 27 (D) 
As mentioned above. 
costs of gear & boat maintenance at normal effort by 
fishery & motor[DS, EN] 
IDR/Boat 
897283.
6538 
Similar parameter and estimation as for [TR,EN]. As mentioned above. 
costs of gear & boat maintenance at normal effort by 
fishery & motor[DS, NEN] 
IDR/Boat 
94520.6
1538 
Similar parameter and estimation as for [TR,NEN]. As mentioned above. 
costs of gear & boat maintenance at normal effort by 
fishery & motor[SF, EN] 
IDR/Boat 
499262.
2115 
Similar parameter and estimation as for [TR,EN], however: 
Proxy household respondent group for SF,EN: Household 
operating nearshore with large engine; Costs of maintenance 
per trip  = IDR 218.168 (A); Number of trips per year = 119 (B); 
Weeks in a year = 52 (C); 'Normal' effort  = 'Average hours for 
fishing per week' = 17 (D) 
As mentioned above. 
costs of gear & boat maintenance at normal effort by 
fishery & motor[SF, NEN] 
IDR/Boat 
498843.
4231 
Similar parameter and estimation as in [TR,EN], however: 
Proxy household respondent group for SF, NEN: Household 
operating nearshore with small engine; Costs of maintenance 
per trip  = IDR 108.991 (A) 
Number of trips per year = 238 (B); Weeks in a year = 52 (C); 
'Normal' effort  = 'Average hours for fishing per week' = 34 (D). 
As mentioned above. 
costs of labor per crew by fishery & motor[TR, EN] 
IDR Per 
Person 
856307 
The costs of co-fisher/fishing crew per person per week of 
operation. Proxy household respondent group for each 
dimension is similar to 'costs of boat maintenance at normal 
effort by fishery & motor'. Unit: IDR/crew/week. 
As mentioned above. 
costs of labor per crew by fishery & motor[TR, NEN] 
IDR Per 
Person 
347686 As mentioned above. 
costs of labor per crew by fishery & motor[DS, EN] 
IDR Per 
Person 
856307 As mentioned above. 
costs of labor per crew by fishery & motor[DS, NEN] 
IDR Per 
Person 
347686 As mentioned above. 
costs of labor per crew by fishery & motor[SF, EN] 
IDR Per 
Person 
511322 As mentioned above. 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
costs of labor per crew by fishery & motor[SF, NEN] 
IDR Per 
Person 
1360398 As mentioned above. 
export fish price fixed[HR, TR] 
IDR Per 
Kilogram 
21000 
Proxy export fish price for herbivorous fish was based on the 
'Fish price (Herbivorous) in wet season' = IDR 21,080 / kg.  
 
Proxy export fish price for predatory fish is based on the 
average sale price of live of the 'macan' grouper = IDR 
350,000 / kg. 
 
Proxy export fish price for fast-growing/pelagic fish group was 
set based on the mid price between the highest average of 
'Fish price (Invertebrates) and 'Fish price (Fast-reproducing), 
which was IDR 77,000 / kg. 
 
As a optimistic estimation, prices from wet season was chosen 
assuming that the period is when the fish demand is the 
highest. 
As mentioned above. 
export fish price fixed[HR, DS] 
IDR Per 
Kilogram 
21000 As mentioned above. 
export fish price fixed[HR, SF] 
IDR Per 
Kilogram 
21000 As mentioned above. 
export fish price fixed[PR, TR] 
IDR Per 
Kilogram 
350000 As mentioned above. 
export fish price fixed[PR, DS] 
IDR Per 
Kilogram 
350000 As mentioned above. 
export fish price fixed[PR, SF] 
IDR Per 
Kilogram 
350000 As mentioned above. 
export fish price fixed[SQ, TR] 
IDR Per 
Kilogram 
77000 As mentioned above. 
export fish price fixed[SQ, DS] 
IDR Per 
Kilogram 
77000 As mentioned above. 
export fish price fixed[SQ, SF] 
IDR Per 
Kilogram 
77000 As mentioned above. 
fixed costs for :purpose B: per boat[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
IDR/Boat 0 
Fixed cost in fishing operation was not applied in the base 
case simulation since data or proxy data was not available. 
  
fixed costs for :purppose A: per boat[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
IDR/Boat 0   
fraction fishing profit to owner not as operator[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
People 0.5 
Based on 'Fraction of revenue to fishing crew' variable'  of 
about 0.5 (50%) from the average values of all the 'Fishing 
household' respondent groups. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
hours in a week Hours 168 General information General information 
household represented per boat crew[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
Dimension- 
less/people 
1 
From the 'fishing household' respondent group, the average 
'Number of fishermen per HH' was 1.09. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
price of fuel per hour effort by fishery & motor[TR, SG, 
EN] 
IDR/boat 
/hour 
44835.8
8742 
The TR, EN fisher group was represented by the 'household 
operating nearshore using larger engine' respondent group.  
Input costs for fishing operation (Fuel, bait, fees) = IDR 
895,283 / trip (A), Number of trips per year = 125 (B), Weeks in 
a year = 52 (C), Average hours for fishing per week = 48 (D), 
Input costs of all trips per week (E) = A * B / C, Input costs per 
hour (F) = E / D 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
price of fuel per hour effort by fishery & motor[TR, SG, 
NEN] 
IDR/boat 
/hour 
12696.8
2194 
The TR, NEN boat group was represented by the  'household 
operating nearshore with small engine'. For the fishing profit 
As mentioned above. 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
sector, the un-motorized boat group (NEN) was assumed to be 
able to equipped a small engnine.  Therefore, an average 
'price of fuel per hour effort' was applied however, set as the 
half of the value derived from the household survey. 
Input costs for fishing operation (Fuel, bait, fees) = IDR 
(207,283 / 2) / trip (A), Number of trips per year = 172 (B), 
Weeks in a year = 52 (C), Average hours for fishing per week 
= 27 (D), Input costs of all trips per week (E) = A * B / C, Input 
costs per hour (F) = E / D 
price of fuel per hour effort by fishery & motor[TR, RF, 
EN 
IDR/boat 
/hour 
44835.8
8742 
Assumptions and input was similar to 'price of fuel per hour 
effort by fishery & motor [TR, SG, EN] 
As mentioned above. 
price of fuel per hour effort by fishery & motor[TR, RF, 
NEN] 
IDR/boat 
/hour 
12696.8
2194 
Assumption and input was similar to 'price of fuel per hour 
effort by fishery & motor [TR, SG, NEN]' 
As mentioned above. 
price of fuel per hour effort by fishery & motor[TR, PG, 
EN] 
IDR/boat 
/hour 
44835.8
8742 
Assumptions and input was similar to 'price of fuel per hour 
effort by fishery & motor [TR, SG, EN]' 
As mentioned above. 
price of fuel per hour effort by fishery & motor[TR, PG, 
NEN] 
IDR/boat 
/hour 
12696.8
2194 
Assumption and input was similar to 'price of fuel per hour 
effort by fishery & motor [TR, SG, NEN]' 
As mentioned above. 
price of fuel per hour effort by fishery & motor[TR, 
MN, EN] 
IDR/boat 
/hour 
44835.8
8742 
Assumptions and input was similar to 'price of fuel per hour 
effort by fishery & motor [TR, SG, EN]' 
As mentioned above. 
price of fuel per hour effort by fishery & motor[TR, 
MN, NEN] 
IDR/boat 
/hour 
12696.8
2194 
Assumption and input was similar to 'price of fuel per hour 
effort by fishery & motor [TR, SG, NEN]' 
As mentioned above. 
price of fuel per hour effort by fishery & motor[DS, 
SG, EN] 
IDR/boat 
/hour 
44835.8
8742 
Assumptions and input was set similar to the traditional boat 
group and thus, referring to 'price of fuel per hour effort by 
fishery & motor [TR, SG, EN]'. 
As mentioned above. 
price of fuel per hour effort by fishery & motor[DS, 
SG, NEN] 
IDR/boat 
/hour 
12696.8
2194 
Assumptions and input was set similar to the traditional boat 
groupnd thus, referring to 'price of fuel per hour effort by 
fishery & motor [TR, SG, NEN]'. 
As mentioned above. 
price of fuel per hour effort by fishery & motor[DS, RF, 
EN] 
IDR/boat 
/hour 
44835.8
8742 
Assumptions and input was similar to 'price of fuel per hour 
effort by fishery & motor [DS, SG, EN]' 
As mentioned above. 
price of fuel per hour effort by fishery & motor[DS, RF, 
NEN] 
IDR/boat 
/hour 
12696.8
2194 
Assumption and input was similar to 'price of fuel per hour 
effort by fishery & motor [DS, SG, NEN]' 
As mentioned above. 
price of fuel per hour effort by fishery & motor[DS, 
PG, EN] 
IDR/boat 
/hour 
44835.8
8742 
Assumptions and input was similar to 'price of fuel per hour 
effort by fishery & motor [DS, SG, EN]' 
As mentioned above. 
price of fuel per hour effort by fishery & motor[DS, 
PG, NEN] 
IDR/boat 
/hour 
12696.8
2194 
Assumption and input was similar to 'price of fuel per hour 
effort by fishery & motor [DS, SG, NEN]' 
As mentioned above. 
price of fuel per hour effort by fishery & motor[DS, 
MN, EN] 
IDR/boat 
/hour 
44835.8
8742 
Assumptions and input was similar to 'price of fuel per hour 
effort by fishery & motor [DS, SG, EN]' 
As mentioned above. 
price of fuel per hour effort by fishery & motor[DS, 
MN, NEN] 
IDR/boat 
/hour 
12696.8
2194 
Assumption and input was similar to 'price of fuel per hour 
effort by fishery & motor [DS, SG, NEN]' 
As mentioned above. 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
price of fuel per hour effort by fishery & motor[SF, SG, 
EN] 
IDR/boat 
/hour 
35465.5 
The SF, EN fisher group was represented by the 'household 
operating offshore using larger engine' respondent group. Input 
costs for fishing operation (Fuel, bait, fees) = IDR 263,458 / trip 
(A), Number of trips per year = 119 (B), Weeks in a year = 52 
(C), Average hours for fishing per week = 17 (D), Input costs of 
all trips per week (E) = A * B / C, Input costs per hour (F) = E / 
D 
As mentioned above. 
price of fuel per hour effort by fishery & motor[SF, SG, 
NEN] 
IDR/boat 
/hour 
9330.95
9207 
The SF, NEN boat group was represented by the  'household 
operating offshore with small engine'. For the fishing profit 
sector, the un-motorized boat group (NEN) was assumed to be 
able to equipped a small engnine.  Therefore, an average 
'price of fuel per hour effort' was applied however, set as the 
half of the value derived from the household survey. 
Input costs for fishing operation (Fuel, bait, fees) = IDR 
(134,554 / 2) / trip (A), Number of trips per year = 238 (B), 
Weeks in a year = 52 (C), Average hours for fishing per week 
= 33 (D), Input costs of all trips per week (E) = A * B / C, Input 
costs per hour (F) = E / D 
As mentioned above. 
price of fuel per hour effort by fishery & motor[SF, RF, 
EN] 
IDR/boat 
/hour 
35465.5 
Assumptions and input was similar to 'price of fuel per hour 
effort by fishery & motor [SF, SG, EN]' 
As mentioned above. 
price of fuel per hour effort by fishery & motor[SF, RF, 
NEN] 
IDR/boat 
/hour 
9330.95
9207 
Assumption and input was similar to 'price of fuel per hour 
effort by fishery & motor [SF, SG, NEN]' 
As mentioned above. 
price of fuel per hour effort by fishery & motor[SF, PG, 
EN] 
IDR/boat 
/hour 
35465.5 
Assumptions and input was similar to 'price of fuel per hour 
effort by fishery & motor [SF, SG, EN]' 
As mentioned above. 
price of fuel per hour effort by fishery & motor[SF, PG, 
NEN] 
IDR/boat 
/hour 
9330.95
9207 
Assumption and input was similar to 'price of fuel per hour 
effort by fishery & motor [SF, SG, NEN]' 
As mentioned above. 
price of fuel per hour effort by fishery & motor[SF, 
MN, EN] 
IDR/boat 
/hour 
35465.5 
Assumptions and input was similar to 'price of fuel per hour 
effort by fishery & motor [SF, SG, EN]' 
As mentioned above. 
price of fuel per hour effort by fishery & motor[SF, 
MN, NEN] 
IDR/boat 
/hour 
9330.95
9207 
Assumption and input was similar to 'price of fuel per hour 
effort by fishery & motor [SF, SG, NEN]' 
As mentioned above. 
rate of inflation of fishing cost as slope value 
Dimension- 
less 
0.035 Indonesia annual inflation rate of 2016. General information 
share proportion of one crew 
People Per 
Boat 
1 
Input value set for calculation purpose. Each boat owner or 
boat crew has one individual share. 
Modeler's assumption 
share proportion of one owner 
People Per 
Boat 
1 
Input value set for calculation purpose. Each boat owner or 
boat crew has one individual share. 
Modeler's assumption 
unit price destructive supplies 
IDR/kg/boa
t 
250000  
Average price of cyanide fishing supply per kg = 250000 
IDR/kg as wholesale price. Proxy site of price: Banyuwangi, 
East Java, Indonesia. Model limitation: Although DS fishing 
effort affectes reef habitat  and seagrass habitat in two ways, 
which are blast fishing boat and cyanide fishing boat, the 
Personal communication, 
Dwi Ariyogagautama, 20 
January 2008, staff of 
WWF Indonesia for 
Fishery Program 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
model assumes that the costs of cyanide fishing supplies may 
also be used for supplying blast fishing from a same amount of 
budget. Thus, the supplies cost for cyanide fishing and blast 
fishing was set as similar. 
unit usage destructive supplies per hour[TR] kg/hour 0 
Assumption: Traditional fisher does not engage in destructive 
fishing method. Yet, it is possible. Thus, value set as zero. 
N/A 
unit usage destructive supplies per hour[DS] kg/hour 0.357  
Estimated amount (kgs) of cyanide used per hour = 0.357 kgs 
based on the assumption for ‘number of poisoning per hour' 
variable. 
See 'number of poisoning 
per hour' 
unit usage destructive supplies per hour[SF] kg/hour 0 
Assumption: Squid/pelagic fisher does not engage in 
destructive fishing method. Yet, it is possible. Thus, value set 
as zero. 
N/A 
22. Profit of non-fishing - BioLewie-based 
delay in change of nonfishing profit biolewie Weeks 1 
Delay in the change of the profit of non-fishing activity Profit 
change can occur as early as within a week. 
Modeler's assumption 
delay in inflation of nonfishing costs Weeks 52 
Annual delay in the change of the costs of non-fishing activity 
due to inflation. I year = 52 weeks. 
Modeler's assumption 
calibrator max nonfishing cost fulfillment relative to 
normal 
Dimension- 
less 
4 
The maximum proportion of the required costs of non-that 
reflects the maximum 'productivity' of the non-fishing activity of 
the househols that can be achieved. For example, if the value 
is 4, then the maximum input value to the Dimension- 
less multiplier is 4. 
Modeler's assumption 
calibrator max nonfishing labor hour fulfillment relative 
to normal 
Dimension- 
less 
4 
Similar to 'max nonfishing cost fulfillment relative to normal' 
variable however, the maximum of the required labor hours. 
Modeler's assumption 
max proportion of nonfishing profit introduced 
Dimension- 
less 
1 
A maximum value of one assigned in the RAMP built-in so that 
the incremental introduction of non-fishing profit would stop 
increase when it reaches 100% of the profit. 
Modeler's assumption 
normal nonfishing capital costs per year IDR 
7.51967
5e6  
The normal costs of capitals for non-fishing activity. Value 
estimated based on the 'HH operating nearshore with small 
engine' household respondent group. 'Capital' refers to fixed 
assets or equipments, and non-consumable costs. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
normal nonfishing input costs per year IDR 
1.41498
0e6  
The normal costs of inputs for non-fishing activity. Value 
estimated based on the 'HH operating nearshore with small 
engine' household respondent group. 'Inputs' refers to 
supplies, consumables, such as seeds,  fertilizers, etc. } 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
normal nonfishing labor hours by all hh members per 
year 
hour 918  
The additional labor hours for non-fishing activity sourced from 
the household members. Value estimated based on the 'Non-
fishing households / Households not relying to fishing for 
income' household respondent group. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
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Input values embedded in the converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. 'Normal' refers to the current condition set as the initial 
value at the beginning of the simulation. Text inside square brackets refers to the name of array dimension group or array element. 
Variable name Units 
Stella® 
equation 
Parameter description Reference / Justification 
normal nonfishing labor hours from hired labor per 
year 
hour 114  
The additional labor hours for non-fishing activity sourced from 
the community. Value estimated based on the 'HH operating 
nearshore with small engine' household respondent group. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
normal nonfishing revenue per year IDR 
61.9972
33e6  
The average revenue of supplementary non-fishing activity of 
the fishing household. Value estimated based on the 'HH 
operating nearshore with small engine' household respondent 
group. 
Results of the re-analysis 
of BioLewie household 
survey data. 
proportion of nonfishing profit delivered per week Per Week 0.0025 
Assumption value representing the weekly increment of the 
proportion of the profit of non-fishing in the initial linear 
increase of profit introduction. 
Modeler's assumption 
year nonfishing unit introduced Years 10  
Assumption value representing the year the non-fishing activity 
introduced in the simulation. The value should be within the 
simulation time frame. 
Modeler's assumption 
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Appendix 25. Input values contained in the switch converters 
Input values or equations embedded in the switch converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. The Stella® equations are inputs for the 
bas case simulation. All variables are dimensionless. For 'switch on:off': 1 = enabled, Other than 1 = disabled otherwise stated differently. 
Variable name 
Stella® 
equation 
Description 
1. Additional non-fishing unit from additional non-fishing effort 
This sector is not used/removed 
2 Adjusted inter-fishery movement & ` entry and exits 
The sector does not contain switch. 
3. Determinants of fisher entries & exits and fishing effort 
switch on:off effect of fishing profit goal fulfillment 1 A switch to select whether the fulfillment of expected fishing profit goal influences fishing profit is 
enabled. 
switch on:off effect of fishing profitability on enry exit rate 1  A switch to select whether the change in the fishing profitability influences the entry and exit rate of 
fishers enabled. 
switch on:off normalization actual:required fisher 0  A switch to select whether the normalisation of the ratio of the initial and actual fisher enabled. 
switch select expected fishing income 1 A switch to select the variables that represents the expected fishing income. 1 =  based on current costs 
of living, 2 = based on ad hoc profit target, 3 = based on initial profit of fishing, 4 = based current fishing 
cost. 
switch select mean:max based boat group profit 
aggregation 
2 A switch to select whether the aggregation of fishing profit of the two boat engine groups is based on 
mean or maximum value. 1 = based on mean, 2 = based on maximum. 
4. Effort for fishing (fisher's) 
switch on:off effect fishing profitability fishing effort 1  A switch to select whether the change in the fishing profitability influences fishing effort. 
switch on:off effect labor fulfillment on fishing effort 1  A switch to select whether the change in the fishing employment availability influences fishing effort. 
switch on:off effect nonfishing profit on fishing effort 1  A switch to select whether the change in the profitability of non-fishing job in the households influences 
fishing effort.  
switch on:off effect weather hazard on fishing effort 1  A switch to select whether the effects of annual period of weather hazards influences fishing effort.  
switch select max:normal based fishing effort capping 1  A switch to select whether the maximum limit of fishing hours is enabled.  
switch select revenue:memory based fishng effort 
allocation 
1  A switch to select whether the input value for the allocation of fishing effort in each habitat is based on 
past revenue from catch in the habitat, or based on fishers' memory/experience. 1 = based on revenue, 
2 = based on memory. 
switch select st:rr version of revenue adjusted fishing effort 1  A switch to select whether the the allocation of fishing effort in each habitat is based on the estimation 
approach of modeler 1 or 2. 1 = S.A.K. Taruc, Other than 1 = R. Richards. 
5. Effort for non-fishing (fisher's) 
switch on:off effect of comparative profit on nonfihsing 
effort 
1 A switch to select whether the effects of profit comparison between fishing and non-fishing activity 
influences non-fishing work effort. 
switch on:off effect of fishing effort change on nonfishing 
effort 
1 A switch to select whether the change in the fishing effort influences the change in non-fishing effort. 
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Input values or equations embedded in the switch converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. The Stella® equations are inputs for the 
bas case simulation. All variables are dimensionless. For 'switch on:off': 1 = enabled, Other than 1 = disabled otherwise stated differently. 
Variable name 
Stella® 
equation 
Description 
6. Effort for non-fishing (from non-fishers) 
switch on:off effect of household density on outsource 
capacity 
1  A switch to select whether the effects of the change in the fishing household number influences the 
capacity of the househodls to hire labor from the community. 
switch on:off extra labor hours from household member 1  A switch to select whether the household can acquire additional labor hours from the non-fisher or 
unemployed working-age household member. 
switch on:off extra labor hours from unemployed fisher 1  A switch to select whether the household can acquire additional labor hours from the unemployed fishers 
in the community. 
switch on:off extra labor hours from unemployed non-fisher 1  A switch to select whether the household can acquire additional labor hours from the unemployed 
working-age non-fishers in the community.  
switch on:off nonfishing labor hiring 1  A switch to select whether household can hire labor to acquire additional labor hours for non-fishing 
activity.  
switch select asynchronous operation of additional fisher in 
hh[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
1  A switch to select whether the additional labor force for the household can work in a separate time 
outside the usual working period of fishing (asynchronous) or has to work the same working period for 
fishing (synchronous. 1 = asynchronous, 2 = synchronous. 
7. Fish catch 
switch on:off effect of fish density on CPUE 1 A switch to select whether the change in the fish population density influences the catch per unit effort 
(CPUE). 
switch select Selayar:ElNido normal CPUE 1 A switch to select whether the normal/initial CPUE value is based on the results of the reanalysis of 
BioLewie household survey data from Selayar (1) or El Nido (Other than 1). 
8. Fish demand & price 
switch on:off effect of price change on demand 1  A switch to select whether the change in the price of fish influences the demand for fish. 
switch on:off effect of supply demand on price 1  A switch to select whether the change in the ratio of fish supply to demand influences the price of fish.  
switch on:off fish price capping 1  A switch to select whether a 'capping' of fish price is enabled.  
switch on:off local fish demand linear trend 0  A switch to select whether the fish demand linear trend generator is enabled.  
switch select biolewie:adjusted normal fish price 1 A switch to select whether the normal fish price is based on the reanalysis BioLewie survey data (1) or 
ad hoc value (Other than 1). 
9. Fish population 
The sector does not contain switch. 
10. Fish supply 
The sector does not contain switch. 
11. Fishery groups 
The sector does not contain switch. 
12. Fishing boats 
switch on:off flow boat purchase 0  A switch to select whether boat purchase inflow is enabled. 
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Input values or equations embedded in the switch converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. The Stella® equations are inputs for the 
bas case simulation. All variables are dimensionless. For 'switch on:off': 1 = enabled, Other than 1 = disabled otherwise stated differently. 
Variable name 
Stella® 
equation 
Description 
switch on:off flow motor purchase 1  A switch to select whether boat engine purchase inflow is enabled. 
13. Habitat - coral reefs 
switch on:off effect of grazing on reef 1  A switch to select whether the effect of herbivorous reef fish grazing on reef health index is enabled. 
14. Habitat - seagrass & mangrove 
The sector does not contain switch. 
15. Household costs of living 
switch flow on:off change in costs of living 1 A switch to select whether the change in costs of living biflow is enabled. 
switch on:off effect of deficit on costs of living 1 A switch to select whether the effect of deficit change on the desired costs of living is enabled. 
switch on:off inflation 1 A switch to select whether the effect of annual inflation is enabled. 
switch on:off normal costs of living 1 A switch to select whether the normal value of costs of living is enabled. 
switch select biolewie:provincial desired costs of living 1 A switch to select the variable that represents the normal costs of living. 1 = based on BioLewie 
hosuehod survey, 2 = based on provincial minimum wage. 
16. Household deficit level 
switch on:off inflow deficit addition 1  A switch to select whether the deficit addition inflow is enabled. 
switch on:off outflow deficit offset using loan 1  A switch to select whether the deficit offset using loan outflow is enabled. 
switch on:off outflow deficit offset using savings 1  A switch to select whether the deficit offset using savings outflow is enabled. 
17. Household loan and debt 
switch on:off inflow debt addition 1 A switch to select whether the debt addition inflow is enabled. 
switch on:off interest rate per payment time 1 A switch to select whether the interest rate per payment time scenario is enabled. 
switch on:off maximum loan principal 1 A switch to select whether the maximum limit of loan principal scenario is enabled. 
switch select fixed:random:consecutive lender scenario 
application 
2 A switch to choose whether the weekly lender scenario applied. 1 = fixed, same lender throughout the 
simulation, , 2 = random selection, 3 = consecutive, switching from one lender type to another in order 
switch select lender type 1 A switch to choose the type of lender under the fixed lender application scenario. 
18. Household net income 
switch flexible:strict effect of the ratio nonfishing:tertiary 
edu costs on savings allocation 
1 A conditional rule switch to select rule whether the savings allocation for non-fishing activity is 'flexible' - 
by means of the fraction of savings allocated for non-fishing costs is represented by the weighted 
proportion of nonfishing costs against the total of nonfishing overhead costs and higher education cost; 
or is 'strict' by means of the remaining savings would be initially allocated for non-fishing costs as the first 
consideration . 1 = flexible, Other than 1 = strict. 
switch on:off inflow household income addition 1 A switch to select whether the household inflow addition inflow is enabled. 
switch on:off inflow nonfishing profit 0 A switch to select whether the profit of non-fishing activity inflow is enabled. 
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Input values or equations embedded in the switch converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. The Stella® equations are inputs for the 
bas case simulation. All variables are dimensionless. For 'switch on:off': 1 = enabled, Other than 1 = disabled otherwise stated differently. 
Variable name 
Stella® 
equation 
Description 
switch on:off initial net income of households per week 0 A switch to select whether the normal/initial net income of households is enabled. 
switch on:off outflow savings for cost of living 1 A switch to select whether the savings allocated for costs of living outflow is enabled. 
switch on:off outflow savings for deficit offset 1 A switch to select whether the savings allocated for deficit offsetting is enabled. 
switch on:off outflow savings for higher education 1 A switch to select whether the savings allocated for higher education costs is enabled. 
switch on:off outflow savings for loan repayment 1 A switch to select whether the savings allocated for loan repayment is enabled. 
switch on:off outflow savings for nonfishing overheads 1 A switch to select whether the savings allocated for the costs of non-fishing activity is enabled. 
switch on:off spending 4 & 5 dependence to spending 1 2 
3 
1 A switch to select whether the savings allocation for spending no. 4 & 5 (non-fishing activity & higher 
education) is dependent to the remaining savings after spending no. 1, 2, 3 (financial 
obligations/burdens) 
switch select biolewie:modeller nonfishing profit scenario 1 A switch to select whether the non-fishing profit scenario is based on the BioLewie data (1) or ad-
hoc/experimental input values (Other than 1) 
switch select scenario one:two savings prioritization 0 A switch to select whether the calculation of savings prioritization is based on two financial burden 
weighting (1), or three financial burden weighting (Other than 1). 
19. Household tertiary education capacity 
The sector does not contain switch. 
20. Population of human 
switch on:off child births 1 A switch to select whether the child births inflow is enabled. 
switch on:off flow retirement in population sector 1 A switch to select whether the retirement outflows is enabled. 
switch on:off flows entry exit female fisher 0 A switch to select whether the entry of female fisher inflows and exits of female fisher outflows are 
enabled. 
switch on:off migration [ML] = 1 
[FM] = 0 
A switch to select whether the migration biflows are enabled. 
21. Profit of fishing 
Switch select profit sharing calculation for fishery crew by 
fishery & motor 
[EN] = 3 
[NEN] = 
2 
For all three fishery groups, profits of fisher in the boats with larger motor are estimated based on profit 
sharing no.3, and no.2 for the boats with smaller/no motor. 
22. Policies 
switch on:off nonfishing job profit 0 A switch to select whether Policy 1 is enabled. 
switch on:off effect of surveillance 0 A switch to select whether Policy 2 is enabled. 
switch on:off effect of demand trend 0 A switch to select whether Policy 3 is enabled. 
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Appendix 26. Multiplier values applied using converters during the calibration of the base-case parameterisation 
Multiplier values embedded in the calibrator converters grouped by their sectors in alphabetical order. Value of one means that initial values is not adjusted. 
All variable unit are dimensionless. 
Variable name Stella® equation Variable name Stella® equation 
1. Additional non-fishing unit from additional non-fishing effort 14. Habitat - seagrass & mangrove 
This sector is not used/removed calibrator for normal above ground seagrass area 1 
2 Adjusted inter-fishery movement & fisher entry and exits 15. Household costs of living 
This sector does not contain calibrator converter calibrator for normal desired costs of living 
Adjusted to set the ‘normal’ level that is almost equal to the minimum 
provincial income of 2016. 
2 
3. Determinants of fisher entries & exits and fishing effort 16. Household deficit level 
This sector does not contain calibrator converter This sector does not contain calibrator converter 
4. Effort for fishing (fisher's) 17. Household loan and debt 
This sector does not contain calibrator converter This sector does not contain calibrator converter 
5. Effort for non-fishing (fisher's) 18. Household net income 
This sector does not contain calibrator converter calibrator for initial savings of households[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
0  
6. Effort for non-fishing (from non-fishers) 19. Household tertiary education capacity 
This sector does not contain calibrator converter This sector does not contain calibrator converter 
7. Fish catch 20. Population of human 
calibrator for normal CPUE 1 This sector does not contain calibrator converter 
calibrator for normal CPUE DS only[TR] 1 21. Profit of fishing 
calibrator for normal CPUE DS only[DS] 0.9 calibrator for costs of destructive supplies[TR] 0 
calibrator for normal CPUE DS only[SF] 1 calibrator for costs of destructive supplies[DS] 1 
8. Fish demand & price calibrator for costs of destructive supplies[SF] 0 
calibrator for local fish consumption 1 calibrator for costs of fishing labor 
Adjusted to avoid unprofitable fishing. The surveyed labor costs value 
was too high in comparison to other fishing operation costs. Thus, it is 
assumed that labor costs is already included in boat and maintenance 
costs for the fishing trips. 
0.1  
calibrator for normal fish price local 1 calibrator for costs of gear & boat maintenance 1 
9. Fish population calibrator for export fish price[HR] 3 
This sector does not contain calibrator converter calibrator for export fish price[PR] 3 
10. Fish supply calibrator for export fish price[SQ] 3 
This sector does not contain calibrator converter Export fish price for HR and SQ are assumed as a multiplicative increase of its normal 
domestice price tha follows the multiplicative increase of the PR exprot fish price relative to 
the normal (A. 350,000 / 88,000 = ~3 fold). 
11. Fishery groups 21. Profit of fishing 
This sector does not contain calibrator converter calibrator for costs of destructive supplies[TR] 0 
12. Fishing boats calibrator for costs of destructive supplies[DS] 1 
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Appendix 27. Results of the mass-balance test 
Sector 17: Fishery groups 
Model structure for the test: 
 
 
Stella® equation for the structure: 
Type of 
input 
Variable name Stella equation 
equation check mass balance 
fishery sector  
= total_output_mass_fishery_sector - 
TOTAL_INPUT_MASS_FISHERY_SECTOR 
equation total output mass 
fishery sector  
= total_fisher_in_all_fishery_group + 
total_fisher_exiting_fisheries + 
total_fisher_deaths_in_all_fisheries 
equation total fisher in all 
fishery group  
= SUM(SQUID:PELAGIC_FISHER[*,*]) + 
SUM(TRADITIONAL_FISHER[*,*]) + 
SUM(DESTRUCTIVE_FISHER[*,*]) 
equation total fisher deaths in 
all fisheries  
= TOTAL_MASS_DEATHS_SQUID:PELAGIC+ 
TOTAL_MASS_DEATHS_DESTRUCTIVE+ 
TOTAL_MASS_DEATHS_TRADITIONAL 
equation total fisher 
emigrating  
= ( (TOTAL_MASS_MIGRATING_TRADITIONAL) + 
(TOTAL_MASS_MIGRATING_DESTRUCTIVE) + 
(TOTAL_MASS_MIGRATING_SQUID:PELAGIC) ) 
inflow addition of input mass 
fishery sector  
= SUM(entries_to_traditional_fishery[*,*]) + 
SUM(entries_to_destructive_fishery[*,*]) + 
SUM(entries_to_squid_fishery[*,*]) + 
SUM(migrating_traditional[*,*]) + 
SUM(movement_between_age_groups_and_retiring_tradit
ional[*,*]) + SUM(migrating_destructive[*,*]) + 
SUM(movement_between_age_group_and_retiring_destruc
tive[*,*]) + SUM(migrating_squid[*,*]) + 
TOTAL	INPUT	MASS
FISHERY	SECTOR
SQUID:PELAGIC
FISHER
TRADITIONAL
FISHER
DESTRUCTIVE
FISHER
TOTAL	MASS
EXITS	TRADITIONAL
TOTAL	MASS
DEATHS
TRADITIONAL
TOTAL	MASS
EXITS	DESTRUCTIVE
TOTAL	MASS
DEATHS
DESTRUCTIVE
TOTAL	MASS
DEATHS	SQUID:PELAGIC
TOTAL	MASS
EXITS	SQUID:PELAGIC
check
mass	balance
fishery	sector
total	output
mass
fishery	sector
total	fisher
exiting
fisheries
total	fisher
in	all	fishery	group
total	fisher
deaths
in	all	fisheries
addition	of
input	mass
fishery	sector
entries
to	traditional
fishery
entries
to	destructive
fishery
entries
to	squid	fishery
movement
between	age	groups
and	retiring	traditional
migrating
traditional
migrating
destructive
movement
between	age	group
and	retiring	destructive
migrating
squid
movement
between	age	group
and	retiring	squid
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Type of 
input 
Variable name Stella equation 
SUM(movement_between_age_group_and_retiring_squid[*
,*]) 
stock 
function 
TOTAL INPUT MASS 
FISHERY SECTOR(t)  
= TOTAL_INPUT_MASS_FISHERY_SECTOR(t - dt) + 
(addition_of_input_mass_fishery_sector) * dt 
 
Test result: 
1. Test verdict: Balanced 
2. Simulation output: 
 
 
  
Mass-balance	test	result:	Fishery	sector
Weeks
P
e
o
p
le
0
2k
4k
0 260 520 780 1040
1 1 1 1
check	mass	balance	fishery	sector1
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Model structure for the test: 
 
 
Stella® equation for the structure: 
Type of 
input 
Variable name Stella equation 
equation check mass balance 
biflow fishery sector  
= TOTAL_MASS_IMMIGRATING_&_MOVING_IN_FISHER + 
total_mass_emigrating_&_moving_out_fishers 
inflow biflow mass fishery 
sector  
= SUM(migrating_traditional[*,*]) + 
SUM(movement_between_age_groups_and_retiring_tradit
ional[*,*]) + SUM(migrating_destructive[*,*]) + 
SUM(movement_between_age_group_and_retiring_destruc
tive[*,*]) + SUM(migrating_squid[*,*]) + 
SUM(movement_between_age_group_and_retiring_squid[*
,*]) 
stock 
function 
TOTAL MASS IMMIGRATING 
& MOVING IN FISHER(t)  
= TOTAL_MASS_IMMIGRATING_&_MOVING_IN_FISHER(t - dt) 
+ (biflow_mass_fishery_sector) * dt 
equation total mass emigrating 
& moving out fishers  
= total_fisher_moving_out_to_other_fishery + 
total_fisher_emigrating 
equation total fisher moving 
out to other fishery  
= ( (TOTAL_MASS_MOVEMENT_AGE_GROUP_TRADITIONAL + 
TOTAL_MASS_MOVEMENT_AGE_GROUP_DESTRUCTIVE + 
TOTAL_MASS_MOVEMENT_AGE_GROUP_SQUID:PELAGIC) ) 
equation total fisher 
emigrating  
= ( (TOTAL_MASS_MIGRATING_TRADITIONAL) + 
(TOTAL_MASS_MIGRATING_DESTRUCTIVE) + 
(TOTAL_MASS_MIGRATING_SQUID:PELAGIC) ) 
 
Test result: 
1. Test verdict: Balanced 
2. Simulation output: 
TOTAL	MASS
IMMIGRATING	&	MOVING	IN
FISHER
TOTAL	MASS
MIGRATING
TRADITIONAL
TOTAL	MASS
MIGRATING
DESTRUCTIVE
TOTAL	MASS
MIGRATING
SQUID:PELAGIC
TOTAL	MASS
MOVEMENT	AGE	GROUP
TRADITIONAL
TOTAL	MASS
MOVEMENT	AGE	GROUP
DESTRUCTIVE
TOTAL	MASS
MOVEMENT	AGE	GROUP
SQUID:PELAGIC
check
mass	balance
biflow	fishery	sector
total	mass
emigrating	&	moving	out
fishers
biflow	mass
fishery	sector
total	fisher
moving	out
to	other	fishery
total	fisher
emigrating
movement
between	age	groups
and	retiring	traditional
migrating
traditional
migrating
destructive
movement
between	age	group
and	retiring	destructive
migrating
squid
movement
between	age	group
and	retiring	squid
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Sector 16: Population of human 
Model structure for the test: 
 
Mass-balance	test	result	fishery	sector
Weeks
P
e
o
p
le
-0.5
0
0.5
0 260 520 780 1040
1 1 1 1
check	mass	balance	biflow	fishery	sector1
TOTAL	MASS
CHILDREN	BIRTHS
TOTAL	MASS
CHILDREN	BIRTHS
TOTAL	MASS
IMMIGRATED	FEMALES
TOTAL	MASS
IMMIGRATED	MALES
TOTAL	MASS
EMIGRATED	FEMALES
TOTAL	MASS
EMIGRATED	MALES
total	mass
emigrated	male
total	mass
emigrated	female
total
domestic
population
total	mass
deaths	male
total	mass
deaths	female
births
total	mass
deaths
total	mass
emigrationsmass	addition
child	births
total	mass
deaths
check
mass	balance
population
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Stella® equation for the structure: 
TOTAL	DEATHS
FEMALE	YOUNG
TOTAL	DEATHS
FEMALE	MID	AGE
TOTAL	DEATHS
FEMALE	OLDER
TOTAL	DEATHS
RETIRED
POPULATION
TOTAL	DEATHS
CHILDREN
TOTAL	DEATHS
FEMALE	FISHER
YOUNG
TOTAL	DEATHS
FEMALE	FISHER
MID	AGE
TOTAL	DEATHS
FEMALE	FISHER
OLDER
TOTAL	DEATHS
CHILDREN
TOTAL	DEATHS
MALE	YOUNG
TOTAL	DEATHS
MALE	MID	AGE
TOTAL	DEATHS
MALE	OLDER
TOTAL	DEATHS
MALE	FISHER
YOUNG
TOTAL	DEATHS
MALE	FISHER
MID	AGE
TOTAL	DEATHS
MALE	FISHER
OLDER
TOTAL	DEATHS
RETIRED
POPULATION
TOTAL	EMIGRATED
CHILDREN
TOTAL	EMIGRATED
MALE	YOUNG
TOTAL	EMIGRATED
MALE	MIDAGE
TOTAL	EMIGRATED
MALE	OLDER
TOTAL	EMIGRATED
FISHER	MALE	YOUNG
TOTAL	EMIGRATED
FISHER	MALE	MIDAGE
TOTAL	EMIGRATED
FISHER	MALE	OLDER
TOTAL	EMIGRATED
RETIREE
TOTAL	EMIGRATED
FEMALE	YOUNG
TOTAL	EMIGRATED
FEMALE	MIDAGE
TOTAL	EMIGRATED
FEMALE	OLDER
TOTAL	EMIGRATED
FEMALE	FISHER
YOUNG
TOTAL	EMIGRATED
FEMALE	FISHER
MIDAGE
TOTAL	EMIGRATED
FEMALE	FISHER
OLDER
TOTAL	EMIGRATED
CHILDREN
TOTAL	EMIGRATED
RETIREE
total	mass
emigrated	female
total	mass
emigrated	male
total	mass
deaths	male
total	mass
deaths	female
TOTAL	MASS
IMMIGRATED	MALES
TOTAL	MASS
EMIGRATED	FEMALES
TOTAL	MASS
EMIGRATED	MALES
TOTAL	MASS
IMMIGRATED	FEMALES
migration	retiree
migration
fisher	male	older
migration
fisher	male	midage
migration
fisher	male	young
migration
male	older
migration
male	mid	age
migration
male	young
migration	of
chlid
migration	retiree
migration
fisher	female	older
migration
fisher	female	midage
migration
fisher	female	young
migration
female	older
migration
female	mid	age
migration
female	young
migration	of
chlid
mass	addition
immigrated	females
mass	reduction
emigrated	females
mass	reduction
emigrated	males
mass	addition
immigrated	males
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Type of 
input 
Variable name Stella equation 
equation check mass 
balance 
population  
= total_domestic_population - TOTAL_MASS_IMMIGRATED_FEMALES - 
TOTAL_MASS_IMMIGRATED_MALES - 
SUM(TOTAL_MASS_CHILDREN_BIRTHS[*]) + 
TOTAL_MASS_EMIGRATED_FEMALES + TOTAL_MASS_EMIGRATED_MALES + 
total_mass_deaths 
equation total mass 
deaths  
= total_mass_deaths_female + total_mass_deaths_male 
equation total mass 
deaths 
female  
= TOTAL_DEATHS_CHILDREN[FM] + TOTAL_DEATHS_FEMALE_YOUNG + 
TOTAL_DEATHS_FEMALE_MID_AGE + TOTAL_DEATHS_FEMALE_OLDER + 
SUM(TOTAL_DEATHS_FEMALE_FISHER_YOUNG[*]) + 
SUM(TOTAL_DEATHS_FEMALE_FISHER_MID_AGE[*]) + 
SUM(TOTAL_DEATHS_FEMALE_FISHER_OLDER[*]) + 
TOTAL_DEATHS_RETIRED_POPULATION[FM] 
equation total mass 
deaths male  
= TOTAL_DEATHS_CHILDREN[ML] + TOTAL_DEATHS_MALE_YOUNG + 
TOTAL_DEATHS_MALE_MID_AGE + TOTAL_DEATHS_MALE_OLDER + 
SUM(TOTAL_DEATHS_MALE_FISHER_YOUNG[*]) + 
SUM(TOTAL_DEATHS_MALE_FISHER_MID_AGE[*]) + 
SUM(TOTAL_DEATHS_MALE_FISHER_OLDER[*]) + 
TOTAL_DEATHS_RETIRED_POPULATION[ML] 
equation total mass 
emigrated 
female  
= ABS(TOTAL_EMIGRATED_CHILDREN[FM] + 
TOTAL_EMIGRATED_FEMALE_YOUNG + TOTAL_EMIGRATED_FEMALE_MIDAGE 
+ TOTAL_EMIGRATED_FEMALE_OLDER + 
TOTAL_EMIGRATED_FEMALE_FISHER_YOUNG + 
TOTAL_EMIGRATED_FEMALE_FISHER_MIDAGE + 
TOTAL_EMIGRATED_FEMALE_FISHER_OLDER + 
TOTAL_EMIGRATED_RETIREE[FM]) 
equation total mass 
emigrated 
male  
= ABS(TOTAL_EMIGRATED_CHILDREN[ML] + 
TOTAL_EMIGRATED_MALE_YOUNG + TOTAL_EMIGRATED_MALE_MIDAGE + 
TOTAL_EMIGRATED_MALE_OLDER + 
TOTAL_EMIGRATED_FISHER_MALE_YOUNG + 
TOTAL_EMIGRATED_FISHER_MALE_MIDAGE + 
TOTAL_EMIGRATED_FISHER_MALE_OLDER + 
TOTAL_EMIGRATED_RETIREE[ML]) 
stock 
function 
TOTAL MASS 
CHILDREN 
BIRTHS 
[Sex](t)  
= TOTAL_MASS_CHILDREN_BIRTHS[Sex](t - dt) + 
(mass_addition_child_births[Sex]) * dt 
stock 
function 
TOTAL MASS 
EMIGRATED 
FEMALES(t)  
= TOTAL_MASS_EMIGRATED_FEMALES(t - dt) + 
(mass_reduction_emigrated_females) * dt 
stock 
function 
TOTAL MASS 
EMIGRATED 
MALES(t)  
= TOTAL_MASS_EMIGRATED_MALES(t - dt) + 
(mass_reduction_emigrated_males) * dt 
 
Test result: 
1. Test verdict: Balanced 
2. Simulation output: 
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Sector 20: Household loan and debt 
Model structure for the test: 
 
 
Stella® equation for the structure: 
Type of 
input 
Variable name Stella equation 
equation check mass balance 
collateral  
= SUM(HOUSEHOLD_COLLATERAL_ASSET_VALUE[*,*]) + 
TOTAL_MASS_COLLATERAL_ASSET_LOSS - 
TOTAL_MASS_INPUT_COLLATERAL 
equation check mass balance debt  = SUM(TOTAL_PAID_DEBT[*]) + 
SUM(REMAINING_LOAN_OR_UNPAID_DEBT[*,*,*]) - 
TOTAL_MASS_INPUT_DEBT 
equation check mass balance 
collateral  
= SUM(HOUSEHOLD_COLLATERAL_ASSET_VALUE[*,*]) + 
TOTAL_MASS_COLLATERAL_ASSET_LOSS - 
TOTAL_MASS_INPUT_COLLATERAL 
equation check mass balance debt  = SUM(TOTAL_PAID_DEBT[*]) + 
SUM(REMAINING_LOAN_OR_UNPAID_DEBT[*,*,*]) - 
TOTAL_MASS_INPUT_DEBT 
inflow mass input addition 
collateral  
= SUM(rate_of_collateral_asset_value_addition[*, *]) 
Mass	balance	test:	Population	sector
Weeks
P
e
o
p
le
0
25k
50k
0 260 520 780 1040
check	mass	balance	population
TOTAL	MASS
INPUT
DEBT
REMAINING	LOAN
OR	UNPAID	DEBT
TOTAL
PAID	DEBT
debt	addition	for
the	selected	lender
check
mass	balance
debt
mass	input
addition
debt
TOTAL	MASS
INPUT
COLLATERAL
HOUSEHOLD
COLLATERAL	ASSET
VALUE
TOTAL	MASS
COLLATERAL	ASSET
LOSS
rate	of	collateral	asset
value	addition
check
mass	balance
collateral
mass	input
addition
collateral
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Type of 
input 
Variable name Stella equation 
inflow mass input addition debt  = SUM(debt_addition_for_the_selected_lender[*,*,*]) 
stock 
function 
TOTAL MASS INPUT 
COLLATERAL(t)  
= TOTAL_MASS_INPUT_COLLATERAL(t - dt) + 
(mass_input_addition_collateral) * dt 
stock 
function 
TOTAL MASS INPUT DEBT(t)  = TOTAL_MASS_INPUT_DEBT(t - dt) + 
(mass_input_addition_debt) * dt 
 
Test result: 
1. Test verdict: Balanced 
2. Simulation output: 
 
  
Mass	balance	test
Weeks
ID
R
0
30M
60M
0 260 520 780 1040
check	mass	balance	debt
check	mass	balance	collateral
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Sector 13: Household net income 
Model structure for the test: 
  
 
Stella® equation for the structure: 
Type of 
input 
Variable name Stella equation 
equation check mass balance net 
income  
= SUM(NET_INCOME_OR_SAVINGS[*,*]) + 
MASS_CHECK_SPENDING_LIVING_COST + 
MASS_CHECK_SPENDING_LOAN_REPAYMENT + 
MASS_CHECK_SPENDING_DEFICIT_OFFSET + 
MASS_CHECK_SPENDING_NONFISHING + 
MASS_CHECK_SPENDING_HIGHER_EDUCATION - 
TOTAL_MASS_ADDITION_NET_INCOME_SECTOR 
equation check mass balance net 
income  
= SUM(NET_INCOME_OR_SAVINGS[*,*]) + 
MASS_CHECK_SPENDING_LIVING_COST + 
MASS_CHECK_SPENDING_LOAN_REPAYMENT + 
MASS_CHECK_SPENDING_DEFICIT_OFFSET + 
MASS_CHECK_SPENDING_NONFISHING + 
MASS_CHECK_SPENDING_HIGHER_EDUCATION - 
TOTAL_MASS_ADDITION_NET_INCOME_SECTOR 
equation check total proportion 
of all spendings 
[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor]  
= savings_fraction_for_costs_of_living + 
savings_fraction_for_loan_repayment + 
savings_fraction_for_deficit_offset 
inflow mass addition net 
income  
= SUM(household_income_addition[*, *]) 
inflow mass addition net 
income  
= SUM(household_income_addition[*, *]) 
stock 
function 
TOTAL MASS ADDITION 
NET INCOME SECTOR(t)  
= TOTAL_MASS_ADDITION_NET_INCOME_SECTOR(t - dt) + 
(mass_addition_net_income) * dt 
stock 
function 
TOTAL MASS ADDITION 
NET INCOME SECTOR(t)  
= TOTAL_MASS_ADDITION_NET_INCOME_SECTOR(t - dt) + 
(mass_addition_net_income) * dt 
 
MASS	CHECK
SPENDING
LIVING	COST
MASS	CHECK
SPENDING
LOAN	REPAYMENT
MASS	CHECK
SPENDING
DEFICIT	OFFSET
MASS	CHECK
SPENDING
NONFISHING
MASS	CHECK
SPENDING
HIGHER	EDUCATION
NET	INCOME
OR	SAVINGS
TOTAL	MASS	ADDITION
NET	INCOME	SECTOR
household
income
addition
check
mass	balance
net	income
mass	addition
net	income
savings	fraction
for	costs	of	living
savings	fraction
for	loan	repayment
check	total
proportion
of	all	spendings
savings	fraction
for	deficit	offset
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Test result: 
1. Test verdict: Balanced 
2. Simulation output: 
  
Sector 4: Fishing boat 
Model structure for the test: 
 
 
Stella® equation for the structure: 
Type of input Variable name Stella equation 
equation check mass balance boat sector  = TOTAL_INPUT_MASS_BOAT -  
total_output_mass_boat 
equation check mass balance motors 
sector  
= TOTAL_INPUT_MASS_MOTORS -  
total_output_mass_motors 
equation total output mass boat  = SUM(UNOCCUPIED_BOATS[*]) + 
SUM(OCCUPIED_BOATS[*]) + 
OUTPUT_MASS_USED_BOATS + 
OUTPUT_MASS_UNUSED_BOATS 
Mass-balance	test:	Household	net	income	sector
Weeks
ID
R
-0.5
0
0.5
0 260 520 780 1040
1 1 1 1
check	mass	balance	net	income1
Outflow	balance	test:	Spendings	proportion
Weeks
D
im
e
n
s
io
n
le
s
s
0
1
2
0 260 520 780 1040
check	total	proportion	of	all	spendings[TR,	EN]
check	total	proportion	of	all	spendings[TR,	NEN]
check	total	proportion	of	all	spendings[DS,	EN]
check	total	proportion	of	all	spendings[DS,	NEN]
check	total	proportion	of	all	spendings[SF,	EN]
check	total	proportion	of	all	spendings[SF,	NEN]
TOTAL
INPUT	MASS
BOAT
UNOCCUPIED	BOATS OCCUPIED	BOATS
OUTPUT	MASS
UNUSED	BOATS
OUTPUT	MASS
USED	BOATS
boat
purchase
check
mass	balance
boat	sector
total
output	mass
boat
input	mass
addition
boat	sector
TOTAL
INPUT	MASS
MOTORS
MOTORS
INSTALLED	IN
OPERATING	BOATS
MOTORS
NOT	IN	USE
OUTPUT	MASS
MOTORS	USED
OUTPUT	MASS
MOTORS	UNUSED
motors
purchased
total
output	mass
motors
check
mass	balance
motors	sector
input	mass
addition
motors	sector
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Type of input Variable name Stella equation 
equation total output mass motors  = 
SUM(MOTORS_INSTALLED_IN_OPERATING_BOATS
[*]) + SUM(MOTORS_NOT_IN_USE[*]) + 
OUTPUT_MASS_MOTORS_UNUSED + 
OUTPUT_MASS_MOTORS_USED 
inflow input mass addition boat 
sector  
= SUM(boat_purchase[*]) 
inflow input mass addition motors 
sector  
= SUM(motors_purchased[*]) 
stock 
function 
TOTAL INPUT MASS BOAT(t)  = TOTAL_INPUT_MASS_BOAT(t - dt) + 
(input_mass_addition_boat_sector) * dt 
stock 
function 
TOTAL INPUT MASS MOTORS(t)  = TOTAL_INPUT_MASS_MOTORS(t - dt) + 
(input_mass_addition_motors_sector) * 
dt 
 
Test result: 
1. Test verdict: Balanced 
2. Simulation output: 
 
Sector 3: Fish population 
Model structure for the test: 
  
 
 
Stella® equation for the structure: 
Type of 
input 
Variable name Stella equation 
equation check mass balance 
fish population  
= TOTAL_INPUT_MASS_JUVENILES + 
TOTAL_INPUT_MASS_ADULT - total_ouput_mass_fish 
Mass-balance	test:	Fishing	boat
Weeks
B
o
a
ts
-2k
-1k
0
0 260 520 780 1040
check	mass	balance	boat	sector
check	mass	balance	motors	sector
ADULT
FISH	STOCK
JUVENILE
FISH	STOCK
TOTAL	MASS
ADULT	EMIGRATION
TOTAL	MASS
POISION
CATCH
TOTAL	MASS
SQUID	PELAGIC
CATCH
TOTAL	MASS
TRADITIONAL
CATCH
TOTAL	MASS
ADULT
SPILLOVER
TOTAL	MASS
ADULT
DEATH
TOTAL	MASS
JUVENILE
MOVE	OUT
TOTAL	MASS
JUVENILE
SPILLOVER
TOTAL	INPUT	MASS
JUVENILES
TOTAL	MASS
BOMB
CATCH
TOTAL	INPUT	MASS
ADULT
fish
immigration
adult	recruits
from	other
habitats
juvenile	recruits
check
mass	balance
fish	population
total
ouput	mass
fish
input	mass
addition
juvenile	fish
input	mass
addition
adult	fish
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Type of 
input 
Variable name Stella equation 
equation total ouput mass fish  = SUM(JUVENILE_FISH_STOCK[*, *]) + 
TOTAL_MASS_JUVENILE_SPILLOVER + 
TOTAL_MASS_JUVENILE_MOVE_OUT + 
SUM(ADULT_FISH_STOCK[*, *]) + 
TOTAL_MASS_ADULT_DEATH + TOTAL_MASS_ADULT_SPILLOVER 
+ TOTAL_MASS_TRADITIONAL_CATCH + 
TOTAL_MASS_SQUID_PELAGIC_CATCH + 
TOTAL_MASS_POISION_CATCH + TOTAL_MASS_BOMB_CATCH + 
TOTAL_MASS_ADULT_EMIGRATION 
equation check mass balance 
fish population  
= TOTAL_INPUT_MASS_JUVENILES + 
TOTAL_INPUT_MASS_ADULT - total_ouput_mass_fish 
inflow input mass addition 
adult fish  
= SUM(adult_recruits_from_other_habitats[*, *]) + 
SUM(fish_immigration[*, *]) 
inflow input mass addition 
juvenile fish  
= SUM(juvenile_recruits[*, *]) 
stock 
function 
TOTAL INPUT MASS 
ADULT(t)  
= TOTAL_INPUT_MASS_ADULT(t - dt) + 
(input_mass_addition_adult_fish) * dt 
stock 
function 
TOTAL INPUT MASS 
JUVENILES(t)  
= TOTAL_INPUT_MASS_JUVENILES(t - dt) + 
(input_mass_addition_juvenile_fish) * dt 
stock 
function 
TOTAL INPUT MASS 
ADULT(t)  
= TOTAL_INPUT_MASS_ADULT(t - dt) + 
(input_mass_addition_adult_fish) * dt 
 
Test result: 
1. Test verdict: Negative mass balance. The gap value (‘check mass balance fish population’) show 
extremely small imbalance that fluctuates within a range of 0 to 2 fish individuals ‘leaking out’ of 
the system per week, shown in the graphs below. The team presumes that the weekly minuscule 
differences was resulted from the implicit loops and outflow delays occurring when some of the 
outflows (e.g., spillovers) are dependent on the inflows when the outflows (that feed total output 
of mass) has a dependence on the inflows (that feed total input of mass), which by default 
triggers the software to determine how much flow that can flow out based only the value of the 
stock and excluding the value of the inflow(s). More on ‘implicit loops’: 
https://www.iseesystems.com/resources/help/v1-6/default.htm#08-Reference/05-
Computational_Details/Flow_prioritization.htm#kanchor633  
2. Simulation output:  
 
Mass-balance	test:	Fish	population
Weeks
In
d
iv
id
u
a
l	
F
is
h
-1008631260
-1008631260
-1008631260
0 260 520 780 1040
check	mass	balance	fish	population
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Sector 17 & 16: Consistency check between fishers stocks in sector 17 and 16 
Model structure for the test: 
 
Stella® equation for the structure: 
Type of 
input 
Variable name Stella equation 
equation difference male 
fishers 
population:fishery 
sector  
= 
total_male_fisher_current_week_from_population_sect
or - total_male_fisher_from_fishery_sector 
equation difference female 
fishers 
population:fishery 
sector  
= 
total_female_fisher_current_week_from_population_se
ctor  - total_female_fisher_from_fishery_sector 
equation total male fisher from 
fishery sector  
= ( SUM(TRADITIONAL_FISHER[ML, *]) + 
SUM(DESTRUCTIVE_FISHER[ML, *]) + 
SUM(SQUID:PELAGIC_FISHER[ML, *]) ) 
equation total female fisher 
from fishery sector  
= ( SUM(TRADITIONAL_FISHER[FM, *]) + 
SUM(DESTRUCTIVE_FISHER[FM, *]) + 
SUM(SQUID:PELAGIC_FISHER[FM, *]) ) 
equation total male fisher 
current week from 
population sector  
= SUM(MALE_FISHER_YOUNG[*]) + 
SUM(MALE_FISHER_MID_AGE[*]) + 
SUM(MALE_FISHER_OLDER[*]) {+ 
SUM(RETIRED_MALE_FISHER_POPULATION_SECTOR[*]) 
TRADITIONAL
FISHER
DESTRUCTIVE
FISHER
SQUID:PELAGIC
FISHER
total
male	fisher
from	fishery	sector
difference
female	fishers
population:fishery	sector
total
female	fisher
from	fishery	sector
total	female	fisher
current	week
from	population	sector
total	male	fisher
current	week
from	population	sector
difference
male	fishers
population:fishery	sector
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Type of 
input 
Variable name Stella equation 
equation total female fisher 
current week from 
population sector  
= SUM(FEMALE_FISHER_YOUNG[*]) + 
SUM(FEMALE_FISHER_MID_AGE[*]) + 
SUM(FEMALE_FISHER_OLDER[*]) { 
SUM(RETIRED_FEMALE_FISHER_POPULATION_SECTOR[*]) 
 
Test result: 
1. Test verdict: Consistent The total value of fisher stocks in the Fishery sector equal to the 
total value of fisher stock in the Population sector. 
2. Simulation output:  
 
Stock	accuracy	check	between	population	and	fishery	sector
Weeks
P
e
o
p
le
-0.5
0
0.5
-0.5
0
0.5
0 260 520 780 1040
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
difference	male	fishers	population:fishery	sector1
difference	female	fishers	population:fishery	sector2
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Appendix 28. Results of the extreme conditions test 
Note: Under ‘Stella equation’, the additional equation used to apply the tested condition are marked 
in bold. First-tier observed variable is the variable directly affected by the modified variable. The 
file of the newer model version developed after the last revision in the last test is named “sfm phd 
r11 test0 base case10.stmx”, which was parameterized using hypothetical input values.  
Sector 16: Population of human 
Extremely high human birth rate 
Test configuration: 
1. Stella file name: “sfm phd r11 test2 extreme 1population birth rate hi” 
2. Sector / State variable tested:  Population 
3. Name of variable(s) modified: “birth rate reproducing female whole” 
4. Parameter adjustment: One-hundred-fold increase of the birth rate base value from 
week 520. 
5. Stella equation: Base value * (1 + STEP(100, 520)) 
Test result(s): 
First tier observed variable: Children 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible- Exponential increase beginning from week 
520. 
2. Simulation output: 
 
Subsequent tier variable: Male and female non-fishing labour 
1. Reality check: Same as previous 
2. Simulation output: 
 
Subsequent tier variable: Male and female fisher 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible– gradual increase after week 520 
2. Simulation output: 
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Zero human birth rate 
Test configuration: 
1. Stella file name: “sfm phd r11 test2 extreme 2population birth rate 0” 
2. Sector / State variable tested:  Population 
3. Name of variable(s) modified: “death rate [male young / female young / male mid age / female 
mid age / male older / female older] fractional”, “deaths retiree 
female:males” 
4. Parameter adjustment: One-hundred-fold increase of the death rate base value from 
week 520. 
5. Stella equation: Base value * (1 + STEP(100, 520)) 
Test result(s): 
First tier observed variable: Children 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible- Exponential decrease after week 520. 
2. Simulation output: 
 
Subsequent tier variable: Male and female non-fishing labour, fisher, and retiree  
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible– Exponential decrease after week 520. 
2. Simulation output: 
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Extreme immigration of fisher 
Test configuration: 
1. Stella file name: “sfm phd r11 test2 extreme 3population fisher immigration hi” 
2. Sector / State variable tested:  Population 
3. Name of variable(s) modified: “immigration rate male [young/mid age/older] whole”,  
4. Parameter adjustment: One-thousand-fold increase of the immigration rate base value 
from week 520. 
5. Stella equation: Base value * (1 + STEP(1000, 520)) 
Test result(s): 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible- Exponential increase on male non-fisher beginning from 
week 520. Female non-fisher increased slightly due to exiting fisher. Exiting 
fisher increased due to the applied effect of employment opportunity when 
fisher number is beyond the number of available boats. The exits dropped 
female fisher as there is no influx while the exits compensated the male fisher 
immigrant influx indicated by the pulses. Employment opportunity reduced as 
the number of boat supply is below the fishing labour demand. The number of 
fisher operating cannot exceed the number of boat available.   
2. Simulation outputs: 
  
 
 
Effect of employment opportunity on entry and exit rate of fisher determined by boat number: 
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Extremely high deaths 
Test configuration: 
1. Stella file name: “sfm phd r11 test2 extreme8 population death hi” 
2. Sector / State variable tested:  Population 
3. Name of variable(s) modified: “death rate [male/female] [young/mid age/older]” 
4. Parameter adjustment: 1000-fold death rate increase after week 520 
5. Stella equation: base value  
* (1 + STEP(1000, 520)) 
Test result(s): 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – Human population stocks dropped to zero 
after week 520. 
2. Simulation outputs: 
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Zero deaths 
Test configuration: 
1. Stella file name: “sfm phd r11 test2 extreme9 population death 0” 
2. Sector / State variable tested:  Population 
3. Name of variable(s) modified: “death rate [male/female] [young/mid age/older]” 
4. Parameter adjustment: Zero death rate after week 520 
5. Stella equation: base value  
* (1 + STEP(-1, 520)) 
  
Test result(s): 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – Non-fisher stocks remained increasing after week 520. 
However, fisher stocks relatively stabilized after week 520 with gradual 
decline. This was acceptable as fisher exits increased due to reduced 
employment opportunity that was limited by boat number (see previous tests).  
2. Simulation outputs: 
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Sector 13: Household net income 
The fishery sector model was developed to conserve the same amount of mass conserved in the 
stocks and flows connected to the fisher stocks in the population sector - for all three fishery groups, 
two age groups and two sex groups. This was justified in the mass consistency test between the 
fishery and population sector (see appendix on mass-balance test results). Therefore, for the same 
array dimension of fisher stock, the extreme tests applied to the fisher stock from population sector 
should render similar simulation output for the fisher stocks from the fishery sector. This was 
justified by the results from the two extreme tests applied to the population sector that are shown 
below: 
 
1. Similar result to the output for “extremely high human birth rate” from population sector 
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2. Similar result to the output for “zero human birth rate” from population sector 
 
Sector 12: Household costs of living 
Extremely high normal/required costs of living 
Test configuration: 
1. Stella file name: “sfm phd r11 test2 extreme4 hold living cost hi” 
2. Sector / State variable tested:  Household costs of living 
3. Name of variable(s) modified: “normal desired costs of living” 
4. Parameter adjustment: Fifty-fold increase from week 520. 
5. Stella equation: total_household_consumption_costs 
+ costs_of_durable_goods_per_week 
+ schooling_costs ) 
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* switch_on:off_normal_costs_of_living 
* (1 + STEP(50, 520) 
Test result(s): 
First tier observed variable: Desired costs of living 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible– Desired costs of living increased 50-fold in week 520 
then dropped to a lower level in the following weeks but below the 
normal/required level however higher than the weeks before the peak. The 
drop was resulted by the applied effect of deficit in lowering the desired 
costs of living. 
2. Simulation output: 
 
Subsequent tier variable: Unrecovered deficit; Normal costs of living; Spending 
prioritization and amount for costs of living, loan repayment, and deficit offset.  
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – Episodes of unrecovered deficit increases dramatically 
after week 520 as it gaps between actual spending for costs of living and the 
normal/required costs of living is extremely high. After week 520, more 
income was spent to offset deficit instead of to repay loan. This was due to the 
applied conditional rule for prioritizing the allocation of income based on 
the weighted average of costs of living, debt, and deficit.  
2. Simulation output: 
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Subsequent tier variable: Fishing effort, Entry & exit rate of fisher 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – Sharp decline of fishing effort after week 520. The 
reduction was the result of the effect of fishing profitability on fulfilling costs 
of living. In this case, income from fishing is far too low to cover high cost of 
living. Therefore, fishing effort was greatly reduced. 
 
Furthermore, in the scenario where the expected minimum fishing income 
resembles the value of the desired costs of living, the entry(exit) rates of fisher 
reduced(increased). Therefore, after week 520, the number of fisher decreased 
due to the exits. This is also considered realistic/plausible 
2. Simulation output: 
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Zero normal/required costs of living 
Test configuration: 
1. Stella file name: “sfm phd r11 test2 extreme5 hold living cost 0” 
2. Sector / State variable tested:  Household costs of living 
3. Name of variable(s) modified: “normal desired costs of living” 
4. Parameter adjustment: Almost-zero costs of living from week 520. 
5. Stella equation: total_household_consumption_costs 
+ costs_of_durable_goods_per_week 
+ schooling_costs ) 
* switch_on:off_normal_costs_of_living 
* (1 - STEP(0.99, 520)) 
Test result(s): 
First tier observed variable: Desired costs of living 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible– Desired costs of living of all household 
groups (by fishery group and boat group) dropped to and 
persisted at zero starting from week 520. Some household group 
already reduced their desired costs of living due to unrecovered 
deficit. 
2. Simulation output: 
 
Subsequent tier observed variable: Unrecovered deficit; Normal costs of living; Spending 
prioritization and amount for costs of living, loan repayment, and deficit offset. 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – Unrecovered deficit was reduced after week 
520 given deficit episodes are now absent, and ‘remaining’ 
deficits before week 520 were offset-ed partly using current 
income stream and loan. Therefore, for the period, spending 
allocation is prioritized to costs of living (0.5), and loan 
repayment (0.5). However, starting from week 520, low costs of 
living allowed additional net income to be allocated for tertiary 
education. Yet, loan repayment spending reoccurred given that 
debt before week 520 is not yet cleared.     
 
2. Simulation output: 
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Sector 13: Household net income 
Extreme income addition 
Test configuration: 
1. Stella file name: “sfm phd r11 test2 extreme6 hhold net income hi” 
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2. Sector / State variable tested:  Household net income/savings 
3. Name of variable(s) modified: “household income addition” 
4. Parameter adjustment: Fifty-fold increase from week 520. 
5. Stella equation: ( ( profit_of_fishing_per_household_by_fishery_&_motor 
/ delay_in_household_savings_addition ) 
+ ( profit_of_nonfishing_unit_per_household 
/ delay_in_household_savings_addition )) 
* switch_on:off_inflow_household_income_addition 
* (1 + STEP(50, 520)) 
Test result(s): 
First tier observed variable: Household net income/savings 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – Household savings accumulated 
dramatically after week 520. 
2. Simulation output: 
 
Subsequent tier observed variable: Five spending allocation outflows: costs of living (1), loan 
repayment (2), deficit offset (3), reinvestment in non-fishing (4) 
(non-fishing job scenario was ‘Off’ for this test), and for tertiary 
education/disposable income (5); Unpaid debt; Weekly loan 
repayment costs; Unresolved deficit.  
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – After week 520: Spending 1 was able to cover the 
normal/required costs of living due to the improvement of income stream. 
Spending 2 eventually went to zero since debt can be cleared using the net 
income, and loan repayment stopped since loan to cover deficit was no longer 
taken. The ‘ringing’ behaviour of the loan repayment variable was realistic 
given the billing cycle applied in the model. Spending 3 eventually went to zero 
since past deficit was being offset and no more deficit episodes occurring. 
Spending 4 was zero throughout the simulation since non-fishing job scenario 
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was disabled. Spending 5 was able to cover the required weekly tertiary 
education cost. 
2. Simulation output: 
 
  
 
 
Zero income addition 
Test configuration: 
1. Stella file name: “sfm phd r11 test2 extreme7 hhold net income 0” 
2. Sector / State variable tested:  Household net income/savings 
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3. Name of variable(s) modified: “household income addition” 
4. Parameter adjustment: Zero addition from week 520. 
5. Stella equation: (( profit_of_fishing_per_household_by_fishery_&_motor 
/ delay_in_household_savings_addition ) 
+ ( profit_of_nonfishing_unit_per_household 
/ delay_in_household_savings_addition )) 
* switch_on:off_inflow_household_income_addition 
* (1 + STEP(-1, 520)) 
Test result(s): 
First tier observed variable: Household net income/savings 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – Zero savings after week 520  
2. Simulation output: 
 
Subsequent tier observed variable: Five spending allocation outflows: costs of living (1), loan 
repayment (2), deficit offset (3), reinvestment in non-fishing (4) 
(non-fishing job scenario was ‘Off’ for this test), and for tertiary 
education/disposable income (5); Unpaid debt; Weekly loan 
repayment costs; Unresolved deficit. 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – After week 520: Spending no. 1,2,3, and 5 went to 
zero due to unavailable savings. 
2. Simulation output: 
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Sector 14: Household deficit 
The materials/information conserved in the stocks and flows in the Household Deficit sectors are 
entirely based on the input of the Household Net Income sector and Household Costs of Living 
sector. Therefore, extreme condition test was considered unnecessary to test the model in the 
Household Deficit sector given that results of the extreme conditions tested for the aforementioned 
sectors is also illustrate the similar response behaviour for the stocks in the Household Deficit 
sector. 
Sector 20: Household loan and debt 
Zero collateral asset 
Test configuration: 
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1. Stella file name: “sfm phd r11 test2 extreme10 hhold loan collateral 0” 
2. Sector / State variable tested:  Household loan and debt 
3. Name of variable(s) modified: “rate of collateral asset value addition” 
4. Parameter adjustment: Zero collateral from week 520. 
5. Stella equation: (IF switch_on:off_fishery_group_by_fishery_&_motor =1 
THEN ( IF 
average_period_of_asset_addition_per_household_type > 0 
THEN 
average_value_of_collateral_asset_per_addition_per_household
_type / average_period_of_asset_addition_per_household_type 
ELSE 0 ) 
ELSE 0 ) 
* (1 + STEP(-1, 520)) 
Test result(s): 
First tier observed variable: Household collateral asset value, Loan principal for the week, 
Max loan principal, Desired loan 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – After week 520, the accumulated collateral asset value 
dropped to zero as there is no more collateral asset addition. The 
actual loan principal taken by household also dropped to zero 
due to the applied effect of collateral asset value on capping 
the amount of loan taken. Yet, the desired loan was increasing 
over time due to deficit episodes that was not being able to be 
compensated with loans. 
2. Simulation output: 
 
 
Sector 1: Seagrass and mangrove fish habitat condition 
In the model, the exogenous influences of seagrass and mangrove habitat variables to the fish 
population sectors were applied using the similar stock/flow structure and equation structure. The 
difference is that mangrove variables are fixed parameter, while seagrass variables (stock) are 
dynamic as it receives influence of destructive fishing. Hence, extreme condition tests were done 
only the seagrass variables as it would produce similar effect to and/or response behaviour from the 
variables in the fish population sector.     
Extremely high seagrass habitat availability 
Test configuration: 
1. Stella file name: “sfm phd r11 test2 extreme11 habitat seagrass hi” 
2. Sector / State variable tested:  Seagrass habitat 
3. Name of variable(s) modified: “test inflow for seagrass area” (inflow added for the test only) 
4. Parameter adjustment: A pulse of inflow of area value five times the initial condition 
(20 ha.) was added from week 520. 
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5. Stella equation: PULSE(100, 520) (Ha.) 
Test result(s): 
First tier observed variable: Above ground seagrass area, Seagrass carrying capacity for fish. 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible –  After week 520, both variables peaked 
dramatically and then gradually declining following the 
reduction effect of destructive fishing similar to the period 
before week 520. 
2. Simulation output: 
 
 
Subsequent tier observed variable: Juvenile fish recruitment rate, Juvenile fish stocks, Juvenile fish 
maturation rate, Adult fish stocks, Adult natural death, Juvenile 
and adult spillover rate, Adult recruitment rate from other 
habitat, Traditional/poison/bomb catch abundance outflows 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – After week 520, juvenile fish recruitment rate and s 
juvenile fish stocks in seagrass [SG] habitat changes 
proportionally to the increase of seagrass carrying capacity. 
Juvenile fish stock increased sharply followed with a gradual 
decline as juveniles ‘moves’ to the adult stock category 
proportionally to the fractional rate of maturation applied. 
The adult fish stock jumped significantly on week 521 and 
dropped to level that, however, higher than the previous period. 
Accordingly, other habitat did not render the behaviour (i.e., 
[RF]). 
The adult death rate, and the adult spillover rate followed the 
pattern of the adult fish stock given that the outflow rate applied 
was fractional value of the stock. 
The spillover rate of juvenile fish stocks temporarily went to 
zero after week 520 given that the carrying capacity was so high 
momentarily over the total of the stock and net flow. 
The effect of high influx of juvenile stock in week 520 was not 
noticeable in the rate of adult fish addition from other habitat 
(external recruitment). This is reasonable given that any external 
adult fish recruitment (that include seagrass) was calculated as 
the sum of fish from the-other-three habitat category; whereby 
each external habitat proportion is controlled by a fixed value 
input by the “proportion of juveniles of a fish class in each 
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habitats” converter. 
The catch rate of all fishers catching fish in seagrass habitat 
jumped significantly after week 520; given the increased 
availability of fish. Accordingly, the catch rate of another habitat 
(i.e. [RF]) dropped slightly after week 520; given the applied 
conditional rule of fishing effort allocation for each habitat 
weighed by the revenue rate of each habitat that partly 
determined by catch per unit effort.  
 
2. Simulation output: 
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Zero seagrass habitat availability 
Test configuration: 
1. Stella file name: “sfm phd r11 test2 extreme12 habitat seagrass 0” 
2. Sector / State variable tested:  Seagrass habitat 
3. Name of variable(s) modified: “loss of seagrass area in heactare” outflow 
4. Parameter adjustment: One-thousand-fold increase of loss rate from week 520. 
5. Stella equation: base rate value * (1 + STEP(-1, 520)) 
Test result(s): 
First tier observed variable: Above ground seagrass area, Seagrass carrying capacity for fish. 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – After week 520, the carrying capacity of seagrass habitat 
for all fish age group and species group went to zero. 
2. Simulation output: 
 
Subsequent tier observed variable: Juvenile fish recruitment rate, Juvenile fish stocks, Juvenile fish 
maturation rate, Adult fish stocks, Adult natural death, Juvenile 
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and adult spillover rate, Adult recruitment rate from other 
habitat, Traditional/poison/bomb catch abundance outflows 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – After week 520 recruitment rate stopped; 
Juvenile fish stock in seagrass habitat dropped to zero and 
therefore, no more juvenile fish seagrass maturing, spillover and 
deaths, and fish extraction by each fishing group.  
2. Simulation output: 
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Sector 2: Coral reef fish habitat condition 
Zero grazing by herbivorous reef fish & Extremely high TSS concentration 
Test configuration: 
1. Stella file name: “sfm phd r11 test2 extreme13 habitat reef condition 0” 
2. Sector / State variable tested:  Reef condition 
3. Name of variable(s) modified: (1) “adjusted reef condition for grazing by [juvenile, adult]”, (2) 
“scenario current TSS concentration” 
4. Parameter adjustment: (1) Zero grazing level, (2) 500-fold increase of the normal TSS, 
from week 520 
5. Stella equation: (1): ( IF switch_on:off_effect_of_grazing_on_reef = 1 
THEN effect_of_grazing_by_adult_on_reef|| 
* normal_reef_condition_for_grazing_by_adult 
ELSE normal_reef_condition_for_grazing_by_adult ) 
* (1 + STEP(-1, 520)) 
(2): (normal_TSS_concentration 
* scenario_trend_of_TSS_concentration) 
* STEP(500, 520) 
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Test result(s): 
First tier observed variable: Reef condition adjustment for TSS/grazing, Reef condition  
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – After week 520, zero grazing and extremely 
high TSS (‘highly polluted water’) resulted in zero reef condition 
value. 
2. Simulation output: 
 
 
Subsequent tier observed variable: Reef carrying capacity for fish (total, living substrate, rubble), 
Fish stock in reef habitat. 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – After week 520: The total reef carrying capacity dropped to 
a critical level but not zero. 
Individually, the carrying capacity from living substrate area was near-zero, 
which was proportional to the influence of the applied changes in TSS and 
grazing conditions. 
Yet, the total carrying capacity was buffered by the assigned fixed value carrying 
capacity for fish from the rubble area that did not receive influence of the change 
of TSS or grazing. 
Similar to the response behaviour for the zero seagrass test, accordingly, fish 
stocks in reef habitat dropped drastically in proportion to the change of carrying 
capacity of reef. Furthermore, the catch rate of another habitat (i.e. [SQ, MN]) 
increased after week 520; given the allocation of fishing effort that spent more on 
mangrove and pelagic area due to the applied conditional rule of fishing effort 
allocation for each habitat weighed by the revenue rate of each habitat. 
2. Simulation output: 
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Extremely high grazing by herbivorous reef fish & Very-low TSS concentration 
Test configuration: 
1. Stella file name: “sfm phd r11 test2 extreme14 habitat reef condition hi” 
2. Sector / State variable tested:  Reef condition 
3. Name of variable(s) modified: (1) “switch on:off effect of grazing on reef [juvenile, adult]”, (2) 
“scenario trend of TSS concentration” 
4. Parameter adjustment: (1) Effect of grazing by herbivorous fish stock switched off 
(Always one = Optimum grazing), (2) TSS value always equal to 
the normal/initial value, from week 520 
5. Stella equation: (1): 1 + STEP(-1, 520) {1=ON, 0=OFF} 
(2): graphical input set as (0,1) throughout the simulation period 
 
Test result(s): 
First tier observed variable: Reef condition adjustment for TSS and grazing (adult, juvenile 
herbivorous fish), Reef condition  
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – After week 520, the combination of maximum grazing 
and TSS (‘no water pollution’) resulted in constant reef condition value of 
one. 
2. Simulation output: 
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Subsequent tier observed variable: Reef carrying capacity for fish (total, living substrate, rubble), 
Fish stock in reef habitat. 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – After week 520, the opposite condition of the response 
behaviours from the previous test were produced. 
Reef condition, total reef carrying capacity, and reef carrying capacity form 
living substrate was being maintained 
However, the declining trend of carrying capacity remained due to the applied 
effect of fishing effort by destructive fisher in the conversion of living 
substrate into rubble area. 
The pattern and trend of living substrate conversion was consistent to the 
declining trend of destructive fishers and operating boats, and fishing effort 
pattern of the destructive fishers. 
2. Simulation output: 
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Sector 3: Fish population 
Extremely high juvenile fish recruitment 
Represented in the previous test of “extremely high seagrass habitat availability” 
Zero juvenile fish recruitment 
Represented in the previous test of “zero seagrass habitat availability” 
Extremely high loss of fish 
The test was applied to the fish spillover outflows for adult and juvenile fish stock. The spillover 
outflow represents similar direct influence of the fish deaths, fish catch, and fish emigration 
outflows to the fish stocks under extremely high condition. Therefore, the test result for these 
outflows are represented by the spillover outflows. 
 
Test configuration: 
1. Stella file name: “sfm phd r11 test2 extreme15 fish pop availability 0” 
2. Sector / State variable tested:  Fish population 
3. Name of variable(s) modified: “spillover of [adult, juvenile] fish” (outflow) 
4. Parameter adjustment: One trillion fish spillover rate from week 520. 
5. Stella equation: base equation + STEP(1e12, 520) 
Test result(s): 
First tier observed variable: Fish stocks 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – After week 520, all fish stocks dropped to 
zero due to extreme loss of fish. 
2. Simulation output: 
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Subsequent tier observed variable: Fish recruitment, Juvenile fish maturation, Fish deaths, Fish 
recruitment from other habitats 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – After week 520: Fish recruitment, juvenile 
fish maturation, fish deaths, fish recruitment from other habitats; 
were all dropped to zero as there was no longer fish conserved in 
the system. 
 
2. Simulation output: 
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Subsequent tier observed variable: Fish catch; Domestic fish supply and unsold fish; Ratio of fish 
supply to demand; Price of fish; Profit of fishing; Effort in 
fishing; Effort in non-fishing (Unused labour hours) 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – After week 520: 
Fish catch of each fishery group, boat group in each habitat 
dropped to zero. 
Similar effect was followed by Fish supply and thus no unsold 
fish. 
Accordingly, as the applied scenario of fish demand was 
increasing overtime, the ratio of fish supply to demand also 
zeroed; which resulted in fish prices maintained at its ceiling 
level. 
The absence of fish resulted in zero fishing profit to all fishery 
group and boat group.  
As a response, the fishing household no longer allocate their 
labour hours for fishing (zero fishing effort) and more unused 
labour hours that can be reserved for non-fishing activity 
(alternative occupation). 
Similar to the previous tests on fisher and non-fisher population, 
the profit drop after week 520 triggered fisher exit rate increase; 
which therefore, lowered the fisher stocks. 
The fisher stock did not fall to zero given that there are inflows 
such as from immigration and maturing fisher and very-low 
entry rate. 
 
2. Simulation output: 
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Extremely high availability of fish 
Test configuration: 
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1. Stella file name: “sfm phd r11 test2 extreme16 fish pop availability hi” 
2. Sector / State variable tested:  Fish population 
3. Name of variable(s) modified: “fish immigration” (inflow to adult fish stock) 
4. Parameter adjustment: One billion immigration rate from week 520. 
5. Stella equation: base equation + STEP(1e9, 520) 
Test result(s): 
First tier observed variable: Fish stocks 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – After week 520: 
All adult and juvenile fish stock was maintained high at all time. 
However, juvenile fish stocks in habitats affected by the 
destructive fishing (seagrass, coral reef) were gradually reduced 
due to the combination of increasing destructive fishing effort 
and increasing number of destructive fishers. 
This was made possible since high adult stock was maintaining a 
high fish catch to all fisher and therefore, an always-high fishing 
profit.  
The profit increase reduced the exit rate and increased entry rate 
(unnoticeable) that resulted in the increase of fisher. 
Meanwhile, boat scenario was set as always available to 
accommodate fisher. 
2. Simulation output: 
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Subsequent tier observed variable: Fish recruitment, Juvenile fish maturation, Fish deaths, Fish 
recruitment from other habitats, Fish catch, Fishing effort, 
Carrying capacity of habitat for fish 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – After week 520:  
Juvenile fish recruitment rate spiked and some habitat continue 
decreasing given the decreasing carrying capacity of reef habitat 
and seagrass habitat due to destructive fishing effort. 
Similar to maturing fish in some habitat (i.e., seagrass) 
experienced earlier increased reduction as, by scenario, some 
habitat is assigned with lesser fix allocation of maturing 
juveniles. In other habitat (i.e., reef) that has higher allocation of 
maturing juveniles, the maturing fish was transiently increased 
but then also further reduced. 
Recruitment and maturation rates in habitat unaffected by 
destructive fishing were, accordingly, maintained high. 
2. Simulation output: 
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Subsequent tier observed variable: Fish catch; Domestic fish supply and unsold fish; Ratio of fish 
supply to demand; Price of fish; Profit of fishing 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – After week 520: 
Fish catch of each fishing group dramatically increased. 
However, the catch rates were declining given the increasing 
fisher (see previous result) yet limited boat (see previous result). 
The fish demand for some fish types that were applied with a 
higher value of average household demand for consumption (i.e. 
HR and PR fish) was keeping its ratio of supply to demand that 
was always lower than one. The demand was also increasing in 
proportion to the increasing non-fisher population. Therefore, 
fish prices for these fish types were maintained high at the cap 
price level. 
For fish types that were applied with a lower value of average 
household demand for consumption, its supply to demand ratio 
was fluctuating around the value of one. The ratio was depicting 
annual episodes of oversupply and undersupply of fish. 
Accordingly, fish price for this fish type was gradually 
decreasing in a fluctuating manner after a big spike in week 520. 
Regardless the price changes, the profit of fishing groups was 
always high (see previous result) given that the fish catch 
amount was always high (see previous result). 
2. Simulation output: 
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Sector 4: Fishing boat 
In the previous tests, fishing boat addition scenario was not applied. 
During the testing of “zero boat and motor addition rate” condition, several revisions were made to: 
• The “ratio actual:required fisher by fishery” converter, whereby zero value of boat 
availability/fisher demand would return zero value instead of one.  
• The “effect of employment demand on [entry, exit] rate [to, from] fishing” graphical 
converter; whereby zero input (no boat) would set entry rate to zero and maximizing exit 
rate. 
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• The “density dependent recruitment Beverton holt equation” converter, whereby juvenile 
candidate value calculated should be less or equal to the juvenile carrying capacity of the 
habitat, otherwise ringing will occur.  
Extreme boat and motor addition rate 
Test configuration: 
1. Stella file name: “sfm phd r11 test2 extreme17 boat addition hi” 
2. Sector / State variable tested:  Fishing boat 
3. Name of variable(s) modified: (1) “boat purchase”, (2) “switch on:off flow boat purchase”, (3) 
“switch on:off flow motor purchase” 
4. Parameter adjustment: Both inflow rates enabled and set at 500 boat per year and motor 
from week 520. 
5. Stella equation: (1): gap_boat_demand:unused_boat_as_boat_to_be_purchased / 
delay_in_boat_procurement * 
switch_on:off_flow_boat_purchase 
+ STEP(500, 520) 
(2): STEP(1, 520) 
(3): 1 + STEP(500, 520)  
Test result(s): 
First tier observed variable: Occupied fishing boats, Unoccupied fishing boats, Boat 
occupation and abandonment rate,  
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – After week 520: 
Occupied fishing boat increased dramatically. 
Abandoned fishing boat was accumulating similarly. This was 
due to the difference between the required and available boat. 
Over supply of boats was keeping rate of boat occupation 
remained zero and boat abandonment rate was starting to take 
place. The number of motorized boats/motors in boats was 
increasing in a similar trend given that the motor addition rate 
was equal to the boat purchase rate. Unused motor increased 
sharply at week 520 then gradually reduced given its lifespan 
applied that is shorter than boat. The increase was in proportion 
to the increasing rate of unused boat from the decommissioned 
motorized boat. 
 
2. Simulation output: 
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Test result(s): 
Subsequent tier observed variable: Fish catch per fishery, Fish stock, Fish supply & demand, 
Unsold fish, Fish price, Profit of fishing, Catch per unit of effort, 
Fish catch per habitat 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – After week 520: 
The total fish catch of each fishing group increased due to more 
boats operating. As a result, fish stock was declining more 
rapidly and also due to more degradation in seagrass and reef 
habitat (see previous tests). Unsold fish was increasing due to 
episodes of fish oversupplies; which creates fluctuation of fish 
price. Profit of fishing, ultimately, dropped due to lesser catch-
per-unit-of-effort due to degrading habitats but maintained by 
fish supplied from pelagic and mangrove. In this test, un-
motorized fishing group was maintaining a higher profit than the 
motorized. This was due to fuel costs being applied to the 
motorized boat, which reduces profit. Yet, at the time of test, un-
motorized group fishing effort in the pelagic/offshore habitat was 
not yet disabled and thus, was gaining revenue similar to the 
motorized boat.    
 
2. Simulation output: 
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Zero boat and motor addition rate 
Test configuration: 
1. Stella file name: “sfm phd r11 test2 extreme18 boat zeroed” 
2. Sector / State variable tested:  Fishing boat 
3. Name of variable(s) modified: (1) “used boats decommissioned”, (2) “loss of used motors” 
(outflows) 
4. Parameter adjustment: 1000 boat and motor decommissioned per week from week 520. 
5. Stella equation: (1),(2): base equation * (1 + STEP(1e3, 520))  
Test result(s): 
Observed variable: Occupied fishing boats, Motors in boat/motorized boat, Fish 
catch, Fish stocks, Fish supply, Ratio of supply to demand, 
Unsold fish, Fish price, Fishing profit, Fishing effort,  
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – After week 520:  
Occupied boats dropped to and maintained at zero. Rate of boats 
occupied dropped to a low level as it tries to compensate boat 
depletion by taking pre-existing unoccupied boats. Motors in 
boats/motorized boats was responding similarly to occupied 
boats. 
Fish catch was zero due to no boat operating. Juvenile and adult 
fish stocks was maintained in a stable static state, which 
conforms to the boundary of the model but not in the real world. 
Fish supply was kept at zero and thus no addition of unsold fish.  
Yet, fish demand was increasing dramatically given no effect of 
supply and fish price (no fish being sold) and this ratio of supply 
to demand was also zero. Fish price was rising to the cap level 
accordingly. 
On the other hand, profits of fishing were maintained as a 
negative value indicating that fishing is no longer an income 
generating activity. 
The applied effect of fishing income on entry and exit rates 
was triggering zero entry and maximum exit rates due to zero 
profit of fishing. 
The applied effect of employment opportunity based on boat 
availability on entry and exit rates was also behaving 
similarly. 
For some fishing groups that able to maintain higher education 
costs was no longer experiencing exit rate increase and 
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emigration rate increase, which was a result of the applied effect 
of higher education maintenance on exit/entry rates as well 
as emigration rates. 
These effects collectively resulted in zero entry rates and higher 
exit rates of fishers. Accordingly, non-fishing labor increases and 
fishing labor decreases but not to zero level due to the applied 
fixed influx maintenance of migrating fisher.   
 
2. Simulation output: 
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Sector 7: Fish demand and fish price 
Extremely high fish demand 
Test configuration: 
1. Stella file name: “sfm phd r11 test2 extreme19 fish demand hi” 
2. Sector / State variable tested:  Fish demand and price 
3. Name of variable(s) modified: “variable representing fish demand” 
4. Parameter adjustment: One-hundred-fold increase from week 520. 
5. Stella equation: current value 
* (1 + STEP(100, 520)) 
Test result(s): 
Observed variables: Fish supply, Fish demand, Ratio of fish supply to demand, Effect 
of ratio to fish supply to demand on fish price, Fish prices 
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1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – After week 520: 
Fish supply rate was maintained as fishing was profitable 
throughout the period. Fish demand peaked instantly then 
dropped to near zero. At week 520, the applied high fish demand 
was keeping ratio of supply to demand below one (undersupply). 
The undersupply was then maintaining an increase effect of 
supply-demand ratio on fish price, keeping the price on the 
applied ceiling level. Relative to the normal value, the 
maintained high price was maintaining the ratio of 
actual(current) to normal (initial) price above one. The effect of 
the ratio was keeping fish demand at a near-zero level 
(unattractive high price due to extremely low supply thus, it is 
displayed as a ‘blip’ in the fish demand graph. 
2. Simulation output:  
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Zero fish demand 
Test configuration: 
1. Stella file name: “sfm phd r11 test2 extreme20 fish demand 0” 
2. Sector / State variable tested:  Fish demand and price 
3. Name of variable(s) modified: “variable representing fish demand” 
4. Parameter adjustment: Zero demand maintained from week 520. 
5. Stella equation: current value 
* (1 + STEP(-1, 520)) 
Test result(s): 
Observed variables: Fish demand, Ratio of fish supply to demand, Effect of ratio to 
fish supply to demand on fish price, Fish prices 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – After week 520: 
Fish supply rate was zeroed due to near-zero fishing profit 
resulted from near-zero price. Fish demand dipped to near-zero 
value. At week 520, the applied zero fish demand was 
maintaining a very high ratio of supply to demand value equal to 
the fish supply (oversupply). The oversupply was then 
maintaining a decrease effect of supply-demand ratio on fish 
price, keeping it on the near-zero level. Relative to the normal 
value, the maintained near-zero price was maintaining the ratio 
of actual(current) to normal (initial) price also at near-zero level. 
In the computation, the effect of the near-zero ratio was pushing 
fish demand to a higher level (attractive low price due to 
extremely low demand), yet, this was overridden by the test 
configuration that keeps demand zero. 
2. Simulation output:  
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Extremely high fish price 
Test configuration: 
1. Stella file name: “sfm phd r11 test2 extreme21 fish price hi” 
2. Sector / State variable tested:  Fish demand and price 
3. Name of variable(s) modified: “current fish price” 
4. Parameter adjustment: One-hundred-fold increase from week 520. 
5. Stella equation: current value 
* (1 + STEP(100, 520)) 
Test result(s): 
Observed variables: Fish demand, Fish prices 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – After week 520: 
Extreme fish price increase dropped fish demand to near-zero 
level.  
2. Simulation output:  
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Near-zero fish price 
Test configuration: 
1. Stella file name: “sfm phd r11 test2 extreme21 fish price hi” 
2. Sector / State variable tested:  Fish demand and price 
3. Name of variable(s) modified: “current fish price” 
4. Parameter adjustment: One-hundred-fold increase from week 520. 
5. Stella equation: current value 
* (1 + STEP(100, 520)) 
Test result(s): 
Observed variables: Fish demand, Fish prices 
1. Reality check: Realistic/plausible – After week 520: 
Near-zero fish price increase increased fish demand to an 
extremely-high level relative to period before week 520.  
2. Simulation output: 
 
 
Sector 9: Effort of fishing  
Response behaviour of variables in the Effort for Fishing sector to extreme conditions are indirectly 
represented in the simulation output of the previous tests. Therefore, a separate extreme conditions 
test for the sector was considered unnecessary. 
Sectors not tested for extreme-conditions  
Extreme conditions test for the Effort for Non-fishing (by Fisher) sectors and Effort for Non-fishing 
(by Household) were not conducted as the stocks contained in the sector are products and or 
recalculation of input from other sectors. 
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Appendix 29. Results of the sensitivity test 
Sensitivity tests were applied to 25 output variables in the stock-and-flow model, each that is 
a proxy for a state variables(s) and/or conditions that defines the topic problem. The variables 
are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Output variables tested for sensitivity 
No. 
Output variable name, 
Name in the structure, 
Dimension element code 
Related state variable(s) and/or proxy 
conditions 
1 Seagrass area 
Above ground seagrass area 
Coral reef and other fish habitat condition 
2 Living reef area 
Living substrate area 
3 Reef condition index 
Reef condition  
4 Juvenile fish PR SG 
Juvenile fish stock 
Local fish population 
5 Juvenile fish PR RF 
6 Adult fish PR SG 
Adult fish stock 
7 Adult fish PR RF 
8 Boats unused TR 
Unoccupied boat 
Local fishing activity, Fishing activity of 
households, Destructive fishing effort 
9 Boats used TR 
Occupied boat 
10 Motors used TR 
Motors installed in operating boats 
11 Motors unused TR 
Motors not in use 
12 Fish catch TR, EN, PR in RF 
Total catch abundance from all motorized 
boats by fishery & motor 
Fish catch 
13 Fish demand PR 
Adjusted fish demand for price 
Local fish demand 
14 Fish supply rate PR 
Actual fish supply to domestic 
Fish supply 
15 Fish price PR 
Fish price per mass unit 
Fish Price 
16 Fish unsold PR 
Unsold fish 
Fish oversupply 
17 Fishing profit per boat TR EN 
Profit of fishing per boat by fishery & motor 
Profit of fishing activity 
18 Fishing effort TR EN in RF 
Fishing effort hours per boat 
Local fishing activity, Fishing activity of 
households, Destructive fishing effort 
19 Expected costs of living TR EN 
Actual costs of living 
Total costs of living, Financial burden 
20 Household net income TR EN 
Net income or savings 
Household savings/net income, State of 
living 
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No. 
Output variable name, 
Name in the structure, 
Dimension element code 
Related state variable(s) and/or proxy 
conditions 
21 Household unrecovered deficit TR EN 
Unrecovered deficit 
Costs of living fulfilment, Financial burden, 
State of living 
22 Debt TR EN to INF.PRED. 
Remaining loan or unpaid debt 
Debt, Financial burden 
23 Education capacity TR EN 
Total count weeks of fulfilled edu cost 
Disposable income, State of living, 
Emigration capacity 
24 Non-fisher population ML YN 
Male nonfisher young 
Human population 
25 Fisher TR ML YN 
Traditional fisher 
Local fishing activity, Fishing activity of 
households, Destructive fishing effort 
 
The sensitivity of these output variables was gauged based on the comparative influence 
between each policy parameters (i.e., input variables). Parameters were compared for their 
individual influence to deviate the outputs relative to the base case value when a ±10% 
variation of the base case parameter/input value is applied. 
Each output variable was tested by simulating the variation of 93 input variables, one-at-a-
time, of each that were considered as policy parameters (i.e., variables directly controllable to 
the problem owners). The policy parameters are listed in Table 2. 
The sensitivity of each output variables to the policy parameters was analysed visually using 
a tornado diagram shown in Figure 1. In each diagram, the bars indicate the amount of 
fractional deviation of the output value from the base case result (x-axis), y-axis lists the 
codes of the parameters as referred in Table 2; bar shadings refer to the +10% or -10% input 
value variation (legend). Only the top-seven (up to ten) parameters are presented in each 
diagram, which was sorted based on the range of output deviation.
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Table 2. Policy parameters assigned in the sensitivity tests. List only showing dominantly influencing variables contained in the tornado 
diagrams. Numbers in 
 
Variable 
number in 
diagram 
Output variable name Related state variable(s) 
1 max labor hours by fishery & 
motor [Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor]  
Effort for fishing (fisher's) 
2 normal fishing effort when crew 
requirement fulfilled by fishery & 
motor [TR, EN] 
Effort for fishing (fisher's) 
3 normal CPUE mass based elnido 
AR RR [TR, PR, SG] 
Fish catch 
4 normal CPUE mass based elnido 
AR RR [TR, PR, RF] 
Fish catch 
5 normal CPUE mass based elnido 
AR RR [TR, PR, PG] 
Fish catch 
6 normal CPUE mass based elnido 
AR RR [TR, PR, MN] 
Fish catch 
7 average household fish 
consumption by fish [PR] 
Fish demand & price 
8 average people per non fishing 
household 
Fish demand & price 
9 normal fish price local [PR] Fish demand & price 
11 proportion supply to domestic or 
local market [Fishery Group, Fish 
Class] 
Fish supply 
12 average fishing crews per boat by 
fishery & motor [TR, EN] 
Fishing boat 
13 lifespan of boat [TR] Fishing boat 
14 motor lifespan [TR] Fishing boat 
15 normal ratio motorized:all boats 
[TR] 
Fishing boat 
Variable 
number in 
diagram 
Output variable name Related state variable(s) 
16 average school age member 
[Fishery Group, Boat Motor] 
Household costs of living 
17 max effort reduction in wet season Determinants of fisher 
entries & exits and fishing 
effort 
18 birth rate reproducing female 
whole 
Population of Human 
19 child death rate [Sex] Population of Human 
26 normal fishers male [TR, YN] Population of Human 
27 normal non fishers [ML, YN] Population of Human 
28 normal non fishers [FM, YN] Population of Human 
29 normal retired population [ML] Population of Human 
30 proportion of births that are female Population of Human 
32 age at which children enter 
working population fractional 
[ML] 
Population of Human 
33 birth rate reproducing female 
whole 
Population of Human 
41 immigration rate female young 
whole 
Population of Human 
42 immigration rate male young 
whole 
Population of Human 
44 normal child population [ML] Population of Human 
45 normal fishers male [TR, YN] Population of Human 
46 normal non fishers [ML, YN] Population of Human 
47 normal non fishers [FM, YN] Population of Human 
48 normal retired population [ML] Population of Human 
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Variable 
number in 
diagram 
Output variable name Related state variable(s) 
49 proportion of births that are female Population of Human 
50 time for female young to reach mid 
age 
Population of Human 
51 time for male young to reach mid 
age 
Population of Human 
52 average sq meter reef area 
impacted per blasting 
Habitat Condition (reef) 
53 fraction of boats as blast fishers 
[Boat Motor] 
Habitat Condition (reef) 
54 max fraction of mortality per blast Habitat Condition (reef) 
55 max sq meter reef area impacted 
per poisoning 
Habitat Condition (reef) 
56 min fraction of mortality per blast Habitat Condition (reef) 
57 number of blasting per hour per 
boat 
Habitat Condition (reef) 
l number of poisoning per hour Habitat Condition (reef) 
69 average value of collateral asset 
per addition per household type 
[Fishery Group, Boat Motor]  
Household loan and debt 
70 initial household collateral asset 
value per houshold type [Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor]  
Household loan and debt 
71 limit to shortfall count per lender 
[Informal Pred] 
Household loan and debt 
72 loan interest rate per payment per 
lender type [Informal Pred] 
Household loan and debt 
73 loan term in weeks per lender type 
[Informal Pred] 
Household loan and debt 
74 number of payments within the 
term per lender type [Informal 
Pred] 
Household loan and debt 
Variable 
number in 
diagram 
Output variable name Related state variable(s) 
75 min priority level by financial 
burden [Cost of Living] 
Household net income 
81 average weekly costs of higher 
education 
Household tertiary 
education capacity 
83 min proportion of costs to cover 
weekly edu costs 
Household tertiary 
education capacity 
85 costs of boat maintenance at 
normal effort by fishery & motor 
Profit of fishing 
86 costs of labor per crew by fishery 
& motor 
Profit of fishing 
89 price of fuel per hour effort by 
fishery & motor 
Profit of fishing 
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Figure 1. Tornado diagram of each of the output variables. Tbars indicate the amount of 
fractional deviation of the output value from the base case result (x-axis), y-axis lists the codes of 
the parameters as referred in Table 2; bar shadings refer to the +10% or -10% input value variation 
(legend). Only the top-seven (up to ten) parameters are presented in each diagram, which was 
sorted based on the range of output deviation. 
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Appendix 30. The Policy 1 stock-and-flow diagram represented in the Stella® software and the 
embedded equations 
Stock-and-flow diagram of Policy 1 
 
  
LEFT 
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RIGHT 
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Stella® Equations embedded in the structure elements  
Variable Name Unit Equation 
A. Stock     
NONFISHING PROFIT 
BIOLEWIE[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor](t) 
  NONFISHING_PROFIT_BIOLEWIE[Fishery_Gro
up, Boat_Motor](t - dt) + 
("change_in_non-
fishing_profit_biolewie"[Fishery_Group
, Boat_Motor]) * dt 
SAVINGS FOR NONFISHING 
ACTIVITY[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor](t) 
  SAVINGS_FOR_NONFISHING_ACTIVITY[Fisher
y_Group, Boat_Motor](t - dt) + 
(addition_of_savings_for_nonfishing_ac
tivity[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor] - 
reduction_of_savings_for_nonfishing_ac
tivity[Fishery_Group, Boat_Motor]) * 
dt 
B. Stock Initial Value     
INIT NONFISHING PROFIT 
BIOLEWIE[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
IDR adjusted_profit_of_nonfishing_for_hous
ehold_allocation 
INIT SAVINGS FOR 
NONFISHING ACTIVITY[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR 0 
C. Flows     
change in survellience 
effort[Fishery Group] 
1/week IF 
switch_on:off_effect_of_surveillance = 
1 THEN 
gap_actual:normal_surveillance_index / 
delay_changing_surveillence_effort 
ELSE 0  
adjustment in week counter Dimensionl
ess 
gap_policy_progress/DT 
change in survellience 
effort[Fishery Group] 
1/week IF 
switch_on:off_effect_of_surveillance = 
1 THEN 
gap_actual:normal_surveillance_index / 
delay_changing_surveillence_effort 
ELSE 0  
adjustment in week counter Dimensionl
ess 
gap_policy_progress/DT 
D. Equation Converters     
adjusted normal nonfishing costs 
for requirement adjustment 
IDR normal_total_nonfishing_costs_biolewie
_per_week * 
scenario_costs_requirement_adjustment 
adjusted normal nonfishing effort 
for requirement adjustment 
Hours normal_total_nonfishing_effort_per_wee
k * 
scenario_effort_requirement_adjustment 
adjusted profit of nonfishing for 
actual labor capacity[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR adjusted_profit_of_nonfishing_for_actu
al_operational_budget * 
effect_of_labor_hours_fulfillment_on_n
onfishing_profit_biolewie 
adjusted profit of nonfishing for 
actual operational budget[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR normal_profit_of_nonfishing_per_househ
old_biolewie * 
effect_of_nonfishing_costs_fulfillment
_on_nonfishing_profit_biolewie 
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Variable Name Unit Equation 
adjusted profit of nonfishing for 
household allocation[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR adjusted_profit_of_nonfishing_for_actu
al_labor_capacity * 
proportion_of_nonfishing_profit_to_hou
sehold_member_biolewie * 
linear_increase_nonfishing_profit_intr
oduction 
gap current:previous nonfishing 
profit biolewie[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
IDR adjusted_profit_of_nonfishing_for_hous
ehold_allocation - 
(NONFISHING_PROFIT_BIOLEWIE) 
linear increase nonfishing profit 
introduction 
Dimensionl
ess 
STEP( (IF RAMP( 
proportion_of_nonfishing_profit_delive
red_per_week, 
week_nonfishing_profit_introduced) <= 
max_proportion_of_nonfishing_profit_in
troduced THEN RAMP( 
proportion_of_nonfishing_profit_delive
red_per_week,  
week_nonfishing_profit_introduced)  
ELSE 1 ) ,  
week_nonfishing_profit_introduced) 
normal nonfishing revenue per 
week 
IDR normal_nonfishing_revenue_per_year / 
one_year_in_weeks  * 
scenario_normal_revenue_adjustment 
normal profit of nonfishing per 
household biolewie 
IDR MAX(0,   
(normal_nonfishing_revenue_per_week - 
normal_total_nonfishing_costs_biolewie
_per_week) ) 
normal total nonfishing costs 
biolewie per week 
IDR (normal_nonfishing_capital_costs_per_y
ear + 
normal_nonfishing_input_costs_per_year 
)/ one_year_in_weeks 
normal total nonfishing effort per 
week 
Hours (normal_nonfishing_labor_hours_from_hi
red_labor_per_year + 
normal_nonfishing_labor_hours_by_all_h
h_members_per_year) / 
one_year_in_weeks 
profit of nonfishing unit per 
household biolewie[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR IF switch_on:off_nonfishing_job_profit 
= 1 THEN NONFISHING_PROFIT_BIOLEWIE 
ELSE 0 
profit of nonfishing unit per labor 
biolewie[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
IDR/person profit_of_nonfishing_unit_per_househol
d_biolewie / 
average_non_school_age_member 
proportion of nonfishing profit to 
household member biolewie 
Dimensionl
ess 
normal_nonfishing_labor_hours_by_all_h
h_members_per_year / 
(normal_nonfishing_labor_hours_from_hi
red_labor_per_year + 
normal_nonfishing_labor_hours_by_all_h
h_members_per_year) 
ratio actual:required nonfishing 
effort biolewie[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
Dimensionl
ess 
MIN( 
adjusted_total_labor_hours_for_nonfish
ing_after_outsource_by_fisher_&_motor 
/ 
adjusted_normal_nonfishing_effort_for_
requirement_adjustment ,  
scenario_maximum_business_unit_operati
ng) 
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Variable Name Unit Equation 
ratio actual:required spending for 
nonfishing costs[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
Dimensionl
ess 
IF 
remaining_savings_allocated_for_nonfis
hing_overhead > 0 AND 
adjusted_normal_nonfishing_costs_for_r
equirement_adjustment > 0 THEN 
MIN(remaining_savings_allocated_for_no
nfishing_overhead / 
adjusted_normal_nonfishing_costs_for_r
equirement_adjustment,  
scenario_maximum_business_unit_operati
ng) ELSE IF 
(remaining_savings_allocated_for_nonfi
shing_overhead = 0 AND 
adjusted_normal_nonfishing_costs_for_r
equirement_adjustment > 0) THEN 0 ELSE 
1 
week nonfishing profit introduced Weeks scenario_year_nonfishing_unit_introduc
ed * weeks_in_a_year 
E. Graphical Converters  
effect of labor hours fulfillment on 
nonfishing profit biolewie[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
  GRAPH(IF 
switch_on:off_effect_of_nonfishing_lab
or_hours_fulfillment_biolewie = 1 THEN 
ratio_actual:required_nonfishing_effor
t_biolewie ELSE 1) 
  Dimensionl
ess 
(-1.000, 0.000), (0.000, 0.000), 
(1.000, 1.000), (2.000, 2.000) 
effect of nonfishing costs 
fulfillment on nonfishing profit 
biolewie[Fishery Group, Boat 
Motor] 
  GRAPH(IF 
switch_on:off_effect_of_nonfishing_ove
rheads_fulfillment_biolewie = 1 THEN 
ratio_actual:required_spending_for_non
fishing_costs ELSE 1) 
  Dimensionl
ess 
(-1.000, 0.000), (0.000, 0.000), 
(1.000, 1.000), (2.000, 2.000) 
E. Fixed-value input converters 
delay in the adjustment of non-
fishing profit 
Weeks 1 
max proportion of nonfishing profit 
introduced 
Dimensionl
ess 
1 
normal nonfishing capital costs 
per year 
IDR 7519675  
normal nonfishing input costs per 
year 
IDR 1414980  
normal nonfishing labor hours by 
all hh members per year 
Hours 918  
normal nonfishing labor hours 
from hired labor per year 
Hours 114  
normal nonfishing revenue per 
year 
IDR 61997233  
one year in weeks Dimensionl
ess 
52 
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Variable Name Unit Equation 
proportion of nonfishing profit 
delivered per week 
Per Week 1/(scenario_period_of_nonfishing_intro
duction*weeks_in_a_year) 
scenario costs requirement 
adjustment 
Dimensionl
ess 
1 
scenario effort requirement 
adjustment 
Dimensionl
ess 
1 
scenario maximum business unit 
operating 
Dimensionl
ess 
2 
scenario normal revenue 
adjustment 
Dimensionl
ess 
1 
scenario period of nonfishing 
introduction 
Years 15 
scenario year nonfishing unit 
introduced 
Years 0.1  
F. Switch converters 
switch on:off effect of nonfishing 
labor hours fulfillment biolewie 
Dimensionl
ess 
1  
switch on:off effect of nonfishing 
overheads fulfillment biolewie 
Dimensionl
ess 
1  
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Appendix 31. The Policy 2 stock-and-flow diagram represented in the Stella® software and the 
embedded equations 
Stock-and-flow diagram of Policy 2 
 
Stella® Equations embedded in the structure elements  
Variable Name Unit Equation 
A. Stock 
SURVEILLANCE EFFORT 
INDEX[Fishery Group](t) 
  SURVEILLANCE_EFFORT_INDEX[Fishery_Group](t - dt) 
+ (change_in_survellience_effort[Fishery_Group]) 
* dt 
WEEK COUNTER FOR THE 
TREND(t) 
  WEEK_COUNTER_FOR_THE_TREND(t - dt) + 
(adjustment_in_week_counter) * dt 
B. Stock Initial Value 
INIT SURVEILLANCE 
EFFORT INDEX[Fishery 
Group] 
Dimension
less 
normal_surveillance_index 
INIT WEEK COUNTER FOR 
THE TREND 
Weeks 1 
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Variable Name Unit Equation 
C. Flows 
"change in non-fishing profit 
biolewie"[Fishery Group, 
Boat Motor] 
IDR Per 
Week 
gap_current:previous_nonfishing_profit_biolewie 
/ "delay_in_the_adjustment_of_non-
fishing_profit" 
addition of savings for 
nonfishing activity[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR Per 
Week 
fourth_spending_for_nonfishing_overheads 
reduction of savings for 
nonfishing activity[Fishery 
Group, Boat Motor] 
IDR Per 
Week 
MAX(normal_total_nonfishing_costs_biolewie_per_w
eek,  
(ratio_actual:required_spending_for_nonfishing_c
osts * 
normal_total_nonfishing_costs_biolewie_per_week) 
)/ 
time_period_for_savings_check_fourth_spending_ad
justment_for_nonfishing 
D. Equation Converters 
a of the quadratic formula Dimension
less 
IF 
scenario_max_multiplier_value_equivalent_at_grow
th_value_of_2 = 100 THEN 0.5 ELSE IF 
scenario_max_multiplier_value_equivalent_at_grow
th_value_of_2 = 50 THEN 0.5 ELSE IF 
scenario_max_multiplier_value_equivalent_at_grow
th_value_of_2 = 10 THEN 5.5 ELSE IF 
scenario_max_multiplier_value_equivalent_at_grow
th_value_of_2 = 5 THEN .5 ELSE 0 
actual surveillance index[TR] DImension
less 
normal_surveillance_index[TR] 
actual surveillance index[DS] DImension
less 
normal_surveillance_index[DS] * 
adjusted_surveillance_for_maximum_value 
actual surveillance index[SF] DImension
less 
normal_surveillance_index[SF] 
adjusted surveillance for 
maximum value 
Dimension
less 
( a_of_the_quadratic_formula * 
(scenario_trend_of_policy_improvement^2) ) + 
(b_of_the_quadratic_formula * 
scenario_trend_of_policy_improvement) + 
c_of_the_quadratic_formula 
b of the quadratic formula Dimension
less 
IF 
scenario_max_multiplier_value_equivalent_at_grow
th_value_of_2 = 100 THEN 97.5 ELSE IF 
scenario_max_multiplier_value_equivalent_at_grow
th_value_of_2 = 50 THEN 47.5 ELSE IF 
scenario_max_multiplier_value_equivalent_at_grow
th_value_of_2 = 10 THEN -7.5 ELSE IF 
scenario_max_multiplier_value_equivalent_at_grow
th_value_of_2 = 5 THEN 2.5 ELSE 1 
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Variable Name Unit Equation 
c of the quadratic formula Dimension
less 
IF 
scenario_max_multiplier_value_equivalent_at_grow
th_value_of_2 = 100 THEN -97 ELSE IF 
scenario_max_multiplier_value_equivalent_at_grow
th_value_of_2 = 50 THEN -47 ELSE IF 
scenario_max_multiplier_value_equivalent_at_grow
th_value_of_2 = 10 THEN 3 ELSE IF  
scenario_max_multiplier_value_equivalent_at_grow
th_value_of_2 = 5 THEN -2 ELSE 0 
current point of time of policy 
progress 
Weeks IF TIME >= surveillance_policy_start_time AND 
TIME <= 
(surveillance_policy_start_time+surveillance_pol
icy_period) THEN COUNTER(-
surveillance_policy_start_time+1,  
surveillance_policy_period+2) ELSE 1 
delay changing surveillence 
effort[Fishery Group] 
Weeks DT 
end of policy period Weeks surveillance_policy_period 
gap actual:normal 
surveillance index[Fishery 
Group] 
DImension
less 
actual_surveillance_index - 
SURVEILLANCE_EFFORT_INDEX 
gap policy progress Weeks IF WEEK_COUNTER_FOR_THE_TREND < 
end_of_policy_period THEN 
current_point_of_time_of_policy_progress - 
WEEK_COUNTER_FOR_THE_TREND ELSE 0  
ratio actual:normal 
surveillance effort[Fishery 
Group] 
Dimension
less 
IF normal_surveillance_index > 0 THEN 
SURVEILLANCE_EFFORT_INDEX / 
normal_surveillance_index ELSE 1   
surveillance policy period Weeks scenario_period_of_surveillance_introduction * 
weeks_in_a_year 
surveillance policy start time Weeks weeks_in_a_year * 
scenario_year_surveillance_introduced 
E. Graphical Converters 
effect of surveillance index 
change on destructive to 
squid[Sex, Labor Age] 
  GRAPH(IF SURVEILLANCE_EFFORT_INDEX[SF] > 0 THEN 
SURVEILLANCE_EFFORT_INDEX[DS] / 
SURVEILLANCE_EFFORT_INDEX[SF] ELSE 1) 
  Dimension
less 
(-1.000, 0.000), (0.000, 0.000), (1.000, 1.000), 
(2.000, 2.000) 
effect of surveillance index 
change on destructive to 
traditional[Sex, Labor Age] 
  GRAPH(IF SURVEILLANCE_EFFORT_INDEX[TR] > 0 THEN 
SURVEILLANCE_EFFORT_INDEX[DS] / 
SURVEILLANCE_EFFORT_INDEX[TR] ELSE 1) 
  Dimension
less 
(-1.000, 0.000), (0.000, 0.000), (1.000, 1.000), 
(2.000, 2.000) 
effect of surveillance index 
change on entry rate to 
destructive[TR] 
  GRAPH(ratio_actual:normal_surveillance_effort) 
  Dimension
less 
(0.000, 2.000), (1.000, 1.000), (2.000, 0.000), 
(3.000, 0.000) 
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Variable Name Unit Equation 
effect of surveillance index 
change on entry rate to 
destructive[DS] 
  GRAPH(ratio_actual:normal_surveillance_effort) 
  Dimension
less 
(0.000, 1.837), (0.666666666667, 1.53433333333), 
(1.33333333333, 0.437666666667), (2.000, 0.142) 
effect of surveillance index 
change on entry rate to 
destructive[SF] 
  GRAPH(ratio_actual:normal_surveillance_effort) 
  Dimension
less 
(0.000, 1.000), (0.200, 1.000), (0.400, 1.000), 
(0.600, 1.000), (0.800, 1.000), (1.000, 1.000), 
(1.200, 1.000), (1.400, 1.000), (1.600, 1.000), 
(1.800, 1.000), (2.000, 1.000) 
effect of surveillance index 
change on exit rate from 
destructive[TR] 
  GRAPH(ratio_actual:normal_surveillance_effort) 
  Dimension
less 
(-1.000, 1.000), (0.000, 1.000), (1.000, 1.000), 
(2.000, 1.000) 
effect of surveillance index 
change on exit rate from 
destructive[DS] 
  GRAPH(ratio_actual:normal_surveillance_effort) 
  Dimension
less 
(-1.000, 0.000), (0.000, 0.000), (1.000, 1.000), 
(2.000, 2.000) 
effect of surveillance index 
change on exit rate from 
destructive[SF] 
  GRAPH(ratio_actual:normal_surveillance_effort) 
  Dimension
less 
(0.000, 1.000), (0.200, 1.000), (0.400, 1.000), 
(0.600, 1.000), (0.800, 1.000), (1.000, 1.000), 
(1.200, 1.000), (1.400, 1.000), (1.600, 1.000), 
(1.800, 1.000), (2.000, 1.000) 
effect of surveillance index 
change on squid to 
destructive[Sex, Labor Age] 
  GRAPH(IF SURVEILLANCE_EFFORT_INDEX[SF] > 0 THEN 
SURVEILLANCE_EFFORT_INDEX[DS] / 
SURVEILLANCE_EFFORT_INDEX[SF] ELSE 1) 
  Dimension
less 
(0.000, 2.000), (1.000, 1.000), (2.000, 0.000), 
(3.000, 0.000) 
effect of surveillance index 
change on traditional to 
destructive[Sex, Labor Age] 
  GRAPH(IF SURVEILLANCE_EFFORT_INDEX[TR] > 0 THEN 
SURVEILLANCE_EFFORT_INDEX[DS] / 
SURVEILLANCE_EFFORT_INDEX[TR] ELSE 1) 
  Dimension
less 
(0.000, 2.000), (1.000, 1.000), (2.000, 0.000), 
(3.000, 0.000) 
scenario trend of policy 
improvement 
  GRAPH(WEEK_COUNTER_FOR_THE_TREND) 
  Dimension
less 
(1.0, 1.000), (7.45, 1.005), (13.9, 1.015), 
(20.35, 1.028), (26.8, 1.041), (33.25, 1.061), 
(39.7, 1.092), (46.15, 1.137), (52.6, 1.214), 
(59.05, 1.327), (65.5, 1.500), (71.95, 1.658), 
(78.4, 1.760), (84.85, 1.827), (91.3, 1.888), 
(97.75, 1.929), (104.2, 1.954), (110.65, 1.973), 
(117.1, 1.991), (123.55, 2.000), (130.0, 2.000) 
E. Fixed-value input converters 
normal surveillance 
index[TR] 
Dimension
less 
1  
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Variable Name Unit Equation 
normal surveillance 
index[DS] 
Dimension
less 
1  
normal surveillance index[SF] Dimension
less 
1  
scenario max multiplier value 
equivalent at growth value of 
2 
Dimension
less 
100 
scenario period of 
surveillance introduction 
Years 5 
scenario year surveillance 
introduced 
Years 0 
F. Switch converters 
switch on:off effect of 
surveillance 
Dimension
less 
1 
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Appendix 32. The Policy 2 stock-and-flow diagram represented in the Stella® software and the 
embedded equations 
Stock-and-flow diagram of Policy 3 
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Stella® Equations embedded in the structure elements  
Variable Name Unit Equation 
A. Equation Converters 
effect of demand change 
(hypothetical trend) 
Dimensionl
ess 
IF switch_on:off_effect_of_demand_trend =  1 
THEN ( IF "switch_select_peak-only:peak-
valley_demand_trend" = 1 THEN 
effect_of_demand_policy_introduction_trend + 
sinusoidal_trend_generator_peak_only+  
linear_trend_generator ELSE IF 
"switch_select_peak-only:peak-
valley_demand_trend" = 2 THEN 
effect_of_demand_policy_introduction_trend + 
sinusoidal_trend_generator_peak_and_valley+  
linear_trend_generator ELSE 
effect_of_demand_policy_introduction_trend + 
linear_trend_generator ) ELSE 1 
effect of demand policy 
introduction trend 
Dimensionl
ess 
IF 
switch_on:off_fish_demand_trend_introduction = 
1 THEN ( IF TIME >= week_demand_policy_started 
AND TIME < week_demand_policy_started + 
(scenario_period_of_demand_introduction * 
weeks_in_a_year) THEN 
scenario_demand_multiplier_value_at_normal + 
RAMP(scenario_adjusted_normal_demand_at_the_en
d_of_introduction 
/(scenario_period_of_demand_introduction * 
weeks_in_a_year), week_demand_policy_started) 
ELSE IF TIME >= week_demand_policy_started + 
(scenario_period_of_demand_introduction * 
weeks_in_a_year) THEN 
scenario_demand_multiplier_value_at_normal +  
scenario_adjusted_normal_demand_at_the_end_of_
introduction ELSE 1 ) ELSE 1 
linear trend generator Dimensionl
ess 
IF TIME >= week_demand_policy_started THEN 
RAMP("scenario_fraction_of_increase_per_year_(
slope)" / weeks_in_a_year,  
week_demand_policy_started)   ELSE 0  
sinusoidal trend generator peak 
and valley 
Dimensionl
ess 
IF TIME >= week_demand_policy_started THEN 
"scenario_maximum_multiplier_(amplitude)" * 
SIN( (COUNTER(-week_demand_policy_started, 
TIME)) * radian_angle_of_one * 
"scenario_number_of_demand_peak_per_yar_(52_we
eks)" / "number_of_peak-to-
peak_amplitude_within_52_weeks") ELSE 0 
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sinusoidal trend generator peak 
only 
Dimensionl
ess 
IF TIME >= week_demand_policy_started THEN ( 
"scenario_maximum_multiplier_(amplitude)" * (-
COS( (COUNTER(-week_demand_policy_started, 
TIME)) * radian_angle_of_one *  
"scenario_number_of_demand_peak_per_yar_(52_we
eks)" /  "number_of_peak-to-
peak_amplitude_within_52_weeks" ) ) /2 ) + 
("scenario_maximum_multiplier_(amplitude)" /2) 
ELSE 0 
week demand policy started Weeks weeks_in_a_year * 
scenario_year_demand_policy_introduced 
B. Fixed-value input converters 
number of peak-to-peak 
amplitude within 52 weeks 
Dimensionl
ess 
8.25 
radian angle of one Dimensionl
ess 
1 
scenario adjusted normal 
demand at the end of 
introduction 
Dimensionl
ess 
3 
scenario demand multiplier 
value at normal 
Dimensionl
ess 
1 
scenario fraction of increase 
per year (slope) 
Per Year 0.035 
scenario maximum multiplier 
(amplitude) 
Dimensionl
ess 
4 
scenario number of demand 
peak per yar (52 weeks) 
Dimensionl
ess 
3 
scenario period of demand 
introduction 
Years 5 
scenario year demand policy 
introduced 
Years 0 
C. Switch converters 
switch on:off effect of demand 
trend 
Dimensionl
ess 
1  
switch on:off fish demand trend 
introduction 
Dimensionl
ess 
1  
switch select peak-only:peak-
valley demand trend 
Dimensionl
ess 
1  
 
 
